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BOOK VIII.
FROM THE BATTLE OF THE STANDARD TO THE INSURRECTION
OF THE POITEVINS AND BRETONS AGAINST HENRY II.
1137—1189.


The friendship which, at the period of William's conquest, had been suddenly formed between the Anglo-Saxon people and that of Scotland, although cooled since by several cir-
cumstances, had never been entirely broken. On the day, indeed, when Malcolm Kenmore, king Edgar's brother-in-law, was constrained to confess himself the vassal of the Conqueror, a kind of moral barrier was raised between the Scottish kings and the English by race; but Malcolm himself and his successors ill endured this condition of vassalage that force had imposed on them. More than once, seeking to throw it off, they became aggressors of the Anglo-Normans by way of reprisal, and marched south of the Tweed; more than once, also, the Normans passed that river, and the oath of feudal subjection was, by turns, broken and renewed, according to the chances of war. Besides, the kings of Scotland never reckoned among the duties they had contracted in accepting the title of liegemen, the obligation to close their country against the Anglo-Saxon emigrants.

The multitude of men of all ranks and conditions who, after a futile struggle against the invaders, expatriated themselves to Scotland, considerably augmented there the previous mass of Germanic population established between the Tweed and the Forth. The kings who succeeded Malcolm were not less generous than he to these refugees; they gave them lands and offices, and admitted them into their state-council, where gradually the true Scottish language, the Gaelic or Erse, was supplanted by the Anglo-Danish dialect, spoken in the lowlands of Scotland. By the same revolution, the Scottish kings discarded the patronymic surnames which recalled to mind their Celtic origin, and only retained simple proper names, Saxon or foreign, as Edgar, Alexander, David, &c.

The hospitality which the chiefs of Scotland accorded to the men of Saxon race flying from the Normans, was, as we have already seen, offered by them also to men of Norman race, discontented with the share which had fallen to them in the division of the conquest, or banished from England by the sentence of their own chiefs. These sons of the conquerors came, in great numbers, to seek fortune where the conquered had found refuge. Most of them were tried soldiers; the Scottish kings took them into their service, delighted to have Norman knights to oppose to the Normans beyond the Tweed. They received them into their intimacy, confided high commands to them, and even, to render their
court more agreeable to these new guests, studied to introduce into the Teutonic language spoken there, many French words and idioms.\(^1\) Fashion and custom gradually naturalized these exotic terms throughout the country south of the Forth, and in a short time the national language became there a singular medley of Teutonic and French, in about equal proportions.

This language, which is still the popular dialect of the inhabitants of southern Scotland, retained but very few Celtic words, Erse or Breton, most of them expressing features peculiar to the country, such as the various accidents of an extremely various soil. But, notwithstanding the little figure made by the remains of the ancient idiom of the Scottish plains in the new language, it was easy to see, in the spirit and manners of the population of these districts, that it was a Celtic race, in which other races had mingled without entirely renewing it. Vivacity of imagination, the taste for music and poetry, the custom of strengthening the social bond by ties of relationship, marked out and recognised in the most distant degree, are original features which distinguished then, and still distinguish, the inhabitants of the left bank of the Tweed from their southern neighbours.

Further westward in the plains of Scotland, these features of Celtic physiognomy appeared more strongly impressed, because the people there were more removed from the influence of the royal cities of Scone and Edinburgh, whither the multitude of foreign emigrants flocked. In the county of Galloway, for instance, the administrative authority was, up to the twelfth century, only regarded as a fiction of paternal authority; and no man sent by the king to govern this country could exercise his command in peace, unless he was accepted as head of the family, or chief of the clan, by the people whom he was to rule.\(^2\) If the inhabitants did not think fit to assign this title to the king's officer, or if the old hereditary chief of the tribe did not voluntarily yield him this privilege, the tribe would not recognise him, for all his

\(^1\) The charters of the kings of Scotland towards the close of the tenth century were superscribed: N. *omnibus per regnum suum Scotos et Anglis salutem*. In the twelfth century the form was *Omnibus, fidelibus Francis, et Anglis et Scotos*. (Dugdale, *Monast. Anglic. passim.*)

\(^2\) Caput progeniei. (Ken-Kinneol, *Charta Alexandri II.* \textit{apud} Grant, *Descent of the Gaels*, p. 378.)
royal commission, and he himself was soon fain to resign or sell this commission to the chief preferred by the people.

In the places where the emigrants from England, Saxons or Normans, obtained territorial domains on condition of fealty and service, they built a church, a mill, a brewery, and some houses, for their people, which the Saxons called the _hurède_, and the Normans _la menie_. The collection of all these edifices, surrounded by a palisade or a wall, was called _enclos or the tun_, in the language of the lowlands of Scotland. The inhabitants of this inclosure, masters and servants, proprietors and farmers, composed a sort of little city, united like a Celtic clan, but by other ties than relationship, by those of service and pay, obedience and command. The chief, in his square tower, built in the midst of the more humble dwellings of his vassals or labourers, resembled in general appearance the Norman of England, whose fortress dominated the huts of his serfs. But there was a great difference between the real condition of the one and of the other. In Scotland, the subordination of the poor to the rich was not servitude; true, the name of lord, _laird_, in the Teutonic language, and of _sire_ in the French, was given to the latter, but as he was neither a conqueror, nor the son of a conqueror, he was not hated, and none trembled before him. A sort of familiarity brought more or less nearly together the inhabitant of the tower and the dweller in the cottage; they knew that their ancestors had not bequeathed to them mortal injuries to revenge upon each other.

When war assembled them in arms, they did not form two separate peoples, the one horse, the other foot; the one clothed in complete steel, the other denied spurs under penalty of ignominious punishment. Every man, armed according to his means, in a coat of mail or a quilted doublet, rode his own horse, well or ill-caparisoned. In Scotland, the condition of labourer on the domain of another man, was not humiliating as in England, where the Norman term _villain_ has become, in the vernacular tongue, the most odious of epithets. A Scotch farmer was commonly called the _gude-man_; his lord could only demand from him the rents and services mutually settled between them; he was not

---

1 Charta Thomæ Flemyng, _ib_. p. 377
taxed *haut et bas*, as in a conquered country;¹ and accordingly no insurrection of peasants was ever seen in Scotland; the poor and rich sympathized, because poverty and riches were not derived from victory and expropriation. The races of men, like the different idioms, were mingled in every rank, and the same language was spoken in the castle, the town, and the hut.

This language, which, from its resemblance to that of the Anglo-Saxons, was called *Anglise* or English, had a very different fate in Scotland and in England; in the latter country, it was the idiom of the serfs, the artizans, the shepherds; the poets, who wrote for the upper classes, composed only in pure Norman; but, north of the Tweed, English was the favourite tongue of the minstrels attached to the court; it was polished, refined, elaborate, graceful, and even distinguished, whilst, on the other side of the same river, it was becoming rude and inelegant, like the unfortunate people who spoke it. The few popular poets who, instead of rhyming in French for the sons of the Normans, continued to rhyme in English for the Saxons, felt this difference, and complained of their inability to employ, under penalty of not being understood, the fine language, the bold flights, and the complex versification of the southern Scots. "I have put," says one of them, "into my simple English, out of love for simple folk, what others have written and said more elegantly; for it is not to the proud and noble I address myself, but to those who could not understand a more refined English."² In this polished English of the lowlands of Scotland were clothed old British traditions, which remained in the memory of the inhabitants of the banks of the Clyde, long after the British language had perished in those districts. In the low-

¹ Walter Scott's *Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border*, i. 81.

² Als thai haf wrttn end sayd
Haf I alle in myn Inghls la3d,
In symple speche, as I couthe.
* * * * * * * * * * *
Bot for the luf of symple men
* * * * * * * * * *
That strange Inghls can not ken:
Thai sayd it for pride and nobleye.

(Robert of Brunne's Prologue to his *Chronicle*,
Hearne's edit. p xcvi.)
lands of the south-west, Arthur and the other heroes of the Cambrian nation were more popular than the heroes of the ancient Scots, than Gaul-Mac-Morn, and Fin-Mac-Gaul, or Fingal, father of Oshinn, or Ossian, sung in the Gaelic language in the highlands and islands.

The population which spake this language, almost entirely similar to that of the natives of Ireland, was still, in the twelfth century the most numerous in Scotland, but the least powerful, politically, since its own kings had deserted its alliance for that of the inhabitants of the south-east. It knew this, and remembering that the plains occupied by these new comers had been of old the property of its ancestors, it hated them as usurpers, and denied them the name of Scots, under which foreigners confounded them with it, and gave them instead that of Sassenachs, that is to say Saxons, because whatever their origin, all of them spoke the English language. The children of the Gaels long regarded as mere acts of reprisal the incursions of war and pillage made upon the lowlands of Scotland. "We are the heirs of the plains," said they; "it is just we should resume our own."

This national hostility, the effects of which the inhabitants of the plain greatly dreaded, rendered them ever ready to encourage in the kings of Scotland all sorts of arbitrary and tyrannical measures, tending to destroy the independence of the highlanders. But it would seem as though there were in the manners, as in the language of the Celtic populations, a principle of eternity which mocks the efforts of time and of man. The clans of the Gael perpetuated themselves under their patriarch chieftains, whom the members of the clan, all bearing the same name, obeyed as sons obey their father. Every tribe not having a patriarch and not living as one family, was considered base; few incurred this dishonour, and to avoid it, the poets and historians, adepts in genealogies, were always careful to make each new chief descend from the primitive chief, from the common ancestor of the

1 The pronunciation is the same.
Walter Scott's Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border, iii 243.—And see Sir Tristrem, edited by the same.
2 Id. Lady of the Lake, notes.—Johan de Fordun, Scott-Chronicon, (Hearne) lb. ii. p. 79.
whole tribe.\(^1\) In token of this descent, which was never to be interrupted, the reigning chief added to his own name a patronymic surname, which all his predecessors had borne before him, and which his successors were to take after him; and, according to Celtic etiquette, this surname served them in lieu of a title. The feudal style of the public acts of Scotland was never current in the highlands or islands, and the same man, who at the court of the kings entitled himself duke or earl of Argyle, on his return to Argyleshire, in the bosom of his tribe, again became Mac-Callam-More, that is, the son of Callam the great.\(^2\)

All the tribes spread over the western coast of Scotland from the Mull of Cantyre to the North Cape, and in the Hebrides, which were also called Innis Gail or the islands of the Gael, lived in separate societies under this patriarchal authority; but above all their peculiar chiefs, there was in the twelfth century a supreme chief, who, in the language of the lowlanders, was called the lord or king of the Isles. This king of the whole Gaelic population of Scotland had his residence at Dunstaffnage, upon a rock on the western coast, the ancient abode of the Scottish kings, prior to their emigration to the east; sometimes, also, he inhabited the fortress of Artornish in Mull, or the island of Ilay, the most fertile if not the largest of the Hebrides. Here was held a high court of justice, the members of which sat in a circle, on seats cut out of the rock. Here also was a stone, seven feet square, upon which the king of the Isles stood on the day of his coronation. Erect on this pedestal, he swore to preserve to every one his rights, and to do justice at all times; then, the sword of his predecessor was put into his hands, and the bishop of Argyle and seven priests crowned him in the presence of all the tribes of the Isles and of the mainland.\(^3\)

The authority of the king of the Hebridean isles extended sometimes over Man, situated more southward, between England and Ireland, and sometimes this island had a king of its own, issue of Irish race, or of the old Scandinavian chiefs who had rested here after their sea excursions. The kings

---

\(^2\) Id. ib.  
\(^3\) Walter Scott, *Lord of the Isles*, notes.
of the western isles acknowledged as their suzerains, sometimes the kings of Scotland and sometimes those of Norway, as self-interest or compulsion dictated. The natural aversion of the Gael to the lowland Scots aided to maintain the independence of this purely Gaelic kingdom, which still existed in all its plenitude at the time when this history has now attained, and the king of the Isles treated, on terms of equality, with him of Scotland, his rival in ordinary times, but his natural ally against a common enemy, for example, against the kings of England; for the instinct of national hatred, which had so often impelled the ancient Scots towards southern Britain, had not yet disappeared from among the Scottish highlanders.

In the lowlands of Scotland, a war against the Anglo-Normans could not fail to be extremely popular; for while the Saxons by origin, who inhabited that country, burned with a desire to revenge their own misfortunes and those of their ancestors, by a singular concurrence of circumstances, the Norman refugees in Scotland themselves yearned to cross swords with their countrymen who had banished them from England. The desire to regain the domains they had formerly usurped, not less ardent in them than in the hearts of the Anglo-Saxons was the wish to recover their country and their hereditary property, occasioned, in the council of the kings of Scotland, where the new citizens sat in great numbers, an almost universal vote for war with the conquerors of England. Gael, Saxons, Normans, Highlanders, Lowlanders, though from different motives, all agreed on this point; and it was probably this unanimity, well known by the native English, which encouraged the latter to count on the support of Scotland, in the great conspiracy framed and discovered in the year 1137.


2 Insulana sive moutana gens—populo Anglorum et lingue—infesta jugiter et crudelis. (Johan. de Fordun. Scoti-Chron. lib. ii p. 79.)

3 Habebat rex (Scotorum) secum, qui eum crebro admonuvis cæcare—stimulabant, hinc filium Roberti de Bathentona, ejusque collaterales, qui ex Anglia exulati, sub spe recuperandæ patræ ad illum confugerant—ahosque quam plures qui vel questus granæ . . . (Gesta Stephani regis, apud Script. rer. Normann. p. 939)
For some time past, emissaries from the English people had come in crowds to the court of the Scottish kings, nephews of the last Anglo-Saxon king, conjuring them, by the memory of their uncle Edgar, to march to the assistance of the oppressed nation to which they were related. But the sons of Malcolm Kenmore were kings, and, as such, little disposed to commit themselves in a national revolt, without powerful motives of personal interest. They remained deaf to the complaints of the English and the suggestions of their own courtiers during the life of Henry I., with whom they had some ties of relationship through his wife, Matilda, daughter of Malcolm. When Henry made the Norman barons swear to give the kingdom, after his death, to his daughter by Matilda, David, then king of Scotland, was present and took the oath as vassal of Henry I.; but when the lords of England, violating their word, instead of Matilda, chose Stephen of Blois, the king of Scotland began to think the cause of the Saxons the best. He promised to assist them in their project of exterminating all the Normans, and perhaps, in return for this vague promise, he stipulated, as was rumoured at the time, that he should be made king of England, did the enterprise succeed.

The enfranchisement of the English did not take place, as we have seen above, owing to the vigilance of a bishop. The king of Scotland, however, who had only joined that people because he had, on his side, warlike projects against the Normans, assembled an army and marched towards the south. It was not in the name of the oppressed Saxon race that he entered England, but in the name of Matilda, his cousin, dispossessed, he said, by Stephen of Blois, usurper of the kingdom.

The English people cared little more for the wife of Geoffroy of Anjou than for Stephen of Blois, and yet the populations nearest the frontiers of Scotland, the men of Cumberland, Westmoreland, and all the valleys whose rivers run to swell the waters of the Tweed, impelled by the simple

1 Zeloque justitiae succensus, tum pro communissanguinis cognatione, tum pro fide muteri repromissa et debuta, regnum Anglae turbare dispostum. (Ib.)
instinct which leads us to seize with avidity every means of escape, received the Scots as friends and joined them. These valleys, of difficult access and scarce subjected by the Normans, were in great measure peopled with Saxons whose fathers had been banished at the time of the Conquest. They came to the camp of the Scots in great numbers and without any order, upon little mountain horses, their only property.

In general, with the exception of the cavalry of Norman or French origin, whom the king of Scotland brought with him, and who were clad in complete and uniform mail, the great body of the troops presented a most disorderly variety of arms and attire. The inhabitants of the eastern lowlands, men of Danish or Saxon descent, formed the heavy infantry, armed with cuirasses and strong pikes; the inhabitants of the west, and especially those of Galloway, who still retained a marked impress of their British descent, were, like the ancient Britons, without defensive arms, and carried long javelins, the points of which were sharp, and the wood slender and fragile; lastly, the genuine Scots, highlanders and islanders, wore caps ornamented with the feathers of wild fowl, and large mantles of striped wool, fastened round the waist with a leathern belt, whence hung a long broad-sword; they carried a round shield of light wood, covered with a thick leather, on the left arm; and some of the island tribes used two-handed axes, like the Scandinavians; the equipment of the chiefs was the same as that of the men of the clan; they were distinguished only by their longer feathers, lighter, and floating more gracefully.

The numerous, and for the most part irregular, troops of the king of Scotland, occupied without resistance all the country between the Tweed and the northern limits of the province of York. The Norman kings had not as yet erected in this district the imposing fortresses which they afterwards raised there, and thus no obstacle stayed the progress of the

1 Coadunnatus erat...iste exercitus de Normannis, Germanis, Anglis, de Northymbrahis et Cumbris, de Teswetadale et Lodonea, de Pictis, qui vulgo Galleweisenses duentur, et Scottis. (Richardus Hagustaldensis, historia, sub ann. 1138 apud Hist. Angl. Script. (Selden) i. col. 316.

Scottish ants, as an old author calls them. It appears that this army committed many cruelties in the places through which it passed; the historians talk of women and priests massacred, of children thrown into the air and caught on the points of lances; but, as they talk with little precision, it is not known whether these excesses fell only upon men of Norman descent, and were the reprisals of the English by race, or whether the native aversion of the Gaelic population for the inhabitants of England was exercised indifferently on the serf and on the master, on the Saxon and on the Norman.

The northern lords, and especially the archbishop of York, Toustain, profited by the report of these atrocities, spread vaguely, and, perhaps, in an exaggerated form, to counteract, in the minds of the Saxon inhabitants of the banks of the Humber, the interest they would naturally feel in the cause of the enemies of the Norman king.

To induce their subjects to march with them against the king of Scotland, the Norman barons skilfully flattered old local superstitions; they invoked the names of the saints of English race, whom they themselves had once treated with such contempt; they adopted them, as it were, as generalissimos of their army, and archbishop Toustain raised the banners of St. Cuthbert of Durham, of St. John of Beverly, and of St. Wilfred of Ripon.

These popular standards, which, since the Conquest, had scarce seen the day, were taken from the dust of the churches, and conveyed to Cuton Moor, near Elfer-tun, now North Allerton, thirty-two miles north of York, the place where the Norman chiefs resolved to await the enemy. William Piperel and Walter Espec, of Nottinghamshire, and Guilbert de Lacy and his brother Walter, of Yorkshire, assumed the command. The archbishop, who could not attend, on account of illness, sent in his place Raoul, bishop of Durham, probably driven from his diocese by the invasion of the Scots.

1 Formici Scotici (Matth. Paris, i. 139.)
4 Matth. Paris. i. 76.
Around the Saxon banners, raised by lords of foreign race in the camp of Allerton, a half religious, half patriotic instinct drew together a number of the English inhabitants of the surrounding towns and plains. These no longer bore the great battle-axe, the favourite weapon of their ancestors, but were armed with large bows and arrows a cloth yard long. The Conquest had worked this change in two different ways: first, those of the natives, who had stooped to serve the Norman king in battle, for food and pay, had necessarily applied themselves to Norman tactics; and next, those who, more independent, had adopted the life of partisans on the roads and of free-hunters in the forests, had also found it desirable to lay aside the weapons adapted for close combat, for others better fitted to reach, from a distance, the knights of Normandy and the king's stags. The sons of both these classes having been from their infancy exercised in drawing the bow, England had become, in less than a century, the land of good archers, as Scotland was the land of good lances.

While the Scottish army was passing the Tees, the Norman barons actively prepared to meet its attack. They raised upon four wheels, a mast, having at its summit a small silver box, containing a consecrated host, and around the box floated the banners which were to excite the English to fight well. This standard, of a kind common enough in the middle ages, was in the centre of the army. The Anglo-Norman knights took up their post around it, after having sworn together by faith and oath, to remain united for the defence of the country, in life and death. The Saxon archers flanked the battle array, and formed the vanguard. On the news of the approach of the Scots, who were rapidly advancing, the Norman Raoul, bishop of Durham, ascended an eminence in the midst of the army, and delivered in French the following harangue:

"Noble lords of Norman race, you who make France tremble, and have conquered England; the Scots, after having done you homage, seek to drive you from your lands. But if our fathers in so few numbers subjected a great part of Gaul,

---

1 Ib.—Ailred Rievall De bello Stand. ut sup. col. 337.
shall we not conquer these half-naked people, who oppose to
our swords nothing but the skin of their bodies, or a leathern
buckler? Their pikes are long, it is true, but the wood is
fragile, and the iron of poor temper. These people of Gallo-
way have been heard to say, in their vain boasting, that the
sweetest drink to them were the blood of a Norman. Do ye
so that not one of them shall return to his family to boast of
having killed a Norman."

The Scottish army, having for its standard a simple lance
with a guidon, marched in several bodies. The young Henry,
son of the king of Scotland, commanded the lowlanders and
the English volunteers of Cumberland and Northumberland;
the king himself was at the head of all the clans of the high-
lands and islands; and the knights of Norman origin, armed
at all points, formed his guard. One of them, named Robert
de Brus, a man of great age, who sided with the king of Scot-
land, by reason of his fief of Annandale, and had no personal
enmity against his countrymen of England, approached the
king, as he was about to give the signal of attack, and ad-
dressing him in a mournful tone, said: “O king, dost thou re-
fect against whom thou art about to fight? It is against the
Normans and the English, who have ever served thee so well
and promptly in council and in the field, and have subjected
to thee thy people of Gaelic race. Thou thinkest thyself; then,
sure of the submission of these tribes? Thou hopest, then, to
hold them to their duty, with the sole aid of thy Scottish men
at arms remember that it was we who first placed them in
thy hands, and that hence sprung the hatred which they bear
our countrymen.” This speech seemed to make a great im-
pression on the king; but William, his nephew, exclaimed,
impatiently: “these are the words of a traitor.” The old
Norman replied to this insult, by abjuring, in the formula of
the period, his oath of faith and homage, and then galloped
to the enemy’s camp.

The highlanders who surrounded the king of Scotland

---

1 Ailred. Rievall. ut sup. col. 340. 2 Ib. and col. 341
3 Ib. col. 343.—Johan. Hagstald., ubi sup. p. 86.
4 Dugdale, Monast. Anglic. ii. 148.
5 Nova tibi est in Walensiibus ista securitas...quasi soli tibi sufficiant
Scotti etiam contra Scottos. (ib.)
6 Ailred. Rievall, ubi sup col 344.
7 Ib.
raised their voices, and shouted the ancient name of their country, "Albyn! Albyn!"1 This was the signal for combat. The men of Cumberland, of Liddesdale, and of Teviotdale, made a firm and rapid charge upon the centre of the Norman army, and, to adopt the expression of an ancient historian, broke it like a spider's web;2 but ill supported by the other bodies of Scots, they did not reach the standard of the Anglo-Normans. The latter recovered their ranks, and repulsed the assailants with great loss. At a second charge, the long javelins of the south-western Scots broke against the hauberks and shields of the Normans. The highlanders then drew their long swords to fight hand to hand; but the Saxon archers, deploying on the sides, assailed them with a shower of arrows, while the Norman horse charged them in front, in close ranks, and with lances low. "It was a noble sight," says a contemporary, "to see the stinging flies issue humming from the quivers of the southern men, and fall upon the foe thick as hail."

The Gael, brave and hardy men, but ill adapted for regular military evolutions, dispersed the moment they found they could not break the enemy's ranks.3 The whole Scottish army, compelled to retreat, fell back upon the Tyne. The conquerors did not pursue it beyond this river, and the district which had risen in insurrection upon the approach of the Scots, remained, notwithstanding their defeat, emancipated from Norman domination. For a long period after this battle, Westmoreland, Cumberland, and Northumberland formed part of the kingdom of Scotland; and the new position of these three provinces prevented the Anglo-Saxon spirit and character from degenerating there so much as in the more southern portions of England. The national traditions and popular ballads survived and perpetuated themselves north of the Tyne,4 and it was thence that English poetry, annihilated in the districts inhabited by the Normans, returned once more at a later period, to the southern provinces.

1 Joh. Bromton, Chron. 1b. col. 1027.
2 Ipsa globa australis parte instar cassis araneæ dissipata. (Alfred. Rievall. ut sup. col. 345).
3 Johan. Hagulstald., ut sup. p. 86.
4 Jamieson's Popular Ballads, &c. ii. 97.
While these things were passing in the north of England, the Welsh, who had promised to aid the Saxons in their great plan of deliverance, executing this promise, notwithstanding the failure of the enterprise elsewhere, commenced upon the whole line of their frontiers an attack upon the strongholds erected by the Normans. The Cambrians, an impetuous and vehement race of men, rushed to this sudden aggression with a sort of national fanaticism; there was no quarter for any man who spoke the French tongue; the barons, knights, and soldiers, who had usurped estates in Wales, the priests and monks who had intruded upon the churches and church-lands, all these were slaughtered, or driven from the properties they occupied. The Cambrians exhibited much cruelty in these acts of reprisal, but then they themselves had undergone unprecedented sufferings at the hands of the Anglo-Normans. Hugh-le-Loup, and Robert de Maupas, had almost exterminated the native population of Flintshire; Robert de Ruddhlan had seized the Welsh in his district and made serfs of them; Robert de Belesme, earl of Shrewsbury, say the historians of the period, tore the Welsh with claws of iron. The conquerors of England, not content with possessing the fertile lands of that country, had early begun, with equal avidity, to invade the rocks and marshes of Cambria. The chiefs of the bands established in the western provinces, almost all solicited from king William or his sons, as a sort of supplementary pay, licence to conquer from the Welsh: such is the language of the old acts. Many obtained this permission; others dispensed with it, and, equally with the first, attacked the Welsh, who resisted bravely, and defended their country inch by inch. The Normans, having made themselves masters of the eastern extremities of Wales, erected there, according to their custom, a line of strongholds. These fortresses had gradually become so numerous and so near to each other, that when, in 1138, the Welsh undertook

2 Comminus ut pecudes...occidit...aut indebitas servituti atrociter subjugavit. (Order. Vitalis, lib. vii. p. 670.)—Ib p. 768.
3 Gesta Stephani, ut sup. p. 930.
4 Conquestor...dedit ei liceniam conquerendi super Wallenses. (Dugdale, Mon. Anglic. i. 724.)
5 Gesta Stephani regis, loco sup. cit.
to break through the chain, nearly the whole of South Wales, 
the valleys of Glamorganshire and Brecknockshire, and the 
great promontory of Pembrokeshire, were already severed 
from ancient Cambria. Various circumstances had con-
tributed to facilitate these conquests. First, in the reign of 
William Rufus, a civil war among the southern Welsh (an 
event but too common with them) introduced into Glamor-
ganshire, as hired auxiliaries of one of the contending parties, 
a band of Norman adventurers, commanded by Robert Fitz-
Aymon. This Robert (the same whose daughter refused to 
accept a husband without two names), after fighting for a 
Welsh chieftain, and receiving his wages, on his return to his 
domain in Gloucestershire reflected upon the terrible effect 
that his steel-clad men and horses had produced upon the 
Cambrians, and the reflection suggested to him the project of 
visiting as a conqueror the chieftain he had served as a mer-
cenary. He collected a more numerous band than before, 
entered the valley of Glamorganshire, and took possession of 
the districts nearest to the Norman frontier. The invaders 
divided out the country among themselves, according to their 
ranks. Robert Fitz-Aymon had for his share three towns, 
and became earl of the conquered territory. Among his 
principal companions, history mentions Robert de St. Quentin, 
Pierre-le-Sourd, Jean-le-Flamand, and Richard de Gran-
ville, or Grainville, as the Normans pronounced it. They 
had each of them whole villages or vast domains, and from 
poor hirelings became, in the eye of posterity, the stock of a 
new race of nobles and powerful barons.

At about the same time, Hamlin, son of Dreux de Ba-
laon, built a castle at Abergavenny, and one William, who 
constructed a fortress at Monmouth, assumed the name of 
William de Monemue, according to the Norman euphony; this William, for the salvation of his soul, made a donation 
of a Welsh church to the monks of St. Florent at Saumur; 
in the same neighbourhood, Robert de Candos or Chandos 
founded and endowed a priory for a body of monks from 
Normandy. During the wars which a numerous party of

1 Cambrian Biography, p. 107, at the word Einion ab Collwynn; and 
p. 97, at the word Jestyn ab Gwrgaut. 
2 Cambrian Biography, p. 197. 
Dugdale, Monast. Anglic. i. 556—600. 
3 Ib. p. 198. 
4 Ib. n. 904.
Normans carried on against William Rufus and Henry I., in favour of duke Robert, these kings summoned to their aid all the soldiers of fortune they could collect. These, for the most part, like the soldiers of the Conqueror, required in compensation for their services, the promise of territorial possessions, for which they did homage beforehand to the kings. In payment of these debts, there were first appropriated the lands confiscated from the Normans of the opposite party, and when this resource was exhausted, the adventurers had letters of marque upon the Welsh.¹

Several captains of free companies who received their wages in this coin, distributed out among themselves, before they had conquered them, the counties around Glamorganshire, and added the name of each portion so self-allotted, to their own name; then upon the expiration of their time of service in England, they took their way westward, to assume possession, as they phrased it, of their inheritances.² Thus, in the reign of William Rufus, Bernard de Neuf-Marché seized upon Brecknockshire, and dying, left it, say the acts, in lawful property to his daughter Sybil.³ In the time of king Henry, one Richard, a Norman by birth, count of Eu, conquered the Welsh province of Divet or Pembroke, with a small army of Brabançons, Normans, and even of English, whom the miseries of their own subjection had reduced to the condition of adventurer-invaders of other men’s lands. Richard d’Eu in this campaign received from his Flemings and his English the Teutonic surname of Strongboghe or Strongbow, and by a singular chance, this sobriquet, unintelligible to the Normans, remained hereditary in the family of the Norman earl.⁴

Strongbow and his companions in arms proceeded by sea to the westernmost point of the land of Divet, and landing there, drove back eastward the Cambrian population of the coast, massacring all who resisted them. The Brabançons were at this period the best infantry in Europe, and the land invaded, generally level in its character, enabled them to make full advantage of their heavy armour.⁵ Effecting a

¹ Invadendae Cambrie facultatem concessit... (Girald. Cambrensis, Itiner. Cambria.)
² Ib. ² Dugdale, Monast. Anglic., i. 320. ⁴ Ib. p. 722.
⁵ Giraldus Cambrensis, De silaudulius Walliae, cap. viii.; Anglia Sacra, ii. 452.
rapid conquest, they divided out the towns, houses, and lands, and built castles to secure themselves from the incursions of the vanquished. The Flemings and Normans, who occupied the first rank in the conquering army, were the most favoured in the division of the spoil, and their posterity constituted the new proprietors and new nobles of the land. Several centuries afterwards, these nobles and proprietors were still distinguishable by the French turn of their names, preceded by the particle de, or the word fils or fitz, according to the old orthography.\footnote{Cambrian Register for 1796, p. 68} The descendants of the English who took part in the expedition, composed the middle class of small landowners and free farmers; their language became the common tongue of the vanquished district, whence it expelled the Welsh idiom, a circumstance which gave to Pembroke-shire the cognomen of Little England beyond Wales.\footnote{Anglia trans Valliana. (Ib. p. 63)} A remarkable monument of this conquest long subsisted in the country: a road along the crest of the mountains, and which, constructed by the conquerors for the purpose of facilitating their marches and securing more rapid intercommunication, retained for several centuries the name of the Fleming way.\footnote{Vetus Charta; ib. p. 124.}

Encouraged by the example of Richard Strongbow, earl of Pembroke, other adventurers landed in Cardigan bay; and one Martin de Tours or des Tours, invaded the land of Keymes or Kemys, in company with Guy de Brionne and Guerin de Mont Cenis, or, as it was called in Norman, Mont Chensey.\footnote{Cambrian Register for 1796, p. 124.} Martin de Tours assumed the title of lord of Keymes, as sovereign administrator of the country in which his men at arms established themselves.\footnote{Martinus Turonensis vel de Turribus. dominus de Kemeys. (Ib. 125.)} He opened an asylum there for all the French, Flemish, and even English by birth, who chose to come and augment his colony, swear fealty and homage to him against the Welsh, and receive lands on condition of service, with the title of free guests of Keymes.\footnote{Ib. 158.} The town which these adventurers founded was called Le Bourg neuf (Newtown), and the spot where the war-chief who had become lord of the country erected his principal dwelling, was long called Château-Martin (Castle...
Martin), pursuant to the genius of the old French tongue. To sanctify his invasion, Martin built a church and a priory, which he peopled with priests, brought, at a great expense, from the abbey of St. Martin de Tours, and whom he selected, either because the town of Tours was his native place, or because its name was the same with his own. On his death, he was buried in a marble tomb, in the nave of the new church, and the Touravesse priests of the lordship of Keymes recommended to the benedictions of every Christian, the memory of their patron, who, said they, had by his pious zeal revived in that land the tottering faith of the Welsh.

The imputation thus thrown out, which the Norman prelates had made so much use of to authorize their intrusion and the dispossession of all the clergy of English race, was renewed against the Cambrians, by those to whom the conquerors of Wales gave churches or abbeys. To colour by some sort of pretext the violent expulsion of the former bishops and priests of this country, they declared them en masse heretics and false Christians. Yet the bishops of Cambria had long since been reconciled with the Romish church, had re-entered, as it was then termed, the Catholic unity, and one of them, the bishop of St. David’s, had even received the pallium. They complained bitterly to the pope of the usurpatio of their churches by men of foreign race and impious lives. But he paid no heed to them, considering those who had re-established the tax of Peter’s pence as excellent judges of what was good for men’s souls. After this useless appeal, the Welsh, driven to extremity, vindicated justice for themselves, and in many places expelled, in their turn, by force of arms, the foreign priests who had expelled their priests and disposed of the property of the church as of private patrimony.

1 Ib. 126.  
2 Dugdale, Monast. Anglic., i. 444.  
3 Consuetam gentis illius...rabiem, effranetam, insolentem circumquaque discurrendi audaciam et christianæ fidei magnà ex partè ignorantiam. (Id. ii. 63.)  
4 Tantam in moribus eorum perversitatem. (Selden, not. ad Eadmeri Hist. nov. p. 209.)  
5 Ib. 116.  
6 Historia de primo statu landavensis ecclesiae; Anglia Sacra, ii. 673.  
7 Ipse enim Godefridus episcopatum suum deseruit...Walensium infestatione compulsus. (Roger de Hoveden, Annal. pars post., apud Ber. Anglie. Script. Savile, p. 544.)
These acts of national vengeance were more frequent in the maritime districts, further removed from the centre of Anglo-Norman power. On the coast facing the isle of Anglesea, conquered simultaneously with that island by the soldiers of the earl of Chester, there was an episcopal city called Bangor, where king Henry I. had established a Norman prelate, named Hervé. To fulfil to the king's satisfaction his pastoral functions, amidst a country scarce subjected, Hervé, says an ancient author, drew his double-edged sword, launching forth daily anathemas on the Cambrians, while he made war upon them at the head of a troop of soldiers. The Welsh did not allow themselves to be excommunicated and massacred without resistance; they defeated the bishop's army, killed one of his brothers, and many of his men, and compelled him to make a hasty retreat. Hervé returned to king Henry, who congratulated him on having suffered for the faith, and promised him a recompence. The reigning pope, Pascal, wrote with his own hand to the king, recommending to him this victim of what he called the persecution and ferocity of the barbarians.

Yet at this period, the Welsh nation was, perhaps, of all Europe, that which least merited the epithet of barbarian; despite the evil which the Anglo-Normans inflicted upon them every day, those who visited them unarmed, as simple travellers, were received with cordial hospitality; they were at once admitted into the bosom of the best families, and shared the highest pleasures of the country, music and song.

"They who arrive in the morning," says an author of the twelfth century, "are entertained until evening with the conversation of the young women, and the sounds of the harp." There was a harp in every house, however poor it might be, and the company, seated in a circle round the musician, sang, alternately, stanzas, sometimes extemporised; challenges passed

1 Ex Hist. Eliens: MSS.; Selden, ut sup.
2 Nunc crebro anathemate, nunc propinquorum et alrorum hominum eos cohaereens multitutudine. (Ib.)
3 Nec minor fuit eorum contra cum rebelho. (Ib.)
4 Religiosi episcopi. (Ib.)
5 Ib.
for improvisation and song, from man to man, and sometimes from village to village. 1

The vivacity natural to the Celtic race, was further manifested in the Cambrians by an excessive taste for conversation, and their promptitude in repartee. " All the Welsh, without exception, even in the lowest ranks," says the ancient author already quoted, "have been gifted by nature with a great volubility of tongue, and extreme confidence in answering before princes and nobles; the Italians and French seem to possess the same faculty; but it is not found among the English of race nor among the Saxons of Germany nor among the Allemanis. The present servitude of the English will, doubtless, be alleged as the cause of this want of assurance in the English; but such is not the true reason of this difference, for the Saxons of the continent are free, and yet the same defect is to be remarked in them." 2

The Welsh, who never, like the Germanic tribes, undertook invasive expeditions out of their own country, and who, in one of their national proverbs, wished that "every ray of the sun were a poniard to pierce the friend of war," 3 never, on the other hand, made peace with the foreigner, so long as he occupied their territory, how long soever he remained there, how firmly fixed soever in castles, villages, and towns. The day on which one of these castles was demolished, was a day of universal rejoicing, in which, to use the words of a Welsh writer, the father deprived of an only son forgot his calamity. 4 In the great insurrection of 1138, the Normans, attacked along the whole line of their marches, from the mouth of the Dee to the Severn, lost numerous fortified posts, and for some time, were obliged, in their turn, to assume a defensive attitude. 5 But the advantage obtained by the Cambrians was of no great importance, because they did not prosecute the war beyond the limits of their mountains and their valleys. Their attack, however vigorous, gave, therefore, less alarm to the conquerors of England, than the inva-

1 Pennant, Tour in Wales.
2 Giraldus Cambrensis, ut sup. p. 891.
3 Cambro-Bronton, ii. 13.
4 Ib. i. 137.
sion of the king of Scotland, and was of still less utility to the Saxon people, who had placed their hopes in it.¹

King Stephen deemed it unnecessary to quit his southern residence to march against either the Scots or the Welsh. But, shortly afterwards, the Norman partisans of Matilda, daughter of Henry I., gave him deeper uneasiness. Invited to England by her friends, Matilda landed on the 22nd September of the year 1139, threw herself into Arundel Castle on the coast of Sussex, and thence gained that of Bristol, which was held by her brother, Robert earl of Gloucester.²

On the news of the pretender’s arrival, many secret discontents and intrigues revealed themselves. Most of the northern and western chiefs solemnly renounced their homage and obedience to Stephen of Blois, and renewed the oath they had taken to the daughter of king Henry. The whole Norman race of England seemed divided into two factions, which observed each other for awhile with wary distrust, ere they came to blows. “Neighbour,” say the historians of the time, “suspected neighbour; friend, friend; brother, brother.”³

Fresh bands of Brabançon soldiers, hired by one or other of the two rival parties, came with arms and baggage by different ports and various roads, to the rendezvous respectively assigned by the king and by Matilda,⁴ each side promising them the lands of the opposite faction as pay. To meet the expenses of this civil war, the Anglo-Normans sold their domains, their villages and their towns in England, with the inhabitants, body and goods.⁵ Many made incursions upon the domains of their adversaries, and carried off horses, oxen, sheep, and the men of English race, who were seized even in towns, and taken away, bound back to back.

“Every rich man,” says the Saxon chronicle, “built castles, and defended them against all, and they filled the land full of castles. They greatly oppressed the wretched people, by making them work at these castles, and when the castles were finished, they filled them with devils and evil

³ Ib. p 1350.
⁴ Ib. p. 1349.
⁵ Florent. Wigorn., Chron. Cont., p. 672.
men. Then they took those whom they suspected to have any goods, by night and by day, seizing both men and women, and they put them in prison for their gold and silver, and tortured them with pains unspeakable, for never were any martyrs tormented as these were. They hung some up by their feet, and smocked them with foul smoke; some by their thumbs, or by the head, and they hung burning things on their feet. They put a knotted string about their heads, and writhed it till it went into the brain. They put them into dungeons wherein were adders, and snakes, and toads, and thus wore them out. Some they put into a crucet-house, that is, into a chest that was short and narrow, and not deep; and they put sharp stones in it, and crushed the man therein, so that they broke all his limbs. There were hateful and grim things, called sachenteges, in many of the castles, and which two or three men had enough to do to carry. The sachentege was made thus: it was fastened to a beam, having a sharp iron to go round a man's throat and neck, so that he might no ways sit, nor lie, nor sleep, but that he must bear all the iron. Many thousands they exhausted with hunger. I cannot and I may not tell of all the wounds and all the tortures that they inflicted upon the wretched men of this land; and this state of things lasted the nineteen years that Stephen was king, and ever grew worse and worse. They were continually levying an exaction from the towns, which they called tensery, and when the miserable inhabitants had no more to give, then plundered they and burned all the towns; so that well mightest thou walk a whole day's journey, nor even shouldest thou find a single soul in a town or its lands tilled.

"Then was corn dear, and flesh, and cheese, and butter, for there was none in the land. Wretched men starved with hunger; some lived on alms, who had been erewhile rich; some fled the country; never was there more misery, and never acted heathens worse than these. At length they spared neither church nor churchyard, but they took all that was valuable therein, and then burned the church and all together. Neither did they spare the lands of bishops or

1 Sac, sache, means a process, a judicial question; lis. questio judicaria, to try, bond. See Lye's Saxon Glossary.

2 Tenser or Tanser, old French, to chastise.
of abbots or of priests, but they robbed the monks and the clergy, and every man plundered his neighbour, as much as he might. If two or three men came riding to a town, all the township fled before them, and thought that they were robbers. The bishops and clergy were ever cursing them, but this to them was nothing, for they were all accursed, and forsworn, and reprobate. The earth bare no corn; you might as well have tilled the sea, for the land was all ruined by such deeds, and it was said openly that Christ and his saints slept. These things, and more than we can say, did we suffer during nineteen years, because of our sins."

The greatest terror prevailed in the environs of Bristol, where the empress Matilda and her Angevins had established their head-quarters. All day long men were brought into the city, bound and gagged with a piece of wood or an iron bit. Troops of disguised soldiers were constantly leaving the castle, who, concealing their arms and language, and attired in the English habit, spread through the town and neighbourhood, mingling with the crowd in the markets and streets, and there, suddenly seizing those whose appearance denoted easy circumstances, carried them off to their quarters and put them to ransom. It was against Bristol that king Stephen first directed his army. This strong and well-defended city resisted, and the royal troops revenged themselves by devastating and burning the environs. The king next attacked, one by one and with better success, the Norman castles along the Welsh frontier, the seigneurs of which had nearly to a man declared against him.

While he was engaged in this protracted and troublesome war, insurrection broke out in the eastern districts of the country; the marshy lands of Ely, which had served as a refuge to the last of the free Saxons, became a camp for the Normans of the Angevin faction. Baldwin de Reviers or Redvers, earl of Devonshire, and Lenoir, bishop of Ely, raised against king Stephen intrenchments of stone and mortar in

1 Saxon Chronicle, translated by Miss Gurney. For the original, see Appendix, No. 1.
2 Ore obdurate, vel cum massā alīqua illice urgerente impressa, vel cum machinēculo ad formam asperi freni capstrata et dentata. (Gesta Stephani regis, ut sup. p. 941.)
3 Ib.
the very place where Hereward had erected a fortress of wood.\(^1\) This district, always considered formidable by the Norman authority, on account of the facilities it presented for hostile assemblage and defence, had been placed by Henry I. under the authority of a bishop, whose superintendence was to be combined with that of the earl or viscount of the province.\(^2\) The first bishop of the new diocese of Ely was the same Hervé whom the Welsh had expelled from Bangor; the second was Lenoir, who discovered and denounced the great conspiracy of the English in the year 1137. It was not out of personal zeal for king Stephen, but from patriotism as a Norman, that the latter served the king against the Saxons; and as soon as the Normans had declared against Stephen, Lenoir joined them, and undertook to make the islands of his diocese a rendezvous for the friends of Matilda.\(^3\)

Stephen attacked his adversaries in this camp as William the Conqueror had formerly attacked the Saxon refugees there. He constructed bridges of boats, over which his cavalry passed, and completely routed the troops of Baldwin de Reviers and bishop Lenoir.\(^4\) The bishop fled to Gloucester, where the daughter of Henry I. then was with her principal partisans. Her friends in the west, encouraged by the king's absence, repaired the breaches in their castle-walls, or, transforming into fortresses the towers of the great churches, furnished them with war-machines, and dug moats round them, even in the churchyards, so that the bodies were laid bare and their bones scattered.\(^5\) The Norman prelates did not scruple to participate in these military operations, and were not the least active in torturing the English to make them give ransom. They were seen, as in the first years of the Conquest, mounted upon war-horses, clad in armour, and a lance or bâton in their hands, directing the works and the attacks, or casting lots for the spoil.\(^6\)

\(^1\) Thomas Eliensis, *Hist. Elensis*; Anglia Sacra, i. 620.


\(^3\) Considerata...mira et insuperabili loci munitione. (*Gesta Steph.*, p. 949.)


\(^5\) Cemiterium in castelli sustollebatur vallum parentum que et cognatorum corpora, alia semiputrefacta, alia recentissime humata, crudele spectaculum, ab imo...retracta. (*Gest. Steph.*, *loc. cit.*)

\(^6\) *Ib*. p. 962.
The bishop of Chester and the bishop of Lincoln were remarkable among the most warlike. The latter rallied the troops beaten at the camp of Ely, and re-formed, upon the eastern coast, an army which king Stephen came to attack, but with less success than before; his troops, victorious at Ely, dispersed near Lincoln: abandoned by those who surrounded him, the king defended himself alone for some time; but at last, obliged to yield, he was taken to Gloucester, to the quarters of the countess of Anjou, who, by the advice of her council of war, imprisoned him in the donjon of Bristol. This defeat ruined the royal cause. The Normans of Stephen’s party, seeing him conquered and captive, passed over in crowds to Matilda. His own brother, Henry, bishop of Winchester, declared himself for the victorious faction; and the Saxon peasants, who equally detested both parties, profited by the misfortune of the conquered to despoil them and maltreat them in their flight.  

The grand-daughter of William the Conqueror made her triumphal entry into the city of Winchester; bishop Henry received her at the gates, at the head of the clergy of all the churches. She took possession of the royal ornaments, and of Stephen’s treasure, and convoked a great council of prelates, earls, barons, and knights. The assembly decided that Matilda should assume the title of queen, and the bishop who presided pronounced the following form:—“Having first invoked, as was befitting, the assistance of Almighty God, we elect, for lady of England and Normandy, the daughter of the glorious, rich, good, and pacific king Henry, and promise her faith and support.” But the good fortune of queen Matilda soon made her disdainful and arrogant; she ceased to solicit the counsel of her old friends, and treated with little favour those of her adversaries who sought to make peace with her. The authors of her elevation, when they requested aught of her, often underwent a refusal; and when they bowed before her, says an old historian, she did not rise to acknowledge the homage. This conduct cooled the zeal of her most devoted partisans, and the majority of them,

\[1\] *Ib.* p. 953.  
\[2\] *Ib.* p. 954.  
\[3\] *Acta Concilii Winton., apud Wilkins, Concilia Magnae Britanni., i. 420.*  
\[4\] Non ipsis ante se inclinantibus reverenter ut decuit assurgere (Gest. Stephani, p. 954)
quitting her, without, however, declaring for the dethroned king, awaited the result in repose.¹

From Winchester, the new queen went to London. She was the daughter of a Saxon, and the Saxon citizens, from a kind of national sympathy, were better pleased to see her in their city, than they were to see there the king of pure foreign race;² but the enthusiasm of these serfs of the Conquest made little impression on the proud heart of the wife of the count of Anjou, and the first words she addressed to the citizens of London, were a demand for an enormous subsidy. The citizens, whom the devastations of war and the exactions of Stephen had reduced to such distress that they were in fear of a speedy famine, intreated the queen to pity them, and to wait until they had recovered from their present misery, ere she imposed new tributes on them. "The king has left us nothing," said the deputies from the citizens, submissively. "I understand," said the daughter of Henry I., disdainfully; "you have given all to my adversary; you have conspired with him against me; and you would have me spare you." Obliged to pay the tax, the citizens of London seized the occasion to present an humble petition to the queen: "Noble lady," said they. "let it be permitted us to follow the good laws of king Edward, thy great uncle, instead of those of thy father the king Henry, which are harsh and ill to bear."³ But, as if she blushed for her maternal ancestors and abnegated her Anglo-Saxon descent, Matilda became furious at this petition, treated those who dared to address it to her as the most insolent of serfs, and threatened them fiercely. Deeply aggrieved, but dissimulating their anger, the citizens returned to the Guildhall,⁴ where the Normans, become less suspicious, allowed them to assemble to arrange among themselves the payment of the taxes; for the government had adopted the custom of imposing these upon the towns in the mass, without troubling themselves as to the manner in which the impost should be raised by individual contributions.

Queen Matilda waited in full security, either in the Tower or in the new palace of William Rufus at Westminster, for

the citizens to come and present to her on their knees the
gold she had demanded, when suddenly the bells of the town
rang the alarm: an immense crowd filled the streets and
squares. From every house issued a man, armed with the
first weapon that had come to hand. An ancient author
likens the multitude who thus tumultuously assembled to
bees quitting a hive. The queen and her Norman and An-
gevin barons, thus surprised, and not daring to risk, in the
narrow and tortuous streets, an encounter in which the supe-
riority of arms and of military skill could be of no avail,
speedily mounted their horses and fled. They had hardly
passed the last houses of the suburbs, when a troop of English
hastened to the lodgings they had occupied, broke open the
doors, and not finding the men, seized upon all they had left
behind. The queen hastened along the Oxford road with
her barons and knights; from time to time some of these
quitted her to retreat in greater safety alone by cross roads
and bye paths; she entered Oxford with her brother the earl
of Gloucester, and the few who had followed the road she
pursued as the safest, or who forgot their own danger in
hers.¹

This danger, however, was not great; the people of Lon-
don, satisfied with having driven the new queen of England
from their walls, did not pursue her. Their insurrection, the
result of an ebullition of fury, without any previous project
and without connexion with any other movement, did not
constitute the first act of a national insurrection. The ex-
pulsion of Matilda and her adherents, however, while it did
not profit the English, served the partisans of king Stephen,
who entering London, occupied the city and garrisoned it
with their troops, under colour of alliance with the citizens.
The wife of the imprisoned king repaired hither also, and
took up her quarters in the Tower; all that the citizens ob-
tained was permission to enrol a thousand of their number,
with helmet and hauberk, among the troops who assem-
bled in the name of Stephen, to serve, as auxiliaries of the
Normans, under William and Roger de la Chesnaye.²

The bishop of Winchester, seeing his brother's party re-

¹ Gesta Stephani, loc. sup. cit.
² Mille cum galeis et loricis ornatissime instructi. (Gesta Stephani,
p. 956.)
gaining some strength, deserted the opposite faction, and declared once more for the prisoner of Bristol; he unfurled the king's flag on Winchester castle and on his own episcopal palace, which he had fortified and embattled like a castle. Robert of Gloucester and the partisans of Matilda came to besiege it. The garrison of the castle, constructed in the centre of the city, set fire to the surrounding houses, in order to harass the besiegers; and in the mean time, the London army attacking the latter unexpectedly, compelled them to retire to the churches, which were set on fire as a mode of driving them out. Robert of Gloucester was taken prisoner, and his followers dispersed. Barons and knights threw aside their arms, and travelling on foot to avoid recognition, traversed, under assumed names, the towns and villages. But, besides the king's partisans, who followed them closely, they encountered on their way other enemies, the Saxon peasants, furious against them in their defeat, as they had been just before against the opposite party, under similar circumstances; they stopped the proud Normans, whom, despite their efforts to disguise themselves, they recognised by their language, and compelled them to run before them, by blows of their whips. The archbishop of Canterbury, other bishops, and a number of seigneurs, were maltreated in this way and despoiled of their horses and clothes. Thus, this war was for the native English at once a source of misery and of joy—of that frantic joy we feel amidst suffering, in returning evil for evil. The grandson of a man who had died at Hastings, now found himself master of the life of a Norman baron or prelate, and the English women, who turned the spinning-wheel in the service of noble Norman dames, laughed as they heard related the sufferings of queen Matilda on her departure from Oxford; how she had fled with three knights, on foot, and by night, through the snow; and how she had fearfully passed the enemy's posts, trembling at the least sound of men and horses, or at the voice of the sentinels.¹

Soon after the brother of Matilda, Robert earl of Gloucester, had been taken prisoner, the two parties concluded an agreement, by which the king and the earl were exchanged,

¹ Gesta Stephani, p. 959.
one for the other, so that the dispute resumed its first position. Stephen quitted Bristol castle and resumed the exercise of royalty, his government extending over the portion of the country where his partisans predominated; that is to say, over the central and eastern provinces of England. As to Normandy, none of his orders reached it; for during his captivity, the whole of that country had yielded to earl Geoffroy, the husband of Matilda, who, shortly afterwards, with the consent of the Normans, transferred the title of duke of Normandy to his eldest son Henry.1 The party of Stephen thus lost the hope of recruiting itself beyond seas; but as he was master of the coast, he was in a position to prevent any succour thence to his adversaries at home, who were shut up in the west. Their only resource was to hire bodies of Welsh, who, though ill armed, by their bravery and singular tactics, arrested, for awhile, the march of the king's partisans.2

While the struggle was thus languidly prolonged on both sides, Henry, son of Matilda, left Normandy with a small army, and succeeded in landing in England. On the first rumour of his arrival, many nobles began to abandon the cause of Stephen; but, as soon as they learned that Henry had but a few followers and very little money, most of these returned to the king, and the desertion ceased.3 The war went on in the same way as before; castles were taken and retaken, towns pillaged and burnt. The English, flying from their houses, through force or fear, raised huts under the walls of the churches; but they were soon driven from them by one or the other party, who converted the church into a fortress, embattling its towers, and furnishing them with war machines.4

Stephen's only son, Eustache, who had more than once signalized himself by his valour, died, after having pillaged a domain consecrated to Saint Edmund, king and martyr; his death was, according to the English, the consequence of the outrage he had dared to commit on this saint of English

1 Guil. Neubrig., De rebus Anglícis, (Hearne) p. 98.
2 Crudelemque et indomitum pedestras multitúdins, Walensium scilicet, aggregavit excréntum. (Gesta Stephani, p. 965.)
4 De turri unde dulces et imbelles andierant tintinnabulorum monitus, nune balistas erigi. (Gest. Stephani, p. 961.)
race. Stephen having now no son to whom he could desire to transmit the kingdom, proposed to his rival, Henry of Anjou, to terminate the war by an accommodation; he required that the Normans of England, and of the continent, should allow him to reign in peace during his life, on condition that the son of Matilda should be king after him. The Normans consented to this, and peace was re-established. The tenour of the treaty, sworn by the bishops, earls, barons, and knights of both parties, is presented to us under two very different aspects by the historians of the time, according to the faction they favour. Some say that king Stephen adopted Henry as his son, and that in virtue of this preliminary act, the lords swore to give in heritage to the adopted son, his father's kingdom; others, on the contrary, assert that the king positively acknowledged the hereditary right of the son of Matilda to the kingdom, and that in return the latter benevolently granted him permission to reign for the remainder of his life. Thus contemporaries, equally worthy of belief, deduce from two principles, entirely opposite, the legitimacy which they accord to the grandson of Henry I. Which are we to believe on this point? neither the one nor the other; the truth is, that the same barons who had elected Stephen despite the oath sworn to Matilda, and who afterwards elected Matilda despite the oath sworn to Stephen, by a new act of will, designed, as successor to Stephen, the son of Matilda and not the mother: from this all-powerful will was derived the royal legitimacy.

Shortly before his expedition to England, Henry had married the divorced wife of the king of France, Eleanor, or Alienor, or, more familiarly, Aanor, daughter of William, earl of Poitou and duke of Aquitaine, that is to say, srove-

2 Et rex quidem ducem adoptavit in filium, eum solemniter successorem proprium declaravit. (Guil. Neubrig., p. 102.)
3 Rex...recognovit...hereditarium jus quod dux Henricus habebat in regno Anglææ, et dux benigne concessit ut rex tota vitæ suæ, si vellet, regnum teneat. (Chron. Normann., ut sup.)
4 Scientis quod ego Rex Stephanus Henricum ducem Normanniaæ post me successorem regni Anglææ, et hæredem meum jure hæreditario constitut, et sic et hæredibus suis regnum Anglææ donavi et confirmavi. (Instrumentum pacis; Joh. Brompton, Chron., apud Anglææ Hist. Script., Selden, i. 1037.)
reign of all the western coast of Gaul, from the mouth of the Loire to the foot of the Pyrenees. According to the custom of this country, Eleanor enjoyed there all the power that her father had exercised; and, moreover, her husband, though a foreigner, could share the sovereignty with her. King Louis VII. had enjoyed the privilege so long as he remained united to the daughter of earl William, and he maintained officers and garrisons in the towns of Aquitaine; but, as soon as he had repudiated her, he found himself under the necessity of recalling his seneschals and troops. It was in Palestine, whither Eleanor had followed her husband to the crusades, that their misunderstanding broke out. Persuaded, right or wrong, that the queen played him false with a young Saracen, Louis solicited and obtained the divorce refused by the church to common people, but frequently granted to princes.

A council was held at Beaugency-sur-Loire, before which the queen of France was summoned. The bishop who acted as accuser, announced that the king demanded a divorce, "because he had no confidence in his wife, and should never feel assured as to the lineage issuing from her."

The council, passing this scandalous proposition over in silence, declared the marriage null, under pretext of consanguinity, perceiving, somewhat late after a union of sixteen years, that Eleanor was her husband's cousin, within one of the prohibited degrees. The divorced wife, on her return to her own country, stopped for awhile at Blois. During her stay in this town, Thibaut, earl of Blois, endeavoured to conciliate her and to obtain her hand. Indignant at the refusal he received, the earl resolved to retain the duchess of Aquitaine in prison in his castle, and even to marry her by force. She suspected this design, and departing by night, descended the Loire to Tours, a town which then formed part

---

3 [Lord Lyttleton, in his *Life of Henry II.*, after reviewing the authorities on this point, arrives at the conclusion that the imputations upon the chastity of Eleanor are unfounded.]
6 Hist. Ludov., vi., *ubi sup.*
7 Chron. Turonens., *ut sup.*
of the earldom of Anjou. On hearing of her arrival, Geoffroy, the second son of the earl of Anjou and the empress Matilda, seized with the same desire as Thibaut de Blois, placed himself in ambush at Port de Piles, on the frontiers of Poitou and Touraine, to stop the progress of the duchess, seize her and marry her; but Eleanor, says the historian, was warned by her good angel, and suddenly took another road to Poitiers.¹

It was hither that Henry, the eldest son of Matilda and of the earl of Anjou, more courteous than his brother, repaired to solicit the love of the daughter of the duke of Aquitaine. He was accepted, and conducting his new wife to Normandy, he sent bailiffs, justiciaries, and Norman soldiers to the cities of southern Gaul. To the title of duke of Normandy he thenceforward added those of duke of Aquitaine and earl of Poitou;² and his father already possessing Anjou and Touraine, their combined sovereignty extended over the whole western portion of Gaul, between the Somme and the Pyrenees, with the exception of Brittany. The territories of the king of France, bounded by the Loire, the Saone, and the Meuse, were far from having so great an extent. This king grew alarmed at seeing the aggrandizement of the Norman power, the rival of his own ever since its birth, and still more so since the conquest of England. He had made great efforts to prevent the union of young Henry with Eleanor of Aquitaine, and had required him, as his vassal for the duchy of Normandy, not to contract marriage without the consent of his suzerain lord.³ But the obligations of the liegeman to the suzerain, even when the two parties had expressly acknowledged and consented to them, were of small value between men of equal power. Henry took no heed to this prohibition to marry; and Louis VII. was fain to content himself with the new oaths of homage which the future king of England made to him for the earldom of Poitou and the duchy of Aquitaine.⁴

Oaths of this kind, vague in their tenour, taken unwillingly, and in some sort a mere form, had long been the only tie ex-

isting between the successors of the ancient Frank kings and the sovereign chiefs of the country comprised between the Loire and the two seas; for the Frank domination had not taken root in these districts so deeply as in those nearer Germany. In the seventh century, the nations of Europe who had relations with Gaul, already designated it all by the name of *France*; but in the Gaulish territory itself this name was far from possessing such universality. The course of the Loire formed the southern limit of Frankish Gaul, or of the French country; beyond this was the Roman territory, differing from the other in language and manners, and especially in civilization.¹

In the south, the inhabitants, high or low, rich or poor, were nearly all of pure Gaulish race, or at least their German descent was not accompanied there by the same superiority of social condition which was attached to it in the north. The men of Frankish race who had come into southern Gaul, either as conquerors or as agents and commissioners of the conquerors, settled north of the Loire, did not succeed in propagating themselves as a distinct nation amidst a numerous population collected in great towns; and accordingly, the inhabitants of France and Burgundy usually employed the term Romans to designate those of the south.²

Many of the successors of Clodowig added to their title of king of the Franks, that of prince of the Roman people;³ in the decline of that first dynasty, the population of Aquitaine and Provence chose native dukes and counts, or, what is more remarkable, obliged the descendants of their governors of Teutonic race to revolt with them. But this enfranchisement of southern Gaul was scarcely accomplished, when the accession of a second race of kings restored to the Frank nation its pristine energy, and again directed it to the conquest of the south.

Once more masters of these beautiful lands, the Gallo-Franks placed there governors and judges,⁴ who, under the form of tribute, carried off all the money in the country; but,

² Fredegarius, *Chron.*, *ib.* ii. 458.
⁴ Fredegarius, *Chron.*, *loc. cit.*
on the first favourable occasion, the southern Gauls refused to pay, rose, and drove out the foreigners. Hereupon the Franks descended from the north to reassert their right of conquest; they came to the banks of the Loire at Orleans, Tours, or Nevers, to hold their Champ-de-Mai in arms. The war commenced between them and the inhabitants of the Limousin or Auvergne, then the outpost of the Gallo-Roman population. If the Romans (to speak in the language of the period) found themselves too weak to contend, they proposed to the chief of the Frenchmen to pay him the impost every year, preserving their political independence. The Frank prince submitted this proposition to his leudes, in their assembly, held in the open air; if the assembly voted against peace, the army continued its march, cutting down the vines and fruit trees, and carrying off men, cattle and horses. When the cantons of the south had been completely defeated, the judges, the Frank grafs and skepen, re-installed themselves in the towns, and, for a more or less extended period, this form figured at the head of the public acts: "In the reign of the glorious king Pepin; in the reign of the illustrious emperor Karle."

Karle, or Charlemagne, with the consent of all the Frank lords, established as king of Aquitaine his son Lodewig, whom the Gauls called Louis. This Louis became, in his turn, emperor or keisar of the Franks, and under this title, ruled at once Germany, Italy, and Gaul. In his own lifetime, he desired his sons to enjoy this immense authority, and the unequal division he made excited discord among them. The southern Gauls took part in these quarrels, in order to envenom them and thus contribute to weaken their masters. While awaiting the moment to revolt under chiefs of their own race and language, they gave the crown of their country to members of the imperial family, indeed, but these such as neither the emperor nor the supreme assembly of the Franks

---

1 Script. rer. Gallic. et Franc., v. 6, 7.
2 Tributa vel munera qua...reges Francorum de Aquitania provinciâ exigere consueverant. (Ib. p. 7.)
3 Leod, led, liet, leute, people, gens.
4 Sed hoc rex per consilium Francorum...facere contempsit...totam regionem vastavit...cum praeda, equitibus, captivis, thesauris, Christo duce... reversus est in Franciam. (Ib. p. 3—7.)
desired to reign; hence resulted protracted wars and fresh devastations in the towns of Aquitaine. The great struggle for royalty which arose towards the close of the ninth century, and continued for a century, gave some relief to the Aquitans. Indifferent to the two rival parties, having no common interest either with the family of Charlemagne or with the kings of new race, they kept aloof, and made use of the dispute as a pretext for resisting alike the power of both. When the Gallo-Franks, renouncing the Austrasian Karle, called Le Gros, chose for their king the Neustrian Eudes, count of Paris, a national king, named Ranulf, then arose in Aquitaine, who, shortly after, under the modest titles of duke of the Aquitans and count of the Poitevins, reigned in full sovereignty, from the Loire to the Pyrenees. King Eudes quitted France to subject Aquitaine; but he did not succeed in this object. With their material resistance, the inhabitants of the south combined a sort of moral opposition; they set themselves up as defenders of the rights of the old dispossessed family, for the sole reason that the French would no longer acknowledge these rights.

Hereupon nearly all the independent chiefs of Aquitaine, Poitou, and Provence, proceeded to assert themselves descendants of Charlemagne on the female side, and applied this hypothetical descent as authority for denouncing as usurpers the kings of the third dynasty. After Charles le Simple, the legitimate heir of Charlemagne, had been imprisoned in Peronne, his name was placed at the head of the public acts in Aquitaine, as though he still reigned; when his son had recovered the power, the Aquitans would not allow him to exercise the slightest authority over them, directly or indirectly.

The victory of the French over the second and third Germanic dynasties was permanently decided by the election of Hugh, surnamed Capet or Shapet in the Romane language of Outre-Loire. The people of the south took no part in this election, and did not acknowledge king Hugh; the latter, at the

---


2 Vaissette, Hist. generale du Languedoc, ii. lib. xi.

3 Hue Chapet. (Chroniques de St. Denis; Rec. des Hist. de la France, x. 303.)
head of his people between the Meuse and the Loire, made war upon Aquitaine; but, after repeated efforts, he only succeeded in establishing his suzerainty over the provinces nearest the Loire, Berry, Touraine, and Anjou. As the reward of his adhesion, the count of the latter province obtained the hereditary title of seneschal of the kingdom of France; and, at solemn banquets, had the charge of serving the meats at the king’s table on horseback. But the attraction of such honours did not seduce the counts or dukes of the more southern districts; they maintained the combat, and the great mass of population who spoke the language of oc, did not acknowledge, in reality or in semblance, the authority of the kings of the country in which they said oui. The south of Gaul, distributed into various principalties, according to the natural divisions of the land or the ancient circumscription of the Roman provinces, thus appeared, towards the eleventh century, freed from every remnant of the subjection which the Franks had imposed on it, and the people of Aquitaine had thenceforth for their sovereigns men of their own race and language.

It is true, that north of the Loire, from the end of the tenth century, one same language was also common to kings, lords, and commons; but in this country, where the conquest had never been controverted, the seigneurs loved not the people; they felt in their hearts, perhaps without noting it, that their rank and their power were derived from a foreign source. Although severed for ever from their old Teutonic stock, they had not renounced the manners of the conquest they alone in the kingdom enjoyed territorial property and personal freedom. On the contrary, in the petty southern sovereignties, though there were ranks among men, though there were higher and lower classes, castles and cottages, insolence in wealth and tyranny in power, the soil belonged to the body of the people, and none contested with them its free possession, the franc-aleu, as it was termed in the middle ages. It was the popular mass which, by a series of efforts, had recovered this soil from the invaders of Outre-Loire. The duchies, the countships, the viscountships, all the lordships, were, more or less, national: most of them had originated in

1 Vaissette, ut sup. ii lv. xii.
periods of revolt against the foreign power, and had been legitimised by the consent of the people.

But, inferior to the southern provinces in social organization, in civil liberty, and in traditions of government, the kingdom of France was powerful from its extent, and formidable abroad; none of the states which shared with it the ancient territory of Gaul, equalled it in power; and its chiefs often made the dukes and counts of the south tremble in their large cities, enriched by arts and by commerce. Often, to secure the continuance of peace with France, they offered their daughters in marriage to French princes, who, by this false policy, were admitted among them as relations and allies. It was thus that the union of the daughter of duke William with king Louis VII. opened, as we have seen, the towns of Aquitaine and Poitou to foreign garrisons. When, after the divorce of Eleanor, the French had withdrawn, her second marriage introduced Angevins and Normans, who, like the French, said oui and nenny, instead of oc and no. Perhaps there was more sympathy between the Angevins and the inhabitants of the south, than between the latter and the French, because civilization increased in Gaul the further south it lay. But the difference of language, and more especially of accent, necessarily reminded the Aquitains that Henry FitzEmpress, their new lord, was a foreigner.

Shortly after the marriage, which made him duke of Aquitaine, Henry became earl of Anjou, by the death of his father, but upon the express condition of transferring that province to his younger brother on the day he himself should become king. He swore this oath with every demonstration of solemnity, on the corpse of the departed, but the oath was broken, and Henry retained the earldom of Anjou, when the Norman barons, more faithful than he to their word, called him to England, to succeed king Stephen. As soon as he had taken possession of the crown, he denounced Stephen as an usurper, and proceeded to abolish all that he had done.

1 See Raymonard, *Choix des poésies Originales des troubadours*, iv. assim.
3 Tempore Stephani ablators mei. (Charta Henrici II.) Invadoris. (Joh. Bromton, *Chron. col. 1046.*)
He drove from England the Brabançons who had settled there after aiding the royal cause against Matilda. He confiscated the lands which these men had received as their pay, and demolished their strongholds, in common with those of all the other partisans of the late king; desiring, he said, to reduce the number to what it had been under king Henry, his grandfather. The bands of foreign auxiliaries who had come to England during the civil war, had committed infinite pillage on the Normans of the party opposed to that which they served; their chiefs had seized upon domains and mansions, and had then fortified them against the dispossessed Norman lords, imitating the fathers of the latter, who had in like manner fortified the habitations taken from the English. The expulsion of the Flemings was for the whole Anglo-Norman race a subject of rejoicing, as great as their own expulsion would have been for the Saxons. "We saw them all," says a contemporary author—"we saw them all cross the sea to return from the camp to the plough, and again become serfs, after having been masters."

Every man who in the year 1140 had, on the invitation of king Stephen, unharnessed his oxen to cross the Channel to the battle of Lincoln, was thus treated as an usurper by those whose ancestors had, in 1066, unharnessed theirs to follow William the Bastard. The conquerors of England already looked upon themselves as the legitimate possessors; they had effaced from their memory all recollection of their forcible usurpation and of their former condition, fancying that their noble families had never exercised any other function than that of governing men. But the Saxons had a longer memory: and in the complaints drawn from them by the cruelty of their lords, they said of many an earl or prelate of Norman race: "He drives us and goads us, as his father goaded his plough-oxen on the other side of the Channel."

Despite this consciousness of their own position and of the origin of their government, the Saxon race, worn out by suf-

2 Gervas. Cantuar., ut sup. col. 1377.
ferring, gave way to an apathetic resignation. The little English blood which the empress Matilda had transmitted to Henry II., was, they said, a guarantee for his goodwill towards the people;¹ and they forgot how this same Matilda, though more Saxon than her son, had treated the citizens of London. Writers, either from sheer simplicity of good faith, or hired to extol the new reign, proclaimed that England at length possessed a king, English by nation; that she had bishops, abbots, barons, and knights, the issue of both races, and that thus national hatred had, for the future, no basis.² No doubt, the Saxon women, seized upon and married by force after the battle of Hastings, or after the defeats of York and Ely, had, amid their despair, borne sons to their masters; but these sons of foreign fathers, did they deem themselves brothers of the citizens and serfs of the land? Would not the desire to efface the stain of their birth in the eyes of the Normans of pure race, render them still more overbearing, even than the latter, towards their maternal countrymen? It is also true, that, in the first years of the invasion, William the Conqueror had offered women of his nation and even of his own family to Saxon chiefs, still free; but these unions were few in number; and as soon as the conquest seemed complete, no Englishman was held noble enough for a Norman woman to honour him with her hand. Besides, even supposing that many English in birth, by denying the cause of their country, by unlearning their own language, by playing the part of flatterers and parasites, had raised themselves to the privileges of the men of foreign race, this individual fortune did not weaken, in reference to the mass of the conquered, the mournful effects of the Conquest.

Perhaps, indeed, the mixture of races was in England, at this time, more favourable to the oppressors than to the oppressed; for, as the former lost their foreign character, if we may so express it, the inclination to resist diminished in the hearts of the latter. A violent reaction, the only efficacious resource against the iniquities of the conquest, became less possible. To the fetters of usurped domination were superadded moral bonds, the respect for men for their own blood, and those

¹ Matth. Paris, i. 92.

kindly affection which render us so patient under domestic despotism. Accordingly, Henry II. was pleased to see the Saxon monks, in the dedications of their books, set forth his English genealogy, and without mentioning either his grandfather, Henry I., or his great grandfather, the Conqueror, place him as the descendant of king Alfred. "Thou art the son," they said, "of the very glorious empress Matilda, whose mother was Matilda, daughter of Margaret, queen of Scotland, whose father was Edward, son of king Edmund Ironsides, the great grandson of the noble king Alfred."1

Whether by chance or design, predictions were circulated at the same time, announcing the reign of Henry of Anjou as an epoch of relief, and, in some measure, of resuscitation, for the English. One of these prophecies was attributed to king Edward on his death bed; and it was said that he delivered it, in order to reassure those who then feared for England the ambitious projects of the duke of Normandy. "When the green tree," he said to them, "after having been cut down and moved from its root to a distance of three acres, shall itself approach its root once more, shall flourish and bear fruit, then a better time will come."2 This allegory, invented for the purpose, was readily interpreted. The felled tree was the family of Edward, which had lost the crown on the election of Harold; after Harold had come William the Conqueror, and his son William Rufus; these completed the number of three kings foreign to the ancient family; for it is to be observed that the interpreters omitted Edgar, because he still had relations in England or Scotland, to whom, in a question of descent from the noble king Alfred, the Angevin Henry would have had very inferior pretensions. The tree again approached its root when Matilda married Henry I.; it flourished in the birth of the empress Matilda, and, lastly, it bore fruit in that of Henry II. These miserable tales only merit a place in history on account of the moral effect they produced on the men of former times. Their object was to divert from the person of the king the hatred which the Saxons nourished against all Normans; but nothing could prevent Henry II. from being regarded as the representative

1 Ailred. Rievall, ut sup. col. 350.
2 Ib. col. 402.
of the conquest: it was in vain that his friends mystically surnamed him the corner stone of junction for the two walls, that is to say, the two races: no union was possible amidst such utter inequality of rights, properties, and power.

Difficult as it was for an Anglo-Saxon of the twelfth century to recognise as natural successor of the kings of English race, a man who could not even say king in English, the pertinacious reconcilers of the Saxons with the Normans put forward assertions still more extraordinary; they undertook to prove the Conqueror himself the legitimate heir of king Alfred. A very ancient chronicle, cited by an ancient author, relates that William the Bastard was the own grandson of king Edmund Ironsides. "Edmund," says this chronicle, "had two sons, Edwin and Edward, and also a daughter, whose name history does not mention, on account of her ill life, for she had illicit intercourse with the king's tanner." The king, greatly enraged, banished his skinner from England, with his daughter, who was then pregnant. Both passed into Normandy, where, living on public charity, they had successively three daughters. One day, as they were begging at Falaise, at the door of duke Robert, the duke, struck with the beauty of the wife and her three children, asked her who she was. "I am," she answered, "an Englishwoman, and of royal blood." At this answer, the duke treated her honourably, took the tanner into his service, and received into his palace one of their daughters, who afterwards became his mistress and the mother of William, surnamed the Bastard, who, for the greater probability, always remained the grandson of a tanner of Falaise; although by his mother he was a Saxon and a descendant of Saxon kings.

The violation of the oath which Henry II. had, as we have seen, sworn to his brother Geoffroy, involved him, soon after his arrival in England, in a war on the continent. With the assistance of the partisans of his right to the earldom of Anjou, Geoffroy obtained possession of several strongholds. Henry sent an army of Englishmen against him. The English, an-
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mated by the antipathy they had borne, ever since the con-
quest, to the populations of Gaul, vigorously prosecuted the
war, and in a short time secured a triumph to the ambitious
and unjust brother.\textsuperscript{1} The conquered Geoffroy was obliged
to accept, in exchange for his lands and his title of earl, a
pension of a thousand pounds English and two thousand livres
of Anjou.\textsuperscript{2} He had become once more a simple Angevin baron,
when, by a fortunate chance for him, the people of Nantes
made him count of their town and territory.\textsuperscript{3} By this election,
they detached themselves from the government of Bretagne,
with which it had been formerly incorporated by conquest,
but which they had preferred to the domination of the Frank
kings, without, however, any very vehement attachment,
owing to the difference of language.

Aggrandized by fortunate wars, in the interval between
the ninth to the eleventh century, Brittany was in the twelfth
century torn by internal divisions, the result of its very pros-
perity. Its frontiers, which extended beyond the Loire,
comprehended two populations of different race, one of which
spoke the Celtic idiom, the other the Romane tongue of
France and Normandy; and as the earls or dukes of the
whole country enjoyed the favour of the one of these two
races of men, they were disliked by the other. The Nantese
who elected Geoffroy of Anjou as their earl, naturally be-
longed to the former of these two parties, and they only called
on the Angevin prince to govern them in order to release
themselves from the authority of a seigneur of pure Celtic
race.\textsuperscript{4} Geoffroy of Anjou did not long enjoy his new dig-
nity, and on his death, the town passed, if not freely, at least
without repugnance, under the sovereignty of Conan, here-
ditary earl of Brittany, and possessor in England of Rich-
mond castle, built in the time of the conquest, by the Bre-
ton, Alain Fergant.\textsuperscript{5} Hereupon, king Henry II., on a pre-
tension entirely novel, claimed the town of Nantes, as a por-
tion of the inheritance of his brother; he treated the earl of

\textsuperscript{1} Johan. Sarish., \textit{Frag.}, \textit{apud Script. rer. Gallic. et Francic.}, xiv. 12.
\textsuperscript{2} Robert de Monte, \textit{ib.} xiii. 299.
\textsuperscript{3} Guilhelm Neubrig, \textit{De reb. Angliae}, (Hearne) p. 126.
\textsuperscript{4} Hocelli cogente ierniā. (\textit{Chron. Britann.}, \textit{apud Script. rer. Gallic et
Francic.}, xii. 560.)
\textsuperscript{5} \textit{Ib.}
Brittany as an usurper, confiscated the estate of Richmond, and then crossing the sea, came with a large army to compel the citizens of Nantes to acknowledge him as lord, and to reject earl Conan. Incapable of resisting the forces of the king of England, the citizens obeyed against their will; the king placed a garrison within their walls, and occupied all the country between the Loire and the Vilaine.¹

Having thus gained a footing on the Breton territory, Henry II. extended his ambition still further, and concluded with the same Conan, from whom he had just taken the town of Nantes, a treaty which threatened the independence of all Brittany. He affianced his youngest son, Geoffroy, eight years of age, to Constance, daughter of Conan, and then five years old.² In the terms of this treaty, the Breton earl engaged to make the future husband of his daughter heir to his dominions, and the king, in return, guaranteed to Conan possession for life of the earldom of Brittany, promising him aid, succour, and support, towards and against all.³

This treaty, the inevitable result of which would be the extension, at some future day, of the domination of the Anglo-Normans over the whole of Western Gaul, greatly alarmed the king of France; he negotiated with the pope, Alexander III., to engage him to prohibit the union of Geoffroy and Constance, on account of consanguinity; Conan being the grandson of a bastard daughter of Henry the second’s grandfather; but the pope would not recognise this relationship, and the precocious nuptials of the young couple were celebrated in the year 1166.⁴

Shortly after, a national insurrection broke out in Brittany, against the chief who trafficked with a foreign king in the independence of his country. Conan summoned Henry II. to his assistance, and in the terms of their treaty of alliance, the king’s troops entered Brittany by the Norman frontier, under pretext of defending the legitimate earl of the Bretons against the insurgents.⁵ Henry gained possession of Dol, and of several smaller towns, in which he placed garrisons. Soon after,

¹ Guillelm. Neubrig., ut sup.
² Chron. Britann., ut sup.
³ Ibid.
⁵ Id. ib.
half voluntarily, half compulsorily, earl Conan resigned his power into the hands of his protector, allowing him to exercise the administrative authority and to levy tributes throughout Brittany. The timid and feeble waited on the Angevin king in his camp, and, according to the ceremonial of the time, did him homage for their lands; the clergy hastened to compliment, in the Latin tongue, the man who came in the name of God to visit and console Brittany. But the divine right of this foreign usurpation was not universally recognised, and the friends of old Brittany, assembling from all its districts, formed against king Henry a sworn confederation for life and death.

The bond of nationality was already too weak in Brittany for this country to derive from itself sufficient resources for its rebellion. The insurgents accordingly opened a correspondence abroad; they came to an understanding with their neighbours the people of Maine, who, since the reign of William the Bastard, had given a most unwilling obedience to the Norman princes. Numbers of Manseaux entered the league sworn in Brittany against the king of England, and all the members of this league adopted as their patron the king of France, the political rival of Henry II., and the most powerful of his competitors. Louis VII. promised assistance to the insurgent Bretons, not from love of their independence, which his predecessors had assailed so fiercely during so many centuries, but through hatred to the king of England, and the desire to acquire for himself in Brittany that supremacy which his enemy might lose there. To attain this object at small cost, he contented himself with mere promises to the confederates, leaving upon them all the burden of an enterprise of which he was to share the profits. Speedily attacked by the entire forces of king Henry, the Breton insurgents were defeated, and lost the towns of Vannes, Léon, Auray, and Fougères, their castles, domains, soldiers, wives and daughters, whom the king took for hostages, and whom he amused himself with dishonouring, by seduction or by violence: one of

1 Charta, apud Script. rer. Gallic. et Francic., xii. 560; in nota, ad calc. paginæ.

2 Robert de Monte, ut sup. 310, 311.
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them, the daughter of Eudes, viscount de Porrhoët, was his
cousin in the second degree.¹

About the same time, a distaste for the domination of the
king of England became strongly felt by the inhabitants of
Aquitaine, more especially by those of Poitou and the Marche
de France, who, being the children of a mountainous country,
were of a fierce temperament, and were in a better position
to carry on a patriotic war.² Though husband of the daughter
of the earl of Poitou, Henry II. was a foreigner to the Po-
tevins, who ill endured to see officers of foreign race violating
or destroying the customs of their country by ordinances
drawn up in the Angevin or Norman language. Many
of these new magistrates were driven forth, and one of
them, a native of Perche, and earl of Salisbury, was killed
at Poitiers by the people.³ An extensive conspiracy was
formed under the direction of the principal lords and rich
men of north Aquitaine, the count De la Marche, the duke
d'Angoulême, the viscount De Thouars, the abbot of Charroux,
Aymery de Lezinan or Luzignan, Hugh and Robert de Silly.⁴
The Poitevin conspirators placed themselves, as the Bretons
had done, under the patronage of the king of France,
who demanded hostages from them, and engaged, in return, not to
make peace with king Henry without including them in it;⁵
but they were crushed, as the Bretons had been, Louis VII.
remaining a mere spectator of their war with the Angevin
king.

The leading men among them capitulated with the con-
querror; the others fled to the territory of the king of France,
who, unfortunately for them, began to grow weary of war
with king Henry, and to desire a truce. These two princes,
after having long laboured to injure each other, at length
came to a formal reconciliation in the little town of Mont-
mirail in Perche. It was agreed that the king of France
should secure to the other king possession of Brittany, and
should give up to him the refugees of that country and of
Poitou; that, in return, the king of England should expressly
acknowledge himself the vassal and liegeman of the king of

² Robert de Monte, ut sup.
³ Ib. ⁴ Ib. ⁵ Ib.
France, and that Brittany should be comprehended in the new oath of homage. The two rivals shook hands and embraced cordially; then, in virtue of the new sovereignty which the king of France acknowledged in him over the Bretons, and pursuant to the treaty, Henry II. instituted as duke of Brittany, Anjou, and Maine, his eldest son, who in this quality took the oath of vassalage between the hands and on the lips of the king of France. In this interview the Angevin king gave utterance to sentiments of tenderness, most absurd in their exaggeration, towards a man who, the day before, was his mortal enemy. "I place," said he, "at your disposal myself, my children, my lands, my forces, my treasures, to use and to abuse, to keep or to give, at your pleasure and good will." It would seem as though his reason was somewhat deranged by the joy of having the Poitevin and Breton emigrants in his power. King Louis gave them up to him, upon the derisive condition that he should receive them into favour, and restore to them their property. 1 Henry promised this, and even gave them publicly the kiss of peace, as a guarantee of this promise, but most of them ended their days in prison or on the scaffold.

The two kings having separated under this appearance of perfect harmony, which, however, was not of long continuance, Henry, the eldest son of the king of England, transferred to his young brother, Geoffroy, the dignity of duke of Brittany, only retaining for himself the earldom of Anjou. Geoffroy did homage to his brother, as the latter had done to the king of France; he then proceeded to Rennes to hold his court, and receive the submission of the lords and knights of the country. 2 Thus did the two hereditary enemies of the liberty of the Bretons deprive them, by mutual accord, of the sovereignty of their native land, the Angevin prince making himself immediate lord, the French prince, suzerain lord, and this great revolution took place without apparent violence. Conan, the last earl of pure Breton race, was not deposed, but his name did not again appear in the public acts: thenceforth there was, properly speaking, no longer any nation in Brittany; there was a French party and an Angevin or Norman party, labouring in opposite directions for one or the other power.

2 Ib
The ancient national language, abandoned by all who desired to please either of the two kings, became gradually corrupted in the mouths of the poor and the peasants, who, however, still remained faithful to it, and preserved it, in great measure, for centuries, with the tenacity of memory and of will which characterizes the Celtic race. Despite the desertion of their national chiefs to foreigners, Normans or French, and the public and private servitude which was the result, the populace of Lower Brittany have never ceased to recognise in the nobles of their country the children of the soil. They have never hated them with that violent hatred which was elsewhere borne to the lords, issue of a foreign race; and under the feudal titles of baron and knight, the Breton peasant still saw the tierns and the mactierns of the time of his independence; he obeyed them with zeal in good and in evil, engaged in their intrigues and their political quarrels, often without understanding them, but through habit and that instinct of devotion which the Welsh tribes and the highlanders of Scotland had for their chieftains.

It was not alone the populations contiguous to France, such as the Bretons and Poitevins, which, in their quarrels with the king of England, sought to make common cause with his political rival. After the rupture of the peace of Montmirail, Louis VII. received from a country with which he had before had no relations, and of whose existence he was almost ignorant, a despatch conceived in the following terms:

"To the most excellent king of the French, Owen, prince of Wales, his liegeman and faithful friend: greeting, obedience, and devotion.

"The war which the king of England had long meditated against me, broke out last summer, without any provocation on my part; but, thanks to God and to you, who occupied his forces elsewhere, he lost more men than I on the fields of battle. In his rage, he has wickedly mutilated the hostages held from me; and retiring, without concluding any peace or truce, he has ordered his men to be ready by next Easter, to march once more against us. I therefore intreat your Clemency to inform me, by the bearer of these presents, if you
propose to make war upon him at that period, so that on my part I may serve you, by harassing him as you may desire. Let me know what you would counsel me to do, and also what succours you will give me, for without aid and counsel from you, I fear I shall not be strong enough against our common enemy."

This letter was brought by a Welsh priest, who presented it to the king of France in his plenary court. But the king, having scarce in his whole life heard of Wales, suspected the messenger to be an impostor, and would not recognise either him or Owen's despatch. The latter was accordingly obliged to write a second missive to authenticate the contents of the first: "You did not believe," said he, "that my letter was really from me; but it was, I affirm, and call God to attest it." The Cambrian chief again styled himself, "faithful servant and vassal of the king of France." This circumstance is worthy of mention, because it teaches us, not to take literally or without a strict examination, the forms and phrases of the middle ages. The words vassal and lord often, indeed, expressed a real relationship of subordination and dependence, but they were also often a mere form of politeness, especially when the weak sought the alliance of the strong.

The duchy of Aquitaine or of Guienne, as it came to be called, did not extend beyond the eastern limits of the second of the ancient Aquitanian provinces, and thus the towns of Limoges, Cahors, and Toulouse were not comprised in it. This last city, the ancient residence of the Visigoth kings and of the Gallo-Roman chiefs, who after them governed the two Aquitaines combined to resist the Franks, had become the capital of a small separate state, which was called the county of Toulouse. There had been great rivalries in ambition between the counts of Toulouse and the dukes of Guienne, and, on both sides, various attempts to subject to one sole authority all the country between the Rhone, the Ocean, and the Pyrenees. Hence had arisen many disputes, treaties, and alliances, by turns made and unmade, in accordance with the instability natural to the people of the south.
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Henry II., become duke of Aquitaine, examined the records of these former conventions, and finding among them a sort of pretext for annulling the independence of the county of Toulouse, he advanced troops, and laid siege to the town. Raymond de Saint Gilles, count of Toulouse, raised his banner against him, and the commune of Toulouse, a corporation of free citizens, also raised theirs.¹

The common council² of the city and suburbs (such was the title borne by the municipal government of the Toulousans,) opened, through their chief, negotiations with the king of France to obtain assistance from him. This king marched to Toulouse by Berri, which, for the most part, belonged to him, and through the Limousin, which gave him free passage; he compelled the king of England to raise the siege of the town, and was received in it with great joy by the count and the citizens.³ The latter, collected in a solemn assembly, voted him a letter of acknowledgments, in which they thanked him for having succoured them as a patron and as a father, an expression of affectionate gratitude which implied no acknowledgment of civil or feudal subjection on their part.⁴

But this habit of imploring the patronage of one king against another became a cause of dependence, and the period when the king of England, as duke of Aquitaine and earl of Poitou, obtained influence over the affairs of the south of Gaul, was, for its inhabitants, the commencement of a new epoch of decay and misfortune. Placed thenceforth between two rival and equally ambitious powers, they attached themselves sometimes to one, sometimes to the other, according to circumstances, by turns supported, abandoned, betrayed, sold by both. From the twelfth century, the Southerns were never well off, except when the kings of France and England were at war: “When will this truce end between the Sterlings and the Tournois?” they cried, in their political songs;⁵ and their eyes were ever turned towards the north, asking: “What are the two kings about?”⁶

¹ Script. rer. Gallic. et Francic., xiii. 739
² Communis consilli Tolosae ad Ludovicum Epist., ib. xvi. 69.
³ Script. rer. Gallic., &c., xiii. 739.
⁴ Quod...laboribus nostris et imminentibus periculis more paterno providetis. (Epist. Communis Consili Tolosae, ut sup.)
⁵ Bertrand de Born; Raynouard, Poesies des Troubadours, iv. 264.
⁶ Ib.
They detested all foreigners, yet a restless turbulence, a wild passion for novelty and movement, impelled them to seek their alliance, whilst within they were torn by domestic quarrels and petty rivalries between man and man, town and town, province and province. They were vehemently fond of war, not from the ignoble thirst for gain, nor even from the elevated impulse of patriotic devotion, but for that which war presents of the picturesque and poetical; for the excitement, the noise, the display of the battle field; to see the lances glitter in the sun, and to hear the horses neigh in the wind. One word from a woman sufficed to send them to a crusade under the banner of the pope, for whom they had small liking, and risk their lives against the Arabs, of all the nations in the world that with which they had most sympathy and moral affinity.

With this volatility of character, they combined the graces of imagination, a taste for the arts and for refined enjoyments; they were industrious and rich; nature had given them all, all except political prudence and union, as descendants of the same race, as children of one country: their enemies combined to destroy them, but they would not combine to love each other, to defend each other, to make one common cause. They paid a severe penalty for this, in losing their independence, their wealth, and even their learning. Their language, the second Roman language, almost as polished as the first, has, in their own mouths, given place to a foreign tongue, the accentuation of which is repugnant to them, while their natural idiom, that of their liberty and of their glory, that of the noblest poetry of the middle ages, has become the patois of the peasant. But regret for these changes is futile: there are ruins made by time which time will never repair.

1 Guerra m plau. (Ib. 264.)
2 Ib. passim
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FROM THE ORIGIN OF THE QUARREL BETWEEN KING HENRY II. AND ARCHBISHOP THOMAS BEKET, TO THE MURDER OF THE ARCHBISHOP.
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In the reign of Henry I., there lived at London a young citizen, of Saxon origin, but sufficiently rich to associate with the Normans of that city, whom the historians call Beket.  

1 ...Gilbertus, cognomento Beket. (Vita et processus Sancti Thome Cantuaniensis, seu quadruplicata historia, cap. ii. fol. 3.)
It is probable that his real name was Bek, and that the Normans among whom he lived, added to this a diminutive familiar to them, and made it Beket, as the English of race and language called it Bekie. About the year 1115, Gilbert Bekie or Beket, assumed the cross, either to accomplish a vow of penance, or to seek fortune in the Christian kingdom of Jerusalem. But he was less fortunate in Palestine than the squires and sergeants of Normandy had been in England, and instead of becoming like them, powerful and opulent by conquest, he was taken prisoner and reduced to slavery.

Degraded and despised as he was, the English slave inspired the daughter of a Saracen chief with love. He escaped by her assistance, and returned to his own country; and his deliverer, unable to live without him, soon abandoned the paternal roof and went in quest of him. She knew but two words intelligible to the people of the west: London and Gilbert. By aid of the former, she reached England in a ship laden with merchants and pilgrims; and by means of the latter, going from street to street, and repeating Gilbert! Gilbert! to the crowd who surrounded her, she found the man she loved. Gilbert Beket, after obtaining the opinion of several bishops on this wondrous incident, had his mistress baptised, changed her Saracen name into that of Matilda, and married her. This marriage made a great sensation by its singularity, and became the subject of several popular romances, two of which, preserved to our own times, exhibit the most touching details. In the year 1119, Gilbert and Matilda had a son, who was called Thomas Beket, according to the mode of double names introduced into England by the Normans.

Such, according to the narrative of some ancient chroniclers, was the romantic origin of a man destined to trouble in so violent and unexpected a manner the great grandson of William the Conqueror in the enjoyment of his power.

1 Young Bekie was as brave a knight...
In London was young Beichan born...
(Jameson's Popular Ballads, vol. ii. pp. 117, 127.)

2 ...Nichil aliiut interrogare pro tuaere noverat, nisi tantium Londinis, Londonia...quasi bestia erratica per plateas civitatus incedens...derisui habebatur omnibus. (Vita et processus, &c. loc. cit.)

3 Jameson's Popular Ballads, loc. cit. See Appendix No. IV.

This man, born to torment the Anglo-Norman race, received an education peculiarly calculated to give him access to the nobles and great men, and to gain their favour. At an early age he was sent to France, to study the laws, sciences, and language of the continent, and to lose the English accent, which was then considered in England altogether vulgar. Thomas Beket, on his return from his travels, was in a position to converse and associate with the most refined people of the dominant nation, without shocking their ears or their taste by a word or gesture recalling to mind his Saxon origin. He soon put this talent to use, and, still very young, insinuated himself into the familiar friendship of one of the rich barons resident near London. He became his daily guest, and the companion of his pleasures. He rode the horses of his patron, and sported with his birds and his dogs, passing the day in these amusements, forbidden to every Englishman who was not either the servant or associate of a man of foreign origin.

Thomas, full of gaiety and supple address, ingratiating, refined, obsequious, soon acquired a great reputation in high Norman society. The archbishop of Canterbury, Thibaut, who, from the primacy instituted by the Conqueror, was the first person next after the king, hearing the young Englishman spoken of, sent for him, and, liking him, attached him to his person. Having induced him to take orders, he appointed him archdeacon of his metropolitan church, and employed him in several delicate negotiations with the court of Rome. Under Stephen, archdeacon Thomas conducted with pope Eugenius an intrigue of the bishops of England, partisans of Matilda, the object of which was to obtain from the pope a formal prohibition to crown the king's son. When, a few years after, the son of Matilda had obtained the crown, Thomas Beket was presented to him as a zealous servant of his cause during the usurpation; for so was the reign of Stephen now designated by most of those who had before elected, crowned, and defended him against the pretensions of Matilda. The archdeacon of Canterbury

2 Joh. Bromton, ut sup. 3 Ib. 4 Ib.
5 Subtilissima providentia et perquisitione cujusdam Thomæ... (Ger. Cantuar., Chron., apud Hist. Angl. Script., Selden, col. 1371.)
made himself so agreeable to the new king, that a few years saw him raised by the royal favour to the high office of chancellor of England, that is to say, Keeper of the seal of three lions, the legal emblem of the power founded by the Conquest. 1 Henry II. further confided to the archdeacon the education of his eldest son, and attached to these two offices large revenues, which, by a singular chance, were derived from places of fatal memory to the English: from the prebend of Hastings, the custody of the castle of Berkhamsted, and the governorship of the Tower of London. 2

Thomas was the assiduous companion and the intimate friend of king Henry, sharing his most frivolous and most worldly amusements. 3 Raised in dignity above all the Normans of England, he affected to surpass them in luxury and seigneural pomp. He maintained in his pay seven hundred knights completely armed. The trappings of his horses were covered with gold and silver; his plate was magnificent, and he kept open table for persons of high rank. His purveyors procured, from the most remote places and at great expense, the rarest delicacies. The earls and barons esteemed it an honour to visit him: and no person coming to his house left it without a present of sporting dogs or birds or of horses or rich vestments. 4 The great lords sent their sons to serve in his house and to be brought up there; he kept them for a considerable time, then armed them knights, and, in dismissing them, furnished each with a complete military equipment. 5

1 The chancellor of England, at this time, had no distinct court of judicature, in which he presided: but he acted together with the justiciary and other great officers in matters of the revenue, at the exchequer, and sometimes in the counties, upon circuits. The great seal being in his custody, he supervised and sealed the writs and precepts, that issued in proceedings pending in the king's court, and in the exchequer. He also supervised all charters, which were to be sealed with that seal. Mr. Madox observes, that he was usually a bishop or prelate, because he was looked upon as chief of the king's chapel, which was under his special care. In the council his rank was very high. It seems that he had the principal direction and conduct of all foreign affairs, performing most of that business which is now done by the secretaries of state."—Lytleton, Life of Henry II., ii. 312, 313.

2 Vita B. Thomas quadripartita, lib. i. cap. v. p. 9.
4 Nulla fere die comedebat absque comitibus et baronibus. (Will. filius Steph., Vita S. Thomae, ut sup. p. 14.)
5 Ib. See Appendix No. III.
In his political conduct, Thomas demeaned himself as a true and loyal chancellor of England, in the sense which already attached to these words; that is to say, he laboured with all his might to maintain and even to augment the personal power of the king towards and against all men, without distinction of race or state, Normans or Saxons, priests or laymen. Although a member of the ecclesiastical order, he more than once engaged in a struggle with that order on behalf of the fisc or of the royal exchequer. When Henry undertook the war against the count of Toulouse, there was levied in England, to defray the expenses of the campaign, the tax which the Normans called escuage, the tax of shields, because it was payable by every possessor of an estate large enough to maintain a man-at-arms, who, within the time prescribed by the summons, did not appear at the muster, armed, and with his shield on his arm. The rich prelates and the rich abbots of Norman race, whose warlike spirit had mitigated since there had been no occasion for pillaging the Saxons, and no civil war among the Normans, excused themselves from obeying the military summons, because, they said, holy church forbad their shedding blood; they refused, further, for the same reason, to disburse the fine for non-appearance; but the chancellor insisted upon their paying it. The high clergy hereupon launched out in invectives against the audacity of Thomas: Gilbert Foliot, bishop of London, publicly accused him of plunging a sword into the bosom of his mother the church, and archbishop Thibaut, his former patron, threatened to excommunicate him. Thomas was in no way moved by these ecclesiastical censures; and shortly afterwards he again exposed himself to them, by fighting with his own hands in the war of Toulouse, and, deacon as he was, being the first to mount to the assault of the fortresses. One day, in an assembly of the clergy, several bishops asserted ex-

1 Gervas. Cantuar., Chron., col. 1381.
3 Ipsemet clericus cum esset...loricus indutus et galea... (Will. fil. Steph., ut sup. p. 16.) Quam audenter, quam strenuæ in partibus Tolosanis cum paucæ manu militari, domino suo rege ab obsidecome Tholosæ tune recedente, remanserit, captasque in terrÆ illÆ a rege munitiones conservavit aliasque in manu forti acquisierit. (Vita S. Thomæ quadrip., lib. i. cap. v. p 9.)
aggerated maxims of independence as regarded the royal power: the chancellor, who was present, gainsaid them openly, and reminded the prelates, in a severe tone, that they were bound to the king in the same oath as the men of the sword were, by the oath to aid in preserving his life, his limbs, his dignity, and his honour.¹

The harmony which had subsisted in the first years of the Conquest, between the Norman barons and prelates, or, to speak in the language of the period, entre l'empire et le sacerdoce, had not been of long duration. Scarcely installed in the churches that William and his knights opened for them with their spears, they became ungrateful to those who had thus given them their titles and their possession. Concurrently with the disputes between the kings and the barons, differences arose between the barons and the clergy, between this order and royalty: these three powers became disunited. When the power, hostile to all three, the Anglo-Saxon race, ceased to be feared. The first William was wholly wrong in his calculation of an enduring union, when he gave to the ecclesiastical power established by the Conquest, a power before unknown in England. He thought to obtain by this means an augmentation of personal power; perhaps he was right, as far as regarded himself, but he did a great injury to his successors.

The reader is already acquainted with the royal decree by which, destroying the former responsibility of the priests to the civil judges, and giving to the members of the high clergy the privilege of being judges, William had instituted episcopal courts, taking cognizance of certain lay cases and of all proceedings instituted against priests. The Norman priests, priests of fortune, if we may use the expression, soon exhibited in England the most disorderly habits; they committed murders, rapes, and robbery, and as they were only responsible to their own order, these crimes were seldom punished, a circumstance which multiplied them to a fearful extent. Not long after the accession of Henry II., men reckoned up one hundred murders committed by priests who still remained alive and at liberty. The only means of checking and punishing these disorders was to abolish the ecclesiastical privilege established

¹ Wilkins, Concilia Magnæ Britann., i. 431.
by the Conqueror, the temporary necessity for which had ceased, since the rebellion of the English were no longer feared. It was a reasonable reform, and, moreover, from a motive less pure, for the extension of their own territorial jurisdictions, the men of the sword desired it, and loudly censured the law decreed by their ancestors in the great council of king William the First.

For the sake of the temporal power of which he was the sovereign depositary, and actuated also, we may fairly believe, by motives of justice and reason, Henry II. determined to execute this reform; but that he might effect it easily and without disturbance, it was necessary that the primacy of Canterbury, that species of ecclesiastical royalty, should be in the hands of a man devoted to the person of the king, to the interests of the royal power, and the cause of the barons against the churchmen. It was also necessary that this man should be insensible to the greater or less degree of suffering of the native English; for the absurd law of clerical independence, formerly directed especially against the conquered population, after having greatly injured it while it still resisted, had become favourable to it. Every Saxon serf, who managed to be ordained priest, was thenceforth for ever exempt from servitude, because no action brought against him as a fugitive slave, either by the royal bailiff or by the officers of the seigneurs, could oblige him to appear before secular justice; as to the other justice, it would not consent to allow those who had become the anointed of Christ to return to the plough. The evils of national subjugation had multiplied in England the number of these priests from necessity, who had no church, who lived upon alms, but who, at least, differing from their fathers and their countrymen, were neither attached to the glebe, nor penned up within the walls of the royal towns. The faint hope of this resource against foreign oppression was, at this time, next to the miserable success of servility and adulation, the most brilliant prospect for a man of English race. The lower classes were accordingly as zealous for

1 Rex etenim populi sui pacem...zelans...audiens talium clericorum immo verius coronatorum demonum flagitia non reprimi...(Vita B. Thomæ quad., lib. i. cap. xvii. p. 33)

2 Clerici aecphali.
the clerical privileges as their ancestors had been against the resistance of the clergy to the common law of the country.

The chancellor, having passed his youth amongst men of high birth, seemed likely to have lost all national interest in the oppressed people of England. On the other hand, all his friendships were with laymen; he appeared to know no other rights in the world than those of royal power; he was the favourite of the king, and the functionary best versed and most able in state affairs: the partisans of ecclesiastical reform, accordingly, thought him a peculiarly fit person to become the principal instrument in it; and long before the death of archbishop Thibaut, it was commonly rumoured at court that Thomas Beket would obtain the primacy. In the year 1161, Thibaut died, and the king immediately recommended his chancellor to the choice of the bishops, who rarely hesitated to elect a candidate thus introduced to them. On this occasion, however, they opposed an unwonted resistance. They declared that it would be against their conscience to raise to the see of the blessed Lanfranc a hunter and a warrior by profession, a man of the world and its turmoil.

On their part, the Norman lords who lived apart from the court, and more especially those across the Channel, violently opposed the nomination of Thomas. The king's mother used every effort to dissuade him from making the chancellor archbishop. Perhaps, too, many who had not seen Beket often enough or closely enough to place full assurance in him, felt a kind of presentiment of the danger of intrusting such great power to a man of English origin; but the king's confidence was unbounded. He persisted against all remonstrances, and swore by God that his friend should be primate of England. Henry II. was at this time holding his court in Normandy, and Thomas was with him. In one of their daily conferences on affairs of state, the king told him he must prepare to cross the sea on an important mission.

"I will obey," answered the chancellor, "as soon as I shall have received my instructions." "What!" said the king, in

1 Williel. Fil. Steph., ut sup. p. 17.
3 Cleri Anglæ ad B. Thomam epist., apud Epist divi Thomæ, (Lupus) lib. i. p. 190.
an expressive tone, "dost thou not then guess what I mean, and that I am firmly resolved that thou shalt be archbishop?" Thomas smiled, and raising the lappet of his rich dress— "Look," said he, "at the edifying man, the holy man whom you would charge with such sacred functions. Besides, you have views as to ecclesiastical matters to which I could never lend myself; and I fear that if I were to become an archbishop, we should soon cease to be friends." The king received this answer as mere badinage, and immediately one of his justices, sir Richard de Lucy, conveyed to the bishops of England, who for thirteen months had delayed the election, the formal order to nominate the court candidate without delay. The bishops yielding to what they then called the royal hand, obeyed with apparent readiness.

Thomas Beket, the fifth primate since the Conquest, and the first of English race, was ordained priest, the Easter Saturday, June 2, of the year 1162, and the day after was consecrated archbishop by the prelate of Winchester, in the presence of the fourteen suffragans of the see of Canterbury. A few days after his consecration, those who saw him did not recognise him. He had laid aside his rich vestments, dishonoured his sumptuous house, broken with his noble guests, and made friends with the poor, with beggars, and Saxons. Like them he wore a coarse dress, lived on vegetables and water, and presented an humble and mournful air; it was for them only that his banquet-hall was thrown open and his money expended. Never was change of life more sudden, exciting so much anger on one side, so much enthusiasm on the other. The king, the earls, the barons, all those whom Beket had formerly served, and who had contributed to his elevation, deemed themselves betrayed and insulted. The Norman bishops and clergy, his old antagonists, remained in suspense, closely watching him; but he became the idol of the lower classes: the monks, the inferior clergy, and the natives of every rank saw in him a brother and a protector.

The astonishment and anger of the king passed all bounds when he received, in Normandy, a message from the primate, returning to him the royal seal, with a short message, "that he desired him to provide himself with another chancellor, for he could hardly suffice to the duties of one office, much less of two."¹ Henry regarded as hostile an abdication by which the archbishop seemed desirous of releasing himself from every tie of dependence on him; and he was all the more irritated at this that he had in no degree expected it. His friendship was converted into bitter aversion, and on his return to England, he received his former favourite disdainfully, affecting to despise, in a monk's dress, him whom he had so often entertained in the habit of a Norman courtier, with a poniard at his side, a plumed cap on his head, and shoes with long points turned up like ram's horns.²

The king at once commenced against the archbishop a regular system of attack and personal vexations. He took from him the archdeaconry of Canterbury, which he had continued to hold with the episcopal see; he next set up in opposition to him one Clerambault, a monk from Normandy,³ a man of daring character and ill life, who had cast aside his clerical habit in his own country, and whom the king now made abbot of the monastery of Saint Augustin at Canterbury. Clerambault, backed by the court, refused to take the oath of canonical obedience to the primate, in contravention of the order decreed by Lanfranc for the purpose of destroying the independence of the monks of Saint Augustin, when the Saxon monks still resisted the Normans. The new abbot grounded his refusal upon the plea that formerly, that is to say, before the Conquest, his monastery had enjoyed full and entire liberty. Beket asserted the prerogative which the first Norman kings had attached to his see. The dispute grew warm on both sides; and Clerambault, by the advice of the king and the courtiers, referred his cause to the judgment of the pope.

There were at this time two popes, the cardinals and

Roman nobles not having been able to agree in their choice. Victor was acknowledged legitimate by the emperor of Germany, Frederick, but disowned by the kings of France and England, who recognised his competitor, Alexander, the third of that name, who, driven from Rome by his adversaries, was now in France. It was to the latter that the new abbot of Saint Augustin addressed a protest against the primate of England, in the name of the ancient liberties of his convent; and, singular circumstance, these same liberties, formerly annihilated by the authority of pope Gregory VII. in the interest of the Norman Conquest, were declared inviolable by pope Alexander III., at the request of a Norman abbot against an archbishop of English race.

Thomas, irritated at this defeat, returned the courtiers attack for attack, and as they had availed themselves against him, of rights anterior to the Conquest, he, too, proceeded to claim all that his church had lost since the invasion of the Normans. He summoned Gilbert de Clare to restore to the see of Canterbury the domain of Tunbridge, which his ancestor had received in fief; and he advanced pretensions of the same kind against several other barons, and against the officers of the royal demesne. These demands tended, indirectly, to shake to its foundation the right of property of all the Anglo-Norman families, and thus occasioned general alarm. Prescription was invoked, and Beket roundly replied that he knew of no prescription for injustice, and that whatever had been taken without a good title ought to be restored. The sons of the companions of William the Bastard thought the soul of Harold had descended into the body of him whom they themselves had made primate.

The archbishop did not give them time to recover from this first agitation; and in defiance of one of the customs most respected since the Conquest, he placed a priest of his own choice, one Lawrence, in the vacant living of Eynesford, in Kent, in the domain of the Norman knight, William d'Eynesford, a tenant-in-chief of the king. This William, in common with all the Normans, claimed to dispose and had

2 Id., Chron., ib. col. 1384.
3 Id. ib.
4 Radulf de Dieeto, ut sup. col. 536
hitherto in fact disposed, of all the churches on his fief, just as much as of the farms. He named priests at his pleasure, as he did farmers, administering, by men of his choice, religious aid and instruction to his Saxons, freemen and serfs; a privilege called the right of patronage. In virtue of this right, William d'Eynesford expelled the priest sent by the archbishop; but Beket excommunicated William for having done violence to a priest. The king interposed against the primate; he complained that, without previous reference to him, one of his tenants-in-chief had been excommunicated, a man liable to be called to his council and his court, and entitled to present himself before him at all times and in all places; a circumstance that had exposed his royal person to the danger of coming unwittingly in contact with an excommunicated man. "Since I was not informed of it," said Henry II., "and since my dignity has been injured in this essential point, the excommunication of my vassal is null; I require the archbishop, therefore, to withdraw it." The archbishop gave an unwilling assent, and the king's hatred grew more bitter than ever. "From this day-forth," he said, publicly, "all is at an end between this man and me."\(^1\)

In the year 1164, the royal justiciaries, practically revoking the ancient law of the Conqueror, cited before them a priest, accused of rape and murder; but the archbishop of Canterbury, as supreme ecclesiastic of all England, declared the citation void, in virtue of the privileges of the clergy, as ancient in the country as those of the Norman royalty. He ordered his own officers to arrest the culprit, who was brought before an ecclesiastical tribunal, deprived of his prebend, whipped publicly with rods, and suspended from any office for several years.\(^2\) This affair, in which justice was respected to a certain point, but in which the royal judges were completely set aside, created a great sensation. The men of Norman descent were divided into two parties, one of which approved, and the other greatly blamed the primate. The bishops were for him; the men of the sword, the court and the king, against him. The king, naturally self-willed, suddenly converted the private dispute into a legislative ques-

\(^1\) Radulph de Diceto, *ut sup.*

\(^2\) Willelm. filius Stephani, *ut sup.* p. 28.

\(^3\) *Vita B. Thomæ quadrip., lib. i. cap. xvii.* p. 33.
tion; and convoking, in a solemn assembly at Westminster, all the lords and prelates of England, he set forth to them the numerous crimes committed daily by priests. He added, that he had discovered a means of suppressing these crimes, in the ancient customs of his predecessors, and especially in those of his grandfather Henry I. He demanded, according to custom, of all the members of the assembly, whether they did not think it were well to revive the customs and laws of his ancestors. The laymen replied in the affirmative; but all the priests, with Thomas at their head, answered: "Saving the honour of God and of holy church." "There is poison in these words," answered the king furiously, and immediately departed, without saluting the bishops, and the affair remained undecided.

A few days after, Henry II. summoned separately to him, Roger, archbishop of York, Robert de Melun, bishop of Hereford, and several other prelates of England, whose purely French names sufficiently indicate their origin. By means of promises, long explanations, and perhaps insinuations, as to the presumed designs of the English Beket against all the nobles of England, and by various other reasonings, which the historians do not detail, the Anglo-Norman bishops were nearly all gained over to the king's party. They promised to favour the re-establishment of the alleged customs of Henry I., who, in truth, had never practised others than those of William the Conqueror, the founder of ecclesiastical privilege. Moreover, for the second time since his differences with the primate, the king addressed himself to pope Alexander; and the pope, complaisant to excess, without investigating the affair, declared him perfectly in the right. He even sent a special messenger with apostolical letters, enjoining all the prelates, and especially him of Canterbury, to accept and observe the laws of the king of England, whatever they might be. Left alone in his opposition, and deprived

1 Ib. Willelm. filius Stephani, p. 31.
5 Roger de Hoveden loc. cit.
of all hope of support, Beket was fain to yield. He went to the king at his residence at Woodstock, and, in common with the other bishops, promised to observe faithfully, and without any restriction, all the laws that should be made.\(^1\) In order that this promise might be renewed authentically amidst a solemn assembly, king Henry convoked in the village of Clarendon in Wiltshire, not far from Winchester, the great council of the Anglo-Norman archbishops, bishops, abbots, priors, earls, barons, and knights.\(^2\)

The council of Clarendon was held in the month of March, 1164, under the presidency of John, bishop of Oxford. The king's officers set forth the reforms and new ordinances which he chose to entitle the ancient customs and liberties of his grandfather, Henry I.\(^3\) The bishops solemnly gave their adhesion to all they had heard; but Beket refused his, and accused himself of insane weakness in having promised to observe, without reserve, the laws of the king, whatever they might be. The whole Norman council was in a state of excitement. The bishops implored Thomas, and the barons threatened him.\(^4\) Two knights of the Temple begged of him, with tears in their eyes, not to dishonour the king; and as this scene was taking place in the great hall, there were discerned through the open doors, men in the adjoining apartment, buckling on their armour and their swords.\(^5\) The archbishop grew alarmed, and gave his word to observe the customs of the king's grandfather without restriction, only asking leave to examine them more at leisure and to verify them.\(^6\) The assembly appointed three commissioners to draw up these articles, and adjourned till the next day.\(^7\)

Towards evening, the archbishop departed for Winchester, where he was sojourning. He was on horseback, with a numerous train of priests, who, on the way, talked of the events of the past day. The conversation, at first tranquil, grew animated by degrees, and at length became a dispute, in which every one took the side accordant with his views. Some praised the conduct of the primate, or excused him for having yielded to

\(^1\) Roger de Hoveden, \textit{ loco supra cit.}
\(^2\) Matth. Paris, i. 100.
\(^3\) \textit{Ib.}
\(^4\) Roger de Hoveden, \textit{ loc. cit.}
\(^5\) Gervas. \textit{Chron., ut sup. col.} 1386.
\(^6\) \textit{Ib.}
\(^7\) Roger de Hoveden, \textit{ loc. cit.}
the force of circumstances: others blamed him warmly, saying, that ecclesiastical liberty was about to perish in England through the fault of one man. The most excited of all was a Saxon, named Edward Grim, who carried the archbishop's cross; inflamed by the discussion, he spoke loud, and with great gesticulation: "I see plainly," said he, "that now-a-days those only are esteemed who exhibit towards princes boundless compliance; but what will become of justice? who will fight for her when the general has allowed himself to be conquered? or what virtues shall we henceforth find in him who has lost courage?" The latter words were heard by Thomas, whose attention had been attracted by the agitation and vehemence of the speaker's voice. "With whom are you angry, my son?" he said to the cross-bearer. "With yourself," answered the latter, full of a sort of enthusiasm; "with you, who have renounced your conscience in raising your hand to promise the observance of these detestable customs." This violent reproach, in which national feeling had, perhaps, as great a share as religious conviction, did not anger the archbishop, who, after a moment's reflection, addressing his countryman in gentle tones, said: "My son, you are right; I have committed a great fault, and I repent me of it.

Next day, the pretended customs or constitutions of Henry I. were produced in writing, divided into sixteen articles, containing an entire system of regulations, contrary to the ordinances of William the Conqueror. Among them

1 Fleury, Hist. Ecclesiast., xv. 150.
2 The sixteen articles of the Constitutions of Clarendon, relating particularly to ecclesiastical affairs, run thus:

1. If any dispute shall arise concerning the advowson and presentation of churches, between laymen, or between ecclesiastics and laymen, or between ecclesiastics, let it be tried and determined in the court of our lord the king.

2. Ecclesiastics arraigned and accused of any matter, being summoned by the king's justiciary, shall come into his court, to answer there, concerning that which it shall appear to the king's court is cognizable there; and shall answer in the ecclesiastical court, concerning that which it shall appear is cognizable there; so that the king's justiciary shall send to the court of holy church, to see in what manner the cause shall be tried there: and if an ecclesiastic shall be convicted, or confess his crime, the church ought not any longer to give him protection.

3. It is unlawful for archbishops, bishops, and any dignified clergymen
were several special regulations, one of which prohibited the ordaining as priests, without the consent of their lord, those who, in the Norman language, were called natifs or naifs, of the realm, to go out of the realm without the king's licence; and if they shall go, they shall, if it so please the king, give security, that they will not, either in going, staying, or returning, procure any evil, or damage, to the king, or the kingdom.

4 Persons excommunicated ought not to give any security by way of deposit, nor take any oath, but only find security and pledge to stand to the judgment of the church, in order to absolution.

5. No tenant in chief of the king, nor any of the officers of his household, or of his demesne, shall be excommunicate nor shall the lands of any of them be put under an interdict, unless application shall first have been made to our lord the king, if he be in the kingdom, or if he be out of the kingdom, to his justiciary, that he may do right concerning such person; and in such manner, as that what shall belong to the king's court shall be there determined, and what shall belong to the ecclesiastical court shall be sent thither, that it may there be determined.

6 Concerning appeals, if any shall arise, they ought to proceed from the archdeacon to the bishop, and from the bishop to the archbishop. And, if the archbishop shall fail in doing justice, the cause shall at last be brought to our lord the king, that by his precept the dispute may be determined in the archbishop's court; so that it ought not to proceed any further without the consent of our lord the king.

7. If there shall arise any dispute between an ecclesiastic and a layman, or between a layman and an ecclesiastic, about any tenement, which the ecclesiastic pretends to be held in frank almoigne, and the layman pretends to be a lay fee, it shall be determined before the king's chief justice by the trial of twelve lawful men, whether the tenement belongs to frank almoigne, or is a lay fee; and if it be found to be frank almoigne, then it shall be pleaded in the ecclesiastical court; but if a lay fee, then in the king's court; unless both parties shall claim to hold of the same bishop or baron: but if both shall claim to hold the said fee under the same bishop, or baron, the plea shall be in his court: provided that by reason of such trial the party who was first seized shall not lose his seizin, till it shall have been finally determined by the plea.

8. Whosoever is of any city, or castle, or borough, or demesne manor, of our lord the king, if he shall be cited by the archdeacon or bishop for any offence, and shall refuse to answer to such citation, it is allowable to put him under an interdict; but he ought not to be excommunicated, before the king's chief officer of the town be applied to, that he may by due course of law compel him to answer accordingly; and if the king's officer shall fail therein, such officer shall be at the mercy of our lord the king; and then the bishop may compel the person accused by ecclesiastical justice.

9. Pleas of debt, whether they be due by faith solemnly pledged, or without faith so pledged, belong to the king's judicature.

10. When an archbishopric, or bishopric, or abbey, or priory, of royal foundation, shall be vacant, it ought to be in the hands of our lord the king,
that is to say, serfs, all of whom were of native race. The bishops were required to affix their seals in wax at the foot of the parchment which contained the sixteen articles: they all did this, with the exception of Thomas, who, without openly retracting his first adhesion, demanded further delay. But the assembly completed the signatures, and this refusal of the archbishop did not prevent the new laws from being forthwith promulgated. Letters were sent from the royal chancery addressed to all the Norman judges or justices of England and the continent. These letters ordered them, in the name of Henry, by the grace of God, king of

and he shall receive all the rents and issues thereof, as of his demesne; and when that church is to be supplied, our lord the king ought to send for the principal clergy of that church, and the election ought to be made in the king's chapel, with the assent of our lord the king, and the advice of such of the prelates of the kingdom as he shall call for that purpose; and the person elect shall there do homage and fealty to our lord the king, as his liege lord, of life, limb, and worldly honor (saving his order) before he be consecrated.

11. Churches belonging to the fee of our lord the king cannot be given away in perpetuity, without the consent and grant of the king.

12. Laymen ought not to be accused unless by certain and legal accusers and witnesses, in presence of the bishop, so as that the archdeacon may not lose his right, nor any thing which should thereby accrue to him: and if the offending persons be such as that none will or dare accuse them, the sheriff, being thereto required by the bishop, shall swear twelve lawful men of the vienage, or town, before the bishop, to declare the truth, according to their conscience.

13. Archbishops, bishops, and all dignified clergymen who hold of the king in chief, have their possessions from the king as a barony, and answer thereupon to the king's justices and officers, and follow and perform all royal customs and rights, and, like other barons, ought to be present at the trials of the king's court with the barons, till the judgment proceeds to loss of members or death.

14. If any nobleman of the realm shall forcibly resist the archbishop, bishop, or archdeacon, in doing justice upon him or his, the king ought to bring them to justice; and if any shall forcibly resist the king in his judicature, the archbishops, bishops, and archdeacons, ought to bring him to justice, that he may make satisfaction to our lord the king.

15. The chattels of those who are under forfeiture to the king ought not to be detained in any church, or church-yard, against the king's justiciary; because they belong to the king, whether they are found within churches or without.

16. The sons of villeins ought not to be ordained without the consent of their lords, in whose lands they are known to have been born. Translated from the Cottonian MSS. Claud. B. fol. 20.]
England, duke of Normandy, duke of Aquitaine, and earl of Anjou, to have executed and observed by the archbishops, bishops, abbots, priests, earls, barons, burgesses, and peasants, the ordinances decreed in the great council of Clarendon. 1

A letter from the bishop of Poitiers, who received one of these despatches, brought to his diocese by Simon de Tournebu and Richard de Lucy, justiciaries, gives us in detail the instructions they contained. It is curious to compare these instructions with the laws published eighty years before, in the name of William I. and his barons; for, on the two sides, we find the same threats and the same penalties sanctioning contrary orders.

“They have forbidden me,” says the bishop of Poitiers, “to summons before me any of my diocesans, on the demand of any widow, orphan, or priest, unless the officers of the king or of the lord of the fief, in which the cause in question arose, have made denial of justice; they have declared that if any one obey my summons, all his goods shall be forthwith confiscated and himself imprisoned; lastly, they have signified to me that if I excommunicate those who refuse to appear before my episcopal justice, such excommunicated persons may, without displeasing the king, attack my person or that of my priests, and my own property or that of my church.”2

From the moment when these laws, made by Normans in a village of England, were decreed as obligatory upon the inhabitants of nearly all the west of Gaul, upon the Angevins, Manseaux, Bretons, Poitevins and Aquitans, and all these various populations took sides in the quarrel between Henry and archbishop Thomas Beket, the court of Rome observed with more attention an affair which in so short a time had assumed such importance. This profoundly political court now meditated how to derive the greatest possible advantage, whether from war or from peace. Rotrou, archbishop of Rouen, a man less immediately interested than the Normans of England in the conflict between royalty and the English primacy, came on a mission from the pope to observe things more closely, and to propose, on speculation, an accom-

1 See vol. i. book vi.
modation, under pontifical mediation;¹ but the king, elevated with his triumph, replied that he would not accept this mediation, unless the pope would previously confirm the articles of Clarendon by an apostolic bull; the pope, who had more to gain than to lose by delay, refused to give his sanction until he was better informed on the subject.²

Hereupon, Henry II. soliciting, for the third time, the aid of the pontifical court against his antagonist Beket, sent a solemn embassy to Alexander III., soliciting for Roger, archbishop of York, the title of apostolical legate in England, with the power of making and unmaking, appointing and deposing.³ Alexander did not grant this request, but he conferred on the king himself, by a formal commission, the title and powers of legate, with supreme authority to act as he thought fit in all points but one, the deprivation of the primate. The king, seeing that the pope's intention was to avoid coming to a conclusion, received this novel commission with displeasure, and at once sent it back.⁴ "We will employ our own power," said he, "and we think it will suffice to make those return to their duty who assail our honour." The primate, abandoned by the Anglo-Norman bishops and barons, and having only on his side poor monks, burgesses, and serfs, felt he should be too weak against his antagonist, if he remained in England, and he accordingly resolved to seek aid and an asylum elsewhere. He proceeded to the port of Romney, and twice went on board a vessel about to sail; but twice the wind was adverse, or the captain of the ship, fearing the king's anger, refused to sail.⁵

Some months after the council of Clarendon, Henry II. convoked another at Northampton;⁶ and Thomas, in common with the other bishops, received his writ of summons. He arrived on the day appointed, and hired lodgings in the town; but he had scarce taken them, when the king filled them with his men and horses.⁷ Enraged at this insult, the

¹ Roger de Hoveden, ut sup.
² ib.
³ Ut sic per eum posset canturiensem archiepiscopum confundere. (Ib.)
⁴ Ib.
⁶ Willelm. filius Steph., ut sup. Vita B. Thomæ, cap. xxv. p. 46.
⁷ Roger de Hoveden, ut. sup. p. 494.
archbishop sent word that he would not attend the parliament until his house was vacated by the king's horses and people. It was restored to him, indeed, but the uncertainty of the result of this unequal struggle made him fearful of engaging further in it, and however humiliating it was for him to be a suppliant to a man who had just insulted him, he repaired to the king's apartments, and demanded an audience. He waited vainly the whole day, while Henry was amusing himself with his falcons and his dogs. Next day, he returned and placed himself in the king's chapel during mass, and when the latter came out he left it, and approaching him with a respectful air, asked his permission to proceed to France. "Ay," answered the king; "but first you must give an account of several matters, and, especially, repair the injury you have done to John, my marshal, in your court."

This John, surnamed le Maréchal from his office, had some time previously appeared before the episcopal court of justice at Canterbury to demand an estate in the diocese, which he said he was entitled to hold in hereditary fief. The judges had rejected his claim as unfounded; whereupon the plaintiff had faussé the court, that is to say, protested on oath that it denied him justice. "I admit," said Thomas to the king, "that John le Maréchal appeared before my court; but far from receiving any wrong there from me, it is I who received wrong and insult from him; for he produced a psalter, and swore upon it that my court was false and denied him justice; whereas, according to the law of the land, whoever desires to impugn the court of any man, must swear upon the Holy Gospels." The king affected to regard this explanation as altogether frivolous. The accusation of denial of justice brought against the archbishop, was prosecuted before the great Norman council, who condemned him, and by their sentence, placed him at the king's mercy, that is to say, adjudged to the king all that he might be pleased to take of the property of the condemned man. Beket was at first inclined to protest against this sentence, and fausser jugement, as it

1 Roger de Hoveden, ut sup. p. 494.
2 Willem filius Steph. ut sup. p. 36—38.
3 Roger de Hoveden. ut sup.
4 ..Attulit in curiâ meâ quendam Troper..(Id. ib.)
5 ..in misencordiâ regis..(Ib.)
was then termed, but the sense of his weakness determined him on making terms with his judges, and he compounded for a fine of 500 pounds of silver.

Beket returned to his house; his heart saddened with the annoyances he had experienced, grief threw him into an illness. As soon as the king heard this, he hastened to send him an order to appear next day before the council of Northampton, to account for the public moneys and revenues of which he had had the management when chancellor. "I am weak and suffering," he replied to the royal officers; "and besides, the king knows as well as I, that the day on which I was consecrated archbishop, the barons of his exchequer and Richard de Lucy, grand justiciary of England, declared me free and discharged from all bonds, all accounts, and all demands whatever." The legal citation remained in force; but Thomas did not appear to it, alleging his illness. Officers of justice, who came on several occasions to ascertain whether he was really incapable of walking, brought him a schedule of the king's demands, amounting to forty-four thousand marks. The archbishop offered to pay two thousand marks

1 Propter tedium et dolorem...(Ib.)
2 Ib. p. 495.

"To understand many passages which occur in this history, it will be necessary to settle as nearly as we can, what the nominal and real value of money then was, compared with the present.

"Bishop Fleetwood, who has written a book on this subject, quoting the words of an ancient historian upon the agreement made with king Henry the First by his eldest brother Robert, viz. that Robert, in lieu of his claim to the kingdom of England, should have 3000l. per annum in weight, says, 'that the words in weight are put in to signify that the money should not be clipped: for a pound by tale was at this time, and long after, most certainly a pound in weight.' He also calls Du Fresne to prove that the Libra Gallica was the same with the Libra Anglo-Normannica.

"Another learned antiquary, Sir Robert Atkyns, says, 'that in the Norman times, and ever since, a shilling was accounted twelve pence, and every penny weighing threepence, there must be the weight of three of our shillings in one shilling of the Norman computation, and consequently 'twenty Norman shillings do likewise make a pound weight.'

"Mr. Madox, in his History of the Exchequer, cites a short treatise touching sheriffs' accounts, supposed to be written by Sir M. Hale, in which are these words: 'The solutio ad pensum was the payment of money into the Exchequer by full weight, viz. that a pound, or xx shillings in sil-
to relieve himself from this process, so disagreeable in itself, and so full of bad faith, but Henry refused any kind of accommodation, for it was not the money that influenced him.

**VER NUMERO, BY TALE, SHALL NOT BE RECEIVED FOR A POUND, UNLESS IT DID EXACTLY WEIGH A POUND WEIGHT TROY, OR TWELVE OUNCES; AND IF IT WANTED ANY, THAT THEN THE PAYER SHOULD MAKE GOOD THE WEIGHT, BY ADDING OTHER MONEY, ALTHOUGH IT AMOUNTED TO MORE OR LESS THAN SIXPENCE IN THE POUND (WHICH WAS THE SOLUTO AD SCALAM.)** AND THUS FREQUENTLY OCCURS IN THE PIPE-ROLLS, *IN TESSAURO C I. AD PENSUM, OR FULL WEIGHT.* UPON THIS PASSAGE MR. MADOX MAKES THESE OBSERVATIONS: ‘THERE IS FREQUENT MENTION MADE IN THE MOST ANCIENT PIPE-ROLLS OF PAYMENT *AD PENSUM*; BUT NOT (THAT I KNOW) OF PAYMENT *AD SCALAM.* ON THE OTHER PART, HIS OBSERVATION TOUCHING THE PAYMENT *AD SCALAM, VIZ. IN THE SIXPENCE PER POUND ADVANCE, IS, I BELIEVE, JUST.’ WHICH HE CONFIRMS BY AUTHORITIES IN THE EXCHEQUER, AND SHOWS IT WAS SO ACCOUNTED FROM THE REIGN OF HENRY THE FIRST, TO THE END OF THE REIGN OF EDWARD THE FIRST.


‘‘IT APPEARS FROM A PASSAGE IN FLORENCE OF WINESTER, THAT THE COMMON MARK IN THOSE DAYS WAS TWO THIRDS OF A POUND OF SILVER, THAT IS, TWICE THE VALUE OF OUR PRESENT POUND STERLING. HIS WORDS ARE THESE, ‘PACEM INTER FRATRES EA RATIONE COMPOSUERE, UT TER MILLE MARCAS, ID EST, 2000 LIBRAS ARGENTI, SINGULIS ANNS REX PERSOLERET COMITI, &C.’ AND AGREEABLY TO THIS MR. MADOX SHOWS IN HIS *HISTORY OF THE EXCHEQUER,* ‘THAT NINE MARKS OF SILVER WERE EQUIVALENT TO SIX POUNDS IN THE REIGN OF KING STEPHEN; THAT IS, THEY WERE THEN, AS THEY HAVE CONTINUED EVER SINCE, 13S. 4D.’ HE ALSO OBSERVES FROM THE PIPE-ROLLS, THAT, IN THE SAME REIGN, NINE MARKS OF SILVER WERE ACCEPTED IN PAYMENT FOR ONE MARK OF GOLD. AND THAT, IN ANOTHER INSTANCE UN
in the affair. "Either I will be no longer king," said he, "or this man shall no longer be archbishop."

The delays allowed by law had expired: it was necessary

der the reign of Henry the Second, six pounds in silver were paid for one mark of gold.

"The Angevin pound, of which mention is sometimes made in the history of those times, was but a fourth part of an English pound for Hoveden says, that by an ordinance of Richard the First, while he was in Sicily, during the crusade, one penny English was to go in all markets for four Anges in pence.

"Having thus shown how much silver was contained in the pounds and marks of those days, I shall next endeavour to show what proportion the value of silver then bore to the common value of it at present.

"This has been estimated differently by authors who have treated the subject, some thinking that it ought to be reckoned at twenty, some at fifteen or sixteen, and some at ten times the present rate.

"To form some conjecture, which of these computations is nearest the truth, or rather to show that they are all much too high, I shall transcribe a few passages from the contemporary authors.

"And first, with regard to the price of corn in those times, (which is thought the best standard to judge by in determining this question) I find that, in the year 1126, the twenty-fifth of Henry the First, six shillings a quarter was thought an excessive price to be given for wheat. Henry of Huntington says, 'Iste est annus carissimus omnium nostri temporis, in quo vendebatur onus equi frumentarium sex solidis.' And Henry of Hoveden, whose history is carried down to the year 1201, describes this with the same, and even stronger expressions, 'Hoc anno (id est, 1126.) fames magna, et annone tanta fuit caritas, quantum nemo nostro in tempore vidit, quando vendebatur onus equi frumentarium sex solidus.' By another passage in Henry of Huntington, it appears, that onus equi frumentarium was the same as sextarius, what we now call a quarter, containing eight bushels. His words are these, 'Circa hoc tempus (Edwardi Confessoris anno quinto) tanta fames Anglam invasit, quod sextarius frumenti, qui equo um solet esse oneri, venundaretur quinque solidi, et etiam plus.' And six shillings a quarter is the highest price that I find to have been given for wheat, from the times of Edward the Confessor till after the death of Henry the Second. What was the common or middle price of wheat in those days, I find no account in the contemporary authors. But, from passage in Matthew Paris, it appears, that in the year 1244, when the value of money was certainly not lower than it had been in the times of Henry the Second, two shillings a quarter was thought a low price. 'Transiit igitur annus ille frugifer abundantar et fructifer, ita quod summa frumenti ad precum duorum solidorum descendebat.' Summa frumenti is a seam, or quarter of wheat. It must be observed, that according to the same author, the preceding year had also been sufficiently fruitful in grains of all kinds, frugifer satis et fructifer (V. M. Par. sub anno 1243.) So that before this fall in the price of corn by the produce of the year 1244, it could not have been very high. A mitting then that the silver, which was con-
for Beket to present himself, and, on the other hand, he had been warned that if he appeared at court, it would not be without danger for his liberty or his life. In this extremity, tained in two shillings when Matthew Paris wrote, weighed as much as six shillings of our present money, if we suppose that the value of silver was ten times as great, (which is the lowest computation of the three above-mentioned) the price of wheat here set down as an indication of great plenty, was very little short of what we give now in a year of great scarcity, viz. eight shillings a bushel. But if we reduce the value of silver in respect to commodities, to only five times the present, the price mentioned by Matthew Paris will then be under four shillings a bushel. And by the same way of computing, six shillings a quarter will be equivalent to what is now an exceeding high price, and may well be called a famine, viz. about eleven shillings a bushel. Nevertheless it appears that, in the year 1351, workmen were to take their wages in wheat at the rate of 10d. a bushel, which is 6s. 8d. a quarter. But it must be observed, that before that time, viz. in the year 1346, the weight, of the penny was brought down to twenty grains Troy. (See Folkes on English coins, p. II.) The increase of our trade, and of the specie in the kingdom, under Edward the First and Edward the Third, may have also occasioned a diminution in the value of silver with respect to commodities. Whereas money or bullion must have been more scarce in England under Henry the Third, than it had been from the Conquest till the death of Henry the Second, by the great drains made from thence in the reign of Richard the First, to support his crusade, and pay his ransom; and by the vast sums that were annually sent to Rome. Nor was any alteration yet made in the weight of the coin. The common or mean rate for wheat at Windsor market, for fifty years from 1606 to 1746, was 5s. 4d. a bushel.

"About the year 1143, the tenant of a certain place was to pay yearly twenty shillings, or seven oxen, each worth three shillings. These oxen must have been lean; for when they were to be fat, we find it so expressed in other agreements, and I suppose they were of a moderate size. Reckoning therefore three shillings of the money in those days as equal in weight to nine of ours, and multiplying the latter by five, a lean ox, of a moderate size, was then rated at a price equivalent to forty-five shillings of our present money.

"In the year 1185, the tenants of Shreborn were to pay either two pence, or four hens, which they would. If therefore we compute the twopence at sixpence, and multiply that by five, the price of these hens was equivalent to sevenpence halfpenny each at this time. And a hen not fatted is commonly valued at that rate in the country, or not much above it.

"By a treaty made in the year 1173, the earl of Toulouse agreed to pay to king Henry the Second, and to Richard his son, as earl of Poictou, 109 marks of silver per annum, or, in lieu thereof, ten war-horses of price, each of which was to be worth at least ten marks of silver. 'Et præterea comes de sancto Egidio dabit eis inde per annum 100 marcas argentí, vel ten dextraros de pretio, ita quod unusquisque eorum valeat ad minus ten marcas.' (V. Benedict. Abb. sub ann. 1173.) The mark of silver being then
collecting all his strength of soul, he resolved to go forth, and
to be firm. On the morning of the decisive day, he celebrated
the mass of Saint Stephen, the proto-martyr, whose service
two-thirds of a pound, and every pound equal in weight to three of our pre-
sent pounds, according to all the authorities cited above, except Mr. Folkes,
if we reckon the value of silver at five times the present, the price of each
of these horses will be equivalent to one hundred pounds sterling of our
money now: and good war-horses may have been usually sold at that rate.
William of Malmesbury says, that William Rufus bought one for fifteen
marks of silver, and seems to mention it as a high price, 'Deturbatus equo
quem co die quindecim marcus argenti emerat.' (V. Malmesb. lib. iv. de
W. II. f. 68. sect. 20) Yet in the year 1207, one Amph. Till, a foreign
bacon, imprisoned here by king John, was to pay, in part of his ransom, ten
horses, worth thirty marks each, or in lieu of each horse, thirty marks; 
an incredible price, if we compute the value of money much higher than the
rate at which I have put it. Indeed this Amph. Till must have been a man
of great note; for his ransom was fixed at no less than ten thousand marks;
but some of his knights, or men at arms, who were prisoners with him,
to be likewise set free on payment thereof. See the Record in Rymers
Fædera, tom. i. p. 446, 447. sub ann. 1207.

'Benedict, abbot of Peterborough, relates, that, in the year 1177, the
abbess of Amesbury, being convicted of having three children after she had
taken the habit, was degraded and turned out of the convent; but that the
king, to save her from perishing by hunger and want, promised to give her
ten marks a year. 'Et ne predicta Abbatisa degradata fame et inopia
perveret, ets opopondit ei se daturum illi singulis annis decem marcas ar-
gentis; et permisit eam abire quo vellet.' (Benedict. Abbas sub ann. 1177.)
Computing therefore the value of this sum as before, her pension was equi-
valent to one of a hundred pounds sterling in the present times; an income
very sufficient to maintain her with decency in a retired way of living, such
as was proper for a woman in her situation.

'Ralph Flambard, bishop of Durham, having been imprisoned by the or-
ders of Henry the First, in the Tower of London, was allowed by that king
for the expense of his table there two shillings a day: Quotidie ad victum
sum duos sterilensum sodatos jussu regis habebat. V. Orderic. Vital. l. x.
p. 786 sub ann. 1101. But there being the weight of three of our present
shillings in one Norman shilling, this allowance amounts to six of our
shillings a day: and then, if we estimate the value of silver at five times
more than the present, this sum will be equivalent to thirty shillings a day,
allowed in these times; a very sufficient provision for the table of a state
prisoner, even of the highest rank.

'The scutage levied in England by Henry the Second for the war of
Toulouse, was 180,000l. (as we are informed by Gervase of Canterbury, a
contemporary historian:) 'Hoc anno (1159) iex Henricus scutagum de
Angha accept, cujus summa fuit centum millia, et quater viginti millia li-
brorum argenti.' If therefore each of these pounds weighed three of ours,
as Sir Robert Atkyns and others suppose, this sum will amount to five hun-
dred and forty thousand pounds of our money at present; as much as one
can imagine to have been raised by a composition, paid only by those of
commences by the words: "The princes sat and spoke against me." After the mass, he put on his pontifical robes, and taking his silver cross from the hands of him who usually bore

the military tenants who did personally attend the king to Toulouse: our present land-tax, at four shillings in the pound upon the whole kingdom, producing under two millions, and the before-mentioned sum being equivalent to two millions seven hundred thousand pounds, if we compute the value of silver at five times more than the present.

"I have observed before, that, in the reign of Henry the Third, the value of silver was probably greater, from there being less of it in England than in the times of which I write. Salisbury cathedral in that reign is said to have cost 42,000 marks. These Mr. Folkes, in his table of the standard of our silver money, computes to have contained as much silver as 81,368l. of our present money; which computation is somewhat lower than that I have followed. But admitting it to be right, this sum multiplied, as the other sums above-mentioned, only by five, will make the expense of this building equivalent to 406,840l. laid out in these days.

"The portion bequeathed to earl John, by king Henry the Second, was some lands in England, which produced four thousand pounds per annum, and the earldom of Mortagne, with all its appurtenances. Four thousand pounds containing then the same weight of silver as twelve thousand now, the lands in England were worth to him, by the above computation, as much as an estate of sixty thousand pounds a year would be in these days. The earldom of Mortagne must likewise have produced a considerable revenue. For it appears, by one of Becket's letters, that Henry the Second agreed, by treaty, to pay the earl of Boulogne an annual pension of 1000l. sterling, in lieu of his claim to that earldom, and to some lesser fiefs, which had been granted to the house of Boulogne in this island.

"Upon the whole, it appears from the several passages above-cited, and from others which I have observed in history or records, that, from the death of Edward the Confessor to that of Henry the Second, the ordinary value of silver, compared with the present, could not be much above or below this computation.

"As to the weight of silver in the old money pound, if any of my readers shall think it worth while to reduce the calculations according to the proportion Mr. Folkes has laid down, it may be easily done; and, by putting the value of silver somewhat higher, the amount will, upon the whole, be nearly the same.

"It must be observed, that, before the eighteenth year of Edward the Third, it does not appear, that ever any gold was coined in England (except perhaps a few pieces in the kingdom of Northumberland, by the Saxons) or any silver, but pennies, halfpence, and farthings; all the other denominations being only imaginary, as a pound sterling is now. We find indeed, that gold and silver Bisants were sometimes received in payments here; but these were a foreign coin, and brought from the East, where they seem to have been as common as Sequins are now. Frequent mention is made of them by all the historians of the Crusades; but they are rarely spoken of by ours. Neither are they named in Domesday Book, nor in the public
it, he set forth, holding it in his right hand and the reins of
his horse in the left. Alone, and still bearing his cross, he
entered the great hall of council, traversed the crowd, and
seated himself. Henry II. was then in a more retired apart-
ment with his private friends, occupied in discussing, in this
privy council, the means of getting rid of the archbishop with
the least possible disturbance. The news of the unexpected
array in which he had appeared confounded the king and his
counsellors. One of them, Gilbert Foliot, bishop of London,
hastily left the private apartment, and advancing to the place
where Thomas was seated: "Why dost thou come thus," said
he, "armed with thy cross?" and he laid hands upon the
cross, in order to take possession of it, but the primate held
it forcibly. The archbishop of York then joined the bishop
of London, and said to Beket: "It is defying the king, our
lord, to come thus in arms to his court, but the king has a
sword whose edge is sharper than that of a pastoral staff."
The other bishops, manifesting less violence, contented them-
selves with counselling Thomas, for his own sake, to place his
dignity of archbishop at the king's mercy, but he did not heed
them.

While this scene was passing in the great hall, Henry was
greatly angered to find his adversary sheltered under his pon-
tifical attire; the bishops, who, at first, had perhaps consented
to projects of violence against their colleague, were now silent,
taking care not to encourage the courtiers to lay hands on the
stole or cross. The king's counsellors were at a loss what to
do, when one of them said: "Why not suspend him from all
his rights and privileges by an appeal to the holy father? This
were a way to disarm him." This advice, hailed as a sudden
inspiration, singularly pleased the king, and, by his order, the
bishop of Chichester, advancing to Thomas Beket, at the head
of his colleagues, addressed him thus:

"Some time thou wert our archbishop, and we were bound

acts of Henry the First or Stephen, nor in the last will of king Henry the
Second. But some mention is made of them in private deeds and leases,
and also in the Exchequer Rolls under Henry the Second. The silver Bi-
sant, in the twelfth century, was rated at two shillings English; but the
value of the gold one, at that time, is doubtful."—Lyttleton's History of
Henry II., i. 401—411.
to obey thee; but because thou hast sworn fealty to our sovereign lord the king, that is, to preserve to the utmost of thy power, his life, limbs, and royal dignity, and to keep his laws, which he requires to be maintained, and, nevertheless, dost now endeavour to destroy them, particularly those which in a special manner concern his dignity and honour; we therefore declare thee guilty of perjury, and owe for the future no obedience to a perjured archbishop. Wherefore, putting ourselves and all that belongs to us under the protection of our lord the pope, we cite thee to his presence, there to answer to these accusations."

To this declaration, made with all the solemnity of legal forms, and all the emphasis of assured confidence, Beket merely replied: "I hear what you say!" The great assembly of lords was then opened, and Gilbert Foliot charged before it the late archbishop with having celebrated, in contempt of the king, a sacrilegious mass, under the invocation of the evil spirit; then came the demand of accounts of the revenues of the office of chancellor, and the claim of forty-four thousand marks. Beket refused to plead, alleging the solemn declaration which had theretofore released him from all ulterior responsibility. Hereupon the king rising, said to the barons and prelates: "By the faith ye owe me, do me prompt justice on this my liegeman, who, duly summoned, refuses to answer in my court." The Norman barons having put the matter to the vote, pronounced a sentence of imprisonment against Thomas Beket. When Robert, earl of Leicester, charged to read the sentence, pronounced in the French language, the first words of the accustomed form: "Hear the judgment pronounced against you," the archbishop interrupted him: "Son earl," said he, "hear you first. You are not ignorant how serviceable and how faithful, according to the state of this world, I have been to the king. In respect whereof it has pleased him to promote me to the archbishopric of Canterbury, God knows, against my own will. For I was not unconscious of my weakness; and rather for the love of him than of God, I acquiesced therein: which is this day sufficiently apparent; since God withdraws both himself and

1 Gervas. Cantuar., Chron., ut sup. col. 1392
2 Ib.—Willelm. filius Steph., ut sup. p. 44.
3 Roger de Hoveden, loc. sup. cit.
the king from me. But in the time of my promotion, when
the election was made, prince Henry, the king's son, to whom
that charge was committed, being present, it was demanded
in what manner they would give me to the church of Can-
terbury? And the answer was, 'free and discharged from all
the bonds of the court.' Being therefore free and discharged, I
am not bound to answer, nor will I, concerning those things,
from which I am so disengaged." Hereupon the earl said:
"This is very different from what the bishop of London re-
ported to the king." To which the archbishop replied, "At-
tend, my son, to what I say. By how much the soul is of
more worth than the body, so much are you bound to obey
God and me rather than an earthly king: nor does law or
reason allow that children should judge or condemn their
father: wherefore I disclaim the judgment of the king, of
you, and of all the other peers of the realm, being only to be
judged, under God, by our lord the pope: to whom, before
you all, I here appeal, committing the church of Canterbury,
my order, and dignity, with all thereunto appertaining, to
God's protection and to his. In like manner do I cite you,
my brethren and fellow-bishops, because you obey man rather
than God, to the audience and judgment of the sovereign
pontiff: and so relying on the authority of the catholic church,
and the apostolical see, I depart hence."

After this sort of counter appeal to the power which his
adversaries had first invoked, Beket rose and slowly traversed
the crowd. A murmur arose on every side; the Normans
cried: "The false traitor, the perjurer, whither goes he?
Why let him to depart in peace? Remain here, traitor, and
hear thy sentence." At the moment of quitting the hall, the
archbishop turned round, and, looking coldly around him:
"If my sacred order," said he, "did not forbid, I could
answer in arms those who call me traitor and perjurer." He
mounted his horse, went to the house where he lodged,
had the tables laid for a great repast, and gave orders to
assemble all the poor people in the town. Numbers came,
whom he fed. He supped with them, and that same night,
while the king and his Norman chiefs were prolonging their

1 Sharon Turner, ubi supra, p 220.
2 Roger de Hoveden, loc. cit.
3 Gervas. Cantuar., Chron., ut sup. col. 1303.
evening repast, he quitted Northampton, accompanied by two brothers of the Cistercian order, one of English race, named Skaiman, and the other of French origin, called Robert de Caune. After three days journeying, he reached the marshes of Lincolnshire, and concealed himself in the hut of a hermit. Thence, under a complete disguise and the assumed name of Dereman, the Saxon turn of which insured obscurity, he reached Estrey, near Canterbury, where he stayed eight days; he then proceeded to the coast near Sandwich.\(^1\) It was now the 10th of November, a period at which to cross the Channel becomes dangerous. The archbishop went on board a small vessel, in order to avoid suspicion, and after a perilous transit, landed near Gravelines, and thence, on foot, and in a wretched plight, reached the monastery of Saint Bertin, in the town of Saint Omer.\(^2\)

On the news of his flight, a royal edict was published in all the provinces of the king of England, upon both shores of the ocean. In the terms of this edict, all the relations of Thomas Beket, in ascending and descending line, even the old men, pregnant women, and young children, were condemned to banishment.\(^3\) All the possessions of the archbishop and of his adherents, or of those who were asserted to be such, were sequestrated into the hands of the king, who made presents of them to those whose zeal he had experienced in this affair.\(^4\) John, bishop of Poitiers, who was suspected of friendship towards the primate and of favour to his cause, received poison from an unknown hand, and only escaped death by chance.\(^5\) Royal missives, in which Henry II. called Thomas his enemy, and forbid any counsel or aid being given to him or his friends, were sent to all the dioceses of England.\(^6\)

\(^1\) *Ib.*  \(^2\) *Vita B. Thomæ quadrip., lib. ii. cap. iii. p 64*  
"The adult persons among them were compelled to take an oath, before they departed, that they would go to the archbishop, wheresoever he was; which was done in order to load him with the charge of their maintenance, and also to grieve him with the spectacle of the distress they endured on his account."—Lyttleton's *History of Henry II.*, iv. 89.  
\(^5\) *Ib. 521. 522.*  
\(^6\) *Litteræ Henrici regis, apud Divi Thomæ Epist., lib. i. p. 26.*
Other letters, addressed to the earl of Flanders and all the high barons of that country, requested them to seize Thomas, late archbishop, a traitor to the king of England, and a fugitive with evil designs.\(^1\) Lastly, the bishop of London, Gilbert Foliot, and William, earl of Arundel, waited on the king of France, Louis VII., at his palace of Compiegne, and gave him a despatch, sealed with the great seal of England, and conceived in the following terms:

"To his lord and friend, Louis, king of the French, Henry, king of England, duke of Normandy, duke of Aquitaine, and earl of Anjou—

"Know that Thomas, late archbishop of Canterbury, after a public sentence, rendered in my court by the high court of the barons of my kingdom, has been convicted of fraud, of perjury, and treason towards me, and has since traitorously fled my kingdom, with evil designs; I earnestly intreat you, therefore, not to allow this man, laden with crimes, or any of his adherents, to dwell on your lands, or any of your subjects to lend to my greatest enemy help, aid or counsel; for I protest that your enemies, or those of your kingdom, should receive none from me, or from any of my people. I expect from you that you will assist me in the vindication of my honour and the punishment of my enemy, as you would have me to do for you, did you need it."\(^2\)

From his asylum at Saint Bertin, Thomas awaited the effect of Henry's letters to the king of France and the earl of Flanders, in order to know in what direction he might proceed without peril. "The dangers are many, the king's hands are long" (wrote one of his friends, whom he had desired to feel the ground with Louis VII. and at the papal court,

\(^1\) Vita B. Thomæ, lib. ii. cap. v. p. 67.

"When he came to the words, 'Thomas, late archbishop of Canterbury,' the king asked the messengers whether the person there mentioned was no longer archbishop of Canterbury, and who had deposed him." They appearing embarrassed at the question, he said: 'I am a king as well as the king of England; but I would not have deprived the lowest clerk in my kingdom, nor do I think I have power to do it. I know that this Thomas served your sovereign long and faithfully in the office of chancellor; and his recompence is now, that his master, after having forced him to fly out of England, would also drive him out of France.'—Lyttleton, ut sup. iv. p. 69.
then established at Sens). "I have not yet applied to the Roman church," continues the same correspondent, "not knowing what to seek there as yet; they will do much against you, and little for you. Powerful and rich men will come to them, scattering money with both hands, which has ever greatly influenced Rome; whereas, poor and unaided as we are, what will the Romans care for us? You tell me to offer them two hundred marks; but the opposite party will propose four hundred, and I warrant you that—through love for the king and respect for his ambassadors—they will rather take the greater sum than wait for the less." The king of France gave a favourable reception to Thomas Becket's messenger, and after having taken counsel with his barons, granted to the archbishop and his companions in exile peace and security in his kingdom, adding graciously, that it was one of the ancient flowers of the crown of France to give protection to exile against their persecutors.

As to the pope, who had then no interest in counteracting the king of England, he hesitated two days ere he received those who came to Sens on the part of the archbishop; and when they asked him to send Thomas a letter of invitation to his court, he positively refused. But, with the aid of the free asylum granted him by the king of France, Becket came to the papal court without invitation. He was received coldly by the cardinals, most of whom at first treated him as a firebrand, and said he must check his enterprising temperament. He set forth to them the origin and whole history of his quarrel with Henry II. "I do not boast of great wisdom," said he, "but I should not be so mad as to oppose a king for trifles; for know, that had I consented to do his will in all things, there would now not be in his kingdom a power equal to mine." Without taking any decisive part in the dispute, the pope gave the fugitive permission to receive assistance in money and provisions from the king of France. He allowed him also to excommunicate all who had seized

3 Nuncii ad Thomam Epist., apud Divi Thomae Epist., lib. i. p. 33.
4 Vita B. Thomae, lib. ii. cap. xi. p. 77.
5 Ib.
and detained the property of his church, excepting only the king, who had distributed it. At length, he asked from him a statement in detail of the articles of Clarendon, which pope Alexander himself, at the solicitation of king Henry, had approved, as it would seem, without having very carefully read them, if at all. Alexander, however, now deemed the sixteen articles utterly opposed to the honour of God and of holy church. He denounced them as tyrannical usurpations, and harshly reproached Beket with the passing adhesion he had given to them on the formal injunction of a pontifical legate. The pope excepted from this reprobation six articles only, and among them that which deprived the serfs of enfranchisement on becoming priests; and he solemnly pronounced anathema against the partisans of the other ten.

The archbishop then enlarged upon the ancient liberties of the church of Canterbury, to whose cause he said he had devoted himself; and then accusing himself of having been intrusively forced into his see, in contempt of those liberties, by the royal power, he resigned his ecclesiastical dignity into the hands of the pope. The pope reinvested him with it, saying, "that he, who had hitherto lived in affluence and delights,"

---

1 Ib. p. 244.
2 Alguens eum et dure increpans, (Vita B. Thomæ, lib. ii. cap. xi. p. 78.)
3 [Articules 11.—16 ]
4 Roger de Hoveden, ut sup. p. 496.
5 Ascendit in ovile Christi, sed non per ipsum ostium, velut quem non canonica vocavit electio, sed terror publicæ potestatis intrusi. (Vita B. Thomæ, ut sup. p. 79.)—"My fathers and lords, it is unlawful to speak untruly anywhere, but more especially before God, and in your presence: wherefore with tears I confess, that my miserable offence brought all these troubles upon the church of England. I ascended into the fold of Christ, not by the true door, not having been called by a canonical election, but intruded into it by the terror of secular power. And though I undertook this charge unwillingly, yet was I induced to it, not by the will of God, but of man. What wonder then, if it has prospered so ill with me? Yet, if, through fear of the menaces of the king, I had given it up at his desire, (as my brethren the bishops would fain have persuaded me to do,) I should have left a pernicious example to the catholic church: for which reason I deferred it till I could come into your presence. But now, acknowledging that my entrance was not canonical, and fearing from thence a worse exit; perceiving also my strength unequal to the burthen; lest I should run the flock, whose unworthy pastor I am made, into your hands, O father, I resign the archbishopric of Canterbury."—Lytton. iv. 87.
6 Ut discas esse paupertatem consolator, docente religious matre ipsa paupertate. (Ib. p. 80.)
should now be taught, by the instructions of poverty, the mother of religion, to be the comforter of the poor when he returned to his see: wherefore he committed him over to one of the poor of Christ, from whom he was to receive, not a sumptuous, but simple entertainment, such as became a banished man and a champion of Christ." Beket was recommended to the superior of the abbey of Pontigny, on the confines of Burgundy and Champagne, where he was, for the present, to live as a simple monk. He submitted, assumed the habit of the Cistercian monks, and followed in all its rigour the discipline of monastic life.

In his retreat at Pontigny, Thomas wrote and received many letters, and among them several from the bishops of England and the whole body of Anglo-Norman clergy, full of bitter irony. "Fame has brought us the news that, renouncing for the future all plots against your lord and king, you humbly submit to the poverty to which you are reduced, and are expiating your past life by study and abstinence. We congratulate you hereupon, and counsel you to persevere in this good path." The same letter reproached him, in humiliating terms, with the lowness of his birth and his ingratitude towards the king, who, from the rank of a Saxon and a nothing, had raised him high as himself. Such were the views of the bishops and lords of England with reference to Beket. They were indignant at what they called the insolence of the parvenu; but among the lower classes, whether of clergy or laity, he was beloved and pitied, and ardent, though silent prayers were offered up that he might succeed in all he should undertake. In general, he had as adherents all those who were hostile to the Anglo-Norman government, whether as subjects by conquest or as political opponents.

1 Vita B. Thomæ quadrup., lib. ii. cap. xii. p. 79.
2 Non quidem splendide, sed simpliciter, ut decet exutem et Christi Athletam... (Gervas., Chron. ut sup. col. 1398.)
3 Cleri Angliæ ad Thomam epst. ut sup. lib. i. p. 180.
4 Ib.
5 Arbitrantur aliqui...quod nescit opus vestrum de superbiâ, non de virtutis procedere veritate, (Epist. Arnolphi lexoviensis episc., apud Acheri Spicilegium, ii. p. 512, 513.) Quorum ope muti, quorum murmur consilio, quorum fulcis suffragio debustis a vohis, velut facto agmine, discesserunt. (Ib.)
6 Ib. p. 514.
One of those who most courageously exposed themselves to persecution to follow him, was a Welchman named Culin. Another, a Saxon by birth, was thrown into prison, and remained there a long time, on his account; and the poison given to the bishop of Poitiers seems to prove that there was fear entertained of his partisans in southern Gaul, whose population unwillingly obeyed a king of foreign race; he had also zealous friends in Lower Brittany; but it does not appear that he had any warm partisans in Normandy, where obedience to king Henry was regarded as a national duty. The king of France favoured the antagonist of Henry II. from motives of a less elevated character, wholly exempt from any real affection, and simply for the purpose of embarrassing his political rival.

In the year 1166, Henry II. went to Normandy, and on the news of his landing, Thomas quitted the abbey of Pontigny and proceeded to Vezelay, near Auxerre. Here, in presence of the people assembled in the principal church on Ascension-day, he mounted the pulpit, and with the greatest solemnity, amid the ringing of bells and the light of the tapers, pronounced a sentence of excommunication against the defenders of the constitutions of Clarendon, against the detainers of the sequestered property of the church of Canterbury, and against those who kept priests or laymen imprisoned on his account. Beket also pronounced, by name, the same sentence against the Normans Richard de Lucy, Jocelin Bailleul, Alain de Neuilly, Renouf de Broc, Hugh de Saint Clair, and Thomas Fitz-Bernard, courtiers and favourites of the king. Henry was then at Chinon, a town in his earldom of Touraine, and on the new sign of life given by his adversary, a fit of violent fury seized upon him; carried beyond all self-possession, he cried that the traitor sought to kill him body and soul; that he was most unhappy in having none around him but traitors, not one of whom thought of freeing him from the annoyances he endured at the hands of one single

1 Script. rer. Gallie. et Francie., xvi. 295; in nota a ad calc. paginæ.
man. He took off his cap, and threw it on the ground, unbuckled his belt, divested himself of his clothes, and snatching the silk coverlid from his bed, rolled in it before all his nobles, biting the mattress and tearing the wool and hair with his teeth.

Coming a little to himself, he dictated a letter to the pope, reproaching him with protecting traitors, and he sent to the clergy of Kent an order to write in their own name to the sovereign pontiff, saying that they repudiated the sentences of excommunication pronounced by the archbishop. The pope replied to the king—begging him not to communicate his letters to any living soul—that he was ready to give him full satisfaction, and that he had deputed two extraordinary legates to him with power to absolve all excommunicated persons. And, in point of fact, he sent to Normandy, under this title and with this power, William and Otho, cardinal-priests, the first openly sold to the king, and the second ill-disposed to the archbishop. While these two ambassadors were traversing France, announcing on their way that they were about to content the king of England and confound his enemy, the pope, on his return to Italy, sent word to Thomas to place all confidence in them, and begged him, in consideration of the care which he had shown in choosing men favourable to his cause, to employ himself with the earl of Flanders in obtaining alms for the Roman church.

But the archbishop was warned of the little confidence these assurances merited, and bitterly complained, in a letter addressed to the pope himself, of the duplicity employed against him. “There are some,” said he, “who say that you have purposely prolonged my exile, and that of my companions in misfortune for a year, in order to make, at our expense, a more advantageous bargain with the king. I

3 Ib.
6 Ib. p. 91.
hesitate to believe this; but to give me as judges such men as your two legates, is it not truly giving me the chalice of passion and of death?" 1 In his indignation, Thomas sent to the papal court despatches in which he did not spare the king, calling him a tyrant full of malice; these letters were given, and perhaps sold, to Henry II. by the Roman chancery. 2 Before entering, according to their instructions, upon a conference with the king, the legates invited the archbishop to a private interview; he went to it full of a distrust, and a contempt ill concealed. The Romans conversed with him solely on the grandeur and power of king Henry, of the low estate from which the king had raised him, and of the danger he ran in braving a man so powerful and so beloved by holy church. 3

Arrived in Normandy, the pontifical envoys found Henry II. surrounded by Anglo-Norman lords and prelates. The discussion opened with the causes of the quarrel with the primate; Gilbert Foliot, bishop of London, stated the case; he said that the dispute arose from a sum of forty-four thousand marks, of which the archbishop obstinately refused to give an account, pretending that his ecclesiastical consecration had exempted him from all debt, as his baptism had freed him from all sin. Foliot added to these witticisms other jests about the excommunications pronounced by Beket, saying that they did not receive them in England from pure economy of horses and men, seeing that they were so numerous that forty couriers would not suffice to distribute them all. At the moment of separating, Henry humbly intreated the cardinals to intercede for him with the pope, that he would deliver him from the torment caused him by one single man. In pronouncing these words, the tears came into his eyes; cardinal William, who was sold to him, wept as from sympathy; cardinal Otho could scarce refrain from laughter. 4

When pope Alexander, reconciled with all the Romans by the death of his competitor Victor, had returned to Italy, he

3 Adiectentes multa de magnitudine principis et potentia, de amore et honore quem ecclesiae romanae exhibuit, de familiaritate et gratia et beneficiis quae in nos exercuit. (Epist. B. Thomae ad Alexand. III., papam, ubi sup. p. 297.)
4 Anonymi ad Thomam, epist. ib. p. 301.
sent from Rome letters to Henry II., wherein he announced that Thomas should assuredly be suspended from all authority as archbishop, until he should regain the king's favour.\(^1\)

Nearly at the same time, a diplomatic congress was held at Ferté-Bernard in Vendomois, between the kings of England and France. The former publicly exhibited the pope's letters, saying with a joyous air: "Thank Heaven, our Hercules is without his club. He can do nothing for the future against me or against my bishops, and his terrible threats are now merely ridiculous, for I hold in my purse the pope and all his cardinals."\(^2\) This confidence in the success of his intrigues gave the king of England a new ardour of persecution against his antagonist; and shortly after, the general chapter of Citeaux, of which the abbey of Pontigny was a dependent, received a despatch, wherein Henry II. signified to the priors of the order that if they valued their possessions in England, Normandy, Anjou, and Aquitaine, they must cease to harbour his enemy.\(^3\)

The reception of this letter caused great alarm in the chapter of Citeaux. The superior immediately set out for Pontigny, with a bishop and several abbots of the order. He came to Beket, and, in the name of the order, said to him mildly, but significatively: "God forbid the chapter should, on such injunctions, expel you; but it is a notification we give you, that you may in your prudence decide what is to be done."\(^4\) Thomas replied, without hesitation, that he would prepare for his departure. He quitted the monastery of Pontigny in the month of November 1168, after two years residence there, and then wrote to the king of France to request another asylum. On receiving his letter, the king exclaimed: "Oh, religion! religion! what has become of thee? They who call themselves dead to the world banish, for the world's sake, an exile in the cause of God!"\(^5\)

\(^1\) Epist. Alexandri III., papæ ad Henricum, \(vb\) p. 312.

\(^2\) Epist. Joh. Sarisb ad magistratum Lombardum, \(apud\) Script. rer. Gallic. et Francic., xvi. 593.


\(^4\) Gervas. Cantuar., Chron., col. 1401.

\(^5\) Vita B. Thomæ quadrup., \(loco sup. cit\).
the archbishop on his territory, but it was evidently as a matter of policy that he showed himself, on this occasion, more humane than the monks of Citeaux.

About a year after, a reconciliation took place between the kings of France and of England; a meeting was appointed at Montmirail in Perche, to settle the terms of the truce; for, since the Normans had reigned in England, there had been but brief intervals of peace between the two countries.\(^1\) Meantime frequent assemblies were held in or near the towns on the frontiers of Normandy, Maine, and Anjou; and the contending interests were discussed with the greater facility, that the kings and lords of France and of England spoke exactly the same language. The former brought Thomas Beket with them to the congress of Montmirail. Availing themselves of the influence which his state of dependence on them gave them over him, they had induced him to consent to make, under their auspices, his submission to the king of England, and to become reconciled with him;\(^2\) the archbishop yielding to their interested solicitations, from weariness of his wandering life, and of the humiliation he felt in eating the bread of strangers.\(^3\)

When the two antagonists met, Thomas, quelling his pride, placed one knee on the ground, and said to the king: "My lord, the whole quarrel existing between us, I submit entirely to your judgment, as sovereign arbiter, in every point, saving the honour of God."\(^4\) But the moment this fatal reservation passed the lips of the archbishop, the king, setting at nought his conciliatory proceeding and his humble posture, overwhelmed him with a torrent of abuse, calling him proud, ungrateful, and heartless; then, turning to the king of France: "Know you," said he, "what would befal me, were I to admit this reservation? He would pretend that all that pleases me, and does not please him, is contrary to the honour of God; and by means of these two words, he would render me

---

1 Simons et Ingelberti priorum epist. ad Alexandrum papam, apud Script. rer. Gallic., xvi. 333
2 Ut se eoram rege humilharet et ngorem ejus humilhate precum et sedulitate obsequum studeret emolhre. (\textit{Ib}.)
3 Arcatus regis consilio et omnium archiepiscoporum, episcoporum et baronum acquevit. (\textit{Ib}.)
4 Salvo honore Dei. (Vita B. Thomas quadrup., lib. ii. cap. xxv. p. 95.)
a nullity. But I will make him a concession. Certes, there have been before me in England kings less powerful than I, and, doubtless, also, there have been in the see of Canterbury, archbishops more holy than he; let him only act towards me as the greatest and most holy of his predecessors has acted towards the least of mine, and I shall be content.'

To this evidently ironical proposition, comprehending fully as much mental reservation on the part of the king as Thomas had comprised in the clause, saving the honour of God, the whole assembly, French and English, cried out that it was quite enough, that the king humbled himself sufficiently; and, the archbishop remaining silent, the king of France, in his turn, said to him: "Well, why do you hesitate? here is peace offered you." The archbishop calmly replied that he could not in conscience accept peace, yield himself up and his liberty of action, unless saving the honour of God. At these words, the whole assembly, of both nations, vied with each other in charging him with measureless pride, of outre-evidence, as it was then called. One of the French barons loudly exclaimed, that he who resisted the counsel and unanimous will of the lords of two kingdoms was no longer worthy of an asylum. The kings remounted their horses, without saluting the archbishop, who withdrew, deeply dejected. No one in the name of the king of France offered him food or lodging, and on his return he was compelled to live on the alms of priests and of the populace.

That his vengeance might be complete, Henry II. only needed somewhat more decision on the part of pope Alexander. To obtain the deprivation, the object of all his efforts, he exhausted the resources which the diplomacy of the time placed at his disposal, resources far more extensive that we at all imagine at the present time. The Lombard towns, the national cause of which was then combined with that of the pope against the emperor Frederic I., almost all received messages from the king of England. He offered the Milanese three thousand marks of silver, and to defray the

1 Ib. p. 96.
2 Ib.
3 Exinde nihil omnino sibi fuit exhibitum...vel aliquis alius super ejus misera affectus eum exhibuit ut mendicum. (MSS. cod. Bibhoth. regiae, 5320, quo continetur Vita quadrup. contractor, citatus apud Script. rer. Gallic. et Francic., xiv. in notà a ad cale. pag., p. 461.)
expenses of repairing their walls, which the emperor had destroyed; to the Cremonese, he offered three thousand marks; to a thousand to the Parmesans, and as many to the Bolognese, if they would solicit from Alexander III., their ally, the degradation of Beket, or at least his translation to an inferior see. Henry also applied to the Norman lords of Apulia to employ their credit in favour of a king, issue of the same race with themselves. He promised to the pope himself as much money as he should require to extinguish at Rome the last remnant of schism, and, further, ten thousand marks for himself, with power absolutely to dispose of the nomination to the bishoprics and archbishoprics vacant in England. The last offer proves that, in his hostility against archbishop Thomas, Henry II., at this time, by no means aimed at the diminution of the papal authority. New edicts forbade, under extremely severe penalties, the admission into England of the friends or relations of the exile, or of letters from him or his friends, or of letters from the pope, favourable to his cause, letters which might well be apprehended in the very probable event of some diplomatic manoeuvring on the part of the pontifical court.

To maintain a correspondence with England, despite this prohibition, the archbishop and his friends employed the disguise of Saxon names, which, on account of the low condition of those who bore them, awakened little disquietude in the Norman authorities. John of Salisbury, one of the ablest authors of the age, and who had lost his property from his attachment to the primate, wrote under the name of Godrik, and styled himself a knight in the pay of the commune of Milan. As the Milanese were then at war with the emperor Frederic, he put down, in his letters, to the account of the latter, all the reproaches he intended to apply to the king of England. The number of those whom the Norman authority persecuted on account of this affair was considerably augmented by a royal decree, couched in these terms: "Let

2 Ibid.
3 Gervas. Cantuar., Chron., col. 1409.
4 Script. rer. Gallic. et Francic., xvi. 580, in notâ e.
every Welshman, priest or layman, who shall enter England without letters of licence from the king, be seized and thrown into prison, and let all Welsh persons be expelled the schools in England." To understand the reason of this ordinance and the point which most sensibly wounded the interests of the king and the Anglo-Norman barons in the resistance of Thomas Beket, the reader must turn his attention for a moment to the territories recently acquired or conquered from the Cambrian nation.

Wales, overrun, as we have seen, by invasions in every direction, exhibited the same scenes of oppression and of national struggle which England had presented in the first fifty years of the Conquest. There were daily insurrections against the conquerors, especially against the priests who had come in the train of the soldiers, and who, soldiers themselves, under a peaceful habit, devouring with their relations, settled with them, what war had spared. Forcing themselves on the natives as spiritual pastors, they seized, in virtue of the patent of a foreign king, the sees of the former prelates, elected by the clergy and people of the country. To receive the sacraments of the church from the hands of a foreigner and an enemy was, for the Welsh, an insupportable affliction, perhaps the most cruel tyranny of the conquest. Accordingly, from the moment when archbishop Beket raised his front against the king of England, the national opinion in Cambria strongly declared itself for the archbishop, first for the popular reason that every enemy of an enemy is a friend, and next, because a prelate of Saxon race, struggling with the grandson of the conqueror of the Saxons, seemed in some measure the representative of the religious rights of all the men forcibly united under the Norman domination. Although Thomas Beket was entirely a stranger to the Cambrian nation in affection as in birth, although he had never mani-

1 Gervas. Cantuar., Chron., col. 1400.
2 Plus militaris in multis quam clericals exisaeus. (Girald. Cambrensis, De pura et statu mensevris. ecclesia; Angha Sacra, n. 535) Quo morbo laborant fere singuli ab Anghæ finibus lic intrusi, terras ecclesiae suæ alienavit, ut ubi militaribus mun amphissima largitetur, nepoti suo contulit. (Ib. p. 534.)
3 Ecclesiasticam namque libertatem olhm in regno perditam quam ductus martyr egregius caput ad hoc gladius exponens. (Giraldus Cambriensis, De rebus a se gestis; Angha Sacra, ii. 523.)
fested the slightest indication of interest for it, this nation loved him, and in the same way, would have loved also any stranger who, however distant, however indirectly, however uninfluenced by friendly views to it, had awakened in it the hope of obtaining once more priests born in its bosom and speaking its language.

This patriotic sentiment, deeply rooted in the people of Wales, was manifested with invincible determination in the ecclesiastical chapters, where foreigners and natives were mingled together. It was scarcely ever possible to induce the latter to give their votes to any but a Welshman of pure race without any admixture of foreign blood;¹ and, as the choice of such candidates was never confirmed by the royal power of England, and as, on the other hand, nothing could overcome the inveteracy of the voters, there was a sort of perpetual schism in most of the churches of Cambria, a schism more reasonable than many that have made more noise in the world. It was thus that with the cause of archbishop Thomas, whatever his personal motives, whether ambition, love of opposition and self-will, or the conscientious conviction of a great duty, was combined, in every direction, a national cause, that of the races of men reduced to servitude by the ancestors of the king whose adversary he had declared himself.

The archbishop, deserted by the king of France, his former protector, and reduced to subsist upon alms, lived at Sens, in a poor inn. One day, while seated in the common room, conversing with his companions in exile, a messenger from king Louis presented himself, and said to them: "The king my lord, invites you to proceed to his court." "Alas!" cried one of the spectators, "it is doubtless to banish us, and so we shall be excluded from both kingdoms, and have no hope of assistance but from those thieves of Romans, who occupy themselves solely in seizing the spoils of the unfortunate and the innocent."² They followed the messenger, sad and thoughtful, as men anticipating a great calamity. But to their great surprise, the king received them with extraordinary kindness.

¹ Dic potest quod ab his walenses liberas ad eligendum habenas habeant sum omnium... quemquam... taster... alius... neque... neque... sed... educatione... permixtum. (Giraldus Cambrensis, De jure. &c., ut sup. p. 522.)
² Vita B. Thomæ quadrupart., lib. ii cap. xxvii. p. 98.
nary marks of affection and even of tenderness. He wept on seeing them,¹ and casting himself at Thomas's feet, said to him: "It is you, my father, it is you alone who saw justly; all the rest of us were blind, in counselling you against God. I repent, my father, I repent, and promise, for the future, no more to desert you and yours."² The true cause of this sudden change was a new project of war on the part of the king of France against Henry II.

The pretext of this war was the vengeance exercised by the king of England upon the Breton and Poitevin refugees, whom the other king had given up to him on condition of his receiving them into his grace. It is probable that, in signing the treaty of Montmirail, king Louis had in no degree supposed that the clause in their favour, inserted out of very shame, would be executed; but shortly after, when Henry II. had put the richest of the Poitevins to death, the king of France, having reasons of self-interest for renewing the war, availed himself of the bad faith of the Angevin towards the refugees,³ and his first act of hostility was to restore to Thomas Beket his protection and support. Henry II. complained, by a special message, of this flagrant violation of the treaty of Montmirail. "Go," said the king of France to the messenger, "go and tell your king, that if he adheres to the customs of his ancestor, I may surely adhere to my hereditary right to aid the exiled."⁴

Ere long, the archbishop, resuming the offensive, hurled new sentences of excommunication against the courtiers, servants, and chaplains of the king of England, and especially against the retainers of the property of the see of Canterbury. He excommunicated so great a number, that, in the doubt whether the sentence had not been secretly ratified by the pope, there was not, in the king's chapel, a single priest who at the service of the mass dared give him the kiss of peace.⁵ Thomas further sent to the bishop of Winchester, Henry, Stephen's brother, and consequently a secret enemy of

¹ Obortus lacrymis project se ad pedes archiepiscopi cum singultu. (Gervas. Cantuar., Chron., col. 1406.)  
³ Gervas. Cantuar., Chron., ut sup  
⁴ Vita B. Thomæ quadrupl., lib. ii., cap. xxvii., p. 100.  
Henry II., a mandate interdicting in England all religious ceremonies, except the baptism of infants and the confession of the dying, unless the king, within a certain time, gave satisfaction to the church of Canterbury. 1 One English priest, upon this mandate, refused to celebrate mass; but his archdeacon reprimanded him, saying: "If you were ordered by the archbishop not to eat again, would you abstain from eating?" 2 The sentence of interdict not having obtained the sanction of any bishop in England, was not executed; and the bishop of London departed for Rome, with messages and presents from the king. 3 He brought back, purchased at heavy cost, a formal declaration, affirming that the pope had not ratified and would not ratify, the sentences of excommunication pronounced by the archbishop. The pope himself wrote to Beket, ordering him to recall these sentences with the shortest delay. 4

But the court of Rome, always careful to procure personal sureties on every occasion, required that each excommunicated person, on receiving absolution, should take an oath never to separate from the church. 5 All of them, and especially the king's chaplains, would readily have consented to this, but the king would not permit it, preferring to leave them under the sword of Saint Peter (gladius beati Petri, spiculum beati Petri, as the phrase ran) than to deprive himself of a means of disquieting the Romish church. To terminate this new dispute, two legates, Vivian and Gratian, went to Henry, at Domfront. He was hunting at the time of their arrival, and returned from the forest to visit them at their lodgings. During his interview with them, the whole band of hunters, with young Henry, the king's eldest son, at their head, came to the inn where the legates were, shouting and sounding their horns to announce the taking of a stag. The king abruptly interrupting his conversation with the envoys from Rome, went to the hunters, complimented them, said that he made them a present of the animal, and then returned

2 Willelmi ad Thomam epist. ib. p. 357.
4 Epist. Alexandri pææ ad Thomam, ib. p. 368.
5 Anonymi ad Thomam epist. ib. 370.
to the legates, who exhibited no anger, either at the strange incident, or at the cavalier manner in which the king treated them and the object of their mission.¹

A second conference took place in the park of Bayeux; the king proceeded thither on horseback, with several bishops of England and Normandy. After some unimportant conversation, he asked the legates if they had clearly decided not to absolve his courtiers and chaplains without conditions. The legates said this was impossible. "Then, by the eyes of God," exclaimed the king, "I never again in my life will hear speak of the pope," and he hastened to his horse. The legates, after some show of resistance, granted all he asked.² "Then," said Henry II., "you will proceed to England, in order that the excommunication may be raised as solemnly as possible." The legates hesitated to answer. "Well," said the king, impatiently, "do as you please; but know that I take no account either of you or of your excommunications, and care no more for them than for an egg." He hastily mounted his horse, but the Norman archbishops and bishops ran after him, calling to him to dismount and renew the conversation. "I know, I know as well as you what they can do," said the king, still continuing his way; "they will place my lands under interdict; but I, who can take a walled town every day, can punish a priest who shall come and place my kingdom under interdict."³

At last, the excitement on both sides being appeased, a new discussion was entered upon respecting the king's quarrel with Thomas Beket. The legates said that the pope desired to see an end of this scandalous affair; that he would do much to obtain peace, and that he would undertake to make the archbishop more docile and tractable. "The pope is my spiritual lord and father," said the king, greatly softened; "and I consent, for my part, to do much at his request; I will even restore, if necessary, to him of whom we speak, his archbishopric and my peace, for him and all those who, on his account, are banished from my lands." The interview at which the

¹ Anonymi ad Thomam epist. Ib. 370
² Quo audito, archepiscopi et episcopi quotquot erant, ad munios venrunet, et supplicaverunt eis quod hoc facerent, ipsi vero eam summa difficultate concesserunt. (Ib.)
³ Ib.
terms of peace were to be agreed upon was fixed for the next day; but at this conference, king Henry practised the expedient of reservations for which he so reproached the archbishop, and sought to insert the condition, "saving the honour and dignity of his kingdom." The legates refused to accede to this unexpected clause; but their modified refusal, though suspending the final decision of the affair, did not destroy the good understanding between them and the king. They gave full power to Rotrou, archbishop of Rouen, to go and by the pope's authority relieve Gilbert Foliot, bishop of London, from his sentence of excommunication. They sent at the same time, letters to Beket, recommending him, in the name of the obedience he owed to the church, humility, gentleness, and circumspection towards the king.

It will be remembered with what assiduity William the Bastard and his councillor, Lanfranc, laboured to establish, for the better maintenance of the conquest, the absolute supremacy of the see of Canterbury. It will also be remembered that one of the privileges attached to this supremacy, was the exclusive right of crowning the kings of England, least the metropolitan of York might one day be led, by the rebellion of his diocesans, to oppose a Saxon king, anointed and crowned by him, to kings of the conquering race. This danger no longer existing, after a century of possession, the politicians of the court of Henry II., to weaken the power of Thomas Beket, resolved to create a king of England, anointed and crowned without his participation.

For this purpose, king Henry presented his eldest son to the Anglo-Norman barons, and set forth, that, for the welfare of his vast provinces, a colleague in the royalty had become necessary to him, and that he desired to see Henry his son decorated with the same title as himself. The barons offered no obstacle to the views of their king, and the young man received the royal unction from the hands of the archbishop of York, assisted by the suffragan bishops of the province of Canterbury, in Westminster Abbey, immediately dependent on

1 *Ib.* 371.


3 Viviani legati ad Thomam epist., *ib.* p. 393.

the latter see. All these circumstances constituted, according
to the ecclesiastical code, a complete violation of the privileges
of the English primacy. At the banquet which followed the
coronation, the king waited on his son at table, saying, in the
effusion of his paternal joy, that from that day the royalty no
longer belonged to him. He little expected, that in a few
years, this phrase, so heedlessly uttered, would be raised up
against him, and that his own son would call upon him no
longer to bear the title of king, since he had solemnly abdi-
cated it.

The violation of the ancient rights of the primacy took
place with the consent of the pope; for previous to un-
dertaking it, Henry II. had provided himself with an apo-
stolic letter, authorising him to crown his eldest son how he
pleased and by whom he pleased. But, as this letter was to
remain secret, the Roman chancery did not scruple to send
Thomas Beket another letter, equally private, in which the
pope protested that the coronation of the young king by the
archbishop of York had been performed against his will, and
that equally against his will had the bishop of London been re-
lieved from his excommunication. At these manifest false-
hoods, Beket lost all patience; and he addressed to a Roman
cardinal, named Albert, in his own name and that of his com-
panions in exile, a letter full of reproaches, the bitterness of
which passed all bounds:

"I know not how it is that at the court of Rome it is ever
the cause of God that is sacrificed; so that Barabbas is saved
and Christ is put to death. This is the seventh year in which,
by the authority of that court, I remain proscribed, and the
church in suffering. The unfortunate, the banished, the in-
ocent, are condemned before you, for the sole reason that they
are weak, because they are the poor of Jesus Christ, and that
they demand justice. I know that the envoys of the king distri-
bute or promise my spoils to the cardinals and courtiers; let
the cardinals rise against me, if they will; let them arm for
my destruction, not only the king of England, but the whole
world: I will never swerve from the fidelity due to the church,

1 Vita B. Thomæ, loc cit.

...pater filio dignatus est ministrare et se regem non esse protestari. (Ib.)

2 Epist. B. Thomæ ad Alexand. papa. p. 414

3 Epist. 1. Thomæ ad Alexan. papa. ubi sup. p. 414

4 Ib. 480.
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in life or in death, placing my cause in the hands of God, and ready to endure proscription and exile. It is my firm resolve never again to solicit the pontifical court. Let those repair to it who avail themselves of iniquity, and who return full of pride at having trampled on justice and made innocence a prisoner.”

This energetic attack had not the effect of making ultra-
montane policy retrograde one single step; but positive menaces on the part of the king of France, then at open rupture with the other king, lent efficacious aid to the remonstrances of the exile. “I demand,” wrote Louis VII. to the pope; “I de-
mand that you at length renounce your deceitful and dilatory proceedings.”

Pope Alexander, who found himself, as he expressed it, in the position of an anvil between two hammers, seeing that the hammer of the king of France was raised to strike, became all at once of opinion that the cause of the archbishop was really the cause of Heaven. He sent to Thomas a brief, suspending the archbishop of York and all the prelates who had assisted at the coronation of the young king; and even went so far as to menace Henry II. with ecclesiastical censure, unless he forthwith vindicated the primate against the courtiers who held his property and the bishops who had usurped his privileges. Henry II., alarmed at the good understanding between the pope and the king of France, yielded for the first time; but it was from motives of interest, and not from fear of a banished man, whom all his protectors abandoned and betrayed in turns.

The king of England accordingly announced that he was prepared to open definitive negotiations for peace. The arch-
bishop of York and the bishops of London and Salisbury sought to dissuade him from this. Labouring with their utmost efforts to prevent any reconciliation, they told the king that peace would be of no advantage to him, unless the donations made out of the property of the see of Canterbury were permanently

---

1 ... Atinam via romana non gratis peremisset tot miserorum innocentes. (Epist. B. Thomæ ad Albert. Card. apud Script. rer. Gallie et Francic., xvi. 417.)
3 Inter duos malleos positus ... (Epist. Joh. Sarisbur. apud Script. rer. Gallie et Francic., xvi.)
ratified. "And it is known," they added, "that the annulling of these royal gifts will be the principal feature of the archbishop's demands."¹ Grave reasons of external policy determined Henry II. not to adopt these counsels, though they perfectly agreed with his personal aversion to Thomas Beket. Negotiations commenced; there was an exchange of letters between the king and the archbishop, indirectly and by third hands, as between two contracting powers. One of Thomas's letters, drawn up in the form of a diplomatic note, is worth giving as a curious specimen of the diplomacy of the middle ages.

"The archbishop," said Beket, speaking of himself, "insists that the king, if the reconciliation take place, shall give him the kiss of peace publicly; for this formality is a solemn custom with all nations and all religions, and nowhere, without it, has any peace been concluded between persons previously enemies. The kiss of any other than the king, of his son, for example, would not answer the end, for it might be inferred that the archbishop had re-entered into grace with the son rather than with the father; and if once this idea were spread abroad, what resources would it not furnish to the malevolent? The king, on his part, might pretend that his refusal to give the kiss meant that he did not engage himself willingly, and might, therefore, afterwards break his word, without subjecting himself to the brand of infamy. Besides, the archbishop remembers what happened to Robert de Silly and the other Poitevins who made their peace at Montmirail; they were received into the grace of the king of England with the kiss of peace, and yet, neither this token of sincerity publicly given nor the consideration due to the king of France, mediator in the affair, secured to them peace or life. It is not, therefore, too much to demand this guarantee, in itself, even if given, so insecure."²

On the 22nd July, 1170, in a vast meadow³ between Freteval and Laferté-Bernard, a solemn congress was held for the double pacification of the king of France with the king of England and of the latter with Thomas Beket. The archbishop proceeded thither, and when, after the discussion of

¹ Epist. B. Thomæ ad Alexandrum III. papam, ib. p. 463.
² Epist. B. Thomæ ad Bernardum nivern. episcop. ; ib. p. 424, ut sup. p. 439
³ In prato aménissimo. (Vita B. Thomæ quadrip., lib. iii. cap. i. p. 107.)
political affairs, the assembly approached his own, he had a conference apart, in the centre of the field, with his adversary. The archbishop demanded of the king, first, that he should be allowed to punish the injury done to the dignity of his church by the archbishop of York and his own suffragans. "The coronation of your son by another than myself," said he, "has enormously wounded the ancient rights of my see." "But who then," asked the king, warmly, "who then crowned my great grandfather William, the conqueror of England? Was it not the archbishop of York?" Beket replied, that at the period of the conquest the church of Canterbury was without a legitimate pastor; that it was, so to speak, captive under one Stigand, an archbishop repudiated by the pope, and, in this emergency, it was necessary that the prelate of York, whose title was better founded, should crown the Conqueror.1 After this historical reference, the worth of which the reader can appreciate, and some other arguments, the king promised to remedy all Beket's complaints; but as to the demand for the kiss of peace, he politely evaded it, saying to the archbishop: "We shall soon meet in England, and will embrace there."2

On leaving the king, Beket saluted him, bending his knee; and with a reciprocal courtesy, which astonished all present, Henry II., as he mounted his horse, arranged his robes, and held the stirrup for him.3 Next day some return of their old familiarity was remarked between them.4 Royal messengers conveyed to the young Henry, the colleague and lieutenant of his father, a letter couched in these terms: "Know that Thomas of Canterbury has made his peace with me, to my entire satisfaction. I command you then to give him and his all their possessions freely and peaceably."5 The archbishop returned to Sens to make ready for the journey; his friends, poor and dispersed in various places, prepared their slight luggage, and then assembled to wait upon the king of France, who, in their own words, had not rejected them.

1 Epist. B. Thomæ ad Alexandrum papam, ut sup. p. 439.
2 Willelm. filius Steph., Vita S. Thomæ, ut sup. p. 68.
4 Epist. B. Thomæ ad Alex. III., ut sup. p. 441.
when the world abandoned them. \( \) "You are then about to depart?" said Louis VII. to the archbishop: "I would not for my weight in gold have given you this counsel; and, if you will believe me, do not trust your king until you have received the kiss of peace." \( \)

Several months had already elapsed since the reconciliation interview; yet, notwithstanding the ostensible order despatched by the king to England, no instance was known wherein the usurpers of property of the church of Canterbury had been made to restore it; on the contrary, they publicly ridiculed the credulity and simplicity of the primate, in thinking himself restored to favour. The Norman, Renouf de Broc, went so far as to say that, if the archbishop came to England, he would not have time given him wherein to eat a whole loaf. \( \)

Beket further received from Rome letters warning him that the king's peace was only a peace in words, and recommending him, for his own safety, to be humble, patient, and circumspect. \( \)

He solicited a second interview, for the purpose of having an explanation upon these fresh points of complaint, and the meeting took place at Chaumont, near Amboise, under the auspices of the earl of Blois. \( \)

On this occasion Henry's manner was frigid, and his people affected not to notice the archbishop. The mass celebrated in the royal chapel was a mass for the dead, selected expressly, because, in this service, those present do not mutually give the kiss of peace at the gospel. \( \)

The archbishop and the king, before they separated, rode some way together, loading each other with bitter reproaches. \( \)

At the moment

\( \) 1 Prout adhuc pauperes et exules poterant. qui deserente eos mundo, tam benigne susceperant. (Vita B. Thomæ quadrīp., lib. iii. cap. iii. p. 110.)


\( \) 3 Ranulfus de Broch...glorius est quod non diu gaudebimus de pace vestra, quia non comedemus panem integrum in Anglia antequam ille, ut nunatur, nobis auferat vitam. (Epist. B. Thomæ ad Henricum, ib. p. 455.)

\( \) 4 Summarum epist. Petri cardinalis ad Thomam, ib.


\( \) 6 Ne si forte archipræsue alii missæ interesset, in missa osculum pacis sibi offeret. (Ib.)

\( \) 7 uterque vicissim alter alteri collata prådem beneficia impropéravit. (Ib.)
of leavetaking, Thomas fixed his eyes upon Henry, in an expressive manner, and said to him solemnly: "I believe I shall never see you again." "Do you then take me for a traitor?" warmly exclaimed the king, who understood the meaning of these words. The archbishop bowed and departed.1

Several times on the day of reconciliation, Henry II. had promised that he would come to Rouen to meet the prelate, pay all the debts he had contracted in exile, and thence accompany him to England, or, at least, direct the archbishop of Rouen to accompany him. But on his arrival at Rouen, Beket found neither the king, nor the promised money, nor that any order to accompany him had been transmitted to the archbishop. He borrowed three hundred livres, and by means of this sum proceeded to the coast near Boulogne. It was now the month of November, the season of storms; the primate and his companions were obliged to wait some days at the port of Wissant, near Calais.2 One day that they were walking upon the beach, they saw a man running towards them, whom they at first took to be the master of their vessel, coming to summon them on board;3 but the man told them that he was a priest, and dean of the church of Boulogne, and that the count, his lord, had sent him to warn them not to embark, for that troops of armed men were waiting on the coast of England, to seize or kill the archbishop. "My son," answered Thomas, "were I sure of being dismembered and cut to pieces on the other shore, I would not stay my steps. Seven years absence is enough both for the pastor and for his flock." The travellers embarked; but willing to derive some advantage from the warning they had received, they avoided a frequented port, and landed in Sandwich bay, at the spot nearest to Canterbury.4

Notwithstanding their precautions, the report spread that the archbishop had landed near Sandwich. Hereupon the Norman Gervais, viscount of Kent, marched to that town, with all his men-at-arms, accompanied by Renouf de Broc

1 Willelm. filius Steph., ut sup. 71.  
2 Ib.  
4 Vita B. Thomæ quadrip., lib. iii. cap. iii. p. 110.  
5 Ib cap. iv. p. 112.
and Renaud de Garenne, two powerful lords and Beket's mortal enemies. At the same report, the burgesses of Dover, men of English race, took up arms, on their part, to defend the archbishop, and the people of Sandwich armed for the same purpose, when they saw the Norman horse approach. 1

"If he has the audacity to land," said the viscount Gervais, "I will cut his head off with my own hand." 2 The ardour of the Normans was somewhat modified by the attitude of the people; they advanced, however, with drawn swords, when John, dean of Oxford, who accompanied the prelate, rushed to meet them, exclaiming: "What are you doing? Sheathe your swords; would you have the king pass for a traitor?" 3 The populace collecting, the Normans returned their swords to their scabbards, contented themselves with searching the coffers of the archbishop for any papal briefs they might contain, and returned to their castles. 4

Upon the whole road from Sandwich to Canterbury, the peasants, artisans, and tradesmen came to meet the archbishop, saluting him, shouting, and collecting in great numbers; but scarcely any man of wealth, or rank, or simply of Norman race, welcomed the exile on his return; 5 on the contrary, they avoided the places through which he passed, shutting themselves up in their houses, and spreading from castle to castle the report that Thomas Beket was letting loose the serfs in town and country, who were following him, drunk with frenzied joy. 6 From his metropolitan city, the primate repaired to London, to salute the son of Henry II. All the citizens of the great city were collected in the streets to receive him; but he had scarcely entered it when a royal messenger stayed his progress in the name of the young king, and communicated to him the formal order to return to Canterbury and to remain there. 7 At this moment, a London

1 Gervas, Cantuar., Chron., col. 1413.
4 Et fortasse satellites vim parasent, nisi eos compescuisset tumultus popularis. (Ib. 614.)
5 Ib. 615.
6 Willelm. filius Steph., p. 76.
7 Denunciavit ei...ne progederetur, nec civitates ejus aut castella intraret, sed recuperet se cum suis infra ambitum ecclesiae sue. (Epist. Joh. Sarisb., ut sup. p. 614.) Roger de Hoveden, p. 521.
citizen, enriched by commerce despite the exactions of the Normans, advanced to Beket, and offered him his hand. "And you, too!" cried the messenger, "you, too, speak with the king's enemy?—return at once whence you came!"

The archbishop received with disdain the young king's order, and said that, if he retraced his steps, it was only because he was recalled to his church by a great approaching solemnity—that of Christmas. Beket returned to Canterbury, surrounded by poor men, who, at their own peril, arming themselves with shields and rusty lances, formed an escort for him. They were several times insulted by men who appeared seeking to excite a quarrel, in order to furnish the royal soldiers with a pretext for interfering and killing the archbishop, without scandal, amidst the tumult. But the English bore all these provocations with imperturbable calmness. The order intimated to the primate to remain within the walls of the dependences of his church was published by sound of trumpet in every town, as an edict of the public authority; other edicts denounced as enemies to the king and kingdom all who should manifest any favour to him or his; and a great number of the citizens of London were cited before the Norman judges to answer a charge of high treason for their reception of the archbishop, "the king's enemy," in their city. All these proceedings of the men in power warned Beket that his end was nigh; and he wrote to the pope, asking him to have the prayers for the dying offered up in his name. He ascended the pulpit, and in presence of the people assembled in the cathedral of Canterbury, preached a sermon on this text: "I am come to die amongst you."

The court of Rome, pursuing its constant policy of never allowing disputes in which it could interfere completely to subside, after having sent to the archbishop an order to absolve the prelates who had crowned the son of the king, had given him a fresh permission to excommunicate the prelate.

---

1 Willelm. filius Steph., loco sup. cit.
2 Vita B. Thomæ quadrup., lib iii. cap. ix. p. 117.
3 Willelm. filius Steph., ut sup. p. 77.
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5 Willelm. filius Steph., loc. sup. cit.
6 Roger de Hoveden, loc. sup. cit.
7 Ib.
of York, and to suspend the other bishops. This time, it
was Henry II. who was deceived by the pope; for he was
entirely ignorant that Beket had gone to England provided
with such letters. The latter had at first intended to employ
them merely as a minatory means of making his enemies
capitulate. But the fear lest these papers should be seized
on his landing, made him afterwards determine upon sending
them on before him, and thus the pope's letter and the new
sentences of excommunication became prematurely public;
the resentment of the bishops, thus unexpectedly attacked,
exceeded all measure. The archbishop of York and several
others, hastened across the Channel to Henry, who was
still in Normandy, and presenting themselves before him:
"We intreat you," they said, "to protect the crown, the
priesthood; your bishops of England are excommunicated
because, according to your orders, they crowned the young
king, your son." "Ha!" cried the king, in a tone which
showed his utter surprise; "then, if all who consented to the
coronation of my son are excommunicated, by the eyes of
God, I am so too!" "Sire, this is not all," continued the
bishops; "the man who has done you this injury is setting
the whole kingdom in a flame; he marches about with armed
bodies of horse and foot, prowling round the fortresses, and
seeking to take them."

On hearing this grossly exaggerated statement, the king
was seized with one of those fits of passion to which he was
subject; he changed colour, and beating his hands together:
"What!" he exclaimed, "shall a man who has eaten my bread,
who came to my court upon a lame horse, lift his foot to strike
me? shall he insult the king, the royal family, and all the
kingdom, and not one of the lazy servants whom I nourish at
my table do me right for such an affront?" These words
went not forth in vain from the king's lips; four knights of
the palace, Richard le Breton, Hugh de Morville, William de
Traci, and Renault Fitz-Ours, who heard him, making a vow

2 reb. Anglic., p. 184, 185.
3 Literas quas impetravimus a majestate vestra, nobis auferrent. (Ep
B. Thomæ ad Alexand. papam, ubi sup. p. 464.)
5 Ib.
6 Vita B. Thomæ quadrup., lib. iii. cap. xi. p. 119.
together for life and death, suddenly departed for England, on Christmas day. Their absence was not perceived, or still less, its cause suspected; and even while they were galloping to the coast, the council of Norman barons, assembled by the king, named three commissioners to arrest and imprison Thomas Beket, on a charge of high treason; the conspirators, however, who were in advance of the royal commissioners, left them nothing to do.

Five days after Christmas-day, the four Norman knights arrived at Canterbury. This city was all excitement on account of new excommunications which the archbishop had just pronounced against persons who had insulted him, and, in particular, against Renouf de Broc, who had amused himself with cutting off the tail of one of his horses. The four knights entered Canterbury with a troop of armed men whom they had collected from the castles on their way. They first required the provost of the city to order the citizens to march in arms, on the king's service, to the archbishop's palace; the provost refusing, the Normans ordered him, at least to take measures that, throughout the day, no citizen should stir, whatever might happen. The four conspirators, with twelve of their friends, then proceeded to the palace and to the apartment of the primate.

Beket had just finished dinner, and his followers were still at table; he saluted the Normans on their entrance, and demanded the object of their visit. They made no intelligible answer, but sitting down, looked fixedly at him for some minutes. Renault Fitz-Ours at length spoke: "We come from the king," said he, "to demand that the excommunicated be absolved, that the suspended bishops be re-established, and that you yourself do penance for your offences towards the king." "It was not I who excommunicated the archbishop of York," replied Beket, "but the sovereign pontiff; it is he, consequently, who alone has the power to

1 Ib. cap xii. p. 120.
2 Willelm. filius Steph., ut sup. p. 78.
3 Roger de Hoveden, p. 521.
4 Vita B. Thomæ quadrup., lb. iii cap. xii. p. 120, 121.
5 Willelm. filius Steph., ut sup. p. 81.
6 Ib.
7 Venenum aspudum quod sub labis gerebant per moram alquantulum compresserunt silentio. (Vita B. Thomæ quadrup., loc. sup. cit.)
8 Ib. cap. xiv. p. 123.
absolve him. As to the others, I will re-establish them if they will make their submission to me.”

“But of whom, then,” asked Renault, “do you hold your archbishopric? from the king, or from the pope?”—“I hold the spiritual rights from God and from the pope, and the temporal rights from the king.” “What! it is not, then, the king who gave you all?”—“By no means,” replied Beket. The Normans murmured at this answer, denounced the distinction as a quibble, and became impatient, moving about on their chairs and twisting their gloves. “You threaten me, it would appear,” said the primate; “but ’tis in vain; were all the swords in England drawn against me, you would get nothing from me.” “We will do more than threaten,” answered Fitz-Ours, suddenly rising, and the others followed him to the door, crying: “To arms!”

The door of the apartment was immediately closed behind them; Renault armed himself in the outer court, and taking an axe from the hands of a carpenter who was at work there, struck the door to force it open. The archbishop’s people, hearing the blows, intreated the primate to seek refuge in the church, which communicated with his apartment by a cloister or gallery; he refused, and they were impelling him thither, when one of the attendants remarked that the vesper bell had rung. “Since it is the hour for my duty, I will go to the church,” said the archbishop; and having his cross borne before him, he slowly traversed the cloister, and advanced towards the high altar, separated from the nave by an iron grating, the door of which was open. He had scarcely set foot on the steps of the altar, when Renault Fitz-Ours appeared at the other end of the church, in his coat of mail, his long, two-edged sword in his hand, crying: “A moi, à moi, vassaux du roi!” The other conspirators were immediately behind him, armed like himself from head to foot, and brandishing their swords. The persons who were with the

1 Vita B. Thomæ quadrip., cap. xiv. p. 123
2 Willelm. filius Steph., ut sup. p. 82.
3 Chyrothees cons ortquentibus brachia furonea jactantibus. (Vita B. Thomæ quad., ut sup. p. 126.)
4 Willelm. filius Steph., p. 83.  
5 . . . quasi fugam erubescens, gradum fixit. (Vita B. Thomæ quadrip., lib. iii. cap. xv. p. 128. Willelm. filius Steph. p. 83.)
primate proposed to shut the grating; he forbade this, and left the altar to prevent it; they earnestly intreated him to take refuge in the subterranean church, or to ascend the stairs, which, by many windings, led to the roof of the edifice. This advice was equally rejected. Meantime, the knights advanced; a voice exclaimed: “Where is the traitor?” No one answered. “Where is the archbishop?” “Behold him,” replied Beket, “but there is no traitor here; what came you to do in the house of God, in such attire? what is your object?” “Your death.” “I am prepared to die; you will not see me avoid your swords; but in the name of Almighty God, I forbid you to touch any of my companions, priest or layman, great or small.” At this moment he received a blow from the flat of a sword on his shoulders, and he who struck him said: “Fly, or thou diest.” He did not stir; the knights endeavoured to drag him out of the church, feeling scrupulous of killing him in it. He struggled with them, and declared firmly that he would not withdraw but would compel them to execute their intentions or their orders in the sacred place.1

During this struggle, the priests in attendance upon the primate all fled and abandoned him, with one sole exception, the cross-bearer, Edward Grim, the same who had so fearlessly expressed his opinions after the council at Clarendon. The conspirators, seeing that he was totally unarmed, took little notice of him, and one of them, William de Tracy, raised his sword to strike the archbishop on the head; but the faithful and courageous Saxon immediately extended his right arm to parry the blow: the arm was cut off, and Thomas received but a slight wound.2 “Strike, strike, all of you!” cried the Norman to his companions; and a second blow on the head prostrated the archbishop with his face to the earth; a third blow split his skull, the stroke being so violent that the sword broke on the pavement.3 A man-at-arms, named William Maltret, contumaciously kicked the motionless body, saying: “Thus die the traitor who troubled the kingdom and excited the English to revolt.”4

1 Vita B. Thomæ quadrip., lib. iii. cap. xvii. pp. 129, 130.
3 Vita B. Thomæ, p. 133
And, indeed, an historian relates that the inhabitants of Canterbury arose and collected tumultuously in the streets. Among them was seen not one rich man or noble; all these remained within their houses, and seemed intimidated by the popular excitement. Men and women, by their dress readily recognisable as Saxons, hastened to the cathedral church and rushed in at every door. At sight of the body, still extended near the steps of the altar, they wept, and exclaimed that they had lost their father; some kissed the feet and hands, and others dipped their garments in the blood which covered the pavement. On their side, the Norman authorities did not remain inactive; and an edict, proclaimed by sound of trumpet, forbade any one to say publicly that Thomas of Canterbury was a martyr. The archbishop of York ascended the pulpit to announce his death as an effect of the divine vengeance, saying that he had perished like Pharaoh, in his crime and in his pride. Other bishops preached that the body of the traitor ought not to repose in holy ground, but should be cast on a dunghill or left to rot on a gibbet. An attempt was even made by the soldiers to get possession of the body of the Norman king’s enemy; but the priests were warned in time, and hastily buried it in the vaults of their church.

These efforts of the powerful to persecute even beyond the tomb the man who had dared to withstand them, rendered his memory still more dear to the oppressed population; they made a saint of him, in defiance of the Norman authority and without the sanction of the Roman church. As Waltheof before him, Thomas Beket worked, upon the spot where he had died, miracles visible to Saxon imaginations, and the report of which, hailed with enthusiasm, spread over England. Two years elapsed ere the new saint was acknowledged and canonized at Rome; and all that time it was with

1 Roger de Hoveden, loc. sup. cit.
6 Ut martyris hujus gloria nec decreto pontificis, nec edicto principis atollatur, sed Christo præcipue auctore invalescat. (Epist. Joh. Sarisb. ad Guill. Senonens., ut sup.)
no slight danger that those who believed in him named him in their masses, and that the poor and sick visited his tomb. The cause he had maintained with such inflexible determination, was that of mind against power, of the weak against the strong; and, above all, that of the conquered of the Norman conquest against the conquerors. Under whatever aspect we view his story, this national attribute is discernible; it may be deemed subordinate to others, but its existence cannot be denied. It is certain that the popular voice associated in the same regret the memory of St. Thomas of Canterbury and the recollection of the conquest. It was said, incorrectly perhaps, but with a poetry, the meaning of which is unequivocal, that the death of the saint had been sworn in the same castle and in the same chamber, in which was sworn the oath of Harold, and the oath of the chiefs of the army to the Bastard, previous to the expedition against England.

A circumstance worthy of remark is, that the only primate of Norman race who, prior to the English Beket, had opposed lay authority, was a friend to the Saxons, and, perhaps, the only friend they had found among the race of their conquerors. This was Anselm, who pleaded against Lanfranc the cause of the saints of old England. Anselm, become archbishop, endeavoured to revive the ancient custom of ecclesiastical elections in lieu of the absolute right of royal nomination, introduced by William the Conqueror. He had to combat at once William Rufus, all the bishops of England, and pope

1 Quod viri impii qui eum insatiabiliter oderant intuentes, inhibuerunt nomine publice potestatis ne miracula quae ferebant quosquam publicare presumeret. (Epist. ejusd. ad Joan. pict., ut sup.) [The circumstance reminds one of the verses made upon a similar prohibition in France:

De par le Roi,
Defence à Dieu,
Plus faire miracles
Dans ce lieu.]

2 La chambre d'el berc a estrange destinee,
Meinte dure novelle a sovent escultee;
Reneiz i fu Harald par serement donnee,
L'ost d'Angleterre i fu d'el bastard aflee,
Et la mort saint Thomas aflee et jurée.

(Vie de St. Thomas de Cantorbery, par Garmer de Pont-St.-Maxence, MSS. de la Bibliothèque royale, Supplement Français, No. 2636, fol. 84.)
Urban, who supported the king and the bishops. Persecuted in England and condemned at Rome, he was compelled to retire to France, and in exile wrote as Thomas Beket wrote after him: "Rome loves money more than justice; there is no help in her for him who has not wherewithal to purchase it." After Anselm came other archbishops, more docile to the traditions of the conquest; Raoul, William de Corbeil, and Thibaut, Beket's predecessor. None of them attempted to enter into opposition with the royal power, and union reigned between royalty and the priesthood, as in the time of the invasion, until the fatal moment when an Englishman by birth obtained the primacy.

A fact no less remarkable is, that a few years after the death of Thomas Beket, a priest arose in Wales, who, following his example, but from motives more unequivocally national, and with a less tragic result, struggled against Henry II. and against John, his son and second successor. In the year 1176, the clergy of the ancient metropolitan church of Saint David, in Pembrokeshire, chose for a bishop, subject to the ultimate approbation of the king of England, Giraud de Barri, archdeacon, the son of a Norman, and the grandson of a Norman and a Welshwoman. The priests of St. David selected this candidate of mixed origin, because they knew perfectly well, says Giraud de Barri himself, that the king would never allow a Cambrian of pure race to become the chief of the principal church of Wales. This moderation was vain, and the choice of a man born in the country, and Welsh by his grandmother, was regarded as an act of hostility to the royal power. The property of the church of Saint David was sequestrated, and the principal priests of that church were cited to appear before king Henry in person, at his castle of Winchester.

Henry asked them menacingly how they had dared, of themselves and without his order, not merely to choose a bishop, but to elect him; then, in his own bed-chamber, he

1 Eadmer, Hist. nova, p. 21—32.
2 Quid subventionis, quid consilii, quid solaminis ibi reperient, qui non habent quod dent? (Id. p. 32.)
3 Giral. Cambreusis, De rebus a se gestis, Anglia Sacra, ii. 466.
5 Id. ib.
ordered them to elect forthwith a Norman monk named Peter, whom they did not know, who was not introduced to them, and whose name only was told to them. They accepted him tremblingly, and returned to their country, where shortly after bishop Peter arrived, escorted by a number of servants, and accompanied by relations, male and female, among whom he distributed the territorial possessions of the church of Saint David. He imposed a tax on the priests of that church, took the tithe of their cattle, and exacted from all his diocesans extraordinary aids and presents at the four great festivals of the year. He so cruelly afflicted the people of the country that, despite the danger they incurred in resisting a bishop imposed by the Anglo-Normans, they drove him from his church, after having endured him for eight years.\(^1\)

Whilst the elected of king Henry II. was pillaging the church of St. David, the elected of the clergy of that church was living proscribed and an exile in France, without aid or encouragement, for the king considered, that by protecting an obscure bishop of the petty country of Wales, he could not do the king of England any material injury or annoyance. Girauld, destitute of all resources abroad, found himself obliged to return home, notwithstanding the danger he might incur there; and on the eve of quitting Paris he went to pray in the chapel which the archbishop of Reims, brother of king Louis VII. had consecrated to the memory of Thomas Beket, in the church of Saint Germain l’Auxerrois.\(^2\) Arrived in England, his powerless position secured him exemption from maltreatment; nay, by a private arrangement with the Norman prelate whom the Welsh had driven from Saint David’s, he was charged \emph{ad interim} and simply as bishop’s substitute with the episcopal functions. But he soon renounced his office in disgust at the vexations to which he was subjected by his principal, who every day sent him orders to excommunicate one or more of his own partisans and most devoted friends.\(^3\) The Normans of England had just undertaken the conquest of Ireland. They offered Girauld, whom they did not wish to be a bishop in his native land, three bishoprics and an archbishopric in Ireland; but, though

\(^1\) Girald. Cambrensis, \emph{ib.} p. 536-8.  
\(^2\) Id \emph{De rebus a se gestis}, p. 479.  
\(^3\) Id., \emph{De jure et statu Menevens. eccles.}, p. 614
the grandson of one of the conquerors of Cambria, Girauld would not consent to become an instrument of oppression to a foreign nation. "I refused," he says, in his narrative of his own life, "because the Irish, like the Welsh, will never accept or receive as bishop, unless upon compulsion, a man not born amongst them."

In the year 1198, in the reign of John, son of Henry II., the Norman bishop of Saint David's died in England; and hereupon the Welsh chapter, by an unanimous act of will and of courage, without awaiting the order of the king of England, again proceeded to an election, and, for the second time, nominated Girauld de Barri. On receiving this intelligence, king John flew into a violent passion. He had the election declared null by the archbishop of Canterbury, in virtue of the pretended right of religious supremacy over all Britain, which six hundred years before the Cambrians had so energetically refused to acknowledge. The elect of Saint David's denied this supremacy, declaring that his church had been, from all antiquity, metropolitan and free, without subjection to any other, and that consequently no primate had power to revoke its elections. Such had, in fact, been the right of the church of Saint David's, previous to the conquest of Pembrokeshire in the reign of Henry I. One of the first operations of Norman authority had been to abolish this prerogative, and to extend over the Cambrians the ecclesiastical unity established in England as a curb for the Anglo-Saxons. "Never in my life," said Henry I., "will I permit the Welsh to have an archbishop."

Thus the dispute as to ecclesiastical privilege between Girauld and the see of Canterbury, was nothing more or less than one of the phases of the great question of the subjection of Wales. A strong army could alone settle the dispute, and Girauld had no army. He went to Rome to the pope, the common resource of men who had no other, and found at the pontifical court an envoy from the king of England, who had anticipated him, laden with magnificent presents for the sovereign pontiff and the cardinals. The elected of Saint David's brought with him nothing but old,

---

1 Id. De jure et statu Menevens. eccles., p. 539.
2 Ib. p. 534.
3 Id., De rebus a se gestis, p. 475.
4 Id. De statu, &c. p. 554.
worm-eaten title-deeds, and the supplications of a nation which had never been rich. 1

In anticipation of the decree to be procured from the Sacred College by king John’s ambassador, Regnault Foliot, (who, by a curious chance, bore the same name with one of Beket’s mortal foes,) that at no time had there been an archbishop of Saint David’s, all the possessions of that church and the private property of Girauld de Barri were confiscated. Proclamations denounced as traitor to the king the self-styled elect of the Cambrians, the audacious man who sought to raise against the king his subjects of Wales. Raoul de Bienville, bailiff of Pembroke, a gentle ruler, merciful to the conquered, was deprived of his office, and one Nicolas Avenel, notorious for his ferocious character, came from England to replace him. 2 This Avenel published an address to the Welsh in these terms: “Know all that Girauld the archdeacon is the king’s enemy, and aggressor against the crown; if any of you dare to hold correspondence with him, such man’s house, his land, and his goods shall be given to the first comer.” In the intervals of three journeys that Girauld made to Rome, and between which he had to remain in concealment to avoid violence, menacing injunctions were conveyed to his former residence. One of them ran thus: “We order and counsel thee, as thou lovest thy body and thy limbs, not to hold any chapters or synods in any place within the king’s territory; and consider thyself warned that thy body and all that belongs to thee, wherever thou mayst be found, will be placed at the mercy of the lord king in good custody.” 3

After a period of five years, during which the court of Rome, following its usual policy, prefaced its final sentence by vague decisions alternately favourable and unfavourable to both parties, Girauld was formally condemned, upon the testimony of some Welshmen, induced by poverty and fear to sell themselves to the Normans, and whom Regnault Foliot took to Rome with great ceremony to bear witness against their own country. Terror and bribes at length brought even the members of the chapter of Saint David to desert the bishop of their choice, and to acknowledge the

1 Curia Romana quam corrupti (quod abit) posse putabat. (Ib. p. 568.)
2 Ut atrocis aeger, quonam crudelis exiterat. (Ib. p. 566.)
3 Ib.
supremacy of a foreign metropolis. When Girauld de Barri, after his deprivation, returned to his country, none dared open their doors to him; and the persecuted of the conquerors was shunned as a leper. The Normans, however, had no desire to make him undergo the fate of Thomas Beket, and he was only cited before a synod of bishops in England, to be censured and to receive his sentence of canonical degradation. The Norman prelates amused themselves with rallying him on his vast labours and their small success. "You must be mad," said the bishop of Ely, "to take so much trouble to do people a good which they do not desire, and to make them free in spite of themselves; for you see that they now disown you." "You say the truth there," answered Girauld, "and I was far from expecting such a result. I did not think that the priests of St. David, who so recently were members of a free nation, were capable of bowing beneath the yoke like you English, so long since serfs and slaves, and with whom slavery has become a second nature."

Girauld de Barri renounced all public affairs, and, devoting himself entirely to literature, under the title of Giraldus Cambrensis, Girauld the Cambrian, he obtained greater celebrity in the world as an elegant writer, than he had done as the antagonist of power. In fact, few people in Europe, in the twelfth century, took any interest in the question whether or no the last remnant of the ancient population of the Celts should lose its religious and civil independence among foreigners. There was small sympathy abroad in such a calamity; but in the heart of Wales, in that portion of the country whither the terror of the Norman lances had not yet penetrated, the exertions of Girauld for Wales were an universal subject of conversation and of praise. "Our country," said the chief of Powis, in a political assembly, "has sustained great struggles with the men of England; but none of us ever did so much against them as the elected of Saint David's; for he has stood as a rock against their king, their primate, their priests, against all of them, for the honour of Wales." At the court of Llewellyn, the chief of North Wales, at a solemn banquet, a bard arose, and took his harp to celebrate the devotion of Girauld to the cause of Saint David and of the Welsh nation.

1 Giraldus Cambrensis, De jure, &c., p. 559.
2 Jura sancti Davidis contra Angliam totam. (Ib.)
“So long as our land shall endure,” said the poet, in extempore verse, “let his noble daring be commemorated by the pens of those who write and the mouths of those who sing."\(^1\)

We of the present day may well smile at these squabbles between kings and bishops, which made so much noise in centuries less enlightened than our own; but we must acknowledge that among these disputes there were some, at least, of a very grave nature. To the Roman chancery, the centre of the diplomacy of the middle ages, there often came appeals founded upon justice and upon truly national interests; and such, we must confess, were seldom deemed worthy of being the objects of a pontifical bull. Neither bull nor brief of pope Alexander III. menaced Henry II. when eight Welsh chiefs appealed to that pope against the foreign bandits whom the kings of England quartered upon them under the titles of priests and bishops. “These bishops, come from another land,” said the chiefs in their petition, “detest us, us and our country; they are our mortal enemies; how can they take an interest in the welfare of our souls? They have been placed among us, as in ambush, to shoot at us from behind, like Parthians, and excommunicate us at the first order they receive. Whenever an expedition is making ready in England against us, suddenly the primate of Canterbury places an interdict upon the territory they purpose to invade; and our bishops, who are his creatures, hurl anathema upon the whole people in a body, and, by name, upon the chiefs who arm to fight at their head. Thus all among us who perish in the defence of our country die excommunicate.”\(^2\)

If the reader will picture to himself the horror of such a situation, at a time when catholicism reigned dominant from one end of Europe to the other, he will at once comprehend how fearful an engine of subjection the Christian conquerors possessed, who had a reserve of churchmen in the train of their steel-clad battalions. He will readily conceive how men of courage and natural good sense addressed themselves to the pope, supplicated him, and put their trust in him; he will conceive that men, who were neither prebendaries nor monks, rejoiced, in the middle ages, to see those who crushed the people under the feet of their chargers, themselves called

\(^1\) *Ib.*  
\(^2\) *Ib.*
upon to render an account to a power too often their accomplice in oppression and in contempt of man. He will feel less pity for the grandees of the age when the dart of excommunication chances to fall on their mailed cuirass; for they often applied it to strike unarmed populations. Having once planted in another man’s field their bandroled lance, they denounced for every defender of the paternal inheritance, death in this life, and, by the mouth of the priests, everlasting damnation in the next; over the body of the dying they held out their hand to the sovereign pontiff, and dividing with him the spoil of the vanquished people, nourished by voluntary tributes those ecclesiastical thunders which sometimes glanced upon themselves, but which, when hurled in their service, struck a sure and mortal blow.
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The reader must now quit Britain and Gaul, to which this history has hitherto confined him, and, for some moments, transport himself to the Western Isle, called by its inhabitants Erin, and by the English Ireland.¹ The people of this island, brothers of the Scottish highlanders, and forming with them the last remains of a great population, which, in ancient times, had covered Britain, Gaul, and part of the Spanish peninsula, had several of the physical and moral characteris-

¹ In the Greek and Latin languages, Tierne, Ierna, Inverna, Cuernia, Ibernia. The Saxons spelt it Iraland
tics which distinguish the original races of the south. The major portion of the Irish were men with dark hair and impetuous passions, loving and hating with vehemence, prompt to anger, yet of a sociable disposition. Enthusiasts in many things, and especially in religion, they mixed up Christianity with their poetry and their literature, the most cultivated, perhaps, of all western Europe. Their island counted a host of saints and learned men, venerated in England and in Gaul, for no country had furnished more Christian missionaries, uninfluenced by other motives than pure zeal to communicate to foreign nations the opinions and faith of their own land.\(^1\) The Irish were great travellers, and always ingratiated themselves with the people they visited, by the extreme facility with which they conformed to their customs and modes of life.\(^2\)

This facility of manner was combined in them with an intense love of their national independence. Invaded at various periods by different nations of the north and of the south, they had never admitted a prescription of conquest or made voluntary peace with the sons of the stranger; their old annals contain narratives of terrible acts of vengeance exercised, often after the lapse of a century, by the natives on their conquerors.\(^3\) The remnant of the ancient conquering races, or the small bands of adventurers who from time to time had sought lands in Ireland, avoided the effects of this patriotic intolerance, by incorporating themselves with the Irish tribes, by submitting to the ancient social order established among the natives, and by learning their language. This was the case with the Danish and Norwegian pirates, who, in the course of the eighth and ninth centuries, founded on the eastern coast several colonies, where, renouncing their former life of robbery, they built towns and practised commerce.

\(^{1}\) See in the origin of the Irish nation.

\(^{2}\) Quid Hiberniam memorem, contempto pelagi discrimine, pene totam cum grege philosophorum ad littora nostra migrantem? quorum quisquis peritor est, ulius sibi indicet exilium. (Epist. Herici monachi ad Carolum calvum, apud Script. rer. Gallie et Francic., vi. 563)

\(^{3}\) See in _Le Catholicque_, xiv. No. 42, a dissertation by the Baron d'Eckstein on the origin of the Irish nation.
When the Roman church had established its dominion in Britain by the conversion of the Anglo-Saxons, she laboured incessantly to extend over Erin the empire she claimed to exercise over all the worshippers of Jesus Christ. As in Ireland there were no pagan conquerors to convert, the popes were fain to content themselves with seeking, by letters and messages, to induce the Irish to establish in their island an ecclesiastical hierarchy similar to that of the continent, and, like it, calculated to serve as a step to the pontifical throne. The men of Erin, like the Britons of Cambria and of Gaul, having spontaneously organized Christianity in their country, without in any way conforming to the official organization decreed by the Roman emperors, had no fixed and determinate episcopal sees. Their bishops were simple priests, to whom had been confided, by election, the purely honorary charge of superintending or visiting the churches. They did not constitute a body superior to the rest of the clergy; there were no different degrees of hierarchy among them; in a word, the church of Ireland had no archbishop, and not one of its members needed to visit Rome to solicit or buy the pontifical pallium. Thus enjoying full independence of foreign churches, and administered, like any other free society, by elective and revocable chiefs, this church was at an early period stigmatized as schismatic by the consistory of Saint John Latran; a continuous system of attack was directed against it, with that perseverance inherent in the successors of the old senate, who, by dint of one unvarying will applied to one unvarying purpose, had subjugated the universe.

The new Rome had not, like the old, legions issuing from her gates to conquer nations; all her power was in address and in her skill to make alliance with the strong; an unequal alliance for the latter, which, under the names of friends and sons, rendered them subjects and vassals. The victories of the conquerors, and especially those of the still pagan barbarians, presented, as may have been observed more than once in this history, the most ordinary occasions for the political aggrandizement of the pontifical court. It carefully watched the rise of the first thought of ambition in the invading kings, as the moment at which to enter into association with them; and, in default of foreign conquests, it loved and encouraged internal despotism. Hereditary monarchy was the system it best liked,
because under hereditary monarchy it only needed to gain possession of the mind of one family to acquire absolute authority over a whole nation.

Had such a system prevailed in Ireland, it is probable that the religious independence of this country would have been early destroyed by mutual agreement between the popes and the kings. But, although the Irish had chiefs to whom the Latin title of *reges* might be applied, and was, in fact, applied in public acts, the greater number of these kings, and their perpetual dependence on the various Irish tribes, whose simple name served them as a title,\(^1\) gave slight hold to Roman policy. There was, indeed, in Erin, a chief superior to all the rest, who was called the great king or the king of the country, and who was chosen by a general assembly of the chiefs of the different provinces;\(^2\) but this elective president of the national confederation swore to the whole nation the same oath which the chiefs of the tribes swore to their respective tribes, that of inviolably observing the ancient laws and hereditary customs. Moreover, the share in power of the *great king* was rather the execution than the decision of general affairs, all of which were regulated in councils held in the open air, upon a hill, surrounded by a deep ditch;\(^3\) here, the laws of the land were made, and here the disputes between province and province, town and town, and occasionally between man and man, were contested, sometimes in a very tumultuous manner.\(^4\)

It may be easily understood that such a social order, whose basis was the people themselves, and where the impulsion always emanated from the variable and passion-led mass, was little favourable to the projects of the court of Rome. Accordingly, despite all their efforts with the kings of Ireland, during the four centuries and a half which elapsed between the conversion of the Anglo-Saxons and the descent of the Normans into England, the popes effected not the slightest change in the religious practices and organization of the clergy of Erin, or the smallest tribute from the inhabitants of

---

\(^1\) Every Irish tribe or clan had a family name common to all its members.

\(^2\) *Rex Hiberniae, maximus rex*; in Irish, *ardriagh.*

\(^3\) *Montana colloquia.* (Harris, *Hibernica.*)

\(^4\) Ib. Spenser's *State of Ireland.*
the island. After the conquest of England, the intrigues of the primate Lanfranc, a man devoted to the simultaneous aggrandisement of the papal power and of the Norman domination, energetically directed upon Ireland, began to make some slight impression on the national mind of the priests of this island; Lanfranc combining with his credit as a man of learning and eloquence, other efficacious means of persuading and seducing, for he had accumulated great wealth, the result of his share of the pillage of the Anglo-Saxons, and, if ancient testimonies are to be believed, of selling to the bishops of Norman race the pardon of their violence and excesses.2

In the year 1074, an Irishman, named Patrick, after having been elected bishop by the clergy and people, and confirmed by the king of his province and by the king of all Ireland, went to be consecrated at Canterbury, instead of contenting himself, as was the ancient custom, with the benediction of his colleagues; this was the first act of obedience to the laws of the Roman church, which required that every bishop should be consecrated by an archbishop who had received the pallium, and it was not long ere these new seeds of religious servitude bore their fruit. From that time, several Irish bishops accepted in succession the title of pontifical legate in Hibernia; and about the period at which this history has arrived, Christian, bishop of Lismore and papal vicar, conjointly with Papirius, a Roman cardinal, undertook to reorganize the church of Ireland, according to the views and interests of the court of Rome. After four years' efforts he succeeded, and in a synod attended by the bishops, abbots, kings, chiefs, and other magistrates of Hibernia, with the consent of all present, say the old acts, and by apostolical authority, four archbishops were instituted, to whom were assigned, as fixed sees, the cities of Armagh, Dublin, Cashel, and Tuam.3 But notwithstanding the appearance of national consent given to these measures, the ancient spirit of independence still prevailed: the clergy of Ireland exhibited little docility in their submission to the new hierarchal order, and

1 There were not even tithes; the Irish clergy subsisted on voluntary gifts and offerings.
the people had infinite repugnance towards the foreign practices, and especially to the money-tributes which it was sought, under various names, to levy for the benefit of the ultramontane church. Still dissatisfied with the Irish, despite their concessions, the court of Rome continued to call them bad Christians, lukewarm Christians, rebels to apostolical discipline; it watched as closely as ever an occasion to obtain better hold upon them, by associating its ambition with some temporal ambition, and this occasion soon offered itself.

When Henry, son of Geoffroy Plantegenest, became king of England, it occurred to him to signalize his accession as first king of Angevin race, by a conquest almost as important as that of his paternal ancestor, the Norman William. He resolved to take possession of Ireland, and, following the example of the Conqueror of England, his first care was to send to the pope a proposition to concur in this new enterprise, as his predecessor, Alexander II., had taken part in the first. 1 The reigning pope was Adrian IV., a man of English birth, whose family name was Breakspear, and who, by expatriating himself at a very early age, had escaped the miseries of his condition. Too proud to work in the fields or to beg in England, says an ancient historian, he adopted a bold resolution, inspired by necessity; 2 he went to France, then to Provence, then to Italy, entered a rich abbey as secretary, became abbot, then bishop, and finally pope; 3 for the Roman church was thus far liberal, that she made the fortune of all who devoted themselves to her service, without distinction of origin. On the pontifical throne, Adrian seemed to have forgotten all the resentment of an Englishman against the oppressors of his nation; far from showing anything of that spirit which, a few years afterwards, animated the opposition of Thomas Beket, he exhibited the greatest complaisance towards king Henry II. He received very graciously his message relative to the project of subjugating Ireland, and with the sanction of the sacred college, replied to it in a bull, from which we will make some extracts:

"Adrian, bishop, servant of the servants of God, to his

1 Matth. Paris, i. 95.  2 Guill. Neubrg., p. 121.  3 Tanquam de pulvere elevatus sit, ut sederet in medio principum. (Ib. p. 120.)"
dearly beloved son in Jesus Christ, the illustrious king of England, salutation and apostolic benediction.

"Thou hast let us to know, dearly beloved son in Jesus Christ, that thou desirest to enter the island of Hibernia, to subject the people there to the yoke of the laws, to extirpate the seeds of vice, and also to enforce the payment to the blessed apostle Peter, of the annual pension of a penny for each house. According to this laudable and pious desire, the favour it merits, and a gracious reply to thy request, we consent that, to extend the limits of holy church, to arrest the course of vice, to reform men's manners, implant virtue, and propagate the Christian religion, thou enter into that island, and execute there, according to thy prudence, whatever thou shalt judge fitting for the honour of God and the salvation of souls. We command that the people of that country receive thee and honour thee as their lord and master, saving the right of the churches, which must remain intact, and also the annual pension of a penny from every house to the blessed Peter and to the most holy Roman church.

"If, then, thou thinkest fit to put into execution what thou hast conceived in thought, employ all thy care in forming that people to good manners, so that, by thy efforts and by those of men of known sufficiency in faith, word, and life, the church may in that country be adorned with a new lustre; that the religion of Christ may be planted there and grow; that, in a word, everything concerning the honour of God and the salvation of souls may, by thy prudence, be ordered in such a manner that thou mayest become worthy to obtain in heaven eternal recompence, and upon earth a glorious name in all ages."

This flow of mystic eloquence served, we may see, as a sort of decent envelop for a political compact exactly similar to that of William the Bastard with pope Alexander II. Henry II. would probably have hastened to accomplish, like William, his singular religious mission, if another conquest, that of Anjou from his own brother Geoffroy, had not at the precise moment diverted his attention. He next fought against the Bretons and Poitevins, who, unluckily for their safety, preferred their national independence to the yoke of a

---

1 Rymer. Fœdera. vol. i. pars. i. p. 19.
friend of the church. Lastly, the rivalry of the king of France, ever at work openly or secretly, and, above all, the long and serious quarrel with the primate of Canterbury, prevented his going to conquer in Ireland temporal royalty for himself, and for the pope spiritual royalty and the rent of a penny for each house. When Adrian IV. died, his bull still slept, awaiting employment, in the treasure-chest of the royal charters of England, and it would perhaps have ripened there during the whole of the king's life, had not unexpected events created an occasion for bringing it out to daylight.

We have seen above how Norman and Flemish adventurers had conquered Pembrokeshire and part of the western coast of Wales. In establishing themselves in the domains usurped by them, these men had not quitted their old manners for habits of order and repose; they consumed in gaming and debauchery all the revenues of their lands, which they drained instead of bettering, calculating upon new expeditions, rather than upon economy, for the repair of their fortunes. Briefly, in the condition of great landed proprietors, of rich seigneurs terriens, to use the language of the epoch, they had retained the character of soldiers of fortune, ever disposed to run the chances of a foreign war, either on their own account or in the pay of others. It was under this aspect they were remarked by the people of Erin, who, in the prosecution of their commerce, often visited the coasts of Wales. For the first time, they saw, in the vicinity of Ireland, a colony of men trained to wear those complete suits of steel which the language of the period called armure Française;¹ the sight of the coats of mail and great Flemish war-horses of the companions of Richard Strongbow, a new thing for the Irish, who were only acquainted with light arms, caused them great surprise.² The travellers and merchants on their return spread marvellous accounts of the strength and warlike skill of the new inhabitants of the west of Britain. Just at this time, the chief of one of the eastern provinces of Ireland was at war with a neighbouring chief: struck with the accounts he heard of the conquerors of Pembrokeshire, he bethought him-

---

¹ Armatura Gallica. (Giral. Cambrensis, De illaudibus Walliae.)
self of asking some of them to enlist in his service for high pay, and to aid him in destroying his enemy, whose downfall he prosecuted with that passionate fury which the Irish ever exhibited in their civil wars.¹

The Normans and Flemings of Wales, although decorated since their conquest with the titles of honour designating the rich and powerful, in the French language of the middle ages, saw nothing strange in the proposition of the Irishman Dermot Mac Morrogh, chief or king of the province of Lagheniagh, or Leinster. Having made an agreement with him as to the pay¹ and the duration of the service, they embarked, four hundred knights, squires and archers, under the command of Robert Fitz-Stephen, Maurice Fitz-Gerauld, Hervè de Mont-Maurice and David de Barry.³ They sailed in a straight line from the westernmost point of Wales to the easternmost point of Ireland, and landed near Wexford, a town founded by the Danes in one of their expeditions of mixed piracy and commerce. This town, which formed part of the territory of Dermot Mac Morrogh, had been taken from him by a stratagem of his adversary and the defection of the inhabitants. Its present garrison came out to meet the hostile army and its auxiliaries; but, when they saw the horses barbed with iron and the steel-clad warriors of Wales, in all their panoply, wholly new to them, a sort of panic terror seized upon them; though far more numerous, they dared not venture an engagement in the open fields, and burning in their retreat all the surrounding villages and all the provisions they could not carry with them, they shut themselves up within the walls of Wexford.⁴

Dermot and the Normans besieged it, and made upon it three consecutive assaults, with little success, because the great horses, the lances twelve feet long, the cross-bows, and cuirasses of mail of the assailants, were mainly of advantage in the open field. But the intrigues of the bishop of Wexford,⁵ who had influence enough to reconcile the inhabitants with their king, opened the gates to the army of the foreigners, who, enter-

² Spe lucrī profusionis. (Hemingford, loc. sup. cit.)
⁴ Id. p. 762.
⁵ Ib.
ing the town without striking a blow, immediately marched in a north-westerly direction to pursue his adversaries and deliver his kingdom. In this expedition, the military skill and complete armour of his allies were a vast assistance to him. The most formidable weapons of the people of Erin were a small steel axe, long javelins, and short, but very sharp arrows. The Normans, secured by their armour from injuries by such weapons as these, rode in upon the natives, and while the shock of their great chargers overthrew the small horses of Ireland, attacked with their strong lances or large swords, the rider, whose only defensive armour was a shield of light wood and long tresses of hair, plaited on each side of the head.\(^1\) The whole province of Leinster was reconquered by Mac Morrogh, who, delighted with the prodigious aid given him by the Normans, after having faithfully paid them their hire, invited them to dwell with him, and offered them, as an inducement, more lands than they possessed elsewhere.\(^2\) In the effusion of his gratitude, he gave to Robert Fitz-Stephen and to Maurice Fitz-Gerauld the government and revenue of the town of Wexford and its precincts; to Hervé de Mont-Maurice two districts on the coast, between Wexford and Waterford; and to the rest, lands proportionate to their rank and military talent.\(^3\)

This intervention of strangers in the internal quarrels of the country, and above all, the establishment of these foreigners in permanent colonies in the towns and on the territory of the king of Leinster, alarmed all the surrounding provinces, and private enmity to Dermot was converted into national hostility.\(^4\) He was placed, as a public enemy, under the ban of the Irish confederation, and, instead of one king, well-nigh all the kings of the country declared war against him. The new colonists, seeing their cause closely bound up with his, resolved to exert every effort to support him while defending themselves, and at the first murmur of the gathering storm they sent some of their followers to England to collect fresh

---

1 Id. Topographia Hiberniae. Speuser, State of Ireland. These long tresses were called in Irish, \(gibhs\).
2 Hemingford, loc. sup. cit.
3 Giraldus Cambrensis, Hibernia expugnata, p. 762.
4 Hemingford, loc. sup. cit.
vagabond-adventurers, Normans, French, and even English. They were promised pay and lands; numbers came, whom king Dermot received as he had done the first, raising the fortune of each on his landing far above its previous condition, the depression of which was self-declared by the surnames of some of them, such as Raymond le Pauvre, who, without changing the appellation, became a high and puissant baron on the eastern coast of Ireland.

The foreign colony, gradually augmented under the auspices of the chief of Leinster, who now saw in it his only protection, had, despite its engagements, a tendency to separate its cause from that of the Irish king, and to form of itself an independent society. Ere long, the adventurers disdained to march to battle under the leadership of the man whose pay they were receiving, a man ignorant of skilled warfare—of, as the phrase then ran, les faits d'armes de la chevalerie. They desired to have a captain of great military reputation, and invited over to command them, Richard, son of Gilbert Strongbow, and grandson of the first earl of Pembroke. This man, noted among the descendants of the conquerors of Wales as possessor of the most extensive domains, was at this time so impoverished by his excessive expenditure, and so harassed by his creditors, that, to avoid their pursuit and to repair his fortunes, he did not hesitate to comply with the summons of the Normans in Ireland.

His reputation and his rank procured for him many followers. He landed, with several vessels filled with soldiers and munitions of war, at the same spot where the allies of Dermot had landed two years before, and was received with great honours by his countrymen and by the king of Leinster, fain to welcome this new friend, who might yet one day become formidable to himself. Richard, joining with his army the Norman colony, assumed the command of the united forces, and attacked Waterford, a city of the kingdom of Munster, nearest to the territory occupied by the Nor-

1 Poure, according to the old French orthography. Poer, or Power, is still the name of a noble Irish family.
2 Et quia nondum habebat proprium principem, nec pro voto pastorem... (Hemingford, ut sup.)
3 Ib.
4 Ib.—Giraldus Cambrensis, Hibernia expugnata, p 769.
This city, founded by the northern corsairs, as is evidenced by its Teutonic name, was taken by assault.

The Normans left a garrison in it, and, advancing northwards, attacked Dyvlin or Dublin, another city founded by the Danes, and the largest and richest on the eastern coast. Supported by all the troops of king Dermot, they took Dublin, whence they made incursions in different directions upon the open country, seizing upon some districts, obtaining others by capitulation, and laying the foundations of many fortresses, edifices still rarer in Ireland than they had been in England before the conquest.¹

The Irish, vividly struck with the rapid progress of the foreigners, attributed it to the Divine anger, and, mingling a sentiment of humanity with their superstitious fears, thought to allay the scourge come upon them from England, by emancipating all the men of English race who, captured by pirates or purchased, had become slaves in Ireland.² This generous resolution, decreed in a great council of the chiefs and bishops of the country, did not sheathe the sword of Richard Fitz-Gilbert. Master of the kingdom of Leinster, in the name of the Irishman Dermot, whose daughter he married,³ and who became the protégé and vassal of his late mercenaries, the Norman threatened to conquer all the country with the help of new supplies of adventurers whom he summoned from England.

But the rumour of the prodigious aggrandisement of this new power reaching king Henry II. aroused his jealousy.⁴ So far he had beheld without uneasiness, and even with satisfaction, the establishment of the warriors of Pembroke on the coasts of Ireland, and their connexion with one of the kings of the country, who was thus engaged against his countrymen in an hostility favourable to the designs of the king of England, should he ever realise his plan of conquest. But the possession of a great portion of the island by a man of Norman race, who every day augmented his forces by opening an asylum to adventurers, and who could already, if he chose,

¹ Hemingford, loc. cit.
² Giraldu Cambr. Hibernia expugnata
³ Hemingford, loc. cit.
⁴ Fama de magnis semper majora vulgante. (Giraldu Camb., ut sup.) Hemingford, loc. cit.
pay to the pope the rent of a penny for each house, greatly alarmed the king's ambition. He issued a threatening proclamation, ordering all his liegemen then in Ireland to return to England before the approaching festival of Easter, under penalty of forfeiture of all their property, and perpetual banishment. He also forbad any vessel from his territories in England or the continent to proceed to Ireland under any pretext. This prohibition arrested the progress of Richard Strongbow, who suddenly found himself cut off from all supplies of men, provisions, or arms.  

From want of personal daring, or of the means of maintaining himself by his own strength, Richard endeavoured to negotiate an accommodation with the king, and sent one of his lieutenants, Raymond le Gros, to wait upon him in Aquitaine. The envoy was ill received by the king, who would not reply to any of his propositions, or rather replied to them in a very expressive manner by confiscating all Richard's domains in England and Wales. At the same time, the Norman colony in Leinster underwent a fierce attack from the men of Danish race established on the north-eastern coast of Ireland, in conjunction with the native Irish. The confederates were supported by Godred, king of the Isle of Man, a Scandinavian by name and origin, and chief of a mixed people of Gauls and Teutons. They attempted to recover Dublin; the Normans resisted, but fearing the effects of this new league formed against them at a moment when they were deprived of all external aid in consequence of the royal ordinances, they thought they could not do better than to reconcile themselves with the king, at whatever cost. Henry II. required very hard conditions, but the earl of Pembroke and his companions submitted to them. They gave to the king the city of Dublin and the best of the other towns they had conquered. In return, the king gave back to Richard FitzGilbert his confiscated domains, and confirmed to the Normans in Ireland their territorial possessions there, to hold in fief of him on condition of fealty and homage. From supreme chief that he then was, Richard Strongbow became seneschal in Ireland of the king of England; and the king himself immediately set forth to visit the new possessions he had thus easily acquired.  

1 Idem, ib.  
2 Idem, ib.
The rendezvous assigned to the royal army was on the western coast of Pembrokeshire. Before going on board his vessel, Henry II. paid his devotions in the church of Saint David, and recommended to Heaven the expedition he was about to undertake, as he said, for the advancement of holy church. He landed at Waterford, where the Norman chiefs of the kingdom of Leinster, and Dermot Mac Morrogh, still king in name, but whose titular royalty necessarily expired on the landing of the foreign king, received him as, in that century, vassals received a sovereign lord. Their troops formed a junction with his army, and marching westward, the combined forces reached the city of Cashel without opposition. The inhabitants of the surrounding districts, hopeless of successfully resisting so powerful an army, emigrated in crowds to the mountainous country beyond the Shannon. The kings of the southern provinces, left by this panic terror at the mercy of the foreigner, were obliged to obey his summons, to swear fealty to him, and to declare themselves tributaries. The Normans divided out among themselves the lands of the fugitive Irish; and when the latter returned, driven back by distress, the conquerors received them in the quality of serfs on their own fields. Norman garrisons were placed in the towns, Norman officers superseded the old national chiefs and a whole kingdom, that of Cork, was given by king Henry to Robert Fitz-Stephen, one of the captains of adventurers who had opened for him so facile a road into Ireland.

After having thus shared out and organized the provinces of the south, the king proceeded northwards to the great city of Dublin. Immediately upon his arrival, in the name of his right of lordship, founded, as he said, upon donation by the church, he summoned all the Irish kings to appear at his court to take the oath of faith and homage. The kings of the south attended, but the sovereign of the great western province of Connaught, to whom belonged at this time the supremacy over all the rest, and the national title of king of the country, replied that he would attend no man's court, he himself being the only chief of all Ireland. The altitude

1 *Ib.* 2 Matthew Paris, 1. 126.
and ruggedness of the mountains, and the extent of the
marshes of his province, permitted him with impunity to set
this example of patriotic haughtiness.¹ It was alike in vain
that the summons of the king of England reached the north
of the island; not a chief of the province of Thuall or Ulster
came to do homage at the Norman court of Dublin; and the
nominal sovereignty of Henry II. remained bounded by a
line from north-east to south west, from the mouth of the
Boyne to that of the Shannon.²

A palace of wood, polished and painted in the Irish fashion,
was constructed at Dublin, and it was here that the chiefs
who had consented to place their hands as vassals in those
of the foreign king,³ passed Christmas. Here was dis-
played for several days all the pomp of Norman royalty; and
the Irish, a docile and sociable race, fond of novelty and sus-
ceptible of vivid impressions, took pleasure, if we may believe
the ancient authors, in viewing the splendour which surrounded
their masters, their horses, their arms, and the gold adorning
their dresses.⁴ The members of the clergy, and especially
the archbishops, installed a few years before by the pontifical
legates, played a great part in this submission to the law of
the strongest. The prelates of the western and northern pro-
vinces, indeed, did not, any more than the political chiefs of
these provinces, attend at Dublin; but those of the south and
east swore fidelity to king Henry, towards and against all
men.⁵ They addressed the bearer of the bull of Adrian IV.
in this verse, so often applied by the clergy to conquerors:
“Blessed is he who cometh in the name of the Lord.” But
Henry II. was not content with these uncertain proofs of
obedience and resignation; he required others of a more solid
nature, demanding that every Irish bishop should give him
letters, signed and sealed, in the shape of a formal charter,
by which all declared that of their own free will and motion
they had constituted “king and lord of Ireland, the glorious
Henry Fitz-Empress, and his heirs for ever.”⁶

King Henry resolved to send these letters to the reigning
pope, Alexander III., to obtain from him a formal confirma-

¹ Matth. Paris, ubi sup.
² Giral. Camb., loc. sup. cit.
³ Roger de Hoveden, p. 582.
⁴ Giral. Cambiresis, loc. sup. cit.
⁵ Joh. Bromton, col. 1070.
⁶ Ib.
tion of the bull of pope Adrian. To prove in a striking manner his intention to execute the clauses stipulated in that bull for the advantage of the Romish church, he assembled in the city of Cashel a synod of Irish bishops and Norman priests, chaplains, abbots, or simple monks, to arrange the definitive establishment of the papal dominion in Hibernia. This synod prescribed the strict observance of the canons prohibiting marriage within the sixth degree of consanguinity, a law quite new to Ireland, where, in the utmost innocence, were contracted a host of unions reprobated by the church in the other Christian countries. The council of Cashel also passed other resolutions, having for their object the general enforcement of canonical discipline, and it was decreed that the services of the churches of Ireland should for the future be modelled upon those of the churches of England. "Hibernia," said the acts of this council, "being now, by the grace of divine providence, subjected to the king of England, it is just that she should receive from that country the order and the rules best adapted for reforming her, and for introducing into her a better manner of life."

These events took place nearly two years after the murder of Thomas Beket, at a period when king Henry found himself compelled by political necessity to display infinite humility towards the pope; all his former haughtiness in reference to cardinals and legates, and his resolution to maintain against the episcopal power what he then called the rights and dignity of his crown, had now vanished. The need to obtain the sanction and support of the sovereign pontiff for the securing his authority in Ireland, was not the only cause of this change; the death of the primate of Canterbury had also contributed to it. However great the king's desire had been to be relieved of his antagonist; however emphatically he might have expressed this desire in his passion, the circumstances of the assassination, committed in broad daylight, at the foot of the altar, displeased and disquieted him. "He was vexed," says a contemporary, "at the manner in which the martyrdom took place, and feared to be called a traitor, for having, in sight of all men, given his full peace to the holy man, and then immediately sent him to perish in England."1

1 Girald. Cambrensis, loc. sup. cit.
2 Gervas. Cantuar., Chron. ut sup. col. 1419.
The political enemies of Henry II. had eagerly availed themselves of this accusation of treason and perjury; they disseminated it zealously, and gave the name of the field of traitors to the meadow in which the reconciliation of the primate and the king of England had taken place. The king of France exhausted himself in invectives and messages to excite in every quarter hatred towards his rival, and more especially to renew the insurrection of the provinces of Aquitaine and Brittany. Following the example of the Anglo-Saxon population, but from wholly different motives, king Louis did not await a decree of the Roman church to exalt as a saint and martyr him whom he had by turns assisted, abandoned, and again assisted, at the dictate of his own interest. The impression of horror which the murder of the archbishop had produced on the continent furnished him with a pretext for breaking the truce with king Henry, and he flattered himself that he should have the sovereign pontiff as an auxiliary in the war he proposed to recommence. "Let the sword of Saint Peter," he wrote, "be drawn from the scabbard to avenge the martyr of Canterbury. For his blood cries aloud in the name of the universal church, and demands satisfaction from the church." Thibaut, earl of Blois, vassal of the king of France, who desired to extend, at the expense of the other king, his territories around Touraine, was still more violent in the despatches he sent to the pope. "The blood of the just," he said, "has been spilled; the dogs of the court, the familiars, the servants of the king of England, became the ministers of his crime. Most holy father, the blood of the just cries to you; may the Father Almighty inspire you with the will, and give you the power to avenge it." Lastly, the archbishop of Sens, who styled himself primate of the Gauls, pronounced a sentence of interdict upon all the continental provinces of the king of England. This was a potent means of arousing popular discontent in these pro-

---

1 Pratum proditiorum. (Vita B Thome quadr., lib. iii. cap. i. p. 107.)
4 ib.
vinces, for the execution of a sentence of interdict was accompanied by lugubrious forms, which made a deep impression on the mind. The altars were stripped, the crucifixes placed on the ground, the bones of the saints were taken from their shrines and strewed over the pavement of the churches, the doors were taken away and replaced by heaps of bushes and thorns, and no religious ceremony took place, except the baptism of infants and the confession of the dying.¹

The Norman prelates, who bore no political hatred to Henry II., did not execute this sentence; and the archbishop of Rouen, who assumed the authority of primate of the continental provinces subject to the king of England, forbad, by pastoral letters, the bishops of Anjou, Brittany, and Aquitaine, to obey the interdict until it had been ratified by the pope.² Three bishops and several Norman priests departed on an embassy to Rome to exonerate Henry II. from the accusation of murder and perjury.³ No member of the Aquitan clergy took part in this mission, the king distrusting them, from their having manifested a disposition unfavourable to his cause. We can judge of the spirit which animated them by the following letter, addressed to the king himself, by William de Trahinac, prior of the abbey of Grandmont, near Limoges, an abbey to which Henry was greatly attached, and the church of which he was at this time rebuilding. “Ah! lord king, what is this I hear of you? I would not have you ignorant that, since the day I learned you had fallen into a mortal sin, I sent away the workmen who, in your pay, were building the church of our house of Grandmont, in order that there might no longer be anything in common between you and us.”⁴

While the king of France and the other enemies of Henry II. were directly charging him with the murder of the archbishop of Canterbury, and endeavouring to represent the crime of the four Norman knights as the result of an express mission, the friends of the king were labouring to spread an entirely different version of the affair. They represented the violent death of Thomas Beket as a mere accident, in which the

³ Epist. Anouymi ad Richardum Pictav., archidieci., ib. 478, 479.
⁴ Epist. Guili. de Tralinac ad Henricum; ib. p. 471.
king's animosity had no share. A fictitious narrative of the facts, drawn up and signed by a bishop, was sent to pope Alexander III., in the name of all the clergy of Normandy. The Norman prelates related, that being one day with the king to discuss the affairs of the church and of the state, they had suddenly learned from some persons just returned from England, that certain enemies of the archbishop, driven to extremities by his provocations, had thrown themselves upon him and killed him; that this melancholy news had been for some time concealed from the king, but that at last it had necessarily reached his ears, it being impossible to allow him longer to remain ignorant of a crime, the punishment of which appertained to him by the right of power and the sword; that at the first words of this sad recital, he had burst into lamentations, and given way to a grief which revealed the soul of the friend rather than that of the prince, now appearing stupified, now uttering cries and sobs; that he had passed three whole days shut up in his chamber, refusing all nourishment and all consolation, and seeming to have the project of putting an end to his life. "So much so," added the narrators, "that we, who at first lamented the fate of the primate, began to despair of the king, and to believe that the death of the one would calamitously involve that of the other. At length his intimate friends ventured to ask him what afflicted him to this degree, and prevented his returning to himself: 'It is,' he answered, 'that I fear the authors and accomplices of this abominable crime have promised themselves impunity, relying upon my former displeasure towards the archbishop, and that my reputation may suffer from the malevolence of my enemies, who will not fail to attribute all to me; but, by Almighty God, I have in no way concurred therein, either by will or by acquiescence, unless it be construed into a crime on my part that heretofore I disliked the archbishop.'"

This story, in which the exaggeration of the sentiments, the dramatic display, the attempt to exhibit the king as the tender friend of the primate, are manifest proofs of falsity, obtained little credit at the court of Rome or elsewhere. It

1 Epist. Arnulphi lexov. episcop. ad Alexand. III. papam, ib p. 469.
2 ib.
did not prevent the malevolent from propagating the equally false report, that Thomas Beket had been killed by the express order of Henry II. To weaken this impression, the king resolved himself to address to the pope an account of the murder and of his own deep regret, more conformable with the truth than that of the prelates of Normandy, but still inexact.\(^1\) The king took care not to admit that the four assassins had left his court after having heard him utter an exclamation of fury which might pass for an order, and he exaggerated his kindness towards the primate, alike with the offences of the latter. "I had," he said, "restored to him my friendship and the full possession of his property; I had allowed him to return to England at my expense; but, on his return there, instead of the joys of peace, he brought with him sword and flame. He questioned my royal dignity, and excommunicated my most zealous followers without reason. Then, those whom he had excommunicated, and others, no longer able to support the insolence of this man, threw themselves upon him and killed him, which I cannot relate without great grief."\(^2\)

The court of Rome at first made a great noise about the sacrilegious outrage committed upon the Lord's anointed; and when the Norman clergy sent thither, presented their credentials, and pronounced the name of Henry, by the grace of God, king of England, all the cardinals arose, exclaiming: "Hold! hold!"\(^3\) But when, on quitting the hall of audience, each had privately seen the glitter of the king's gold,\(^4\) they became much more tractable, and consented not to consider him a direct accomplice in the murder. Thus, despite the public clamour and the efforts of his enemies, the king of England was not excommunicated; and two legates proceeded from Rome to receive his justification and to absolve him.\(^5\) Things had arrived at this point, when Henry II. departed for Ireland, and by its easy conquest gave a diversion to his

---

\(^1\) For this letter and other documents connected with the history of Beket, see Appendix, Nos. III.—XVII.

\(^2\) Epist. Henrici regis ad Alexand. III papam, \(ib\). xvi 470.

\(^3\) Epist. Richardi abbatis ad Henricum, \(ib\). p. 477.

\(^4\) Epist. Anonymi ad Richarum Pictav. archidiae., \(ib\). p. 479.

disquietude. But this very success placed him in a new relation of dependence on the papal power. In the midst of his military and political labours in the country he had just conquered, he had his eyes unceasingly fixed upon the opposite coast, anxiously awaiting the coming of the Roman ambassadors. When, at length, in the Lent which closed the year 1172, he learned that the cardinals Albert and Theodin had arrived in Normandy, he laid aside everything else to visit them, and departed, leaving his conquests in Ireland to the care of Hugh de Lacy.¹

King Henry had already obtained from the court of Rome the erasure of his name from the list of persons excommunicated for the murder of Thomas Beket; but this court, then sovereign in such cases, still allowed the accusation of indirect complicity to weigh upon him.² An absolute and definitive pardon was not to be pronounced until after fresh negotiations and fresh pecuniary sacrifices. In case the king should not submit to the conditions of the treaty, the legates were charged to lay England and the continental possessions of England under interdict, which would open to the king of France admission to Brittany and Poitou. But, on the other hand, if Henry II. yielded to all their demands, the legates were to oblige the king of France, by the threat of a similar sentence, immediately to conclude peace with the other king.³

The first interview of the king of England with the two cardinals took place in a convent near Avranches. The demands of the Romans, thoroughly alive to the difficult position in which the king was placed, were so exorbitant, that the latter, notwithstanding his resolution to go a great way to please the church, refused to submit to their proposals. He said, on leaving them: "I return to Ireland, where I have much to do; as to you, go in peace throughout my territories, wherever you please, and accomplish your mission."⁴

But Henry II. reflected that the weight of his affairs in Ireland would soon be too heavy for him, unsupported by pontifical favour; and on their side, the cardinals became less ex-

² Epist. Anonymi, ut sup. p. 479.
⁴ Epist. Anonymi, p. 484.
acting. They again met, and after mutual concessions, peace was concluded between the court of Rome and the king, who, according to the official report of the legates, manifested great humility, fear of God, and obedience to the church. The conditions imposed upon Henry II. were, a money tribute towards the expenses of the war against the Saracens, the obligation to repair in person to that war, or to take the cross, as it was then called, and lastly, the abolition of the statutes of Clarendon, and of all other laws, ancient or modern, which should be condemned by the pope.

In pursuance of previous arrangement, the king went in state to the cathedral of Avranches and, laying his hand on the Gospel, swore before all the people, that he had neither ordered nor desired the death of the archbishop of Canterbury, and that, on learning it, he had felt more grief than joy. The legates repeated to him the articles of peace and the promises he had made, and he swore to execute them all in good faith and without fraudulent reservation. Henry, his eldest son and colleague in royalty, swore this at the same time with him; and, as a guarantee of this double promise, the conditions were drawn up in a charter, at the foot of which was affixed the royal seal.

This king, so lately full of haughty assumption in reference to the pontifical power, called upon the cardinals not to spare him. "Lord legates," he said, "here is my body; it is in your hands; and know, for a certainty, that whatever you order, I am ready to obey it." The legates contented themselves with making him kneel before them as they gave him absolution for his indirect complicity, exempting him from the obligation to receive upon his bare back the stripes ordinarily administered to penitents. The same day he forwarded to England letters sealed with his great seal, announcing to all the bishops that they were thenceforth dispensed from keeping their promise to observe the statutes of Clarendon, and to the nation, that peace was re-established, to the honour of God and of the church, of the king and of

1 Alberti et Theodwini cardinal. epist., apud Script. rer. Gallic. et Franc., xvi. 486.
2 Epist. Anonymi, ubi sup.
3 Ib. p. 485.
4 Roger. de Hoveden, p. 529.
5 Epist. Anonymi, p. 486.
6 Alberti et Theodwini ep., ut sup.
the kingdom. A pontifical decree, declaring the archbishop saint and martyr, with which the legates had come provided as a diplomatic document necessary to their purpose, was also sent to England, with orders to promulgate it in the churches, public squares, and in all the places where previously those who had dared to call the assassination of the king's enemy a crime, had been flogged and pilloried.

On the arrival of this news and of the brief of canonization, there was great commotion among the high personages of England, laymen and clergy, thus suddenly called upon to change their language and opinion, and to adopt as an object of public worship the man whom they had persecuted with such fierce inveteracy. The earls, viscounts, and barons who had awaited Thomas Beket on the sea-shore, to kill him, the bishops who had insulted him in his exile, who had envenomed the king's hatred against him, and brought to Normandy the denunciation which occasioned his death, assembled in the great hall of Westminster, to hear the reading of the papal brief, which was couched in these terms:—

"We give you all to wit, whoever you be, and enjoin you by our apostolic authority, solemnly to celebrate the memory of Thomas, the glorious martyr of Canterbury, every year on the day of his passion, so that by addressing your prayers and vows to him, you may obtain the pardon of your offences, and that he, who living underwent exile, and dying suffered martyrdom for the cause of Christ, being invoked by the faithful, may intercede for us with God."  

Scarcelly was the reading of this letter concluded, when all the Normans, priests and laymen together, raised their voices and exclaimed: "Te Deum laudamus." While some of the bishops continued to chant the verses of the hymn of thanksgiving, the others burst into tears, saying, with passionate sobs: "Alas! miserable creatures that we are! we had not for our father all the respect we owed him, neither in his exile, nor when he returned from exile, nor even after his return. Instead of assisting him in his troubles, we obstinately persecuted him. We confess our error and our iniquity." And as though these individual exclamations were

2 Matthew Paris, i 127.
3 ib. 4 Radulf de Dicteto, p. 127.
not enough to prove to king Henry II. that his faithful bishops of England could turn whichever way the wind of his royal will blew, they arranged among themselves that one of them should, in public, in the name of the others, pronounce their solemn confession. Gilbert Foliot, bishop of London, once the most eager persecutor of the primate, the man most deeply compromised with the pontifical court for the part he had taken in the persecution of the new saint, and in the catastrophe which had crowned them, swore publicly that he had not participated in the death of the archbishop, either by deed, word, or writing. He was one of those who, by their complaints and their false statements, had so violently excited the king’s anger against the primate; but an oath wiped out all; the Romish church was satisfied, and Foliot retained his see.

The political advantages which were to result from this great change were speedily obtained by the king of England. First, by the mediation of the legates, he had an interview with the king of France on the frontiers of Normandy, and concluded peace upon conditions as favourable as he could hope for. Next, as the price of the relinquishment he had just made of his former projects of ecclesiastical reform, he received from pope Alexander III. the following bull relative to the affairs of Ireland: “Alexander, bishop, servant of the servants of God, to his dearly beloved and illustrious son Henry, king of England, salutation, grace, and apostolic benediction.

"Seeing that the gifts granted for good and valid cause by our predecessors, ought to be ratified and confirmed by us, having maturely weighed and considered the grant and privilege of possession of the land of Hibernia, belonging to us, delivered by our predecessor Adrian, we ratify, confirm, and grant, in like manner, the said grant and privilege, reserving the annual pension of a penny from each house, due to Saint Peter and the Roman church, as well in Hibernia as in England, and providing also that the people of Hibernia be reformed in their lives and in their abominable manners, that they become Christian in fact as in name, and that the church

1 Radulf de Diceto, col. 560.
2 Girald. Cambrensis, Hibernia expugnata.
of that country, as rude and disorderly as the nation itself, be brought under better laws.”

In support of this donation of an entire people, body, and goods, a sentence of excommunication handed over to Satan all who should dare to deny the rights of king Henry and his heirs over Ireland.

Everything now appeared settled in the most satisfactory manner, for the great grandson of the conqueror of England. The man who had troubled him for nine years was no more; and the pope who had made use of the obstinate determination of that man to alarm the ambition of the king, now amicably aided the king in his projects of conquest. That nothing might disturb his repose, he dispensed him, by absolution, from all the remorse which might trouble his conscience, after a murder committed, if not by his order, at least to please him. He even exempted him, by implication, from the obligation of punishing those who had committed that murder, in excess of zeal for his interest; and the four Normans, Traci, Morville, Fitz-Ours, and Le Breton, dwelt safely and at peace in a royal castle in the north of England. No justice prosecuted them but that of public opinion, which spread a thousand sinister reports respecting them; for example, that even animals were horrified at their presence, and that the dogs refused to touch the bones from their table. In gaining the sanction of the pope against Ireland, Henry II. was, by this augmentation of external power, amply recompensed for the diminution of his influence over ecclesiastical affairs; and there is nothing to show that he did not readily assent to the latter sacrifice. A pure taste for good was not the motive which had actuated him in his legislative reforms; and it will be remembered that he had already more than once proposed to the pope to abandon to him the statutes of Clarendon, and still more, if on his side he would consent to sacrifice Thomas Beket. Thus, after protracted turmoil and agitation, Henry II. enjoyed in repose the delight of satisfied ambition: but this calm was of brief duration; new vexations, with which, by a singular fatality, was again mixed up the memory of the archbishop, soon afflicted the king.

2 Matthew Paris, i. 125.
The reader bears in mind that, during the life of the primate, Henry, being unsuccessful in persuading the pope to deprive him of his title, had resolved to abolish the primacy itself, and with this view had caused his eldest son to be crowned by the archbishop of York.

This step, apparently of no other importance than that it attacked in its foundation the hierarchy established by the conquest, had consequences which none had foreseen. As there were two kings of England, the courtiers and flatterers having, as it were, double employment, divided themselves between the father and the son. The younger and more active in intrigue sided with the latter, whose reign offered a longer perspective of favour. A peculiar circumstance more especially procured him the affection of the Aquitans and Poitevins, able, insinuating, persuasive men, eager after novelty, and prompt to avail themselves of any opportunity of weakening the Anglo-Norman power, which they obeyed with reluctance. The good understanding between Eleanor of Guîenne and her husband had long ceased to exist. The latter, once in possession of the honours and titles which the daughter of earl William had brought to him as her portion, and for which, as the old historians say, he had alone loved and married her, kept mistresses of every rank and nation. The duchess of Aquitaine, passionate and vindictive as a woman of the south, endeavoured to inspire her sons with aversion towards their father, and by treating them with the utmost tenderness and indulgence, to raise up in them a support against him. Ever since the eldest had shared the royal dignity, she had given him friends, councillors, and confidants, who, during the father's numerous absences, excited as much as possible the ambition and pride of the young man. They had little difficulty in persuading him that his father, in crowning him king, had fully abdicated in his favour; that he alone was king of England, and that no other person ought to assume the title or exercise the sovereign authority.

The old king, as Henry II. was now designated, soon perceived

---
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the evil designs which the confidants of his son sought to inculcate upon him; he several times obliged him to change his friends, and to dismiss those whom he most loved. But these measures, which the continual occupations of Henry II. upon the continent and in Ireland prevented him from following up, angered the young man without correcting him, and gave him a sort of right to call himself persecuted, and to complain of his father. Things were in this position when peace was re-established, by the mediation of the pope, between the kings of France and of England. One of the causes of their last quarrel was that king Henry, when crowning his son by the hands of the archbishop of York, had not, at the same time, crowned his son's wife, Marguerite, the daughter of the king of France. This grievance was now remedied; and Marguerite, crowned queen, requested to visit her father at Paris. Henry II., having no reasons to oppose to this demand, allowed the young king to accompany his wife to the court of France; and, on their return, found his son more discontented than ever: he complained of being a king without land or treasure, and of not having a house of his own in which to live with his wife; he went so far as to ask his father to resign to him, in full sovereignty, the kingdom of England, the duchy of Normandy, or the earldom of Anjou. The old king counselled him to remain quiet, and to have patience until the time when the succession to all his territories would fall to him naturally. This answer raised the anger of the young man to the highest point; and from that day forth, say the contemporary historians, he did not address a single word of peace to his father.

Henry II. entertaining fears as to his conduct, and desiring closely to observe him, made him travel with him in the province of Aquitaine. They held their court at Limoges, where Raymond, count of Toulouse, quitting his alliance with the king of France, came to do homage to the king of England, pursuant to the vacillating policy of the southerns, ever balancing and passing alternately from one to the other
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of the kings their enemies. Count Raymond made a fictitious transfer to his ally of the territory he governed, which was then by a similar legal fiction returned to him to hold in fief, he taking in respect of it the oath taken by a vassal to whom a lord really conceded an estate. He swore to observe to Henry fealty and honour, to give him aid and counsel towards and against all, never to betray his secrets, and to reveal to him, on occasion, the secrets of his enemies. When the count of Toulouse came to this last portion of the oath of homage:—"I have to warn you," he said to the king, "to secure your castles of Poitou and Guienne, and to distrust your wife and son." Henry took no public notice of this information, indicating a plot which the count of Toulouse had been solicited to join; but he availed himself of several large hunting-parties, as they seemed, composed of his most devoted adherents, to visit the fortresses of the country, place them in a state of defence, and assure himself of the men who commanded them.

On their return from this progress in Aquitaine, the king and his son stopped to sleep at Chinon, and in the night, the son, without notice to his father, quitted him, and proceeded to Alençon. The father pursued, but failed to overtake him; the young man went to Argentan, and thence during the night into the territory of France. As soon as the old king heard this, he mounted his horse, and with the utmost possible rapidity visited the whole frontier of Normandy, inspecting the fortresses, and placing them in a state of defence against surprise. He then sent despatches to all his castellans of Anjou, Brittany, Aquitaine, and England, ordering them to repair and guard with redoubled care their fortresses and towns. Messengers also repaired to the king of France, to learn what were his intentions, and to claim the fugitive in the name of paternal authority.

2 Formulæ homagii et ligantiae; Ducange, Glossar. ad Script. mediae et infimæ lat.
3 Gaufredus, loco sup. cit.
4 Ib.
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King Louis received these ambassadors in full court, having at his right hand young Henry, attired in royal robes. When the messengers had presented their despatches, according to the ceremonial of the time: "From whom bring you this message?" asked the king of France. "From Henry, king of England, duke of Normandy, duke of Aquitaine, earl of the Angevins and of the Manceaux." "That is false," answered the king, "for here at my side is Henry king of England, who has nothing to say to me through you. But if it be the father of this king, the late king of England, to whom you give these titles, know that he is dead since the day on which his son assumed the crown; and if he still pretends to be king, after having, in the sight of the world resigned the kingdom to his son, it is a matter we shall soon remedy."

And, in effect, young Henry was acknowledged sole king of England, in a general assembly of all the barons and bishops of the kingdom of France. King Louis VII. and, after him, all the lords, swore, their hands on the Gospel, to assist the son with all their power to conquer the territories of his father. The king of France had a great seal made with the arms of England, that Henry the Younger might affix this token of legality to his charters and despatches. As a first act of sovereignty, the latter made donations of lands and honours in England and upon the continent to the principal lords of France, and to other enemies of his father. He confirmed to the king of Scotland the conquests which his predecessor had made in Northumberland; and gave to the earl of Flanders the whole county of Kent, with the castles of Dover and Rochester. He gave to the count of Boulogne a vast domain near Lincoln, with the county of Mortain in Normandy; and to the earl of Blois, Amboise, Chateau Reynault, and five hundred pounds of silver from the revenues of Anjou. Other donations were made to several barons of England and Normandy, who had promised to declare against the old king; and Henry the Younger sent despatches, sealed with his new royal seal, to his own friends, his mother's friends, and even to the pope, whom he endea-

2 Roger. de Hoveden, p. 533.
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voured to gain over by the offer of greater advantages than the court of Rome then derived from its friendship with Henry II. This last letter was, in some measure, the manifesto of insurrection; for it was to the sovereign pontiff that were then made the appeals which, in our times, are addressed to public opinion.

A singular peculiarity of this manifesto is, that Henry the Younger assumes therein all the titles of his father, except that of duke of Aquitaine, doubtless the better to conciliate the favour of the people of that country, unwilling to acknowledge any right over them but that of the daughter of their last national chief. A still more remarkable circumstance is the origin which the young king attributes to his quarrel with his father, and the manner in which he justifies himself for having violated the commandment of God, which prescribes honour to father and to mother. "I pass over in silence," says the letter, "my own personal injuries, to come to that which has most powerfully influenced me. The reprobate villains who, even in the very temple, massacred my foster father, the glorious martyr of Christ, Saint Thomas of Canterbury, remain safe and unharmed; they have still deep root in the land; no act of royal justice has pursued them after so frightful a crime. I could not endure this negligence, and this was the first and principal cause of the present discord. The blood of the martyr cried out to me; I could not comply with his demand, I could not give him the vengeance and the honours due to him; but I at least evinced my respect for him by visiting his sepulchre, in the sight and to the astonishment of the whole realm. My father was greatly incensed against me for so doing; but I, certes, heed not the offending a father, when the alternative is offending Christ, for whom we ought to abandon both father and mother. This is the origin of our dissensions; hear me then, most holy father, and judge my cause; for it will be truly just, if it be justified by thy apostolic authority."¹

To appreciate these assertions at their just value, it will be sufficient to recal to mind the proclamations issued by the young king himself, when Thomas Beket came to London.

¹ Henrici, filii Henrici II. ad Alexandrum papam epist., ib. xvi. 644.
Then, it was by his express command that access to the capital and to all the towns in England, except Canterbury, was forbidden to the archbishop, and that every man who had presented his hand to him, in token of welcome, was declared a public enemy. The remembrance of these notorious facts was still fresh in the memory of the people, and hence, doubtless, the general surprise occasioned by the visit of the persecutor to the tomb of the persecuted, if the visit, indeed, be not altogether fabulous. To this statement, set forth with all the forms of deference that could flatter the pride of the Roman pontiff, the young king added a sort of scheme of the new administration which he proposed to institute throughout his father's states. Should God grant him permission to conquer them, he intended, he wrote, to reinstate ecclesiastical elections in all their liberty, without the intervention in any way or degree of the royal power; he proposed that the revenues of vacant churches should be reserved for the future incumbent, and no longer be levied for the revenue, not being able to endure that the "property of the cross acquired by the blood of the Crucified, should administer to that luxury and splendour, without which kings cannot live." That the bishops should have full power to excommunicate and to interdict, to bind and to loose, throughout the kingdom, and that no member of the clergy should ever be cited before lay judges, as Christ before Pilate. Henry the Younger offered further to add to these regulations any which the pope might be pleased to suggest, and lastly, intreated him to write officially to all the clergy of England, "that by the inspiration of God, and the intercession of the new martyr, her king had conferred liberties upon them which would excite their joy and gratitude." Such a declaration would indeed have been of great assistance to the young man, who, looking upon his father as already dead, styled himself Henry the Third. But the court of Rome, too prudent lightly to abandon the certain for the uncertain, was in no haste to answer this despatch, and until fortune should declare herself in a more decisive manner, preferred the alliance of the father to that of the son.

Besides this son, who was commonly called the young king,

in the Norman language, *li reys Josnes*, and *lo reis Joves* in the
dialect of the southern provinces, the king of England had three
others: Richard, whom, notwithstanding his youth, his father
had created earl of Poitiers, and who was called Richard of Poi-
tiers; Geoffroy, earl of Brittany, and lastly, John, surnamed
*Sans-terre* (Lackland), because he alone, of them all, had
neither government nor province.\(^1\) The latter was too young
to take a part in the quarrel between his father and his eldest
brother; but the two others embraced the cause of the latter
under the influence of their mother, and secretly urged on by
their vassals of Poitou and Brittany.\(^2\)

It was with the vast portion of Gaul now united under the
authority of Henry II., as it had been with the whole of Gaul,
in the time of the Frank emperor, Lodewig, commonly called
Louis-le-pieux, or le Debonnaire. The populations who dwelt
south of the Loire would no more be associated with those
who resided north of that river, or with the people of England,
than the Gauls and Italians of the empire of Charlemagne
with the Germans under the sceptre of a German king. The
rebellion of the sons of Henry II. concurring with these na-
tional distastes, and associating with them, as formerly that
of the children of Louis-le-Debonnaire, could not fail to repro-
duce, although in a more limited arena, the dark scenes which
signalized the discords of the family of the Frank Cæsars.\(^3\)
The sword once drawn between father and son, neither
would be permitted to return it at his pleasure to the scab-
bard; for connected with the two rival parties in this domestic
war there were nations, there were popular interests, which
would not turn with the vacillations of paternal indulgence or
of filial repentance.

Richard of Poitiers and Geoffroy of Brittany quitted Aqui-
taine, where they resided with their mother Eleanor, to join
their eldest brother at the court of France. Both arrived there
in safety; but their mother, on her way to the same court,
was arrested, disguised as a man, and thrown into prison by
order of the king of England.\(^4\) On the arrival of the two
young brothers, the king of France made them swear solemnly

\(^2\) *Script. rer. Gallic. et Francic., xvi. 644, in notis.*
\(^3\) *Ib*
\(^4\) *Gervas. Cantuar., Chron., col. 1424.*
as their elder brother had done, never to conclude a peace or truce with their father, but through the barons of France. The war then commenced on the frontiers of Normandy. As soon as the news of these events spread over England, the whole country was in a state of excitement. Many men of Norman race, and especially the younger men, declared for the son's party; the Saxon population, as a body, remained indifferent to the dispute; individually, the serfs and vassals took the side which their lord adopted. The citizens were enrolled, whether they would or no, in the cause of the earls or viscounts who governed the towns, and armed, either for father or son.

Henry II. was now in Normandy, and well nigh each day witnessed the departure from his palace of one or more of his most trusted courtiers, men who had eaten at his table, and to whom he had, with his own hands, given the belt of knighthood. "It was for him," says a contemporary, "the extreme of grief and despair to see, leaving him for the enemy, one after the other, the guards of his chamber, those to whom he had confided his person and his life; for almost every night some one depart-ed, whose absence was discovered at the morning call." In this deserted condition, and amidst the dangers it presented, the king displayed much apparent tranquillity. He followed the chase more earnestly than ever; he was gay and affable to the companions who remained with him, and replied with gentleness to the demands of those who, profiting by his critical position, required exorbitant remuneration for their fidelity. His greatest hope was in the assistance of foreigners. He sent to great distances, soliciting the aid of kings who had sons. He wrote to Rome, soliciting from the pope the excommunication of his enemies; and in order to obtain in this court an influence superior to that of his adversaries, he made to the apostolic see that admission of vassalage, which William the Conqueror had so haughtily
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refused. His letter to pope Alexander III. contained the following passages: "You, whom God has raised to the sublimity of the pastoral functions, to give to his people the knowledge of salvation, though absent in body, present in mind, I throw myself at your feet. To your jurisdiction appertains the kingdom of England, and I am bound and held to you by all the obligations which the law imposes on feudatories. Let England then experience what the Roman pontiff can effect, and as you do not employ material weapons, defend the patrimony of the blessed Peter with the spiritual sword."

The pope met this demand by ratifying the sentences of excommunication which the bishops who remained faithful to the king had hurled against the partisans of his sons. He sent, moreover, a special legate, charged to re-establish domestic peace, and to take care that this peace, whatever its conditions in other respects, should be productive of some new advantage to the princes of the Roman church.

Meantime, on one side the king of France and Henry the Younger, and on the other, the earls of Flanders and Brittany, passed in arms the frontier of Normandy. Richard, the second son of the king of England, had repaired to Poitou, and most of the barons of that country rose in his cause, rather from hatred to the father than from love for the sons. Those who, in Brittany, some years before, had formed a national league, revived their confederation, and armed apparently for count Geoffroy, but in reality for their own independence. Thus attacked at once on several points, the king of England had no troops on whom he could fully rely, but twenty thousand of the mercenaries, then called Brabançons, Cotereaux, or Routiers, bandits in time of peace, soldiers in time of war, serving indifferently every cause; as brave as any other troops of the period, and better disciplined. With a portion of this army, Henry II. arrested the progress of the king of France; the other portion he sent against the revolted

1 See ante, Book VI.
3 Rotrodi ad Ahenoram epist., ib. p. 629.
4 Chron. S. Albini, ib. xii. 483.
5 Ib.—Roger. de Hoveden, p. 534.

Bretons, who were defeated in a pitched battle by the military experience of the Brabançons, and compelled to retreat to their castles and to the town of Dol, which the king of England besieged and took in a few days.¹

The defeat of the Bretons diminished the ardour, not of the sons of king Henry and their Norman, Angevin, or Aquitan partisans, but of the king of France, who, above all things, desired to carry on the war at the least possible expense. Fearing to be involved in a too great expenditure of men and money, or desirous of essaying other political combinations, he one day said to the rebellious sons, that they would do well to effect a reconciliation with their father.

The young princes, constrained by the will of their ally to a sudden return of filial affection, followed him to the place appointed for the conference of peace.² Not far from Gisors, in a vast plain, there stood a gigantic elm, whose branches had been artificially bent down to the earth, forming a covered circle, under which, from time immemorial, the interviews of the dukes of Normandy and the kings of France had taken place.³ Thither came the two kings, accompanied by their archbishops, bishops, earls, and barons. The sons of Henry II. made their demands, and the father seemed disposed to make them considerable concessions. He offered to the eldest, one half of the royal revenues of England and four good fortresses in that country, if he chose to reside there, or, if he preferred it, three castles in Normandy, one in Maine, one in Anjou, and one in Touraine, with all the revenues of his ancestors the earls of Anjou, and half the revenues of Normandy.⁴ He offered, in like manner, lands and revenues to Richard and Geoffrey. But this facility on his part, and his earnest desire to remove permanently every source of dissension between his sons and himself, alarmed the king of France,⁵ who, no longer desiring peace, allowed the partisans of Henry's sons, who greatly feared it, to create obstacles and intrigues tending to break off the negotiations thus favourably commenced.⁶ One of these men, Robert de Beau-

mont, earl of Leicester, went so far as to insult the king of England to his face, and to lay his hand on his sword.\footnote{1} He was withheld from actual violence by the surrounding nobles; but the tumult which ensued stayed all accommodation, and hostilities soon recommenced between the father and the sons. Henry the Younger and Geoffroy remained with the king of France; Richard returned to Poitou; and Robert de Beaumont, who had personally menaced the king, went to England to join Hugh Bigot, one of the richest barons of the land, and a zealous partisan of the rebellion.\footnote{2}

Ere earl Robert could reach his town of Leicester, it was attacked by Richard de Lucy, the king’s grand justiciary. The earl’s men-at-arms made a vigorous defence, and compelled the Saxon burgesses to fight for them; but part of the rampart giving way, the Norman soldiers retreated into the castle, leaving the town to its fate.\footnote{3} The burgesses continued their resistance, unwilling to yield at discretion to men who deemed it a venial sin to kill an insurgent Englishman. Obliged at length to capitulate, they purchased, for three hundred pounds of silver, permission to withdraw from the town, and to proceed wherever they thought fit.\footnote{4} They sought a refuge upon the lands of the church: some went to Saint Alban’s, and many to Bury Saint Edmund’s, named after a martyr of English race, who, according to the popular notion, was ever ready to protect his countrymen against the tyranny of the foreigners. On their departure, the town was dismantled by the royal troops, who broke down the gates and levelled the walls.\footnote{5} While the English of Leicester were thus punished because their Norman governor had taken part in the revolt, one of the lieutenants of that governor, Anquetil Malory, having collected a body of earl Robert’s vassals and partisans, attacked Northampton, held by its viscount for the king. The viscount obliged the burgesses to take up arms for his party in the same way that those of Leicester had been compulsorily armed on the other side. A great number were killed and wounded, and two hundred taken prisoners.\footnote{6} Such was the calamitous part played by

\footnote{1}{Roger. de Hoveden, p 536.}
\footnote{2}{\textit{Ib} — Joh. Bromton, col. 1095.}
\footnote{3}{Matth. Paris, i. 128.}
\footnote{4}{\textit{Ib}.}
\footnote{5}{\textit{Ib}.}
\footnote{6}{Joh. Bromton, col. 1093.}
the population of English race in the civil war of the sons of their conquerors.

The natural sons of king Henry had remained faithful to their father, and one of them, Geoffroy, bishop of Lincoln, vigorously urged on the war, besieging the castles and fortresses of the barons on the other side.\(^1\) Meantime, Richard had been fortifying the towns and castles of Poitou and Angoumois, and it was against him that the king now marched with his faithful Brabançons, leaving Normandy, where he had most friends, to combat the king of France. He laid siege to Saintes, then defended by two castles, one of which bore the name of the Capitol, a reminiscence of old Rome preserved in several cities of southern Gaul.\(^2\) After taking the fortresses of Saintes, Henry attacked with his war machines the two towers of the episcopal church, wherein the partisans of Richard had fortified themselves.\(^3\) He took it, with the fort of Taillebourg and several other castles, and, on his return to Anjou, devastated all the frontier of Poitou, burning the houses, and uprooting the vines and fruit trees.\(^4\) He had scarcely arrived in Normandy, when he learned that his eldest son and the earl of Flanders, having assembled a large naval force, were preparing to make a descent upon England.\(^5\) This news decided him upon immediately returning to that country; he took with him, as prisoners, his wife Eleanor, and his daughter-in-law Marguerite, the daughter of the king of France.\(^6\)

From Southampton, where he landed, the king proceeded to Canterbury, and, as soon as he beheld its cathedral church, at three miles distance, he dismounted from his horse, quitted his silken robes, took off his shoes, and continued his journey barefoot upon the stony and, at that moment, muddy road.\(^7\) Arrived at the church which contained the tomb of Thomas Beket, he prostrated himself with his face to the earth,

---

\(^1\) *Ib.*—Chron. S. Albini, p. 483.

\(^2\) _Spitellum, præsidum majus._ (Rad. de Diceto, col. 575.)

\(^3\) *Ib._

\(^4\) Benedict Petroburg., p. 158.

\(^5\) Chron. S. Albini, p. 484.

\(^6\) _et Brabantencos_ (Benedict Petroburg., p. 159.)

weeping and sobbing, in sight of all the people of the town, attracted thither by the ringing of the bells. The bishop of London, the same Gilbert Foliot who had been the greatest enemy of Beket in his lifetime, and who, after his death, had proposed to throw his body upon a dunghill, mounted the pulpit, and, addressing the congregation: “All you here present,” he said, “know that Henry, king of England, invoking, for the salvation of his soul, God and the holy martyr, protests before you that he neither ordered, wished, nor wilfully caused, nor desired in his heart the death of the martyr. But, as it is possible, that the murderers availed themselves of some words imprudently escaping him, he declares that he seeks penitential chastisement of the bishops here assembled, and consents to submit his bare back to the discipline of the rod.”

And in effect, the king, accompanied by a great number of Norman bishops and abbots, and by all the Norman and Saxon priests of the chapter of Canterbury, proceeded to the subterranean church, where two years before the body of the archbishop had been placed as in a fortress to remove it from the insults of the royal officers. Here, kneeling upon the tomb-stone, and stripping off his clothes, he placed himself, with bare back in the posture in which his justiciaries had placed the English who were publicly whipped for having received Thomas on his return from exile, or for having honoured him as a saint. Each of the bishops, the parts being previously arranged, took one of those whips with several lashes, used in the monasteries to inflict ecclesiastical correction, and which, for that reason, were called disciplines. Each struck two or three gentle blows on the king’s shoulders, saying: “As thy Redeemer was scourged for the sins of men, so be thou scourged for thy own sin.” From the hands of the bishops, the whips passed into those of the priests, who were in great numbers, and for the most part of English race. These sons of the serfs of the conquest impressed the marks of the whip upon the flesh of the grandson of the Conqueror,
with a secret satisfaction, revealed by some bitter jests in the
contemporary narratives of the affair.¹

But neither this joy nor this triumph of a moment, pro-
duced any fruit for the English population; on the contrary,
that population was duped in this scene of hypocrisy acted be-
fore it by the king of Angevin race. Henry II. seeing the
greater number of his continental subjects turning against
him, recognised the necessity of rendering himself popular
with the Saxons in order to gain their support. He thought
lightly of a few strokes of a whip, could he at such a price
obtain the loyal services which the English populace had
rendered to his ancestor, Henry I. In fact, since the murder
of Thomas Beket, the love of this new martyr had become the
passion, or more accurately, the madness of the English na-
tion. The religious worship with which the memory of the
archbishop was surrounded, had weakened, had superseded,
well nigh every patriotic reminiscence. No tradition of na-
tional independence was more powerful than the deep im-
pression produced by those nine years, during which a primate
of Saxon race had been the object of the hopes, the prayers,
the conversation of every Saxon. A marked proof of sympathy
with this popular sentiment was, then, the most effective at-
traction by which the king could draw the native English to
him, and render them, in the words of an old historian, “ma-
nageable in bit and harness.”² This was the true cause of
the pilgrimage of Henry II. to the tomb of him whom he had,
at first, loved as the companion of his pleasures, and afterwards
mortal hated as his political opponent.

“After having been thus whipped, of his own free will,”
says the contemporary narration, “he persevered in his
prayers to the holy martyr, all day and all night, taking no
nourishment, leaving the church for no need; as he had come,
so he remained, allowing no carpet or similar thing to be
placed under his knees. After matins, he made the circuit
of the upper church, prayed before all the altars and all the

¹ Disciplinales percussiones singulas, velut quasdam secundas quadra-
genae apostolicas, immo regias annonas et usque tune inauditas, accepit.
Consuetudines etiam illas, quae inter martyrem et ipsum fuerunt totius dis-
sensionis maternae—abdicavit malas et imquas. (Vita B. Thomæ quadrip.,
ut sup.)

² En populo phaleras! (Script. rer. Gallic. et Francic., xvi.)
relics, and then returned to the tomb of the saint. On Saturday, when the sun had risen, he heard mass; then, having drunk water blessed by the martyr, and filled a flask with it, he joyously departed from Canterbury."

This ostentatious display of contrition had entire success; it was with perfect enthusiasm that the burgesses of the towns, and the serfs of the country, heard it preached in the churches that the king had reconciled himself with the blessed martyr, by penitence and tears. It happened, by chance, that at the same time, William, king of Scotland, who had made an hostile incursion upon the English territory, was defeated and made prisoner near Alnwick in Northumberland. The Saxon population, passionately intent upon the honour of Saint Thomas, viewed in this victory a manifest token of the benevolence and protection of the martyr, and from that day forth sided with the old king, whom the saint thus evidently favoured. Acting upon this superstitious impulse, the native English enrolled themselves in crowds under the royal banner, and fought with ardour against the accomplices of revolt. Poor and despised as they were, they formed the great mass of the population, and nothing can resist such a power when it is organized. The enemy were defeated in every county, their castles taken by assault, and numbers of earls and barons made prisoners. "So many were taken," says a contemporary, "that they could hardly procure cords enough wherewith to bind them, or prisons enough wherein to confine them." This rapid series of victories arrested the project of descent upon England formed by Henry the Younger and the earl of Flanders.

But on the continent, where the populations subject to the king of England had no national affection for the English Beket, the affairs of Henry II. prospered no better after his visit and his flagellation at the martyr’s tomb than before. On the contrary, the Poitevins and Bretons recovered from their first defeat, and renewed more firmly their patriotic associations. Eudes de Porrhoet, whose daughter the king of England had formerly dishonoured, and whom the same king had subsequently banished, returned from exile, and again

1 Gervas. Cantuar., Chron., col. 1427.
2 Giraldus Cambrensis, Hibernia expugnata, p. 782.
3 Ib.
4 Chron. Allini. p. 483
rallied in Brittany all who were weary of the Norman domination.\(^1\) The malcontents made some daring excursions that gave to Breton temerity celebrity all over the continent. In Aquitaine, Richard's party also resumed courage, and fresh troops of insurgents assembled in the mountainous parts of Poitou and Perigord, under the same chiefs who, a few years before, had risen in arms at the instigation of the king of France.\(^2\) Hatred of the foreign power collected around the lords of the castles the inhabitants of the towns and villages, men free in body and goods; for servitude did not exist south of the Loire, as it did north of that river.\(^3\) Barons, castellans, and portionless sons of castellans, also adopted the same side, from a motive less pure, the hope of making a fortune by the war.\(^4\) They opened the campaign by attacking the rich abbots and bishops of the country, most of whom, according to the spirit of their order, supported the cause of established power. They pillaged their domains, or, arresting them on the highways, shut them up in their castles till they paid ransom.\(^5\) Among these prisoners was the archbishop of Bordeaux, who, according to the papal instructions, had excommunicated the enemies of the elder Henry in Aquitaine, as the archbishop of Rouen excommunicated them in Normandy, Anjou, and Brittany.\(^6\)

At the head of the insurgents of Guienne figured, less from his fortune and rank, than from his indefatigable ardour, Bertrand de Born, seigneur of Haute-Fort, near Perigueux, a man who combined in the highest degree all the qualities necessary to the fulfilment of a distinguished part in the middle ages.\(^7\) He was a warrior and a poet, a man ever under the impulsive influence of an excessive need of action, of emotion; of an activity and an ability which he employed wholly in political affairs. But this agitation, vain and turbulent in appearance, was not without a real object, without a close reference to the welfare of his native land. This extraordi-

---

2. Acheri Spicilegium, iii. 565  
6. *Ib.*  
nary man appears to have had the profound conviction, that
his country, adjoining the states of the kings of France and of
England, had no other escape from the dangers which ever
threatened it, on one side or the other, but in war between
its two enemies. Such seems to have been the idea which,
during Bertrand's life, guided his actions and his conduct.
“At all times,” says his Provençal biographer, “he desired
that war should be between the king of France and the king
of England, and if the kings made peace or truce, he worked
and toiled to undo that peace or that truce.” With this view,
Bertrand employed all his address to develop and envenom
the quarrel between the king of England and his sons; he
was one of those who, gaining an ascendancy over the mind
of young Henry, aroused his ambition and excited him to
revolt. He gained equal influence over the other sons, and
even over their father, ever to their detriment and to the
profit of Aquitaine. This is the testimony rendered of him
by his ancient biographer, with all the pride of a man of the
south, setting forth the moral superiority of one of his coun-
trymen over the kings and princes of the north: “He was
master whenever he pleased of king Henry of England and
his sons, and always did he desire that they should all of
them, the father, the sons and the brothers, be at war with
each other.”

His efforts, crowned with complete success, obtained for
him an ill reputation with those who saw in him only a
counsellor of domestic discord, a man seeking maliciously,
to speak the mystic language of the period, to raise blood
against flesh, to divide the head from the members. It is
for this reason that Dante makes him, in his Inferno, suffer
a punishment analogous with the figurative expression by
which his offence was designated. “I saw, and still seem to
see, a body without a head advancing towards us, carrying
its severed head in its hand by the hair, like a lantern. Know
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1 E s'il avian patz ni treva, ades se penava e s'percassava ab sos surventes de desfaz patz. (Id. ib.)
2 Id. ib.
3 Seingner era, totas ves quan se volia, del rei Enric d'Englaterra et del fils de lui; mas totz temps volia que ill aguesson guerra ensens, lo pare et lo fils, e'l fraire l'un ab l'autre. (Ib.)
4 Roger. de Hoveden, p. 534.
that I am Bertrand de Born, he who gave ill counsel to the young king."

But Bertrand did something more: he was not content with giving to young Henry that counsel against his father which the poet terms ill counsel; he gave to him similar counsel against his brother Richard, and when the young king was dead, to Richard against the old king; and lastly, when the latter was dead, to Richard against the king of France, and to the king of France against Richard. He never allowed them to remain for an instant upon a good understanding, but constantly animated them one against the other, by the sirventès or satirical songs so greatly in vogue at that time.

Poetry then played a great part in the politics of the countries south of the Loire. No peace, no war, no revolt, no diplomatic transaction, took place that was not announced, proclaimed, praised or blamed in verse. These verses, often composed by the very men who had taken an active part in the events that formed their subject, were of an energy almost inconceivable to him who regards the ancient idiom of southern Gaul, in the effeminate aspect it has assumed since the French dialect has replaced it as a literary language.

The songs of the *trobadores*, or Provençal, Toulousan, Dauphinese, Aquitainan, Poitevin, and Limousin poets, rapidly circulated from castle to castle, from town to town, doing in the twelfth century the office of newspapers, in the country comprised between the Vienne, the Isere, the mountains of Auvergne and the two seas. There was not as yet in this country any religious inquisition; men there freely and openly criticised that which the people of the other portions of Gaul scarcely dared to examine. The influence of public opinion and of popular passions, was every-

---

1 Sappi ch’ son Beltram dal Borno, quelli
Che diedi al Re Giovann’ i mai conforti.

(Inferno, canto xxviii.)

2 Every poetical composition among the Provençals which treated of any other subject than love, was called Sirventès, in old French Servantois, as being of a class inferior to amorous or chevaleresque poetry.

3 Raynouard, ut sup. passim.

4 *Trobadre*, in the oblique cases *trobador*, *trouveur*, inventor. The population of Outre-Loire, according to its system of grammar and pronunciation, used the word *trouïère* in every case.
where felt, in the cloisters of the monks as in the castles of the barons; and, coming to the subject of this history, the dispute between Henry II. and his sons so vividly excited the men of Aquitaine, that we find the impress of these emotions even in the writings, generally characterized by very little animation, of the Latin chroniclers. One of these, an anonymous dweller in an obscure monastery, cannot refrain from interrupting his narrative with a poetical prose version of the war song of the partisans of Richard.

"Rejoice, land of Aquitaine, rejoice, land of Poitou; the sceptre of the northern king recedes. Thanks to the pride of that king, the truce is at length broken between the realms of France and of England; England is desolate, and Normandy mourns. We shall see the king of the south coming to us with his great army, with his bows and his arrows. Woe to the king of the north, who dared raise his lance against the king of the south, his lord; his downfall approaches, and the stranger will devour his land."

After this outburst of joy and of patriotic hate, the author addresses Eleanor, alone of the family of Henry II. dear to the Aquitans, because she was born among them.

"Thou wert taken from thy native land and carried among strangers. Reared in abundance and delicacy, thou didst enjoy a regal liberty, thou didst live in the bower of riches, thou wert amused by the sports of thy women, by their songs, sung to the sound of the guitar and of the drum; and now, thou lamentest, thou weepest, thou art consumed with grief; return to thy cities, poor prisoner.

"Where is thy court? where are thy young companions? where thy counsellors? Some, dragged far from their country, have suffered an ignominious death; others have been deprived of their sight; others, banished men, wander over the face of the earth. Thou criest, and none listen to thee, for the northern king keeps thee inclosed like a besieged city: cry out then, cease not to cry out; raise thy voice as a trumpet, that thy sons may hear thee, for the day approaches in which they will deliver thee, and thou shalt again behold thy native land."

To these expressions of love for the daughter of the ancient

---

national chiefs, succeeds a malediction upon the cities, which, of choice or necessity, still stood out for the king of foreign race, and warlike exhortations to those of the other side, menaced with an attack of the royal troops.

"Woe to the traitors of Aquitaine! for the day of chastisement is at hand. Rochelle dreads that day; she doubles her walls and her moats; she surrounds herself on every side with the sea, and the sound of this great work is heard beyond the mountains. Flee before Richard, duke of Aquitaine, ye who inhabit that shore; for he will overthrow the proud, he will destroy the chariots and those who guide them; he will annihilate all, from the highest to the lowest, who refuse him admittance to Saintonge. Woe to those who seek aid from the king of the north! Woe to you, rich men of Rochelle, who confide in your riches! the day will come when there will be no escape for you, when flight will not save you; when the bramble, instead of gold, will fill your mansions; and when the nettle will grow on your walls.

"And thou, maritime citadel, whose bastions are high and strong, the sons of the stranger will come to thee; but soon they will all flee to their own country, in disorder and covered with shame. Fear not their threats, raise thy front boldly against the north; stand upon thy guard, place thy foot on thy entrenchments; call thy neighbours, that they may come in strength to thy aid; range in a circle around thee all who inhabit thy bosom and cultivate thy land, from the southern frontier to the gulf wherein the ocean foams."

The success of the royal cause in England soon allowed Henry II. to cross the Channel with his faithful Brabançons and a body of Welsh mercenaries, less disciplined than the Brabançons, but more impetuous, and disposed, from the very hatred they bore the king, to wage furious war upon his sons. These men, skilled in the art of military ambuscade and of partisan warfare among woods and marshes, were employed in Normandy to intercept the convoys and provisions of the French army, then besieging Rouen. They succeeded so well in this by dint of activity and address, that this great army, apprehending famine, suddenly raised the

1 Ib.  
2 Roger. de Hoveden, p. 540  
siege and withdrew. Its retreat gave king Henry the opportunity of assuming the offensive. He regained, inch by inch, all the territory that his enemies had occupied during his absence; and the French, once more weary of the enormous expenses they had so fruitlessly undergone, again informed Henry the Younger and his brother Geoffroy that they could no longer assist them, and that if they could not alone maintain the war against their father, they must be reconciled with him. The two princes, whose power was limited without foreign aid, were fain to obey. They allowed themselves to be conducted to an interview between the two kings, at which they made, perforce, diplomatic protestations of repentance and filial tenderness.

A truce was agreed upon, which would give the king of England time to go to Poitou, and force his son Richard to submit like the two others. The king of France swore that he would give Richard no more aid, and imposed the same oath on the two brothers, Henry and Geoffroy. Richard was indignant on learning that his brothers and his ally had concluded a truce from which he was excluded. But, incapable of resisting alone the forces of the king of England, he returned to him, implored his pardon, restored the towns he had fortified, and quitting Poitou, followed his father to the frontiers of Anjou and France, where a general congress or parliament was held to settle the peace. Here, under the form of a political treaty, was drawn up the act of reconciliation between the king of England and his three sons. Placing their hands in those of their father, they swore to him the oath of liege homage, the ordinary form of every compact of alliance between two men of unequal power, and so solemn in this age as to establish between the contracting parties ties reputed more inviolable than those of blood.

The historians of the epoch are careful to observe that, if the sons of king Henry II. now declared themselves his men, and swore allegiance to him, it was to remove from his mind every suspicion as to the sincerity of their return.

This reconciliation of the Angevin princes was a calami-

1 Ib.—Matth. Paris, i. 131.
2 Benedic. Petroburg., loc. sup. cit.
4 Radulf. de Diceto, p. 585.
tous event for the various populations which had taken part in their quarrels. The three sons, in whose name they had revolted, kept their oath of homage by delivering up these populations to the vengeance of their father, and themselves undertaking to execute it.\(^1\) Richard, especially, more imperious and of a more rugged temperament than his brothers, inflicted all the injury he could on his former allies of Poitou; these, reduced to despair, maintained against him the national league at the head of which they had before placed him, and pressed him so closely that the king was obliged to send him powerful succours, and to go in person to his assistance. The excitement of the people of Aquitaine increased with the danger. From one end of that vast country to the other, a war broke out, more truly patriotic than the former, because it was against the whole family of the foreign princes; but for this very reason, the success was necessarily more doubtful, and the difficulties greater.\(^2\) During nearly two years the Angevin princes and the barons of Aquitaine fought battle after battle, from Limoges to the foot of the Pyrenees, at Taillebourg, at Angouleme, at Agen, at Dax, and at Bayonne. All the towns which had adopted the party of the king's sons, were militarily occupied by Richard's troops, and overwhelmed with taxes, in punishment of their revolt.\(^3\)

Whether from policy or good feeling, Henry the Younger took no part in this odious and dishonourable war; he even maintained relations of friendship with many of the men who had supported him and his brothers. Thus he lost none of his popularity in the southern provinces, and this circumstance was, for the family of Henry II., a fresh source of discord, which the able and indefatigable Bertrand de Born laboured with all his energies to develop. He attached
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\(^1\) Et multa gravamina eis intulit. (Benedict. Petroburg., p 163.) Castella vero—multorum—passim eversa sunt (Matth. Paris, i. 181.) Ricardus—castella Pictaviæ—in nihilum redigit...similiter Gaufridus, comes Britanniaæ, castella Britanniæ subvertit; et mala multa intulit hominibus patriæ illius, qui contra patrem suum tenuerunt tempore guerræ (Benedict. Petrob., p. 163.)

\(^2\) Benedict. Petroburg., p. 164.

himself more than ever to the young king, over whom he re-
sumed all the ascendancy of a man of strong mind and reso-
lute determination. Out of this connexion arose a second
league, formed against Richard by the viscounts of Ventadour,
Limoges, and Turenne, the count of Perigord, the seigneurs
de Montfort and de Gordon, and the burgesses of the country,
under the auspices of Henry the Younger and the king of
France. Consistently with his usual policy, this king en-
tered into only vague engagements with the confederates, but
Henry the Younger made them positive promises; and Ber-
trand de Born, the soul of the confederation, proclaimed it in
a poem designed, says his biographer, to confirm his friends
in their common resolution.

Thus war recommenced in Poitou between Henry and
earl Richard. But, at the very outset, Henry the Younger
breaking his word, listened to propositions of accommo-
dation with his brother, and, for a sum of money and an
annual pension, consented to quit the country and desert the
insurgents. Without thinking any more of them or their
fate, he visited foreign courts, those of France, Provence, and
Lombardy, spending the price of his treachery, and acquiring
wherever he went high renown for magnificence and chivalry;
conspicuous in warlike jousts, which were just coming into
fashion, tourneying, resting, sleeping, solacing himself, as an
ancient historian relates.

In this way he passed more than two years, during which
the barons of Poitou, Angoumois, and Perigord, who had con-
federated under his auspices, had to sustain a fierce war at
the hands of the earl of Poitiers. Their towns and their
castles were besieged, and their lands laid waste by fire.
Among the towns attacked, Taillebourg was the last to sur-
rrender, and when all the barons had submitted to Richard,
Bertrand de Born alone still resisted in his castle of Haute-
Fort. Amidst the fatigues and anxieties attending this des-
perate struggle, he retained sufficient freedom of thought to

1 Raynouard, ut sup. v. 89.
2 Id. ib.
4 Si sojornava, tornava, e dormia, e solasava. (Id. ib. p. 86)
6 Radulf. de Diceto, loc. sup. cit.
compose verses on his own position, and satires on the cowardice of the prince who passed in amusements the days which his old friends were passing in war and in suffering.

"Since the lord Henry has no land, and seeks not to have any, let him be named the king of cowards.

"For cowardly is he who lives on the wages and wears the livery of another. The crowned king who takes the pay of another, resembles not the gallant knight of former days; since he has deceived the Poitevins, and lied to them, let him no longer hope to be loved by them." 1

Henry the Younger felt these reproaches when, satiated with the pleasure of being cited as a spendthrift and chevalereux, he again turned his attention to the more solid advantages of power and territorial wealth. He then returned to his father, and pleaded with him the cause of the people of Poitou, whom Richard was overwhelming, he said, with unjust vexations and tyrannical domination. 2 He went so far as to censure the king for not protecting them as he ought, he who was their natural defender. 3 He accompanied these complaints with personal demands, again asking for Normandy or some other territory, where he might live in a manner worthy of his rank, with his wife, and out of whose revenues he could pay the wages of his knights and sergeants. Henry II. at first firmly objected to this demand, and even constrained the young man to swear that for the future he would claim no more than one hundred Angevin livres a day for his expenses, and ten livres of the same money for his wife. But things did not long remain in this position; Henry the Younger renewed his complaints, and the king, now yielding, ordered his two other sons to swear to their eldest brother the oath of homage for the provinces of Poitou and Brittany. Geoffroy consented; but Richard refused point-blank, and, in indication of his firm intention to resist the order, placed all his towns and castles in a state of defence. 4

Henry the Younger and Geoffroy, his vassal, then marched against him, with their father's consent; and, on their enter-

1 Raynoiard, ubi sup. iv. 148.
3 Ib.
ing Aquitaine, the country once more rose against Richard. The confederacy of the towns and barons was renewed, and the king of France declared himself the ally of the young king and of the Aquitans. 1 Henry II., alarmed at the serious turn which this family quarrel thus suddenly assumed, recalled his two sons, but they disobeyed the order, and persisted in warring upon the third. Obliged to take a decisive part, unless he chose to witness the triumph of the independence of Poitou and of the ambitious aims of the king of France, he joined his forces to those of Richard, and went in person to besiege Limoges, which had opened its gates to young Henry and Geoffroy. 2 Thus the domestic war recommenced under a new aspect. It was no longer the three sons leagued together against the father, but the eldest and the youngest fighting against the other son and the father.

The historians of the south, eye-witnesses of these events, seem to have comprehended the active part taken in them by the populations, whose country was their theatre, and the national interests involved in these rivalries which appeared wholly personal. The historians of the north, on the contrary, only view in them the unnatural war of the father against the sons, and of the brothers among themselves, under the influence of an evil destiny hanging over the race of Plantagenet, in expiation of some great crime. Several sinister tales as to the origin of this family passed from mouth to mouth. It was said that Eleanor of Aquitaine had, at the court of France, a love affair with Geoffroy of Anjou, her husband's father; and that this same Geoffroy had married the daughter of Henry I. during the life of the emperor her husband; a circumstance which, in the opinion of the period, amounted to a kind of sacrilege. 3 Lastly, it was rumoured of a former countess of Anjou, grandmother of the father of Henry II., that her husband having remarked with terror that she went rarely to church, and always left it before the mass, resolved to retain her forcibly, by four squires, during that celebration; but at the moment of the consecration, the countess, throwing off the mantle by which they held her, flew out at a window and was never after seen

1 Roger. de Hoved., loc. sup. cit., p. 618.
2 Ub
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Richard of Poitiers, according to a contemporary, used to relate this adventure, and to observe: "Is it to be wondered at, that, coming from such a source, we live ill one with the other? What comes from the devil, must return to the devil!"¹

A month after the renewal of hostilities, Henry the Younger, whether from apprehension of the results of the unequal struggle in which he had engaged against his father and the most powerful of his brothers, or from a revival of filial tenderness, once more abandoned the Poitevins. He went to the camp of Henry II., revealed to him all the secrets of the confederation formed against Richard, and intreated him to interpose as mediator between his brother and himself.² His hand on the Gospel, he swore solemnly that never again would he separate from Henry, king of England, but would be faithful to him, as to his father and his lord. This sudden change of conduct was not imitated by Geoffroy, who, more pertinacious and more loyal towards the revolted Aquitans, remained with them and continued the war.³ Messengers then came to him from the old king, urging him to terminate a quarrel, which was advantageous only to the common enemies of his family. Among other envoys was a Norman priest, who, holding a cross in his hand, intreated earl Geoffroy to spare the blood of the Christians, and not to imitate the crime of Absalom. "What! thou wouldst have me relinquish my birthright?" said the young man. "God forbid, monseigneur," answered the priest; "I seek nothing to your detriment." "Thou dost not understand my words," rejoined the earl of Brittany; "it is the destiny of our family not to love each other. That is our heritage, and none of us will ever renounce it."⁴

Notwithstanding his reiterated treachery to the barons of Aquitaine, the young Henry, a man of wavering mind, and incapable of a firm decision, still maintained personal relations with several of the conspirators, and especially with Bertrand de Born. He undertook to play the part of mediator between them and his brother Richard, flattering himself with the chimerical hope of arranging the national quarrel at
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the same time with the family quarrel. To this end he made several advances to the chiefs of the league of Poitou, but he received from them nothing but haughty and hostile replies. As a last attempt, he proposed to them a conference at Limoges, offering to repair thither himself, with his father, and but a small train, to remove all distrust. The town of Limoges was at this time under siege by the king of England; it is not known whether the confederates formally consented to allow their enemy to enter, or whether the young man, eager to make himself of importance, promised more in their name than he was warranted in doing. However this may have been, when Henry II. arrived before the gates of the town, he found them closed, and he received from the ramparts a flight of arrows, one of which penetrated his doublet, and another wounded one of his knights who rode beside him. This affair passed as a mistake, and, after a fresh explanation with the insurgent chiefs, it was agreed that the king should freely enter Limoges, to confer with his son Geoffroy. They met in the great market-place; but during the interview, the Aquitans who formed the garrison of the castle, and who could not calmly witness the commencement of negotiations which would ruin all their projects of independence, shot at the old king, whom they recognised by his dress and the banner carried beside him; the bolt of a crossbow aimed at him from the ramparts of the citadel, pierced his horse’s ear. The tears came into his eyes; he had the arrow picked up, and presenting it to Geoffroy: “Say, my son,” he exclaimed, “what has thy unhappy father done to thee to deserve that thou should render him a mark for thy archers?”

Whatever the faults of Geoffroy towards his father, he was not to blame in this matter; for the archers who had aimed at the king of England were not soldiers in his pay, but his independent allies. The northern writers reproach him for not having sought out and punished them; but he had no such authority over them, and since he had bound up his cause with their national hostility, he had, whether he would or no, to undergo all the consequences. Henry the Younger, piqued

---

at finding his efforts defeated by the obstinacy of the Aquitans, declared them all incurable rebels, and that he would never make peace or truce with them, but would be faithful to his father at all times and in all places. In token of this submission, he gave his horse and arms into the king's keeping, and remained several days with him, under every appearance of the warmest friendship.¹

But by a sort of fatality in the life of king Henry's eldest son, it was ever at the moment when he was making to one party the strongest protestations of devotion, that he was most immediately about to separate from it, and to engage with the opposite party. After having, in the words of an historian of the time, eaten at the same table with his father, and placed his hand in the same dish, he suddenly quitted him, leagued again with his adversaries, and proceeded to Le Dorat, a town on the frontiers of Poitou, which the insurgents had made their head-quarters. He ate with them at the same table, as he had done with the king, swore loyalty to them towards and against all, and a few days after abandoned them to return to the other camp. Fresh scenes of tenderness took place between the father and the son, and the latter thought he acquitted his conscience in intreating the king to be merciful to the rebels. He rashly promised, in their name, the surrender of the castle of Limoges, and announced that it would suffice to send messengers to the garrison to receive its oaths and hostages. But it was not so, and those who went on this mission from the king of England were nearly all put to death by the Aquitans. Others, who were sent at the same time to Geoffroy to negotiate with him, were attacked in his presence; two were killed, a third seriously wounded, and the fourth thrown into the river from the bridge.² It was thus that the national spirit, severely, cruelly inflexible, mocked the hopes of the princes and their projects of reconciliation.

Shortly after these events, Henry II. received a message announcing to him that his eldest son, having fallen dangerously ill at Chateau-Martel, near Limoges, asked to see him.³ The king, whose mind was full of that which had just

¹ Roger. de Hoveden, loc. sup. cit.
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happened to his people, and of what had happened to himself in the two conferences at Limoges, suspected some snare on the part of the insurgents: he feared, says a contemporary author, the wickedness of these conspirators,¹ and notwithstanding the assurances of the messenger, he did not go to Chateau-Martel. A second messenger soon came to inform him that his son Henry had died on the 11th of June, in his twenty-seventh year.² The young man, in his last moments, had manifested great signs of contrition and repentance: he had insisted on being drawn from his bed by a cord, and placed on a heap of ashes.³ This unexpected loss occasioned the king great affliction, and augmented his anger against the Aquitans, to whose perfidy he attributed the feeling of timidity that had kept him away from his dying son.⁴ Geoffroy himself, touched with his father's grief, returned to him, and abandoned his allies, who then found themselves alone in presence of the family whose dissensions had constituted their strength.⁵ The day after the funeral of Henry the Younger, the king of England vigorously attacked the town and fortress of Limoges by assault, and took them, with the castles of several of the confederates, which he completely demolished.⁶ He pursued Bertrand de Born with even greater inveteracy than all the others; “for he believed,” says an ancient narrative, “that Bertrand had been the cause of all the wars that the young king, his son, had made against him; and for this he came to Haute-Fort to take and destroy it.”⁷

The castle of Haute-Fort did not long hold out against all the king's forces, united with those of his two sons, Richard and Geoffroy of Brittany. Forced to surrender at discretion, Bertrand de Born was led to his enemy’s tent, who, before pronouncing the sentence of a conqueror on the conquered, desired to enjoy, for a space, the pleasure of revenge, in treating with derision the man who had inspired him with fear, and who had boasted that he felt no fear on his own part. “Bertrand,” said he, “you who once said that you never needed more than half your sense, know that this is an occa-

¹ Guill. Neubrig., p. 278.
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sion upon which the whole would do you no harm." "My lord," answered the man of the south, with that habitual assurance which the feeling of his intellectual superiority gave him, "it is true I said so, and I said the truth." "And I," rejoined the king, "think that you have lost your sense." "Yes, sire," answered Bertrand, gravely, "I lost it on the day when the valiant young king, your son, died; on that day I lost both my sense and my reason." At the name of his son, which he did not expect to hear pronounced, the king of England burst into tears, and fainted. When he came to himself, he was changed; his projects of revenge had disappeared, and he now saw in the man before him only the former friend of the son whom he lamented. Instead of the bitter reproaches and the sentence of death which Bertrand might have expected: "Sire Bertrand, sire Bertrand," he said to him, "well may you have lost your senses for my son; for he loved you more than he loved any man in the world; and I, for the love of him, restore to you your life, your possessions, and your castle. I give you my friendship and my favour, and I grant you five hundred silver marks for the damage you have sustained."

The misfortune which had struck the family of Henry II. reconciled not only the sons and the father, but also the father and the mother, a far more difficult thing, from the nature of the enmity existing between them. Common tradition accuses Eleanor of having poisoned one of her husband's mistresses, the daughter of an Anglo-Norman baron, named Rosamonde or Rosemonde. A good understanding, however, was now effected between them, and the queen of England, after an imprisonment of ten years, was restored to liberty. In her presence the family peace was solemnly sworn and confirmed by writing and by oath, as an historian of the time expresses it, between king Henry and his sons, Richard, Geoffroy, and John, the latter of whom hitherto had been too young to take a part in his brothers' intrigues. The continual affliction which the revolts of the others had occasioned the king, had led him to place the greatest affection upon John; and this preference itself had contributed to

1 Id. ib.
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embitter the minds of the elder brothers, and to make the period of concord very brief. After a few months of union, the peace was again disturbed by the ambition of Geoffroy. He demanded the earldom of Anjou, in addition to his duchy of Brittany, and on the rejection of his application, passed into France, where, awaiting an occasion to recommence the war, he occupied himself with the amusements of the court. Thrown from his horse in a tournament, he was trodden under foot by the horses, and died of his wounds. After his death, it was earl Richard's turn to unite in friendship with the king of France against the will of his father.

The crown of France had just fallen to Philip, second of that name, a young man, who affected towards Richard still more friendship than his father, Louis VII., had manifested to Henry the Younger. "Every day," says a contemporary historian, "they ate at the same table and from the same dish, and at night they slept in the same bed." This vast friendship gave umbrage to the king of England, and much uneasiness as to the future. He sent repeated messages to France, summoning his son home; Richard regularly replied that he was coming, but he did not come. At length he departed, as if for his father's court; but passing by Chinon, where a portion of the royal treasure was deposited, he carried off the greatest part of it, despite the resistance of the keepers. With this money he proceeded to Poitou, and fortified, garrisoned, and provisioned several castles. Recent events had substituted for the former effervescence of the Aquitans an entire apathy, and the hatred which Richard had excited by his want of faith and his cruelties was still too vivid to allow men, however discontented with the Angevin government, to repose confidence in him. He remained therefore alone, and, unable to commence operations without the concurrence of the barons of the country, he made up his mind to return to his father, and implore his pardon, rather from necessity than from goodwill. The old king, who had gone through every solemn form of reconciliation between himself and his sons, essayed, on this occasion, to
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bind Richard by an oath on the Gospel, which he made him take in presence of a great assemblage of clergy and laymen. The late attempt of the earl of Poitiers remaining without effect, produced no rupture of peace between the kings of France and England. The two kings had long since agreed to hold a conference, at which permanently to regulate those points of contending interests which might, if not settled, produce renewed misunderstanding. They met, in January 1187, between Trie and Gisors, at the Great Elm already referred to. The Christian conquerors of Syria and Palestine were at this time undergoing great reverses; Jerusalem and the wood of the true cross had just fallen once more into the power of the Mohammedans, under the command of Salah-Eddin, popularly called Saladin. The loss of this precious relic renewed that public enthusiasm for the crusades which had somewhat cooled in the past half century. The pope overwhelmed the princes of Christendom with messages, urging them to make peace among themselves and combined war upon the infidels. The cardinals promised to renounce riches and pleasures, to receive no present, and not to mount a horse until the Holy Land should be reconquered; they promised, further, to be the first to take the cross, and to march at the head of the new pilgrims, begging alms. Preachers and missionaries repaired to all the courts, to all the assemblies of the great and the rich; several came to the interview of the kings of France and England; and, among others, William, archbishop of Tyre, one of the most celebrated men of the time for learning and eloquence.

This prelate had the ability to induce the two kings, who could not agree about their own affairs, to concur in making war on the Saracens, setting aside the while their own personal differences. They confederated together as brothers-in-arms, in what was termed the cause of God, and, in token of their engagement, received from the hands of the archbishops a cross of cloth, which they attached to their attire; that of the king of France was red, that of the king of England white. In receiving them, they signed themselves on the forehead, the mouth, and the breast, and swore not to lay aside the cross of the Lord on land or sea, in country
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or in town, until they returned from the great passage. ¹
Many lords of both kingdoms took the same oath, influenced
by the example of the kings, by the desire to obtain the re-
mission of all their sins, by the constant inculcation of the
subject from every pulpit, and even by the popular songs
which in every street glorified all who should fight in the
Holy Land against the Paynim foe. ² One of these, composed
by a priest of Orleans, reached as far as England, and
there excited, says a contemporary writer, many men to take
up the cross; ³ although written in a learned language, this
poem bears a sufficient impress of the ideas and style of the
epoch to merit translation:—

"The wood of the cross is the standard that the army will
follow, it has never given way; it has gone onward by the
power of the Holy Spirit. ⁴

"Let us go to Tyre, 'tis the meeting-place of the brave:
'tis there should go they who, in European courts, so arduously
labour, without good fruit, to acquire the renown of chivalry. ⁵

"The wood of the cross is the standard that the army will
follow.

"But, for this war, there needs robust combatants, and not
effeminate men; they who are too assiduous as to their per-
sons gain not God by prayers. ⁶

"The wood of the cross, etc.

"He who has no money, if he be faithful, sincere faith will
suffice for him: the body of the Lord is provision enough on
the way for him who defends the cross. ⁷

"The wood of the cross, etc.

"Christ, in giving his body to the executioner, lent to the
sinner; sinner, if thou wilt not die for Him who died for thee,
thou returnest not that which God has lent thee. ⁸

¹ Script. rer. Gallicarum et Francic., xii. 556, in notá a, ad calc. pag.
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Sequitur exercitus, quod non cessit, sed præcessit,
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Crucem defendenti. (Ib. 640.)
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"The wood of the cross, etc.

"Listen, then, to my counsel; take up the cross, and say, in making thy vow, I recommend myself to Him who died for me, who gave for me His body and His life."

"The wood of the cross is the standard that the army will follow."

The king of England, wearing the white cross on his shoulder, proceeded to Mans, where he assembled his council to discuss the means of defraying the expenses of the holy war in which he had just engaged. It was decided that, in all the countries subject to the Angevin sway, every man should be made to pay the tenth part of his yearly revenue and of his personal property; but, from this universal decimation, were excepted, the arms, horses, and vestments of the knights, the horses, books, vestments, and ornaments of the priests, and jewels and precious stones, both of laymen and of priests. It was also ordered that the priests, knights, and sergeants-at-arms, who should take up the cross, should pay nothing; but that the burgesses and peasants who should join the army, without the express consent of their lords, should not the less pay their tithe.

The subsidy, decreed at Mans for the new crusade, was levied without much violence in Anjou, Normandy, and Aquitaine. The only minatory measure employed in these various countries, where the authority of Henry II. was modified by traditions of national administration, was a sentence of excommunication, pronounced by the archbishops and bishops, against all who should not faithfully pay their quota to the persons charged with collecting the tax. The collection was made in each parish by a commission formed of the officiating priest, a templar, a hospitalier, a royal officer, a clerk of the king's chapel, and an officer and chaplain of the seigneur of the place. The composition of this council, in which men of the locality had a place, offered to the inhabitants some guarantee of impartiality and justice. Moreover, if a dispute arose as to the proportion of the sum demanded, four or six notables of the parish were to be assembled to declare, upon
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oath, the value of the personality of the appellant, whom their testimony condemned or absolved. These precautions, employed, even in the middle ages, in countries where the public administration was not properly a government of conquest, were probably practised also in England with reference to the earls, barons, knights, bishops, in a word, to all the men of Norman race; but they were wholly omitted with regard to the Saxon burgesses, and replaced by a more expeditious and entirely different process, which deserves mention.¹

King Henry crossed the Channel, and while his officers, lay and clerical, were collecting, in the terms of his ordinances, the tax from the landholders, he had a list drawn up of the richest citizens in all the towns, whom he summoned to personally appear before him at a fixed day and place. The honour of being admitted into the presence of the descendant of the Conqueror was in this way granted to two hundred citizens of London, to an hundred of York, and to a proportionate number of the inhabitants of other cities and towns. The letters of summons admitted no excuse or delay. The citizens did not all meet on the same day; for king Henry liked great assemblies of the English no better than his ancestors liked them. They were received in parties, on different days and in different places. On their introduction to the royal presence, the sum required from them was signified to them by an interpreter, “and thus,” says a contemporary, “the king took from them the tenth of all their property, according to the estimate of the notables who were acquainted with their means. The refractory he imprisoned until they had paid the last farthing. In like manner he acted towards the Jews of England; which procured him innumerable sums.”² This assimilation of the men of English race with the Jews affords the exact estimate of their political state at the commencement of the second century after the conquest. It should be observed also that the convocation of the inhabitants of the towns by the king, far from being a sign of civil liberty, was, on the contrary, in this and in many similar cases, a mark of servitude and a means of vexation applied especially to men of inferior condition.

Notwithstanding the treaty and the oath of the two kings,

¹ _Ib._ 641, 642. ² _Ib._
it was to anything but the recovery of Jerusalem that the money raised from the Saxons and Jews of England, and the contributions of the nobles of that country and of the continental provinces, were applied. The enemy of old did not sleep, say the historians of the time, and his malice soon rekindled the flame of war between those who had just sworn not to bear arms against Christians until their return from the Holy Land.\(^1\) The occasion of this rupture was a difference of interests between Richard of Poitiers and the count of Toulouse, Raymond de Saint Gilles. The Aquitans and the Poitevins, who had regained strength and energy since their last defeat, availed themselves of the confusion occasioned by this quarrel to form new plots and new leagues against the Anglo-Norman power. On his side, the king of France, pursuant to the policy of his ancestors, could not abstain from siding with the party opposed to the Normans, and from attacking in Berri the fortresses belonging to the king of England.\(^2\) The war soon extended along the whole frontier of the countries governed by the two kings. On both sides many towns were taken and retaken, farms burned, vineyards devastated; at length, the rival powers, weary of fruitlessly damaging each other, resolved to treat for peace. The kings Henry and Philip met under the Great Elm, but they separated without having come to an accommodation upon any point. The youngest of them, irritated at the failure of the conference, vented his anger upon the tree under which it had been held, and had it cut down, swearing by the saints of France, his favourite oath, that no parliament should ever again be held on that spot.\(^3\)

During this war, Richard, against whom, ostensibly at least, king Philip had commenced it, manifested a tendency to go over to this monarch, a circumstance that greatly alarmed his father. He went so far as a proposal to refer to the judgment of the barons of France, the quarrel between him and count Raymond de Saint Gilles. Henry II. would not consent to this, and distrusting his son, refused to treat for peace, except in a personal interview with Philip.\(^4\) At this conference, which took place near Bonmoulins, in Nor-
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mandy, the king of France made propositions in which Richard's interests were so closely bound up with his own, that they seemed the result of some secret compact previously concluded between them.

At one of the truces formerly sworn between Henry II. and Louis, the father of Philip, it had been agreed that Richard should marry Alix or Aliz, daughter of the king of France, and receive with her, as a marriage portion, the county of Vexin, hitherto a constant subject of contest between the two crowns. As a guarantee for the faithful execution of this treaty, Aliz, still a child, was placed in the hands of the king of England, that he might have the custody of her, until she was old enough to marry. But war having soon afterwards again broken out, and the sons of the king of England having leagued with the king of France, the marriage was deferred, Henry still retaining the young girl who had been confided to him. He affected only to keep her as an hostage; but it was generally believed that political reasons did not influence him in detaining her a captive in an English castle, but that he had conceived a violent passion for her, which he even satisfied, say several historians, after the death of his mistress, Rosamond. Some writers assure us that during the wars against his sons he had resolved to take Aliz for his wife, repudiating Eleanor, so as to obtain for himself the aid which the king of France gave to his adversaries. But it was in vain that he solicited a divorce of the court of Rome, and, to obtain it, loaded the pontifical legates with presents.

In the conferences he had previously held with the king of England, Philip had repeatedly demanded the solemnization of the marriage of his sister Aliz with the earl of Poitiers, and this was the first condition that he put forward at the congress of Bonmoulins. He further demanded that his future brother-in-law should be forthwith declared heir to all the states of king Henry, and in this character receive the oath of homage of the barons of England and of the continent. But Henry II. would not consent to this, apprehending a recurrence of the vexations that had formerly resulted from the premature elevation of his eldest son. On this refusal, Richard, furious with passion, again did that which he had
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already so often done: in the very presence of his father, turning to the king of France, and placing his joined hands in those of that monarch, he declared himself his vassal, and did homage to him for the duchies of Normandy, Brittany, and Aquitaine, and for the earldoms of Poitou, Anjou, and Maine. In return for this oath of fealty and homage, Philip gave him in fief the towns of Chateauroux and Issoudun.¹

This usurpation of all Henry’s rights on the continent was the hardest blow that Richard had yet struck at his father; it was the commencement of a new domestic quarrel, as violent as that first dispute which, as we have seen, arose out of the attempts at usurpation made by Henry the Younger. The discontented populations appreciated the importance for them of the occasion, and were at once agitated with a movement of revolt. The barons, who for more than two years had remained quiet, the men of Poitou, late the sworn enemies of Richard, declared for him the moment they thought him at mortal enmity with the king.² Henry II. came to Saumur to make his preparations for war; meanwhile his barons and knights quitted him in crowds to follow his son, whose party, supported by the king of France and by all the southern provinces, seemed likely to be the most powerful. The king of England had with him the majority of the Normans of the Angevins, and of those who feared the sentences of excommunication, the aid of which the pope’s legate lent him. But while the priests of Anjou were pronouncing these ecclesiastical sentences in their churches, the Bretons, entering in arms, devastated the country, and attacked the king’s fortresses and castles. Overwhelmed by the ill fortune which had so long pursued him, almost without cessation, Henry fell ill with grief, and taking no military measures, left his defence wholly to the legates and archbishops. They multiplied their decrees of excommunication and interdict, and sent message after message to Richard and to the king of France, in turns conciliatory and menacing. These had little influence on the mind of Richard, but more on that of Philip, ever as disposed for peace as for war, provided he could gain as much by the one as by the other.

The king of France consented to hold a conference with

¹ Joh. Brompton, col. 1151. ² Ib. 652.
the other king, which Richard was fain to attend, and whither came the cardinal John of Anagni, the pope's legate, and the archbishops of Reims, Bourges, Rouen, and Canterbury. Philip proposed to the king of England much the same conditions as at the interview of Bonmoulins—namely, the marriage of Aliz with Richard, and the nomination of the latter as heir to all his father's territories, under the guarantee of the oath of homage of all the barons of England and the continent. But Henry II., who had now, even more than at the former conference, reason to distrust Richard, again rejected these demands, and proposed to marry Aliz to John, his other son, who hitherto had always shown himself obedient and affectionate towards him. He said that if this marriage were adopted, he should have no objection to declare John heir to all his continental provinces. This proposition involved Richard's ruin; and either from a scruple of honour, or from a want of confidence in Henry's youngest son, the king of France refused to sanction it and to abandon his ally. Cardinal John then interposed, and declared that, pursuant to his express mission, he should lay France under interdict. "Lord legate," said Philip, "pronounce thy decree, if thou so please; I fear it not. The Roman church has no right to proceed against France, either by interdict or otherwise, when her king thinks fit to arm against rebellious vassals in vindication of his own injuries and the honour of his crown; I see thou hast touched the king of England's sterlings." Richard, whose interests were far more deeply involved, did not content himself with rallying the pontifical envoy; he drew his sword, and would have proceeded to some act of violence, had not those present restrained him.  

The old king, compelled to fight, assembled his army; but his best soldiers had abandoned him to join his son. In a few months he lost the towns of Mans and Tours, with all their territory; and while the king of France was attacking him in Anjou by the northern frontiers, the Bretons advanced by the west, and the Poitevins by the south. Without any means of defence, and without authority, enfeebled in body and in mind, he resolved to seek peace in assenting to all the other party's demands. The conference between the two kings

1 Matt. Paris, i. 149.  
2 Roger. de Hoveden, p. 653.  
3 Ib.
(for Richard did not attend, awaiting elsewhere the result of the negotiations) was held in a plain between Tours and Azay-sur-Cher. Philip's demands were, that the king of England should expressly acknowledge himself his liegeman, and place himself at his mercy and discretion; \(^1\) that Aliz should be confided to the care of five persons, chosen by Richard, until the return of the latter from the crusades, for which he was to depart with the king of France at mid-Lent; \(^2\) that the king of England should renounce all right of suzerainty over the towns of Berri, formerly dependent on the dukes of Aquitaine, and that he should pay to the king of France twenty thousand silver marks, as ransom for that monarch's conquests; \(^3\) that all those who had attached themselves to the party of the son against the father should remain vassals of the son, and not of the father, unless of their own motion they returned to the latter; \(^4\) lastly, that the king should receive his son into his grace by the kiss of peace, and should sincerely and in good faith abjure all rancour and all animosity against him. \(^5\)

The old king had no means or hope of obtaining gentler conditions; he armed himself, therefore, with patience, as well as he could, and conversed with king Philip, listening to him with a docile air, as one man receiving the law from another. Both were on horseback in the middle of the plain, and whilst they conversed together, says a contemporary, it suddenly thundered, though the sky was cloudless, and a fierce flash of lightning fell between them, without doing them any harm. \(^6\) They immediately separated, both greatly terrified, and, after a short interval, rejoined each other; but a second clap of thunder, louder and more terrible than the first, burst forth almost at the same moment. The king of England, whom the distressed position to which he was reduced, mental grief and physical malady, rendered more susceptible of excited emotions, perhaps connecting this natural incident with his own destiny, was so agitated, that he abandoned the reins of his horse, fell forward on his saddle, and

2 Roger. de Hoved., p. 653.
3 Ib.
4 Giraldeus Cambrensis, loc. sup. cit.
5 Ib.
6 Roger. de Hoved., loc. sup. cit.
would have fallen to the ground, had not his attendants supported him.\(^1\) The conference was suspended, and as Henry II. was too ill to attend a second interview, the articles of peace, drawn up in writing, were taken to his chamber for his formal consent.\(^2\)

The messengers of the French king found him in bed. They read to him the treaty of peace, article by article. When they came to that which related to the persons, secretly or openly, of Richard's party, the king asked their names, that he might know how many men there were whose fealty he had to renounce.\(^3\) The first person named to him was John, his youngest son. On hearing this name pronounced, the king, with an almost convulsive movement, rose on his seat, and, casting fearful glances around with his haggard eyes, exclaimed: "Is it true, indeed, that John, my heart, my favourite son, he whom I cherished more than all the rest; he, my love for whom has brought upon me all my misfortunes, is it indeed true that he has abandoned me?" He was answered that it was so. "Well, then," he murmured, falling back on his bed, and turning his face to the wall, "let all things go as they will; I care no longer for myself or for the world." A few moments after, Richard approached the bed, and demanded the kiss of peace from his father, in execution of the treaty. The king gave it him with apparent calmness; but, as Richard withdrew, he heard his father mutter to himself: "If God would only spare my life till I were revenged on thee!" On his arrival at the French camp, the earl of Poitiers repeated this to king Philip and his courtiers, who all shouted with laughter, and jested upon the fine peace thus concluded between father and son.\(^4\)

The king of England, feeling his malady increase, had himself removed to Chinon, where, in a few days, he was reduced to the point of death. In his last moments he was heard to utter these broken sentences, in reference to his misfortunes and to the conduct of his sons: "Shame!" he exclaimed; "shame to a conquered king! Cursed be the day on which I was born, and cursed of God be the sons whom I

\(^1\) Roger. de Hoved, p. 654.
\(^2\) Giraldus Cambrensis, loc. sup. cit.
\(^3\) Roger. de Hoved, loc sup. cit.
\(^4\) Giraldus Cambrensis, loc. sup. cit.
leave behind me." The bishops and clergy around him sought by every effort to induce him to recal this malediction on his children, but he persisted in it to his last breath. After his death, his body was treated by his servants as that of William the Conqueror had been; all abandoned him, after having stripped him of his clothes and seized upon every valuable in the room and in the house. King Henry had desired to be buried at Fontevrault, a celebrated nunnery, a few leagues south of Chinon; scarcely could men be found to envelop the body in a shroud, or horses to convey it. The corpse was already deposited in the great church of the abbey, awaiting the day of sepulture, when earl Richard learned, from public report, his father's death. He came to the church, and found the king lying in a coffin, his face uncovered, and still exhibiting, by the contraction of his features, the signs of an agonized death. This sight occasioned the earl of Poitiers an involuntary shudder. He knelt and prayed before the altar; but he rose in a few moments, after the interval of a *paternoster*, say the historians of the period, and quitted the church, never to return to it. The same contemporaneous writers assure us that, from the moment Richard entered the church until he left it, the blood incessantly flowed in abundance from the nostrils of the deceased. Next day the funeral took place. The officiating priests wished to decorate the corpse with some insignia of royalty; but the keepers of the treasury of Chinon would supply none, and after infinite intreaties only sent an old sceptre and a ring of no value. In default of a crown, the head was encircled with a sort of diadem, made with some gold fringe from a woman's dress; and thus singularly attired did Henry, son of Geofroy Plantagenest, king of England, duke of Normandy, Aquitaine, and Brittany, earl of Anjou and Maine, lord of Tours and Amboise, descend to his last abode.

A contemporary author views in the misfortunes of Henry II. a sign of Divine vengeance upon the Normans, the tyrants of invaded England. He connects this miserable death with
those of William Rufus, of the sons of Henry I., of the brothers of Henry II., and of his two eldest sons, who all died a violent death in the flower of their age: "Such," said he, "was the punishment of their unlawful reign." Without adopting this superstitious view, it is certain that the calamities of king Henry were a result of the events which placed the southern provinces of Gaul under his domination. He had rejoiced infinitely in this augmentation of power; he had given his sons the territories of others in appanage, glorying to see his family reign over many nations of different race and of different manners, and to reunite, under the same sceptre, that which nature had divided. But nature did not lose her rights; and at the first movement made by the peoples to regain their independence, division entered the family of the foreign king, who saw his own children serve his own subjects as instruments against him, and who, whirled to and fro, up to his last hour, by domestic feuds, experienced on his death-bed the bitterest feeling a man can carry with him to the tomb, that of dying by a parricide.

1 Propter quod pauc eorum . . . fine laudabilis decesserunt, non dimidiantes dies suos miserabiliter interierunt . . . nec naturaliter, nec legitime, sed quasi per hysteron proteron, in insula occupata regnaverunt. (Girald. Camb., loc. sup. cit.)
BOOK XI.

FROM THE ACCESION OF KING RICHARD I. TO THE EXECUTION OF THE SAXON, WILLIAM LONGBEARD.

1190—1196.


The impossibility of combining every fact in one narrative, now compels the historian to return to the epoch at which Henry II. received from pope Alexander III. the bull invest-
ing him with the lordship of all Ireland. The king hereupon immediately despatched the Normans, William Fitz-Elme, and Nicholas, dean of Wallingford, who, on their arrival in Ireland, convoked a synod of all the high clergy of the newly conquered provinces.¹ The diploma of Alexander III. and the bull of Adrian IV. were solemnly read in this assembly, and ratified by the Irish bishops, involved by their first submission in fresh acts of weakness. Several, however, soon repented, and took part in the conspiracies which were secretly carried on in the places occupied by the Norman garrisons, or even in the open resistance of the still free provinces on the Shannon and the Boyne. Lawrence, archbishop of Dublin, one of the first who had sworn fealty to the conqueror, engaged in several patriotic insurrections, and from the friend of the foreigners, became the object of their hatred and persecution.² They replaced him by a Norman, John Comine, who, to accomplish his new mission, conducted himself in such sort towards the natives, that his countrymen gave him, in jest, the surname of Ecorche-villain.³

In a few years, the conquest extended as far as the eastern and southern frontiers of the kingdoms of Connaught and Ulster. A line of fortresses and palisadoed redoubts, stretching along the frontier of the invaded territory, procured it the Norman appellation of Pal or the Pale. Every foreign baron, knight, or squire, quartered within the Pale, had taken care to fortify his domain; each had a castle, great or small, according to his rank and wealth. The lowest class of the conquering army, and in particular the English soldiers, labourers, or merchants, dwelt together in entrenched camps, formed round the castles of their leaders, or in the towns which the natives had partly abandoned. The English language was spoken in the streets and market-places of these towns, and the French in the fortresses newly erected by the lords of the conquest. All the names of these chiefs that history has preserved, are French, as Raymond de Caen, Guillaume Ferrand, Guillaume

¹ Giraldus Cambrensis, Hibernia expugnata, p. 787.
² Campion, History of Ireland, 62—64; Hanmer, Chronicle of Ireland, p. 162: two works of the most exact authority in all that relates to the conquest of Ireland by the Anglo-Normans; faithfully, and, in many cases, literally extracted from the original documents.
Maquerel, Robert Digarre, Henri Bluet, Jean de Courcy, Hughes le Petit, and the numerous family of the Fitz-Geraluds, who were also called Gerauldines. Thus the English who had come to Ireland in the train of the Anglo-Normans, were in a middle state between the latter and the natives, and their language, the most despised in their own country, held in the island of Erin an intermediate rank between that of the new government and the Gallic idiom of the conquered. All that remained of Irish population within the inclosure of the Pale, or the Anglo-Norman territory, was soon confounded in one common servitude, no distinction remaining between the friend of the foreigners and the man who had resisted them; all became equal in the eyes of the conquerors, as soon as they no longer needed assistance. In the kingdom of Leinster, as elsewhere, they only left to the inhabitants of their land and property that which was not worth the taking from them. They who had called in the Normans and fought with them, repented and revolted; but wanting organization, they could not carry on their revolt, and the foreigners accused them of fickleness and perfidy. These interested reproaches passed into contemporary history, which at every page lavishes them upon all of Irish race.

Towards the year 1177, the men of Connaught and Ulster, not content with defending the approaches to their own country, resolved to attempt the enfranchisement of the invaded territory. They advanced as far as Dublin; but, unskilled in the art of besieging, they did not succeed in gaining possession of this city, which had been recently fortified, and were thus arrested in their progress. The Normans, to compel them to retreat by a powerful diversion, entered Ulster, under the command of John de Courcy. This manœuvre obliged the king of Connaught to quit the south-eastern country, and to return northwards; many of the ancient chiefs, and even of the Irish bishops of the Anglo-Norman territory, joined his army.

1 Hanmer, p. 136. Campion, p. 65. Harris, Hibernica, (Dublin, 1770) part ii p 212.
2 Interfecus quibusdam Anglicis qui inter eos habitationem elegent, et quorum magna pars in eorum exercitu fuit. (Hemingford, Chron., p. 502.)
3 Constantes in levitate, fideles in perfidiâ sua. (Giraldus Cambrensis.)
At this time a cardinal, named Vivian, who had been sent by the pope to Scotland to collect money, having succeeded in his mission, landed in the north of Ireland, in the district whither the war had just been transferred. Notwithstanding all the evil that the Roman church had inflicted upon Ireland, the legate was received with great honour by the chiefs of the Irish army; they intreated him, with deference, to counsel them, and to tell them whether it was not lawful for them to oppose with all their power the usurpation of the king of England. From fear or calculation, the pontifical legate gave them the reply they desired, and even exhorted them to fight to the death in defence of their country. This encouragement excited an universal joy and a warm friendship towards the cardinal, who, without losing any time, announced that he would make a collection for the church of Rome. In the fulness of their content, the chiefs of the army and the people gave as much as they could, and the legate, continuing his journey, entered the Anglo-Norman territory.

Arrived at Dublin, he was ill received by the king's barons and justiciaries, who reproached him with having encouraged the Irish to resistance, and ordered him to depart forthwith, unless he chose publicly to retract what he had said. The cardinal, without hesitation, proclaimed king Henry II. sovereign and lawful master of Ireland, and, in the name of the church, fulminated a decree of excommunication against every native who did not acknowledge him. The Normans were as delighted at this sentence as their adversaries had been at the approbation bestowed on their patriotic devotion, and the legate filled his coffers at leisure throughout the conquered part of the island. He then went to visit the Norman army, which had just invaded Ulster. This army suffered greatly from a scarcity of provisions, because, at their approach, the inhabitants hid or burned their provisions, or stored them in the churches, to stay the pillage of the foreigners by the fear of sacrilege. If such scruples did not wholly check the soldiers, they, at least, produced in them a certain degree of moral restraint, which, added to their physical privations, delayed the progress of the campaign. The chief of the expedition, John de Courcy, asked the cardinal if they who fought for the rights of king Henry, could not, without sin, force open the doors of the churches and
take the provisions from them? "In this case," answered the accommodating Roman, "the Irish alone would be guilty of sacrilege, who, to sustain their rebellion, dare to transform the church of God into a granary and a storehouse."

The invasion of Ulster was successful, though incomplete: the maritime towns and low country fell into the hands of the foreigners; but the mountainous districts remained free, and the natives collected there, and carried on a guerilla warfare. While John de Courcy was fortifying himself in his new conquest, the Norman Mile or Milon, who styled himself Mile de Cogham, because he possessed an estate of that name in England, crossed the river Shannon with six hundred horse, and entered the province of Connaught. He was followed thither by Hugh de Lacy, who was accompanied by greater forces. On their approach, the inhabitants withdrew to the forests, driving their cattle before them, taking away all they could, and burning the rest, together with their houses. This system of defence would probably have succeeded, had not the king of Connaught, who hitherto had shown himself the bravest man in Ireland, requested to capitulate, and consented to acknowledge himself liegeman of the king of England. His defection weakened the spirit of his people; but the nature of their country, the most mountainous in the island, and intersected by lakes and marshes, prevented the Anglo-Normans from completely effecting its conquest. They obtained few lands there, and settled in but a limited number; the only bond of subjection by which they retained their authority over this part of Ireland being the oath of vassalage sworn by the chief who had become their friend.

Hugh de Lacy married one of the daughters of this chief, and his companions in victory, dispersed among the native population, married, like himself, women of the country. Whether from the tendency to imitation, natural to man, or from a politic desire to ingratiate themselves with the natives, they gradually quitted the manners and customs of the Normans for those of the Irish, having at their banquets a harper, and preferring music and poetry to tournameants and warlike jousts. This change greatly displeased the barons

1 Hanmer, p. 148. Campion, p. 66.
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settled in the southern and eastern provinces, where the natives, reduced to servitude and held in contempt by their lords, inspired the latter with no desire to imitate them. They treated those who adopted the usages or married the women of the country, as degenerate and misallied, and the children born of these marriages were regarded as very inferior in nobility to those of pure Norman race. Moreover, they distrusted them, fearing least the tie of relationship should some day attach them to the cause of the conquered people; which, however, did not take place until many centuries after.

On the other hand, the king of England distrusted the lords settled in Ireland, alarmed at the idea that, sooner or later, one of them might undertake to found a new empire in that island. To avert this danger, Henry II. resolved to send one of his sons to represent him, under the title of king of Ireland; and, as he could not trust any of the three eldest, who were alone capable of properly fulfilling the mission, he selected John, the youngest of all, scarcely as yet fifteen. The day on which this prince received knighthood at Westminster, his father made all the conquerors of the isle of Erin swear to him the oath of vassalage. Hugh de Lacy and Mile de Cogham did homage to him for Connaught, and John de Courcy for Ulster. The south-western part of the island was not yet subjected: it was offered in fief to two brothers, Herbert and Josselin de la Pommeraye, upon the sole condition that they should conquer it; they refused the gift, which seemed to them too onerous. But Philip de Brause accepted it, and did homage for it to the new king of Ireland, declaring that he held of him, for the service of sixty men, a district into which no Norman had yet penetrated.

The fourth son of Henry II. embarked in April 1185, and landed at Waterford, accompanied by Robert le Pauvre, his marshal, and a great number of young men, brought up at the court of England, who had never seen Ireland, and who, alike strangers to the conquerors of the country and to the natives, followed the new king, in the hope of making a rapid fortune at the expense of both. Upon landing, John

---

1 Roger. de Hoveden, p. 567; Hanmer, p. 159.
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proceeded to Dublin, where he was received with great ceremony by the archbishops and all the Anglo-Normans of the district. Many of the Irish chiefs who had sworn fealty to king Henry and to the foreign barons, came to salute the young prince, according to the form of their country.

This ceremonial was much less refined than that of the Norman court; it left each man free to give to the person invested with sovereign power, the token of affection he thought fit, and in the way he thought fit. The Irish had no idea but that they were to follow the ancient customs, and, accordingly, one simply bowed before the son of king Henry, another shook hands with him, a third wished to embrace him; but the Normans regarded this familiarity as impertinent, and treated the native chiefs as rude, unmannerly, untaught churls. Amusing themselves with insulting them, they pulled their long beards, or their hair, which hung down on each side of the head, or touched their dress with a contemptuous air, or pushed them towards the door. These insults did not remain unavenged, and the same day all the Irish chiefs left Dublin in a body. Many people of the surrounding districts, taking with them their children and their goods, followed them, and sought refuge, some in the south with the king of Limerick, who still struggled against the conquest; others with the king of Connaught, who soon placed himself at the head of a new patriotic insurrection.¹

In the almost general war which then arose between the Irish and their conquerors, a circumstance favourable to the former was the jealousy of the young king's courtiers towards the barons and knights of the conquest. Having nothing to lose in this war, they looked upon it as an occasion presented to them of supplanting the first settlers in their commands and their position. They accused and calumniated them to the son of Henry II., who, frivolous, careless, and devoted to the companions of his pleasures, despoiled in their favour the founders and supporters of the Norman power in Hibernia. He spent in debauchery all the money received from England for the payment of the troops; his army, ill commanded and discontented, obtained little success against the insurgents, and the cause of the conquerors began to be in danger. As

¹ Hanmer, p. 166. Campion, p. 68.
soon as this peril was felt, the young king and his courtiers fled and quitted the island, taking with them all the money they could collect, and leaving the two populations really interested in the war, to fight it out between them.¹

The struggle of these two races of men continued for a long period, under every form, in open country and in towns, by strength and by stratagem, by open attack and by assassination. The same spirit of hatred to the foreign power which, in England, had strewed with Norman corpses the forests of Yorkshire and Northumberland, now filled with them the lakes and marshes of Erin. A feature giving a peculiar character to the conquest of the latter country is, that the conquerors of Ireland, ranking as oppressors in reference to the natives, were reduced to that of oppressed, in reference to their countrymen who had remained in England. The evil that the sons of the conquerors inflicted upon the subjugated nation, was in part retaliated upon them by the kings of whom they held, who, doubting their fidelity, regarded them almost as a foreign race. There was, however, infinite difference between the tyrannies which the English, established in Ireland, underwent from the government of England, and those which they themselves inflicted on the natives for a long series of ages. A document of the fourteenth century may answer the purpose of much detail, and complete, for the reader, the idea of a conquest in the middle ages.

“To pope John, Donald O’Neyl, king of Ulster, and the inferior kings of that territory, and all the population of Irish race.

“Most holy father, we transmit to you some exact and true information of the state of our nation and the injustice we suffer, and which our ancestors have suffered, from the kings of England, and their agents, and the English barons born in Ireland. After having driven us by violence from our spacious habitations, from our fields and our paternal inheritances; after having forced us, in order to save our lives, to fly to the mountains, the marshes, the woods, and the hollows of the rocks, they continually harass us in these miserable asylums to expel us thence, and appropriate the whole of our country to themselves. From this there results between them and us an

¹ Roger. de Hoveden, p. 630.
implacable enmity; and it was a former pope who placed us in this deplorable situation. They had promised this pope to form the people of Hibernia to good manners, and to give them good laws: but far from so doing, they have destroyed all the written laws which heretofore governed us. They have left us without laws, the better to accomplish our ruin; or have established perfectly detestable laws, of which the following are examples.

"It is a rule in the courts of justice of the king of England in Ireland, that any man, not of Irish race, may bring any sort of action against an Irishman, while this power is prohibited to all Irishmen, lay or clerical. When, as too often happens, an Englishman assassinates an Irishman, priest or layman, the assassin is not corporally punished, or even made to pay a fine: on the contrary, the more considerable among us the assassinated man, the more is the murderer excused, honoured, and recompensed by his countrymen, even by the ecclesiastics and bishops. No Irishman may dispose of his property on his death-bed, but the English appropriate it all. All the religious orders established in Ireland upon the English territory are forbidden to receive any Irishman into their houses.

"The English, who have dwelt among us for many long years, and who are called men of mixed race, are not less cruel towards us than are the others. Sometimes they invite to their table the greatest men of our land, and treacherously kill them at board, or while they sleep. It is thus that Thomas de Clare, having invited to his house Brien the Red, of Thomond, his brother-in-law, put him to death by surprise, after having partaken with him of the same consecrated host, divided into two parts. These crimes they deem honourable and praiseworthy; it is the belief of all their laity, and many of their churchmen, that there is no more sin in killing an Irishman than in killing a dog. Their monks boldly assert that, for having killed a man of our nation (which too often happens), they would not abstain one single day from saying mass. As a proof of this, the monks of the order of Citeaux, established at Granard, in the diocese of Armagh, and those of the same order at Ynes, in Ulster, daily attack in arms, wound and kill the Irish, and yet regularly say mass. Brother Simon, of the order of Minorites, a relation of the bishop of Coventry, has publicly declared from the pulpit that there is
not the slightest sin in killing or robbing an Irishman. In a word, all maintain that they are at full liberty to take from us, if they can, our lands and our goods, and their conscience does not reproach them for this, even at the hour of death.

"These grievances, added to the difference of language and of manners which exists between them and us, destroy every hope of our ever enjoying peace or truce in this world, so great on their side is the desire to rule, so great on ours the legitimate and natural desire to throw off an insupportable servitude, and to recover the inheritance of our ancestors. We preserve in our heart's core an inveterate hatred, the result of long memories of injustice, of the murder of our fathers, our brothers, our cousins, which will never be forgotten, either by us or by our sons. Thus, then, without regret or remorse, so long as we shall live, we shall fight them in defence of our rights, ceasing only to combat and injure them when they themselves, through want of power, shall cease to do us evil, and when the Supreme Judge shall take vengeance on their crimes, which we firmly hope will happen sooner or later. Until then, we will, for the recovery of that independence which is our natural right, make war upon them to the death, constrained as we are thereto by necessity, and preferring to confront the peril as brave men than to languish amidst insult and outrage."1

This promise of war to the death, made more than four hundred years ago, is not yet forgotten; and, melancholy circumstance, but well worthy to be remarked, blood has been shed in our own times, in Ireland, in the old quarrel of the conquest. The hour when this quarrel will be terminated, belongs to a future that we cannot as yet discern; for, notwithstanding the mixture of races, the intercommunion of every kind brought about by the course of centuries, hatred to the English government still subsists, as a native passion, in the mass of the Irish nation. Ever since the hour of invasion, this race of men has invariably desired that which their conquerors did not desire, detested that which they liked, and liked that which they detested. She whose misfortunes were in a degree caused by the ambition of the popes, attached herself to the doctrines of popery with a sort of fury, the instant that Eng-

---

1 Johan. de Fudun, *Scoti-chronicon*, p. 908—924
land emancipated herself from them. This indomitable pertinacity, this faculty of preserving through centuries of misery the remembrance of their lost liberty, and of never despairing of a cause always defeated, always fatal to those who have dared to defend it, is perhaps the strangest and the noblest example ever given by any nation.

Something of the tenacity of memory and of the national spirit which characterize the Irish race has been exhibited, at the same epochs, by the native Welsh. Weak as they were at the close of the twelfth century, they still hoped not only to recover the conquered portion of their own immediate country, but a return of the time when they possessed the island of Britain. Their immovable confidence in this chimerical hope, made such an impression upon those who observed it, that in England, and even in France, the Welsh were considered to possess the gift of prophecy. The verses in which the ancient Cambrian poets had expressed, with effusion of soul, their patriotic wishes and expectations, were looked upon as mystic predictions, the exposition of which it was sought to discover in the great events of the day. Hence the singular celebrity which Myrdhin, a bard of the seventh century, enjoyed five hundred years after his death, under the name of Merlin the Enchanter. Hence also, the extraordinary renown of king Arthur, the hero of a petty nation, whose existence was scarcely known upon the continent. But the books of this petty nation were so full of poetry, they had so powerful an impress of enthusiasm and conviction, that once translated into other languages, they became most attractive reading for foreigners, and the theme upon which the romance writers of the middle ages most frequently constructed their fictions. It was thus that the old war-chief of the Cambrians appeared, in the fabulous histories of the Norman and French trouvères, the ideal of a perfect knight, and the greatest king that ever wore crown.

Not content to adorn this personage with every knightly perfection, many foreigners believed in his return, well nigh as firmly as did the Welsh themselves; this opinion gained ground even among the conquerors of Wales, whom it terrified.

1 Radul. de Diceto, ut sup. p. 534.
2 Script. rer. Gall. et Francic. xii. et seq.; passim.
despite all their efforts to conquer the impression; various reports, each more fantastic than the rest, nourished this belief. Now it was said that pilgrims, returning from the Holy Land, had met Arthur in Sicily, at the foot of Mount Etna; now, that he had appeared in a wood in Lower Brittany, or that the foresters of the king of England, in making their rounds by moonlight, often heard a great noise of horns, and met troops of hunters, who said they formed part of the train of king Arthur. Lastly, the tomb of king Arthur was nowhere to be found; it had often been sought but never discovered, and this circumstance seemed a confirmation of all the reports in circulation.

The contemporary historians of the reign of king Henry II. admit that all these things formed for the Welsh a groundwork for national enthusiasm, and great encouragement in their resistance to foreign rule. The stronger minded among the Anglo-Normans ridiculed what they called the Breton Hope; but this hope, so vivid, so real, that it communicated itself by contagion even to the enemies of the Cambrians, gave umbrage to the statesmen of the court of England. To give it a mortal blow, they resolved to discover the tomb of Arthur, and this they did in the following manner.

About the year 1189, a nephew of the king, named Henry de Sully, ruled the abbey of Glastonbury, raised on the site of the building whither popular tradition related that the great Cambrian chief had retired, to await the cure of his wounds. This abbot all at once announced, that a bard of Pembroke-shire had had a revelation as to the sepulchre of king Arthur; and hereupon extensive excavations were commenced within the walls of the monastery, care being taken the while to keep apart all persons who were likely to raise doubts on the

---
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5 Britonum videnda fides et credulus error.

(Ducange, *Glossarium*, verbo *Arturum expectare.*)
subject. The desired discovery was of course made, and there was found, say the contemporaries, a Latin inscription engraved on a metal plate, and bones of an extraordinary size. These precious remains were raised with great marks of respect, and Henry II. had them placed in a magnificent coffin, of which he did not grudge the expense, thinking himself amply repaid by the injury done to the Welsh, in depriving them of their long cherished hope, of the superstition which animated their courage, and shook that of their conquerors.

The patriotic determination of the Cambrians, however, survived the hope of king Arthur's return, and they were still far from resigning themselves to foreign rule. This disposition of mind gave them confidence in themselves, so undoubting that it almost seemed to partake of insanity. In an expedition which king Henry II. made in person to the south of Wales, a Cambrian chief, under the influence of one of those family feuds which were the capital vice of the nation, came to his camp and joined him. The king received him as a valuable auxiliary, and questioning him on the probable chances of the war: "Dost thou think," he said, "that the rebels can withstand my army?" At this question, patriotic pride awakened in the heart of the Welshman. Looking at the king with an air at once calm and assured, he answered: "King, your power may, to a certain extent, weaken and injure this nation, but utterly to destroy it requires the anger of God. In the day of judgment no other race, no other tongue than that of the Kymrys will answer for that corner of the earth to the Sovereign Judge."

The historians do not say in what terms Henry II. replied to these words, so impressed with imperturbable conviction; but the idea of the prophetic skill of the Welsh was not without power over him; at least, so his flatterers thought, for his name is found, by interpolation, in many of the old poems attributed to the bard Myrdhin.

One day, as the same king, returning from Ireland, passed through Pembrokeshire, a countryman accosted him, to com-
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municate an entirely religious prediction, remarkable only for the circumstances which accompanied it. The Welshman, thinking that a king of England must needs understand English, addressed Henry II. in that language, thus: "God holde ye, king." This salutation was followed by an harangue of which the king understood but a few words; wishing to answer, and unable to do so, he said in French to his squire: "Ask this peasant if he is telling us his dreams." The squire, whose less elevated position enabled him to converse with Saxons, served as an interpreter between his master and the Cambrian. Thus, to the fifth king of England since the Conquest, the English language was almost a foreign tongue. The son and successor of Henry II., Richard, upon whose reign our history now enters, could just as little converse in English; but then he spoke and wrote equally well the two Romane languages of Gaul, that of the north and that of the south, the tongue of *oui* and the tongue of *oc*.

The first administrative act of Richard I., when his father (as we have seen) was buried in the church of Fontevrault, was to arrest Stephen de Tours, seneschal of Anjou and treasurer of Henry II. He shut him up, chained hand and foot, in a dungeon, which he did not quit until he had given up to the new king all the deceased king’s money, and his own too. Richard then crossed the Channel, accompanied by his brother John, and, on his arrival in England, took the same precautions as on the continent; he hastened to the various royal treasuries in different cities, and had their contents collected, weighed and enumerated. The love of gold was the first passion manifested by the new monarch; and as soon as he had been consecrated and crowned, according to ancient custom, he began to sell everything he possessed, lands, castles, towns, his whole demesne, and in some places the domains of others, if we are to credit an historian of the time.

Many rich Normans, priests and laymen, profited by the opportunity, and bought, at a cheap rate, portions of the
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large share of the conquest which William the Bastard had reserved for himself and his successors.\(^1\) The Saxon burgesses of many towns belonging to the king, clubbed together to purchase their houses, and to become, for an annual rent, proprietors of the place they inhabited.\(^2\) By the operation of such a compact or treaty, the town making it became a corporation, regulated by officers responsible to the king for the payment of the municipal debt, and to the citizens for the employment of the money raised by personal contributions. The reigns of the successors of Richard I. exhibit many of these conventions by which the cities of England gradually emerged from the condition to which the Norman Conquest had reduced them,\(^3\) and it is wholly probable that he himself used this mode of filling his coffers, at a time when he seemed to neglect no means of so doing. "I would sell London," he said to his courtiers, "if I could find a purchaser."\(^4\)

The money thus accumulated by the king of England in the first months of his reign, seemed destined to the expenses of the expedition to the Holy Land, which he had sworn to accomplish in common with Philip of France. Yet Richard displayed little haste to set out; his companion in pilgrimage was obliged to send ambassadors to England to remind him of his plighted word, and to inform him that the time of departure was definitively fixed for the festival of Easter. Richard, seeing no excuse for further delay, convoked at London a general assembly of his earls and barons, at which all those who with him had made a vow to take up the cross, swore to be at the place of meeting without fail. The ambassadors took this oath upon the soul of the king of France, and the barons of England upon the soul of their own king. Vessels were collected at Dover, and Richard crossed the sea.\(^5\)

Upon the point of departure for the new crusade, the kings of England and France made a compact of alliance and brotherhood-in-arms, swearing that each would maintain the life and honour of the other; that neither would fail the other in the hour of danger; that the king of France would

\(^1\) Ib p. 660. 
\(^2\) Firma burgi. (See Hallam, *Europe in the Middle Ages*)
See Hallam, ib.
\(^3\) Guill. Neubrig., p. 363.
\(^4\) Roger. de Hoveden, p 660.
defend the rights of the king of England, as he would his own city of Paris, and the king of England those of the other king, as he would those of his own city of Rouen. Richard sailed from one of the ports of southern Gaul, which, from the frontiers of Spain to the coast of Italy, between Nice and Venetimille, were all free, depending nominally on the crown of Arragon. King Philip, who had no maritime town on the Mediterranean, went to Genoa, and embarked in vessels furnished him by this rich and powerful city. The fleet of the king of England joined him by the Straits of Gibraltar; and the two kings, having coasted along Italy, took up their winter quarters in Sicily.

This island, conquered a century before by the Norman lords of Apulia and Calabria, formed, with the opposite territory, a kingdom acknowledging the suzerainty of the holy see. In the year 1139, Roger, first king of Sicily and Naples, had received from pope Innocent II. investiture by the standard. After the reign of his son and that of his grandson, the crown fell to one of his natural sons, named Tancred, who had acceded shortly previous to the arrival of the two kings at Messina. Both were received with great marks of respect and friendship; Philip had lodgings provided for himself and his barons within the town; and Richard established himself outside the walls, in a house surrounded by a vineyard.

One day that he was walking in the environs of Messina, accompanied by a single knight, he heard the cry of a falcon in the house of a peasant. Falcons, like all other birds of chase, were at this time in England, and even in Normandy, noble property, prohibited to villeins and burghers, and reserved for the amusement of barons and knights. Richard, forgetting that in Sicily things were not exactly as they were in his own kingdom, entered the house, seized the bird, and was about to carry it away; but the Sicilian peasant, though the subject of a king of Norman race, was not accustomed to suffer what the English endured; he resisted, and, calling his neighbours to his aid, he drew his knife upon the king. Richard endeavoured to use his sword against the peasants who collected around him, but the weapon breaking in his
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hands, he was fain to flee, pursued with sticks and stones.\footnote{Roger. de Hoveden, p. 673.} Shortly after this adventure, the habit of going any length in England with the villeins and burghers, involved the king in a more serious affair. There was, near Messina, on the coast of the Straits, a monastery of Greek monks, which its position rendered very strong: Richard, thinking the building commodious for holding his stores, expelled the monks and placed a garrison in it. But the inhabitants of Messina, resolved to show the foreign prince how greatly this act of contemptuous arrogance towards them displeased them, closed their gates, and refused the king of England’s people admission to the city. On hearing this, Richard, furious with anger, hastened to the palace of Tancred, and required him to chastise, without delay, the citizens who had dared to oppose a king. Tancred commanded the Messines to abstain from hostilities, and peace seemed re-established; but Sicilian vindictiveness did not subside at the dictate of political considerations. Some days after, a troop of the most indignant and bravest of the citizens of Messina assembled on the heights around the quarters of the king of England, for the purpose of assailing him unexpectedly when he should pass with a limited train. Weary of waiting, they attacked the house of a Norman officer, Hugh le Brun; there ensued a combat and a great tumult, which coming to the ears of Richard, who was then in conference with king Philip upon the affairs of the holy war, he hastened to arm himself and his people. With superior forces, he pursued the citizens to the gates of the town: the latter entered, but admission was refused to the Normans, upon whom there rained from the walls above, a shower of arrows and stones. Five knights and twenty sergeants of the king of England were killed; at length, his whole army coming up, broke down one of the gates, and, taking possession of the city, planted the banner of Normandy on all the towers.

During this combat, the king of France had remained a tranquil spectator, without, say the historians, offering any aid to his brother-in-pilgrimage; but when he saw the standard of the king of England floating on the ramparts of Messina, he demanded that this flag should be removed and replaced
by his own. This was the commencement of a quarrel between the brothers-in-arms, which time only embittered. Richard would not yield to the pretensions of the king of France; but, lowering his banner, committed the city to the custody of the knights of the Temple until he obtained satisfaction from king Tancred for the conduct of the Messinese. The king of Sicily granted everything that was asked, and, more timid than a handful of his subjects had shown themselves, he made his great officers swear, by his soul and their own, that he and his people, by land and by sea, would at all times maintain faith and peace with the king of England and all his people.

In proof of his fidelity to this oath, Tancred gave Richard a letter, which he assured him had been sent to him by king Philip, and in which that monarch said that the king of England was a traitor, who had not observed the conditions of the last peace made with him, and that if Tancred and his people would fall upon him, by day or by night, the army of France would aid them. Richard kept this communication for some time secret; but in one of the frequent disputes resulting from their prolonged stay in the same place, he suddenly presented the letter to the king of France, and asked him if he recognised it? Without replying to this question, Philip assailed the king of England: "I see what it is," said he; "you seek a quarrel with me, as a pretext for not marrying my sister Aliz, whom you have sworn to wed; but be sure that if you abandon her, and take another wife, I will be a life-long enemy of you and yours." "I cannot marry your sister," calmly answered Richard; "for it is certain that she had a child by my father; as I can prove by good testimony, if you so require."¹ This was not a discovery that Richard had only just made respecting his affianced bride; he had known of the affair at the time when, to injure his father, he showed as we have seen, so great a desire to conclude this marriage. But that which he had promised, ambitious to reign, he did not, as crowned king, deem himself bound to accomplish; and he made Philip undergo the proof, by evidence, of his sister’s shame. The facts, as it would seem, were incontestable; and the king of France, unable to persist in his

¹ Roger. de Hoveden, 674—688.
demand, released Richard from his promise of marriage, in consideration of ten thousand marks of silver, payable in four years. On this condition, says the contemporary narrator, he gave him leave to marry whomsoever he pleased.\(^1\)

Once more friends, the two kings set sail for the Holy Land, after having again sworn upon the relics and upon the Gospel, faithfully to sustain each other, going and returning. On the eve of departure, the following ordinance was published in the two camps:—

"Know that it is forbidden to every one in the army, except the knights and priests, to play for money at any game whatever, during the transit; the priests and knights may play so long as they lose no more than twenty sous in one day and night, and the kings may play for as much as they will.

"In the company of the kings, or in their ship, and with their permission, the royal sergeants-at-arms may play up to twenty sous; and so in the company of the archbishops, bishops, earls, counts, and barons, and with their permission, their sergeants may play to the same amount.

"But if, of their own authority, sergeants-at-arms, labourers or sailors, presume to play, the former shall be flogged once a day for three days; and the latter shall be plunged three times into the sea, from the top-mast."\(^2\)

God, say the historians of the time, blessed the holy pilgrimage of these pious and sage kings. Philip arrived first off the city of Ptolemais or Saint Jean-d'Acre, then besieged by the Christians whom Salah-Edin had driven from Jerusalem and Palestine; Richard joined him here after a long delay, during which he had conquered the island of Cyprus from a prince of the race of Comnena. As soon as the two kings had united their forces, the siege of Acre advanced rapidly; their heavy guns, their pierriers, their mangonneaux, and their trebuchets did such execution upon the walls, that a breach was opened in a few days, and the garrison obliged to capitulate.\(^3\) This victory, which produced the most vivid enthusiasm among the Christians of the east, did

\(^{1}\) *Ib.* 688.

\(^{2}\) *Ib.* 674, 675.

\(^{3}\) Radulfus Coggeshalae, *Abbat. Chron.*, *apud* *Script. rer. Gallic. et Franc.*, xviii. 64.
not, however, assure concord between the crusader princes. Despite the oath taken by the two kings upon the Gospel, they and their soldiers hated and abused and calumniated each other inveterately. ¹

Most of the chiefs of the army, whatever their rank or their country, were divided by rivalries, ambition, avarice, or pride. On the day of the taking of Acre, the king of England, finding the banner of the duke of Austria planted on the walls beside his own, had it taken down, torn, and thrown into a sewer. ² Shortly after, the marquis of Montferrat, who disputed with Guy de Lusignan the vain title of king of Jerusalem, was assassinated at Tyre by two fanatic Arabs, and the king of England was charged with having hired them to do the deed. Lastly, a few months afterwards, the king of France falling ill, thought, or feigned to think, that he had been poisoned by some secret agent of the king of England. ³ Under this pretext he abandoned the enterprise he had vowed to achieve, and left his companions in pilgrimage to fight alone against the Saracens. ⁴ Richard, more obstinate than he, continued with every effort the difficult task of reconquering the holy city and the wood of the true cross.

While performing, with little result, exploits that rendered his name an object of terror throughout the east, his kingdom of England was the theatre of great troubles caused by his absence. The native English had not, indeed, essayed a revolt against their lords of Norman race; but misunderstandings had arisen among the latter. On his departure for the crusade, king Richard had confided no authority to his brother John, who then bore no other title than that of earl of Mortain. Faithful to that old instinct of discord which he himself ascribed to all the members of his family, Richard distrusted and disliked his brother. A stranger to the family, a stranger even to Anjou and to Normandy, William de Longchamp, bishop of Ely, a native of Beauvais, had been charged by the king with the supreme direction of affairs, under the title of chancellor and grand justiciary of England. Lastly, king Richard had made his natural brother Geoffroy swear that he

¹ Roger. de Hoveden, p. 694.
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would not set foot in England until three years after his departure, his expectation being that he should return within that time.¹

The chancellor, William de Longchamp, master of the entire royal power, used it to enrich himself and his family; he placed his relations and friends of foreign birth in all the posts of profit and honour; confided to them the custody of the castles and towns, which he took, under various pretences, from men of pure Norman race, whom, equally with the English, he made to feel the weight of insupportable exactions.² The authors of the time say that, thanks to his rapine, no knight could keep his silver-plated baldric, no noble his gold ring, no woman her necklace, no Jew his merchandize.³ He affected the manners of a sovereign, and sealed the public acts with his own seal, instead of with the seal of England;⁴ a numerous guard was posted round his palace; wherever he went, a thousand horse and more accompanied him, and if he lodged in any man's house, three years' income did not suffice to repair the expense he and his train had occasioned in one single day.⁵ He procured at great expense from France, trouveres and jongleurs to sing in the public squares, verses wherein it was affirmed that the chancellor had not his equal in the world.⁶

John, earl of Mortain, the king's brother, a man no less ambitious and no less vain than the chancellor, beheld with envy this power and pomp, which he would fain himself have displayed. All whom the exactions of William de Longchamp angered, or who desired a political change wherein to make their fortune, formed a party around the earl, and an open struggle was soon established between the two rivals. Their enmity broke forth in reference to one Gerard de Camville, a man of Norman race, whom the chancellor sought to deprive of the governorship, or, as it was then called, the viscounty of Lincoln, which the king had sold to him.⁷ The chancellor, who wished to give this office to one of his friends, ordered Gerard to surrender the keys of the royal castle of Lincoln;

but the viscount resisted the order, declaring that he was liegeman of the earl John, and that he would not give up his fief, until he had been judged and condemned to forfeiture in the court of his lord. 1 On this refusal, the chancellor came with an army to besiege the castle of Lincoln, took it, and expelled Gerard de Camville, who demanded reparation for this violence from John, as his suzerain and protector. As a sort of reprisal for the injury done to his vassal, earl John seized upon the royal castles of Nottingham and Tickhill, placed his knights there, and unfurled his banner, protesting, says an ancient historian, that if the chancellor did not promptly do justice to Gerard, his liegeman, he would visit him with a rod of iron. 2 The chancellor was alarmed, and negotiated an accommodation, by which the earl remained in possession of the two fortresses he had seized upon; this first step of prince John towards the authority his brother had feared to confide in him, was soon followed by more important attempts.

Geoffroy, the natural son of Henry II., who had been elected archbishop of York during his father's life, but had long remained without confirmation by the pope, at length obtained from Rome permission to receive consecration from the prelate of Tours, the metropolitan of Anjou. Immediately after his consecration he departed for England, notwithstanding the oath which the king his brother had obliged him to take. The chancellor received information of this; and as the archbishop was about to sail from the port of Wissant, messengers came to him, and forbade him, in the king's name, to cross the sea. Geoffroy took no heed to his prohibition, and armed men were posted to seize him on landing. Having evaded them by disguising himself, he reached a monastery at Canterbury, the monks of which received him, and concealed him in their house. But the rumour of his presence there soon spread; the monastery was invested by soldiers, and the archbishop, seized in the church as he was saying mass, was imprisoned in the castle of the city, under the charge of the constable Matthew de Clare. This violent arrest created great excitement throughout England; and earl John, availing himself of the occasion, openly took up his brother's cause,
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and menacingly ordered the chancellor to set the archbishop at liberty. The chancellor did not venture to resist; and, becoming more daring, the earl of Mortain proceeded to London, convoked the great council of barons and bishops, and charged William de Longchamp before them with having enormously abused the power which the king had confided to him. William had displeased so many persons, that his accuser was sure of a favourable audience. The assembly of barons cited him to appear before them; he refused, and, assembling troops, marched from Windsor, where he then was, to London, to prevent the barons from assembling a second time. But the earl's troops met him at the gates of the city, attacked and dispersed his escort, and forced him to throw himself, in great haste, into the Tower of London, where he remained close shut up, while the barons and bishops, assembled in parliament, deliberated on his fate.¹

The majority of them resolved to strike a decisive blow, and to remove the man to whom king Richard had confided the viceroyalty, and who, according to legal forms, could not be deposed without the express order of the sovereign. In this daring enterprise, the earl of Mortain and the Anglo-Norman barons resolved to involve the Saxon inhabitants of London, in order to secure, if it became necessary to fight, the aid of that great city's population. On the day fixed for their assembly, they rang the great alarm bell; and as the citizens issued from their houses, persons stationed in various places told them to go to Saint Paul's church.² The traders and artisans went thither in crowds to see what was on foot; they were surprised to find assembled there the nobles of the land, the sons of the men of the conquest, with whom they had no other relations than those of villein and lord. Contrary to their usual practices, the barons and prelates gave a cordial reception to the citizens, and a sort of transient fraternity appeared, despite the difference of social condition, between the Normans and Saxons. The latter understood as much as they could of the harangues pronounced before them in the French language; and, the debate over, there was read a letter purporting to be from the king, dated at Messina, and setting forth that if the chancellor conducted himself ill in his

¹ Roger. de Hoveden, p. 701. ² Padulfs de Diceto, col. 664.
office, he might be deposed, and the archbishop of Rouen substituted for him. This having been read, the votes of the whole assembly were taken without distinction of race; and the Norman heralds proclaimed, "that it had pleased John, earl of Mortain, the king's brother, all the bishops, earls, and barons of the kingdom, and the citizens of London, to depose from his office the chancellor, William de Longchamp."  

Meantime the chancellor was close shut up in the Tower of London; he might have sustained a siege there; but, abandoning every thought of defence, he offered to capitulate. Egress was granted him, on condition of his surrendering to the archbishop of Rouen, his successor, the keys of all the king's castles. He was made to swear not to quit England until he had made this surrender, and his two brothers were imprisoned as hostages for his word. He withdrew to Canterbury, and after staying there some days, resolved to flee, preferring to leave his brothers in danger of their lives than to restore the castles, by the possession of which he hoped to regain all he had lost. He left the town on foot and disguised, having over his male attire a woman's petticoat and a cape with large sleeves; his head was covered with a veil of thick cloth, and he held a roll of cloth under his arm, and a measure in his hand. In this guise, that of the female English traders of the period, the chancellor went to the sea-coast, where he had to await for some time the vessel he had engaged to convey him abroad.  

He sat down tranquilly on a stone, with his bundle on his knees; some passing fishermen's wives accosted him, asking the price of his cloth; but not knowing a word of English, the chancellor made no answer, which greatly surprised the women. They went on, however; but other women came up, saw the cloth, and examining it, asked the same question as their predecessors. The pretended trader continuing silent, the women repeated their question; at length, driven to extremity, the chancellor laughed aloud, thinking by such an answer to escape from his embarrassment. At this ill-timed mirth the women thought they were addressing an idiot or a mad woman, and raising his veil for further examination, discovered the face of a dark-complexioned man, re-
cently shaved. Their cries of surprise aroused the workmen of the port, who, delighted with an object of diversion, threw themselves on the disguised person, dragged him about by his clothes, threw him down, and amused themselves with his futile efforts to escape from them or to make them understand who he was. Having dragged him for some time over the stones and mud, the fishermen and sailors ended by shutting him up in a cellar, which he only quitted upon making himself known to the agents of the Norman authority.¹

Obliged to fulfil his engagements with the earl of Mortain and his partisans, the ex-chancellor gave up to them the keys of the castles, and thus obtained permission freely to leave England. On his arrival in France, he hastened to write word to king Richard that his brother John had seized upon all his fortresses, and would usurp his kingdom if he did not forthwith return.² Other news, still more alarming, soon reached the king of England in Palestine. He learned that Philip of France, passing through Rome, had induced the pope to release him from the oath of peace he had sworn to Richard, and that, on his arrival at Fontainebleau, he had boasted that he would soon disturb the states of the king of England.³ Notwithstanding the distance which now separated him from Richard, king Philip still affected to fear some treachery or snare on his part.⁴ Once, on arriving at the castle of Pontoise for recreation, he suddenly appeared anxious, and hastily returned to Paris. He immediately assembled his barons, and showed them letters just arrived, he said, from beyond seas, and which warned him to be on his guard, for that the king of England had, from the east, sent *hassassis or assassins* to kill him.⁵

Such was the name, then quite new in European languages, by which were designated certain Mahometans, fanatics in religion and patriotism, who thought to gain Paradise by devoting themselves to kill by surprise the enemies of their faith. It was generally believed that there existed in the defiles of Mount Libanus a whole tribe of these enthusiasts, subject to a chief called the “Old Man of the Mountain,” and

that the vassals of this mysterious personage Joyfully ran to meet death at the first signal from their chief.\(^1\) The name of Haschischi, by which he was designated in Arabic, was derived from that of an intoxicating plant, of which they made frequent use to exalt or stupify themselves.\(^2\)

It will be readily understood, that the name of these men who poniarded people without the slightest warning of their attack, stabbed generals of armies in the very midst of their soldiers, and who, so they had struck their victim, themselves died laughing, necessarily inspired the western crusaders and pilgrims with great alarm. They brought back so vivid a memory of the terror they had felt at the mere word *assassin*, that this word soon passed into every mouth, and the most absurd tales of *assassination* readily found in Europe people disposed to credit them. This disposition existed, it would appear, in France, when king Philip assembled his barons in parliament at Paris. None of them expressed a doubt as to the king’s danger; and Philip, whether the more to excite hatred among his vassals against the king of England, or to give himself greater security against his other enemies and against his subjects themselves, surrounded his person with extraordinary precautions.\(^3\) “Contrary to the custom of his ancestors,” say the contemporary writers, “he was always escorted by armed men, and instituted, for more security, guards of his body, selected from among the men most devoted to him, and armed with great maces of iron or brass.” It is mentioned, that some persons, who, with their previously accustomed familiarity, approached him too near, ran great risk of their lives. “This royal innovation astonished and singularly displeased many.”\(^4\)

The ill effect produced by the institution of these body-guards, then called *sergents à masses*, obliged king Philip again to convoke the assembly of the barons and bishops of France.\(^5\) He renewed before them his former imputations
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against the king of England, assuring them that it was he who had caused the marquis of Montferrat to be killed at Tyre, in broad daylight, by assassins in his pay. 

"Is it then astonishing," asked the king, "that I should take more care of myself than usual? nevertheless, if my precautions seem to you unbefitting or superfluous, say so, and I will discontinue them." 

The assembly of course answered, that whatever the king thought fit to do for his personal safety was proper and just; the body-guards were maintained, and the institution existed many centuries after the belief in the mysterious power of the Old Man of the Mountain had disappeared from France.

Another question addressed by king Philip to his barons was this: "Tell me, is it not fitting and lawful that I take prompt and full vengeance for the manifest injuries this traitor, Richard, has done me?" Upon this point the reply was still more unanimous, for the barons of France were all animated with the old spirit of national rancour against the Norman power.

Notwithstanding the distance which then separated him from France, king Richard was quickly informed of these matters, because, in the fervour of zeal excited in Europe against the followers of Mahomet, new pilgrims departed every day for the Holy Land. The deposition of the chancellor, and the occupation of the fortresses by earl John, had greatly disturbed the king of England, who foresaw that, sooner or later, his brother, following the example he himself had given, would unite his projects of ambition with the projects of hostility of the king of France. These fears troubled him to such a degree, that, despite the vow he had taken not to quit the Holy Land, so long as there remained an ass for him to eat, he concluded a truce of three years, three months, and three days, with the Saracens, and departed for the west.

Arrived off Sicily, he thought it might be dangerous for him to land in one of the ports of southern Gaul, because

1 Radulph. Coggeshalaæ, ut sup. p. 63.
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most of the seigneurs of Provence were relations of the marquis of Montferrat, and because the count of Toulouse, Raymond de Saint Gilles, suzerain of the maritime districts west of the Rhone, was his personal enemy. Apprehending some ambush on their part, instead of traversing the Mediterranean, he entered the Adriatic, having dismissed most of his suite in order to avoid recognition. His vessel was attacked by pirates, whose friendship, after a vigorous skirmish with them, he conciliated; and leaving his own vessel for one of theirs, was conveyed in it to a little port on the coast of Istria. He landed with a Norman baron, named Baldwin de Bethune, his chaplains maitre Philip and maitre Anselme, some Templars, and a few servants. It was necessary to obtain a passport from the seigneur of the province, who resided at Goritz, and who, by an unfortunate chance, was nearly related to the family of the marquis of Montferrat. The king sent one of his people to seek the safe conduct required, ordering him to present to the count of Goritz a ring, set with a large ruby, which he had bought in Palestine of a Pisan merchant. This ruby, already celebrated, was recognised by the count. "Who are they who send thee to ask this permission?" said he to the messenger. "Pilgrims returning from Jerusalem." "Their names?" "One is Baldwin de Bethune, and the other Hugh le Marchand, who offers you this ring." The count of Goritz, examining the ring attentively, remained for some time silent; he then said: "Thou sayest not true; his name is not Hugh; he is king Richard. But since he designed to honour me unknown with a gift, I will not arrest him; I return him his present, and leave him free to proceed on his way."

Surprised at this incident, which he had by no means anticipated, Richard immediately departed; no attempt was made to stay him. But the count of Goritz sent to inform his brother, the lord of a town at no great distance, that the king of England was in the country, and would pass through his lands. This brother had in his service a Norman knight, named Roger d'Argenton, whom he directed to visit every day all the inns where pilgrims lodged, and to see if he could not discover the king of England by his language, or any other token; promising him, if he succeeded in arresting him, the government of half his town. The Norman knight pro-
secuted his inquiries for several days, going from house to house, and at last discovered the king. Richard endeavoured to conceal who he was, but, driven to extremity by the Norman's questions, he was fain to avow himself. Hereupon, Roger, with tears, implored him to flee forthwith, offering him his best horse; he then returned to his lord, told him that the news of the king's arrival was a false report, and that he had not found him, but only Baldwin de Bethune, a countryman of his, who was returning from the great pilgrimage. The count, furious at having missed his aim, arrested Baldwin, and threw him into prison.

Meantime, king Richard was pursuing his flight on the German territory, his only companions being William de l'Etang, his intimate friend, and a valet, who spoke the Teutonic language, either from being an Englishman by birth, or because his inferior condition had permitted him to acquire the English language, at that time closely resembling the Saxon dialect of Germany, and altogether without French words, French expressions, or French constructions. Having travelled three days and three nights without taking any nourishment, almost without knowing whither they were going, they entered the province which in the Teutonic language was called Æster-reich, that is to say, country or the East. This name was a last reminiscence of the old empire of the Franks, of which this country had formed the eastern extremity. Æster-reich, or Autriche, as the French and Normans called it, was a dependent of the Germanic empire, and was governed by a lord who bore the title of here-zog, or duke; and, unfortunately, this duke, named Leotpolde, or Leopold, was the same whom Richard had mortally offended in Palestine by tearing down and dishonouring his banner. His residence was at Vienna on the Danube, where the king and his two companions arrived, exhausted with hunger and fatigue.

The servant who spoke English went to the exchange to convert gold besants into the money of the country. He made a great parade of his person and his gold, assuming an air of importance and the manners of a courtier. The citizens, conceiving suspicions, took him before their magistrate to

1 Leot-polde, brave among the people.
ascertain who he was. He represented himself as the domestic of a rich merchant who was to arrive in three days, and was hereupon set at liberty. On his return to the king's lodging, he related his adventure, and advised him to depart at once, but Richard, desiring repose, remained. Meantime the news of his landing reached Austria; and duke Leopold, eager for revenge, and still more so to enrich himself by the ransom of such a prisoner, sent spies and soldiers in every direction in search of him. They traversed the country without discovering him; but one day the same servant who had once before been arrested, being in the market-place purchasing provisions, a pair of his master's richly-embroidered gloves, such as the nobles of the period wore with their court attire, were seen in his belt. He was again seized, and put to the torture to extract an avowal; he confessed the facts, and named the inn where king Richard was to be found. The house was immediately surrounded by the duke of Austria's troops, who, surprising the king, forced him to surrender. The duke treated him with respect, but shut him up in a prison, where chosen soldiers guarded him, with drawn swords, night and day.1

As soon as the report of the king of England's arrest got abroad, the emperor or Caesar of all Germany, Henry VI., summoned the duke of Austria, his vassal, to transfer the prisoner to him, alleging that an emperor alone ought to keep a king in prison. Duke Leopold submitted with seeming good grace to this singular reasoning, stipulating, however, for at least a portion of the ransom. The king of England was then removed from Vienna to one of the imperial fortresses on the banks of the Rhine; and the delighted emperor sent to the king of France a message, more agreeable to him, says an historian of the time, than a present of gold and jewels. Philip immediately wrote to the emperor, congratulating him on his prize, advising him to preserve it carefully, because, he said, there would be no peace in the world if such a firebrand got loose, and, lastly, offering to pay a sum equal to, or even exceeding, the ransom of the king of England, if the emperor would transfer his captive to him.2

The emperor, as was the custom, submitted this proposition to the diet or general assembly of the lords and bishops of Germany. He set forth Philip's propositions, and justified the imprisonment of Richard by the pretended crime of murder committed on the marquis of Montferrat, the insult offered to the banner of the duke of Austria, and the truce of three years concluded with the Saracens. For these misdeeds, the king of England, he said, ought to be declared the capital enemy of the empire. The assembly decided that Richard should be tried by it for the offences imputed to him; but it refused to deliver Richard to the king of France. The latter did not await the prisoner's trial to send an express message to him, that he renounced him for his vassal, defied him, and declared war against him. At the same time he made to the earl of Mortain the same offers he had formerly made to Richard when exciting him against his father. He promised to guarantee to earl John the possession of Normandy, Anjou, and Aquitaine, and to aid him to obtain the crown of England; he only asked him in return to be faithfully his ally, and to marry the unfortunate Aliz. Without concluding any positive alliance with king Philip, John commenced intriguing with all the countries subject to his brother; and, under pretext that Richard was dead, or ought to be regarded as such, he demanded the oath of fealty from the public officers, and from the governors of the castles and towns.

The king of England was informed of these machinations by several Norman abbots, who obtained permission to visit him in his prison, and especially by his former chancellor, William de Longchamp, the personal enemy of the earl of Mortain. Richard received him as a friend persecuted in his service, and employed him in various negotiations. The day fixed for the king's trial arrived; he appeared as a prisoner before the Germanic diet assembled at Worms; to be absolved on every point, he had only to promise an hundred thousand marks of silver, and to acknowledge himself vassal of the emperor. This admission of vassalage, which was nothing more than a simple formality, derived importance in the eyes of the emperor from his pretensions to the universal
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domination of the Caesars of Rome, whose heir he pretended to be. The feudal subjection of the kingdom of England to the German empire was not of a nature to have any protracted duration, yet its admission and declaration were made with all the pomp and ceremony required by the customs of the period. "King Richard," says a contemporary, "divested himself of the kingdom, and remitted it to the emperor, as to the universal suzerain, investing him with it by his hood, and the emperor returned it him, to hold it in fief, on the condition of an annual subsidy of five thousand pounds sterling; and invested him with it by a double cross of gold." After this ceremony, the emperor, bishops, and lords of Germany, promised by oath, upon their soul, that the king of England should be set at liberty as soon as he had paid an hundred thousand silver marks; and from that day Richard was less strictly confined.

Meantime, the earl of Mortain, pursuing his intrigues and machinations, solicited the justiciaries of England, the archbishop of Rouen, and the barons of Normandy, to swear fealty to him, and to acknowledge him as king. The majority refused; and the earl, knowing himself too weak to compel them to his wish, crossed over to France, and concluded a formal treaty with king Philip. He declared himself vassal and liegeman of this monarch for England and all the other states of his brother, swore to marry his sister, and to resign to him a considerable part of Normandy, Tours, Loches, Amboise, and Montrichard, whenever, by his aid, he should become king of England. Lastly, he subscribed this clause: "And if my brother Richard were to offer me peace, I would not accept it without the consent of my ally of France, even though my ally were to make peace on his own account with my said brother Richard."

Upon the conclusion of this treaty, king Philip passed the frontiers of Normandy with a numerous army, and earl John distributed gold among the Welsh tribes who were still free, in order to induce them to assist, by an invasion, the machinations of his partisans in England.

---
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This people, oppressed by the Normans, joyfully placed their national hatred at the service of one of the two factions which dilacerated their enemy; but, incapable of great efforts beyond the little country where they so obstinately defended their independence, they were of little use to the adversaries of king Richard. Nor did these obtain much success elsewhere in England, so that earl John determined to take up his abode for awhile with the king of France, and to direct all his attention upon Normandy. But though thus freed from the scourge of war, England was none the happier, for she was subjected to enormous tributes, levied for the king’s ransom. The royal collectors overran the country in every direction, making every class of men contribute, priests and laymen, Saxons and Normans. All the sums levied in the provinces were brought to London; it had been calculated that the total amount would constitute the sum required for the ransom; but an enormous deficiency was found, occasioned by the peculation of the collectors. This first collection accordingly being insufficient, the royal officers commenced another, covering, say the historians, under the plausible name of the king’s ransom, their own shameful rapine.

Richard had been nearly two years in prison; he was tired of his captivity, and sent message after message to his officers and friends in England, and on the continent, urging them to deliver him by paying his ransom. He complained bitterly of being neglected by his people, and of their not doing for him what he would have done for them. He made his plaint in a song composed in the southern Romane language, an idiom he preferred to the less polished dialect of Normandy, Anjou, and France.

"I have many friends, but they give meagrely: shame to them, that for want of ransom, I have been a prisoner two winters."

"Let my men and my barons, English, Normans, Poitevins, and Gascons, know that no companion of mine, were he ever

---
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so poor, would I leave in prison for the sake of gold. I say
not this in reproach; but I am still a prisoner!—"

While the second collection for the king's ransom was being
made throughout England, officers of the emperor came to
London, to receive, as part payment, the money which had
been already got together. They tested the quality and
verified the weight, and affixed their seals on the bags con-
taining it, which were then conveyed by English sailors to
Germany, at the risk and responsibility of the king of Eng-
land. On receiving the money, the Caesar of Germany sent
one-third of it to the duke of Austria, as his share of the
prize. A new diet was then assembled to decide on the fate
of the prisoner, whose release was fixed for the third week
after Christmas, on condition of his leaving a certain number
of hostages as security for the payment of the balance remain-
ing due.

King Richard consented to anything and everything, and the
emperor, delighted with his facility, determined to make him
a present in return. By a formal charter he granted him, to
hold in fief, several provinces over which he himself had but
a disputed pretension; the Viennois and part of Burgundy, and
the towns and territories of Lyons, Arles, Marseilles, and
Narbonne. "Now it should be known," says a contempo-
rary, "that these territories given to the king by the emperor,
contain five archbishoprics, and thirty-three bishoprics, but it
must also be known that the said emperor has never been
able to exercise any sort of authority over them, and the
inhabitants have never acknowledged any lord nominated or
presented by him."

When the king of France, and earl John, his ally, learned
the resolution passed in the imperial diet, they feared
they should not have time to execute their design before
the king's release. They accordingly sent messengers in
all haste to the emperor, offering him seventy thousand
marks of silver, if he would prolong, if but for a year, the
imprisonment of Richard, or if he preferred it, one thousand
marks of silver for each extended month of captivity, or an
hundred and fifty thousand marks, if he would transfer the
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prisoner to the custody of the king of France and the earl. Tempted by these brilliant offers, the emperor was inclined to break his word, but the members of the diet, who had sworn to keep it faithfully, opposed his views, and exercising the power vested in them, set the captive at liberty about the end of January 1194.  

Richard could not proceed either to France, or to Normandy, at that time invaded by the French; the safest course for him was to embark from some German port, and sail direct to England. But it was now the season of storms; he was necessitated to wait more than a month at Antwerp, and meantime the emperor was again tempted by avarice; the hope of doubling his profits overruled the fear of displeasing chiefs less powerful than himself, and whom, as lord paramount, he had a thousand ways of reducing to silence. He resolved a second time to seize the prisoner, whom he had allowed to depart; but this treacherous design becoming known, one of the hostages who had remained with the emperor found means to warn the king. Richard immediately embarked in the galiot of a Norman merchant, named Alain Tranchemer; and having thus escaped the soldiers sent to arrest him, landed safely at Sandwich.  

Received with great demonstrations of joy, he found the majority of the Anglo-Norman earls and barons devoted to his cause. But just before, the great council or parliament of the kingdom had declared the earl of Mortain a public enemy, and had ordered that all his lands should be confiscated, and all his castles besieged. At the time of the king's arrival, this order was being executed, and, in all the churches, sentence of excommunication was being pronounced against the earl and his adherents, in the name of the archbishops and bishops, amid the ringing of bells and the glare of tapers. The news of the arrival of Cœur-de-Lion (so the Normans surnamed king Richard,) terminated the resistance of the garrisons that still held for earl John. All surrendered, except that of Nottingham, which would not credit the report; the irritated king, prompt in his anger, marched to this town to besiege it in person, even before entering London.  
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His presence in the camp before Nottingham was announced to the garrison by an unwonted flourish of trumpets, horns, clarions, and other instruments of military music; but, deeming it a stratagem of the besiegers, they persevered in their resistance. The king, denouncing a terrible punishment upon them, assaulted the town and took it; but the garrison retired into the castle, one of the strongest that the Normans had built in England. Before battering the walls with his great guns and war-machines, Richard had a gibbet raised, high as a tall tree, and had hanged upon it, in sight of the garrison, several men who had been taken in the first assault. This spectacle seemed to the besiegers a more certain indication of the king's presence than any they had before observed, and they surrendered at discretion.¹

After his victory, king Richard, by way of recreation, made a pleasure journey into the greatest forest of England, which stretched from Nottingham to the centre of Yorkshire, over a space of several hundred miles; the Saxons called it Sire-Wode, a name changed, in the lapse of centuries, to that of Sherwood. "Never before in his life had he seen these forests," says a contemporary narrator, "and they pleased him greatly."²

On quitting a long captivity, the mind is ever vividly sensible to the charms of picturesque scenery; and, moreover, with this natural attraction was probably combined another, appealing still more powerfully, perhaps, to the adventurous spirit of Richard Cœur-de-Lion. Sherwood was at this time a forest formidable to the Normans; it was the dwelling of the last remains of the bands of armed Saxons who, still abnegating the conquest, persisted in withdrawing from the law of the foreigner. Everywhere hunted, pursued, tracked like wild beasts, it was here only that, favoured by the locality, they had been able to maintain themselves in any number, under a sort of military organization, which gave them a more respectable character than that of mere highwaymen.

At about the time that the hero of the Anglo-Norman baronage visited Sherwood forest,³ there lived in that forest a man who was the hero of the serfs, of the poor and of the low—in a word, of the Anglo-Saxon race. "At this time," says an ancient chronicler, "there arose among the disin-
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herited, the most famous robber, Robert Hode, with his accomplices, whom the stolid vulgar celebrate in games and sports at their junketings, and whose history, sung by the minstrels, delights them more than any other." In these few words are comprised all our historical data as to the existence of the last Englishman who followed the example of Hereward; to find any traces of his life and character, it is to the old romances and popular ballads that we must of necessity resort. If we cannot place faith in all the singular and often contradictory incidents related in these poems, they are, at least, incontestable evidence of the ardent friendship of the English nation for the outlaw-chief whom they celebrate, and for his companions, who, instead of labouring for masters, "ranged the forest merry and free," as the old burthens express it.

It cannot be doubted that Robert, or, more commonly, Robin Hood, was of Saxon origin; his French Christian name proves nothing against this opinion, for with the second generation after the conquest, the influence of the Norman clergy had, in a great degree, superseded the former baptismal names of England by the names of saints and others used in Normandy. The name of Hood, or Hode, is Saxon, and the ballads most ancient in point of date, and consequently the most worthy of attention, place the ancestors of him who bore it in the class of peasants. Afterwards, when the recollection of the revolution effected by the conquest had become less vivid, the imagination of the rustic poets embellished their favourite personage with the pomp of grandeur and riches: they made him an earl, or at least the grandson of an earl, whose daughter, having been seduced, fled, and gave birth to the hero, in a wood. This theory formed the subject of a popular romance, full of interest and of graceful conceptions; but the supposition itself rests on no probable authority.

Whether or no Robin Hood was born, as the ballad relates—

"Amang the leaves sae green,"
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it was certainly in the woods that he passed his life, at the head of several hundred archers, formidable to the earls, viscounts, bishops, and rich abbots of England, but beloved by the farmers, labourers, widows, and poor people. These “merry men” granted peace and protection to all who were feeble and oppressed, shared with those who had nothing the spoils of those who fattened on other men’s harvests, and, according to the old tradition, did good to the honest and industrious. Robin Hood was the boldest and most skilful archer of the band; and after him was cited Little John, his lieutenant and brother-in-arms, inseparable from him in danger and in pastime, and equally so in the old English ballads and sayings. Tradition also names several others of his companions—Mutch, the miller’s son, old Scathlocke, and a monk, called Friar Tuck, who fought in frock and cowl, and whose only weapon was a heavy quarter-staff. They were all of a joyous humour, not seeking to enrich themselves, but simply to live on their booty, and distributing all they did not actually need themselves among the families dispossessed in the great pillage of the conquest. Though enemies of the rich and powerful, they did not slay those who fell into their hands, shedding blood only in their own defence. Their attacks fell chiefly on the agents of royal authority and on the governors of towns or provinces, whom the Normans called viscounts, and the English sheriffs.

“But bend your bows, and strok your strings,
Set the gallow-tree about;
And Christ’s curse on his head, said Robin,
That spares the sheriff and the sergeant!”

The sheriff of Nottingham was the person against whom Robin Hood had the oftenest to contend, and who hunted him most closely, on horseback and on foot, setting a price on his head, and exciting his companions and friends to betray him. But none betrayed him, while many aided him to escape the dangers in which his daring often involved him.

1 From wealthy abbot’s chests, and church’s abundant store,
What oftentimes he took, he shar’d amongst the poore.
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"I would rather die," said an old woman to him one day, "I would rather die than not do all I might to save thee; for who fed and clothed me and mine, but thou and Little John?"1

The astonishing adventures of this bandit chief of the twelfth century, his victories over the men of Norman race, his stratagems and his escapes, were long the only national history that a man of the people in England transmitted to his sons, having himself received it from his ancestors. Popular imagination adorned the person of Robin Hood with all the qualities and all the virtues of the middle ages. He is described as alike devout in church and brave in combat; and it is said of him that once within a church for the purpose of hearing the service, whatever danger presented itself, he would not depart until the close.2 This scrupulous devotion exposed him more than once to the danger of being taken by the sheriff and his men; but he always found means of effectual resistance, and instead of being taken by the sheriff himself, it would seem, from the old story, somewhat liable, indeed, to a suspicion of exaggeration, that he himself took prisoner the sheriff.3 Upon this theme, the English minstrels of the fourteenth century composed a long ballad, of which some verses merit quotation, if only as examples of the fresh and animated colouring given by a people to its poetry, at a time when a really popular literature exists.

"In somer, when the shawes be sheyn,
And leves be large and long,
Hit is full mery in fayre forest
To here the foullys song;
To se the dere draw to the le,
And leve their hillis hee,
And shadow hem in the levis grene,
Under the grenewode tre.
Hit befel on Whitsonytde,
Erly on a May mornyng,
The son up feyre can spring, that day,
And the birddis mery can sing.
This is a mery morning, seid litull John,
Be hym that dyed on tree,
And moe mery man than I am on,
Was not in Christante.
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Fluk up thi hert, my dere mayster,
Litull John can say,
And think it is a full fayre time,
In a mornynge of May.
The on thyng greves me, seyd Robyn
And does my hert mych woo,
That I may not no solem day
To mas ne matyns go.
Hit is a fourntnet and more, seyd Robyn,
Sin I my Savyor see;
To day will I to Notyngham, said Robyn,
With the myght of Mylde Mary.

Then Robyn goes to Notyngham,
Hymselfe mornyng allone,
He goes into Sente Mary chyrche,
And knelyd doun before the rode.¹

Robin Hood was not only renowned for his devotion to saints and to saints' days; he himself had, like the saints, his festival day, in which, religiously observed by the inhabitants of the villages and small towns of England, nothing was permitted but games and amusements. In the fifteenth century, this custom was still observed; and the sons of the Saxons and Normans took part in these popular diversions in common, without reflecting that they were a monument of the old hostility of their ancestors. On that day, the churches were deserted equally with the workshops; no saint, no preacher was more influential than Robin Hood; and this continued even after the Reformation had given a new impulse to religious zeal in England. We have this fact attested by an Anglican bishop of the sixteenth century, the celebrated and excellent Latimer.² "I came once myselfe," says the bishop, in the sixth sermon before king Edward VI., "to a place, riding on a journey homeward from London, and I sent worde over night into the toune that I wolde preche there in the morning, because it was a holy day, and methought it was

¹ Robin Hood, &c., vol. i.
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an holy dayes worke. The church stode in my waye; and I tooke my horse and my company and went thither (I thought I should have found a great company in the churche), and when I came there, the churche dore was fast locked. I taried there half an hower and more; at last the keye was found, and one of the parishe comes to me and says: 'Sir, this is a busie daye with us, we cannot heare you; it is Robin Hoode's day.' The parish are gone abroad togather for Robin Hoode; I pray you let (hender) them not.' The bishop had assumed his ecclesiastical attire, but he was fain to lay it aside, and to continue his journey, giving place to archers dressed in green, who, in a theatre formed of branches, were enacting the parts of Robin Hood, Little John, and all their band.

Traces of this long-enduring memory, in which were buried even the recollection of the Norman invasion, subsist to the present day. In York, at the mouth of a small river, there is a bay which, in all modern maps, bears the name of Robin Hood's bay; and, not long ago, in the same county, near Pontefract, travellers were shown a spring of clear fresh water, called Robin Hood's well, at which they were invited to drink in honour of the famous archer. Throughout the seventeenth century, old ballads of Robin Hood, printed in gothic letters (a style of printing singularly liked by the lower classes of English), circulated in the country districts, by the medium of hawking pedlars, who sung them in a sort of recitative. Several complete collections of them were made for the use of town readers, one of which bore the pretty title of Robin Hood's Garland. These books, now become rare, interest only the erudite; and the history of the heroes of Sherwood, divested of its poetical decorations, is now scarce found but among children's tales.

None of the ballads that have been preserved relate the death of Robin Hood; the common tradition is that he perished in a nunnery, whither, one day, being ill, he had repaired for medical aid. He had to be bled, and the nun who performed this operation, having recognised Robin Hood, intentionally drew so much blood from him that he died.

---
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This story, which can neither be affirmed nor denied, is quite consistent with the manners of the twelfth century; many women, then, in the rich nunneries, studied medicine, and compounded remedies which they administered gratuitously to the poor. Further, in England since the conquest, the superiors of the nunneries and most of the nuns were of Norman extraction, as is proved by their statutes drawn up in old French; a circumstance that may, perhaps, explain how the chief of the Saxon bandits, who had been outlawed by royal ordinance, found enemies in the convent where he had sought assistance. After his death, the troop of which he was the chief and the soul disbanded; and his faithful companion, Little John, despairing of being able to hold his ground in England, and urged by a desire to prosecute his old war upon the Normans, went to Ireland, where he took part in the revolts of the natives. Thus was dissolved the last troop of English brigands that, having a political character, merit a place in history.

Between the refugees of the camp of Ely and the men of Sherwood, between Hereward and Robin Hood, there had been, especially in the north of England, a succession of partisan chiefs and outlaws, who were not without reputation, but of whom we know too little to admit of our considering them as historical personages. The names of several of them, such as Adam Bell, Clym of the Clough, or Clement of the Valley, and William Cloudesly, were long preserved in popular memory. The adventures of these three men, who cannot be separated from each other, any more than Robin Hood from Little John, are the subject of a long poem, composed in the eleventh century, and divided into three parts or cantos. Nothing positive can be said as to the authenticity of the facts there related, but they contain many original features calculated to present to the reader in a more striking light the idea which the English had formed of the moral character of those men, who, in the period of servitude, preferred the life of bandits to that of slaves.

Adam Bell, Clym of the Clough, and William Cloudesly,

2 Hanmer, Chron. of Ireland, p. 179.
were, it would seem, natives of Cumberland. Having all three infringed the Norman forest laws, they were outlawed, and compelled to flee for their lives.\(^1\) United by the same fate, they swore brotherhood, according to the custom of the period, and went together to dwell in the forest of Inglewood, which the old romance calls *Englishe-wood*, between Carlisle and Penrith.\(^2\) Adam and Clement were not married; but William had a wife and children, whom he soon yearned to see. One day, he said to his two companions that he would go to Carlisle, and visit his wife and children. "Brother," answered they, "we counsel you not to do this:

"If the justice may you take
Your life were at an end."\(^3\)

William went despite this advice, and arrived at night in the town; but, recognised by an old woman whom he had once assisted, he was denounced to the judge and to the sheriff, who surrounded his house, took him, and rejoicing at this capture, had a new gibbet raised in the market-place to hang him.\(^4\) Fortunately, a little boy, a swineherd, who, while with his swine in the wood, had often seen William, and received alms and food from him, hastened to inform Adam and Clym of the fate of their adopted brother.\(^5\) The dangerous enterprise in which they engaged to save him is described with infinite animation by the old popular poet, whose description of the devotion of these men to each other is full of natural ease and truth:

\[\text{"William said to his brethren two,}\]
\[\text{"This day let us live and die;}\]
\[\text{If ever you have need, as I have now}\]
\[\text{The same shall you find by me."}\]

\(^2\) They were outlawed for venyson
These yemen everechone.

(Pieces of Ancient Popular Poetry, p. 6.)

\(^2\) They swore them brethren upon a day,
To Englysshe wod for to gone. (Ib.)

\(^3\) Ib.

\(^4\) One vowe shal I make, sayde the sheriffe,
A payre of new galowes shal I for the make. (Ib. p. 11.)

\(^5\) Ib.

\(^6\) Ib. p. 17.
In the combat, terminated by this unexpected deliverance, the three brothers-in-arms made great carnage of the royal officers and justice-men of Carlisle. They killed the sheriff, the judge, and the town-porter.

"Many a man to the ground they threw,
   * * * * * * * * *
Many a woman said—'Alas!'"\(^1\)

It is in a tone of pleasantry and a spirit of rejoicing that these numerous murders are related in the old song, the author of which manifests little goodwill to the agents of royal authority. His three heroes, however, end as the nation itself had ended, by growing weary of their resistance, and by coming to terms with the enemy. They proceed to London, to the king’s palace, seeking a charter of peace. But even at the moment of making this act of submission, they retain their old character of pride and savage freedom:

"Of no man would they ask no leave,
But boldly went in thereat;
They proceed prestly unto the hall,
Of no man have they dread . . . ."\(^2\)

If Robin Hood be the last chief of outlaws or Anglo-Saxon bandits that has enjoyed veritable popular celebrity, we are not thence to conclude that no man of the same race followed after him the same kind of life, in a spirit of political hostility to the government exercised by men of foreign race and language. The national struggle would continue under the form of brigandage, and the idea of free-man and of enemy to the foreign law, long remained associated together. But this had an end; and as the epoch of the conquest receded, as the English race, growing accustomed to the yoke, became attached by habit to that which it had tolerated from despair, brigandage gradually lost its patriotic sanction, and re-descended to its natural condition, that of an infamous profession. From that time forth the business of a bandit in the forests of England, without becoming less perilous, without requiring less individual

\(^1\) Ib. \(^2\) Ib. p. 22.
courage and address, no longer produced heroes. There only remained in the opinion of the lower classes a great indulgence for the infractions of the game laws, and a marked sympathy for those who, from need or pride, braved these laws of the conquest. The life of the adventurous poacher, and in general the forest life, are affectionately celebrated in many comparatively modern songs and poems, all vaunting the independence enjoyed under the _greenwood, in the good greenwood_\(^1\) where there are no enemies but _winter and rough weather_;\(^2\) where—

"All are merry and free,
As happy as the day is long, as leaf on the tree."\(^3\)

King Richard, on his return to London, was crowned a second time with ceremonies that we have seen exactly reproduced in our days.\(^4\) After the rejoicings at this second coronation, he annulled at one stroke all the sales of domains that he had so freely made before departing for the crusade, alleging them to have been pledges which the holders were bound to restore. It was all in vain that the buyers presented their deeds, sealed with the great seal of the crown. The king, giving a mild form to this compulsory expropriation, said to them: "What pretext have you for retaining in your hands that which belongs to us? have you not amply repaid yourselves your advances out of the revenue of our domains? If so, you know that it is a sin to exercise usury towards the king, and that we have a bull from the pope prohibiting this under pain of excommunication. If upon a just account of what you have paid and what you have received, there should appear to be any balance due to you, we will pay it out of our own treasury, to leave you no subject of complaint."\(^5\)

No one had the courage to present such an account, and all was restored to the king without any compensation. He thus resumed possession of the castles, towns, offices, and domains that he had alienated; and this was the first benefit

---

1 Pieces of Ancient Popular Poetry, *passim*.
2 As _You Like It_, act ii. scene 1.
3 Ancient Popular Songs, *passim*.
4 _Roger. de Hoveden_, p. 738.
that the Norman race of England derived from the return of its chief, without whom the courtiers had declared it could not live, any more than a body without a head. As to the English race, after having been crushed with taxes for the deliverance of the king, it was crushed once more for that of the hostages whom Richard had left in Germany, and for the expenses of the war he had to maintain against the king of France.  

It was not only in Normandy that Philip threatened to annihilate the power of his rival; he had leagued himself again with the barons of the north of Aquitaine; he had promised them aid and succours, and they, encouraged rather by his promises than by any actual assistance of his, had again attempted to establish their independence against the Anglo-Norman power.  

It was the passion of nationality and the desire to be the subjects of no neighbouring king, of no man who was not of their own race and language, that had induced them to conclude the alliance with king Philip; but he, heeding not their patriotic sentiments, had wholly different views with reference to them. He aspired to extend his authority over the Gaulish provinces of the south, so as to become king of all Gaul, instead of being only king of France. Following the example of the Germanic chancery, which attributed to each successive emperor the actual possession of all the territories that his predecessors had governed and lost, the king of France and his council carried back, in idea, the boundaries of their legitimate dominion to the Pyrenees, where it was believed that Charlemagne had raised a cross to serve as a perpetual limit between France and Spain.  

1 Ib. 494.  
2 Per lo mantenemen qu'el reis de Fransalor avia fait et fazia. (Raymonard, Choux des poesies des Troubadours, v. 96.)  
3 Cum, juris apostata nostri,  
Succombet victus tibi cum Xantone Nioitue...  
In Pyreneo figes tentoria monte.  
(Guill. Britoms Philippid., ut sup. p. 285.)
venomous brood, may be extirpated from our gardens, as the
Breton prophet promised us.”

Thus the patriotic predictions put forth by the ancient
Cambrian bards, to raise the courage of their nation, invaded
by the Anglo-Saxons, passed, after the lapse of more than
five hundred years, as prophecies in favour of the French
against the Normans. This is, doubtless, a striking illustra-
tion of the capricious turns of human affairs; and another, not
less remarkable, is, that the same provinces which the king
of France alleged to be his, as the inheritance of Charlemagne,
the emperor also claimed, in virtue of the rights of the same
prince, who enjoyed the singular privilege of being regarded
at once as French and as German. The cession of lands
recently made by the Cæsar of Germany to king Richard was
founded on this pretension. Besides the whole of Provence
and part of Burgundy, imperial liberality, according to the
ancient historians, had also granted him, over the county
of Toulouse that right of perpetual suzerainty which the
king of France at the same time asserted for himself. But,
in reality, the counts of Toulouse enjoyed full political inde-
pendence, and, according to the forms of the age, were free
of their homage.

On the eve of opening the campaign against the king of
France, Richard thought it necessary to operate upon public
opinion, by relieving himself, in a striking manner, from the
reproach of the murder of the marquis of Montferrat. He
produced a forged autograph letter of the Old Man of the
Mountain, written in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin characters,
and containing the following passages:

“To Leopold, duke of Austria, and to all the princes and
peoples of the Christian faith, greeting. Seeing that several
kings in foreign lands impute the death of the marquis to
Richard, king and lord of England, I swear, by the God who
reigns eternally, and by the law which we obey, that king
Richard had no share in that murder. Know that we have
given these presents in our house and castle of Messiac, the
middle of September, and have sealed them with our seal, the
year 1505 after Alexander.”

1 *Ib.* p. 286.
2 Roger. de Hoveden, p. 732.
4 Radulfr. de Dioceto, col. 680, 681.
This singular despatch was officially published by William de Longchamp, who had again become chancellor of England, and sent to the foreign princes and to the monks who were known to occupy themselves in drawing up the chronicles of the time. Its manifest falsity was not remarked in an age when historical criticism and the knowledge of Eastern manners had slight prevalence in Europe. It even weakened, it would seem, the moral effect of the imputations of the king of France among his own vassals, and encouraged those of the king of England to fight more determinedly in a cause which they now thought the good cause; for there was at this period much superstition on this point. As soon as the two armies approached each other in Normandy, the army of France, which hitherto had ever taken the lead, began to retrograde. Earl John lost all courage as soon as he saw the chances of war becoming uncertain, and he resolved to betray his allies in order to regain his brother’s favour. This treason was accompanied by atrocious circumstances—by the massacre of a great number of French knights whom the earl had invited to an entertainment. But notwithstanding all his vast demonstrations of repentance and friendship, Richard, who remembered that he had more than once acted a similar part towards their father, Henry II., placed no reliance in him, and, to use the words of the contemporary historians, gave him neither lands, nor towns, nor castles.

King Philip, successively driven from all the towns of Normandy that he had occupied, was soon fain to conclude a truce, which allowed Richard to carry his arms southward, against the insurgents of Aquitaine. At their head were the viscount of Limoges and the count of Perigord, whom king Richard summoned to surrender up their castles. "We hold thy menaces as nought," they answered: "thou hast returned far too proud, and we will render thee, despite thyself, humble, courteous, and frank, and will chastise thee by warring against thee." To render this reply more than a mere gasconade, it was necessary that peace should again be broken between the two kings; for the insurgents were by no means able to resist the forces of Richard, unless Philip kept at least

1 Ib.  
2 Roger. de Hoveden, p. 740.  
3 Raynouard, loc. sup. cit.  
4 Raynouard, ubi sup.
a portion of those forces engaged. It was the famous Bertrand de Born, who, pursuing his political system, employed himself in rekindling war between the two enemies of his country. By his secret intrigues and his satirical verses, he determined the king of France to violate the truce he had just sworn; and, this time, the field of battle was Saintonge instead of Normandy. The first encounter of the two kings, at the head of their troops, took place at Mirambeau. They were only separated by a rivulet, on the banks of which each had respectively pitched his camp. The king of France had with him French, Burgundians, Flemings, and men of Champagne and of Berri; the king of England, Normans, English, Angevins, Tourainese, Manceaux, and men of Saintonge.

Whilst the two hostile armies were thus in presence of each other, both armed, several times, for the purpose of beginning the fight; but the archbishops, bishops, abbots, and other ecclesiastics, who had met together to labour for the re-establishment of peace, went from one camp to the other, intreating the kings to postpone the battle, and proposing arrangements which they deemed calculated to terminate the war. King Philip was the most difficult to persuade and the most exacting in his demands; he was resolved to fight, he said, unless Richard made him the oath of vassalage for Normandy, Guienne, and Poitou. This was his final resolve; as soon as it was repeated to Richard, the English monarch vaulted on his horse, placed his helmet on his head, gave the signal to advance and to sound trumpet, and unfurled his banner to cross the water. "Now, this confidence was given him," says an old history in the Provençal language, "by the circumstance that the Champagnese had secretly promised him that they would not come to blows with his men, by reason of the great quantity of sterlings he had distributed among them."

On their side, king Philip and all his people mounted their horses, and armed, with the exception of the Champagnese, who did not put on their helmets. This was the sign of their defection, and it intimidated the king of France, who had in no way anticipated it. This alarm changed all his views;

---

1 Et era sobre la riba d'un flum que a nom Gaurra loquals passa al pe de Niort. (Ib. p. 92.) The town here named is Petit-Niort in Saintongé.
2 Ib.
3 Ib. pp. 92, 93.
and immediately sending for the bishops and ecclesiastics who had before intreated him in vain, he begged them to go, and say to Richard, that he declared him free from all vassalage, if he would conclude a peace. The king of England was already in full march, when the prelates and monks met him, carrying crucifixes in their arms, weeping, and conjuring him to have mercy on so many brave men, who, on both sides, would perish if a battle took place. They undertook that the king of France should comply with all his demands, and should immediately withdraw to his own territory. Peace was granted, the two kings swore a truce of ten years and dismissed their troops, no longer wishing to occupy themselves with arms, says an old chronicle, but only with the chase, with games, and with maltreating their men.¹

The evil that king Philip could do to his Frenchmen was slight in comparison with that which Richard now inflicted upon the Aquitans, and more especially upon those who had revolted against him. "This peace was a great affliction to them," says the same narrator; "and especially to Bertrand de Born, who was more chagrined thereat than any other person, for he delighted only in war, and above all in war between the two kings."² He had once more recourse to his usual device of biting satire against the most irritable of the two rivals. He circulated poems in which he said that the French and Burgundians had exchanged honour for base crouching, and that king Philip was all hot for war before he had put on his armour, but that, as soon as he was armed, he lost courage.³ On their part, the other barons of Poitou and the Limousin, the same who had so fruitlessly made war upon king Richard, now excited that monarch to enter once more the field against the king of France, promising him their aid. Richard believed them, and, suddenly recommencing hostilities, devastated the provinces of France that bordered on his own.⁴

King Philip, who would probably have been the first to recommence the war, had he been the first ready, complained of this violation of the sworn truce, and addressed himself to the bishops under whose auspices and guarantee it had been

¹ Ib., p. 93.
² Ib.
³ Ib. iv. 170. See Appendix Nos. XXII., XXIII.
⁴ Ib. v. 94.
concluded. These again interposed, and obtained from the king of England his consent that a diplomatic conference should be held on the frontiers of Berri and Touraine. But the two kings, unable to agree upon any one point, began to abuse each other; and he of England gave the other the lie to his face, and called him a base renegade. "Whereat Bertrand de Born rejoiced," says his old biographer, "and composed a sirvente, in which he urged the king of France to commence the war with fire and blood, and reproached him with loving peace more than a monk. But despite all that Bertrand de Born could say in sirventes and couplets to king Philip, reminding him of the injury and shame that had been done him, he would not war against king Richard; but Richard warred against him, pillaged, took and burned his villages and his towns; at which all his barons, who loved not the peace, rejoiced, and Bertrand de Born composed another sirvente to confirm Richard in his purpose."

The destiny of Aquitaine to be incessantly balanced between two foreign powers, equally hostile to its independence, and yet by turns its allies, according to the circumstances of the warfare which divided them; this destiny, which afterwards became that of Italy, weighed at this period upon the whole of southern Gaul, comprising the mountainous country called Alvergne in the Romane language of the south, and Auvergne in that of the north. This country, after having energetically resisted the invasion of the Franks, conquered by them, in common with the rest of the Gaulish territory, had been, for a time, comprehended in their conquest; it had then recovered its national freedom under the roi-faineans, the successors of Chlodowig; then devastated, and again conquered by the sons of Karle-Martel, it had become a province of the vast empire which they founded. Lastly, the dismemberment and total ruin of this empire had once more emancipated it; so that, in the twelfth century, the people of Auvergne were governed as freely as the civilization of the epoch admitted, by lords of their own race and language, who bore the title of counts, and who were also called dauphins (dolphins), because a figure of this fish formed part of their coat-of-arms.

1 *Ib.* 94—96, and iv. 175.
The dauphin of Auvergne acknowledged as suzerains the dukes of Aquitaine, perhaps from a reminiscence of the government of the Romans and of the subordination of the local magistrates of the empire to the provincial magistrates. As duke of Aquitaine, the king of England had received his oath of vassalage, according to the ancient custom, and the dauphin had exhibited no repugnance to render this purely nominal duty of submission. But it happened that after having, without much success, ravaged the dominions of the king of France, Richard, weary of the war, and desirous of concluding a truce more durable than the preceding, proposed to his rival to exchange with him the suzerainty of Auvergne for other political advantages. This proposition was accepted, and the king of England undertook to guarantee the cession he had made, or, in other words, to aid him in overcoming any objection on the part of the people of the country. This objection was soon manifested, the Auvergnats refusing to accept the king of France as their suzerain, first, because they had never had any such relations with him; and secondly, says an old history, because he was avaricious, a bad lord, and too near a neighbour. As soon as he had sent his officers to receive the homage of the count of Auvergne, who dared not at first refuse it, he purchased one of the strongest fortresses in the country, and garrisoned it; and shortly afterwards took from the count the town of Issoire, thus preparing the way for the conquest of the whole country, a conquest which he hoped to achieve without a war.

Richard perceived the projects of the king of France, but he took no steps to arrest them, foreseeing that Auvergne would one day lose patience, and relying upon the national hatred which the new lord was increasing, not only to regain the suzerainty, but to derive aid from it in the first war he should undertake against the rival of his ambition. And, accordingly, as soon as he deemed fit to break the truce, he sent word to the dauphin: “I know the great injuries the king of France has done you and your lands; and if you will, by revolting, lend me aid, I will support you, and will give you knights, cross-bowmen, and money, as much as you require.” The count of Auvergne, crediting these promises, proclaimed the ban of national insurrection throughout his country, and commenced war against king Philip. But when
Richard saw the struggle begun, he acted towards the Auvergnats as Louis, father of Philip, had acted towards the Poitevins; he formed a renewed truce with the king of France, and passed over into England, without in the smallest degree troubling himself as to the fate of the dauphin and of Auvergne. The French army entered that country, and, as the ancient chronicle expresses it, put it to fire and flame, seizing the fortified towns and the finest castles. Unable to resist such an enemy single-handed, the dauphin concluded a suspension of arms, during which he sent his cousin, count Gui, and ten of his knights to England, to remind king Richard of the promises he had made. Richard gave the count and his companions an ill reception, and sent them back without affording them men, arms, or money.

Ashamed and afflicted at having been thus deceived, and yielding of necessity to their fate, the Auvergnats made peace with the king of France, acknowledging his suzerainty over them, and again swearing to him the oath of homage. Shortly afterwards the truce between the two kings expired, and Philip immediately resumed fierce war upon the continental subjects of his rival. At this intelligence Richard proceeded to Normandy, whence he sent a message to the dauphin of Auvergne and count Gui, to the effect that the truce being broken between himself and the king of France, they ought, as loyal friends, to come to his aid, and fight for him. But they were not to be deceived a second time, and remained at peace with king Philip. Richard, hereupon, by way of avenging himself, composed, in the Provençal tongue, satirical couplets in which he said that, after having sworn fealty to him, the dauphin abandoned him in the hour of danger. The dauphin, equally ready with his pen, answered the king's verses in others characterized by more candour and dignity. "King," said he, "since you sing of me, you shall find me responsive. If ever I vowed an oath to you 'twas madness and folly on my part; I am not a crowned king, or a man of great riches: yet I can keep my own with my people, between Puy and Aubusson; and thank God I am neither a serf nor a Jew." 1

This last epigrammatic stroke seems allusive to the massacre and spoliation of the Jews which had taken place in

1 *Ib. v. 431, and iv. 256, 257.* See Appendix XXIV.
England in the commencement of Richard's reign, and to the miserable condition of the natives of that country. However imperfect the state of society, in the twelfth century, in the southern provinces of Gaul, there was an enormous distance between its system and that of England, governed by foreigners. The difference of language, combining with that of condition, the haughtiness of the noble, all the greater that he had less means of entering into moral relation with his inferiors, that Norman insolence which, according to the old poet, increased with years, and the hostility of races, still vivid in the heart of the English, all this gave to the country an aspect somewhat similar to that of Greece under the rule of the Turks. There were Saxon families who, by an hereditary vow, had bound themselves, from father to son, to wear the beard long, as a memory of the old country and a token of disdain for the customs introduced by the conquest. But these families could do nothing; and the sons of the conquerors, not fearing them, allowed them to display in peace the mark of their descent, and the futile pride of a time which could never return.

In the year 1196, when king Richard was occupied in warring against the king of France, and his officers were levying money for the expenses of his campaigns and the payment of the balance of his ransom, the city of London was called upon to pay an extraordinary tax. The king's chancellor addressed the demand to the chiefs of the city, who, by a singular association of the two languages spoken in England, were called mayor and aldermen. These convoked, in the Guild-hall, or husting, as it was designated in the Saxon tongue, the principal citizens to deliberate, not as to granting the subsidy, but simply as to the proportions in which it should be paid by the citizens. In this assembly, composed for the most part of native English, there was a cer-

---

1 Roger. de Hoveden, p. 657.
2 Fastus Normannis crescit crescentibus annis. (Ib.)
3 Matth. Paris, i. 181.
4 Propter regis captionem et alia accidentia. (Roger. de Hoveden, p. 765.)
5 Quos majores et aldermannos dicimus. (Matth. Paris, i. 181.)
6 Ib.—Hus, house; ting, thing, affair, judgment. (Radulf. de Diceto col. 691.)
tain number of men of Norman, Angevin, or French race, whose ancestors, settling in England at the time of the conquest, had devoted themselves to commerce or trade. Either by reason of their foreign descent or of their riches, the citizens of this class formed in London a sort of ruling party; they governed the deliberations of the council, and often silenced the English, whom the habit of being oppressed rendered timid and circumspect.

But there was, at this time, in the class of natives, a man of very different character, a genuine old Saxon patriot, who let his beard grow, that he might in no way resemble the sons of the foreigners. His name was William, and he enjoyed great consideration in the city, on account of his zeal in defending, by every legal means, those of his fellow citizens who underwent injustice. The child of parents, whose industry and economy had secured him an independence, he had retired from business, and passed all his time in the study of jurisprudence. No Norman clerk surpassed him in the art of pleading in the French tongue, before a court of justice, and when he spoke English, his eloquence was vigorous and popular. He devoted his knowledge of the law and his power of language to save the poorer citizens from the embarrassments in which legal chicanery had involved them, and to protect them from the vexations of the rich, the most frequent of which was the unequal partition of the taxes. Sometimes the mayor and aldermen altogether exempted from the payment of taxes those who were best able to pay them, sometimes they called upon every citizen to contribute the same amount, without any regard to the difference of means, so that the heaviest burden fell upon the poor. These had often remonstrated, and William had pleaded their cause with more ardour than success. His efforts had rendered him dear to the citizens of lower condition, who named him the poor man's advocate; on the other hand, the Normans and their party surnamed him, ironically, the man with the

2 Roger. de Hoveden, p. 763.
4 Roger. de Hoveden, loc sup. cit.
5 Matth. Paris, i. 181. Radulf. de Diceto, i. 691.
beard, and accused him of leading the multitude astray, by giving them a measureless desire for liberty and happiness.1

This singular personage, the last representative of the hostility of the two races which the conquest had united on the same soil, appeared in his accustomed character at the common council of 1196. As mostly their habit, the leading citizens were for a distribution of the common charges that should throw only the smallest portion on themselves; William Longbeard alone, or almost alone,2 opposed them, and the dispute growing warm, they overwhelmed him with abuse, and accused him of rebellion and of treason to the king. “The traitors to the king,” answered the Englishman, “are they who defraud his exchequer, by exempting themselves from paying what they owe him, and I myself will denounce them to him.”3 He passed the sea, went to Richard’s camp, and kneeling before him and raising his right hand, demanded from him peace and protection for the poor people of London. Richard listened to his plaint, said that he would do it right, and when the petitioner departed, thought no more of the matter, too much occupied with his great political affairs to descend to the details of a dispute between simple citizens.4

But the Norman barons and prelates who filled the higher posts in the chancery and treasury took up the matter, and, from the instinct of nationality and aristocracy, warmly opposed the poor and their advocate. Hubert Gaultier, archbishop of Canterbury and grand justiciary of England, enraged that a Saxon should dare to denounce to the king men of Norman race, and apprehending a recurrence of the circumstance, ordered by edict every citizen of London to remain in the city, under penalty of being imprisoned as traitor to the king and kingdom.5 Several merchants who, despite the orders of the grand justiciary, went to Stamford fair, were arrested and imprisoned.6 These acts of violence caused a great fermentation in the city; and the poorer citizens, by an instinct natural to man in all times, formed an association for their mutual defence. William with the

3 Id. ib.—Guill. Neubrig., ut sup.
4 Roger. de Hoveden, p. 765.
5 Ib.
6 Ib.
Long Beard was the soul and chief of this secret society, in which, say the contemporary historians, fifty-two thousand persons were engaged. They collected such arms as citizens, half serfs, could procure in the middle ages, iron-headed staves, axes, and iron crow-bars, wherewith to attack the fortified houses of the Normans, if they came to blows.

Urged by a natural desire to intercommunicate their sentiments and encourage each other, the poor of London assembled from time to time and held meetings in the open air, in the squares, and the market-places. At these tumultuous meetings William was the spokesman, and received applause which, perhaps, he was too fond of receiving, and which thus made him neglect the moment to act and to strike a decisive blow for the interests of those whom he sought to render formidable to their oppressors. A fragment of one of these harangues is given by a contemporary chronicler, who declares that he had it from the mouth of a person who was present. The speech, though its purpose was entirely political, turned, like the sermons of our days, upon a text from scripture, and this text was: "With joy shall ye draw water of the wells of salvation." William applied these words to himself: "It is I," he said, "who am the saviour of the poor; you, poor, who have felt how heavy is the hand of the rich, draw now from my well of water a salutary doctrine; and draw thence joyfully, because the hour of your relief is at hand. I shall separate the waters from the waters, that is to say, the men from the men; I will separate the people, humble and of good faith, from the proud and faithless; I will separate the elect from the reprobate, as light from darkness." Under this vague and mystic phraseology, the imagination of the hearers doubtless discerned sentiments and desires of a more precise nature; but the popular enthusiasm was not promptly turned to account; and the advocate of the poor allowed himself to be forestalled by the high Norman functionaries, who, assembling in parliament at London the bishops, earls, and barons, of the surrounding counties, cited the orator of the people to appear before this assembly.

William obeyed the summons, escorted by a great multitude who followed him, calling him the saviour and king of the

1 Guill. Neubrig., ut sup. 2 Ib. 3 Ib.
poor. This unequivocal manifestation of immense popularity intimidated the barons of the parliament; employing artifice, they postponed the proceedings to a future sitting, which did not take place, and occupied themselves in working on the minds of the people by skilful emissaries.\(^1\) False promises and false alarms, aptly disseminated, calmed the public effervescence and discouraged the partisans of insurrection. The archbishop of Canterbury and the other justiciaries themselves convoked several meetings of the petty citizens of London; and discoursing to them, sometimes of the necessity of preserving order and peace, sometimes of the king's ample means of crushing sedition, they succeeded in spreading doubt and hesitation among the conspirators.\(^2\) Seizing this moment of weakness and vacillation, ever fatal to popular parties, they demanded, as hostages and guarantees of the public tranquillity, the children of a great many families of the middle and lower classes. The citizens had not sufficient resolution to oppose this demand; and the cause of power was gained, as soon as the hostages, taken from London, were imprisoned in various fortresses.\(^3\)

Notwithstanding the influence given them by the anxiety which prevailed in London as to the fate of the hostages, the justiciaries dared not publicly arrest the man whose destruction was contemplated in all these proceedings. They resolved to watch a moment when William should be from home alone, or with but few companions; two rich citizens, probably of Norman race, and one of whom was named Geoffroy, undertook this duty.\(^4\) Followed by armed men, they watched for several days all the movements of the Man with the Long-Beard; and one day, as he was quietly walking with nine friends, the two citizens approached him with an air of indifference, and, suddenly, Geoffroy laid hands on him, and gave the signal for the men-at-arms to advance.\(^5\) William's only weapon of defence was one of those long knives which, at that period, were worn in the belt; he drew it, and with one blow laid Geoffroy at his feet. The soldiers came up at the same moment, armed,

---

1. *It.*
from head to foot, in dagger-proof mail; but William and his
nine companions, by dint of courage and address, got clear of
them, and took refuge in the nearest church, dedicated to the
Virgin, and called by the Normans the church of Saint-
Mary de l’Arche. They closed and barricaded the doors.
Their armed pursuers endeavoured unwaveringly to force an
entrance; the grand justiciary, on learning the news, sent
couriers to the adjacent castles for more troops, not relying,
at this critical juncture, on the garrison of the Tower of
London alone.  

The report of these events caused great fermentation in
the town: the people were sensible to the danger of a man
who had so generously taken up their defence; but in
general they exhibited more of sorrow than of anger. The
sight of the soldiers marching into the city, and occupi-

ing the streets and market-places, and above all the convic-
tion that, on the first outbreak, the hostages would be put to
death, kept the citizens in their shops. It was in vain that
the refugees awaited assistance, and that a few determined
men exhorted their fellow citizens to march in arms to Saint
Mary’s church. The masses remained motionless as if struck
with stupor.

Meanwhile, William and his friends prepared, as best
they might, to sustain a siege in the tower, whither they
had retired; repeatedly summoned to come forth, they per-
tinaciously refused to do so; and the archbishop of Can-
terbury, in order to force them from their post, had a quantity
of wood collected, and set fire to the church. The heat and
the smoke which soon filled the tower, compelled the be-
sieged to descend, half suffocated. They were all taken, and
as they were being led away bound, the son of the Geoffroy
whom William had killed, approached him, and with a knife
ripped open his stomach. Wounded as he was, they tied
him to a horse’s tail, and dragged him thus through the
streets to the Tower, where he appeared before the archbishop,

1 Id. ib.—Math. Paris, i. 181.
3 Henric. Knyghton, De eventus Angl., apud Script. Hist. Angl., (Sel-
den) col. 2410.
5 Matthew Paris, ut sup.
6 Ib.—Roger. de Hoveden, loc. sup. cit.
7 Ib.
8 Guill. Neubrig., p. 564.
and, without any sort of trial, received sentence of death. The same horse dragged him in the same manner to the place of execution. He was hanged with his nine companions; “and thus,” says an old historian, “perished William Long-beard, for having embraced the defence of the poor and of truth. if the cause makes the martyr, none may more justly than he be called a martyr.”

This opinion was not that of one man only, but of all the people of London; who, though they had not had the energy to save their defender, at least wept for him after his death, and regarded as assassins the judges who had condemned him. The gibbet on which he had been hanged was carried away in the night as a relic, and those who could not procure any part of the wood, collected pieces of the earth in which it had stood. So many came for this earth, that in a short time a large pit was formed on the place of execution. People went there not only from the vicinity, but from all parts of the island, and no native Englishman failed to fulfil this patriotic pilgrimage when his affairs called him to London.

Ere long, popular imagination attributed the gift of miracles to this new martyr in the cause of resistance to foreign domination; his miracles were preached, as those of Waltheof had been, by a priest of Saxon origin; but the new preacher shared the fate of the former, and it was no less dangerous now to believe in the sanctity of Him with the Long Beard than it had been, an hundred and twenty years before, to believe in that of the last Anglo-Saxon chief. The grand justiciary Hubert sent so many soldiers to disperse with their lances the crowd who assembled to insult him, as he said, by bestowing such honours on the memory of an executed malefactor. But the English were not disheartened; driven away in the day, they returned at night to pray; soldiers were placed in ambush, and seized a great number of men and women, who were publicly whipped, and then imprisoned. At length, a permanent guard, posted on the spot which the English persisted in regarding as hallowed, prevented all access to it, the only mea-

2 Matth. Paris, loc. sup. cit.
4 Gervas. Cantuar., loc. sup. cit.
6 Ib.—Gervas. Cantuar., col. 1591.
sure that could discourage the popular enthusiasm, which then by degrees died away. 1

Here should properly terminate the narrative of the national struggle which followed the conquest of England by the Normans; for the execution of William Longbeard is the last fact which the original authors positively connect with the conquest. That there were, at subsequent periods, other events impressed with the same character, and that William was not the last of the Saxons, are indubitable propositions, but the inexactitude of the chronicles, and the loss of ancient documents, leave us without any proofs on this subject, and reduce us, all at once, to inductions and conjectures. The main task of the conscientious narrator, therefore, ends at this point; and there only remains for him to present, in a summary form, the ulterior destiny of the persons whom he has brought upon the stage, so that the reader may not remain in suspense.

And by the word personages, it is neither Richard, king of England, nor Philip, king of France, nor John, earl of Mortain, that is to be understood; but the great masses of men and the various populations who have simultaneously or successively figured in the preceding pages. For the essential object of this history is to contemplate the destiny of peoples, and not that of certain celebrated men; to relate the adventures of social, and not those of individual life. Human sympathy may attach itself to entire populations, as to beings endowed with sentiment, whose existence, longer than our own, is filled with the same alternations of sorrow and of joy, of hope and of despair. Considered in this light, the history of the past assumes somewhat of the interest which is felt in the present; for the collective beings of whom it treats have not ceased to live and to feel; they are the same who still suffer or hope under our own eyes. This is its most attractive feature; this it is that sweetens severe and arid study; that, in a word, would confer some value upon this work, if the author had succeeded in communicating to his readers those emotions which he himself experienced while seeking in old books names now obscure and misfortunes now forgotten.

CONCLUSION.

I.

THE CONTINENTAL NORMANS AND BRETONS; THE ANGEVINS AND THE POPULATIONS OF SOUTHERN GAUL.


Towards the end of the reign of Henry II., and some months after the death of his second son, Geoffroy, earl or duke of Brittany, there occurred an event of little importance in itself, but which became the cause, or at least the occasion, of great political revolutions; the widow of count Geoffroy, Constance, a woman of Breton race,¹ gave birth to a son, whom his paternal grandfather, the king of England, wished to baptize in the name of Henry. But the Bretons, who surrounded the mother, were all opposed to the idea that the child, who would one day become their chief, should receive a foreign name.² He was, by acclamation, called Arthur, and was baptized in this name, as popular with them as with

¹ See Book VIII.  
² Hemingford, Chron., p. 507.
the Welsh. The king of England took umbrage at this act of national will, and not venturing to remove Arthur from the Bretons, he compulsorily married the mother to one of his officers, Ranouf, earl of Chester, whom he made duke of Brittany, to the prejudice of his own grandson, now an object of suspicion in his eyes because the Breton nation loved him. But this nation, shortly after, expelled Ranouf of Chester, and proclaimed the son of Constance, still a mere boy, their chief.

This second act of national will, more serious than the first, involved the Bretons in a war with king Richard, successor to Henry II. While they were fighting for their own cause and that of young Arthur, the boy himself, directed by his mother, separated from them, and sometimes passed over to the king of England, his uncle, and sometimes to the French king, who entertained, in reference to the Bretons, similar views with those of the king of England. The ambitious projects of the king of France were assisted in Brittany, as in nearly all the western provinces of Gaul, by the general weariness of Anglo-Norman domination. Not only the Poitevins, who had for fifty years past been in continual revolt, but the Manceaux, the Tourangeaux, and even the Angevins, to whom their own counts, since they had become kings of England, had been almost entire strangers, also aspired to a great change. Without themselves desiring anything beyond an administration more devoted to their national interests, they met the policy of the king of France half way, and most imprudently aided him, in the hope of his aiding them, against the king of England.

Of all the continental provinces subject to the Normans, Guienne alone, at this time, exhibited no decided repugnance towards them, because the daughter of its ancient national chiefs, Eleanor, widow of Henry II, still lived, and tempered by her influence the harshness of the foreign government. Almost immediately after the death, by a cross-bow shot, of king Richard in Limousin, the revolution, which had been preparing some time, but which the fear of his military activity had kept in check, broke out. His brother John was recognised without opposition, king of England, and duke of Normandy and Aquitaine. But Anjou, Maine, and Touraine, separated themselves simultaneously from the Norman cause, proclaiming the young duke of Brittany their lord. The
Poitevins imitated this defection, and formed, with their neighbours of the north and west, a league offensive and defensive. At the head of this league figured the Breton people, unfortunately represented by a mere boy and a woman, who, fearing to fall into the hands of the English king, gave up to the king of France, Philip II., all that the popular courage had recovered from the Anglo-Normans in the various confederate countries, and recognised his suzerainty over Anjou, Maine, and Brittany. Philip, whom the French surnamed Augustus, dismantled the towns and razed the fortresses which his new vassals had opened to him. When young Arthur, his liegeman and voluntary prisoner, addressed to him, on behalf of the people who had intrusted themselves to him, some remonstrances upon his conduct: "Am I not at liberty," said the king, "to do as I please in my own lands?" 1

Arthur soon perceived the fault he had committed in confiding himself to the mercy of one of the two kings, to escape from the other. He fled from Paris, and not knowing whither to go, delivered himself up to king John, his uncle, who, receiving him with infinite endearments, was about to imprison him, when the young duke, warned of his purpose, returned to the French king. The latter already despaired of being able to retain his new provinces, against at once the will of the inhabitants and of the king of England; he thought it better, therefore, to make with the latter an advantageous peace, and to obtain it, sacrificed his guest and protégé, whom he obliged to do homage to king John for Anjou, Maine, and Brittany. Philip, in return for these good offices, obtained peace, thirty thousand marks of gold, many towns, and the promise that, if John died without heirs, he should inherit all his possessions on the continent. In virtue of this treaty, the French garrisons of Anjou and Maine were replaced by Norman troops and by Brabancons in the pay of the king of England.

While Philip-Augustus was despoiling the young Arthur of his heritage, he was educating him at his court with his own children, and conciliating him in order to meet the contingency of a new rupture with king John. This rupture soon happened, on the occasion of a general insurrection of

1 Dom Lobineau, Hist. de Bretagne, i. lib. vi. p. 181
the Poitevins, under the direction of Hugh le Brun, count de La Marche, whom the king of England had deprived of his betrothed bride. All the barons of Poitou and those of a portion of Limousin confederated together, and when the king of France saw them compromised, hoping to profit by whatever they might venture to do, he suddenly broke the peace, and declared for them, on condition that they would take the oath of faith and homage to him. He forthwith produced Arthur on the political scene, gave him in marriage his daughter Marie, aged five years, had him proclaimed earl of the Bretons, Angevins, and Poitevins, and sent him at the head of an army to conquer the towns of Poitou, which still held out for the king of England.

The Bretons made alliance with the insurgent Poitevins, and promised to send them five hundred horse and four thousand foot. Awaiting this reinforcement, the new earl of Poitou laid siege to the town of Mirebeau, a few leagues from Poitiers, where, by a chance that proved fatal to the besiegers, the widow of Henry II. happened to be. The town was taken without much resistance, but Eleanor of Aquitaine retired into the castle, which was very strong, while Arthur and the Poitevins occupied the town. They were in the greatest security, when king John, urged by the desire of releasing his mother, appeared, after a rapid march, suddenly at the gates of Mirebeau, and made Arthur prisoner, with most of the chiefs of the insurrection. He took them into Normandy, and soon afterwards Arthur disappeared without any one knowing in what manner he had perished. Among the Normans, who had no feeling of national hatred or repugnance towards the king of England, it was said that the boy had died of sickness in the castle of Rouen, or, according to others, that he had killed himself in endeavouring to make his escape over the walls of the town. The French, animated by the spirit of political rivalry, affirmed that king John had poniarded his nephew with his own hand, one day that he was passing the Seine with him in a boat. The Bretons, who had centred all their hopes of liberty in young Arthur, adopted much the same story, but changed the scene of action, which they placed at Cherbourg, on the sea shore.¹

¹ Dumoulin, Hist. Generale de Normandie, p. 514.
death of Arthur, however it happened, occasioned a great sensation, more especially in Brittany, where it was regarded as a national calamity. The same ardent imagination that had made the Bretons believe their future destiny bound up with that of the boy, filled them with an exaggerated affection for the king of France, because he was the enemy of Arthur's murderer. It was he whom they called upon to take vengeance for the deed, promising to aid him with all their power in any hostilities he might undertake against the king of England. Never king of France had so favourable an occasion for making himself master of those Bretons who were so attached to their independence. Philip, as suzerain, received the plaint of the lords and bishops of Brittany as to the murder of their young duke, and cited the king of England, his vassal for Normandy, to appear before the court of the barons of France, who now began to be called peers (peers), a name borrowed from the romances on the life of Charlemagne. King John, as was expected, did not appear before the peers, and was accordingly condemned by them. All the lands he held of the kingdom of France were declared forfeit, and the Bretons were invited to take up arms to secure the execution of this sentence, which would only be effective in being followed up by a conquest.

The conquest was made, not by the power alone of the king of France, or by the authority of the decree of his peers, but by the co-operation, the more energetic that it was voluntary, of the surrounding populations, hostile to the Normans. Philip-Augustus did but appear on the frontier of Poitou, and an universal insurrection threw open to him well nigh every fortress; and when he returned to attack Normandy, the Bretons had already invaded and occupied a great portion of it. They took by assault Mont Saint-Michel, seized upon Avranches, and burned all the villages between that town and Caen. The report of their ravages, and the terror they inspired, contributed greatly to the success of the king of France, who, with the Manceaux and the Angevins, advancing from the east, took Andelys, Evreux, Domfront, and Lisieux, and at Caen formed his junction with the Breton army.

1 See ante, Books I. II. III. and VIII.
It was the first time that Normandy had been so simultaneously attacked by all the populations which surrounded her, south, east, and north: and it was also the first time that she had had a chief so indolent and so incompetent as king John. He hunted or amused himself while Philip and his allies were taking, one after another, all the towns and fortresses of the country; in less than a year he had none left him but Rouen, Verneuil, and Château-Gaillard. The people of Normandy made great but fruitless efforts to drive back the invaders; and at length only yielded from want of succours, and because their brothers in origin, the Normans of England, secured by the ocean, were in no way anxious to relieve them from a danger which did not threaten themselves. Moreover, finding themselves, as the result of their conquest, raised above the popular condition, they had little sympathy with the burgesses and peasants on the other side of the water, though descended from the same ancestors with themselves.

The citizens of Rouen suffered all the extremities of famine before they thought of capitulating; and when their provisions entirely failed them, they concluded a truce of thirty days with the king of France, at the expiration of which they were to surrender, if they did not meantime receive succours. In the interval, they sent some of their people to England to inform king John of the extremity to which they were reduced. The envoys found the king playing at chess; he did not quit his game, or answer them until he had finished it, and then merely said: "I have no means of assisting you within the period named, so do the best you can." The town of Rouen surrendered; the two places that still resisted followed the example, and the conquest of the whole country was established. This conquest, less severe upon the Normans than that of England had been upon the Saxons, was still not without its humiliation and suffering. The French razed the walls of a great many towns, and compelled the citizens of Rouen to demolish, at their own expense, their old fortifications, and to build a new castle in a place more convenient for the conquerors.  

1 Dumoulin, H. de Normandie, p. 524-5.  
The national vanity of the Bretons was, no doubt, flattered, when they saw their ancient enemies, those who had struck the first blows on their national independence, subjugated, in their turn, by a foreign power. But this miserable satisfaction was all the fruit they derived from the victories they had won for the king of France. Moreover, in contributing to place their neighbours under the yoke, they had placed themselves under it, it becoming impossible for them to evade the domination of a king, who was environing them on every side, and combining with his own forces all those of Normandy. The constraint of French supremacy grew more and more intolerable to them; they attempted several times, but in vain, to renew their alliance with the king of England. To drown for awhile the thought of their own lost liberty, they, with a sort of insane fury, aided the kings of France entirely to destroy that of the populations along the Loire. They laboured at the aggrandizement of the French monarchy, and, at the same time, managed to maintain, to some extent, the remains of their ancient rights against the administrative invasions of that now powerful monarchy. Of the populations of Gaul, the Breton was, perhaps, at all times, that which manifested, in the highest degree, the need of political action. This innate disposition is far from being extinct among them, as is attested by the active part they have taken, in one way and another, in recent revolutions.

After having co-operated with the Bretons in the downfall of Normandy, the Angevins lost, as a result of this event, every relic of national existence, and the Mancaux never regained the independence of which the Normans had deprived them. The earls of Anjou were replaced by seneschals of the king of France, and the domination of this king was extended beyond the Loire, as far as Poitou. The rich Poitevins were not permitted to marry their daughters to any but French husbands.\(^1\) Under this yoke, novel to them, they repented of having repudiated the patronage of the king of England, and commenced negotiations with him, in which the malcontents of Anjou and Maine took part. A general insurrection was preparing in these three provinces, when the celebrated battle of Bovines, in assuring the fortunes of the

\(^1\) Matth. Paris, ii. 688.
kingdom of France, intimidated the conspirators. The Poitevins alone adhered to their resolution, and rose against king Philip, under the same chiefs who had, with him and for him, fought against king John. But Philip soon crushed them, with the aid of those who had feared to oppose him, of the Angevins, the Manceaux, the Tourangeaux, and the Bretons, and he carried his conquests southward as far as Rochelle. Thus these unhappy populations, from the absence of mutual affection and good understanding, fell, one after the other, under the yoke, and the overthrow of the Norman power on the continent, destroying the sort of equilibrium by means of which the southern countries had remained independent, the movement began by which, sooner or later, but infallibly, the whole of Gaul was to become French.

The restoration of Normandy to the kings of England could alone arrest this impulsion of things; but the incompetence of king John and the ability of Philip-Augustus, prevented anything of the kind from taking place, notwithstanding the discontent of the country. "Although the yoke of the king was light," says a poet of the thirteenth century, "Neustria long chafed at being subject to it; and yet, wishing well to those who wished him ill, he did not abolish their ancient laws, or give them reason to complain of being troubled with foreign regulations." No revolt of any importance took place in Normandy against the French. The popular discontent exhaled in individual murmurs, in regrets for past times, and especially for "Richard the Lion-hearted, whom no Frenchman had ever equalled," said the Norman soldiers, even in the camp of the king of France. The political nullity into which this nation, so renowned for its courage and its lofty pride, suddenly fell, may be attributed, perhaps, to that very pride, which forbade it to seek aid from its former subjects of Brittany, or to treat with them for an offensive league against the common oppressor. Further, the hope which the Normans had in the population that governed England, and the ancient sympathy of relationship between them and that population of gentlemen, would rapidly become extinct.

1 Chroniques de St. Denis; Recueil des Hist. de France, xvii. 413.
When the two countries had ceased to be united under the same sceptre, the only inhabitants of England with whom the people of Normandy had frequent relations were merchants, men of English race, speaking a language foreign to the Normans, who, besides, nourished a hostile sentiment towards them, that of commercial rivalry. The ancient ties could not, therefore, fail to break between England and Normandy, while every day fresh bands were formed between the latter country and France, where the mass of the people spoke the same language with the Normans, and bore all the signs of a common origin, for every vestige of the Danish race had long ceased to exist in Normandy.

All these causes led to the result that, in less than a century after their conquest by Philip Augustus, the Normans, without scruple, nay, with ardour, espoused the enmity of the kings of France to England. In the year 1240, some of them formed an association with the Bretons for the purpose of privateering against English vessels. In each war that afterwards arose between the two countries, fleets of piratical vessels from Normandy essayed descents on the southern coast of England, for the purposes of devastation and pillage. The town of Dieppe was especially famous for these armaments. At length, when the great quarrel of succession, which occupied the whole of the fourteenth century, broke out between Philip V. and Edward III., the Normans conceived a project involving no less than a new conquest of England, a conquest as absolute, and perhaps more methodical than that of William the Bastard. The crown and all the public domains were adjudged beforehand to the chief of the expedition. All the lands of the barons and nobles of England were to belong to titled personages, the property of the commoners to the towns, and that of the churches to the clergy of Normandy.1

This project, which, after three centuries of possession, was to reduce the conquerors of England to the state in which they themselves had placed the English in race, was drawn up with the utmost detail, and presented to king Philip de Valois at his castle of Vincennes, by the deputies of the Nor-

1 Robert. de Avesbury, Hist. de mirab. gestis Edwardi III., (Hearne) p. 180, et seq.
man nation. They requested permission to place his son, their duke, at the head of the enterprise, and offered to defray the whole expense, requiring from the king only the aid of an ally, in case of reverses. The agreement was signed, sealed, and deposited at Caen, but circumstances, which the history of the period does not detail, retarded the execution. No progress was yet made in it when, in the year 1346, the king of England landed at Cape La Hogue, to take possession of the country which he called his hereditary domain.\(^1\) The Normans, attacked unexpectedly, no more resisted the English army, than the Anglo-Normans, perhaps, would have resisted their invaders, had the projected expedition taken place. The towns were closed, the bridges cut down, the roads broken up, but nothing stayed the march of that army, whose leading chiefs, the king included, spoke no other language than French with the Norman accent.

Notwithstanding this conformity of language, no national sympathy was aroused in their favour, and the towns which opened their gates only did so from necessity. In a short time, they took Barfleur, Carentan and Saint-Lo. In the official reports, drawn up in the French language, which they sent to England, they compared these towns in size and wealth to Sandwich, Leicester, and Lincoln, to which they still gave the name of Nicole.\(^2\) At Caen, where they visited, with great ceremony, the tomb of William the Conqueror, the author of their ancestors' fortunes, they found, among the town charters, the original of the treaty concluded between the Normans and the king of France for a new conquest, at which they were so enraged, that they pillaged and massacred the inhabitants. Then, still pillaging, they directed their course towards the ancient frontier of France, to Poissy, which they entered; then they went to Picardy, where between them and the French was fought the famous battle of Crécy.

The plan of invasion found at Caen was immediately forwarded to England, and publicly read in all the towns, in order to exasperate the popular mind against the king and

\(^1\) *Ib.* p. 123.

\(^2\) *Et est la ville plus grosse que n'est Nichole.* (Robert, de Avesbury, *ut sup.* p. 125.)
against the French, from whom the Normans were now no longer distinguished. At London, the archbishop of Canterbury read this document after service, in front of the cross in St. Paul’s church-yard. As it was drawn up in the French language, all the nobles present could understand it, and it was then translated into English for the people of low condition.1 This and the other means employed to interest the English in the quarrel of their king were not without effect upon them. The ambitious passions of the master, in the minds of the subjects assumed the form of a blind hatred to all the people of France, who, on their part, amply returned hate for hate. There was but one class of men in the two countries which escaped this frenzy, that of the poor fishermen of either shore, who, during the utmost fury of the wars, never did each other harm; “never warring,” says Froissart, “but rather aiding each other; buying and selling upon the sea, one from the other, when either had had better fishing than the other.”

By a singular destiny, while Normandy, the native land of the kings and nobles of England, became a country hostile to them, Aquitaine, from the sea of Rochelle to the Pyrenees, remained subjected to their authority, without apparent repugnance. We have seen how this country had been retained under the Anglo-Norman domination, by the influence of the duchess Eleanor, the widow of Henry II. After the death of this princess, the Aquitans preserved their faith to her grandson, from fear of falling under the lordship of the king of France, who, master of Poitou, had become their immediate neighbour. Pursuing a policy observed in the middle ages, they preferred, independently of all other considerations, to have as seigneur a king whose states lay at a distance, and for this reason, that generally the remote suzerain allowed the country to govern itself according to its local laws, and by men born within it, whereas a contiguous prince seldom permitted this arrangement.

The royal power preserved in south-west Gaul, would, perhaps, have long served as a fulcrum for the still independent populations of the south against the king of France, had not an unexpected event suddenly destroyed all the strength

Ib. p. 130, et seq.
of the country between the Mediterranean, the Rhone, and the Garonne. The county of Toulouse, and the great lordships depending on it in the thirteenth century, by alliance or vassalage, far surpassed in civilization all the other parts of the ancient Gaulish territory. A great commerce was carried on thence with the ports of the east; its towns had the same form of municipal constitution, the same liberty, with the great Italian communes, which they imitated even in external appearance. Every rich citizen built himself a house, flanked with towers, and every citizen's son became a knight if he chose, and jousted at tournaments with the noblest.1

This tendency to equality, which gave great umbrage to the noblesse of France, Burgundy, and Germany, opening a free communication among all classes, communicated to the minds of those who dwelt on the European coasts of the Mediterranean an activity which they exercised in every species of modern culture. They possessed the most elegant literature of all Europe, and their written idiom was classic in Italy and in Spain. With them Christianity, fervent and even enthusiastic,—for they were of an impassioned nature,—did not consist in a passive submission to the doctrine and observances of the Romish church. Without revolting against that church, without being sensible of the exact degree of their dissent from her, they had, in the course of the thirteenth century, adopted new opinions, singularly combined with old dogmas opposed to the Catholic dogma.

The church, alarmed at the extension and increase of the heresy of the southern Gauls, at first employed the resources of her powerful organization to stay its progress. But it was in vain that the pontifical couriers brought to Alby, Toulouse, and Narbonne, bulls of excommunication and anathema against the enemies of the Roman faith. Heterodoxy had gained upon even the ministers of the churches whence these bulls were to be fulminated, and the bishops themselves, though more firm in the Catholic discipline, being powerless, did not know how to decide, and at length underwent the influence of the universal example. It seemed clear that this great schism, in which all classes and ranks of society participated,

could only be extinguished by a blow struck on the population, in a mass, by a war of invasion, which should destroy the social order whence had emanated its independence of spirit and its precocious civilization. This was what pope Innocent III. undertook, in the first years of the thirteenth century. Abusing the example of the crusades against the Saracens, he had one preached against the inhabitants of the county of Toulouse and of the diocese of Alby, and published throughout Europe, that whoever would arm, to war against them, should obtain the remission of his sins and a share in the property of the heretics.¹

Unfortunately, the times were favourable to this crusade of Christians against Christians. The conquests of the king of France in Normandy, Anjou, and Aquitaine, had caused in these various countries the ruin or banishment of many men, and thus augmented the number of chevaliers sans avoir, of "knights with nothing," and of reckless fortune-hunters. The pilgrimage against the Albigëois (for so the war was designated) promised less risk, and a more certain profit, than the crusade against the Arabs, and accordingly the army of the new pilgrims soon numbered fifty thousand men of every rank and nation, but especially French and Flemings. The king of France sent fifteen thousand soldiers, and the king of England allowed a body of troops to be enrolled in Guienne, under the command of the archbishop of Bordeaux.

It would exceed our limits to recount in detail all the barbarities of the crusaders at the sacking of Beziers, Carcassonne, Narbonne, and other towns, laid under the ban of the church; to say how the inhabitants were massacred without distinction of age or sex, of catholic or heretic. "Poor towns," exclaims a poet, an eye-witness of these calamities, "how have I formerly seen you, and how see I you now."² From the Garonne to the Mediterranean, the whole country

¹ Dom Vaissette, ut sup. iii. 190. Sismondi, Hist. des Français, vi. 270, et seq.

² Ai Toloza e Proensa
E la terra d'Agensa,
Bezers et Carcassey
Quo vos vi, e quo us vey.

(Raymonard, Choix des poésies des Troubadours, iv. 192.)
was devastated and subjugated; and the chief of the conquering army, Simon de Montfort, not venturing to retain for himself such vast domains, did homage for them to the king of France.

As the crusaders, whose numbers increased every day, made new conquests, the suzerainty of this king extended more and more over the south of Gaul. The county of Toulouse, and the territories of Agen, Carcassonne, and Beziers, after three centuries of independence, were thus again attached to the kingdom which had formerly possessed them. A treaty, concluded in a moment of distress, between the heir of Simon de Montfort and the successor of Philip-Augustus, soon converted this feudal supremacy into direct sovereignty. Fully to secure this immense acquisition, Louis VIII. raised an army, assumed the cross, and proceeded to the south. He passed, not without resistance, the Rhone at the bridge of Avignon, took Beaucaire and Nîmes, which he united under the authority of a seneschal, placed also a seneschal at Carcassonne, and marched upon Toulouse, whose inhabitants then were in full revolt against the crusaders and against himself.

Hatred of the French name was the national passion of the new subjects of the king of France; that name never issued from their mouths unless accompanied by some injurious epithet. The troubadours in their sirventes called upon the son of the count of Toulouse to come with the aid of the king of Aragon, and reconquer his heritage, making a bridge of French corse. During the minority which followed the death of king Louis VIII., an extensive conspiracy was formed from the Vienne to the foot of the Pyrenees, having for its object to drive back the French within their ancient limits. The chiefs of the valleys through which the Arriege flows, and where the Adour takes its source, the counties of Foix and Cominges, formed an alliance with the count de Marche and the castellans of Poitou. The king of England, too, on this occasion, did not hesitate to take a decisive part,

1 Frances bevedor, fals Frances. (Ib. passim.)
2 ...Que ton
Los Frances e'n escorsa,
Els pen e n'en fau pon.—(Ib. p. 314.)
since it was no longer a pilgrimage against heresy that was to be opposed, but the political power of the king of France. The attempt, however, had little success; the catholic clergy, zealous for French dominion, terrified the confederates by threatening them with a new crusade, and repressed the movements of the Toulousans by means of the terrible police then instituted under the name of Inquisition. Weary of a hopeless struggle, the heir of the ancient counts of Toulouse made a definitive peace with king Louis IX., ceding to him all his rights, by a treaty far from voluntary. The king gave the county of Toulouse to his brother Alphonse, already count of Poitou by a similar title, and equally against the will of the country.

Notwithstanding these accessions, the kingdom of France had not yet, on the southern side, attained the limits whither aspired the ambition of its kings, nourished by the popular traditions of the reign of Charlemagne. The banner of the gold fleur-de-lys was not yet planted on the Pyrenees, and the chiefs of the populations which inhabited the foot or the slopes of those mountains were still free to give their homage to whom they pleased. Some, it is true, offered it to the king of France; but others, and these the greater number, were faithful to the kings of Aragon or Castile, or to the king of England; and others, again, remained without any suzerain at all, holding of God alone.

While one of the brothers of Louis IX. ruled the counties of Toulouse and Poitou, the other, named Charles, was count of Anjou and Maine. Never had the family of any French king combined such power, for we must not mistake the kings of the Franks for kings of France. The limits of this kingdom, formerly bounded by the Loire, already extended, in the middle of the thirteenth century, to the Mediterranean; on the south-west, it bordered upon the possessions of the king of England in Guienne, and on the south-east, upon the independent territory which bore the old name of Provence, (Provincia.) About this time, the count of Provence, Rémund Beranger, died, leaving an only daughter, called Beatrix, under the guardianship of some relations. The guardians, masters of the girl and of the county, offered the king of France to give both the one and the other to his brother, Charles d’Anjou; and the king, having agreed to the proposed
conditions, sent troops into Provence, which entered it as friends. Charles d’Anjou proceeded thither soon afterwards, and Beatrix was married to him, without having been much consulted on the subject. As for the people of the country, their aversion to a foreign count, and especially to one of French race, was unequivocal. They had before them the example of what their neighbours on the other side of the Rhone suffered under the government of the French. “Instead of a brave lord,” says a contemporary poet, “the Provençals are to have a master; they may no longer build towers or castles, they will no longer dare to bear lance or shield before the French. May they die rather than be reduced to such a condition!”

These fears were soon realized. All Provence was filled with foreign officers, who, treating the natives as subjects by conquest, levied enormous imposts, confiscated estates, and imprisoned and put to death their owners without trial and without sentence. At first, these excesses of power met with little resistance, because the clergy, making itself, in the words of an old poet, a whetstone for the swords of the French, upheld their domination by the terrible menace of a crusade. The troubadours, accustomed to serve in the south as organs of the patriotic interest, undertook the dangerous task of arousing the people, and shaming them out of their disgraceful endurance. One of them, playing on the name of his country, said that it ought no longer to be called Proença (the land of the preux), but Faillensa (the land of the failers), because it allowed a foreign domination to replace its national government. Other poets, in their verses, addressed the king of Aragon, the former suzerain of Provence, inviting him to come and expel the usurpers from his lands. Others, again, urged the king of England to head an offensive league against the French; their object being war, by means of which they might effect their enfranchisement. “Why is not the game commenced,” they said, “in which many a helm will be split, many a hauberk pierced?”

1 Provinciales Francos habent odio inexorabili. (Matth. Paris, ii. 654.)
2 Millot, Hist. des Troubadours, ii. 239.
3 ...Et ill cleric sunt Hi 
Cotz e fozil —(Raynouard, ut sup. v. 578.)
4 Ib. p 277.—Millot, loc. sup. cit. p. 145.
Things were at this point, when the king of France, departing for the crusade in Egypt, took his brother, Charles d'Anjou, with him. News soon came that the two brothers had been made prisoners by the Saracens, and hereupon there was universal joy in Provence. It was said that God had worked this miracle to save the liberty of the country. The towns of Aix, Arles, Avignon, and Marseilles, which enjoyed an almost republican organization, made open preparations for war, repairing their fortifications, collecting provisions and arms; but the imprisonment of Charles d'Anjou was not of long duration. On his return, he began by devastating the whole district of Arles, in order to intimidate the citizens; he then blockaded them so long with a numerous army, that after enduring infinite sufferings they were fain to surrender. Such was the end of this great commune, as free in its days of prosperity as those which then flourished in Italy. Avignon, whose municipal constitution resembled that of Arles, opened its gates on the approach of Alphonse, count of Toulouse and Poitiers, who came to aid his brother in sub jecting the Provençaux.¹

At Marseilles, the inhabitants of all ranks took up arms, and putting out to sea, attacked the count's fleet. But the coolness between the higher burghers and the country seigneurs and castellans produced fatal dissensions. The Marseillese were ill supported by this class of men, many of whom thought it more knightly to serve under the banner of the foreigner than to make common cause with the friends of national independence. Reduced to their own resources, the latter obtained a favourable capitulation, which, however, the count's French agents soon violated without scruple. Their tyranny and their exactions became so insupportable, that, despite the danger, a revolt was formed against them, in which they were all seized by the people, who, however, contented themselves with imprisoning them. The insurgents took possession of the chateau Saint-Marcel, shut the gates of the city, and sustained a second siege, during which the people of Montpellier, though long enemies of the Marseillese from commercial rivalry, profited by the last moments of their own independence to succour Marseilles against the con-

¹ Gaufridi, Hist de Provence, i. 140, et seq.
quorors of southern Gaul. Notwithstanding this assistance, the town, attacked by superior forces, was obliged to yield. All the stores in its public arsenals were removed, and the citizens were disarmed. A knight, named Boniface de Castellane, at once warrior and poet, who, by his sirventes, had excited the insurrection of the Marseillaise, and had then fought in their ranks, was, according to some historians, taken and beheaded. The castellans and seigneurs who had abandoned the cause of the towns, were treated by the count almost as harshly as those who had adhered to it. He used every means to depress and impoverish them, his authority being strengthened by the public misery and terror.

The Provençals never recovered their ancient municipal liberty, or the high civilization and riches which had resulted from it. But, very singularly, after two centuries, the extinction of the house of the counts of Anjou, under which they had preserved at least a shadow of nationality, by an administration distinct from that of France, occasioned them almost as much grief as had the accession of that house. To fall under the immediate authority of the kings of France, after having been governed by counts, appeared to the people of Provence, about the close of the fifteenth century, a new national calamity. It was this popular feeling, rather than the personal qualities of René, surnamed the Good, which occasioned the long memory of him retained by the Provençals, and the exaggerated idea of public prosperity which tradition still connects with his reign.

Thus were annexed to the kingdom of France all the provinces of ancient Gaul situate right and left of the Rhône, except Guienne and the valleys at the foot of the Pyrenees. The old civilization of these provinces received a mortal blow in their compulsory reunion with countries far less advanced in intellectual culture, in industry, and in manners. The most disastrous epoch in the history of the peoples of southern France is that at which they became French, when the king, whom their ancestors used to call the king of Paris, began to term them his subjects of the langue d’oc, in contradis-

1 Raynouard, iv. 214.
2 Gaufridi, ut sup. i. 142, 145. Millot, ut sup. ii. 40.
3 Regis parisiani. (Willem. Brit., ut sup. p. 248.)
tinction to the old French of Outre-Loire, who spoke the *langue d'oui*. From that time the classic poetry of the south, and even the language consecrated to it, disappeared from Languedoc, Poitou, Limousin, Auvergne, and Provence. Local dialects, inelegant and incorrect, prevailed in every direction, and soon replaced the literary idiom, the beautiful language of the troubadours.¹

The jurisdiction of the first seneschals of the kings of France in Languedoc, bounded on the west by that of the officers of the king of England in Aquitaine, only reached southward as far as the valleys which announce the vicinity of the great chain of the Pyrenees. It was here that the conquest of the crusaders against the Albigenses had stopped, because the profit of a war in a mountainous country, bristling with castles, built on the rocks like eagles' nests, did not seem at all equivalent to the dangers it would involve. Thus, on the southern frontier of the possessions of the two kings there remained a free territory, extending from one sea to the other, and which, extremely narrow at its eastern and western extremities, reached towards its centre the confluence of the Aveyron and the Garonne.

The inhabitants of this territory were divided into lordships under different titles, as all the south had been before the French conquest; and these various populations, with one sole exception, presented the signs of a common origin in their language and character. This race of men, more ancient than the Celtic races of Gaul, had probably been driven back to the mountains by a foreign invasion, and, together with the western part of the Gaulish Pyrenees, they also occupied the Spanish side of these mountains. The name they gave themselves in their own language—a language differing from all the known tongues—was *Escualdun*, in the plural *Escualdunan*. Instead of this name, the Romans had employed, we know not for what reason, those of *Vagues*, *Vasques*, or *Vascones*, which have been retained, with certain variations of orthography, in the neo-Latin languages of Spain and Gaul. The Vasques or Basques never wholly underwent the yoke of the Roman administration which ruled all their neighbours, or, like the latter, quitted their language for the Latin tongue,

¹ See ante, Books X. and XI.
or any of its modifications. They, in like manner, resisted the invasions of the Germanic peoples; and neither the Goths nor the Franks had succeeded in annexing them at all permanently to their empire. When the Franks had occupied all the large cities of the two Aquitaines, the western mountaineers became the centre and fulcrum of the frequent rebellions of the inhabitants of the plain. The Basques were thus allied against the Frank kings of the first and second race, with the Gallo-Romans, whom they disliked and whom they were accustomed to pillage in the intervals of these alliances. It was this often renewed confederation which gave the name of *Vasconie* or Gascony to the portion of Aquitaine situated between the mountains and the Garonne; and the difference of termination in the nominative and oblique cases of the same Latin word occasioned the distinction of Basques and of Vascons or Gascons.  

In placing themselves at the head of the great league of the natives of southern Gaul against the conquerors of the North, the only object of the Basques appears to have been their own independence, or the material profits of war, and by no means the establishment of their political sway in the plains, or the foundation of a new state; whether from excessive love of their native land, and contempt for foreign countries, or from a peculiar idiosyncrasy, ambition and the desire for renown were never their dominant passions. While with the aid of the insurgents, with whom they had so powerfully co-operated, there were formed, for the noble families of Aquitaine, the counties of Foix, Comminges, Bearn, Guienne, and Toulouse, they, as little seeking to be masters as consenting to be slaves, remained a people, a free people in their mountains and their valleys. They carried political indifference so far as to allow themselves to be nominally comprised in the territory of the count of Bearn, and in that of the king of Navarre, men of foreign race, whom they allowed to style themselves seigneurs of the Basques, on the understanding that this lordship should be in no way or degree real or effective.  

It was under this aspect that they appeared in the thir-
teenth century, interfering, as a nation, in the affairs of none of the surrounding countries; divided into two different suzerainties, from habit, from indifference, not from constraint, and making no attempt to form a junction as one people. The only thing that seemed nationally to interest them, was the maintenance of their hereditary customs and laws decreed in their cantonal assemblies, which they called Bilsàr. No passion, either of friendship or of hate, induced them to take part in the wars of foreigners; but if offered good pay, they were ready, individually, to enrol themselves under any banner, no matter whose or in what cause. The Basques, in common with the Navarrese and the inhabitants of the eastern Pyrenees, had, at this time, the same high reputation as light troops that the Brabançons had as heavy infantry.1 Their agility, their familiarity with rugged paths, an instinctive sharpness of wit and aptitude for stratagem, arising to a certain extent from their life of mountain hunter and shepherd, rendered them excellently suited for sudden attacks, for ambuscades, for night surprises, for forced marches in bad weather and over bad roads.

Three cantons only of the Basque country, Labour, the Valley of Soule, and Lower-Navarre, were in the ancient territory of Gaul: the rest formed part of Spain. The city of Bayonne, dependent on the duchy of Guienne, marked on the sea-coast the extreme limit of the Romane tongue, perhaps advanced somewhat more northwards in anterior centuries. At the gates of Bayonne commenced the territory of the count or viscount of Bearn, the most powerful seigneur in those parts, and whose policy generally influenced that of all the surrounding lords. He recognised no suzerain in any fixed and permanent manner, unless, perhaps, the king of Aragon, whose family was allied with his own. As to the king of England, of whom he held some fiefs near Bayonne, he by no means deemed himself at his disposal, and only swore him fealty and homage in consideration of a large sum. It was at a cheaper rate, but still for money, that this king obtained the homage of the less powerful lords of Bigorre, Comminges, of the three valleys, and of Gascony proper. They more than once, in the thirteenth century,

1 Bascli, seu Basculi, Navarri, Arragonenses.
made war, in his pay, against the king of France; but on the first indication of lofty assumption, on the first act of tyranny of their adopted suzerain, the Gascon chiefs would forthwith abandon him, and ally with his rival, or themselves form a league against him. This league, often renewed, maintained a correspondence with Guienne, for the purpose of exciting insurrection there, and its success in this way, at different epochs, would seem to indicate a prevalent desire to unite all south-western Gaul in an independent state. This notion was peculiarly agreeable to the upper classes and to the rich burghers of the towns of Guienne; but the lower orders clung to the English domination, under the persuasion that there would be no market for the wines of the country, if the English merchants ceased to trade with them.

Towards the commencement of the fourteenth century, a treaty of alliance and of marriage united in perpetuity in the same person the two lordships of Foix and Bearn, and thus founded a considerable power upon the common frontier of the kings of France and England. In the long war which, shortly after, broke out between these two kings, the first made great efforts to bring over the count of Foix to his side, and to induce him to act, in the conquest he meditated in Guienne, the part that the Bretons, the Angevins, and the Mançeaux had formerly played in that of Normandy. The count was gained by the promise, made in advance, of the towns of Dax and Bayonne; but as the expedition then undertaken did not succeed, all alliance was soon broken between the kingdom of France and the counts of Foix. Resuming their ancient position of complete political independence, the chiefs of this small state remained, as in observation, between the two rival powers, each of which made every effort to bring them to a declaration. Once, in the middle of the fourteenth century, the king of France sent Louis de Sancerre, one of his marshals, to count Gaston de Foix, to say that he had a great desire to come and see him. "He will be welcome," answered the count, "I shall be happy to receive him." —"But, sir," said the marshal, "it is the king's intention on his arrival to ascertain, clearly and distinctly, whom you will back, French or English; for you have ever maintained reserve in the war, arming at no request and at no command that you have received." "Messire Louis," replied the count,
"if I have abstained from arming, I had good reason and warranty therein; for the war between the kings of France and England concerns not me. I hold my country of Béarn of God, my sword, and my birthright; and I am in no way called upon to place myself in the servitude or in the enmity of either the one or the other king."

"Such is the nature of the Gascons," adds the old historian who relates this anecdote. "They are unstable, and never faithful to one lord for thirty years together." Throughout the war between the kings of England and France, the reproach of fickleness, ingratitude, and perfidy was alternately applied by the two kings to the lords who desired to remain free and neutral, and whom each was intent upon securing for himself. The pettiest castellan in Gascony was courted by messages and by letters sealed with the great seal of France or of England. Hence the importance attained, towards the fifteenth century, by persons of whom little had been heard before, as the sires d'Albret, d'Armagnac, and many others far less powerful, such as the sires de Durfort, de Duras, and de Fezensac. To secure the alliance of the seigneur d'Albret, the chief of a little territory of heath and furze, the king of France, Charles V., gave him in marriage his sister, Isabelle de Bourbon. The sire d'Albret came to Paris, where he was received and fêted in the palace of his brother-in-law; but in the midst of this cordial reception, he could not help saying to his friends: "I will remain French, since I have promised it; but, by God, I had a better life, both I and my people, when we fought for the king of England."

About the same time, the sires de Durfort and de Rosan, made prisoners by the French in a battle, were both released without ransom, on condition, says a contemporary, that they would turn French, and promise, on their faith and honour, for ever to remain good Frenchmen, they and theirs. They swore it; but, on their return, they answered the first person who asked them the news: "Ah ! sire, by constraint and menace of death, they made us become French; but we tell you, that in taking this oath, in our hearts we still kept

1 Froissart, (ed. de Denis Sauvage, 1589) vol. iii. cap. cxxxix., p. 358, 359.
2 Rymer, Fad. ii., iii., iv., passim.
3 Froissart, iii., xxii., p. 75.
4 Ib. ii. cap. iii. p. 6.
faith to our natural lord, the king of England; and whatever
we said or did, we will never be French."

The value set by such powerful kings on the friendship of
a few barons, arose more especially from the influence which
these barons, according to the party they adopted, could and
did exercise over the castellans and knights of the duchy or
Guienne, a great number of whom were related to them by
marriage. Moreover, the Aquitans had, in general, more in-
timate relations with them than with the officers of the king of
England, who could not speak the language of the country, or
spoke it ill, and whose Anglo-Norman stateliness was alto-
gether discordant with the vivacity and ease of the southern.
Accordingly, whenever one of the Gascon lords embraced the
French party, a greater or less number of knights and squires
of Aquitaine joined with him the army of the king of France.
The various operation of this influence occasioned, during
the whole of the fourteenth century and half of the fifteenth,
constant movement among the noble population of the
castles of Guienne; but far less among the bourgeoisie.
This class of men adhered to the sovereignty of the king of
England from the then prevalent idea that the sway of the
other king would infallibly destroy all municipal liberty.
The rapid decline of the communes of Languedoc, since they
had become French, so deeply fixed this opinion in the
minds of the Aquitans, that it made them quite superstitious
on the subject. When the king of England, Edward III.,
assumed the title of king of France, they were alarmed,
as though the mere title added to his name would alto-
gether change his conduct towards them. Their apprehen-
sions were so great, that, to dissipate them, king Edward
thought it necessary to address to all the towns of Aquitaine
a letter in which was the following passage: "We promise,
in good faith, that, notwithstanding our taking possession of
the kingdom of France, appertaining to us, we will not
deprive you, in any manner, of your liberties, privileges,
customs, jurisdictions, or other rights whatsoever, but will
leave you in full enjoyment thereof, as heretofore, without
any infringement by us or by our officers."

1 Froissart, ii., cap. iii. p. 6.
In the first years of the fifteenth century, the count d'Armagnac, who had for some time past been, with the sire d'Albret, at the head of a league formed among all the petty lords of Gascony, for the purpose of maintaining their independence, by relying, according to circumstances, on France or on England, formed an alliance with one of the two parties who, under the names of Orleans and Burgundy, then disputed the government of France. He engaged thus in a foreign quarrel, and brought his confederates into it, less, perhaps, from political motives than from personal interest; for one of his daughters had married the duke of Orleans, chief of the party of that name. Once mixed up with the intrigues and disputes which divided France, the Gascons, with the impetuosity of their southern temperament, displayed so great an activity, that the Orleans party soon changed its name to that of Armagnac, and the only party distinctions in the kingdom became those of Burgundians and Armagnacs. Notwithstanding the generality of this distinction, there were no true Armagnacs but those of the south, and these, enveloped as it were in a faction more numerous than themselves, forgot in their passionate partisanship the cause which had first made them league together, the independence of their native land. The interests of their country ceased to be the sole object of their policy; they no longer freely changed their suzerain and their allies, but blindly followed all the movements of a foreign faction.¹

Under the reign of Charles VII., this faction involved them more deeply than they had ever before been involved in alliance with the king of France against England. After the astonishing victories which signalized the deliverance of the country invaded by the English, when, to complete this great reaction, it was resolved to expel them from the continent, and to deprive them of Guienne, the friends of the count of Armagnac all employed their utmost energies in urging la fortune de la France to this final goal. Their example induced those of the Gascon lords, who still held for the king of England, to desert him for king Charles. Of this number was the count de Foix; and this petty prince, who, a few years before, had promised the former of the two kings

¹ Monstrelet, Chronique, i. 154.
to conquer Languedoc for him, now undertook to superintend for the other that of the whole duchy of Aquitaine.¹

A sort of superstitious terror, arising from the rapidity of the French triumphs, and the part played in them by the celebrated Maid of Orleans, now reigned in this country. It was believed that the cause of the king of France was favoured by Heaven, and when the count de Penthievre, chief of the French army, and the counts de Foix and d'Armagnac, entered on three sides the country of Guienne, they did not experience, either from the inhabitants or from the English, anything like the resistance formerly opposed to them. The English, despairing of their cause, gradually retreated to the sea; but the citizens of Bordeaux, more earnest for their municipal liberty than the English army for the dominion of its king on the continent, endured a siege of several months, nor did they capitulate at last, but on the express condition that they should be for ever exempt from taxes, subsidies, and forced loans. The city of Bayonne was the last to surrender to the count de Foix, who besieged it with an army of Bearnese and Basques, the former of whom followed him to the war because he was their seigneur, and the latter, because they hoped to enrich themselves. Neither of these two populations was in any degree interested in the cause of France; and while the Bearnese soldiers fought for king Charles, the Bearnese people looked upon the French as dangerous foreigners, and guarded their frontier against them. Once, during the siege of Saint-Sever, a French column, whether from mistake or in order to shorten its journey, entered the Bearnese territory; on the news of its march the tocsin rang in the villages, the peasants assembled in arms, and there took place between them and the troops of the king of France an engagement celebrated in the annals of the country, as the battle of Mesplede.²

The French seneschal of Guienne, who filled at Bordeaux the place of the English officer bearing the same title, did not take, before the assembled people, the ancient oath his predecessors had been accustomed to take at their installation, when they swore, in the Bordelaise tongue, to preserve

¹ Dom Vaissette, ut sup. v. 15.
² Olhagaray, Hist. de Foix, Bearn et Navarre, p. 352.
to all people of the town and the country. *lors franquessas, \ privilege \ et libertats, establiment, fors, coutumiers, usages, et observences.*\(^1\) Notwithstanding the capitulation of most of the towns, the duchy of Guienne was treated as a conquered territory; and this state of things, to which the Bordelais were not accustomed, so chafed them, that, less than a year after the conquest, they conspired with several castellans of the country to drive out the French with the aid of the king of England. Deputies from the town repaired to London and treated with Henry VI., who accepted their offers, and despatched four or five thousand men under John Talbot, the famous captain of the age.

The English having landed at the peninsula of Medoc, advanced without any resistance, because the main body of the French army had withdrawn, leaving only garrisons in the towns. On the news of this debarkation, there was great discussion at Bordeaux, not as to whether they should again become English, but as to the manner in which they should treat the officers and soldiers of the king of France.\(^2\) Some wished them to be allowed to depart without impediment or injury, others that full vengeance should be inflicted on them. During the discussion, the English troops arrived before Bordeaux, some citizens opened one of the gates, and most of the French who remained in the town became prisoners of war. The king of France sent, in all haste, six hundred lances and a number of archers, to reinforce the garrisons of the towns; but before these succours arrived at their destination, the army of Talbot, now joined by all the barons of the Bordelais, and four thousand men from England, reconquered nearly all the fortresses.

Meantime king Charles VII. came in person, with a numerous army, to the frontiers of Guienne. He at first endeavoured to open a correspondence with the people, but he did not succeed; no one gave his co-operation in effecting the restoration of the royal government.\(^3\) Finding himself thus reduced to depend wholly on force, he took several towns by assault, and beheaded, as traitors, all the men of the country who were found with arms in their

\(^1\) *Chronique Bourdeloise*, fol. 24.
\(^2\) *Monstrelet*, iii. 41.
\(^3\) *Ib.* p. 55.
hands. The counts de Foix and d'Albret, and the other seigneurs of Gascony, gave him, in this campaign, the same aid as in the former; they reconquered southern Guienne, while the French army fought with the English, near Castillon, a decisive battle, in which John Talbot and his son were killed. This victory opened the road to Bordeaux for the army of the king and that of the confederate lords. They formed a junction at a short distance from the town, which they sought to starve into surrender by devastating its territory; and, at the same time, a fleet of Poitevin, Breton, and Flemish vessels, entered the Gironde. The English, who formed the majority of the garrison of Bordeaux, seeing the town invested on all sides, demanded to capitulate, and constrained the citizens to follow their example. They obtained permission to embark and to take with them all those citizens who desired to accompany them; so great a number departed in this way, that for many years Bordeaux was without population and without commerce.¹

In the terms of the capitulation, twenty persons only were to be banished for having conspired against the French. Among the number, were the sires de l'Esparre and de Duras; their property, and that of all the other suspected persons, served to recompense the conquerors. The king withdrew to Tours; but he left strong garrisons in all the towns, resolved, says a contemporary, to hold the rod over the heads of the people.² And to reduce, says the same historian, the town of Bordeaux to more complete subjection than before, the French built two citadels there, the château Trompette, and the fort de Hâ. During the progress of these works, the French arrested the sire de l'Esparre, who had broken his ban; he was taken to Poitiers, where he was condemned to death, beheaded, and cut into six pieces, which were exposed in different places.

Long after this last conquest of Guienne, many of its inhabitants regretted the government of the English, and watched occasion to resume correspondence with England. Although they did not succeed in these intrigues, the effect of them was feared, and ordinances of the king of France forbad any Englishman to reside at Bordeaux. The English

¹ Chronique Bourdeloise, fol. 38. ² Monstrelet, iii. 63.
vessels were to leave their guns and other arms, with their powder, at Blaye; and the English merchants could not enter any house in the town, or go into the country to taste or buy wines, unless accompanied by armed men and officers appointed expressly to watch their actions and words. At a later period, these officers, useless in their former capacity, became sworn interpreters.¹

Despite its regrets, the province of Guienne remained French; and the kingdom of France, extending to Bayonne, weighed, without counterpoise, upon the free territory of Gascony. The lords of the country at the foot of the Pyrenees soon felt that they had gone too far in their affection for the French monarchy. They repented, but too late, for it was no longer possible for them to struggle against that monarchy, now comprehending the whole extent of Gaul, with the exception of their petty country. Yet the majority of them courageously adventured upon the unequal contest; they sought a fulcrum in the revolt of the high noblesse of France against the successor of Charles VII., and engaged in the league which was then called le bien public.²

The peace which the French leaguers made soon after with Louis XI., for money and offices, did not satisfy the southerns, whose views in this patriotic war had been wholly different. Frustrated in their hopes, the counts d'Armagnac, de Foix, d'Albret, d'Astarac, and de Castres, addressed themselves to the king of England, inviting him to make a descent on Guienne, and promising to march to his aid with fifteen thousand fighting men, to transfer to him all the towns of Gascony, and even to secure for him Toulouse.³

But English policy was no longer favourable to wars on the continent, and the offer of the Gascons was refused. In their conviction that their ancient liberty was for ever gone, did not the province of Aquitaine once more become a separate state, several of them intrigued to induce the brother of the king of France, Charles, duke de Guienne, to declare himself independent. But the duke died of poison, as soon as Louis XI. perceived that he listened to these suggestions;

¹ At Bordeaux they were called corretiers. (Chronique Bourdeloise, fol. 36.)
³ Dom Vaissette, ut sup. v. 40.
and a French army besieged in Lectoure count John d'Armagnac, the most active partisan of the cause of Gascony. The town was taken by assault, and given over to fire and blood; the count perished in the massacre; and his wife, who was within two months of her confinement, was forced, by the French officers, to take a draught which was to procure abortion, but which caused her death in two days. A member of the family of Albret, made prisoner in this war, was beheaded at Tours; and, shortly after, a bastard of Armagnac, who attempted to restore the fortunes of his country, and succeeded in taking several places, was also captured and put to death. Lastly, James d'Armagnac, duke de Nebons, who entertained, or was supposed to entertain, similar designs, was beheaded at Paris, at the Piliers des Halles, and his children were placed under the scaffold during their father's execution.

This terrible example was not lost upon the barons of Gascony; and although many men of that country turned their eyes to the other side of the ocean; although they long hoped the return, with English succours, of Gaillard de Durfort, sire de Duras, and the other Gascons or Aquitans who had sought refuge in England, no one dared undertake that which the Armagnacs had undertaken. The count de Foix, the most powerful lord of the Pyrenees, abandoned all idea of any other conduct towards the kings of France than that of a loyal servant, gallant at their court, brave in their camps, devoted to them in life and death. Most of the chiefs of these countries and the nobles of Guienne pursued the same policy; incapacitated from doing aught of themselves, they intrigued for the titles and offices which the king of France bestowed on his favourites. Many obtained these, and even supplanted the native French in the good graces of their own kings. They owed this advantage, rather brilliant than solid, to their natural shrewdness, and an aptitude for business, the result of their long and arduous efforts to maintain their national independence against the ambition of the neighbouring kings.

1 Dom Vaissette, p. 47.
2 Rymer, Federa, v. pars iii. p. 64.
II.

THE INHABITANTS OF WALES.


The reproach of fickleness and perfidy, so long lavished on the free populations of southern Gaul by their national enemies, the French and the Anglo-Normans, was constantly applied by the latter to the natives of Cambria. And, indeed, if it were perfidy not to recognise any right of conquest, and to make incessant efforts to shake off the foreign yoke, the Welsh were certainly the most faithless of all nations; for their resistance to the Normans, by force and by stratagem, was as pertinacious as had been that of their ancestors against the Anglo-Saxons. They carried on a perpetual war of skirmishes and ambuscades, intrenching themselves in the forests and marshes, and seldom risking an engagement on level ground with horsemen armed at all points. The wet and rainy season was that in which the Cambrians were invincible; they then sent away their wives and children, drove their flocks into the mountains, broke down the bridges, let loose the ponds, and beheld with delight the brilliant cavalry of their enemies sinking in the waters and mud of their marshes. In general the first engagements were in their favour, but in the long run force gained the victory, and a fresh portion of Wales was conquered.

The chiefs of the victorious army took hostages, disarmed the inhabitants, and forced them to swear obedience to the

1 Wallensium fides est fidei carentia. (Matth. Paris, ii. 437.)
2 Ib. p. 938.
3 Ib.
king and justices of England; this compulsory oath was speedily violated, and the Welsh insurgents would besiege the castles of the foreign barons and judges. On the news of this resumption of hostilities, the hostages, imprisoned in England in the royal fortresses, were generally put to death, and sometimes the king himself had them executed in his presence. John, son of Henry II., had twenty-eight, all under age, hanged in one day, before he sat down to breakfast.

Such were the scenes presented by the struggle of the Welsh against the Anglo-Normans, up to the period when king Edward, the first of that name since the conquest, passed the lofty mountains of North Cambria, which no king of England before him had crossed. The highest summit of these mountains, called in Welsh Craigieir, or the snowy peak, and in English Snowdon, was considered sacred to poetry, and it was believed that whoever slept there awoke inspired. This last bulwark of Cambrian independence was not forced by English troops, but by an army from Guienne, composed for the most part of Basque mercenaries. Trained in their own mountains to military tactics almost identical with those of the Welsh, they were more adapted to surmount the difficulties of the country than the heavy cavalry and regular infantry who had hitherto been employed in the service.

In this great defeat perished a man whom his countrymen, in their old spirit of patriotic superstition, had regarded as predestined to restore the ancient British liberty. This was Llewellyn ap Griffith, chief of North Wales, who had gained more victories over the English than any of his predecessors. There existed an old prediction, that a prince of Wales would be crowned at London; mockingly to accomplish this prophecy, king Edward had the head of Llewellyn, crowned with a wreath of ivy, stuck on a pike on the topmost turret of the Tower of London. David, brother of this unfortunate prince, attempted to resume the war; but, taken alive by the English

1 Ib. 638.
2 Antequam cibum sumeret, fecit vinginti octo pueros...patibulo suspendi. Deinde cum sedisset ad mensam cibis intendens et potibus... (Ib. p. 231.)
3 Pennant, Tour in Wales (the Journey to Snowdon), ii. 179.
4 De Vasconensibus atque Bascis. (Matth. West., Flor. Hist., p. 411.)
5 See Appendix XXV.
troops, he was hanged and quartered, and his head was placed beside that of his brother on the battlements of the Tower, where the rain and the wind bleached them together.1

It is said, that after his victory, Edward I. assembled the leaders of the conquered people, and announced to them that, out of regard to their spirit of nationality, he would give them a chief, born in their own country, and who had never spoken a single word either of French or English. All were full of joy at this, and sent forth loud acclamations.2 “Well then,” said the king, “you shall have for a chief and prince, my son, Edward, just born at Caernarvon, and whom I here name Edward of Caernarvon.” Hence the custom of giving the title of prince of Wales to the eldest sons of the kings of England.

Edward I. erected a great number of fortresses on the coasts,3 that he might at all times forward troops by sea; and cut down the forests of the interior, which might serve as a refuge for the partisan bands.4 If it be not true that he ordered the massacre of all the Welsh bards, he it was, at all events, who commenced the system of political persecution, of which this class of men were constantly the object on the part of the kings of England.5 The principal bards had perished in great numbers in the insurrectionary battles; the survivors, deprived of their protectors, after the downfall of the rich men of the country, and compelled to sing their verses, from town to town, were placed within the category of men without ostensible means of living, by the Anglo-Norman justiciaries. “Let no minstrels, bards, rhymers, or other Welsh vagabonds, be henceforth permitted to overrun the country as heretofore,” said their ordinances.6 No native Welshman could, under the same ordinances, occupy the smallest public post in his native country; to be viscount, seneschal, chancellor, judge, constable of a castle, registrar, forester, etc., it was essential to have been born in England, or in some other foreign country.7

1 *Ib.*
2 Quod Wallensibus multum placuit. (*Ib.* p. 433)
3 Ranulf. Hydgen, *Polychronicon*, lib. i., *apud Rer. Anglic. Script.* (Gale) iii. 188.
4 *Ib.*
5 Cambrian Register for 1796, p. 163, *et seq.*
The towns and castles were occupied by foreign garrisons, and the natives were taxed arbitrarily, or, as the royal decrees expressed it, at the discretion of their lords, to supply maintenance for the garrisons of the said castles.\footnote{Ib. p. 199.}

Many, forced by the conquest to expatriate themselves, passed into France, where they were well received; this emigration continued during the whole of the fourteenth century, and it is from these refugees that descend the French families that bear the now common name of Gallois or Le Gallois. The most considerable of those who proceeded thither in the reign of Philip VI. was a young man named Owen, whom the king retained in his palace, and brought up among the pages of his chamber. This Owen was of the family of Llewellyn, probably his great nephew, perhaps his grandson; and the French, who regarded him as the legitimate heir of the principality of Wales, called him Evain or Yvain of Wales.\footnote{Froissart, i. cap. ccliii. p 561, and cap. cccv. p. 430.} After the death of Philip de Valois, the young exile continued to reside at the court of France, greatly beloved by king John, by whose side he fought at the fatal battle of Poitiers. Afterwards, in the reign of Charles V., war recommencing against the English, Owen was entrusted with various military commands, and, among others, with a descent upon Guernsey, which had been English since the conquest of England by the Normans. Although a simple squire, he had more than once knights of renown under his orders; his company, as it was then called, consisted of an hundred men-at-arms, at whose head he made several campaigns in Limousin, in Perigord, and in Saintonge, against the captains of the king of England. One of his relations, John Win or Wynne, celebrated for his graceful deportment, and who was surnamed \textit{le poursuivant d'amours}, served with him in this war, having, in like manner, under his banner a small troop of Welsh exiles.\footnote{The names of three other distinguished Welshmen, Edward Ap Owen, Owen Ap Griffith, and Robin ab Llwyd, figure in the roll-calls or lists of men-at-arms, towards the close of the fourteenth century. See Appendix Nos. XXVI—XXX.}

The grand-nephew of Llewellyn nourished in exile the thought of freeing his country from English domination, and
of recovering, as he himself says in a charter, the inheritance of the kings of Wales, his predecessors.\(^1\) He received from king Charles V. assistance in money, munitions, and vessels; but notwithstanding this support, his ambition and his courage, he never revisited Cambria, and only encountered the English on foreign fields. He followed Duguesclin into Spain, where, for two years, the kings of France and of England waged war in the name of the rivalry of two pretenders to the throne of Castile, Peter the Cruel and Henry de Transtamare.

In one of the combats fought in this war, the earl of Pembroke and other English knights of Norman origin, were taken prisoners by the French, and, as they were being conducted to Santander, Owen went to see them, and, addressing the earl in French, said: "Come you, sir earl, to this country to do me homage for the lands you hold in the principality of Wales, of which I am heir, and which your king takes from me contrary to all right?"\(^2\) The earl of Pembroke was astonished to hear a man, whom he did not know, address him in this manner: "Who are you," asked he, "that speak to me thus?" "I am Owen, son of the prince of Wales, whom your king of England slew, disinheriting me; but, when I can, with the aid of God and of my dear lord, the king of France, I will apply a remedy; and know, that were it place and time for me to combat you, I would prove upon you that you and your fathers, and those of the earl of Hereford, have done me and mine treason and wrong." Hereupon one of the earl of Pembroke's knights, named Thomas Saint-Aubin, advanced to the Welshman and said: "Yvain, if you seek to maintain that in my lord, or his father, there has been or is any treason, or that he owes you homage, or anything else, throw down your glove, and you will soon find one to take it up." "You are a prisoner," answered the Welshman; "I cannot in honour challenge you now, for you are not your own man, but belong to those who have taken you; when you are free, I will speak further to you on the subject, and the thing shall not remain where it is."\(^3\) The dispute, however,

---

\(^1\) See Appendix No. XXXI.
\(^2\) Froissart, i. cap. ceci vi 421, et seq.
\(^3\) Ib. ii. cap. xvin. p. 28, 29.
had no result, for before the earl of Pembroke and Thomas Saint-Aubin had regained their liberty, Yvain of Wales died of a stiletto stab administered by a countryman of his, in whom he placed full confidence, but who had sold himself to the king of England. This murder was committed in the year 1378, near the town of Mortagne in Saintonge, then besieged by the French. The assassin effected his escape, and went into Guienne, where he was well received by the seneschal of Landes and the other English commanders.

Very few Cambrians consented to serve the ruler of their country; and they who came to the wars of France, under the standard of Edward III., did so on compulsion, and against their will. The Welsh who were levied, en masse, to form bodies of light infantry, brought with them into the king of England’s armies their national enmity to the English, and often quarrelled and came to blows with them; often, too, they deserted to the French with arms and baggage, or spread over the country to live as free companies. This was a profession much in vogue at this time, and in which the Cambrians excelled, from their long habit of guerilla warfare in their forests and mountains. Thus, one of these great companies, which at this period rendered themselves so celebrated and so terrible, was under the orders of a Welshman, who was called in France the chevalier Rufin, but whose real name was probably Riewan.1 This captain, under whom adventurers of all nations had assembled, had adopted, as his district of pillage, the country between the Loire and the Seine, from the frontiers of Burgundy to those of Normandy. His head-quarters were sometimes near Orleans, sometimes near Chartres: he put to ransom or occupied the little towns and the castles, and was so dreaded, that his men went in scattered troops of twenty, thirty, or forty, and none dared attack them.2

In the second half of the fourteenth century, when the kings of France and England were mutually exhausting every means of injuring each other, the former, who had learned to comprehend the national spirit of the Cambrians, sought to turn to account the patriotism of this petty nation, whose existence was scarcely suspected by his predecessors of the

---

1 *Ib. i. cap. clxviii. p. 206.
2 *Ib.*
twelfth century. More than once his emissaries proceeded to north and south Wales, promising the natives the aid and protection of France, if they would rise against the English power. These agents spread themselves over the country, most of them attired as mendicant monks, a body greatly respected at this period, and whose habit was least liable to suspicion from the circumstance that it was worn by men of every nation, who made it a means of support. But the Anglo-Norman authority detected these manoeuvres, and on several occasions expelled all foreigners from Wales, priests, laymen, and more especially the itinerant monks. It also prohibited the native Welsh from holding, upon any tenure whatever, any lands on the English territory. The long expected insurrection was to commence on the arrival of a French fleet in sight of the Welsh coast; for several years this fleet was expected by the Cambrians and by the English with very different feelings. Many proclamations of king Edward III. and Richard II. have this preamble: "Whereas our enemies of France propose to land in our principality of Wales—" followed by orders to all the Anglo-Norman lords of the country and marches of Wales, without delay, to garrison and provision their castles and fortresses, and to the justiciaries to seize and imprison, in safe custody, all men suspected of corresponding with the enemy.

The preparations of France for a descent upon Wales, were less considerable and less prompt than the king of England feared, and the Cambrians hoped. A rumour of it spread in the year 1369, and there was then formed a project of restoring the family of Llewellyn in the person of the unfortunate Yvain of Wales; but this pretender to the crown of Cambria died; and the century passed away without any real effort. In making great promises to the Welsh, France had no other design than that of exciting an insurrection which would create a diversion of part of the forces of England; and, on their side, the Welsh, unwilling rashly to hazard a movement, awaited the arrival of the promised succours ere they would revolt. At length, weary of the delay, and im-

1 See Book VIII.  
2 Rymer, ii. pars iii. p. 72.  
3 Ib. iii. pars iii. p. 97.  
4 Ib. iii. pars ii. p. 165 and 173.  
5 Ib. p. 173.
patient to recover their national independence, they put
themselves in motion, taking the chance of being supported.
The immediate occasion of the insurrection was a casual
circumstance, of little importance in itself.

Towards the end of the year 1400, a noble Welshman, who,
from an ambition to shine, had repaired to the court of Eng-
land, where he was well received, offended king Henry IV.
and was compelled to quit London. Partly from personal
resentment and the embarrassment of his position, partly from
an impulse of patriotism, he resolved to place himself at the
head of a movement which all his countrymen desired, but
which no one had ventured to commence. He descended
from an ancient chief of the country, and was called Owen
Glendowr, a name which, at the court of England, in order to
give it a Norman aspect, had been converted into Glendordy.1
As soon as Owen had raised the ancient standard of the
Kymrys, in the recently conquered portion of Wales, the
most considerable men of these districts collected around him.
Among others, there were several members of a powerful
family, named Ab Tudowr, or son of Tudowr, who counted
among their ancestors one Ednyfed Vychan, who, desirous
of having armorial bearings, like the barons of England,
had emblazoned on his escutcheon three severed Norman
heads.2 On the report of this national movement,
the scattered remnant of the Welsh bards became animated with a new
enthusiasm, and announced Owen Glendowr as the man who
was to accomplish the ancient predictions, and to restore the
crown of Britain to the Kymrys. Several poems, composed on
the occasion, have come down to us.3 They produced such an
effect, that, in a great assembly of the insurgents, Owen Glen-
dowr was solemnly proclaimed and inaugurated chief and prince
of all Cambria. He sent messengers into South Wales to diffuse
the insurrection, while the king of England, Henry IV.,
ordered all his loyal subjects of Wales, French, Flemish,
English, and Welsh, to arm against Owen de Glendordy,
self-styled prince of Wales, guilty of high treason to the
royal majesty of England.4

2 Pennant, Tour in Wales, ii. 260. 3 Cambrian Biography, p. 273.
The first engagements were favourable to the insurgents. They defeated the English militia of Herefordshire, and the Flemings of Ross and Pembrokeshire. They were about to cross the English frontier when king Henry, in person, advanced against them with considerable forces. He obliged them to retreat; but he had scarcely set foot on the Welsh territory, than incessant rains, flooding the roads, and swelling the rivers, prevented his further advance, and compelled him to encamp his army for several months in unhealthy places, where they suffered at once from sickness and hunger. The soldiers, whose imaginations were excited by fatigue and inaction, recalled to mind with terror old popular legends as to the sorceries of the Welsh,¹ and believed the bad weather they suffered to be the work of supernatural powers, obedient to Owen Glendowr.² Seized with a sort of panic terror, they refused to march further against a man who had the tempest at his disposal. This opinion gained ground among the people in England; but all Owen's magic consisted in his indefatigable activity, and in his great ability. There was at this period, among the Anglo-Norman aristocracy, a party of malcontents who desired to dethrone king Henry IV. At their head were Henry Percy, son of the earl of Northumberland,³ a family most powerful in the country ever since the conquest, and Thomas Percy, his brother, earl of Worcester; with these the new prince of Wales established a correspondence, and the alliance they concluded attached for a moment to the cause of Welsh independence all the northern marches of Wales, between the Dee and the Severn, and more especially of the county of Chester, whose inhabitants, of pure English race, were naturally less hostile to the Cambrians than were the Normans and Flemings established in the south. But the complete defeat of the two Percys, in a battle fought near Shrewsbury, dissolved the friendly relations of the Welsh insurgents with their neighbours of English race, and left them no other resources than their own strength and their hope in the aid of the king of France.⁴

¹ See Book XI.
² The king had never but tempest foule and rain
As longe as he was ay in Wales grounde.
(Harding's Chronicle, cap. ccii. at the word Henry the Fourth.)
³ Rymer, iv. pars i. p. 49.
⁴ See Appendix XXXII
This king, Charles VI., who had not yet entirely fallen into imbecility, seeing the Cambrians at open hostility with the king of England, resolved to fulfil towards them his promises and those of his predecessors. He concluded with Owen Glendowr a treaty, the first article of which ran thus: "Charles, by the grace of God, king of France; and Owen, by the same grace, prince of Wales; will be united, confederated and bound to each other by the ties of true alliance, true friendship, and good and solid union, especially against Henry of Lancaster, the enemy of the said lords, king and prince, and against all his aiders and abettors."¹

Many Welshmen proceeded to France to accompany the troops which king Charles was to send, and many of them were taken in various landings which the French first attempted on the coast of England, preferring to enrich themselves with the pillage of some great town or sea-port, than to make war in the poor country of Wales,² among mountains and marshes.

At length, however, a large fleet sailed from Brest to aid the Cambrians; it carried six hundred men-at-arms, and eighteen hundred foot soldiers, commanded by John de Rieux, marshal of France, and John de Hangest, grand-marshal of the cross-bowmen. They landed at Milford in Pembrokeshire, and seized upon that town and upon Haverford, both founded, as their names indicate, by the Flemings, who in the reign of Henry I. had taken possession of and occupied the country. The French then proceeded eastward, and, at the first purely Welsh town they reached, found ten thousand insurgents, commanded by a chief whom the historians of the time do not name. The combined forces then marched to Caermarthen, and thence to Llandovery, and thence towards Worcester, attacking and destroying on their way the castles of the Anglo-Norman barons and knights.³ Some miles from Worcester, a strong English army met them, but instead of offering them battle, it took up a position, and entrenched itself in the hills. The French and Welsh followed the example, and the two hostile bodies remained thus for a week in presence of each other, separated by a deep

---

¹ Rymer, iv. pars i. p. 69.  
² Monstrelet, i. 14.  
valley. Every day both armies formed into battle array to commence the attack, but nothing actually took place beyond some skirmishing, in which a few hundred men were killed.

The French and Welsh army soon suffered from want of provisions, the English occupying the plain around their encampments. Acting upon their usual tactics, the Welsh threw themselves by night on the baggage of the enemy, and, carrying off most of their provisions, necessitated the retreat of the English army, which, it would appear, was resolved not to commence the fight.¹ The French men-at-arms, little accustomed to a dearth of food, and whose heavy armour and extensive baggage rendered incommodious and disagreeable to them warfare in a poor and mountainous country, grew weary of the enterprise, in which there was much obscure danger, and little renown to be acquired by brilliant feats of arms. Leaving therefore the Cambrians to contend with their national enemies, they quitted Wales, and landed at Saint Pol-de-Leon, relating that they had made a campaign, which in the memory of man no king of France had ventured to undertake,² and had ravaged more than sixty leagues of country in the territories of the king of England, glorying only in the injury done to the English, and not at all in the aid they had given the Welsh, in whom, for themselves, no one in France took any interest.

The insurgents of south Wales were defeated, for the first time, in 1407, on the banks of the Usk, by an English army under the command of Henry, son of king Henry IV., who, bearing in England the title of prince of Wales, was charged with the conduct of the war against the chief elected by the Welsh. A letter which he wrote to his father, announcing this victory, is preserved among the ancient public acts of England. It is in French, the language of the Anglo-Norman aristocracy, but in a French somewhat differing in orthography, grammar, and, as far as we can judge, in pronunciation, from the language of the court of France at the same period. It would appear that, with the accent of Normandy, retained in England by the men of Norman descent, another accent had gradually combined, differing from all the dialects of the French language, and which the sons of the Normans had

¹ Monstrelet, i. 17. ² Chronique Britann., loc. sup. cit.
contracted by hearing English spoken around them, and by themselves speaking the Anglo-French jargon, which was the medium of their communications with the lower classes. This, at least, may be inferred from reading the following passages, taken promiscuously from the letter of the son of Henry IV.,

"Mon tres-redouté et très sovereign seigneur et père... le onzieme jour de cest present moys de Mars, vos rebelx des parties de Glamorgan, Uske, Netherwent et Overwent, feurent assemblez à la nombre de oyt mille gentz... A eux assemblèrent vos foialx et vaillants chivalers... vos gentz avoient le champe; nientmeins..."

The fortune of the Welsh insurgents constantly declined after their first defeat, although ten years elapsed between that defeat and the entire subjection of the country. Perhaps, also, their hope of the aid of the French, a hope continually deceived but still fondly cherished, caused them a kind of discouragement never felt by their ancestors, who relied only on themselves. Owen Glendower, the last person invested with the title of prince of Wales by the election of the Welsh people, survived the ruin of his party, and died in obscurity. His son Meredith capitulated, went to England, and received his pardon from the king. The other chiefs of the insurrection were also pardoned, and several of them even obtained posts at the court of London, in order that they might not return to Wales, which, indeed, had ceased to be inhabitable by the Welsh, from the increased vexations of the agents of English authority. Among these Cambrians, exiles by necessity or ambition, was a member of the family of the sons of Tudowr, named Owen ap Meredith ap Tudowr, who, during the reign of Henry V., lived with him as groom of his chamber, and was very much in grace with the king, who granted him many favours, and deigned to address him as nostre chier et foyal. His manners and handsome form made a vivid impression on queen Catherine of France, who, becoming widow of Henry V., secretly married Owen ap

1 "My greatly dreaded and most sovereign lord and father,—the eleventh day of this present month of March, your rebels of Glamorgan, Uske, Netherwent and Overwent, were assembled to the number of eight thousand men; your faithful and valiant knights assembled against them, your men kept the field; nevertheless—" (Rymer, iv. pars i. p. 79.)

2 Ib. pars ii. p. 153.
Tudowr or Oven Tudor, as he was called in England. He had by her two sons, Jasper and Edmund, the second of whom, on attaining manhood, married Margaret, daughter of John de Beaufort, earl of Somerset, issue of the royal family of Plantagenet.

It was at this period that the branches of this family were slaughtering each other in a dispute for the possession of the crown conquered by William the Bastard. The right of hereditary succession had by degrees prevailed over the election retained, though imperfectly, in the first periods following the conquest. Instead of interfering to adjudge the crown to the most worthy to wear it, the Anglo-Norman aristocracy contented themselves with examining which of the pretenders approached nearest by his lineage to the original stock of the Conqueror. All was decided by the comparison of those genealogical trees of which the Norman families were so proud, and which from their form were called pé de gru, or crane's foot, in modern English, pedigree. The order of hereditary succession was tolerably peaceful so long as the direct line of descendants of Henry II. endured; but when the inheritance passed to the collateral branches, numerous pretenders on the score of hereditary right arose, and there were more factions, troubles, and discords, than the practice of election had ever occasioned. Then broke out the most hideous of civil wars, that of relations against relations, of grown men against children in the cradle. For several generations, two numerous families were killing each other, either in pitched battles or by assassination, to maintain their legitimacy, without either of the two being able to destroy the other, some member of which always started up to combat and dethrone his rival, and reign until he himself was dethroned.¹ There perished in these quarrels, according to the historians of the time, sixty or eighty princes of the royal house, nearly all young, for the life of the males was brief in these families. The women, who lived longer, had time to see their sons massacred by their nephews, and the latter by other nephews or uncles, themselves speedily assassinated by some equally near relation.

In the reign of Richard III., of the house of York, who

owed the crown to several assassinations, a son of Edmund Tudor and Margaret Beaufort, named Henry, was in France, whither he had been obliged to fly as an antagonist of the York party. Weary of living in exile, and relying on the universal hatred excited by king Richard, he resolved to try his fortune in England, as a claimant of the crown, in right of his mother, a descendant of Edward III. Having neither cross nor pile, as an old historian expresses it, he applied to the king of France, Louis XI., who gave him some money, with which he hired three thousand men in Normandy and Brittany. He sailed from Harfleur, and, after a passage of six days, landed in Wales, the country of his paternal ancestors. On landing, he unfurled a red flag, the ancient standard of the Cambrians, as though his project were to raise the nation, and render it independent of the English. This enthusiastic people, over whom the power of emblems was ever very great, without examining whether the quarrel between Henry Tudor and Richard III. was not wholly foreign to them, ranged themselves, by a sort of instinct, around their old standard.

The red flag was planted on Snowdon, which the pretender assigned as a rendezvous for those Welsh who had promised to arm in his cause. Not one failed on the appointed day. Even the bards, resuming their ancient spirit, sang and prophesied, in the style of other days, the victory of the Kymrys over the Saxon and Norman enemy. But the matter in hand was by no means the release of the Cambrians from the yoke of the foreigner; all the fruit of the victory for them was to place a man with a little Welsh blood in his veins on the throne of the conquerors of Wales. When Henry Tudor arrived on the frontiers of England, he found a reinforcement of several thousand men brought to him by sir Thomas Boucher, a Norman by name and origin; other gentlemen of the western counties came with their vassals and yeomen to join the army of the pretender. He penetrated into the English territory without encountering any obstacle, as far as Bosworth in Leicestershire, where he gave battle to Richard III.,

1 *Ib. p. 256.*
2 *Pennant, Tour in Wales*, i. 31.
3 *See Book I.*
4 *Pennant, ut sup. ii. 375.*
defeated him, killed him, and was crowned in his stead under the title of Henry VII.

Henry VII. placed in his armorial bearings the Cambrian dragon beside the three lions of Normandy. He created a new office of poursuivant-at-arms, under the name of *rouge-dragon*,¹ and, with the aid of the authentic or fabulous archives of Wales, traced his genealogy back to Cadwallader, the last king of all Britain, and, through him, up to Brutus, son of Æneas, the pretended father of the Britons.² But to these acts of personal vanity was limited the gratitude of the king to the people whose devotion had procured him victory and the crown. His son, Henry VIII., while he allowed the Welsh, whom Henry VII. had ennobled for services rendered to his person, to retain the Norman titles of earls, barons, and baronets, treated, like his predecessors, the mass of the people as a conquered nation, at once feared and disliked, and undertook to destroy the ancient customs of the Cambrians, the remnant of their social state, and even their language.³

When the religious supremacy of the pope had been abolished in England, the Welsh, whom the Roman church had never aided in their attempts to maintain their national independence, adopted, without repugnance, the religious changes decreed by the English government. But this government, which gave every encouragement to the translation of the Bible, did not have it translated into Welsh; on the contrary, some natives of that country, zealous for the Reformation, having, at their own expense, published a Welsh version of the Scriptures, far from praising them, as would have been done in England, the authorities ordered the destruction of all the copies, which were taken for this purpose from the churches, and publicly burnt.⁴ English authority, at about the same time, attacked the historical manuscripts and documents, then more numerous in Wales than in any other country of Europe. The high families who possessed archives began to keep them secret, either as a mode of paying court to England, or to preserve them from destruction.⁵ Some of these families even incurred disfavour

¹ *Ib.* i. 31. Rymer, *iv. passim.* ² *Cambro-Britons, i.* 456. ³ *Archæology of Wales, i.* preface x. ⁴ *Ib.* ⁵ *Ib.*
for communicating curious information to the learned men, who, towards the close of the sixteenth century, made researches into the antiquities of Wales. An estimable writer, Edward Lhuyd, author of *British Archaiology*, experienced infinite mortification on account of the publication of his book. This class of learning and research became matter of suspicion in the eyes of authority, and he who to prosecute it went to reside in Wales, was doubly an object of distrust. One antiquarian was actually subjected to public prosecution for an offence of this sort, in the reign of Elizabeth, the last descendant of Henry Tudor.

The Scottish family of the Stuarts showed quite as little good will to the Welsh nation; and yet, when the English rose against this family, the majority of the Welsh enrolled themselves on its side, from a sort of national opposition to the feelings of the English people. Perhaps, too, they hoped to effect some degree of freedom for themselves, amid the troubles of England, and by a compact with the royal family, whom they supported against the English. Things, however, turned out otherwise; royalty succumbed, and Wales, as being royalist, had to endure still greater oppression than before. Since that time the Welsh have tranquilly participated in all the political changes occurring in England, no longer rebelling, but still not forgetting the grounds upon which they might to themselves justify rebellion. "We will bear in mind," says one of their writers, "that the lordships and best lands of the country are in the hands of men of foreign race, who have taken them by violence from the ancient legitimate proprietors, whose names and real heirs are well known to us."

In general, the possessors of great domains and lordships in Wales were, up to a recent date, and probably still are, to a certain extent, harder than those in England towards their farmers and peasants; a fact, no doubt, attributable to the comparative novelty of the conquest of the Welsh provinces, not accomplished until about the fourteenth century, so that the nobles there are much newer-comers, and to the further circumstance that the tongue of the natives has always remained distinct from that of the conquerors. The species of national hostility between the seigneurs and the peasants has extended the emigration of the poorer Welsh families to
the United States of America. There these descendants of
the ancient Kymrys have lost their manners and their language,
and have forgotten, in the bosom of the most complete liberty
that civilized man can enjoy, the vain dreams of British in-
dependence. Those who have remained in the land of their
ancestors retain, amidst the poverty or mediocrity of fortune
which has ever been their lot, a character of haughty pride,
the offspring of great recollections and long hopes, always
deceived, but never abandoned. They stand with erect front
before the powerful and rich of England and of their own
country, “and think themselves a better and nobler race,”
said a Welshman of the last century, “than this nobility of
yesterday, the issue of bastards, of adventurers, and of assas-
sins.”

Such is the national spirit of the most energetic among the
present Cambrians, and they carry it, sometimes, to such a
point, that the English designate them Red-hot Welshmen.
Since the revolution of America and of France, this spirit is
combined in them with all the grand ideas of natural and
social liberty that those revolutions have everywhere aroused.
But, whilst ardently desiring the progress of high modern
civilization, the enlightened inhabitants of Wales have not
lost their ancient passion for their national history,
language, and literature. The wealthy among them have formed
associations for the publication of their numerous collections
of historical documents, and with the view of reanimating,
if possible, the cultivation of the old poetic talent of the
bards. These societies have established annual poetical and
musical meetings, for the two arts ever go hand in hand
in Wales; and out of, perhaps, a somewhat superstitious re-
spect for ancient customs, the literary and philosophical
assemblies of the new bards are held in the open air, on the
hills. At the time when the French revolution still made the
English government tremble, these meetings, always very
numerous, were forbidden by authority, on account of the
democratic principles which prevailed at them. Now they
are perfectly free, and there is every year awarded by them
the prize of poetical inspiration, a faculty which the Cam-
brian language expresses in one word, Awen.

2 Ib. 465, in notā.
3 Ib. p. 438.
The Awen is now found principally among the northern Welsh, the last who maintained their ancient social state against the invasion of the Anglo-Normans.¹ It is also among them that the native language is spoken with the greatest purity, and over the largest extent of country. In the southern counties, earlier conquered, the Welsh dialect is mixed up with French and English idioms. There are, indeed, entire districts whence it has completely disappeared; and often a brook or bridle-path marks the separation of the two languages, of, on the one side, corrupt Cambrian, on the other, a barbarous English, spoken by the mixed posterity of the Flemish, Norman, and Saxon soldiers who conquered the country in the twelfth century. These men, although, for the most part, of the same condition with the conquered population, have retained a sort of hereditary disdain for it. They affect, for example, not to know the name of a single individual inhabiting the part of the hundred or parish in which Welsh is spoken. "I don't know the man," is the reply; "I believe there's some such person lives somewhere in Walesland."²

Such is the actual state of that population and that language, for which the bards of the sixth century daringly predicted eternity of duration: their prediction, however, will not, at all events, be falsified in our days. The Cambrian idiom is still spoken by a sufficiently extensive population to render its future extinction very difficult to foresee. It has survived all the other dialects of the ancient British language; for that of the natives of Cornwall came within the category of a dead language towards the close of the last century. It is true that since the tenth century, when it was driven by the Anglo-Saxons beyond the river Tamer,³ the population of Cornwall has never played any political part. At the time of the Norman conquest, it supported the English of the adjacent counties in their resistance to the foreigners, but, conquered with them, it participated in all the phases of their subsequent fate. As it gradually mingled more and more closely with the populations of English race, its original language lost ground from north to south, so that, an hundred years ago, there were only a few villages at the extremity of

¹ Cambrian Register for 1796, p. 438. ² Ib. ³ See Book II.
the promontory, where the ancient idiom of the country was still spoken. In 1776, some travellers questioned, on this subject, an old fisherman in one of these villages, who answered: “I only know four or five persons who speak British, and they are old people like myself, from sixty to eighty years of age; the young people don’t know a word of it.”

Thus the eighteenth century beheld the end of the language of Cornwall, which now exists only in a few books. It differs in a remarkable manner from the Welsh dialect, and had probably been spoken in the ancient times by all the British tribes of the south and east, by the men whom the old annals call Loëgrwys, who, before they joined the Kymrys in Britain, dwelt, for a longer or shorter period, in the south-west of Gaul.

III.

THE SCOTS.


In the year 1174, William, king of Scotland, invaded the north of England; but he was conquered and taken prisoner by the Anglo-Norman barons, and his defeat was regarded as a miraculous effect of the pilgrimage that king Henry II. had made to the tomb of Thomas Beket. Those who took him prisoner, shut him up in the castle of Richmont, now

2 See Book I.
3 See Book X.
Richmond, in Yorkshire, built, in the time of the conquest, by the Breton, Alain Fergan. This circumstance, again, was regarded as a fulfilment of a prophecy of Merlin, conceived in these terms: "He shall be bridled with a bit, forged on the shores of the Armorican gulf."1 And what is still stranger, is that the same prophecy had, a few months before, been applied to Henry II. when closely pressed by the Breton auxiliaries of his sons.2 The king of Scotland, removed from Richmond to Falaise, only quitted his prison on renewing the oath of homage which his predecessors had sworn to the Norman kings, and then broken.3 This act of enforced submission gave the king of England very little influence over the affairs of Scotland, so long as there were no intestine divisions, that is to say, during the hundred and twenty years which elapsed, up to the death of Alexander the Third.

Royalty among the Scots had never been purely elective, for their whole social order was founded on the principle of family; but, on the other hand, hereditary royalty had never any fixed rules: and the brother was often preferred to the grandson, and even to the son of the late king. Alexander III. left neither son nor brother, but cousins in great number, most of them of Norman or French origin, by the father's side, and bearing French names, such as Jean Bailleul, Robert de Brus, Jean Comine, Jean d'Eaucy, Nicolas de Solles, &c.4 There were nine pretenders to the crown on various titles. Unable to agree among themselves, and feeling the necessity of terminating the dispute peaceably, they submitted it to Edward I., king of England, as to their suzerain lord.5 King Edward declared for him who had the best title, according to hereditary right by primogeniture: this was John Bailleul or Bailiol, as the Scotch spelt it. He was crowned, but the king of England, taking advantage of the deference which the Scots had just exhibited to him, resolved to render practical that suzerainty over them which hitherto had been purely honorary.

The king of Scotland, in order to secure support against

1 Matth. Paris, i. 130.
2 See Book X.
3 Matth. Paris, i. 131.
4 Annales Waviescenses, ut sup. p. 243.
5 Ib.
the intrigues of his competitors, lent himself at first to the views of the king of England; he gave to Englishmen most of the offices and dignities of the kingdom, and repaired to the court of his suzerain, to do him homage and receive his orders. Encouraged by this condescension of the king his protégé, Edward went the length of demanding from him, as pledges of his fealty and allegiance, the fortresses of Berwick, Edinburgh, and Roxburgh, the strongest in all Scotland. But so decided a national opposition arose against this demand, that John Baliol was fain to reject it, and to refuse the English troops admission to his fortresses. Hereupon Edward summoned him to Westminster, to answer for the refusal; but, instead of obeying the summons, Baliol solemnly renounced his homage and faith as vassal. On hearing this, the king of England exclaimed, in his Norman-French: "Ah! le fol felon telle folie fait! s’il ne veint à nous, nous veindrons à ly!"

Edward I. set out for Scotland with all his chivalry of England and Aquitaine; with English archers so skilful that they seldom threw away one of their twelve arrows, and were wont to say, jestingly, that they had twelve Scots in their pouch; and, lastly, with a body of light-armed Welsh, who more often fought with the English than with the enemy, pillaged them whenever any opportunity occurred, and most frequently remained neuter in action. Notwithstanding the courage and patriotic energy of the Scots, the progress of the war was unfavourable to them. Their king did not support them heartily, and was ever desirous of making the amend to Edward for the resistance he had undertaken, as he said, through ill and false counsel. Moreover, there were at this time, in Scotland, neither well-fortified towns, nor fortresses, such as those the Normans had built in England. The seigneurial habitations were not donjons, surrounded by a triple wall, but small square towers, with a simple ditch, when not situated on the edge of some natural ravine. King Edward accordingly penetrated without difficulty into the lowlands of Scotland; took possession of all the towns, placed garrisons

1 Henric. Knyghton, De event Angl., lib. iii. cap. ii. ut sup. col. 2478.
2 "Ah! is the mad knave knave enough for this? If he will not come to us, we will go to him." (Joh. de Fordun, Scoti-chronicon, p. 969.)
3 Cum nous par nostre malvès counsaile et faus...(Knyghton, col. 2481.)
in them, and removed to London the famous stone on which
the kings of the country were crowned.1 Such of the Scots
as would not submit to foreign sway, took refuge in the
northern and western mountains, and in the forests which
adjoined them.

From one of these retreats issued the famous patriot, Wil-
liam Walleys or Wallace, who for seven years made war upon
the English, at first as a guerilla-chief, and then at the head
of an army. The conquerors called him a highway robber, a
murderer, an incendiary;2 and when they took him, hanged
him at London, and stuck his head on a pike on the loftiest
pinnacle of the Tower. The inhabitants of the conquered
portion of Scotland suffered to the utmost extent the evils
that follow upon a conquest; they had foreign governors,
bailiffs, and sheriffs. "These English," says a contemporary
poet, "were all avaricious and debauched; haughty and con-
temptuous; they insulted our wives and daughters; good,
worthy, and honoured knights were put to death by the cord.
Ah! freedom is a noble thing!"3

This feeling, deeply impressed in the heart of the Scots,
soon rallied them round another chief—Robert de Brus, or
Bruce, one of the former competitors of John Baliol. Bruce
was crowned king in the abbey of Scone, at a time when
there was scarce a town, from the Tweed to the Orcades, that
was not in the power of the English. Without an army
and without treasure, he, like Wallace, took up his quarters
in the forests and mountains, whither he was pursued by his
enemies, with horse and foot, and dogs trained to hunt man,
like game, by the scent.4 No one in the kingdom, says Frois-
sart, dared lodge him, in castle or in fortress. Hunted like a
wild beast, he went from mountain to mountain, from lake to
lake, living on the produce of the chase and of fishing, until
he reached the Mull of Cantyre, whence he gained the small

1 See Book VIII.
2 William Waleis...that muster was of theuves.
   (Robert Brune's Chron., ii. 329.)
   —Latro publicus. (Thomas. de Walsingham, Ypodyga Neustriae;
   Camden, Anglica, &c., p. 486.)
3 David Barbour, The Bruce, p. 12.
4 The king Edward with hornes and hounes him soght. (Hardyng's
   Chronicle, cap. clxiiii. at the word Edward the First.)
island of Rachin or Rath Erin, lying near the coast of Ireland.

There he planted his royal standard as proudly as though he had been at Edinburgh, sent messengers into Ireland, and obtained some succours from the native Irish, on the ground of the ancient fraternity of the two nations, and of the common hatred they bore to the Anglo-Normans. He then sent messengers to the Hebrides, and along the whole western coast, soliciting the support of the Gaelic chiefs of those districts, who, in their wild independence, were very indifferent as to what became of the population of the lowlands of Scotland, which they called Saxon alike with that of England, and for which they had scarce more affection. All the clans, however, with one exception, promised him their faith and assistance. The chiefs and barons of the lowlands, of English, Norman, or Scottish race, formed among themselves compacts of alliance and fraternity-in-arms, in life and death, for king Robert and Scotland, against any man, French, English, or Scot.1

Probably, by the first of these names, they meant the king and all the lords of England, who at that time spoke among themselves no other language than French;2 for the French, the continental French, were warm friends of the patriots of Scotland.

Robert Bruce appointed as the rendezvous of his partisans a spot near the place where the western chain of mountains rises; and here was fought the decisive battle of Bannockburn. The Scotch were victorious; and their enemies, weakened by this great defeat, found themselves successively driven from all the fortified towns, and compelled to repass the Tweed in disorder, pursued in their turn by all the people of the southern lowlands, and especially by the men of the border, a population very formidable for an army in retreat.

The limits of England and Scotland were never well determined towards the west, where the country is mountainous and intersected in every direction by infinite valleys and small streams. The inhabitants of a large extent of this district were, properly speaking, neither Scots nor...

1 Walter Scott, *Lord of the Isles*, notes to canto ii.
2 ...The king him answered soon
All en till Frankish as used be.
(Wyntoun, *apud* Ellis, *Metrical Romances*.)
English, and the only national name by which they were known was that of Borderers, that is to say, people of the border or frontier. They were an aggregation of all the races of men that had come into Britain: of Britons, expelled by Anglo-Saxons; of Saxons, expelled by Normans; of Anglo-Normans or Scots banished for felonies or other crimes. This population was divided into great families, like the Celtic clans, but the names of these clans or families were, for the most part, English or French. The language of all the inhabitants was the Anglo-Danish dialect of the south of Scotland and the north of England. The chiefs and vassals lived familiarly together, the former in his embattled house, surrounded by rude palisades, and having the bed of some torrent for a moat; the latter in huts built around it. All followed the trade of marauders, their food being oxen and sheep, stolen from the inhabitants of the neighbouring plains. They made their expeditions on horseback, armed with a long lance, and having for defensive armour a quilted doublet, on which were sewn, as regularly as might be, plates of iron or brass.  

Though divided, administratively, into two distinct nations, and, according to the territory they occupied, subjects of Scotland or of England, they nevertheless regarded the kings of these two countries as foreigners, and were by turns Scots, when they purposed forage in England, and English, when a descent was to be made upon Scotland. They seldom fought among themselves, but in personal quarrels. As to their robberies, they exercised them without mercy, but at the same time without cruelty, as a profession having its rules and its points of honour. The richer of them assumed armorial bearings, a fashion which the Normans had introduced into England and Scotland. Their arms, which are still worn by several families of the country, are nearly all allusive to the manner of life of the ancient borderers. Generally, the field of the escutcheon is the sky with moon and stars, to signify, that the best time for the borderers was the night; the mottoes, in English or Latin, are equally significant; for example:—*Watch weel—Sleep not for I watch—Ye shall want ere I want*, and so on.

1 Walter Scott, *Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border*, vol. i.  
2 *Ib.*
Scotland, restored to freedom, gave the name of saviour to Robert Bruce, a man of Norman origin, and whose ancestors, in the time of the conquest of England, had usurped, upon the Scottish territory, the town and valley of Annan. The ancient kings of Scotland had confirmed to them, by charters, possession of this domain, where the ruins of their castle are still visible. Of all the countries of Europe, Scotland is that wherein the mixture of the races has been most easily effected, and where it has left the fewest traces in the respective situation of the different classes of inhabitants. There were never villeins or peasant serfs in this country, as in England and in France, and the antiquarians have observed that the ancient acts of Scotland offer no example of the sale of the man with the land; that in none are found this form, so usual elsewhere: "With the buildings, and all the chattels, labourers, beasts, ploughs, &c." From time immemorial, the burghers of the principal towns have sat in the great council of the kings of Scotland, beside the warriors of high rank, who styled themselves, in the Norman manner, knights, barons, earls, and marquises, or retained the ancient Anglo-Danish titles of thanes and lairds. When it became necessary to defend the country, the various trades' companies marched under their own banners, led by their burgmaster. They had their honour to maintain on the field of battle, and their share of glory to win. Old popular ballads, still sung, not long since, in the southern districts of Scotland, celebrate the bravery of the shoemakers of Selkirk at the famous battle of Flodden, fought and lost, in 1513, by James IV. of Scotland.

National opposition, or the natural reaction of the spirit of liberty against power, followed, in Scotland, the course it must ever follow in countries where the nation is not divided into two races of men, separated one from the other by a state of hereditary hostility; it was constantly and almost solely directed against the kings. In civil wars there were but two parties, that of the government and that of the body

---

1 Avez le batiments et tout le cheptel, manants, bestiaux, charrues, &c — Cum terris, domibus, edificis, accolabus, mancipis, vineis, sylvis, &c. (Spelman, Glossar. verbo Accola.) See Pinkerton, Hist. of Scotland, i. 252.

2 See Appendix No. XXXIII.
of the governed, and not, as elsewhere, three parties—royalty, the nobles, and the people. The military and opulent class never joined the kings against the people, and the people had seldom occasion to favour the royal power out of hatred to that of the nobles. In times of trouble, the struggle was between the king and his courtiers on one side, and on the other, all the orders of the nation leagued together. It is true that the active and turbulent barons and nobles of Scotland always prominently figured in political commotions, and that, to adopt the expression of one of them, they "belled the cat;" but their frequent acts of violence against the king's favourites and against the kings themselves, were rarely unpopular.

Towards the middle of the sixteenth century, a new bond strengthened this kind of political alliance between the nobles and bourgeoisie of Scotland; they embraced, together, and as it were with one impulse, the most extreme opinions of religious reformation, those of Calvin. The whole population of the south and east, speaking the same language and having the same views and the same civilization, co-operated in this revolution. It was only the mountain clans and a few lords of the northern lowlands that adhered to the catholic religion, the former from a spirit of innate hostility to the lowlanders, the latter from individual conviction rather than from any esprit de corps. Even the bishops did not oppose any very vigorous resistance to the partisans of the Reformation; the only formidable opposition they met with was from the court, early impressed with the fear that religious might lead to political changes; but the innovators were triumphant in the struggle; they got possession of king James VI., still a child, and brought him up in the new doctrines.

His mother, the unfortunate Mary Stuart, ruined herself by her ignorance of the national character of the Scots; it was after a battle fought against the presbyterian reformers that she passed into England, where she perished on a scaffold. After her death, and while her son still lived in Scotland, professing, in the new spirit of his nation, the presbyterian creed in all its rigour, the line of the Tudor kings of England

1 Motto of Archibald Douglas, earl of Angus, in the reign of James III. of Scotland.
became extinct in the person of Elizabeth, grand-daughter of Henry VII. James, a descendant of Henry VII, on the female side, was thus the next heir to the Tudors. He came to London, where he was readily acknowledged, and assumed the title of king of Great Britain, uniting under their ancient name his two kingdoms of England and Scotland. It is from him dates the royal arms of Britain, the three lions passant of Normandy, the lion rampant of Scotland, and the harp of Ireland; and the British standard, whereon the white cross of Saint Andrew combines with the red cross of Saint George.

King James, the first of that name in England, found opinion, in reference to the religious reformation, very different in his new kingdom from what it was in Scotland. There was not among the English any generally established opinion as to religious belief. They differed on this point according as they belonged to the higher or to the lower classes of the nation, with whom the ancient hostility of the two races seemed to re-appear under new forms. Though time and the intermingling of blood had greatly abated this primitive hatred, there still lurked in men's hearts a confused sentiment of mutual dislike and distrust. The aristocracy were strongly in favour of the modified reformation, instituted fifty years before by Henry VIII., a reformation which, simply substituting the king for the pope, as head of the Anglican church, retained for episcopacy its ancient importance. The bourgeoisie, on the contrary, inclined to the complete reformation established by the Scots, whose worship, free from bishops, was independent of all civil authority. The partisans of this opinion formed a sect, persecuted by the government, but in whom persecution did but increase their enthusiasm; they were excessively strict, even upon the smallest points, which procured for them the name of precisians or puritans. The nickname, Round-heads, by which they were ludicrously designated, was derived from their wearing their hair short and without any curl, a custom quite contrary to the fashion then followed by the gentlemen and courtiers.

The presbyterians of England had flattered themselves with the hope that they were about to see their belief reign in the person of a presbyterian king; but the triumph of this religious creed being bound up with that of the popular
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interest over the aristocratic interest, the king, whoever he
might be, could not sanction it. The episcopal church, ac-
cordingly, was sustained under James I., as under Eliza-
beth, by rigorous measures against the adversaries of that
church; nay more, from the habit of dwelling upon the polit-
tical dangers of puritanism in England, the king formed the
project of destroying it even in Scotland, where it had become
the state religion, and he entered, for this purpose, into an
open struggle, not only with the middle and lower classes, but
with the entire nation. It was a difficult enterprise, and he
made little progress in it, bequeathing it, with the crown, to
his son Charles I.

Charles, extending and systematizing his father's views, re-
solved to approximate the Anglican worship to the forms of
catholicism, and to impose this worship, so reformed, upon the
two kingdoms of England and Scotland. He thus displeased
the episcopalian and the aristocratic classes of England,
whilst he raised against him the whole Scottish nation.
Nobles, priests, and burgesses, entering into open rebellion,
assembled spontaneously at Edinburgh, and signed there,
under the name of Covenant, an act of national union, for the
defence of the presbyterian religion. The king levied an
army, and made preparations for a war with Scotland; and
on their side the Scots raised national regiments, whose hats
bore this device: "For Christ's crown and covenant."¹ Men
of every rank hastened to enrol themselves in this militia,
and the ministers of religion pronounced from the pulpits
malediction upon every man, horse, and lance that should
side with the king against the defenders of the national faith.²
The resistance of the Scots was entirely approved in Eng-
land, where discontent against king Charles became general
on account of his religious innovations and his attempts to
govern in an absolute manner, without the concurrence of the
assembly which, under the name of parliament, had never
ceased to exist since the conquest.

The burgesses of England, who had at first only appeared
in this assembly as men summoned before the king and barons
to receive their demands for money and to comply with them,

¹ Walter Scott, Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border, vol. i.
² Ib.
had become, by a gradual revolution, an integral part of the parliament. In connexion with a certain number of petty feudatories, called knights of the shire,¹ they formed, under the name of house of commons, a section of the great national council; in the other house, that of the lords, sat the titled men, the earls, marquises, barons, and Anglican bishops. This chamber, like the other, opposed the projects of Charles I.; but there was this difference between the two houses, that the lords aimed only at maintaining the established religion and the ancient privileges of parliament, while of the commons, the majority aspired to the establishment of presbyterianism and a diminution of the royal authority.

This desire for reform, moderate enough as regarded political order, was supported out of doors by something more vehement than itself, the old instinct of popular hatred to the noble families, proprietors of nearly the entire soil of the country. The inferior classes felt the vague want of some great change; their present position was intolerable to them, but not clearly perceiving what would improve it, they attached themselves to the most extreme political opinions, as in religion to the most rigid and gloomy puritanism. It was thus that the habitual language of the sect, which sought all in the Bible, became that also of the ultras in politics. This party, placing themselves ideally in the position of the Jews amidst their enemies, gave to their opponents the names of Philistines and of sons of Belial. They borrowed from the Psalms and the prophets the threats they sent forth against the lords and bishops, threatening, in the words of the Scripture, to take up “the two-edged sword, and to bind their nobles with fetters of iron.”²

Charles I. had great difficulty in collecting men and money for the war against the Scots. The city of London refused him a loan of 300,000l., and the soldiers openly declared that they would not risk their lives merely to support the pride of the bishops. During the delays occasioned by these difficulties, the Scots, commencing the attack, invaded England and advanced to the Tyne, preceded by a manifesto in which they declared themselves brothers and friends of the English

¹ In the Anglo-Norman language, Chivaler de Countee.
² Psalm cxlix.
people, and called down upon themselves maledictions from on high, if they in the slightest degree injured the country or individuals. No resistance was offered them but by the royal army, which they completely defeated near Newcastle. After this victory, the generals of the Scottish army excused themselves, in proclamations addressed to the English nation, for the violence of the measures they had been obliged to adopt in the defence of their rights, and expressed the hope that their success might aid that nation in vindicating its own menaced liberties. The commons replied by voting thanks and a money-aid to the Scots; and several envoys left London to conclude a treaty of alliance and friendship between the two nations at Edinburgh.

This compact was signed in 1642, and, the same year, the English parliament, and especially the house of commons, entered into an open struggle with royal power. By degrees, the opposition became centered in the latter chamber; for the great majority of the lords, seeing whither the dispute tended, had joined the king. The lower house voted itself the sole national representation, and invested with all the rights of parliament; and while the borough members and the petty landed proprietors, thus seized upon the legislative power, the people out of doors armed spontaneously, and took possession of all the royal arsenals. On the other hand, the king, preparing for war, planted his standard with the three lions of Normandy, on the keep of Nottingham castle. All the old castles, built by the Normans or their posterity, were closed, provisioned, furnished with artillery, and war to the death began between the sons of the seigneurs and the sons of the villains of the middle ages.

In this struggle, the Scots powerfully aided the parliament of England, which, as a first step, abolished episcopacy and established the presbyterian religion. This community of worship was the basis of a new treaty or covenant between the two peoples; they became security, one for the other, for the defence of Christianity without bishops; but though this alliance was concluded in good faith, it had neither the same meaning nor the same object with the two nations. The civil war was for the Scots a religious quarrel with Charles Stuart, their countryman and national king; it would, accordingly, end for them the moment the king should acknowledge
the legal existence of the presbyterian worship in England as in Scotland. With the English, on the contrary, there was an instinct of revolution, going much beyond the mere desire to reform the episcopal church. This difference in the two nations, the necessary result of their different situation, and for some time not manifest to either, was of a nature to produce discord between them as soon as it became known, which soon occurred.

At the battle of Naseby, in Northamptonshire, the royal army was completely routed, and the king himself, his retreat cut off, yielded himself voluntarily to the Scots, his countrymen, choosing to be their prisoner rather than that of the parliamentarians. The Scots transferred him to their allies, not with the intention of destroying him, but that these might oblige him to conclude a treaty advantageous to both parties. Discussions of a very different nature now arose in the English army: the point was no longer the historical question of the origin of royal and seigneurial power, for as to these time had effaced all the data: ardent minds became enthusiastically impressed with the idea of substituting for the ancient form of government an order of things founded on abstract justice and absolute right. They thought they saw the prediction of this order of things in the famous epoch of a thousand years, announced by the Apocalypse, and, in their favourite phraseology, they called it the reign of Christ. These enthusiasts, in like manner, relied upon a passage in the Holy Scriptures to justify their bringing Charles I. to trial and judgment, saying that the blood shed in the civil war ought to fall upon his head, so that the people might be absolved.

During these discussions, the groundwork of which was most grave, though the form was fantastic, the parties who had latest entered upon the struggle against royalty, the lower populace and the ultra-reformers in religion, gained ground, and ejected from the revolution those who had commenced it, the landed proprietors and rich citizens, Anglicans or presbyterians. Under the name of independents, there arose by degrees a new sect, which, rejecting even the authority of ordinary priests, invested every one of the faithful with sacerdotal functions. The progress of this sect greatly alarmed the Scots; they represented that in going beyond the religious
reformation, such as they had established it by common accord, the English were violating the solemn act of union concluded between the two peoples. This was the commencement of a misunderstanding which attained the highest point when the independents, having seized upon the king's person, imprisoned him, and made him appear as a criminal before a high court of justice.

Seventy judges, selected from the house of commons, the parliamentary army, and the citizens of London, pronounced sentence of death on Charles Stuart, and the abolition of royalty. Some acted from a deep conviction of the king's guilt; others conscientiously desired the establishment of an entirely new social order; others, again, actuated by ambition alone, aspired to the usurpation of the sovereign authority. The death of Charles I. put an end to the reign of the presbyterians in England, and to the alliance of the English with the Scots. The latter, judging of the social condition of the English by their own, could not comprehend what had taken place; they deemed themselves unworthily betrayed by their former friends; and combining with this mortification a secret national affection for the Stuarts, their countrymen, they renewed amicable relations with this family, the instant that the English so violently cast it off. While, at London, all the royal statues were being thrown down, and on their pedestals there was inscribed: The last of the kings has passed away,1—Charles, son of Charles I., was proclaimed king in the capital of Scotland.

This proclamation did not imply, on the part of the Scots, any abandonment of the reforms they had achieved and defended, sword in hand. When the commissioners from Scotland waited, at Breda, on Charles II., who had already assumed, of his own motion, the title of king of Great Britain, they signified to him the rigorous conditions on which the parliament of Edinburgh consented to ratify this title; these were the adhesion of the king to the first covenant signed against his father, and the perpetual abolition of episcopacy. Charles II., at first, made only evasive answers, in order to gain time for a stroke which he hoped would make him king without conditions. James Graham, marquis of Montrose, at first a

4 Exiit tyrannus, regum ultimus.
zealous covenanter, and then a partisan of Charles I., was charged with this enterprise. He landed in the north of Scotland, with a handful of adventurers collected on the continent, and addressing himself to the chiefs of the mountain and island clans, he proposed to them a war at once national and religious against the presbyterians of the lowlands. The highlanders, who once already in the year 1645 had risen under the command of Montrose against the authority of the covenants, and had been completely defeated, showed little inclination for a new attack; only a few ill-organized bands descended into the lowlands, around a flag on which was painted the decapitated body of Charles I. They were routed: Montrose himself was taken, tried as a traitor, condemned to death, and executed at Edinburgh. Hereupon Charles II., hopeless of regaining absolute royalty, condescended to that offered him by the Scottish commissioners, signed the covenant, swore to observe it inviolably, and entered Edinburgh as king, beneath the quartered limbs of the unfortunate Montrose, suspended from the gates of the town.

While acknowledging the rights of Charles II., the Scots did not propose to aid him in reconquering royalty in England. They separated their national affairs from those of their neighbours, and only contemplated the securing to the son of Charles I. the title of king of Scotland. But the party which in England had seized upon the revolution, grew alarmed at seeing the heir of him whom they called the last of the kings established over a portion of Great Britain. Fearing an hostile attempt on his part, the independents resolved to anticipate it. General Fairfax, a rigid presbyterian, was charged with the command of the army raised to invade Scotland; but refusing to serve against a nation which, he said, had helped the good work for which he had first drawn the sword, he sent in his resignation to the house of commons. The soldiers themselves manifested no inclination to fight men whom they had so long styled our brethren of Scotland.

The successor of Fairfax, Oliver Cromwell, a man of rare political and military activity, overcame this hesitation by

1 Walter Scott, Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border, vol. i.
persuasion or violence, marched to the north, defeated the Scots and their king at Dunbar, and occupied Edinburgh. He called upon the people of Scotland to renounce Charles II., but the Scots refused to abandon in danger him whom they had involved in danger, and patiently endured the oppressions inflicted by the English army in all directions. Charles II. was far from rendering them devotion for devotion; in the extremity of Scotland's misfortunes, deserting the presbyterians, he surrounded himself with old partisans of episcopacy, with highland chiefs, who gave the name of Saxons, *Sassenachs*, to their neighbours of a different religion, and debauched young nobles, to whom he said, in his orgies, that the religion of the *Roundheads* was not worthy of a gentleman. With the aid of the adventurers whom he assembled around him, he attempted an invasion of the western coast of England, while the English army occupied the east of Scotland. There were still in Cumberland and Lan-cashire many catholic families who, on his approach, took up arms for him. He hoped to raise Wales, and turn to profit the national enmity of the Cambrians to the English, but his troops were completely beaten near Worcester; and he himself fled in disguise, through many dangers, to the western coast, whence he sailed for France, leaving the Scots under the weight of the misfortunes which his coronation and his invasion of England had brought upon them.

These misfortunes were overwhelming; viewed with distrust, as a place of landing and of encampment for the enemies of the revolution, Scotland was treated as a conquered province. On the slightest appearance of revolt or opposition, her leading men were imprisoned or put to death; the thirty Scottish members, who had seats in the great council of the commonwealth of England, far from affording their fellow-citizens aid and succour, became the instruments of the foreign tyranny. Oliver Cromwell governed the Scots despotically up to the moment when, under the name of Protector, he obtained an unlimited authority over the whole of Great Britain; general George Monk, who succeeded him in Scotland, pursued a line of conduct equally harsh and cruel. Such was the state of things when, in the year 1660, after the death of the Protector and the deposition of his son,
Richard Cromwell, Monk, suddenly changing sides, conspired against the republic and for the re-establishment of royalty.

The joy caused by the restoration of the Stuarts was universal in Scotland; it was not, as in England, caused simply by the sort of discouragement and political scepticism into which the ill success of the revolution had thrown men, but by a sentiment of real affection for a man whom the Scots regarded almost as the king of their choice. The return of Charles II. was not connected, in their country, with the re-establishment of an ancient social order, oppressive and unpopular; this great event appeared to their eyes, a personal restoration, as it were. They hoped that things would return to the point in which they were before the invasion of Cromwell's army, and that the covenant, then sworn by Charles II., would be the rule of his government. They attributed the king's former distaste for the rigidity of presbyterian discipline to youthful errors, which age and misfortune must have corrected.

But the son of Charles I. nourished in his bosom all the hatred of his grandfather and of his father against puritanism, and he felt no personal gratitude to the Scots for the gift of a kingdom which, in his opinion, was his by right of inheritance. Thinking himself, then, free from all obligation towards them, he had the covenant torn to pieces in the marketplace at Edinburgh, and bishops, sent from England, were paraded in triumph by royal officers along the streets. They required from all the ministers of worship the oath of obedience to their orders, the abjuration of the covenant, and the recognition of the absolute authority of the king in ecclesiastical matters. They who refused to take the oath were declared seditious rebels, and were violently expelled from their livings and churches, which were given to new comers, for the most part Englishmen, ignorant and of ill life. These proceeded to celebrate the services and to preach sermons, but none came to hear them, and the churches were deserted.¹

The faithful, zealous in their national cause, assembled every Sunday in the bye-places and mountains, which served as refuge for the persecuted ministers; a severe law was

issued against these peaceful meetings, to which the agents of authority gave the name of *conventicles*. Troops were quartered upon the villages whose inhabitants did not frequent their church, and many persons, suspected or convicted of having attended conventicles, were imprisoned, and even publicly whipped. These acts of severity took place principally in the south-western districts, whose population was more disposed to resistance, either from the nature of the country, covered with hills and ravines, or from a remnant of the enthusiastic and pertinacious character of the British race, from which most of them were descended. It was in these districts that the presbyterians began to meet in arms at their secret assemblies, and that whole families, quitting their houses, went to live among the rocks and marshes, in order freely to hear the exhortations of their prescribed priests, and to satisfy the requirements of their conscience.

The constantly increasing severity of the measures against the conventicles, soon occasioned an open insurrection, in which figured as chiefs many rich and influential men of the country. The movement did not extend to the eastern provinces, because the forces of the government, and the terror they inspired, augmented the nearer the vicinity to the capital. The presbyterian army was defeated on the Pentland Hills by the regular troops, who had orders to kill the prisoners, and to pursue the fugitives with enormous bloodhounds. After the victory, every family in Ayrshire and Galloway was required to swear an oath not to attend the presbyterian assemblies, and not to give food or refuge to a wandering minister or contumacious presbyterian. Upon the refusal of many persons, all the inhabitants in a body were declared rebels and enemies to the king; and pardons not filled up were distributed for any murders that might be committed upon them.

These atrocities were at length crowned by a measure more monstrous than all. The northern highland clans were authorized to descend into the plain and to commit there all the devastation which their old instinct of national hatred against the inhabitants should suggest to them. For

---
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several months eight thousand highlanders overran Ayrshire and the neighbouring counties, pillaging and killing at will. A regiment of dragoons was sent from Edinburgh to assist and protect them in their expedition. When it was thought that they had produced the desired effect, an order sealed with the great seal sent them back to their mountains, and the dragoons remained by themselves to secure the entire submission of the country. But the evils inflicted upon the presbyterians had augmented their fanaticism by reducing them to despair; some of the most exasperated meeting on the road archbishop Sharp, whom Charles I. had named primate of Scotland, dragged him from his carriage, and killed him in his daughter's arms.

This crime of a few men was avenged upon the whole country by redoubled vexations and a host of executions. A second rebellion arose, more general and more formidable than the first. The presbyterian army, this time commanded by old soldiers, many of noble family, comprehended several cavalry regiments, composed of landed proprietors and rich farmers, but it was without artillery or ammunition. Every regiment had a blue flag, the favourite colour of the covenanters. Troops of women and children, following the army to the field of battle, excited the men by their cries. Sometimes, after having marched and fought a whole day, without eating or drinking, they would range in a circle round their ministers, and listen with enwraped attention to a sermon of several hours' duration, before they thought of seeking provisions or of taking repose.

Such was the army which, a few miles from Glasgow, routed the regiment of guards, the best cavalry of all Scotland, occupied the town, and forced a body of ten thousand men to fall back upon Edinburgh. The alarm it caused the government was such that considerable forces were sent in all haste from London, commanded by the duke of Monmouth, natural son of Charles II., a man of gentle disposition, and inclined to moderate principles, with whom were joined two lieutenants of a very different character: general Thomas Dalziel, and Graham of Claverhouse, who, neutralizing the conciliatory tendencies of Monmouth, obliged him to give battle to the

1 Burnet, ut sup. ii. 738.
insurgents near the little town of Hamilton, south of Glasgow. The Clyde, whose stream is very deep in this spot, was crossed by a long and narrow stone bridge, called Bothwell Bridge, which the presbyterians occupied. They were driven from this position by the artillery that fired upon them from the bank of the river, and by a charge of cavalry upon the Bridge. Their defeat was complete, and the English army entered Edinburgh, carrying on their pikes severed heads and hands, and bringing, tied two and two upon carts, the chiefs of the presbyterian army, and the ministers whom they had taken prisoners, who underwent with the greatest firmness torture and death, bearing testimony unto death, as they expressed it, to the truth of their national faith.¹

The presbyterian party could not recover their defeat of Bothwell Bridge, and the mass of the Scots, renouncing the covenant, in the defence of which so much blood had been spilt, submitted to a kind of modified episcopacy, and acknowledged the authority of the king in ecclesiastical matters. But grief at having lost a cause that had been national for a century and a half, and the memory of the battle which had destroyed all hope of ever seeing it triumph, long survived in Scotland. Old ballads, still sung in the villages at the close of the last century, speak of Bothwell Bridge, and of the brave men who died there, with touching expressions of sympathy and enthusiasm.² Even at the present day the peasants take off their caps when they pass the blackened stones that here and there, upon the hills and moors, mark the graves of the puritans of the eighteenth century.

As the enthusiasm and energy of the Scottish presbyterians gradually lessened, the government became less distrustful and less cruel towards them. James, duke of York, who, in the reign of his brother, Charles II., had, for pastime, witnessed the infliction of the torture upon refractory ministers, exercised no severity against them after he became king; and his endeavours to substitute catholicism for protestantism were far from exciting so much hostility in Scotland as in England. The presbyterians forgave him his love of popery,

¹ Burnet, ut sup. p. 830
² See Appendix, No. XXXIV.
in consideration of the hatred he displayed to the episcopalian, their latest persecutors. When a conspiracy, led by the bishops and nobles of England, called in William of Orange and expelled James II., the Scottish people exhibited little enthusiasm for this revolution, lauded as so glorious on the other side of the Tweed; they even hesitated to concur in it, and their adhesion was rather the work of the members of government assembled at Edinburgh, than a genuine act of national assent. Yet the authors of the revolution of 1688 made to Scotland, in matters of religion, concessions which they had not made to England, where the intolerant laws of the Stuarts were maintained in all their rigour. On the other hand, the few obstinate enthusiasts who, under the name of Cameronians, endeavoured, in the beginning of the eighteenth century, to rekindle the half extinct flame of puritanism, were violently persecuted, and bore testimony, by the whip and pillory, on the market-place of Edinburgh. After their time, this austere and impassioned belief, which had combined into one sect the whole populations of the Scottish lowlands, was gradually concentrated in a few isolated families, distinguished from the rest by a more strict observance of the practices of their worship, a more rigid probity, or a greater affectation of it, and the habit of employing the words of the Scriptures on every occasion.

Notwithstanding the evils which the Stuarts had inflicted upon Scotland ever since they had filled the throne of England, the Scots preserved a sort of sympathy for this family, independent, in the minds of numbers, of all political or religious opinions. An instinctive aversion to the new dynasty was felt concurrently, though in unequal degree, by highlanders and by lowlanders. The former threw into it all the ardour of their ancient hatred to the people of England; among the latter, differences of social position, of connexion with the existing government, of religious belief or personal character, produced different shades of zeal in the cause of the heirs of James II. The Jacobite insurrection of 1715, and that of 1745, on the landing of the son of the Pretender, both commenced in the highlands; the second found in the towns of the south and east partisans enough to create a belief that the Celtic and Teutonic races of Scotland, hitherto enemies to
each other, were about to become one nation. After the victory of the English government, its first care was to destroy the immemorial organization of the Gallic clans. It executed many chiefs of these clans on the scaffold; it removed others from the country, in order to suspend the exercise of their patriarchal authority; it constructed military roads over moor and mountain, and enrolled a great number of highlanders among the regular troops serving on the continent. As a sort of compromise with the tenacity of the Gael to their ancient customs, they were allowed to combine, in a singular manner, a portion of their national costume with the English uniform, and to retain the bagpipes, their favourite instrument.

When the Scots lost their religious and political enthusiasm, they directed to the cultivation of literature, the imaginative faculties which seem in them a last trace of their Celtic origin as Gauls or as Britons. Scotland is perhaps the only country of Europe where knowledge is really a popular acquirement, and where men of every class love to learn for learning's sake, without any practical motive, or any view to change their condition. Since the final union of that country with England, its ancient Anglo-Danish dialect, ceasing to be cultivated, has been replaced by English as the literary language. But, notwithstanding the disadvantage experienced by every writer who employs in his works an idiom different from that of his habitual conversation, the number of distinguished authors of every class, since the middle of the last century, has been far greater in Scotland than in England, taking into account the difference of population of the two countries. It is more especially in historical composition and in narrative that the Scots excel; and we may consider this peculiar aptitude as one of the characteristic indications of their original descent; for the Irish and the Welsh are the two nations who have at greatest length and most agreeably drawn up their ancient annals.

Civilization, which makes rapid progress among all the branches of the Scottish population, has now penetrated beyond the lowland towns into the highlands. Perhaps, however, in seeking to propagate it there, the means adopted of late years have been too violent, have been more calculated to
effect the destruction than the amelioration of the Gaelic race. Converting their patriarchal supremacy into seigneurial rights of property over all the land occupied by their clans, the heirs of the ancient chiefs, the English law in their hands, have expelled from their habitations hundreds of families to whom this law was absolutely unknown. In place of the dispossessed clans, they have established immense flocks and a few agriculturists from other parts, enlightened, industrious persons, capable of carrying into execution the most judicious plans of cultivation. The great agricultural progress of Rosshire and Sutherlandshire is greatly vaunted; but if such an example be followed, the race of the most ancient inhabitants of Britain, after having preserved itself for so many centuries and among so many enemies, will disappear, without leaving any other trace than a vicious English pronunciation in the places where its language used to be spoken.

IV.

THE NATIVE IRISH AND THE ANGLO-NORMAN IRISH.


The conquest of Ireland by the Anglo-Normans is perhaps the only conquest where, after the first disasters, the slow and imperceptible course of events has not brought about
a gradual amelioration in the state of the conquered people. Without having ever enfranchised themselves from the foreign domination, the descendants of the Anglo-Saxons have still made great progress in prosperity and civilization. But the native Irish, though apparently placed in a similar position, have been constantly declining for the last five centuries; and yet that population is gifted by nature with great vivacity of mind and a remarkable aptitude for every class of intellectual labour. Although the soil of Ireland is fertile and adapted for cultivation, its fecundity has been alike unprofitable to the conquerors and to their subjects; so that notwithstanding the extent of their domains, the posterity of the Normans has become gradually impoverished, in common with that of the Irish. This singular and mournful destiny, which weighs almost equally on the old and on the new inhabitants of Erin, has for its cause the vicinity of England, and the influence which her government has exercised, ever since the conquest, over the internal affairs of that island.

This influence has always manifested itself at a time and in a manner to disturb the course of amicable relations which time and the custom of living together were tending to establish between the Anglo-Irish and the Irish by race. The intervention of the kings of England, whatever its ostensible aim, has always had the effect of keeping up the primitive separation and hostility. In times of war, they assisted the men of Anglo-Norman race; when the latter had compelled the natives to tranquillity, the kings, jealous of their power, and fearing a political separation, studied in every mode to injure and weaken them. Thus it became impossible that the struggle between the two populations should ever terminate, whether by the victory of the one or of the other, or by their complete fusion. This fusion, a rapid one had it taken place, would have presented a phenomenon which has not been met with elsewhere. Attracted by the gentleness of character and sociability of the natives, their conquerors felt an irresistible tendency to assimilate with the conquered, to adopt their manners, their language, and even their dress. The Anglo-Normans became Irish; they exchanged their feudal titles of earl and baron for patronymic surnames; the Dubourgs called themselves Mac-William-Bourg; the De Veres, Mac-Swine; the Delangles, Mac-Costilagh; the Fitz-
Urses, Mac-Mahon; and the Fitz-Geraulds, Mac-Gheroit. They acquired a taste for Irish song and poetry, they invited the bards to their tables, and entrusted their children to women of the country. The Normans of England, so haughty towards the Saxons termed this degeneration.

To check the degeneration, and maintain entire the ancient manners of the Anglo-Irish, the kings and parliament of England made many laws, most of them very severe. Every Norman or Englishman by race, who married an Irishwoman, or wore the Irish dress, was treated as an Irishman—that is to say, as a serf in body and goods. Royal ordinances were published, regulating the cut of the hair and beard in Ireland, the number of ells of stuff that were to go to a dress, and the colour of the stuff. Every merchant of English race who traded with the Irish was punished by the confiscation of his merchandise; and every Irishman found travelling in the part of the island inhabited by the Anglo-Normans, especially if he were a bard, was considered and treated as a spy. Every lord, suspected of liking the Irish, became, for that sole offence, the mark of political persecution; and, if he were rich and powerful, he was accused of seeking to become king of Ireland, or, at least, of a desire to separate that kingdom from the crown of England. The great council of barons and knights of Ireland, who, like those of England, assembled every year in parliament, was regarded with almost as much scorn and hatred as were the national assemblies held by the native Irish on the hills. Every sort of freedom was refused to the parliament of Ireland: it could not assemble until the king sanctioned the purposes of its convocation, and even then it only passed laws sent ready drawn up from England. At the same time, the English government employed all its means of action upon the native Irish, to make them renounce their national customs and their ancient social order. It caused the archbishops, nearly all of them men from England, to declare that the ancient laws of the country, those which had governed Ireland in the ages when she was called the Island of the Saints, were abominable to God.
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convicted of having submitted any case to judges of his nation, was excommunicated, and ranked among those whom the ordinances of England called les irreys anemis nostre seigneur le rey.\(^1\)

To counteract the efforts made by the English government to destroy their ancient manners, the Irish applied themselves with obstinate pertinacity to maintain them.\(^2\) They manifested a violent aversion to the polish and refinement of the Anglo-Norman manners: "Ne faisant compte," says the historian Froissart, "de nulle jolivetê, et ne volant avoir aucune connoissance de gentillesse, mais demeurer en eur rudesse première."\(^3\) This *rudesse* was only external, for the Irish, when they chose, could live with foreigners and gain their affection, especially if they were enemies to the English. They concluded against the latter political alliances with several of the continental kings; and when, in the fourteenth century, the Scot, Robert Bruce, was named king by his countrymen, bodies of Irish volunteers crossed the sea to support him. After the entire enfranchisement of Scotland, Edward Bruce, brother of Robert, made a descent upon the north of Ireland, to aid the natives to regain their country, and the Anglo-Norman *degenerates*, to take vengeance for the vexations inflicted on them by their king.\(^4\) In fact, several of the latter, and among others, the Lacys, joined the Scottish army, which, in its march southwards, sacked several towns and dismantled many castles built by the sons of the companions of John de Courcy, the first conqueror of Ulster. Several families, who possessed great domains in those parts, such as the Audelys, the Talbots, the Touchets, the Chamberlains, the Mandevilles, and the Sauvages, all Normans by name and origin, were obliged to quit the country.\(^5\) On his arrival at Dundalk, Edward Bruce was elected and crowned king of Ireland, despite the excommunication pronounced by the pope against him, his aiders and abettors.\(^6\)

---
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But his reign lasted only a year, and he was killed in a battle lost against considerable forces sent from England. The Scottish troops were recalled to their own country, and by degrees the Anglo-Normans regained their domination in Ireland, without, however, attaining their former limits towards the north. Most of Ulster remained Irish, and the few Norman families seen there after these events were poor, or had formed relations with the natives. By degrees, even the descendants of the conqueror, John de Courcy, degenerated.\textsuperscript{1} Notwithstanding the short duration and the little effect of the conquest of Edward Bruce, its recollection remained deeply imprinted on the mind of the Irish people. His name was applied to many places he had never visited, and many a castle, not built by him, was called Bruce Castle, as in Wales, and in the south of Scotland, many ruins bear the name of Arthur.

Things in Ireland resumed the same situation as before; the natives making no further conquests over the Anglo-Normans by their arms, did so by their manners, and the degeneration continued. The measures taken against this evil, consisting, for the most part, of laws as to the manner in which people should divert themselves and dress, and of prohibitions of the stuffs most common in the country, and consequently the least expensive, occasioned daily inconvenience and loss to the English population established in Ireland, whose resentment confirmed their attachment to the manners it was sought to compel them to quit, against their will and against the nature of things. As to the Irish by race, the action of the government upon them was limited in time of peace to the attracting to England their numerous chiefs and princes, and to the procuring for the king of England the guardianship and custody of their sons. It was considered a great achievement to give them a taste for the lordly pomp and aristocratic manners of the time; this was called first the reform, and then the civilization of Ireland.

But the habit of familiarity between persons of different conditions was so deeply rooted in this country, that the Anglo-Norman knights, charged with the education of the young

\textsuperscript{1} Campion, p. 84, \textit{et seq.}
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heirs of the ancient kings of Erin, could never make them discontinue the custom of eating at the same table with their bards and followers, or from shaking hands with every one. 1 Few of the Irish chieftains who, in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, obtained charters of Anglo-Norman nobility, and the titles of earl or baron, long retained these titles, foreign to their language, and having no relation to the history, manners, and social order of their nation. They became weary of bearing them, preferring to be called, as before, O'Neil or O'Brien, instead of earl of Thomond or of Tyrone. Even where they did not themselves adopt this course, public opinion often obliged them to renounce these signs of alliance with the enemies of their country; for public opinion had organs respected and feared by every Irishman.

These organs of popular praise or blame were the bards, poets, and musicians by profession, whose immemorial authority was founded on the passion of the Irish for poetry and song. They formed in Ireland a sort of constituted body, whose advice was sought in all important matters; and the duties of a good king, according to ancient political maxims, were to honour the bards and to conform to the laws. Ever since the invasion of the Anglo-Normans, the corporation of bards had taken part against them, and not a member of the body had ever belied his attachment to the ancient liberty of the country. The chief objects of praise in their verses were the enemies of the English government, and they pursued with their most biting satire all who had made peace with it, and had accepted any favour from it. Lastly, they boldly ranked above the princes and chiefs, friends to the kings of England, the rebels and bandits, who, from hatred to the foreign power, exercised armed robbery, and pillaged by night the houses of the Saxons. 2 Under this name the natives comprised all the English or Normans who did not speak the Erse language, but, probably, a mixed dialect of French and old English. They accorded the name of Irish only to themselves and to those who had adopted their idiom, while in England the name of English was denied to the men of that nation established in Ireland, who were called Irois in

2 Spenser, State of Ireland.
the Norman language, and, in the English, *Irse* or *Irish*, the only distinction between them and the genuine Irish being that the latter were called *wild Irish*.

The situation of the Anglo-Irish, detested by the natives around them, and despised by their countrymen across the Channel, was one of singular difficulty. Obliged to struggle against the action of the English government, and, at the same time, to resort to the support of that government against the attacks of the ancient population, they were, by turns, Irish against England, and English against the inhabitants of Gaelic race. This embarrassment could only be terminated by the rupture of the tie of dependence which bound them to England, and by the complete establishment of their domination over the natives. They simultaneously aimed at this double object; and, on their side, the natives also endeavoured to separate themselves from England, by recovering their lands and throwing off all authority not purely Irish. Thus, though the policy of the Irish by conquest and that of the Irish by race were naturally based upon mutual hostility, there was still a common point at which the views of these two classes of men concurred: the desire to restore to Ireland its independence as a state. These complex interests, which the natural course of things was ill calculated to bring to a simple order of relations, were complicated still more in the sixteenth century, by a revolution which added the seeds of religious dissension to the ancient elements of political hostility.

When king Henry VIII. had, for his own benefit, abolished the papal supremacy in England, the new religious reformation, established without difficulty over the eastern coast of Ireland, and in the towns where English was spoken, made little progress in the interior of the country. The native Irish, even when they understood English, were little inclined to hear sermons preached in that language; and, besides, the missionaries sent from England, acting upon the instructions they had received, enjoined it upon them as an article of faith to renounce their ancient usages, and to adopt the manners of the English.¹ Their aversion to those manners, and to the government which sought to impose them, extended to

¹ *Collectanea de rebus Hibernicis*, pp. 52, 3.
the Reformation and to the reformers, whom they were accustomed to designate by the simple name of Saxons, *Sassons*. On the other hand, the Norman or English families, settled in places remote from the sea, and in some measure beyond the reach of authority, resisted the attempts made to persuade or force them to change their religion. They clung to catholicism, and this again knitted fresh ties of sympathy between them and the Irish. This change had also the effect of connecting with the general affairs of Europe, the quarrel of the native Irish against the sons of their invaders, a quarrel hitherto confined to the corner of land which it actually occupied. It became, thenceforward, a portion of the great contest between catholicism and protestantism; and the demands for foreign aid made by the population of Ireland, were no longer addressed merely to tribes of the same origin, peopling part of Scotland, but to the Catholic powers, to the pope, and to the kings of Spain and France.1

The popes, more especially, those ancient enemies of Ireland, who had authorised its conquest by Henry II., and had excommunicated all the natives who armed against the English power, now became their firm allies, and were loved by them with all their soul, as they loved whatsoever gave them the hope of recovering their independence. But the court of Rome in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries converted this unfortunate country into the focus of political intrigues, entirely foreign to its enfranchisement. By means of their apostolic nuncios, and more especially of the order of the Jesuits, who, on this occasion, displayed their wonted ability, the popes effected the formation in Ireland of a party of pure catholics, as hostile to the Irish of race, become protestants, as to the English themselves, and detesting the latter, not as usurpers, but as anti-papists. In the rebellions which afterwards broke out, this party played a part distinct from that of the Irish catholics who took up arms from simple motives of patriotism; it is easy to perceive this difference, even in the enter-

1 Sir R. Musgrave, *Memors of the different Rebellions in Ireland*, i. 23—8. This work, compiled, for the most part, from original documents, exhibits a complete view of the rebellions that have taken place in Ireland. The author, one of the agents of the government in the troubles of 1798, is, indeed, prejudiced against the Irish, but this very partiality more fully confirms all the facts he relates to their advantage.
prises wherein these two classes of men acted together and in concert. ¹

Under favour of the troubles resulting from religious contests, and the encouragement which the Catholic powers afforded to the insurgents of all parties, the old cause of the native Irish seemed to regain some force; their energy was aroused, and the bards sang that a new soul had descended upon Erin. ² But the enthusiasm created by religious dissensions had also communicated itself to the Anglo-Irish reformers, and even to the English, who, about the end of the sixteenth century, served in the wars of Ireland with more ardour than ever, as in a sort of protestant crusade. Their zeal furnished queen Elizabeth with more money and troops for these wars than any English monarch had obtained before her. Resuming with great means and vast activity the incomplete work of the conquest, Elizabeth recovered the northern provinces, and invaded the west, which had hitherto resisted. All this territory was divided into counties, like England, and governed by English, who, with a view, as they said, to civilise the wild Irish, made them perish by thousands of hunger and misery.

James I. pursued the work of this civilization by seizing a number of chiefs, and having them tried at London for past or present rebellion. According to the old Anglo-Norman law, they were condemned to lose their domains, as felons to their liege lord; and, under this name of domains, care was taken to comprise the whole extent of country occupied by the clans whom they ruled, seeing that in England the tenants of every lordship were only the farmers of the lord for longer or shorter terms. By means of this arbitrary assimilation of two orders of things entirely different, king James confiscated in Ireland whole districts, which he sold, in lots, to adventurers, as they were called. The dispossessed clans sought refuge in the mountains and forests, whence they soon issued in arms to attack the new English colonies; but they were repulsed by superior forces, and the province of Ulster, which had been the principal theatre of the war, was declared forfeit, and all titles of proprietorship within it

¹ Musgrave, ut sup. p. 74.
² See the Transactions of the Hibernian Society of Dublin.
declared null and void. They were not even allowed to remove their furniture; and a company of capitalists was established in London to effect the colonization of this district upon a uniform plan. They hired a number of Scottish labourers and artisans, who sailed from Galloway, and established themselves in Ireland, in the neighbourhood of Derry, which, under the name of Londonderry, became a manufacturing town. Other emigrants from the same nation passed in succession into the north of Ireland, and formed there a new population and a new religious party; for they were zealous presbyterians, and, in point of creed, equally hostile to the Anglicans and to the catholics.

The troubles arising in England at the beginning of the reign of Charles I., again encouraged the party of old Ireland and of the Irish papists; at first, because the struggle in which the government was engaged with the English people, lessened its means of action externally, and, afterwards, because the king's marked inclination for catholicism seemed to promise the catholics his support, or, at least, his sanction. The purely religious faction, under the command of an Anglo-Irishman, George Moor, was the first to rise up against what it called the tyranny of the heretics. It obtained little success, so long as that portion of the people which nourished political hatred against the English remained quiet, or did not assist it; but as soon as the native Irish, led by Phelim O'Connor, took part in the civil war, that war was pushed forward more vigorously, and had for its object, not the triumph of the catholics, but the extirpation of all the foreign colonists, of ancient or of recent date. The presbyterian colonists of Ulster and the Anglican inhabitants of the western provinces were attacked in their houses, amid cries of Erin go Bragh! (Hurrah for Ireland!) and it is calculated that forty thousand persons perished at this time, in various ways.

The news of this massacre produced a great impression in England, and although the victory obtained by the men of Irish race was in reality a great blow to the power of the king, the parliament accused him of having promoted the slaughter of the protestants. He warmly vindicated himself from the accusation, and, to remove all suspicion, sent to Ireland troops that he would fain have retained in England for the maintenance of his authority. The parliament gave, by anticipa-
tion, the lands of the rebels to those who would furnish money for the expenses of the war. The English army gave no quarter to any Irishman, rejecting even the submission of those who offered to lay down their arms. Despair communicated fresh strength to the fanatics in religion or patriotism. Though their military resources were far inferior, they resisted the English, and even recovered from them the province of Ulster, whence they expelled many families of Scottish race. Become thus again masters of the greater part of Ireland, they formed a council of national administration, composed of bishops, ancient chiefs of tribes, feudal lords of Anglo-Norman origin, and deputies chosen in each county by the native population.

When the civil war broke out between the king and the parliament of England, the national assembly of the Irish carried on a correspondence with both these parties, offering to join that which should most amply recognise the independence of Ireland. Whatever may have been the diplomatic skill natural to the Irish, it was difficult to effect a formal union between them and the parliamentarians; for the latter were at this time animated with a fierce hatred to the papists; the king came to terms more easily and more promptly with the confederates. By a treaty signed at Glamorgan, they engaged to furnish him with ten thousand men; and, in return, he made concessions to them, which were almost equivalent to the abdication of his royalty, as far as Ireland was concerned. This union did not hold, but it was the king who first violated it, by substituting for it a private treaty with those of the Anglo-Irish who had espoused the quarrel of the royalists of England, at the head of whom was the duke of Ormond. The mass of the confederates, who, their object being a total separation, were not a whit more royalist than parliamentarian, were not comprehended in this alliance, and even the papist party was excluded from it, because political interests alone were contemplated. Under the conduct of the papal nuncio, this party formed a stricter alliance than ever with the native party, which recognised as its chief a man of the name of O'Neil; but the intrigues of the nuncio and the intolerance of the priests, who had obtained great influence over the unenlightened multitude, again embroiled the affairs of the Irish, by confounding the religious with the patriotic cause. A few of the stronger minded alone con-
continued to view these two interests in a distinct manner; and, after the condemnation to death of Charles I., they opened negotiations with the founders of the republic, while the Anglicans and presbyterians of Ireland, joining the duke of Ormond, proclaimed Charles II.

The alarmed republicans despatched to Ireland their best captain, Oliver Cromwell, who, in the ardour of his zeal and the inflexibility of his policy, carried on against all parties a war of extermination, and even undertook to complete fully and finally the conquest of the island. After having distributed among his troops, who were in arrears of pay, the lands taken from the rebels, he renewed, upon a larger scale, the great expropriation executed by James I. Instead of expelling the Irish, house by house and village by village, which enabled them to collect in the neighbouring forests, the western province of Connaught was assigned as the sole habitation for all the natives and for the Anglo-Irish catholics. All such received orders to repair thither, within a given time, with their families and goods; and when they were assembled there, a cordon of troops was formed round them, and death was denounced upon any who should cross that line. The vast extent of territory thus rendered vacant was sold by the government to a company of rich capitalists, who retailed it in lots to new colonists and speculators.

Thus arose in Ireland, beside the Irish of race, the old Anglo-Irish, and the Scotch presbyterians, a fourth population, distasteful to the former, both on account of its origin and of its recent establishment in the country. No serious discord took place between them so long as the republic of England remained powerful under the protectorate of Cromwell; but after his death, when the English government fell into anarchy, there was formed in Ireland, for the restoration of the Stuarts, a party composed, for the most part, of Anglo-Irish protestants or catholics, with a small minority of natives. The bulk of the latter, hostile by instinct to every enterprise tending to place the country under the power of an Englishman, far from giving their adhesion to the party of Charles II., openly opposed his being proclaimed king of Great Britain and Ireland. The dispute between the pure Irish and the royalists grew so warm, that both sides took up arms, and several engagements took place; but the friends of the Stuarts,
comprising all the colonists, old and new, got the better of a population which the late government had disorganized and impoverished.

Charles II., who felt that his re-establishment was owing to the lassitude of parties, carefully avoiding whatever might revive them, made little change in Ireland. He resisted the demands made by the papists and the natives to resume possession of their property, occupied by the soldiers or the new colonists; but under the reign of his successor, James II., himself a catholic, the catholic party, aided by the royal authority, acquired great ascendancy in Ireland. All the civil and military offices were given to papists, and the king, who doubted the result of the struggle he was maintaining in England against public opinion, essayed to organize in Ireland a force capable of supporting him. It was in this island that, after his deposition, he sought refuge. He assembled at Dublin a parliament, composed of papists and native Irish. The latter, previous to any other discussion, called upon king James to recognise the entire independence of Ireland; the king refused, unwilling to abandon any of his ancient prerogatives, but offered, as a compromise, not to tolerate any other religion than catholicism. The Irish, inflexible in their purpose of political enfranchisement, answered by a message, that since he separated himself from their national cause, they would manage their affairs without him. It was amidst these dissensions that the new king of England, William III., landed in Ireland with considerable forces, and gained, over the two confederate parties of the old Irish and the papists, the decisive battle of the Boyne.

The conquest of Ireland by William III. was followed by confiscations and expropriations which planted in the island one more English colony, round which rallied the zealous protestants and all the friends of the revolution, who assumed the appellation of Orangemen. The entire administration of public affairs passed into their hands, and the catholics no longer filled any office; but the protestants who oppressed them, were themselves oppressed by the government of England, as, for five centuries past, the English established in Ireland had ever been. Their industry and commerce were

1 Musgrave, ut sup. i. 31.
cramped by prohibitive duties, and the Irish parliament was seldom permitted to assemble. Under queen Anne, this parliament was deprived of the few rights that remained to it; and, as if to extenuate the wrong in the eyes of the Anglicans, and to blind them to their own interest by flattering their religious animosities, the papists were fiercely persecuted. They were disqualified from holding landed property or farms on long terms, and even from bringing up their children at home. But community of suffering, though in a very unequal degree, united in one opposition the protestants and the Anglo-Irish catholics, or Irish by race, who formed a new party, entirely political, under the name of Patriots. They all agreed upon one point, the necessity of rendering Ireland independent of England; but the former desired this solely out of hatred to the government, and the latter out of hatred to the English nation, or, rather, to the English race. This is proved by satires, composed in the middle of the last century, against the sons of Erin who learned and spoke English. 1

The patriot party augmented by degrees, and, on several occasions, came to blows with the English party, on the report, true or false, that it was intended finally to suppress the parliament of Ireland. At about the same time, the great landed proprietors of the south and the east began to convert their arable lands into pasture, with a view to increase their revenues by the breeding of cattle. This agricultural change occasioned the expulsion of a great number of small farmers, the ruin of many poor families, and a great cessation of work for the labourers, who were mostly Irish by race, and catholics. The discharged labourers, and others who were without work, and who thought they had as much right as the lord himself to the lands on which, from time immemorial, they had fed their sheep, assembled in organized troops. Armed with guns, swords, and pistols, and preceded by bagpipes, they overran the country, breaking down the fences, levying contributions on the protestants, and enrolling the catholics in their association, assuming the title of White Boys, from the white shirt they all wore as a rallying token. 2 Several persons of Irish origin, and of some fortune, joined this association,

---

1 Transactions of the Hibernian Society of London.
2 Musgrave, abt sup. p. 38.
which, it would appear, was negotiating with the king of France and the son of the Pretender, Charles Edward, when the latter was defeated at Culloden. It is not precisely known what their political projects were; it is probable that they would have acted in concert with the French expedition, which was to be commanded by M. de Conflans; but when France renounced this plan, the efforts of the White Boys were confined to a petty warfare against the agents of the royal authority.

In the northern counties, another association was formed under the name of Hearts of Oak; its members, for mutual recognition, wore an oak branch in their hats: farmers, evicted on the expiration of their lease, also united and armed, under the name of Hearts of Steel; and, at last, a fourth society, still more closely knit together, appeared in the southern counties, under the name of Right Boys. All those who joined it, swore to pay no tithes to any priest, not even to catholics, and to obey the orders of no one, except those of a mysterious chief, called Captain Right. This oath was so strictly observed, that in many places the officers of the government could not, at any price, obtain men to execute the sentences pronounced upon Right Boys.

While the struggle between these various associations and the civil and military authority was occasioning infinite disorder and spoliation in the country, some landed proprietors and young men of rich protestant families formed, under the name of Volunteers, a counter-association for the sole purpose of maintaining the public peace; at their own expense they furnished themselves with horses and arms, and patrolled night and day the places where there was any disturbance. The rupture of England with her colonies of North America had just involved her in a declaration of war from France, Spain, and Holland. All the troops employed in Ireland were recalled, and this country remained exposed to the aggressions of these three powers, and of the privateers which infested the seas. The great Anglo-Irish proprietors making loud complaints on this subject to the ministry, the answer was, "Arm, and look to yourselves."
The rich class zealously availed themselves of this permission. The companies of volunteers previously formed, served as a model and nucleus for the organization of a body of national militia, which, under the same name, soon increased to the number of forty thousand men. As it was almost wholly composed of Anglo-Irish protestants, the government, so far from distrusting it, presented it with a large quantity of arms and ammunition. Those who conceived the original idea of this great military association, had no other object than the defence of the Irish soil against the enemies of England; but Ireland was so wretched, every class of men underwent there such vexations, that, as soon as the volunteers felt their power, they resolved to employ it in ameliorating, if possible, the condition of the country. A new spirit of patriotism was developed among them, embracing with equal kindliness all the inhabitants of the island, without distinction of race or of religion. The catholics who entered the association were eagerly received, and arms were given them, notwithstanding the old law which reserved the use of them to protestants alone. The Anglican soldiers gave the military salute, and presented arms to the chaplains of the catholic regiments; monks and ministers of the reformed church shook hands and mutually congratulated each other.

In every county the volunteers held political meetings, each of which sent deputies to form a central assembly, with full power to act as representing the Irish nation. This assembly, held in Dublin, passed various resolutions, all based on the principle that the English parliament had no right to make laws for Ireland, and that this right rested wholly in the Irish parliament. The government, entirely occupied with the war against the United States of America, and having no force capable of counterbalancing in Ireland the organization of the volunteers, acknowledged, in a bill passed in 1783, the legislative rights of the two Irish chambers. Further, the habeas corpus act, securing every English subject from illegal imprisonment, was, now for the first time, introduced into Ireland. But these enforced concessions were far from being made in good faith; and as soon as peace was concluded in 1784, the agents of the government began to suggest to the
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volunteers to dissolve as useless, and to order the disarming of the catholics, according to the laws. Several regiments declared that they would only lay down their arms with their lives, and the protestants, concurring in this declaration, announced that their subaltern-officers and arms should be at the service of any Irishman who wished to exercise himself in military evolutions.¹

This spirit of mutual toleration was considered extremely formidable by the English government, which accordingly employed itself in destroying it, and in reviving the old religious and national hatred. It effected this object to a certain extent, by impeding the political meetings, and clubs of the volunteers, and by intimidating or seducing many members of this society. The rich were the first to desert, as being, in general, more cautious and less ardent than people of inferior condition. Deprived of its ancient chiefs, the association fell into a sort of anarchy, and the influence of unenlightened men was soon apparent in the gradual abandonment of the great principle of nationality, which, for a moment, had effaced all party distinctions. Following up some personal disputes, the more fanatic protestants began, in various places, forcibly to disarm the papists; there was formed for this purpose, a society under the name of Peep-o’-day Boys, because it was generally at this hour they entered the houses of the catholics. The latter, as a security against their violence, formed, under the name of Defenders, a counter-association, which did not always confine itself to defensive measures, but attacked the protestants in reprisal; this association gradually numbered all the catholics who withdrew from the society of the volunteers, whose dissolution became complete in all the counties, except Dublin, where it was retained as a municipal police. The society of Peep-o’-day Boys having, as it would seem, no distinct political object, contented itself with partial aggressions upon its antagonists; but the Defenders, the majority of whom were of Irish race, were animated with the instinctive aversion of the natives of Ireland towards all foreign colonists. Whether from the recollection of a former alliance or from conformity of character and manners, the Irish by race had a greater

¹ Musgrave, pp. 58, 9.
inclination for the French than for any other nation; the leading Defenders, who, for the most part, were priests or monks, kept up a correspondence with the cabinet of Versailles, in the years which preceded the French revolution.

This revolution made a vivid impression on the more patriotic of the various sects of Irish. There was then at Dublin a Catholic committee, formed of rich persons and priests of that religion, who undertook to transmit to the government the complaints and demands of their co-religionists; hitherto they had limited themselves to humble petitions, accompanied with protestations of devotion and loyalty; but, suddenly changing their tone, the majority of the members of the catholic committee resolved that it was now time to demand, as a natural right, the abolition of the laws against catholicism, and to invite every catholic to arm in assertion of this right. At the same time, there was formed at Belfast, a locality occupied by the Scottish colonists introduced into Ireland under James I., a presbyterian club, whose special object it was to consider the political state of Ireland and the means of reforming it. The Dublin committee speedily proposed to this club an alliance founded on community of interest and opinion, and the presidents of the two assemblies, one of them a catholic priest, and the other a Calvinist minister, carried on a political correspondence. These amicable relations became the basis of a new association, that of the United Irishmen, whose object was a second time to rally all the inhabitants of the island in one party. Clubs of United Irishmen were established in many towns, and especially in those of the east and south, all organized on the same model, and governed by similar rules. The various parties, united in this new alliance, made mutual concessions: the catholics published an explanation of their doctrines, and a disavowal of all hostility to other Christian sects; the majority, at the same time, making a formal renunciation of all claims to the lands taken at different times from their ancestors.

Thus the mainspring of English domination in Ireland was broken by the reconciliation of all the classes of her population, and the government accordingly adopted vigorous measures against what it called, by a new word, the revolutionary spirit. The habeas corpus act was suspended, but the asso-
ciation of United Irishmen, nevertheless, continued to recruit its numbers in all the counties, and to carry on friendly communication with the nation which invited all others to become free like itself. The festival of the French Federation was celebrated at Dublin on the 14th July, 1790, and in the course of 1791 many addresses were sent from all parts of Ireland to the Constituent assembly.\(^1\) When the coalition at Pillnitz declared war against France, the United Irishmen of Belfast voted supplies of money to the French armies, and on learning the retreat of the duke of Brunswick, had public rejoicings in many towns.\(^2\) In general, the Irish patriots aimed at following and imitating the movements of the French revolution. They established a national guard, like that of France; and the soldiers of this body, clothed and armed by subscription, saluted each other by the name of citizen. In 1793, they all became republicans, in language and in principles: Anglicans, Calvinists, and papists, united in this; and the titular catholic archbishop of Dublin, in one of his pastoral letters, endeavoured to prove from the example of the Italian republics of the middle ages, that the catholics were the creators of modern democracy.\(^3\)

The ill success of the French revolution struck a heavy blow at the power of the United Irishmen, by diminishing their own confidence in the infallibility of their principles, and by giving a sort of authority to the accusations of their enemies. The English ministry seized the moment at which this hesitation of opinion was manifested, to make the catholics a concession, which it had hitherto denied them; it gave them the privilege of bringing up their children themselves, and of exercising some of their political rights: the object being to represent the Irish Union to the papists as needless for the future, and, if they continued to agitate, to render them odious to the other sects, in imputing to them the secret design of exterminating the protestants. The bands of Defenders, who still overran several counties, gave weight to these imputations; and the Anglicans of Connaught, more readily alarmed in consequence of their limited numbers amidst the native Irish, armed spontaneously in the year 1795, and formed associations under the title of Orangemen.

\(^1\) Musgrave, \textit{ut sup.} p. 133. \(^2\) \textit{Ib.} p. 134. \(^3\) \textit{Ib.} p. 146.
Their political dogma was the rigorous maintenance of the order of things established by William III., and of all the oppressive laws made, since his reign, against the catholics and the men of Irish race. From the outset, they displayed a fanaticism which rendered them formidable to such of their neighbours as differed from them in religion or in origin; nearly fourteen hundred families emigrated, southward and eastward, to escape this new persecution.

Several acts of cruelty, committed by the Orangemen on the catholics, excited great hatred against them; and all the violence exercised by the military and civil agents of the government were laid to their charge; such as the torture inflicted on suspected persons, and the destruction of the printing presses. A man accused of being an Orangeman at once became the object of popular vengeance; and, as this accusation was vague, it was easy for evil-intentioned men to make use of it for the purpose of destroying whom they chose; every protestant had reason to fear incurring it. The bond of Irish union was greatly weakened by this mutual hatred and distrust of the two religious parties; to remedy the evil by a more concentrated organization, the public association was replaced by a secret society, based on an oath and passive obedience to chiefs whose names were only known by a few associates. The society was divided into sections, communicating with each other by means of superior committees, composed of deputies elected from among the body. There were district committees and provincial committees; and above these was a directory of five members, who regulated the whole union, which consisted of nearly an hundred thousand members. The superior and inferior chiefs formed a military hierarchy, with the ranks of lieutenant, captain, major, colonel, general, and general-in-chief. Every associate, who possessed the means, was to furnish himself, at his own expense, with fire-arms, powder, and ball; among the poorer members, pikes were distributed, made by subscription and in great numbers by members of the union. This new plan of organization was carried into execution in 1796, in Munster, Leinster, and Ulster; but Connaught was not so prompt, owing to the vigilance of the Orangemen, and the support they afforded to the agents of authority.¹

¹ Musgrave, _ut sup._ p. 158.
The men whom the Irish Union acknowledged as their superior chiefs were of various origin and religion: Arthur O'Connor, who, in the popular opinion, was descended from the last king of all Ireland; lord Edward Fitz-Gerald, whose name connected him with the old Norman family of the Fitz-Geralds; father Quigley, an Irishman by birth, and a zealous papist; Theobald Wolf-Tone, a lawyer of English origin, professing the philosophical opinions of the eighteenth century. Priests of every religion were members of the society; in general, they filled the higher stations; but there was no jealousy among them, or even distrust of the sceptical doctrines of some of the associates. They urged their parishioners to read much and variously, and to form reading-clubs at the houses of the schoolmasters or in the barns. Sometimes ministers of one religion were seen preaching in the church of another; an auditory, composed half of catholics and half of Calvinists, would listen with earnest attention to the same sermon, and then receive at the church-door a distribution of philosophical tracts, such as the *Age of Reason*, by Thomas Paine, of which many copies were printed at Belfast.

This tendency to subject their particular habits or creed to the views and orders of the Union, was exhibited in the lower classes by a total abstinence from all strong liquors, an abstinence difficult to observe in a damp, cold climate. The Directory recommended it, in 1796, to all the members, in order that each might cease to pay to the English government the duty on spirits; and towards the close of the same year, they announced by printed circulars the approaching arrival of a French fleet. Fifteen thousand men, in fact, who left France under the command of general Hoche, arrived in Bantry bay, but a tempest, which dispersed their vessels, prevented their landing.

This unexpected incident, and the tardiness of the Executive Directory of France in preparing a second expedition, gave the English government leisure to labour actively at the destruction of the Irish Union; visits by day and by night were made more frequently than ever upon suspected persons. In houses where arms were supposed to be concealed, the occupants were forced to confession, by the application, if they
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refused to answer, of various kinds of torture; the most usual being to half hang them, to whip them until they were half flayed, and to tear off the hair and the skin with a pitch cap. The Irish, driven to extremity by these cruelties, resolved to begin the insurrection, without waiting for the arrival of the French; pikes were fabricated, and balls cast with renewed activity. The government saw what was going on; for the larger trees near the towns were cut down and taken away at night, the leaden spouts disappeared from every house, and the catholics frequented the churches and confessionals oftener than usual. But notwithstanding this accession of zeal, their good understanding with the protestants did not cease to exist; a man who, in the beginning of 1798, was executed at Carrickfergus, as an agent of the United Irishmen, was accompanied to the scaffold by a monk and two presbyterian ministers.

In this state of things, one of the delegates from Leinster to the Irish Union, not pressed by any imminent danger, or gained over by considerable offers, but suddenly seized with a sort of panic terror, denounced to a magistrate of Dublin, a partisan of the government, the place where the committee of which he was a member was to hold one of its sittings. Upon this information thirteen persons were seized, with papers compromising many others. Numerous arrests took place, and four days after, an assemblage of several thousand men, armed with pikes and muskets, collected some miles from Dublin, and marched upon the city.¹

This was the commencement of the insurrection of the United Irishmen, which, for a moment, extended over the whole country between Dublin and the Wicklow mountains, intercepting all communication between the capital and the southern provinces. The precautions of defence adopted at Dublin, where there was plenty of artillery, secured that city from the attack of the insurgents; but several other less considerable towns fell into their hands. The first engagement between them and the royal troops took place on the hill of Tara, where, in ancient times, the general assembly of the Irish used to be held. The battalions of United Irishmen had green flags, upon which was painted a harp, surmounted, in lieu of
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a crown, with a cap of liberty, and the English words, liberty or death, or the Irish motto, Erin go bragh. The catholic members bore with them to the fight absolutions signed by a priest, upon which was drawn a tree of liberty; in the pockets of many of the dead were found books of litanies, and translations of the republican songs of France.¹

The catholic priests, who nearly all held posts in the insurgent army, employed their influence to prevent the mal-treatment of those protestants, against whom, though not members of the Union, it had no political grievance. They saved many of these from falling victims to the fanaticism which animated the lower ranks of the army, and their constant cry was: "This is not a religious war." Whatever may have been their other excesses, the insurgents always respected women,² which neither the Orangemen nor even the English officers did, notwithstanding their pretensions to honour and refinement. These soldiers, who made the murder of a single prisoner matter of bitter reproach against the rebels, handed over their own without scruple to the executioner, because they said, this was the law. There were whole counties in revolt, where not a single protestant was killed; but not one of the insurgents, taken in arms, obtained his life; so that the chiefs of the United Irishmen said emphatically: "We fight with the cord round our necks."

According to the instructions of the Irish Directory, the insurrection should have commenced on the same day and the same hour in every town; but the arrest of the leaders, in compelling the persons compromised to hasten their outbreak, destroyed the concert, which alone could assure success to this perilous enterprise. The movement was only from place to place, and the associates remote from Dublin, having time to reflect, suspended their active co-operation until the insurrection should have attained certain territorial limits. In a short time, it extended to Wexford, where a provisional government was installed, under the name of Executive Directory of the Irish Republic. The green flag was unfurled on the arsenals and public buildings, and a few small vessels were equipped as cruizers, under the flag of the insurgents.³ They formed an entrenched camp, which became
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their head-quarters, on Vinegar Hill, near Wexford. They had some artillery there; but, entirely without field-pieces, they were, in order to make their way into towns, compelled to dash in upon the enemy’s cannon, a mode of fighting the most destructive of all, but which they practised with characteristic gaiety.¹ At the assault upon Ross, in Cork, a piece of heavy cannon, planted at one of the gates, with its discharges of grape-shot, stayed the assailants. One of the insurgents rushed forward to the mouth of the piece, and thrusting his arm into it, shouted: "Forward, boys, I’ve stopped it!"²

The insurgent chiefs, thinking that to take the capital would determine all the towns that still hesitated, made a desperate attack upon Dublin; it failed completely, and the failure was fatal to the Irish cause. Shortly after, a battle lost near Wicklow restored that town to the royal troops, and, from this time, discouragement and divisions took possession of the patriot ranks: they were accusing and repudiating their chiefs, while an English army was advancing, by forced marches, against the camp at Vinegar Hill. With the aid of its artillery, it drove out the insurgents, most of whom were armed only with pikes, and pursuing them in the direction of Wexford, obliged them to evacuate that town, where the new republic perished, after a month’s existence. The Irish made a sort of regular retreat, from hill to hill, but as they had no cannon, they could not make a stand anywhere, and the want of provisions soon compelled them to disband. The prisoners were tortured to extract from them the names of their chiefs; but they denounced none but those who were already dead or prisoners.³ Thus terminated the eastern and southern insurrection, but, during its last moments, another broke out in the north, among the presbyterians of Scottish race.

This population, in general more enlightened than the catholics, were calmer and more deliberate in their proceedings. They waited for news of the southern revolt to be confirmed ere they would act. But the delay occasioned by this caution gave the government time to take its measures; and when the insurrection commenced with the attack upon
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Antrim, this town had been strengthened by an accession of infantry and cavalry, with cannon and howitzers. The presbyterians, joined by some catholics of English or Irish origin, made the attack on three sides, having no artillery but a six-pounder, in so bad a condition that it could only be fired twice, and another without a carriage, which they had hastily mounted on the trunk of a tree and two small cart-wheels. For a moment they were masters of the town and of a part of the English artillery; but fresh reinforcements from Belfast obliged them to retire, while fifteen hundred men, posted on the Derry road, intercepted the succours they expected from that quarter.

The insurrection broke out with more success in Down, where the Irish, after defeating the royal troops, formed, near Ballinahinch, a camp similar to that on Vinegar Hill. Here was fought a decisive battle, in which the insurgents were defeated, but not until they had approached the English cannon so closely as to touch them. The royal soldiers took Ballinahinch, and punished the town by burning it. Belfast, which had been, in some measure, the moral focus of the insurrection, remained in the hands of the government, and this circumstance produced upon the northern insurgents the same impression that the fruitless attack upon Dublin had made upon their northern brethren. Their discouragement was accompanied by the same symptoms of division: false or exaggerated reports of the cruelties committed by the catholics upon the protestants of the southern counties, alarmed the presbyterians, who thought themselves betrayed, and that the patriotic struggle in which they had engaged had degenerated into a war of religion; they accepted an amnesty, after which their principal leaders were tried and put to death.¹

The victory of the English government over the insurgents of Leinster and Ulster destroyed the Irish Union, and, in great measure, its spirit; men of different sect and origin had scarce anything further in common than their disgust at the existing state of things, and the hope of a French invasion. On the news of the late insurrections, the Executive Directory of France had, at length, yielded to the intreaties
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of the Irish agents, and granted them some troops, who landed in the west of Ireland a month after all was at an end in the north, east, and south. These succours consisted of about fifteen hundred men of the army of Italy and of that of the Rhine, commanded by general Humber. They entered Killala, a little town of Mayo, and after making all the English garrison prisoners, unfurled the green flag of the United Irishmen. The general, in his proclamations, promised a republican constitution under the protection of France, and invited all the people, without distinction of religion, to join him. But in this district, which had given birth to the first societies of Orangemen, the protesters were, in general, fanatic foes of the papists, and devoted to the government: few of them complied with the invitation of the French, the greater number hiding themselves or taking to flight. The catholics, on the contrary, came in great numbers, and despite all that was said at the time of the irreligion of the French, the priests did not hesitate to declare for them, and, with all their powers of persuasion, urged their parishioners to take up arms. Several of these ecclesiastics had been driven from France by the revolutionary persecutions, yet these were as ready as the rest to fraternize with the soldiers. One of them went so far as to offer his chapel for a guardhouse. New patriotic songs were composed in which the French words, ça ira, en avant! were mixed up in English verses, with old Irish burthens.

The French and their allies marched southwards. Entering Ballina, they found in the market-place a man hanging from a gibbet, for having distributed insurgent proclamations; all the soldiers, one after the other, gave the corpse the republican salute. The first encounter took place near Castlebar, where the English troops were completely defeated, and, in the following night, fires lighted on all the hills gave the signal of insurrection to the population between Castlebar and the sea. The plan of the French was to march as rapidly as possible upon Dublin, collecting on their way the Irish volunteers; but the discord which reigned between the protesters and the catholics of the west rendered the number of these volunteers much less than it would have been in the eastern provinces.
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While general Humber's fifteen hundred men were advancing into the country, their position becoming hourly more difficult, from the non-extension, in a proportionate degree, of the insurrection, thirty thousand English troops were marching against them from different points. The general manœuvred for some time to prevent their junction, but, obliged to fight a decisive battle at Ballinamuck, he capitulated for himself and his men, without any stipulations in favour of the insurgents, who retreated alone to Killala, where they endeavoured to defend themselves. They could not maintain the post; the town was taken and plundered by the royal troops, who, after having massacred a great number of Irish, drove the remainder into the neighbouring mountains and forests. Some of them formed bands there, and carried on a sort of guerrilla warfare; others, to escape judicial pursuit, lived in caverns which they never quitted, and whither their relations brought them food. Most of those who could not conceal themselves in this way were hanged or shot.

Amidst the disunion of the different Irish sects and parties, their old hatred to the English government continued to manifest itself by the assassination of its agents, in the places where the insurrection had manifested itself, and elsewhere by partial revolts, which broke out a year later. In general, all classes of the population had their eyes fixed upon France: at the victories of the French they rejoiced, at those of the English they mourned. Their hope was that France would not give peace to England, without stipulating expressly for the independence of Ireland: they retained this hope up to the treaty of Amiens. The publication of this treaty created universal dejection among them. Two months after the conclusion of the peace, many refused to credit it, and said, impatiently: "Is it possible that the French have become Orangemen?" The English ministry profited by the general depression to tighten the political bond between Ireland and England by the abolition of the ancient Irish parliament. Although this parliament had never done much good to the country, men of all parties clung to it as a last sign of national existence, and the project of uniting England and
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Ireland under one legislature displeased even those who had assisted the government against the insurgents of 1798. They combined their discontent with that of the people, and assembled to remonstrate; but their opposition extended no further.

There is now but one parliament for the three united kingdoms, and it is from this assembly, the immense majority of which are English, that Ireland awaits the measures and laws that are to pacify her. After many years of vain solicitations, after many menaces of insurrection, one of her numerous wounds has been healed, by the emancipation of the catholics, who may now exercise public functions and sit in the united parliament; but many other grave questions remain to be settled. The exorbitant privileges of the Anglican church, the changes violently operated in property by wholesale confiscations and spoliations, and lastly, beyond all the quarrels of race, of sect and of party, the supreme question, that of the national independence and the Repeal of the Union between Ireland and England; such are the causes whence, sooner or later, may again arise the sad scenes of 1798. Meantime, the misery of the lower population, hereditary hatred, and a permanent hostility to the agents of authority, multiply crime and outrage, and convert a fertile country, whose people are naturally sociable and intellectual, into the most uninhabitable spot in Europe.
V.

THE ANGLO-NORMANS AND THE ENGLISH BY RACE.


After the conquest of Anjou and Poitou by king Philip-Augustus, many men of these two countries, and even those who had conspired against the Anglo-Norman domination, conspired against the French, and allied themselves with king John. This monarch gave them no efficacious aid; all he could do for those who had exposed themselves to persecution on the part of the king of France, by intriguing or taking up arms against him, was to give them an asylum and a welcome in England. Thither repaired, from necessity or from choice, a great number of these emigrants, intellectual, adroit, insinuating men, like all the southern Gauls, and better fitted to please a king than the Normans, generally more slow-witted and of less pliant temperament.¹ The Poitevins, accordingly, speedily attained infinite favour at the court of England, and even supplanted the old aristocracy in the good graces of
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king John. He distributed among them all the offices and
siefs at his disposal, and even, under various pretexts, de-
prived several rich Normans of their posts in favour of these
new comers. He married them to the heiresses who were
under his wardship, according to the feudal law, and made
them guardians of rich orphans under age.¹

The preference thus manifested by the king for foreigners,
whose ever-increasing avidity drove him to greater exactions
than all his predecessors had committed, and to usurp unpre-
cedented powers over persons and property, indisposed all the
Anglo-Normans towards him. The new courtiers, feeling the
precariousness of their position, hastened to amass all they
could, and made demand upon demand. In the exercise of their
public functions, they were more eager for gain than had been
any former functionaries; and, by their daily vexations, rendered
themselves as odious to the Saxon citizens and serfs as they
already were to the nobles of Norman origin. They levied
on the domains the king had given them more aids and taxes
than any lord had ever demanded, and exercised more
rigorously the right of toll on the bridges and highroads,
seizing the horses and goods of the merchants, and only pay-
ing them, says an old historian, in tallages and mockery.²
Thus they harassed, at once and almost equally, the two races
of men who inhabited England, and who, since their violent
approximation, had not as yet experienced any one suffering,
or sympathy, or aversion, in common.

The hatred to the Poitevins and the other favourites of the
king, brought together, for the first time, two classes of men,
hitherto, as a general rule, standing apart from each other.
Here we may date the birth of a new national spirit, common
to all born on English soil. All, in fact, without distinction
of origin, are termed natives, by the cotemporary authors,
who, echoing the popular rumour, impute to king John the
design of expelling, if not of exterminating the people
of England, and giving their estates to foreigners.³ These
exaggerated alarms were, perhaps, even more strongly felt
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by English burghers and farmers than by the lords and barons of Norman race, who yet were alone really interested in destroying the foreign influence, and in forcing king John to revert to his old friends and countrymen.

Thus, in the commencement of his reign, John was in a position closely resembling that of the Saxon king Edward, on his return from Normandy. 1 He menaced the rich and noble of England, or, at least, gave them reason to think themselves menaced, with a sort of conquest, operated, without apparent violence, in favour of foreigners, whose presence wounded, at the same time, their national pride and their interests. 2 Under these circumstances, the barons of England adopted against the courtiers from Poitou and Guienne, and against the king who preferred them to his old liegemen, the same course that the Anglo-Saxons had adopted against Edward and his Norman favourites—that of revolt and war. After having signified to John, as their ultimatum, a charter of Henry I., determining the limits of the royal prerogative, on his refusal to keep within the legal limits that his predecessors had recognised, the barons solemnly renounced their oath of fealty, and defied the king, the manner at this period of declaring mortal war. They elected for their chief, Robert Fitz-Walter, who took the title of Marshal of the army of God and of holy church, and acted, in this insurrection, the part played by the Saxon Godwin, in that of 1052. 3

Fear of the gradual operation, in favour of Poitevin priests, of the ecclesiastical deprivations with which the Norman conquest had, at one blow, struck the entire clergy of English race, and at the same time, a sort of patriotic enthusiasm, added the Anglo-Norman bishops and priests to the party of the barons against king John, though this king was then in high favour with the pope. He had renewed to the holy see the public profession of vassalage made by Henry II. after the murder of Thomas Beket; but this act of humility, far from being as useful to the cause of John as it had been to that of his father, only served to bring down upon him public contempt, and the reproaches even of the clergy, who
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felt themselves endangered in their dearest interests, the stability of their offices and possessions. Abandoned by the Anglo-Normans, king John had not, like Henry I., the art of raising in his favour the English by origin, who, besides, no longer constituted a national body capable of aiding, en masse, either party. The burghers and serfs immediately depending on the barons, were far more numerous than those of the king; and, as to the inhabitants of the great towns, though they enjoyed privileges and franchises granted by the royal power, yet a natural sympathy drew them to that side which comprehended the majority of their countrymen. The city of London declared itself for those who unfurled their banners against the foreign favourites, and the king suddenly found himself left with no other supporters of his cause, than men born out of England, Poitevins, Gascons, and Flemings, commanded by Savari de Mauléon, Geoffroy de Bouteville, and Gautier de Buck.¹

John, alarmed at seeing in his adversaries’ ranks all the zealous asserters of the independence of the country, whether as sons of the conquerors or as native English, subscribed the conditions required by the revolted barons. The conference took place in a large meadow called Runnymede, between Staines and Windsor, where both armies encamped; the demands of the insurgents having been discussed, were drawn up in a charter, which John confirmed by his seal. The special object of this charter was to deprive the king of that branch of his power by means of which he had fostered and enriched men of foreign birth at the expense of the Anglo-Normans. The population of English race was not forgotten in the treaty of peace which its allies of the other race formed with the king. Repeatedly, during the civil war, the old popular demand for the good laws of king Edward had figured in the manifestoes, which claimed, in the name of the English barons, the maintenance of the feudal liberties;² but it was not, as under Henry I., the Saxon laws which the charter of the Norman
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king guaranteed to the descendants of the Saxons. It would seem, on the contrary, that they who drew up this memorable act, desired formally to abolish the distinction between the two races, and to have in England merely various classes of one people, all, to the very lowest, entitled to justice and protection from the common law of the land.

The charter of king John, since called Magna Charta, secured the rights of liberty and property of the classes of

1 Magna Charta.

John, by the grace of God, King of England, Lord of Ireland, Duke of Normandy and Aquitaine, and Earl of Anjou, to the Archbishops, Bishops, Abbots, Earls, Barons, Justiciaries of the Forests, Sheriffs, Governors, and Officers, and to all Bailiffs, and others his faithful subjects, greeting. Know ye, that we, in the presence of God, and for the health of our soul, and the souls of all our ancestors and heirs, and to the honour of God and the exaltation of his Holy Church, and amendment of our Kingdom, by advice of our venerable Fathers, Stephen, Archbishop of Canterbury, Primate of all England and Cardinal of the Holy Roman Church, Henry, Archbishop of Dublin, William, Bishop of London, Peter of Winchester, Jocelin of Bath and Glastonbury, Hugh of Lincoln, Walter of Worcester, William of Coventry, Benedict of Rochester, Bishops, and Master Pandulf, the Pope's Sub-Deacon and ancient Servant, Brother Aymere, Master of the Temple in England, and the Noble Persons, William Marshall, Earl of Pembroke, William, Earl of Salisbury, William, Earl of Warren, William, Earl of Aundel, Alan de Galoway, Constable of Scotland, Wabin Fitz Gerald, Peter Fitz Herbert, and Hubert de Burgh, Seneschal of Poitou, Hugh de Neville, Matthew Fitz Herbert, Thomas Basset, Alan Basset, Philip Albiney, Robert de Roppell, John Marshall, John Fitz Hugh, and others our liege men, have, in the first place, granted to God, and by this our present charter confirmed, for us and our heirs for ever:

1. That the church of England shall be free, and enjoy her right entire, and her liberties inviolable; and we will have them so observed, that it may appear from hence, that the freedom of elections, which was reckoned chief and indispensable to the English church, and which we granted and confirmed by our charter, and obtained the confirmation of, from pope Innocent III., before the discord between us and our barons, was granted of mere free will, which charter we shall observe, and we do will it to be faithfully observed by our heirs for ever. 2. We also grant to all freemen of our kingdom, for us and for our heirs for ever, all the underwritten
Norman origin, and at the same time established the right of the classes of Saxon origin to enjoy the ancient customs so favourable to them. It guaranteed their municipal liberties, to have and to hold, them and their heirs, of us and our heirs: If any of our earls, or barons, or others, who hold of us in chief by military service, shall die, and at the time of his death his heir shall be of full age, and owes a relief, he shall have his inheritance by the ancient relief; that is to say, the heir or heirs of an earl, for a whole earl’s barony, by a hundred pounds; the heir or heirs of a baron, for a whole barony, by a hundred pounds; the heir or heirs of a knight, for a whole knight’s fee, by a hundred shillings at most; and whoever oweth less shall give less, according to the ancient custom of fees. 3. But if the heir of any such shall be under age, and shall be in ward, when he comes of age, he shall have his inheritance without relief and without fine. 4. The warden of the land of such heir who shall be under age, shall not take of the land of such heir other than reasonable issues, reasonable customs, and reasonable services, and that without destruction and waste of the tenants or effects; and if we shall commit the guardianship of those lands to the sheriff, or any other who is answerable to us for the issues of the land, and if he shall make destruction and waste upon the ward lands, we will compel him to give satisfaction, and the land shall be committed to two lawful and discreet tenants of that fee, who shall be answerable for the issues to us, or to him to whom we shall assign them: and if we shall sell or give to any one the wardship of any such lands, and if he make destruction or waste upon them, he shall lose the wardship itself, which shall be committed to two lawful and discreet tenants of that fee, who shall in like manner be answerable to us as aforesaid. 5. But the warden, so long as he shall have the wardship of the land, shall keep up the houses, parks, warrens, ponds, mills, and other things pertaining to the land, out of the issues of the same land; and shall restore to the heir, when he comes of full age, his whole land, stocked with ploughs and carriages, according as the time of wainage shall require, and the issues of the land can reasonably bear. 6. Heirs shall be married without disparagement, so as that before matrimony shall be contracted, those who are nearest in blood to the heir, shall be made acquainted with it. 7. A widow, after the death of her husband, shall forthwith and without difficulty have her marriage and inheritance; nor shall she give any thing for her dower, or her marriage, or her inheritance, which her husband and she held at the day of his death; and she may remain in the mansion house of her husband forty days after his death, within which term her dower shall be assigned. 8. No widow shall be distrained to marry herself, so long as she has a mind to live without a husband; but yet she shall give security that she will not marry without our assent, if she hold of us; or without the consent of the lord of whom she holds, if she hold of another. 9. Neither we nor our bailiffs shall seize any land or rent for any debt, so long as there shall be chattels of the debtor upon the premises sufficient to pay the debt; nor shall the sureties of the debtor be distrained so long as the principal debtor has sufficient for the payment of the debt. 10. And if the principal debtor shall fail in the payment of the debt, not having wherewithal to pay it, then the sureties shall answer the debt; and if they will, they shall have the lands
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and rents of the debtor, until they shall be satisfied for the debt which they paid for him, unless the principal debtor can show himself acquitted thereof against the said surtaxes. 11. If any one have borrowed anything of the Jews, more or less, and die before the debt be satisfied, there shall be no interest paid for that debt, so long as the heir is under age, of whomsoever he may hold; and if the debt falls into our hands, we will only take the chattels mentioned in the charter of instrument. And if any one shall die indebted to the Jews, his wife shall have her dower and pay nothing of that debt; and if the deceased left children under age, they shall have necessaries provided for them, according to the tenement or real estate of the deceased; and out of the residue the debt shall be paid, saving however the service of the lords. 12 No scutage or aid shall be imposed in our kingdom, unless by the common council of our kingdom; except for ransoming our person, making our eldest son a knight, and once for marrying our eldest daughter; and for these there shall be paid a reasonable aid. 13. In like manner it shall be concerning the aids of the city of London; and the city of London shall have all its ancient liberties and free customs, as well by land as by water: furthermore we will and grant, that all other cities and boroughs, and towns and ports, shall have all their liberties and free customs; and for holding the common council of the kingdom concerning the assessment of their aids, except in the three cases aforesaid. 14. And for the assessing of scutages, we shall cause to be summoned the archbishops, bishops, abbots, earls, and great barons of the realm, singly by our letters. And furthermore we shall cause to be summoned in general by our sheriffs and bailiffs, all others who hold of us in chief, at a certain day, that is to say, forty days before their meeting at least, and to a certain place; and in all letters of such summons we will declare the cause of such summons. And summons being thus made, the business of the day shall proceed on the day appointed, according to the advice of such as shall be present, although all that were summoned come not. 15. We will not for the future grant to any one, that he may take aid of his own free tenants; unless to ransom his body, and to make his eldest son a knight, and once to marry his eldest daughter; and for thus there shall be only paid a reasonable aid. 16. No man shall be distrained to perform more service for a knight's fee, or other free tenement, than is due from thence. 17. Common pleas shall not follow our court, but shall be holden in some certain place. 18 Trials upon the writs of novel disseisin, and of mort d'ancester, and of durrein presentment, shall not be taken but in their proper counties, and after this manner: we, or if we should be out of the realm, our chief justiciary, shall send two justiciaries through every county four times a year, who, with four knights, chosen out of every shire by the people, shall hold the said assizes, in the county, on the day, and at the place appointed. 19. And if any matters cannot be determined on the day appointed for holding the assizes in each county, so many of the knights and freeholders as have been at the assizes aforesaid, shall be appointed to decide them, as is necessary, according as there is more or less business. 20. A freeman shall not be amerced for a small
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fault, but according to the degree of the fault; and for a great crime according to the heinousness of it, saving to him his contenement; and after the same manner a merchant, saving to him his merchandise. And a villen (farmer) shall be amerced after the same manner, saving to him his wainage, if he falls under our mercy; and none of the aforesaid amercements shall be assessed but by the oath of honest men in the neighbourhood. 21. Earls and barons shall not be amerced, but by their peers, and according to the degree of the offence. 22. No ecclesiastical person shall be amerced for his lay tenement, but according to the proportion of the others aforesaid, and not according to the value of his ecclesiastical benefice. 23. Neither a town nor any tenant shall be distrained to make bridges over rivers, unless that anciently and of right they are bound to do it. 24. No sheriff, constable, coroner, or other our bailiffs, shall hold pleas of the crown. 25. All counties, hundreds,wapentakes, and tythings shall stand at the old ferm, without any increase; except in our demesne manors. 26. If any one holding of us a lay fee die, and the sheriff, or our bailiffs, show our letters patent of summons concerning the debt due to us from the deceased, it shall be lawful for the sheriff or our bailiff to attach and register the chattels of the deceased, found upon his lay-fee, to the value of the debt, by the view of lawful men, so as nothing be removed until our whole debt be paid; and the rest shall be left to the executors who are to fulfill the will of the deceased, and if there be nothing due from him to us, all the chattels shall remain to the deceased, saving to his wife and children their reasonable shares. 27. If any freeman shall die intestate, his chattels shall be distributed by the hands of his nearest relations and friends, by view of the church; saving to every one his debts which the deceased owed to him. 28. No constable or bailiff of ours shall take corn or other chattels of any man, unless he presently give him money for it, or hath respite of payment by the good-will of the seller. 29. No constable shall distress any knight to give money for castle guard, if he himself do it in his person, or by another able man, in case he cannot do it through any reasonable cause. And if we lead him or send him into the army, he shall be free from such guard for the time he shall be in the army by our command. 30. No sheriff or bailiff of ours, or any other, shall take horses or carts of any freeman for carriage, but by the good-will of the said freeman. 31. Neither shall we nor our bailiffs take any man's timber for our castles, or other uses; unless by the consent of the owner of the timber. 32. We will retain the lands of those convicted of felony only one year and a day, and then they shall be delivered to the lord of the fee. 33. All years for the time to come, shall be put down in the rivers of Thames and Medway, and throughout all England, except upon the sea coast. 34. The writ which is called praecipe, for the future, shall not be made out to any one of any tenement, whereby a freeman may lose his court. 35. There shall be one measure of wine and one of ale, through our whole realm; and one measure of corn, that is to say, the London quarter; and one breadth of dyed cloth and russets, and haberjects, that is to say, two ells within the lists; as to
The principal article, if not as to ultimate results, at least in reference to the interests of the moment, was that by which the king promised to send out of the kingdom all the foreigners weights, they shall be as the measures. 36 From henceforward nothing shall be given or taken, for a writ of inquisition of life or limb, but it shall be granted gratis, and not demed. 37. If any one hold of us by fee-farm, or by socage, or by burgage, and hold lands of any other by military service, we will not have the wardship of the heir, or land, which is of another man's fee, by reason of what he holds of us by fee-farm, socage, or burgage; nor will we have the wardship of the fee-farm, socage, or burgage, unless the fee-farm was bound to perform military service. We will not have the wardship of an heir, nor of any land which he holds of another by military service, by reason of any petty seigniory he holds of us, as by the service of giving us knives, arrows, and the like. 38. No bailiff, for the future, shall put any man to his law upon his single word, without credible witnesses to prove it. 39. No freeman shall be taken or imprisoned, or disseised, or outlawed, or banished, or any ways destroyed, nor will we pass upon him, or commit him to prison, unless by the lawful judgment of his peers, or by the law of the land. 40. We will sell to no man, we will deny to no man, right or justice. 41. All merchants shall have safe and secure conduct, to go out of, and to come into England, and to stay there, and to pass as well by land as by water, for buying and selling by the ancient and allowed customs, without any evil tolls; except in time of war, or when they are of any nation at war with us. And if there be found any such in our land, in the beginning of the war, they shall be attached, without damage to their bodies or goods, until it be known unto us, or our chief justiciary, how our merchants are treated in the nation at war with us; and if our merchants be safe there, the others shall be safe in our dominions. 42. It shall be lawful for the time to come, for any one to go out of our kingdom, and return safely and securely, by land or by water, saving his allegiance to us; unless in time of war, by some short space, for the common benefit of the realm, except prisoners and outlaws, according to the law of the land, and people in war with us, and merchants who shall be in such condition as is above mentioned. 43. If any man hold of any escheats, as of the honour of Wallingford, Nottingham, Boulogne, Lancaster, or of other escheats which are in our hands, and are baronies, and die, his heir shall give no other relief, and perform no other service to us, than he would to the baron, if the barony were in possession of the baron; we will hold it after the same manner as the baron held it. 44. Those men who dwell without the forest, from henceforth shall not come before our justiciaries of the forest, upon common summons, but such as are impleaded, or are pledges for any that were attached for something concerning the forest. 45. We will not make any justiciaries, constables, sheriffs, or bailiffs, but such as are knowing in the law of the realm, and are disposed duly to observe it. 46. All barons who are founders of abbeys, and have charter of the kings of England for the advowson, or are entitled to it by ancient tenure, may have the custody of them, when vacant, as they ought to have. 47. All woods that have been taken into the forests in our time, shall forthwith be laid out again, unless they were our demesne woods; and the
whom he had invited or received, and all his foreign troops. This article seems to have been received with great joy by all the people of England, without distinction of origin; per-
same shall be done with the rivers that have been taken or fenced in by us during our reign. 48. All evil customs concerning forest, wars, foresters and warreners, sheriffs and their officers, rivers and their keepers, shall forthwith be inquired into in each county, by twelve knights sworn of the same shire, chosen by creditable persons of the same county, and upon oath; and within forty days after the said inquest, be utterly abolished, so as never to be restored: so as we are first acquainted therewith, or our justiciary, if we should not be in England. 49. We will immediately give up all hostages and writings, delivered unto us by our English subjects, as securities for their keeping the peace, and yielding us faithful service. 50. We will entirely remove from our bailiwicks the relations of Gerard de Atheyes, so that for the future they shall have no bailiwick in England; we will also remove Engelard de Cygony, Andrew Peter, and Gyon, from the chancery; Gyon de Cygony, Geoffrey de Martyn and his brothers; Philip Mark, and his brothers, and his nephew, Geoffrey, and their whole retinue. 51. As soon as peace is restored, we will send out of the kingdom all foreign soldiers, cross-bowmen, and stipendaries, who are come with horses and arms to the prejudice of our people. 52. If any one has been dispossessed or deprived by us, without the legal judgment of his peers, of his lands, castles, liberties, or right, we will forthwith restore them to him; and if any dispute arise upon this head, let the matter be decided by the five-and-twenty barons hereafter mentioned, for the preservation of the peace. As for all those things of which any person has, without the legal judgment of his peers, been dispossessed or deprived, either by king Henry, our father, or our brother, king Richard, and which we have in our hands, or are possessed by others, and we are bound to warrant and make good, we shall have a respite till the term usually allowed the croises; excepting those things about which there is a plea depending, or whereof an inquest hath been made, by our order, before we undertook the crusade, but when we return from our pilgrimage, or if we do not perform it, we will immediately cause full justice to be administered therein. 53. The same respite we shall have (and in the same manner about administering justice, de-afforesting the forests, or letting them continue) for disafforesting the forests, which Henry, our father, and our brother Richard, have afforested; and for the wardship of the lands which are in another's fee, in the same manner as we have hitherto enjoyed those wardships, by reason of a fee held of us by knight's service; and for the abbeys founded in any other fee than our own, in which the lord of the fee says he has a right; and when we return from our pilgrimage, or if we should not perform it, we will immediately do full justice to all the complainants in this behalf. 54. No man shall be taken or imprisoned upon the appeal of a woman, for the death of any other person than her husband. 55. All unjust and illegal fines made with us, and all amerciamentes imposed unjustly and contrary to the law of the land, shall be entirely forgiven, or else be left to the decision of the five-and-twenty barons hereafter mentioned for the preservation of the peace, or of the major part of them, together with the aforesaid Stephen,
haps, indeed, the English by race attached higher importance to it than to all the rest. That hatred of foreign domination which for a century and a half past had mainly fermented in

archbishop of Canterbury, if he can be present, and others whom he shall think fit to take along with him; and if he cannot be present, the business shall notwithstanding go on without him; but so that if one or more of the aforesaid five-and-twenty barons be plaintiffs in the same cause, they shall be set aside as to what concerns this particular affair, and others be chosen in their room, out of the said five-and-twenty, and sworn by the rest to decide the matter. 56. If we have disseised or dispossessed the Welsh, of any lands, liberties, or other things, without the legal judgment of their peers, either in England or in Wales, they shall be immediately restored to them; and if any dispute arise upon this head, the matter shall be determined in the marche by the judgment of their peers; for tenements in England according to the law of England, for tenements in Wales according to the law of Wales, for tenements of the marche according to the law of the marche; the same shall the Welsh do to us and our subjects. 57. As for all those things of which a Welshman hath, without the legal judgment of his peers, been disseised or deprived of by king Henry, our father, or our brother king Richard, and which we either have in our hands, or others are possessed of, and we are obliged to warrant it, we shall have a respite till the time generally allowed the croises; excepting those things about which a suit is depending, or whereof an inquest has been made by our order, before we undertook the crusade: but when we return, or if we stay at home without performing our pilgrimage, we will immediately do them full justice, according to the laws of the Welsh and of the parts before mentioned. 58. We will without delay dismiss the son of Llewelin, and all the Welsh hostages, and release them from the engagements they have entered into with us for the preservation of the peace. 59. We shall treat with Alexander, king of Scots, concerning the restoring his sisters and hostages, and his right and liberties, in the same form and manner as we shall do to the rest of our barons of England; unless by the charters which we have from his father, William, late king of Scots, it ought to be otherwise; and this shall be left to the determination of his peers in our court. 60. All the aforesaid customs and liberties, which we have granted to be holden in our kingdom, as much as it belongs to us, towards our people of our kingdom, as well clergy as laity, shall observe, as far as they are concerned, towards their dependents. 61. And whereas, for the honour of God and the amendment of our kingdom, and for quieting the discord that has arisen between us and our barons, we have granted all these things aforesaid; willing to render them firm and lasting (for ever), we do give and grant our subjects the underwritten security, namely, that the barons may choose five-and-twenty barons of the kingdom, whom they think convenient; who shall take care with all their might, to hold and observe, and cause to be observed, the peace and liberties we have granted them, and by this our present charter confirmed; so that if we, our justiciary, our bailiffs, or any of our officers, shall in any circumstance fail in the performance of them, towards any person, or shall break through any of these articles of peace and security, and the offence be notified to four barons
men's souls, impotent against the order of things established by the Norman conquest, was let loose against the new comers whom king John had enriched and laden with honours. From the moment in which their expulsion was legally pronounced, every Saxon lent his aid to execute the decree; the more noted foreigners were besieged in their houses, and upon their retreat their domains were pillaged.\footnote{Matth. Paris, i. 383.} The peasants stopped on the roads all whom public report, right or wrong, indicated as foreigners. They called upon them to pronounce some English words, or, at all events, a sentence of the mixed language employed by the nobles in conversing with the inferior population; and when the suspected person was convicted of inability to speak either Saxon or Anglo-Norman, or to pronounce these languages with the accent of southern Gaul, he was maltreated, despoiled, and imprisoned without scruple, whether knight, priest, or chosen out of the five-and-twenty before mentioned, the said four barons shall repair to us, or our justiciary, if we are out of the realm, and laying open the grievance, shall petition to have it redressed without delay: and if it be not redressed by us, or if we should chance to be out of the realm, if it should not be redressed by our justiciary, within forty days, reckoning from the time it has been notified to us, or to our justiciary, (if we should be out of the realm,) the four barons aforesaid shall lay the cause before the rest of the five-and-twenty barons; and the said five-and-twenty barons, together with the community of the whole kingdom, shall distress us all the ways possible, by seizing our castles, lands, possessions, and in other manner they can, till the grievance is redressed according to their pleasure; saving harmless our own person, and the person of our queen and children; and when it is redressed, they shall obey us as before. And any person whatsoever in the kingdom, may swear that he will obey the orders of the five-and-twenty barons aforesaid, in the execution of the premises; and that he will distress us, jointly with them, to the utmost of his power; and we give public and free liberty to any one that shall please to swear to them, and never shall hinder any person from taking the same oath. 62. As for all those of our subjects who will not, of their own accord, swear to join the five-and-twenty barons in distressing us, we will issue orders to make them take the same oath as aforesaid. And if any one of the five-and-twenty barons die, or goes out of the kingdom, or is hindered any other way from carrying the things aforesaid into execution, the rest of the said five-and-twenty barons may choose another in his room, at their discretion, who shall be sworn in like manner as the rest. In all things that are committed to the execution of these five-and-twenty barons, if, when they are all assembled together, they should
monk. "It was a sad thing," says a contemporary author, "for the friends of the foreigners to see their confusion, and the ignominy with which they were overwhelmed." ¹

After having, against his will, and in bad faith, signed the charter, king John retired to the Isle of Wight, to await in security the occasion to resume the war. He solicited of the pope and obtained a dispensation from the oath he had sworn to the barons, and the excommunication of those who remained in arms to enforce his observance of his word. But no bishop in England consenting to promulgate this sentence, it remained without effect. The king, with what money he had left, hired a fresh body of Brabançons, who found means to land on the southern coast, and who, by their skill and military discipline, gained at first some advantages over the irregular army of the confederate barons and burghe rs. There-

¹ Matti. Paris, i. 383.
upon, the former, fearing to lose all the fruit of their victory, resolved, like the king, to obtain foreign aid: they addressed themselves to Philip-Augustus, and offered to give his son Louis the crown of England, if he would come to them at the head of a good army. The treaty was concluded; and young Louis arrived in England with forces enough to counterbalance those of king John.

The entire conformity of language which then existed between the French and the Anglo-Norman barons necessarily modified, with the latter, the distrust and dislike ever inspired by a foreign chief; but it was different with the mass of the people, who, in reference to language, had no more affinity with the French than with the Poitevins. This dissonance, combined with the spirit of jealousy which speedily manifested itself between the Normans and their auxiliaries, rendered the support of the king of France more prejudicial than useful to the barons. Germs of dissolution were beginning to develop themselves in this party, when king John died, laden with the hatred and contempt of the entire population of England, without distinction of race or condition, actuated by which, the historians of the period, ecclesiastics though they be, give king John no credit for his constant submission to the holy see: in the history of his life they spare him no injurious epithet; and, after relating his death, they compose or transcribe epitaphs, such as these: "Who weeps, or has wept, the death of king John? hell, with all its foulness, is sullied by the soul of John."1

Louis, son of Philip-Augustus, assumed, by the consent of the barons, the title of king of England; but the French who accompanied him soon conducted themselves as in a conquered country. The greater the resistance of the English to their vexations, the more harsh and grasping did they become. The accusation, so fatal to king John, was made against Louis of France: it was said that, in concert with his father, he had formed the project of exterminating or banishing all the rich and noble of England, and of replacing them by foreigners. Aroused by national interests, all parties united in favour of prince Henry, son of John, and the French, left alone, or nearly so, accepted a capitulation which gave them their lives, on condition of their immediate departure.

1 Script. rer. Anglie.—Matthew Paris, i. 288.
The kingdom of England having thus reverted to an Anglo-
Norman, the charter of John was confirmed, and another,
called the Forest Charter, giving the right of the chace to

\textit{Charia forestæ.}

Made at Westminster, 10th Feb., Anno 9 Hen. III. A.D. 1225, and
confirmed Anno 28 Edw. I. A.D. 1299.

Edward, by the grace of God, King of England, Lord of Ireland, and Duke
of Guyan, to all to whom these presents shall come, sendeth greeting.
We have seen the Charter of the Lord Henry our father, sometime
King of England, concerning the Forest, in these words:

"Henry, by the grace of God, King of England, Lord of Ireland, Duke of
Normandy and of Guyan, &c. as in the beginning of the Great Charter.

1. We will that all forests, which king Henry our grandfather affor-
rested, shall be viewed by good and lawful men; and if he have made
forest of any other wood more than of his own demesne, whereby the owner
of the wood hath hurt, forthwith it shall be disafforested; and if he have
made forest of his own wood, then it shall remain forest; saving the com-
mon of herbage, and of other things in the same forests, to them which
before were accustomed to have the same. 2. Men that dwell out of the forest,
from henceforth shall not come before the justicers of our forest by common
summons, unless they be imploaded there, or be sureties for some others
that were attached for the forest. 3. All woods which have been made
forest by king Richard our uncle, or by king John our father, until our first
coronation, shall be forthwith disafforested, unless it be our demesne wood.
4. All archbishops, bishops, abbots, priors, earls, barons, knights, and other
our freeholders, which have their woods in forests, shall have their woods as
they had them at the first coronation of king Henry our grandfather, so that
they shall be quit for ever of all purprestures, wastes, and asserts, made in
those woods after that time, until the beginning of the second year of our
coronation; and those that from henceforth do make purpusture without
our licence, or waste or assert in the same, shall answer unto us for the
same wastes, purprestures, and asserts. 5. Our rangers shall go through
the forest to make range, as it hath been accustomed at the time of the first
coronation of king Henry our grandfather, and not otherwise. 6. The in-
quiry or view for lawing of dogs within our forest shall be made from hence-
forth when the range is made, that is to say, from three year to three year;
and then it shall be done by the view and testimony of lawful men, and not
otherwise; and he whose dog is not lawed, and so found, shall pay for his
amerciament iii.s. And from henceforth no ox shall be taken for lawing
of dogs; and such lawing shall be done by the assise commonly used, that
is to say, that three claws of the fore foot shall be cut off by the skin. But
from henceforth such lawing of dogs shall not be, but in places where it
hath been accustomed from the time of the first coronation of the foresaid
king Henry our grandfather. 7. No forester or bedel from henceforth shall
make scotal, or gather garb, or oats, or any corn, lamb, or pig, nor shall
make any gathering, but by the view [and oath] of the twelve rangers, when
the possessors of estates, was granted by Henry III. to the men of Norman race. But ere many years had elapsed, the new king, son of a Poitevin woman, who had again married in her own country, sent for and welcomed his uterine brothers, and many other men, who came, as in the time of king John, to seek their fortune in England. Family affection, and the easy, agreeable humour of the new Poitevin emigrants, had the same influence upon Henry III. as upon his predecessor; the great offices of the court, and the civil, military and ecclesiastical dignities, were once more heaped upon men born abroad. After the Poitevins flocked in the Provençals,

they shall make their range. So many foresters shall be assigned to the keeping of the forests, as reasonably shall seem sufficient for the keeping of the same. 8. No swannomote henceforth shall be kept within this our realm, but thrice in the year, videlicet, the beginning of fifteen days afore Michaelmas, when that our gest-takers, or walkers of our woods come together to take agestment in our demesne woods, and about the feast of St. Martin, when that our gest-takers shall receive our pannage: and to these two swanmotes shall come together our foresters, vierders, gest-takers, and none other, by distress. And the third swannomote shall be kept in the beginning of fifteen days before the feast of St. John Baptist, when that our gest-takers do meet to hunt our deer; and at this swannomote shall meet our foresters, vierders, and none other, by distress. Moreover, every forty days through the year our foresters and vierders shall meet to see the attachments of the forest, as well for greenhue, as for hunting, by the presentments of the same foresters, and before them attached. And the said swanmote shall not be kept but within the counties in which they have used to be kept. 9. Every freeman may agist his own wood within our forest at his pleasure, and shall take his pannage. Also we do grant that every freeman may drive his swine freely without impediment through our demesne woods, to agist them in their own woods, or else where they will. And if the swine of any freeman he one night within our forest, there shall be no occasion taken thereof whereby he may lose any thing of his own. 10. No man from henceforth shall lose either life or member for killing our deer: but if any man be taken, and convict for taking of our venison, he shall make a grievous fine, if he have anything whereof; and if he have nothing to lose, he shall be imprisoned a year and a day: and after the year and a day expired, if he can find sufficient sureties, he shall be delivered; and if not, he shall abjure the realm of England. 11. Whatsoever archbishop, bishop, earl or baron, coming to us at our commandment, passing by our forest, it shall be lawful for him to take and kill one or two of our deer, by view of our forester, if he be present; or else he shall cause one to blow an horn for him, that he seem not to steal our deer; and likewise they shall do returning from us, as it is afore saide. 12. Every freeman from henceforth, without danger, shall make in his own wood, or in his land, or in his water, which he hath within our forest, mills, springs, pools, marl-pits,
because king Henry had married a daughter of the count of Provence; and after them, came Savoyards, Piedmontese, and Italians, distant relations or protégés of the queen, all attracted by the hope of wealth and advancement. Most of them attained their object, and the alarm of a new invasion of foreigners spread as rapidly and excited as much indignation as in the preceding reign. In the public complaints on the subject, the terms formerly employed by the Saxon writers, after the conquest, were repeated; it was said that, to obtain favour and fortune in England, it was only necessary not to be English.

dukes, or earable ground. Without inclosing that earable ground, so that it be not to the annoyance of any of his neighbours. 13. Every freeman shall have within his own woods, ayries of hawks, sparrow-hawks, falcons, eagles, and herons; and shall have also the honey that is found within his woods. 14. No forester from henceforth, which is not forester in fee, paying to us ferm for his bailiwick, shall take any chimmage or toll within his bailiwick; but a forester in fee, paying us ferm for his bailiwick, shall take chimmage; that is to say, for carriage by cart the half year, i.n.d. and for another half year, i.n.d.; for an horse that beareth loads, every half year, an halfpenny; and by another half year, half a penny; and but of those only that come as merchants through his bailiwick by licence to buy bushes, timber, bark, coal, and to sell it again at their pleasure; but for none other carriage by cart chimmage shall be taken; nor chimmage shall not be taken, but in such places, only where it hath been used to be. Whose which bear upon their backs brushment, bark, or coal to sell, though it be their living, shall pay no chimmage to our foresters, except they take it within our demesne woods. 15. All that be outlawed for the forest only, since the time of king Henry our grandfather, until our first coronation, shall come to our peace without let, and shall find to us sureties, that from henceforth they shall not trespass unto us within our forest. 16. No constable, castellan, or any other, shall hold plea of forest, neither for greenhue nor hunting; but every forester in fee shall make attachments for pleas of forest as well for greenhue as hunting, and shall present them to the virders of the provinces; and when they be enrolled and enclosed under the seals of the virders, they shall be presented to our chief justicers of our forest, when they shall come into those parts to hold the pleas of the forest, and before them they shall be determined. And these liberties of the forest we have granted to all men, saving to archbishops, bishops, abbots, priors, earls, barons, knights, and to other persons, as well spiritual as temporal, templars, hospitalers, their liberties and free customs, as well within the forest as without, and in warrens and other places, which they have had. All these liberties and customs, we, &c. as it followeth in the end of the Great Charter. And we do confirm and ratifie these gifts, &c. as in the end of the Great Charter specified, &c.

A Poitevin, named Pierre Desroches, the favourite minister and confident of the king, when he was called upon to observe the charter of king John and the laws of England, was wont to reply: "I am no Englishman, to know aught of these charters or these laws." The confederation of the barons andburghers was renewed in an assembly held in London, at which the principal citizens swore to will all that the barons should will, and to adhere firmly to their laws. Shortly afterwards, most of the bishops, earls, barons, and knights of England, having held a council at Oxford, leagued together for the execution of the charters and the expulsion of the foreigners, by a solemn treaty, drawn up in French, and containing the following passage: "We make known to all, that we have sworn upon the holy gospel, and are bound together by this oath, and promise in good faith that each and all of us will aid one another against all men; and if any go counter to this, we shall hold him our mortal foe."

Singularly enough, the army assembled on this occasion to destroy the foreign influence, was commanded by a foreigner, Simon de Montfort, a Frenchman by birth, and brother-in-law of the king. His father had acquired great military reputation and immense wealth in the crusades against the Albigenses, and he himself was not deficient either in talent or in political skill. As is almost ever the case with men who throw themselves into a party from which their interest and position would seem naturally to exclude them, he displayed more activity and determination in the struggle against Henry III than the Norman Robert Fitz-Walter had shown in the first civil war. A stranger to the Anglo-Norman aristocracy, he seems to have had much less repugnance than they to fraternize with men of English descent; and it was he who, for the first time since the conquest, summoned the commons to deliberate on public affairs, with the bishops, barons, and knights of England.

War thus commenced once more between the men born on English soil, and the foreigners who held offices and lordships there. The Poitevins and the Provençals were those whose

1 See Guizot, Essais sur l'histoire de France, p. 422.
2 Annales Monasterii Burtoniensis, apud rer. Anglic. Script. (Gale), p. 413
expulsion was most ardently pursued. It was more peculiarly against the near relations of the king and queen, such as Guillaume de Valence and Pierre de Savoie, that the hatred of all classes of the population was directed;\(^1\) for the native English embraced with renewed ardour the cause of the barons, and a singular monument of this alliance subsists in a popular ballad on the taking of Richard, the king's brother, and emperor elect of Germany. This ballad is the first historical document that exhibits the mixture of the Saxon and French languages, though the mixture, as yet, is but a sort of patchwork, and not a regular fusion, like that which later gave birth to modern English.\(^2\)

After several victories gained over the king's party, Simon de Montfort was killed in a battle, and the ancient patriotic superstition of the people was awakened in his favour. As an enemy to the foreigner, and, in the words of a contemporary, defender of the rights of legitimate property, he was honoured with the same title that popular gratitude had assigned to those who, in the time of the Norman invasion, sacrificed themselves in the defence of the country. Like them, Simon received the title of defender of the native people; it was denounced as false and wicked to call him traitor and rebel;\(^3\) and, in common with Thomas Beket, he was proclaimed saint and martyr.\(^4\) The leader of the army of the barons against Henry III. was the last man in whose favour was manifested this disposition to confound together the two enthusiasm of religion and of politics; a disposition peculiar to the English race, and which was not shared by the Anglo-Normans; for although Simon de Montfort had done far more for them than for the citizens and serfs of England, they did not sanction the beatification accorded him by the


\(^2\) The burden of the song runs thus:—

Richard, that thou be ever trichard,
Triethen shall thou never more.

(Warton, Hist. of English Poetry, i. 47.)

\(^3\) Matth. Paris.

\(^4\) Quod non minus occubuit Simon pro justa ratione legitimarum possessionum Angliæ, quam Thomas pro legitima ratione ecclesiæ Angliæ omne occubuerat. (Chron. de Mailros, apud rer. Anglic. Script. Gale, i. 238.)
latter, and left the poor country people to visit alone the tomb of the new martyr, and seek miracles there.\textsuperscript{1} Such miracles were not wanting, as we learn from various legends; but as the aristocracy gave no encouragement to the popular superstition, the miracles were soon lost sight of.\textsuperscript{2}

Notwithstanding the esteem which Simon de Montfort had manifested towards the men of Saxon origin, an enormous distance still separated them from the sons of the Normans. The chief chaplain of the army of the barons, Robert Grosse-Tête, bishop of Lincoln, one of the most ardent promoters of the war against the king, reckoned but two languages in England, Latin for the learned, and French for the unlearned; it was in the latter tongue that, in his old age, he wrote books of piety for the use of the laity, neglecting altogether the English language and those who spoke it.\textsuperscript{3} The poets of the same period, even the English by birth, composed their verses in French when they sought honour and profit from them. It was only the singers of ballads and romances for the burghers and peasants, who used the pure English, or the mixed Anglo-French language, that was the ordinary means of communication between the higher and lower classes. This intermediate idiom, the gradual formation of which was a necessary result of the conquest, was at first current in the towns where the two races were more mingled together, and where the inequality of conditions was less than in the country. Here it insensibly replaced the Saxon tongue, which, now only spoken by the poorest and rudest classes of the nation, fell as much beneath the new Anglo-Norman idiom as this was beneath the French, the language of the court, of the baronage, and of all who had any pretensions to refinement of manners.\textsuperscript{4}

The rich citizens of the great towns, and more especially those of London, sought, from interest or vanity, by Frenchizing their language more or less skilfully, to imitate the

\textsuperscript{1} Propter justissimam causam indigenarum Angliae quam manu susceperat defendendam, adire tumulum ius. (Ib.)

\textsuperscript{2} Sed numquid...Deus deteliquit Simon ensine miraculis? Non; et id circa deducamus miracula divinitus per ipsum facta. (Ib. p. 232.)

\textsuperscript{3} Memoirs of the Society of Antiquaries of London, xiii. 248.

\textsuperscript{4} The Lord's Prayer, in the reign of Henry II., did not contain a single Norman word.
nobles and approach nearer to them; they thus early acquired the habit of saluting each other by the title of sire, and even of styling themselves barons.

The citizens of Dover, Romney, Sandwich, Hythe, and Hastings, towns of extensive commerce, which were then, as they still are, called the cinque ports, or the five ports of England *par excellence*, assumed, in imitation of the Londoners, the title of Norman nobility, using it corporately in their municipal acts, and individually in their private relations. But the genuine Norman barons considered this pretension *outrecuidente*. "It is enough to make one sick," they said, "to hear a villein call himself a baron." When the sons of the citizens arranged a tournament of their own, in some field of the suburbs, the seigneurs would send their valets and grooms to disperse them, with the intimation that skilled feats of arms did not appertain to rustics, and mealmen, and soap-sellers, such as they.

Despite this indignation of the sons of the conquerors at the resistless movement which tended to approximate to them the richest portion of the conquered population, this movement was sensibly manifested during the fourteenth century, in the towns upon which royal charters had conferred the right of substituting magistrates of their own election for the seigneurial viscounts and bailiffs. In these corporate towns, the burghers, strong in their municipal organization, commanded far more respect than the inhabitants of the petty towns and hamlets, which remained immediately subject to royal authority; but a long time elapsed ere that authority paid to the citizens individually the same consideration and respect as to the body of which they were members. The magistrates of the city of London, under the reign of Edward III., admitted to the royal feasts, already participated in that respect for established authority which distinguished the Anglo-Norman race; but the same king who entertained, at the third table from his own, the lord mayor and aldermen, treated almost as a serf of the conquest every London citizen, who, neither knight nor squire, exercised any trade or mechanical art. If, for example, he desired to embellish his

1 *Rustici Londonienses qui se barones vocant ad nauseam (Script. rer. Anglo).*

palace, or to signalize himself by decorating a church, instead of engaging the best painters of the city to come and work for a given sum, he issued to his master-architect an order in the following terms: "Know, that we have charged our friend, William of Walsingham, to take from our city of London as many painters as he shall need, to set them to work in our pay, and to keep them as long as they are needed; if any be refractory, let him be arrested and kept in one of our prisons, there to abide until further orders."  

Again, if the king conceived a fancy for music and singing after his dinner, he, in like manner, sent forth officers of his palace to bring before him the best players and singers they could find, in London or the suburbs, without any reference whatever to their own inclinations. And thus, too, on the eve of departure for the French wars, we find king Edward requiring from his chief engineer twelve hundred stone-balls for his war-machines, and authorising him to take stonemasons and other artisans, wherever he could find them, to labour in the quarries, under penalty of imprisonment.

Such was still, at the end of the fourteenth century, the condition of those whom several historians of the time call the *villains* of London: and as to the country villains, whom the Normans, Frenchisizing the old Saxon names, called *bondes*, *cotiers*, or *cotagers*, their personal sufferings were far greater than those of the burghers, and without any compensation; for they had no magistrates of their own choice, and among themselves there was no one to whom they gave the title of *sire* or *lord*. Unlike the inhabitants of the towns, their servitude was aggravated by the regularisation of their relations with the seigneurs of the manors to which they belonged; the ancient right of conquest was subdivided into a host of rights, less violent in appearance, but which involved the class of men subject to them in numberless shackles. Travellers of the fourteenth century express their astonishment at the multitude of serfs they saw in England, and at the extreme hardness of their condition in that country,\(^5\) com-

---

1 Rymer, Fœdera, ii. pars ii. p. 7.  
2 *Ib.* p. 156.  
3 Froissart, ii. cap. lxxiv. p. 133.  
4 At sessions ther was be lord and sire...  
(Chaucer, *Canterbury Tales.*)  
5 Froissart, ii. cap. lxxiv. p. 133.
pared with what it was on the continent, and even in France. The word *bondage* conveyed, at this period, the last degree of social misery; yet this word, to which the conquest had communicated such a meaning, was merely a simple derivative from the Anglo-Danish *bond*, which, before the invasion of the Normans, signified a free cultivator and father of a family living in the country; and it is in this sense that it was joined with the Saxon word *hus*, to indicate a head of a house, *hus-bond*, or *husband*, in modern English orthography.¹

Towards the year 1381, all those in England who were called *bonds*, that is to say, all the cultivators, were serfs of body and goods, obliged to pay heavy aids for the small portion of land which supported their family, and unable to quit this portion of land without the consent of the lords, whose tillage, gardening, and cartage of every kind, they were compelled to perform gratuitously. The lord might sell them with their house, their oxen, their tools, their children, and their posterity, as is thus expressed in the deeds: "Know that I have sold such a one, my *naef* (*nativum meum*), and all his progeny, born or to be born."² Resentment of the misery caused by the oppression of the noble families, combined with an almost entire oblivion of the events which had elevated these families, whose members no longer distinguished themselves by the name of Normans, but by the term gentlemen, had led the peasants of England to contemplate the idea of the injustice of servitude in itself, independently of its historical origin.

In the southern counties, whose population was more numerous, and especially in Kent, the inhabitants of which had preserved a vague tradition of a treaty concluded between themselves and William the Conqueror for the maintenance of their ancient rights and liberties,³ great symptoms of popular agitation appeared in the commencement of the reign of Richard II. It was a time of excessive expense with the court and all the gentlemen, on account of the wars in France, which all attended at their own cost, and wherein each vied with the other in the magnificence of his train and his armour. The proprietors of the lordships and manors overwhelmed

¹ Quidam liber homo *bondo*. (Domesday Book, *passim*.)
² Madox, *Formulare Anglicanum*, *passim*.
³ See vol. i. p. 162, and Appendix, No. IX.
their farmers and serfs with taxes and exactions, alleging, for every fresh demand, the necessity of going to fight the French on their own ground, in order to prevent their making a descent upon England. But the peasants said: "We are taxed to aid the knights and squires of the country to defend their heritages; we are their slaves, the sheep from whom they shear the wool; all things considered, if England were conquered, we should lose much less than they."

These and similar thoughts, murmuringly exchanged on the road, when the serfs of the same or of neighbouring domains met each other on their return from labour, became, after awhile, the theme of earnest speeches, pronounced in a sort of clubs, where they collected in the evening. Some of the orators were priests, and they derived from the Bible their arguments against the social order of the period. "Good people," they said, "things may not go on in England, and shall not, until there be no more villains or gentlemen among us, but we be all equal, and the lords no more masters than we. Where is their greater worth, that they should hold us in serfage? We all come from the same father and mother, Adam and Eve. They are clothed in fine velvet and satin, lined with ermine and minever; they have meat, and spices, and good wines; we, the refuse of the straw, and for drink, water. They have ease and fine mansions, we pain and hard labour, the rain and the wind, in the open fields." Hereupon the whole assembly would exclaim tumultuously: "There shall be no more serfs; we will no longer be treated as beasts; if we work for the lords, it shall be for pay." These meetings, held in many parts of Kent and Essex, were secretly organized, and sent deputies into the neighbouring counties to seek the counsel and aid of men of the same class and opinion. A great association was thus formed for the purpose of forcing the gentlemen to renounce their privileges. A remarkable feature of the confederation is, that written pamphlets, in the form of letters, were circulated throughout the villages, recommending to the associates, in mysterious and proverbial terms, perseverance and discretion. These productions,
several of which have been preserved by a contemporary author, are written in a purer English, that is to say, less mixed up with French, than are other pieces of the same period, destined for the amusement of the rich citizens. Except as facts, however, these pamphlets of the fourteenth century have nothing curious about them; the most significant of them is a letter addressed to the country people by a priest, named John Ball, which contains the following passages: “John Ball greeteth you all well, and doth give you to understand he hath rung your bell. Now right and might, will and skill; God speed every idle one; stand manfully together in truth and helping. If the end be well, then is all well.”

Notwithstanding the distance which then separated the condition of the peasants from that of the citizens, and more especially from that of the London citizens, the latter, it would appear, entered into close communication with the serfs of Essex, and even promised to open the gates of the city to them, and to admit them without opposition, if they would come in a body to make their demands to king Richard. This king had just entered his sixteenth year, and the peasants, full of simple good faith, and a conviction in the justice of their cause, imagined that he would enfranchise them all in a legal manner, without their needing to resort to violence. It was the constant theme of their conversations: “Let us go to the king, who is young, and show him our servitude; let us go together, and when he shall see us, he will grant us his grace of his own accord; if not, we will use other means.”

The association formed round London was rapidly extending, when an unforeseen incident, in compelling the associates to act before they had attained sufficient strength and organization, destroyed their hopes, and left to the progress of European civilization the gradual abolition of servitude in England.

In the year 1381, the necessities of the government, arising from the prosecution of the war and the luxury of the court, occasioned the levy of a poll-tax of twelvepence for every person, of whatever station, who had passed the age of fifteen. The collection of this tax not having produced as much as had been expected, commissioners were sent to
inquire into the subject. In their examination of the noble and rich, they were courteous and considerate, but towards the lower classes they were excessively rigorous and insolent. In several villages of Essex, they went so far as an attempt to ascertain the age of young girls in an indecent manner. The indignation caused by these outrages created an insurrection, headed by a tiler, named Walter, or familiarly Wat, and surnamed Tyler. This movement created others, in Sussex, Bedfordshire, and Kent, of which the priest, John Ball, and one Jack Straw were appointed leaders. The three chiefs and their band, augmented on its march by all the labourers and serfs it met, proceeded towards London "to see the king," said the simpler among the insurgents, who expected everything from the mere interview. They marched, armed with iron-tipped staves, and rusty swords and axes, in disorder, but not furious, singing political songs, two verses of which have been preserved:

When Adam delved and Eve span,
Who was the gentleman?

They plundered no one on their way, but, on the contrary, paid scrupulously for all they needed. The Kentish men went first to Canterbury to seize the archbishop, who was also chancellor of England; not finding him there, they continued their march, destroying the houses of the courtiers and those of the lawyers who had conducted suits brought against serfs by the nobles. They also carried off several persons whom they kept as hostages; among others a knight and his two sons; they halted on Blackheath, where they entrenched themselves in a kind of camp. They then proposed to the knight whom they had brought with them, to go as messenger from them to the king, who on the news of the insurrection had withdrawn to the Tower of London. The knight dared not refuse; taking a boat, he proceeded to the Tower, and kneeling before the king: "Most dread lord," he said, "deign to receive without displeasure the message I am fain to bring; for, dear lord, it is by force I come." "Deliver your message," answered the king; "I will hold you excused." "Sire, the commons of your kingdom intreat

1 Knyghton, loc. sup. cit.  
2 Froissart. loc. sup. cit.
you to come and speak with them; they will see no one but yourself; have no fear for your safety, for they will do you no evil, and will always hold you their king; they will show you, they say, many things it is necessary for you to know, and which they have not charged me to tell you; but, dear lord, deign to give me an answer, that they may know I have been with you, for they hold my children as hostages." The king having consulted with his advisers, said "that if on the following morning the peasants would come as far as Rotherhithe, he would meet them, and speak with them." This answer greatly delighted them. They passed the night in the open air as well as they could, for they were nearly sixty thousand in number, and most of them fasted, for want of food.¹

Next day, the 12th of June, the king heard mass in the Tower; and then, despite the entreaties of the archbishop of Canterbury, who urged him not to compromise himself with shoeless vagabonds,² he proceeded in a barge, accompanied by some knights, to the opposite shore, where about ten thousand men from the camp at Blackheath had collected. When they saw the barge approach, "they," says Froissart, "set up shouts and cries as if all the devils from hell had come in their company," which so terrified the king's escort that they intreated him not to land, and kept the barge at a distance from the bank. "What would you have?" said the king to the insurgents: "I am here to speak with you." "Land, and we will show you more readily what we would have." The earl of Salisbury, answering for the king, said: "Sirs, you are not in fit order for the king to come to you;" and the barge returned to the Tower. The insurgents went back to Blackheath, to tell their fellows what had occurred, and there was now but one cry among them: "To London, to London, let us march upon London."³

They marched accordingly to London, destroying several manor-houses on their way, but without plundering them of anything: arrived at London-bridge, they found the gates closed; they demanded admission, and urged the keepers not to drive them to use violence. The mayor, William Wal-

¹Ib cap. lxxvi, p. 137.  
³Froissart, loc. sup. cit.
worth, a man of English origin, as his name indicates, wishing to ingratiate himself with the king and the gentry, was at first resolved to keep the gates shut, and to post armed men on the bridge to stop the peasants; but the citizens, especially those of the middle and lower classes, so decidedly opposed this project, that he was fain to renounce it. "Why," said they, "why are we not to admit these good folk? they are our people, and whatever they do is for us." The gate was opened, and the insurgents, over-running the city, distributed themselves among the houses in search of food, which every one readily gave them, from good will or from fear.

Those who were first satisfied, hastened to the palace of the duke of Lancaster, called the Savoy, and set fire to it, out of hatred to this lord, the king's uncle, who had recently taken an active part in the administration of public affairs. They burned all his valuable furniture, without appropriating a single article; and threw into the flames one of their party whom they detected carrying something away. Actuated by the same sentiment of political vengeance, unmixed with other passion, they put to death, with a fantastic mockery of judicial forms, several of the king's officers. They did no harm to men of the citizen and trading class, whatever their opinions, except to the Lombards and Flemings, who conducted the banks in London, under the protection of the court, and several of whom, as farmers of the taxes, had rendered themselves accomplices in the oppression of the poor. In the evening, they assembled in great numbers in Saint Catherine's-square, near the Tower, saying they would not leave the place until the king had granted them what they required; they passed the night here, from time to time sending forth loud shouts, which terrified the king and the lords in the Tower. The latter held counsel with the mayor of London as to the best course to be pursued in so pressing a danger: the mayor, who had deeply compromised himself with the insurgents, was for violent measures. He said nothing could be easier than to defeat, by a direct attack with regular forces,

1 Froissart, ut sup.

2 Ib.—Proclamari fecerunt, sub æpæna decollationis, ne quis presumeret aliqua vel aliqua ibidem reperta ad proprios usus servanda contingere. (Walsingham, ut sup. p. 249.)
a set of people, running in disorder about the streets, and scarce one in ten of whom was well armed. His advice was not followed, the king preferring the counsel of those who said: "If you can appease these people by good words, it were best and most profitable; for if we begin a thing we cannot achieve, we shall never regain our ground."

In the morning, the insurgents who had passed the night in St. Catherine's-square, set themselves in motion, and declared that unless the king came to them forthwith, they would take the Tower by assault, and put to death all that were within it. The king sent word that if they would remove to Mile-end, he would meet them there without fail, and shortly after their departure he accordingly followed them, accompanied by his two brothers, by the earls of Salisbury, Warwick, and Oxford, and by several other barons. As soon as they had quitted the Tower, those insurgents who had remained in the city entered it by force, and running from chamber to chamber, seized the archbishop of Canterbury, the king's treasurer, and two other persons, whom they decapitated, and then stuck their heads upon pikes. The main body of the insurgents, numbering fifty thousand men, was assembled at Mile-end when the king arrived. At sight of the armed peasants, his two brothers and several barons were alarmed, and left him, but he, young as he was, boldly advanced, and addressing the rioters in the English tongue, said: "Good people, I am your king and sire; what want you? what would you have from me?" Those who were within hearing of what he said, answered: "We would have you free us for ever, us, our children, and our goods, so that we be no longer called serfs or held in serfage." "Be it so," said the king; "return to your houses, by villages, as you came, and only leave behind you two or three men of each place. I will have forthwith written, and sealed with my seal, letters which they shall carry with them, and which shall freely secure unto you all you ask, and I forgive you all you have done hitherto; but you must return every one of you to your houses, as I have said."  

The simple people heard this speech of the young king with great joy, not imagining for a moment that he could de-

---

2 *Ib.* ii. cap. lxxvi. p. 139.
ceive them; they promised to depart separately, and did so, quitting London by different roads. During the whole day, more than thirty clerks of the royal chancery were occupied in writing and sealing letters of enfranchisement and pardon, which they gave to the deputies of the insurgents, who departed immediately upon receiving them. These letters were in Latin, and ran thus:

“Know that, of our special grace, we have enfranchised all our lieges and subjects of the county of Kent, and of the other counties of the kingdom, and discharged and acquitted all and several of them from all bondage and serfage.

“And that, moreover, we have pardoned these said lieges and subjects their offences against us, in marching to and fro in various places, with armed men, archers, and others, as an armed force, with banners and pennons displayed.”

The chiefs, and especially Wat Tyler and John Ball, more clear-sighted than the rest, had not the same confidence in the king’s words and charter. They did all they could to stay the departure and dispersion of the men who had followed them, and succeeded in collecting several thousand men, with whom they remained in London, declaring that they would not quit it until they had obtained more explicit concessions, and securities for such concessions.

Their firmness produced its effect upon the lords of the court, who, not venturing as yet to employ force, advised the king to have an interview with the chiefs of the revolt in Smithfield. The peasants, having received this notification, repaired thither to await the king, who came, escorted by the mayor and aldermen of London, and by several courtiers and knights. He drew up his horse at a certain distance from the insurgents, and sent an officer to say that he was present, and that the leader who was to speak for them might advance. “That leader am I,” answered Wat Tyler, and heedless of the danger to which he exposed himself, he ordered his men not to move hand or foot until he should give them a signal, and then rode boldly up to the king, approaching him so near that his horse’s head touched the flank of Richard’s steed. Without any obsequious forms, he proceeded explicitly to demand certain rights, the natural result

1 Rymer, *Fædera*, iii. 124.
of the enfranchisement of the people, namely, the right of buying and selling freely in towns and out of towns, and that right of hunting in all forests, parks, and commons, and of fishing in all waters, which the men of English race had lost at the conquest.\(^1\)

The king hesitated to reply; and, meantime, Wat Tyler, whether from impatience, or to show by his gestures that he was not intimidated, played with a short sword he had in his hand, and tossed it to and fro.\(^2\) The mayor of London, William Walworth, who rode beside the king, thinking that Wat Tyler menaced Richard, or simply carried away by passion, struck the insurgent a blow on the head with his mace, and knocked him from his horse. The king's suite surrounded him, to conceal for a moment what was passing; and a squire of Norman birth, named Philpot,\(^3\) dismounting, thrust his sword into Tyler's heart and killed him. The insurgents, perceiving that their chief was no longer on horseback, set themselves in motion, exclaiming: “They have slain our captain! let us kill them all!” And those who had bows, bent them to shoot upon the king and his train.\(^4\)

King Richard displayed extraordinary courage. He quitted his attendants, saying, “Remain, and let none follow me;” and then advanced alone towards the peasants, forming in battle array, whom he thus addressed: “My lieges, what are you doing? what want you? you have no other captain than I. Tyler was a traitor; I am your king, and will be your captain and guide; remain at peace, follow me into the fields, and I will give you what you ask.”\(^5\)

Astonishment at this proceeding, and the impression ever produced on the masses by him who possesses the sovereign power, induced the main body of the insurgents to follow the king, as it were, by a mechanical instinct. While Richard withdrew, talking with them, the mayor hastened into the city, rung the alarm-bell, and had it cried through the streets: “They are killing the king! they are killing the king!”

---

\(^1\) In aquis et stagnis, piscaris et boscis et forestus feras capere, in campis lepores fugare... (Knights, \textit{ut sup.} col. 2636, 7.)

\(^2\) \textit{Ib.}

\(^3\) Other writers give the name Ralph Standish.

\(^4\) Froissart, \textit{ut sup.} p. 142.

As the insurgents had quitted the city, the English and foreign gentlemen, and the rich citizens, who sided with the nobles, and who had remained in arms in their houses with their people, fearful of pillage, all came forth, and, several thousand in number, the majority being on horseback and completely armed, hastened towards the open fields about Islington, whither the insurgents were marching in disorder, expecting no attack. As soon as the king saw them approach, he galloped up to them, and joining their ranks, ordered an attack upon the peasants, who, taken by surprise and seized with a panic terror, fled in every direction, most of them throwing down their arms. Great carnage was made of them, and many of the fugitives, re-entering London, concealed themselves in the houses of their friends.¹

The armed men who, at so little risk, had routed them, returned in triumph, and the young king went to receive the felicitations of his mother, who said to him: “Hola, fair son, I have this day undergone much pain and fear for you!” “Certes, madam, I can well believe it,” answered the king; “but you may now rejoice, and thank God, whom we may justly praise, seeing that I have this day recovered my kingdom of England and my inheritance which I had lost.”

Knights were made on this occasion, as in the great battles of the period, and the first whom Richard II. honoured with this distinction were the mayor Walworth and the squire Philpot, who had assassinated Wat Tyler. The same day, a proclamation was made, from street to street, in the king’s name, ordering all who were not natives of London, or who had not lived there a complete year, to depart without delay; and setting forth that if any stranger was found therein the next morning, he should lose his head as a traitor to the king and kingdom.² The insurgents who had not yet quitted the city, hereupon dispersed in every direction. John Ball and Jack Straw, knowing they should be seized if they showed themselves, remained in concealment, but they were soon discovered and taken before the royal officers, who had them beheaded and quartered. This intelligence spread around London, stayed in its march a second body of revolted serfs, who, advancing from the remoter counties, had been longer

¹ Froissart, ut sup. p. 142, 143. ² Walsingham, p. 254.
on their road; intimidated with the fate of their brethren, they turned back and dispersed. 1

Meantime, all the counties of England were in agitation. Around Norwich, the great landholders, gentlemen, and knights hid themselves; several earls and barons, assembled at Plymouth for an expedition to Portugal, fearing an attack from the peasants of the neighbourhood, went on board their ships, and although the weather was stormy, anchored out at sea. In the northern counties, ten thousand men rose, and the duke of Lancaster, who was then conducting a war on the borders of Scotland, hastened to conclude a truce with the Scots, and sought refuge in their country. But the turn of affairs in London soon revived the courage of the gentry in all parts; they took the field against the peasants, who were ill armed and without any place of retreat, while the assailants had their castles, wherein, the drawbridge once raised, they were secure. The royal chancery wrote, in great haste, to the castellans of cities, towns and boroughs, to guard well their fortresses, and let no one enter, under pain of death. At the same time it was everywhere announced that the king would enfranchise under his royal seal all serfs who remained quiet, which greatly diminished the excitement and energy of the people, and gave them less interest in their chiefs. The latter were arrested in various places, without much effort being made to save them: all were artisans for the most part, with no other surname than the appellation of their trade, as Thomas Baker, Jack Miller, Jack Carter, and so on. 2

The insurrection being completely at an end from the defeat of the insurgents, the imprisonment of the chiefs, and the relaxation of the moral bond which had united them, proclamation was made by sound of trumpet, in the towns and villages, in virtue of a letter addressed by the king to all his sheriffs, mayors and bailiffs of the kingdom, thus conceived:

"Make proclamation, without delay, in every city, borough and market town, that all and every tenant, free or otherwise, do, without resistance, difficulty, or delay, the works, services, aids, and labour, to their lords due, accord-

1 Froissart, loc. sup. cit. 2 Henric. Knyghton, col. 2637.
ing to ancient custom, and as they were wont to do before the late troubles in various counties of the kingdom;

"And rigorously prohibit them longer to delay the said services and works, or to demand, claim, or assert any liberty or privilege they did not enjoy before the said troubles.

"And whereas, at the instance and importunity of the insurgents, certain letters patent under our seal were granted to them, giving enfranchisement from all bondage and serfage to our lieges and subjects, as also, the pardon of the offences committed against us by the said lieges and subjects;

"And whereas the said letters were issued from our court, without due deliberation, and considering that the concession of the said letters manifestly tended to our great prejudice and to that of our crown, and to the expropriation of us, the prelates, lords, and barons of our realms, and of holy church;

"With the advice of our council, we, by these presents, revoke, cancel and annul the said letters, ordering further, that those who have in their possession our said charters of enfranchisement and pardon, remit and restore them to us and our council, by the fealty and allegiance they owe us, and under penalty of forfeiture of all they can forfeit to us."¹

Immediately after this proclamation, a body of horse traversed, in every direction, the counties inhabited by the insurgents who had obtained charters. A judge of the king's bench, Robert Tresilyan, accompanied the soldiers, and made a circuit with them of every village, publishing on his way, that all who had letters of enfranchisement and pardon must surrender them to him without delay, under penalty of military execution upon the entire body of the inhabitants. All the charters brought to him were torn and burned before the people; but, not content with these measures, he sought out the first promoters of the insurrection, and put them to death with terrible tortures, hanging some, four times over, at the corners of the town, and drawing others and throwing their entrails into the fire, while themselves yet breathed.² After this, the archbishop, bishops, abbots, and barons of the king-

¹ Rymer, iii. pars iii. p. 124. ² Knyghton, col. 2643, 2644.
dom, with two knights from each shire, and two burgesses from each borough town, were convoked in parliament, by letters from king Richard. The king set forth to this assembly, the grounds of his provisional revocation of the charters of enfranchisement, adding that it was for them to decide whether the peasants were to be freed or not.

"God forbid," answered the barons and knights, "we should subscribe to such charters. 'Twere better for us all to perish in one day; for of what use our lives, if we lose our heritages."

The act of parliament ratifying the measures already taken, was drawn up in French, having probably been discussed in that language. We do not know what share the deputies of the towns took in the debate, or even whether they were present at it; for although they were convoked, in the same form as the knights of the shire, they often assembled separately, or only remained in the common chamber during the discussion of the taxes to be imposed on merchandise and commerce. However, whatever may have been the part taken in the parliament of 1381, by the borough-members, the affection of the commoner class towards the cause of the insurgents is beyond a doubt. In many a place did they repeat the words of the Londoners: "These are our people, and whatever they do, is for us." All who, not being noble or gentle, censured the insurrection, were ill regarded by public opinion, and this opinion was so decided, that a contemporary poet, Gower, who had enriched himself by composing French verses for the court, deemed it an act of courage to publish a satire, in which the insurgents were ridiculed. He declares that this cause has numerous and important partisans, whose hatred may be dangerous, but that he will rather expose himself to the danger than abstain from speaking the truth. It will thus seem probable, that, if the rebellion, begun by peasants and shoebass vagabonds, had not been so soon quelled, persons of a higher class might have assumed the conduct of it, and, with better means of success, might have effected its

1 Knyghton, col. 2643, 44.
2 See Hallam's Europe in the Middle Ages.
3 It was written in Latin, and was entitled Vox clamantis.
object. Then indeed, ere long, as a contemporary historian expresses it, *toute noblesse et gentillesse* might have disappeared from England.\(^1\)

Instead of this, matters remained in the order established by the conquest, and the serfs, after their defeat, continued to be treated in the terms of the proclamation, which said to them, “Villains you were and are, and in bondage you shall remain.”\(^2\)

Notwithstanding the failure of the open attempt they had made, at once to free themselves from servitude and to destroy the distinction of condition which had succeeded the distinction of race, the natural movement tending gradually to render this distinction less marked, still continued, and individual enfranchisements, which had commenced long before this period, became more frequent. The idea of the injustice of servitude in itself, and, whatever its origin, ancient or recent, the grand idea, that had formed the bond of the conspiracy of 1381, and to which the instinct of liberty had elevated the peasants before it reached the gentry, at length came upon the latter.

In the moments when reflection becomes calmer and more profound, when the voice of interest or avarice is hushed before that of reason, in moments of domestic sorrow, of sickness, and of the peril of death, the nobles repented of possessing serfs, as of a thing not agreeable to God, who had created all men in his own image. Numerous acts of enfranchisement, drawn up in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, have this preamble: “As God, in the beginning, made all men free by nature, and afterwards human laws placed certain men under the yoke of servitude, we hold it to be a pious and meritorious thing in the eyes of God to deliver such persons as are subject to us in villainage, and to enfranchise them entirely from such services. Know then, that we have emancipated and delivered from all yoke of servitude, so and so, our *naïfs* of such a manor, themselves, and their children, born and to be born.”\(^3\)

These acts, very frequent in the period we have referred
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2 Walsingham.
3 Rymer, *passim*. 
to, and of which we find no instance in preceding centuries, indicate the birth of a new public spirit opposed to the violent results of the conquest, and which appears to have been developed, at once among the sons of the Normans and among the English, at the epoch, when from the minds of both had disappeared every distinct tradition of the historical origin of their respective position. Thus the great insurrection of the villains in 1381, would seem the last term of the series of Saxon revolts, and the first of another order of political movements. The rebellions of the peasants which afterwards broke out, had not the same character of simplicity in their motives, or of precision in their object. The conviction of the absolute injustice of servitude, and of the unlawfulness of the seigneurial power, was not their sole moving cause; passing interests or opinions had more or less share in them. Jack Cade, who in 1448 acted the same part as Wat Tyler in 1381, did not, like the latter, put himself forward as simply the representative of the rights of the commons against the gentlemen; but, connecting his cause and the popular cause with the aristocratic factions which then divided England, he represented himself to be a member of the royal family, unjustly excluded from the throne. The influence of this imposture upon the minds of the people in the northern counties and in that same county of Kent, which, seventy years before, had taken for its captains, tilers, bakers, and carters, proves that a rapid fusion had been taking place between the political interests of the different classes of the nation, and that a particular order of ideas and of sympathies was no longer connected, in a fixed manner, with a particular social condition.

At about the same period, and under the influence of the same circumstances, the parliament of England took the form under which it has become celebrated in modern times, permanently separating into two assemblies, the one composed of the high clergy, the earls and barons, convoked by special letters from the king; the other of the petty feudatories or knights of the shire, and the burgesses of the towns, elected by their peers. This new combination, which brought together the merchants, almost all of them of English origin, and the feudal tenants, Normans by birth, or accounted such from the possession of their fiefs and their military titles, was a
great step towards the destruction of the ancient distinction by race, and the establishment of an order of things wherein all the families should be classed solely by their political importance and territorial wealth. Still, notwithstanding the sort of equality which the meeting of the burgesses and knights in a chamber of their own seemed to establish between these two classes of men, that which had been heretofore inferior retained for awhile the token of its inferiority. It was present at the debates on political matters, on peace and war, taking no part in them, or withdrew altogether during these discussions, coming in merely to vote the taxes and subsidies demanded by the king from personal property.

The assessment of these imposts had, in former times, been the sole reason for summoning the burgesses of English race to the presence of the Anglo-Norman kings; the richer among them, as among the Jews, were rather ordered than invited to appear before their lord. They received the command to attend the king at London, and met him where they could find him—in his palace, in the open street, or in the suburbs on a hunting party. But the barons and knights whom the king assembled to counsel him, and to discuss with him the affairs which regarded the community, or, as it was then termed, the comitalité of the kingdom, were received in a very different manner, were treated with all dignity and honour. They found at court everything prepared for their reception: courtoisie, entertainments, knightly display, and royal pomp. After the fêtes, they had with the king, what the old writers call grave conferences on the state of the country;¹ whilst the business of the deputies of towns was limited to the giving their adhesion, as briefly as possible, to the taxes propounded by the barons of the exchequer.

The habit gradually adopted by the kings of convoking the villains of their cities and boroughs, no longer in an irregular, casual manner, according to the wants of the moment, but at fixed and periodical times, when they held their court three times a year, made but slight difference in the ancient practice, in other respects, of which the reader has observed a striking instance in the time of Henry II. The forms employed in reference to the burgesses became, it is true, less

¹ Chron. Saxoniacum, (Gibson) passim.
contemptuous, when they were no longer summoned merely before the king, but were convoked in full parliament, among the prelates, barons, and knights. Yet the object of their admission into this assembly, where they occupied the lowest benches, was still a simple vote of money; and the taxes demanded from them still exceeded those required from the clergy and landholders, even when the assessment was a general one. For example, when the knights granted a twentieth or fifteenth of their revenues, the grant made by the burgesses was a tenth or a seventh. This difference was always made, whether the deputies of towns assembled separately, in the place where parliament was held, whether they were convoked in another town, or whether they assembled with the knights of the shire, elected like themselves, while the high barons received their letters of summons personally from the king. The commons, accordingly, in the fifteenth century, were by no means eager to attend parliament, and the towns themselves, far from regarding their electoral privilege as a precious right, often solicited exemption from it.

The collection of the public acts of England contains many petitions to this effect, with several royal charters in favour of particular towns, maliciously constrained, say these charters, to send men to parliament.

The business of the knights and that of the burgesses, seated in the same chamber, differed according to their origin and social condition. The field of political discussion was boundless for the former; for the latter, it was limited to questions of imposts on commerce, on imports and exports. But the extension attained in the fifteenth century by commercial and financial measures, naturally augmented the parliamentary importance of the burgesses; they acquired by degrees, in monetary matters, a greater participation in public affairs than the titled portion of the lower chamber or even than the upper house. This revolution, the result of the general progress of industry and commerce, soon produced another; it banished from the lower chamber, called the house of the commonalty or commons, the French language, which the burgesses understood and spoke very imperfectly.

French was still, in England, at the end of the fifteenth century.  

1 Hallam, Europe in the Middle Ages.  
2 Rymer, Charta Edwardi III.
century, the official language of all the political bodies; the
king, the bishops, judges, earls, and barons spoke it, and it was
the tongue which the children of the nobles acquired from the
cradle.1 Preserved for three centuries and a half amidst a
people who spoke another tongue, the language of the English
aristocracy had remained far behind the progress made, at this
same period, by the French of the continent.2 There was
something antiquated and incorrect about it, certain phrases
peculiar to the provincial dialect of Normandy; and the
manner of pronouncing it, as far as we can judge from the
orthography of the old acts, greatly resembled the accent of
Lower Normandy. Moreover, this accent, brought into Eng-
land, had acquired in the course of time a certain tinge of
Saxon pronunciation. The speech of the Anglo-Normans
differed from that of Normandy, by a stronger articulation
of particular syllables, and, more especially, of the final con-
sonants.

One cause of the rapid decline of the French language and
poetry in England, was the total separation of this country
from Normandy, in consequence of the conquest of the latter
by Philip Augustus. The emigration of the literary men
and poets of the langue d'oil to the court of the Anglo-Nor-
man kings, became, after this event, less easy and less fre-
quency. No longer sustained by the example and imitation of
those who came from the continent to teach them the new
forms of the beau langage, the Norman poets resident in
England lost, during the thirteenth century, much of their
former grace and facility. The nobles and courtiers delighted
in poetry, but disdaining themselves to write verse or com-
pose books, the trouveres who sang in royal and noble halls
were fain to seek pupils among the sons of the traders and in-
ferior clergy of English origin, and speaking English in
their ordinary conversation. It was naturally more or less
a matter of effort with these men to express their ideas and
feelings in another language than that of their infancy, and
this effort at once impeded the perfection of their works, and

2 Fremshe use this gentilman,
Ac everch inglishe can.

(Introduction to the romance of Arthur and Merlin, quoted by Sir
W. Scott, in his introduction to Sir Tristrem, p. 30.)
rendered them less numerous. From the end of the thirteenth century, most of those who, whether in the towns or in the cloister, felt a taste and talent for literature, sought to treat in the English language, the historical or imaginative subjects that had hitherto been only clothed in the Norman language.

A great many attempts of this kind appeared in succession during the first half of the fourteenth century. Some poets of this epoch, those chiefly who enjoyed or sought the favour of the higher classes of society, composed French verses; others, contenting themselves with the approbation of the middle classes, wrote for them in their own language; others, combining the two languages in one poem, alternated them by couplets, and sometimes even by verses.\(^1\) Gradually the scarcity of good French books composed in England became such, that the higher orders were obliged to obtain from France the romances or tales in verse with which they beguiled the long evenings, and the ballads which enlivened their banquets and courtly entertainments. But the war of rivalry which at the same period arose between France and England, inspiring the nobles of the two nations with a mutual aversion, lessened for the Anglo-Normans the attraction of the literature imported from France, and constrained the gentlemen, tenaciously delicate on the point of national honour, to content themselves with the perusal of the works of native authors. Those, indeed, who resided at London, and frequented the court, were still enabled to satisfy their taste for the poetry and language of their ancestors; but the lords and knights who lived on their estates, were fain, under penalty of utter ennui, to give admission to English story-tellers and ballad-singers, hitherto disdained as only fit to amuse the burghers and villains.\(^2\)

These popular writers distinguished themselves from those

\(^1\) We find an instance of this in the prologue to a political poem written in the reign of Edward II., where the French and English verses follow each other and rhyme together, thus:

"On peut faire et defaire come fait il trop souvent;"
"Tis rather well ne faire therefor England is kent."

Mani noble I have y-seighe
That no Frenysche couth seye,
Begin I chill for her love...
On englyshe tel my tale.

(Sir W. Scott, loc. sup. cit.)
who, at the same period, worked for the nobles, by an especial
attachment to country people, farmers, millers, or innkeepers.
The writers in the French tongue ordinarily treated this
class of persons with supreme contempt, giving them no place
whatever in their poetical narrations, whose *persona* were all
individuals of high degree, powerful barons and noble dames,
damoiselles and gentle knights. The English poets, on the
contrary, took for the subjects of their *mery tales*, plebeian
adventures, such as those of Piers Ploughman, and historiettes,
such as those we find occupying so large a space in the works
of Chaucer. Another characteristic common to nearly all
these poets, is a sort of national distaste for the language of
the conquest:—

"Right is that English, English understand,
That was born in England,"
says one of them. Chaucer, one of the greatest wits of his
time, sily contrasts the polished French of the court of France,
with the antiquated and incorrect Anglo-Norman dialect, in
drawing a portrait of an abbess of high degree:—

"And French she spake, full fair and featously,
After the school of Stratford atte Bow;
For French of Paris was to her unknow."

Bad as it was, the French of the English nobles had, at
least, the advantage of being spoken and pronounced in an
uniform manner, while the new English language, composed
of Norman and Saxon words, and idioms promiscuously put
together, varied from one county to another, and even from
town to town. This language, which took its commence-
ment in England from the first years of the conquest, was
successively augmented with all the French barbarisms used
by the English, and all the Saxon barbarisms used by the
Normans, in their endeavours to understand one another.
Every person, according to his fancy or the degree of his
knowledge of the two idioms, borrowed phrases from them,
and arbitrarily joined together the first words that came into
his head. It was a general aim with people to introduce into
their conversation as much French as they could remember,
by way of imitating the great, and appearing themselves dis-
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1 *Ib*
2 Prologue to the Canterbury Tales.
tinspexentcd personages. This mania, which, according to an author of the fourteenth century, had taken possession even of the peasants, rendered it difficult to write the English of the period in a way to be generally understood. Notwithstanding the merit of his poems, Chaucer expresses a fear that the multiplicity of the provincial dialects will prevent their being appreciated, out of London, and prays God grant that his book may be understood by all who read it.

Some years before this, a statute of Edward III. had, not ordered, as several historians say, but simply permitted causes to be pleaded in English before the civil tribunals. The constantly increasing multiplicity of commercial transactions and of suits arising out of them, had rendered this change more necessary under that reign than before, when parties to a suit, who did not understand French, were fain to remain in ignorance of the proceedings. But in the suits against gentlemen before the high court of parliament, which took cognizance of treason, or before the courts of chivalry, which decided affairs of honour, the ancient official language continued to be employed. And, further, the custom was retained in all the courts, of pronouncing sentence in French, and of drawing up the record in that language. In general, it was a habit with the lawyers, of every class, even while pleading in English, to introduce every moment French words and phrases, as Ah! sire, je vous jure; Ah! de par Dieu! A ce j'assente! and other exclamations, with which Chaucer never fails to interlard their discourse, when he introduces them in his works.

It was during the first half of the fifteenth century, that the English language, gradually coming more into favour as a literary language, ended by entirely superseding French, except with the great lords, who, ere they entirely abandoned the idiom of their ancestors, diverted themselves equally with works in both languages. The proof of the equality which the language of the commons had now attained, is furnished by the public acts, which from about the year 1400, are indifferently drawn up in French and in English. The first statute of the house of commons in the English language bears date

1 Ib.
2 Read where so thou be or elles sing
That thou beest understood God I beseech.
1425; we do not know whether the upper house retained beyond this period the idiom of the aristocracy and of the conquest, but, from the year 1450, we find no more French acts on the statute book of England. Some letters, however, written in French by the nobles, and a few French epitaphs, are posterior to this epoch. Certain passages of the historians prove also, that, towards the close of the fifteenth century, the kings of England and the lords of their court understood and spoke French perfectly well;"1 but this knowledge was now merely a personal accomplishment with them, and not a necessity. French was no longer the first language lisped by the children of the nobles; it simply became for them, in common with the ancient languages and the continental tongues, the object of voluntary study, and the complement to a good education.

Thus, about four centuries after the conquest of England by the Normans, disappeared the difference of language, which, in combination with the inequality of social condition, had marked the separation of the families descended from the one or the other race. This entire fusion of the two primitive idioms, a certain indication of the union of the races, was perhaps accelerated, in the fifteenth century, by the long and sanguinary civil war of the houses of York and Lancaster. In destroying a great number of noble families, in creating among them political hatred and hereditary rivalry, in obliging them to form party alliances with people of inferior condition, this war powerfully contributed to the dissolution of the aristocratic society which the conquest had founded. During well nigh a century, the mortality among the men who bore Norman names was immense, and their places were necessarily filled by their vassals, their servants, and the burghers of the other race. The numerous pretenders to the crown, and the kings created by one party and treated as usurpers by the other, in their earnestness to obtain friends, had no time to be nice in the choice, or to observe the old distinctions of birth and condition. The great territorial domains founded by the invasion, and perpetuated thus far in the Norman families, now passed into other hands, by confiscation or purchase, while the late possessors, expropriated or

banished, sought a refuge and begged their bread in foreign courts, in France, in Burgundy, in Flanders, in all the countries whence their ancestors had departed for the conquest of England.\footnote{Comines, \textit{Mem.}, p. 97.}

We may assign the reign of Henry VII. as the epoch when the distinction of ranks ceased to correspond with that of races, as the commencement of the society now existing in England. This society, composed of new elements, has still in great measure retained the forms of the old; the Norman titles remain, and, very singularly, the surnames of several extinct families have themselves become titles, conferred by letters patent of the king, with that of earl or baron. The successor of Henry VII. was the last king who prefixed to his ordinances the old form, "Henry, eighth of the name since the conquest;"\footnote{Anno regnorum Henrici regis Anglie et Francie octavi a conquestu octavo. (Madox, \textit{Formulare Anglicanum}, p. 235.) The old acts of parliament in French give both the year of Christ and the year of the conquest: \textit{L'an d'el incarnacion}, 1233, \textit{del conquest de Engleterre centisme sexante setime}.} but up to the present day the kings of England preserve the custom of employing the old Norman language, when they sanction or reject legislative bills: \textit{Le roy le veult; le roy s'advisera, le roy remercie ses loyaux subjets, accepte leur benevolence, et ayusi le veult.} These forms, which seem, after the lapse of seven hundred years, to connect English royalty with its foreign origin, have yet, ever since the fifteenth century been heard, year after year, in the English parliament, without revolting the feelings of any one. It is the same with the genealogies and titles that carry back the existence of certain noble families to the invasion of William the Bastard, and the great territorial properties to the division made at that epoch.

No popular tradition relative to the division of the inhabitants of England into two hostile peoples existing, and the distinction between the two elements of which their present language is formed having disappeared, no political passions connect themselves with these now forgotten facts. Normans and Saxons exist only in history; and as the latter fill the less brilliant part, the mass of English readers, little versed in the national antiquities, willingly deceive them-
selves as to their origin, and regard the sixty thousand companions of William the Conqueror as the common ancestors of all the people of England. Thus a London shopkeeper and a Yorkshire farmer say: "our Norman ancestors," just as would a Percy, a Darcy, a Bagot, or a Byron. The Norman, Poitevin, or Gascon names are no longer exclusively, as in the fourteenth century, the tokens of rank, power, and great estates, and it were inconsistent with reason to apply to the present times the old verses quoted in the epigraph to this work. Yet a fact, certain in itself and readily verified, is, that of an equal number of family names, taken, on the one hand, from the class of nobles, of country squires, gentlemen, and, on the other, from the trading, artizan, and agricultural classes, the names of French aspect are found in far greater proportion among the former. Such is all that now remains of the ancient separation of the races, and only within this limit can we now repeat the words of the old chronicler of Gloucester:

Of the Normans be these high men, that be of this land,
APPENDIX.

No. I.

Cruelties exercised by the Norman-Lords in their Castles.¹

Hi suencten suithe the wrecce men of the land mid castelweorses. Tha the castles weren maken. Tha fylden hi mid decules and yule men. Tha namen hi tha men the hi wenden that ani god lhesden, bathe be milites and be deones, cari-men and wimmen, and diden heom in priso n after gold and syluer. And pined heom untellendlice pinning. for ne weren neure nan martyrs swa pined also hi weren. Me henged up bi the fet and smoked heome mid ful smoke. Me henged bi the thumbses other bi the hefed, and hengen brynges on her fet. Me didi enot ted strenges abuton here laëued and uurythen to that gæde to the hærnes. Hi diden heom in quaterne thar nadders and snakes and pades weren inne, and drapan heom swa. Sume hi diden in crucet hus. that is in an ceste that was scort and naren. and unde. and didi scærpe stanes ther inne, and threngde the man ther inne. Tha hi bræcon alle the limes. In mani of the castles weren lot and grim. that weren sacheninges that twa other thre men hadden oukh to bæron onne. That was swa maced that is fæstned to an beom. And diden an scærp iren abuton tha mannes throte and his hals. that he ne milhte no-widerwarde ne sitten, ne ben. ne slepen. oc bæron al that iren. Mani thusen hi drapan mid hungær. I ne canne, and ne mai, tellen all the wundes, ne alle the pines. that hi diden wrecce men on this land, and that lastede tha xix. wintre wile Stephane was kung. and œuer it was uuerse and uuerse. Hi læden seeldes on the tunes œueru wile. and clepeden it ten-serie. Tha the wrecce men ne hadden nan more to given. Tha ræueden hi and brendon alle the tunes, that wel thu milhes faren all a dæis fare sculdest thu neurē finden man in tune sittende. ne land tiled. Tha was corn dære. and flec. and casē. and butere. for nan ne was o the land. Wrecce men sturun of hungær, sume jeden on aelmes the waren sum wile rice men. Sum flugen ut of lande. Wes neurē get maru wreccehod on land. ne neurē hethen men wersæ ne diden than hi diden. For oner sithon ne forbaren hi nonther cire ce cirencæord. o nam al the god that thur mune was. and brenden synten the cirece hand altegæedere. Ne hi ne forbaren bu-copes land. ne abbotes. ne preostes. ac ræueden munece, and clerkes. and œuric man other the ouer myhte. Gif twa men other thre coman ridend to

¹ Chron. Saxon., sub anno mcxxxvii.
an tun al the tunscape fingen for heom, wenden that hi wær on ræuercs.
The biscoipes and lered men heom cursede eure oc was heom naht thar of.
for hi wær on all for cursed and for suoren and forloren. Was sæ me ti-
lede. the erthe ne bar nan com For the land was all for don mild sulice
dædes. And hi sæden openlice. that Crist slep. and his halechen. Suike
and mare thanne we cuñen sæin we tholenden xix. wintre for ure sinnes.

No. II. (page 51.)

WAR SONG OF THE TROUBADOUR BERTRAND DE BORN, SEIGNEUR DE
HAUTEFORT.¹

Be m play lo douz temps de pascor
Que fait fœlhas e furs venir;
E play mi quant aug la baudor
Del auzels que fan retentir
Lor chan per lo bescatge;
E play me quan vey sus els pratz
Tendaz e pavallois fermatz;
E plai m'en mon coratge
Quan vey per campanhas rengatz
Cavalliers ab cavals armatz.

E play mi quan li corredor
Fan las gens e'ls avers fugir;
E plai me quan vey aprop lor
Gran ren d'armatz ensem brugir;
Et a gran alegratge,
Quan vey fortz castelhs assetjatz,
E murs fendre e derocatz
E vey l'est pel ribatge
Qu'es tot en torn claus de fossatz
Ab lissas de fortz pals serratz.

Atressi me play de bon senhor
Quant es primiers a l'envazir.
Ab cavall armatz, ses temor;
C'aisst fai los sius enardir
Ab valen vassallatge;
E quant el es el camp intratz,
Quascens den esser asserratz,
E segr'el d'agradatge
Quar nullhs hom non es ren presatz
Tro qu'a manhs colps pres e donatz.

¹ Raynouard, *Choix des poésies originales des Troubadours*, ii. 240.
Lansas e brans, elms de color,
Escatz trincar e desguarnir
Veyrem a l'entrar de l'estor,
E manhs vassalhs ensemens ferr
Don anaran a ratge
Cavalhs dels mortz e dels nafratz,
E ja pus l'estorn er mesclatz,
Negus hom d'aut paratge
Non pens mas d'asclar caps e bratz,
Que maus val mortz que vius sobratz.

Je us die que tan no m a sabor
Manjars mi buere ni dormi,
Cum a quant aug cridar: A lor!
D'ambas las partz; et aug aguir

Cavals voitz per l'ombratge,
Et aug cridar: Aidatz! Aidatz!
E vei cazer per los fossatz

Paues e grans per l'erbatge,
E vei los mortz que pels costatz
An los trousons outre passatz.

Baros, metetz en gatge
Castels e vilas et ciutatz,
Enans qusquecs no us guerrenatz.

Papiol1 d'agradatge
Ad Oe e No2 t'en vaer vratz,
Die li que trop estan en paiz

No. III. (page 139.)

History of the Marriage of Gilbert Beket, Father of Archbishop Thomas; Fragment of a Life of the Archbishop, by a Contemporary.3

Pater eun (Thomae) Gilbertus, cognomento Beket, civis Londoniensis, mater vero Matuldis fuit, ambo generos et divinarum splendore suus nequaquam concivibus inferiores. Quibus e regione morum ingenuitas et pus

1 Papiol is the name of Bertrand de Born.
2 The name by which Richard Cœur de Lion is frequently designated in the works of this poet.
3 Vita et processus sancti Thomae Cantuariensis seu quadrupartita historia, cap. ii. fol. 3.
Præfatus ergo Gilbertus, ætate juvenis, crucem Dominicanam causa pænitentiam votiva arripit. Hierosolyma iurus, quendam de familia sua Ricardum nomine secum assumens, ipso solo pro seiviente contentus. Quo tandem prospere vementibus, inter christianos et gentiles insidiis habitis loca sancta orationis causa cum aliqui introrsus quam hicunt visitantes, pariter capiti sunt et cathevati, atque in carcere cujusdam Admiraldi, præclan principis paganorum, detenti, ut singulis diebus victim laboribus imposuit quodammodo compararent. Qui Gilbertus per annum integrum et dimidium in captivitate scelorum more serviens, cum honoratior caeteris atque praestantior haberetur, in oeulis Admiraldi præ omnibus gratiam et favorem iuvenit, in tantum quod frequenter coram eo, sed tamen in vinculis, ad mensam veniret, discumbentes visitaret, et invicem de terrarum notitias ac gentium diversarum moribus et ritu conferrent. Multa eciam ob gratiam ipsorum collata sunt suis beneficia conceptivis, procurante insimul privatim, in quantum licuit, filia ejusdem Admiraldi, puella admodum curialis et decorae, una patris sui, qua utique manu affectu ipsum Gilbertum, prout patet fierius, diligebat.

Quadam autem die, nacta oportunitate puella libeius cum eo loquendi, inquisivit ab eo de quanam terra et civitate extiterat orundus, de fide eciam, de religione et conversatione Christianorum, et quæ forent credentium spes et seculorum præmia futurorum. Qui cum responderet quod Anglicus esset et Londoniarum incola civitatis, inquisitame de fide, prout melius noverat, exposuisset, consequenter et ipsa ab eo secisitavit, diècens: Nam mortem libenter pro Deo tuo et fide Christi quam profiteris conservanda intrepide exciperes? Lamentissime, inquit, pro Deo meo moriar. Quo audito, puella mox quasi ex virtute verbis tota mutata, profiteretur se Christianam fieri ipsius ob causam, dummodo ipsam in conjugem acciper in sua fide sponderet. Tacuit attamen ille secum deliberos, adquiescere statim noluit, tumens numrum fallaciis mulieres, unde tergiversando de die in diei prorogavit, nolens cito precibus illius prestaere consensum. Cumque puella vehementer affligeretur, et in dies ob dilitationem, ut moris est mulierum, plus auxia efficeretur, Gilbertus interim cum suis conceptivis de fuga cogitans, post annum et dimidium, nocte quodam, diruptis caelis a carere anfrugerunt, totumque noctis residuum, quousque fines Christianorum attigissent, conscribentur. Manæ autem facta, prepostern operum, more solito, ut eos ad opera mittet constituta, a carere fracto ipsos easos vidisset, in manu valida eos insequitur, donec, Christianorum terminis obstantes, omni spe jam fraudatus reverteretur non param iuratus. Puella vero haec audientis memorata, ex illa hora de professione sua et fuga post ipsos cogitavit. Cumque super hoc diebus ac noctibus mire cogitativa efficercetur, et in meditatione sua exardescet cautius evadendi, nocte quodam, universis somnium depresscis, sola, nullo sciente, assumpto secum modico quid ad viaticum necessario, ut expeditius iter ageret satiis attemptando, multipli se discrì-
mini tradidit fugiendu, nichil curans de universis hæreditario jure sibi pertinentibus, sufficiéntiam sibi reputans divitiarum, si desiderium suum pro voto posset complere.

O mirandam nam hujus muliebris tam audaciam quam amorem tanta difficilia et ardua praesumunt! Non hæstavit, cum esset tam ingenti gloria paternæ possessionis nobilitanda, ne recuperiliter eadem carere. Non trepidavit fragilis et delicata paupertatem pœnalem subire, nec per tot terrarum spacia et naufragantibus maris innumera periculorum genera dubitavit sola discurre, dum unius hominis tam remoti et ignoti quaeréret amorem. Cum etiam nec de vitâ ipsius vel inventione securitatem haberet, imo necum secerum de conjungue etsi quæsitum hominem reperiret. Prohíseens igitur pagantium præsépe pertinávit, et cum quibusdam peregrinis et mercatoribus repatiantibus, quà linguae ejus noveánt, versus Angliam navigat. Cumque, transactis cunctis periculis ob iter obviantibus, Angliam applicavit, atque a suis comitibus jam dissociata fusset, nichil alud interrogare pro utinere noverat nisi tantum Londonia, Londona.

Quo tandem perveniente, quasi bestia erratæa per plateas civitatis incedens, et obviantes quoque exploratóres more circumspecti, deríus omnibus hæbebatur, et maxime puérus in eam intendéntibus et per vicos incedéntibus ob disparem ipsius habitum et linguam simul admissit. Contigit autem quod sic per plateas et vicos incéndens, contra domum præfati Gilberti ubi manebat, in solemnióri scilicet et frequentiori eaticatis foro, ubi nunc in honore sancti Thomasæ hospitæl domus constructa est, casu fortúto deveniet; in qua quidem ab introéntibus divulgatam est, quod quædam juvencula muliebris quasi idota, puérus eam et alius sequentibus et irídentibus, evagaret. Audíi autem Ricardus, serviens Gilberti superius memoratus, quasi ad spectaculum cum cæternis et ipsæ accurrìt. Qui cum propius accedens eam agnosceret, statim cum summa festinatione ad dominum suum recurrít, narrans ei secreto hanc filiam Admiraldi esse, ad quam admirationis causa inuenta sanctum hominem copia confluebat. Quo audito, supra modum admirans nec credere valens, eo quod impossibile ut sic eveniret omnino viseretur, dominus Ricardus non potuit fidem dare, donec ipso in juramento diutius persistente, minus incredulus aquantum redde retur.

Cogitans tandem causam adventus ipsius, arbitratus est tamen consultus ei alibi providendum quam eam secum in domo præsensi retinem, jus sit Ricardus ut ad quandam matronam viduam eam vicinam eam adduceret, quæ ipsam tanquam filiam suam in omnibus custodiret. Quem cum viseret puella et eum agnosceret, max quasi mortua eccecidit, jacentem in extasi resipina. Cumque ab illa mentis alienatione expereperacta et ad se inversa resideret, ad dictam matronam Ricardus eam adduxit, sicut ejus dominus imperarat. Gilbertus de adventu puellæ secum prætractans, ceper animus fluctuare per diversa, et cogitationes concipiantur in Ivice sem repugnantes, incidit in mentem ejus episcopum Londoniensem consulentam adire apud sanctum Paulum, ubi illo tempore sex episcopos aderant super arduus regni negotios vel ecclesiæ tractaturos. Quibus coram positus cum veritatem rei gestæ superius memoratæ per ordinem exponebat, max ecelestnes episcopos praecæternis propheticam prorumpens in vocem, indubitanter asseruit, hanc vocationem non humanam sed potius fuisse divinam, et necessario magnifici operis prolem editatam, ejus sanctitate et labore universalis ecclesia esset ad Christi gloriam sublimanda. Cæteris autem episcopis qui aderant in
hanc sententiam concordantibus, ut idem Gilbertus pueiam, dummodo bap-
tizari vellet, ducaret in uxorem, adducta est statuta, ut idem Gilhertus pue-
lam, dummodo bat

Cunque interrogatur in medio posita, prout mos ecclesiarum exigat, per 
sæpedictum Ricardum communem eorum interpretatem, si vellet baptizari,
respondit “Hujus rei causa a valde remotis partibus huc adveni, dummodo
Gilbertus mehi voluerit in conjuno copulam.” Baptizatur igitur puella, sex
episcopis grandi cum solemnitate baptismi sacramentum agentibus, eo
quod praecelari sanguinis esset femina, ino vocations elanoris ex gratia ad-
modum divina; Gilberto iaditur mox ab episcopis in conjugem cum cele-
britate conjugali, de fide catholica prius vovit quam instructa. Quam cum ad
propria duceret, prima nocte mutua in union concordiae, sanctum Thomam,
futurum Cantuariensem archiepiscopum et martyrem, gennerunt.

---
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OLD BALLAD ON THE CAPTIVITY AND MARRIAGE OF GILBERT BERET.¹

In London was young Beichan born,
He longed strange countries for to see;
But he was taken by a savage moor,
Who handled him night cruelly;

For he viewed the fashions of that land,
Their way of worship viewed he;
But to Mahound, or Termagant,
Would Beichan never bend a knee.

So, in every shoulder they’ve putten a bore;
In every bore they’ve putten a tree;
And they have made him trail the wine
And spices on his fair bodie.

They’ve casten him in a dungeon deep,
Where he could neither hear nor see
For seven years they kept him there,
Till he for hunger’s like to die.

This Moor he had but ae daughter,
Her name was called Susie Pye;
And every day as she took the air,
Near Beichan’s prison she passed by.

¹ Jamieson’s Popular Ballads and Songs, ii. 447.
And bonny, meek, and mild was she,
Though she was come of an ill kin;
And oft she sigh'd, she knew not why,
For him that lay the dungeon in.

O so it fell, upon a day
She heard young Beichan sadly sing;
And ay and ever in her ears
The tones of hopeless sorrow ring.

"My hounds they all go masterless;
My hawks they flee from tree to tree;
My younger brother will bend my land;
Fair England again I'll never see!"

The doleful sound, from under ground,
Died slowly on her listening ear;
But let her listen ever so long,
The never a word more could she hear.

And all night long no rest she got,
Young Beichan's song for thinking on;
She's stown the keys from her father's head,
And to the prison strong is gone.

And she has open'd the prison doors,
I wot she open'd two or three,
Ere she could come young Beichan at,
He was locked up so curioushe.

But when she came young Beichan before,
Sore wonder'd he that may to see:
He took her for some fair captive:
"Fair lady, I pray, of what countrie?"

"O, have ye any lands," she said,
"Or castles in your own countrie,
That ye could give to a lady fair,
From prison strong to set you free"

"Near London town I have a hall,
With other castles two or three;
I'll give them all to the lady fair:
That out of prison will set me free."

"Give me the truth of your right hand,
The truth of it give unto me,
That for seven years ye'll no lady wed,
Unless it be along with me."

"I'll give thee the truth of my right hand,
The truth of it I'll freely gie,
That for seven years I'll stay unwed,
For the kindness thou dost shew to me."
And she has brib'd the proud warden
Wi' mickle gold and white monie;
She's gotten the keys of the prison strong,
And she has set young Beichan free.

She's gi'en him to eat the good spicecake,
She's gi'en him to drink the blood redwine;
She's bidden him sometimes think on her,
That see kindly freed him out of pain.

She's broken a ring from her finger,
And to Beichan half of it gave she:
"Keep it, to mind you of that love
The lady bore that set you free.

"And set your foot on good ship-board,
And haste ye back to your own countrie,
And before that seven years have an end,
Come back again, love, and marry me."

But long ere seven years had an end,
She long'd full sore her love to see;
For ever a voice within her breast
Said, "Beichan has broke his vow to thee."

So she's set her foot on good ship-board,
And turn'd her back on her own countrie

She sailed east, she sailed west,
Till to fair England's shore she came
Where a bonny shepherd she espied,
Feeding his sheep upon the plain,

"What news, what news, thou bonny shepherd?"
"What news hast thou to tell to me?"
— "Such news I hear, ladie," he says,
"The like was never in this countrie;"

"There is a wedding in yonder hall
Has lasted these thirty days and three,
Young Beichan will not bed with his bride
For love of one that's yond the sea."

She's put her hand in her pocket,
Gien him the gold an' white monie:
"Hae, take ye that, my bonny boy,
For the good news thou tell'st to me."

When she came to young Beichan's gate,
She tiried softly, at the pin;
So ready was the proud porter
To open and let this lady in.
"Is this young Bechan's hall," she said,
"Or is that noble lord within?"
"Yea, he's in the hall among them all,
And this is the day o' his weddin."

— "And has he wed another love?
And has he clean forgotten me?"
And, sighin', said that gay ladle,
"I wish I were in my own countrie."

And she has ta'en her gay gold ring,
That with her love she brake so free;
Says, "Gie him that, ye proud porter,
And bid the bridegroom speak to me."

When the porter came his lord before,
He kneeled down low on his knee.
"What aileth thee, my proud porter,
Thou art so full of courtesie?" 1

— "I've been porter at your gates,
It's thirty long years now and three;
But there stands a lady at them now,
The like o' her did I never see;

"For on every finger she has a ring,
And on her mid finger she has three;
And as meickle gold aboon her brow
As would buy an earldom to me."

It's out then spok the bride's mother,
Aye and an angry woman was shee;
"Ye might have excepted our bouny bride;
And twa or three of our companie."

— "O hold your tongue, thou bride's mother.
Of all your folly let me be;
She's ten times fairer nor the bride,
And all that's in your companie.

"She begs one sheave of your white bread,
But and a cup of your red wine;
And to remember the lady's love,
That last releev'd you out of pine."

1 When Tommy came his master before,
He kneeled down upon his knee;
"What tidings hast thou brought, my man,
As that thou makes such courtesie" Ritson's Ant. Songs, p. 253.
"O well-a day," said Beichan then,
"That I so soon have married thee!
For it can be none but Susie Pye,
That sailed the sea for love of me."

And quickly lued he down the stair:
Of fifteen steps he made but three;
He's ta'en his bonny love in arms,
And kissed, and kissed her tenderly.

"O hae ye ta'en anither bride?"
"And hae ye quite forgotten me?
And hae ye quite forgotten her,
That gave you life and libertie?"

She looked o'er her left shoulder,
To hide the tears stood in her e'e:
"Now fare thee well, young Beichan," she says,
"I'll try to think no more on thee."

"O never, never, Susie Pye,
For surely this can never be;
Nor ever shall I wed but her,
That's done and dree'd so much for me."

Then out and spake the forenoon bride:
"My lord, your love it changeth soon;
This morning I was made your bride,
And another chose ere it be noon."

"O hold thy tongue, thou forenoon bride;
Ye're ne'er a whit the worse for me;
And when ye return to your own countrie,
A double dower I'll send with thee."

He's taen Susie Pye by the white hand,
And gently led her up and down,
And ay as he kist her red rosy lips,
"Ye're welcome, jewel, to your own."

He's taen her by the milk white hand,
And led her to yon fountain stane;
He's changed her name from Susie Pye,
And he's call'd her his bonny love, lady Jane.
APPENDIX NO. V.
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PARTICULARS OF THE WORLDLY LIFE OF THOMAS BECKET, BEFORE HIS ELEVATION TO THE BISHOPRIC, FROM WILLIAM FITZSTEPHEN, HIS SECRETARY.

Cancellarii domus et mensa communis erat omnibus cujuscunque ordinis indigentibus ad curiam vementibus, qui probi vel essent, vel esse viderentur. Nulla fere die comedebat absque comitibus et baronibus, quos ipsemet invitabat. Jusserat quaque die, novo stramme vel femo in hume, novis scripis vel frondibus virentibus in aestate, sterni hospituum suum, ut militum multitudinem, quam semina capere non poterant, area mundi et latu recipieret; ne vestes eorum pretiosae, vel pulchrae eorum camisae. ex aeneae sorde maculam contraherent. Vass-s aureis et argenteis domus ejus renitebat, ferucils et potibus pretiosis abundabant, ut si quae esculentam vel poculam commendarret raritas, emptores ejus nulla eorum comparandorum repellere deberet caritas.....


Cancellario homaggiis infinni nobilis et militae faciebat; quos ipse, salva fide dominii regis, recipiebat, et ut suos patrocinio fovebat.

Transfretaturas interdum sex aut plures naves in sua habebat velificatione, nullunque qui transfretaret vellet, remanere sinebat: appulsus gubernatores suos et nautas ad placitum eorum remunerabat. Nulla fere dies effluuebat ei, qua non ipse aliqua magna lauraret donaria, equos, aves, vestimenta, auream vel argenteam supellexit, vel monetam. Sic numatum scriptum est: quidam erogant propriam, et semper abdmdxt: alii rapiant aliena, et curiae semper abest rei. Tantamque habebat cancellarium donandi gratiam, ut amor et deliciae totius orbis latini reputaretur. Utuncque erat aetas, ita quenque facetus adoptabatur....

Cancellarius regi clero, militae et populo erat acceptissimus, ob ipsius dotes virtutum, animi magnitutinem, meritorum insignia, quae anno ejus inhaeserant. Pertractatus serus, colludebat rex et ipse, tanquam coetaniae pruuli, in aula, in ecclesia, in concessu, in equitando. Una dierum coequitabat in statua Lundoae; stridebat deformis hiems: eminus aspexit ex enientem senem, pauperem, vesta tanta et tenui; et ait cancellario: Vide tuo illum?—Cancellarius: Video.—Rex. Quam pauper, quam debilis, quam nudus! Numquidne magna esset eleemosyna dare ei crassam et calidam capam?—Cancellarius: Ingens equidem; et ad luquismodi animum et oculum, rex, habere deberes. Interea pauper adest; rex substitit, et cancellarius cum eo. Rex placide compellat pauperem, et quærat, si capam bonam

vellet habere. Pauper, nesciens illos esse, putabat jocum non seria agi. Rex cancellario: Equidem tu hanc ingentem habeas eleemosynam; et in-jectus ad capitium jus manibus, capam, quam novam et optinam de scarlata et gryso indutus erat, rex cancellario auferre, ille retenere laborabat. Fit iti motus et tumultus magnus: divites et milites, qui eos sequabantur, mirati accelerant seire quænam esset tam subita inter eos causa concertandi: non fuit, qui diceret: intentus erat uterque manibus suis, ut uliendo quasi casu videreant. Aliquando reluctatus cancellarius sustinuit regem vincere, capam sibi melinato detrahere, et pauperi donare. Tunc primum rex soen suis acta narrat: risus omnium ingens, fuerunt, qui cancellario capas et pallia sua porringerent. Cum capa cancellarii pauper senex abit, præter spem locupletatus, lætatus et Deo gratias agens.

Aliquotiensque ad hospitium cancellarii rex comedebat, tum ludendi causa, tam gratia videndi quae de ejus domo et mensa narrabantur. Rex venebat aliquando equo admissus in hospitium cancellarii sedentis ad mensam: aliquando sagitta in manu, redivis venatu, vel iturus in nemus; aliquando bibebat, et viso cancellario recedebat; aliquando saliens ultra mensam, assidebat et comedebat. Magis unanimes et amici nunquam duo alius fuerunt temporibus christianis.

Fuit aliquando gravi tentus infirmitate cancellarius Rothomagi apud sanctum Gervasion. Venerunt eum duo reges simul videre, rex Francorum et rex Anglorum, dominus suas. Tandem disposuisse ad samitatem, et convalescens, una dierum sedit ad ludum scaccorum et rex Anglorum, dominus sui. Tandem dies solus tenebat sanctum. Yenerunt eum duo reges simul_: Gaier et viso cancellario recedebat; alioquinse ad hositum cancellarii rex comedebat, tum ludendi causa redderentur. Igitur cancellarii rein, personas et officium suum attender, sissetur. Igitur cancellarii rein, personas et officium suum attender, sissetur. Igitur cancellarii rein, personas et officium suum attender, sissetur. Igitur cancellarii rein, personas et officium suum attendens, et se tantæ rem commetiens, juxta illud poeticum:

"Metire quod andes: nuptialiter se instruit
Qui nuptias mittitur concilare futuras."

Parat ostendere et effundere luxus anglicanae opulentiam, ut apud omnes et in omnibus honorem persona mittens in missi, et missi sua in se.

Appulsus in transmarinis, statum praemiserat domino regi Francorum cancellarius mandans, quod ad eum veniret. Venit per castrum Medenti. Rescrupserat ei rex Francorum, quod occurreret et Parisius, et qua die. Rex itaque volens cancellarium procurare; sicut nobilitatis et consuetudinis gallicanorum regnum est, omnem mortalem ad curiam Franciam venentem, quandiu in curia fuerit, procurare, edicto Parisius dato prohibuerat, ne quis aliquid cancellario, vel suis emtoribus venderet. Quo precognitn, cancellarius praemiserat suos ad fora vicina, Lamaci, Corboili, Pontis Isarei,


Postmodum autem in guerra regis Francorum et domini sui regis Angio- rum in Marchia, ad communem terminum terrarum suarum inter Gisorcium
et Triam et Curceles, cancellarius, præter præponæ familæ septingentos equestes, aequos mille ducentos stipendios militæ, habebat quatuor millia servientium, per unam quadragenam. Et cuique multo, quaque die, dabantur ad egressum vel armigerum procurandis tres solidi illius monetæ, ipsque militæ omnes ad mensam cancellarii erant. Ipsum et clericus cum esset, cum valente milite Francorum Engelramno, de Træ regione subditis eque calcaribus veniente armato, lancea demissa et eque admissos congressus, ipsum eoque deject, et dextratum lucrēsect. Et in toto regis Anglorum exercitu semper primi erant militæ cancellarii, semper majora audebant, semper præeclæ faciebant, eis docente, ducente, eo hortante caveæ educuit, canere receptu in luitus suis ductilibus, quos in exercitu suo proprios, sed universum hunc rude exercitu habebat notissimos. Unde ipsæ hostis etam et expugnator regis Francorum, et terræ ipsius in igne et gladio depopolator, in magnam pervent graviam ipsus regis Francorum et magnatum totius Galliæ, sufrangantibus eis meritis fidei præstantis et nobilitatis sua notissimus: quam graviam postmodum tempore opportuno sibi rex exhibuit. Virtus quippe et in hoste laudatur.
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**LETTER OF JOHN OF SALISBURY TO BECKET, RESPECTING THE VIEWS OF THE KING OF FRANCE, THE EARL OF FLANDERS, AND THE COURT OF ROME, CONCERNING HIM.**

*Venerabili domino et patri carissimo Thome, Dei gratia Cantuariensi archiepiscopo et Anglorum primati, suæ Ioannes Saresberiensi, salutem et felicem ad vota successus. Ex quo partes attigi eismiarnas, visus sum mihis sensisse lenions autes temperament, et detumescentibus procellis tempestatum, cum gaudio miratus sum rerum ubique copam, quetiemque et laetitiam populorum. Egrediem vero de navi, servientes comites Gierensiæ ex mandato ejus, procurante Arumpho, ueste ipsis, honorifice susceperunt; et mihi et meis domum et terram comites pro vestra reverentia exponentes, liberum ab omni consuetudinis onere, perduxerunt fere ad Sanctum-Audemarum. Quo cum venisset, procurante quodam Marsillio monacho, qui apud Thileham et Irulege morari consuexit, in domo Sancti-Bertini honestissime receptus sum, et patenter intellexi quod ecclesia illa ad honorem Cantuariensi ecclesie et vestrum exposita est; et si placet, tam comiti quam monachis, oblast vos obis opportunitate, gratias referatis. Exinde cum venisset Atrabatam, comitem Philippum apud Exclusam castrum, a quo tyrannus Iprensis tam longa obsidione exclusus est, esse audivi. Illuc itaque divertens, Domino misericorditer iter meum in omnibus prosperante, non longe a strata publica obvium habui quem quaerbam. Ut eum, more divitum, quos obleetat hoc nugandi genus, in aibus coelii ludea, fluviarum, stagna, paludes et scaturigines fontium peragrans circuibus. Gavisus est se invenisse hominem a quo fidèles negot mediae Anglie statum, et ego magis, quia eum mili Deo obtulerat, ita ut sine multo visae dispende*
mandatum vestrum exsequerat. De rege et procedibus multa percunctatus est; sed ego temperavi responsum, ut me nec de mendacio conscientia reprehendat, nec te mittam semel meam in his quae ad regem spectant quisquam posse aguere. Vestas vero angustias audient voluit compassus est, auxiliumque promittit, naves eternum procurabit, si hoc necessitas vestra exequiit, et ipsa ante, ut optaret, admonetatur. Si vero ad hoc vos tempestas impulit, praeillustri aut Philippum emptorem vestrum, qui et comus autocratia utatur, et cum nauis et vectibus, prout expedient, contrahat. Sic a comite recedens, die sequenti Noviomnium venit.

Et nescio quo praepetis et inquietae famae praeconio calamitas Anglorum ecclesiacumque vexat, quocumque venirebamus, fuerat divulgata, ut ubi multa audient gesta in conventu londoniensi et wintomensi, quae in Anglia nunquam audieramus. Et quidem pleraque, ut fit, majora et pejora versus referebant: ego autem hac omnia quae per ora populii voltabant studiosissime dissimulabam; sed nec simulante prospera plebe credebatur, nec adversa dissimulant. Quodque miremurus, comes suessionensis, ea die qua Noviomnum etiam, omnibus artificibus londoniensibus, nescio concitabur aut dissilisabatur dictum, decano et senatum exposuit ac si interfusset omnibus praesens, non modo his quae in palatino gesta sunt, sed quae secretissime ab his vel ab illis sunt in conclusi. Nec facile crediderum quin ibi, sive de suis, sive de nostriibus, cautos exploratores hancint Galli. Decanus autem noviomnensis, vir integerrime fidei, concussionem vestrum non sine multo dolore audierat; et se ad vos recipiendum preparat, non modo sua omnia expositurus pro vobis, sed pro cantuanensi ecclesia, si opportuerit, se ipsum postuerat. Decraverat autem transire ad curiam; sed quia de statu vestro morsis est et sollicitus, domi expectat. Ibi a quibusdam pro certo accepi regem Francorum esse Lauduni, et prope eum dominum remensem ejus expectare colloquium. Eos ergo adire propositum, sed, propter guerarum quas comit de Rocoeo et ali quidam processe, adversus dominum remensem exercebant, a proposito revocatus, iter Parsius deflexi. Ubi cum viderem victualium copam, laetum populi, reverentiam cleri, et totum ecclesiam majestatem et gloriam, et varias occupationes philosophantium admiratis, velut illam scalam Jacob, ejus summutus eolum tangebat, eratque via ascendentum et descendendum angelorum, latae peregurationis ur gente stimulo, coactus sum proferre: quod Verc Domino est in loco isto, et ego nesciebam. Illud quoque poeticum ad mentem redit:

"Felix exilium, cui locus istic datu."
pariter et oderunt; sed tamen quoad illos quieto et alto somno dormire potest.

Et quum Remensem adue non potui, literas meas ad abbatem S. Remigii amicissimum mihi diremi, ut in hac parte supplet vices meas. Ceterum mihi videtur esse consilium, ut per aliquem monachum Boxleite, aut aliquum nunquam fidelem, literas vestras cum aliquo munusculo transmittatis ad dominum remensem, contralatique cum eo familiaritatem, qua ille, quis quis sit in persona, magnus est in regno Francorum, et in ecclesia romana multum potest, tum pro rege, tum pro eminentia ecclesiæ suæ. Ad ecclesiæ romanæ nondum descendii, declamans quantum possim, ne suspicio probabili contra me concepi debeat; et hoc ipsum, sicut ex litteris domini pictavensis accepit, domino Pape et cura sancta nuntiatus. Receptus autem litteris vestris, illico sculpi domino Henrico et Willemo Papaensi, et satis explanavi in quantum potui in ecclesiæ romanae tendant hæc, si processum habuisset, quæ contra vos praesumat. Distuli autem illuc ve,quia de transitu abbatis S. Augustini aut episcopi lexiowiensi nihil certum erat et si ad eumam veneint, nobis per magistrum Henricum, qui ibi moratur, cito poterit notoscere. Verum quid ibi tunc possimus non clare video. Contra vos enim faciunt multa, paucu pro vobis. Venient enim magni viri, divites in effusione pecunie, quam nunquam Roma contempsit, et unctione non modo sua, sed dominus regis, quem cura inullo audiebit offendere, auctoritate fieti. Ad hæc muniti etsi privilegus ecclesiæ romanae, quæ in lujuusmodi causis nunquam cunctumque episcopo detulit aut iario. Demine dominus Papa in causa hæc nobis semper est adversatus, et adhuc non cessat reprehendere quod fecit pro nobis cantuariensis ecclesiæ amator Adrianus, cujus mater æquit vos algere torquetur et media. Nos humiles, inopes, immuni, nunquam poterimus veire dare Romam? At illi pudem suum comicum audierunt, ut non emant spera pretio.

Sed scribiis ut tandem, sì alia via non patuerit, promittamus decentas marcas. At certe pars adversa, antequam frustretur, triacentas dabat aut quadreringentas.

Nec, si numeribus certas, concedet Iolas.

experemur. Sed si frustra, nobis imputari non debet; quoniam, ut ait
edibus,
Non est in medico semper reveletur ut aeger.
Interim docta plus valet arte malum.

Cæterum an recte mecum agatis prudentia vestra djudicet. Nostis enim,
si placent remunéra, nonam, quando recessi a vobis, huc mihi dedistis con-
silium, ut Parisius morarer omnino scholasticam, nec ad ecclesiam romanam
divertierim, ut vel sic declinarem suspicione; nec approbasist eum quod
ducebam fratrem meum, eo quod sumpsit magnos nos facere oporteret, pos-
setque toléabils Exomme morari. Ad quod cume ego responderem ea qua
fuitres mei occasione comes Reginaldus episcopo exomensi objecerat, meum
consilium approbasist. Sic ergo discessi, intractus a vobis ut Parisius se-
dem fìgerem, et me studerem omnino scholaribus conformare. Deus mihi
testis est quod, quando recessi a vobis, duodecim denarios in toto mundo
non habebam, nec aliquid, quod ego scirem ad usum meum. Vascula qui-
dem habebam paucà fere quinque marcarum omnibus hospitiis nostri sociis
satis nota; et eram quidem, quod multi scint, aliió n Pére, sed meo onere,
gravior pressus. Accepì ergo decem marcas mutas; sed, antequam egre-
derer Canturana, in sarcoelis et instruccionem clieatm tres earum expendi.
Deinde per manum Willelmi, filii Pagani, liberalitatis vestræ septem marcas
acepi, tres adhuc, ut jusseratis, accepturus: quod enim minus factum est,
vobis nequaquam imputandum est.

Venimus ergo Parisius, juxta instructionem vestræm, pro tempore, ut vi-
detur, commodum conduxì hospitum et antequam illud ingredierer, duode-
cim fere libras expendi; neque enim introitum potui obtinere, nisi in annum
totum pretio praerogato. Equos itaque distraxi, et me dispositi ad residen-
dum potius quam ad perigrinandum. Unde et imparator sum ad circutns
quos praescirent faciendo, qui non possunt sine sumptibus fieri, præser-
tim ab homine ecclesiasticum habente officium notitarumque multorum. Præ-
terea regis indignationem gratis, conscientia teste, sustineo; et, si me nun-
cius ejus opposuerro, gravius sustinebo. Unde mihi, si placet, in talibus
quae aequam commodo possent per alios exercer, magis parere debetis. Et
tamen, quantum expensæ permiserim undeœcumque quaésita, quod jussentis
exsequar: vos autem videritis quid jubeatis. Et quia ecclesia romana est
in ea conditione quam nostis, nihil mihi videretur consultius in mundamis,
quam duabus rebus operam dare. Altera quidem est, ut eximias vos ut-
cumque a laques creditorum: altera, ut domini regis, quatenus secundum
Deum fieri potest, quæratis gratiam. Deus mederi potest; sed ecclesia ro-
mana non frequest operem, et, ut timeo, vex Francorum baculis arundinibus est.
Præterea, si placet, cum Gaufrido, nepote vestro, moxeroerdiam faciat.

Tempus est enim: nam ex quo hospitum meum ingressus est, quantum
perpendere potui, honeste se habet et hicens operam dat et diligentiam; ex-
hibuit eum dominus pictavensis antequam veniret, et primo dedit ei quinque
marcas, deinde centum solidos Andegavensium. Unde, si placet, cum
amicus episcopi pictavensis debitis benignus agere, et in collocanda filia
Willelme, filii Pagani, non debetis, si placet, aliquam exercuisse duritiam,
saltem pro episcopi reverentia. Valete.
No. VII. (page 139.)

LETTER RELATIVE TO THE INTRIGUES OF HENRY II. AT THE COURT OF
ROME, AND THE MISSION OF TWO LEGATES INTO FRANCE.¹ (A.D. 1169.)

Amicus amico. Actiones g. atiarum debitam partum annullus; sed, ut ait
propheta, uires non habet parturientes; nam devonius effectum suspendit
hactenus persecutiones acerbitas. sed affectum quin in partum gratulationis
erumpere gestat, nulla vis potest aut poterit collabere. Et quidem, Deo
propituant, jam in eum calicum Christi et ecclesiae suae causa perdueta
est, ut de caetero perchthari non possit, eo quod schismatis capita defeceunt,
et Anglicanæ ecclesiæ malleus, comprehensus in opibus suos, de caetero
cui inmitatur invenire non valet. Ventum erat ad summum, ubi constat ha-
bitudines periculoas esse, cum ille qui, sollicitando tam curiam quam schis-
maicos, Fredericum videlicet et complices suos, videns se huc via non
posse proficere adversus Dominum et adversus Christum ejus, transmissa
legatione confugit ad Italiam civitates, promittens Mediolanensibus tui mil-
lia marcarum et murorum validissimam suspensionem, ut, cum alius
civitatibus quis corrumpere molebatis, impetraret a Papa et ecclesia ro-
mana dejectionem vel translationem cantuariensis archiepiscopi. Nam, ob
eamdem causam Cremonensibus duo millia marcarum promiserat, Parmen-
sibus mille, et totidem Bononzensibus. Domino vero Papæ obtulit, qua
data pecunia libaret eum ab exactionibus omnium Romanorum, et decem
millia marcarum adjiceret, concedens etiam ut tam in ecclesia cantuariensi,
quam in alius vacantis in Anglia, pastores ordinaret ad libitum. Sed quia
fidem multa promissa levabant, et in precibus manifesta contumebatur ini-
quitas, repulsam passus est; et, quod per se impetrare non poterat, regis
Siculi viribus conatus est extorquere. Sed nec ille, licet ad hoc toti nisu
syracusanus episcopus et Robertus, comes de Bassevilla, multiplices inter-
cessoribus, laboraverunt, exauditus est pro sua reverentia, vel potentia, vel
gravia, quamvis eam in ecclesia romana plurimum habeat. Dumi sunt
ergo nunc regis impotes voti, hoc solum impetrato, ut dominus Papa mit-
teret nuncios qui pacem procurarent, Gratianum selicet subhacconum, et
magnus Vivianum, Urbis-Veteris archiepiscopum, qui munere advocatedis
fungi solet in curia. Eos tamen ante, praebita forma pacis, sacramenti
religione adstruxit, quod praetimos terminos non excederent, mandatis
quoque adjiciens ut, a regis sumptibus abstineant, nisi pace ecclesiæ impe-
trata, et ne ultra diem qui eis praestitus est, aliquam faciant moram. Forma
autem pacis qua archiepiscopo expressa est, nihil inhonestum continet vel
quod ecclesiis dedeceat aut personam, nec auctoritatem ejus in aliquo mi-
nuit, quin libere, omni occasione et appellatione cessante, in ipsum regem,
in regnum et personas regni, severitatem ecclesiasticam valeat exercere,
prout sibi et ecclesiæ Dei expedire cognoverit. Consilium tamen amicorum
virorumque sapientum est, ut dum pacis verba tractantur, mitius agat et
multa dissiparet; postea, si (quod absit!) pac non processerit, gravius
quasi resumptis viribus persecutores ecclesiæ prostraturas.

Spera ergo, dilette mi, et quidquid interim audieris, non moveatis, quia

¹ Recueil des Hist. de la France, xvi. 602.
Deus in tuto posuit causam suam. Audies forte superbiam Moab, sed memoriae quid superbia majus est quam fortutudino eipus. Nam territi sunt in Sion peccatores. possebit timor hypocrites, qui, nisi revertuntur a pravitate sua, expellentur et staine non poterunt. Jam enim securis ad radicem eorum posita est, et ventilabrum habet angelus in manu sua, ut grana discernat a paleis. Prefatxi nuncii ad regem pacem sunt, sed quid apud ipsum invenerint nondum nobis innotuit. Hoc tamen certum est quod se rex verbo et scripto obligavit ad exequendum consilium et mandatum domini Papae, scriptumque ejus paec mambris est, a quo si resolvetur, facile convincetur: sed nec sic credendum censuit ecclesia, antequam verborum fidem operum testimonio roboraret. Salutatus a te plurimum et affectuose te resalutat archiepiscopus, se ad amorem et honorem t unn exponens promptissima devotione.

No. VIII. (page 139.)

LETTER OF THOMAS BEKET TO CARDINAL ALBERT, ON THE CONDUCT OF THE COURT OF ROME TOWARDS HIM.¹ (A.D. 1170.)

Thomas, cantuariensis archiepiscopus, Alberto cardinali. Utinam, dulete mi, aures vestrae sint ad ora nostratun, et audiant illa quae in ignominiam ecclesiae Romanae cantitantur in compiti Ascalonis! Aliquid consolationis novissimi nunc nostra videbantur a sede apostolica retulisse in litteris domini Papae; sed eorum auctoritas evacuata est missis a late infra ut in pervicem ecclesiae Sathanas absolveretur. Soleti sunt enim apostolico mandato Londomensis et Saresberiensis episcopi, quorum alter ictner schismatis et totius malitiae artificium initio dignoscitur existisisse, et tam Saresberiensem quam omnes quos potuit in crimen inobedientiae impinge. Nescio quo pacto pars Dominem semper metatur in curia, ut Barrabas evadat et Christus occidatur. Auctoritate curae jam in finem stinti annos proscriptio nostra et ecclesiae calamitas protracta est. Condemnantur apud vos missi exules, innocentes, nec ob alud, ut ex conscientia loquar, nisi quia pauperes Christi sunt et imbecilles et a justitia. Dei recedere noluerunt; absolvuntur e regione sacrilegi et homicidii, raptores imperiinentes, quos, mundo reclamante, nec a Petro, si praesidet, apud Deum absolvit, libera voce, Christo auctore, pronuncioc. Ait enim in evangelii secundum Lucam: Si peccaverit in te frater tuus, increpa illum; et si peccaverint egerit, dimittite illi. Et si septies in die peccaverit in te, et septies in die conversus fuerit ad te, dicens, Penitet me, dimittite illi. Nomquid otiosa sunt verba Christi quibus aut, Si peccaverint egerit, si conversus confiteatur dicens, Penitet me? Nequaquam de otiositate verbi redditurus est in die judicii rationem, sed potus eos damnaturus qui, contra formam quam dedit, iniuros sine confessione et peccantur vanis absolutionibus justificare praeumun, et vivificare animas que non vivunt. Certe, si res ablatas reddi potest, et non redditur, non agitur peccantentia, sed fingitur. Profecto Spiritus Sanctus, ut

¹ Recueil des Hist. de la France, xvi. 416.
scriptum est, effugiet fictum: quoniam ipse veritas est, et non pigmentum. Obliget se qui audet, nec venturi judicis foundiet sententiam; raptorem, sacilegios, honneus, perjuros, sanguinarios et schismaticos impotentes absolvat; ego quae ecclesiae Dei ablata sunt impotentem nunquam remitam. Nommo nostra, aut potius ecclesiae spolia sunt quae nuncu regis cardinalibus et curialibus larguntur et pronuntiant. Quae iniquitas manifesta est, si illa quae in ecclesiam Dei apud nos exercetur occulta est. Nos ecclesiae libertatem tuei non possimus, quia sedes apostolica proscriptio nem nostram jam in finem sexti anni protracti. Viderit Deus, et judicet; sed pro ea mori patati sumus. Insurgant qui voluerint cardinales; arment non modo regem Angliae, sed totum, si possue, olim, in pernicem nostram: ego, Deo propitiante, nec in vita nec in morte ab ecclesiae fidelitate recedam. Caussam suam de cætero commuto Deo, pro quo exulo proscriptus; ille medeatut ut novit expedire. Non est mult ulterius propositum vexandi curam: eam adeunt qui prævalent in inquitatus suis, et, triumpha justitia et innocentia captivata, in confusionem ecclesiae redeunt gloriosi. Utmam via romana non gravi permisset tot miserios innocentes! Quis de cætero audibit illi sese resistente, quam ecclesia romana tot triumphis animavit et armavit exemplo pernicioso ad posteros? Valeat semper sanctitas vestra, nostri memori ante Deum.

---

No. IX. (page 139.)

Letter from Thomas Beket's companions in exile to Cardinal Albert, on the injustice of the Court of Rome, and the conduct of the cardinals towards them.1 (A.D. 1170.)

Sanctissimo domino et patre carissimo Alberto, Der gratia S.R.E. presbytero cardinali, miserii Cantuarenses totum ad medium quem relic tum est exulibus et proscripsitis, sancete fidei et verae dilectione affectum. Quantum sit innocentis conscientiae bonum nescunt qui sinceritate conscientiae perdiderunt; nec veretur abhenum funestis infestare consilii, qui, semel relicta verecundia, in turpitudins suas defensionem praecarios viros desiderat habere consolates errors. Utinam hæc domini Papæ sanctitas, cum ecclesiae confusione et infantia curiae, non esset in nostros experta periculis, eorumque salutu pariter et honestatis repugnanti consilia sapienta et auctoritas quas cunctus praeminet vigore, ab initio reprobasset, qui persuadere ausi sunt ut innocentium proscriptionem per sex annos derisorios dilabonibus proterelat! Certe quisquis et quantuscumque furent ille consultor illico audisse debuerat: Vade retro, Sathana, qua non sapiess fac Dei sunt. Nec persuadebatur mundo quod suasaersi isti Deum saperent; sed poitus pecuniam, quam immoderato avaricie audire siturum, olimecerunt: ideoque, praedonibus et sacrilegii adherentes consensu, consiliis instruentes, armantes patrocinis, insurgerunt in pauperes Christi. acceptantes munera, secuti retributiones. Nec possunt illorum late nomina, quæ tum evidentia operis manifestat, tum relatio nunciorum partis aduersæ, tum attestatio lute-
rarium quibus gloriatur apud regem Anglorum se pro eo stetisse viriliter, et quod illis taentibus erat credibile, persuasisse domino Papæ ut præfati regis immunctatem in tanta patientia sustineret in quo timendum est ne seductus sanctus erraverit munus, adeo ut, quod in ecclesiis Dei deliquit, etiam cum voluerit, nequeat emendare; sic solet Deus talia plurumque pinnu delicta, ut qux divinitus oblatà gerendorum opportunitate non utitur, eadem illi in perpetuum auferatur. Scutanti legem loquumur et scienti, qui quod dicitur sibi familiaribus clarum habet exemplis.

Etsi tamen (ut culpam suam, quam sic magis auget, purgare curia videatur) ut nuncius nostrorum retoret quod ecclesiis Dei de tam manifestis injustis et damnum justitiam non sit exhibita; ergo, quondam bene gesta, consulant ut sapientiores mittamus, ac si per se non sit patens injuria, damna sunt vel pauca vel modica, ssepe non sit prædeo communiitus, nuncius nostris illatæ non sunt atroces injuriae, diu, immo nimis et ultra omnem modum et contra aequitatem non sit exspectata correctio. Non sunt in nobis, pater, sapientes ille quos quærunt, non potentes aut divites, quos semper contra ecclesiis Dei et nos habere locum videamus in curia, ut assidue redeant cum triumpho. Vix sustentamur aliena stipe, et fere, nisi nos gratia conservaret, ab ecclesia romana attrati, qui soli in orbe occiduo pro illa dimicamus, deserere cogimur causam Christi et ecclesiæ contemnere libertatem. Potuit ab imito in solum regem Anglorum et nostræ proscriptiones et deprædationis ecclesiæ culpa refundi, qui per se et satellites suos, sine miseratione ætatis et sexus. sine reverentia dignitatis aut ordinis, circiter quadringerintis innocentes addixit exilio, cantuariensem cum omnibus possessionibus et bonis suis conbescavit ecclesiæ, bona vacantum sedum occupans, non permisit in eis episcopos et abbates regulariter ordinari. Duc non potest quot anæma sine confirmationis sacramentum exessenter; quot causa cum ecclesiaraum et injuste oppressorum dispensio expraverint; quanta injustitia totam possedid Angliam; quanta perditiom animarum jamus Sathanæ sit aperta, pastoribus ovium Christi aut in exilium actis, aut coacch obmutescere et silere a bonis, aut illectis ut præberent sub prætextu religionis et dispensationis arma iniquitatis peccato, et ipsos serpentes et antiqui serpentis membra perniciosa consilii toxicarent.

Tantas et tam patentes Christi injurias ssepe, immo continue per sex annos, prosequi sumus in auditoris vestras, parati in ipsa malorum novitate, cum aducem essetis Senonis et nunc regis ancesserunt, appellationes prosequi quæ vel a nobis vel contra nos fuerant institutæ. Non placuit ut audiremur tunc, quando nobis adfucre atque, etsi modicum, suberat facultas, et amici et adutoribus nonnullul spei Longum erit et vobis, ut timemus, tædiosum, si retexamus quoties nos obtulerimus ad agendum; nec placuit ut audiremur, et adversariis nostris, oppressoribus ecclesiis, facta est, ut scitis, non prosequendarum appellations indulgentia. Interim, si pater nosrer dominus cantuariensi vellet ablata remittere, et perniciosam compositionis inæunda coetaneis et posteris præbere exemplum, pacem facere, vobis non interponentibus partes vestras, cum rege potuerat et redivre in gratiam familiaritatis antiquæ. Sed absit haec lues a mentibus nostris, ut pro qualibet temporali emolumento jugulenum animas nostras, insanabilis plaga conscientias vulneremus, et nefando voluptatis aut avaritiae mercedis vendamus ecclesiæ libertatem, et posteros prævo corrumpamus exemplo. Faciant hoc, si volunt, alii aut potius nullus faciat. quia nos ita instituti sumus a sanctis patribus qui cantuariensem ecclesiæ exercarint in
laboribus multis, et tandem mercedem laborum reeperunt a Domino. Idem
qu auctor propositi, conscientiae nostrae testis est Deus, quod dominus cant-
tuariens praecedit in exilo mori, quam perniciosam ecclesiam et probrosam
inire concordiam: et si haec (quod absit!) attendaret, rarus est inter nos,
si quis tamen, qui demecep illius posset dominium aut consortium sus-
tinere.

Nobiscum de pace ecclesiae mediantibus amicos tractabatur, cum Joannes
de Oxenford Romam proficiscens, et manifesto multis justificatus perjurio
redit triumphator, et ab apostolica sede furenti, quasi per se non satis in-
saniret, cornua attulit precatorii. Ab ea die proscriptio nostra, quae anteab
olati regi et suis poterat imputari, ecclesiam romanam dissimulatione vel
consensus auctorem laborit, cum successorum in malitia perdurantii sit induita
dilatio, et quodammodo licentia praestita mecumbandi ecclesiam et torquendi
innocentes; et nobis si quid solati videbatur esse rectum, statim e latere
nuncius aut litteris impedeclatur, ne votivum aut debitum sortiretur effectum.
Nobis etiam tacentibus, rerum eventus ita esse convincit. Ecce enim cum
pax nostra, sicut multi noverant, esset in jamus, et ecclesia solutum, ut
putabantus, efficax a sanctissimo patre romano pontifice acceptissim, super
venientes noncius regis abstulerunt pacem, et, absolutus excommunicatus
nosteri, etiam spem reconciliationis visi sunt praecliisse. Signum denun-
ciaverunt is et alius adversarum nostris ut, si libuerit, sex annorum appella-
tiones, quas toties processerit sumus et interdum obtinuimus, sequantur
in festo beati Lucae, securi quod nullum eas honoris, officii, benefici aut
famae dispensium generetur ex hoc quod tanto tempore excommuni
catur fuerunt. Namque in eo, maxime apud nostrates, justitia viget ecclesiastica,
quod quia per annum excommunicacionem sustinet, notari solent infamia.
Sed ecce ab hujus novitatis exemplo et quasi apostolico privilegio quod con-
tinentur in literis, solutus est ecclesiasticus vigor. Quod ergo superest nisi
ut nullius momenti sit apud provinciales sententia, quam sine omni pana
vident tam facile posse dissolvii?

Juraverunt tamen, ut dicitur, se staturos mandato domini papaee sed
praecipitur esse absconditum. Deus bone quid rei est quod qua contra
ecclesiam fiunt, libenter predecantur in foro ut trahi possint ad consequen-
tiam; et si quid pro ecclesia fit, cujus exemplum posset esse laudabile et
prodesse in posterum, illud apostolicae sedes jubet abscondi. Cum ergo
sic apud vos, praeventibus fautoribus regis aut potius maiatu aut pecuniae
amatoribus, causa Christi tractetur, cur a nobis exigitur ut mittamus nuncios
sapientes, quasi vos ipsis non debueritis tam justam causam, tam manifestam,
defendere, etiam tacentibus universis? At enim estis in mundi cardine con-
stitutii, ut liberetis pauperem a potente, ut justitiem decernatis et faciatis
inter filios hominum. Nos sane vros honestos et literatos credebamus,
quo ipse Roma absorbit: quae tandem nobis utilitas in sanguine eorum?
Numquid mittemus plures ut ipsis morientur, ut innocentiam minatur nu-
merus vel annuletur, et tyrannus, illis extinctus, licenter domnetur ecclesiae,
nullo contradictice? Si appellaciones prosequendae sunt, quare, cum na-
cebantur aut nondum expraverant, non sunt examineae? Satius enim
fuerat nobis eas tune expidiri aut saltem denunciar nobis, ut aliquid alud
negoii ageremus, quo vitam nostram possemus utcunque transigere, et
causam suam Deo committeremus expediendum. Spoliati et nudi sumus:
satis hactenus delusionibus hujusmodi fatigatus consiliaes esse credimus,
ut vitam in orationibus quam in libibus finamus, domesticis exemplis edoeci,
ne de cætero non modo opera et impensa nobis periclitetur, sed et anima. Christus, cu eam committimus, ecclesiae suæ sit patronus et causae.

Sed fortasse dicit aliquid, quonam pro bono pacis et quæ præmissimus gesta sunt, et toties induit dilatio et dispensandi ratio admissa est. Utique, si paœ expectatur a Deo, peccatis et his quæ contra legem sunt procuranda non est; si a Deo futura nova est, nec est ecclesiæ necessaria, nec alicui utilis. Bonorum nostrorum non indigit Deus, sed certe peccatorum nostrorum minus, ad expediendum justitiam et misericordiam suam: et fortasse tandem dilata est paœ, quæ non via Domini, sed humana procurabatur astutia. Excessimus modum; sed urget nos necessitas, quæ nee modo nec regulæ necessitate acriter; et Spiritus Sanctus, qui in vobis est, persuadet ut necessario excedentibus indulgetis et compatiamini. In summa, petatis vestrae genibus provoluti, supplicamus attentius ut hæc omnia intemesis domino papa, et persuadeatis eis ne de cætero circumventoribus credat, qui, amore sordium allect, ipsum conantur inducere, ut in læsione nostra animam suam perdat et causam Christi.

No. X. (page 139.)

LETTER OF JOHN OF SALISBURY ON THE LANING OF THOMAS BEKET, AND HIS RECEPTION IN ENGLAND.¹ (A.D. 1170.)

Joannes Saresberiensis Petro abbati Sancti-Remigii. Mora mea rectissime poterat accusari, si non eam necessitas excusaret. Debueram enim, ex quo primum in Angliam pedem posui, unum remississe, per quem vestra dilectio de alumnorum suorum statu posset certiorari; sed, qua mibi in ipso navis egressu nova et stupenda rerum facies occurrat, aliquem certiorare non potui, qui ex variis opinionibus et verbis hominum reddedebat incertus. Nam, triduo antequam applicarem, omnia bona domini cantuariensis et suorum annotata fuerant, procuratoribus suis ad administratione summotis, et in portusbus edicto publico inhibebat est sub interminazione exilia et proscriptionis, ne quis nostrorum, si forte Angliam vellet exire, transveharetur. Piissimi tamen officiales domini regis provisa nimis cautela et perniciosa nobis circumspexione præcaverant, ut archiepiscopus et sui ab exilio redivuntes nihil prorsus aut minimum invenrent praeter domos vacus ex magna parte consumptas, et horrenda demolita, et areas nudas, et hoc ad consolationem diuturnæ proscriptionis et emendationem sacrilegu perpetrati. Et cum paœ nobis in festo beate Magdalæa fuisse reformata, et serississimus dominus noster rex filio suo novo regi literis patensibus præcepisset ut archiepiscopo et suis omnia restituerentur in integrum, prout fuerant tribus mensibus antequam Angliam egredientur, omnes tamen redditus nomine ejus præepti sunt, qui usque ad Natale Domini percipi poterant. Plures possessiones et ecclesiæ quas, ipso jure et ratione pacti conventi, restituti oportebat ecclesiæ cantuariensis, adhuc publicæ potestatis auctoritate occulant curales. Ego inter cæteros una ecclesia privatus sum, quæ quadranginta marcas annuas solvebat antecessori meo. Contigit autem me triduo

¹ Recueil des Hist. de la France, xvi. 642.
applicare ante octavas beati Martini, et in ipsis octavis erat Cantuarise symodus celebranda, in qua me vices absentis archiepiscopi gerere oportebat. Cum itaque preter spem, et contra bonam opinionem et bonas promissiones domini regis, sic omnia turbata reperissem, ut de pace nostra et de reditu archiepiscopi desperaretur ab omnibus, et me tanquam in carcere positum cognovisset, voluit hilari et animo constanti Cantuariam petii, ubi a clero et populo cum magni honore et quasi angelus Dominus receptus sum, fideli- bus jam ex adventu mei meliora sperantibus, eo quod eis persuasum erat quod me nullo modo archiepiscopus præmississet, si non esset in brevi securitus. Inde, symodo celebreta, ad novum regem protectus sum et satis humane receptus, licet concustodes sui aliquod timoris pretenderint, suspi- cantes pacem nobiscum non simpliciter factam esse, sed rancoris palam remissi firmius hæreere radices. Quod etsi ex variis signis patenter adver- terem, sic egi ac si omnia ad votum procedere arbitrare. Festinanter inde ad matrem meam deflexi iter, quam jam altero languentem anno, et amode jam diem Domini cum gaudio prestolantem, ex quo me vidit, vestris et sanctorum quibus cohabitatis orationibus precor attentus commendari. Receperat autem responsum a spuitu, se mortem non visum, donec me et fratrem meum videret ab exilio redeuntes.

Interim illi veteres amicis omni cantuarensem et ecclesiasticæ libertatis propugnatores, dominus eboracensis, episcopus Londoniensis et complices eorum, consilium inierunt cum publicanis, legatione transmissa ad domi- num regem, ne præfatum cantuariensem in Angliam redire pateretur, ante- quam renunciaret legationis officio, et restitueret ei universas literas quas emuneraret ab apostolica sede, et repromitteret se regni jura inviolabiliter servaturum, ut sub obtento cautionis huys ad observantiam consuetudinum arctaretur. Dicebant quod reditus ejus domino regi damnosus et probrosus futurus erat, nisi præcederent. Fecerant etiam de singulis vacantibus ecclesiis senas evocari personas, in quas de pastore eligendo universitatis arbitria conferrentur, ut electiones de ecclesia in alius regnum et palatium protractæ celebrarentur ad nutum regis: ubi, si cantuarieniens ob reverentiam canonum pro officii sui debito obloqueretur, regiam offenderet majestatem; si consentiret, reus esset in Deum, et conveneretur in constitutiones ecclesiasticæ incidisse. Sexe dicit autem cantuarieniens ex mandato domini regis Rotomagnum venit, inde ex promissa liberandus ab obligatione credito- rorum, et cum honore in patriam remittendus. Sed sequebat eum opinio, Joanne de Oxeneford afferente literas domini regis, quibus rogabat et mone- bat ut sine mora rediret ad ecclesiam suam, et antedicti Joannis conducta et solatio in itinere fruaretur. Paruit archiepiscopus, et in redeundo emu- torum per amicos machinamenta cognovit, qui jam ad maie profecti ventum commodum expectabant, archiepiscopo nostro in opposito littero similiter exspectante. Ubi cum de transitu eorum et machinationibus certior fieret, conatus eorum via qua potuit elisit, mittens archiepiscopo eboracensi literas apostolicas, quibus ipse et dumelimens episcopus propter usurpatam novi regis coronationem ab episcopali officio suspenduntur. Alias quoque por- rexit municia Londoniensis et Saresberiensis episcopos, quibus in sententiam anathematis revocantur, et suspenduntur omnes episcopi qui præfate co- nationi interfuerunt. Quo facto, prosperior aura spirans a Flandria domi- num archiepiscopum in Angliam felici navigatione perduxit, venientemque ad portum cut Sandwichus nomen est, regii satellites exceperunt, custodias per litora dispositis, ut creditur, ad nocendum, et armatis perstrepentibus:
quos antefatus Joannes de Oxenford cohubit et compulit aram deponere, non tam, ut putaur, favore nostrorum, quam ne temeritas eorum dominum regem et hberos suos nota prodimus inueret. Exegerunt tamen ut alienigenae quum archiepiscopo venerant, sacramentum prestarent de servanda fideitate regi et regno. Nee apparebat quum alienigena praeter Simonem, senonensem archidiconum, qui ad praestandum juramentum facile fuesset inductus, si archiepiscopus permisisset, quia exempli perniciem veritus, respondit bona moribus hoc prouis esse contrarium, ut munda barbare compellantur hospites et peregrini ad hujus modi juramenta. Et fortasse satellites vim parassent, nisi eos compescisset tumultus popularis, verentes plebis impetum, quae sic de recepto pastore gavisa est ac si de caelo inter homines Christus ipsae descendideret.

Cum vero se die sequenti Cantuariae receptisset, venerunt ad eum alterius archiepiscopi et episcoporum suspensorum munici, ad sedem apostolicam appellantes, licet eis inhabitantes constaret quod summuns Pontifex omnem appellandae praeceleret facultatem. Venerunt ex alio latere domini regis officiales, suo rogantes nomine et publica denunciaentes auctoritate, ut archiepiscopus latam in archiepiscopum eboracensem et alios episcopos sententiam relaxaret, nisi regis et regni vellet decerni publicus hostis, ut qui novo regi coronam moliebat auferre. Ad quod archiepiscopus respondit se nullo modo impugnare regiam dignitatem, sed potius vires, opes et gloria pio viribus in Christo augmentatque: hoc tamen nullatione impetrari posse, quin adversus praesumptores episcopos ecclesiae sua justitiam prosequatur. Illis autem instantibus acris, adject quod pro honore domini regis, licet ei periculosum esset et vires ejus excederet, quia judex inferior superioris non potest relaxare sentientiam, paratus erat duos episcopos absolvere, recepto ab eis prins, secundum quem ecclesiae, juramento, quod domini pape, qui eos vinixerat, mandatis obedient. Officialis autem non permiserunt ut fieret, dicentes hujusmodi juramentum ab episcopis non debere prastari, qua regni consnetudines impugnabat. Replicavit ad haec archiepiscopus quod, cum dominum papam modis omnibus ante sollicitasset ut eos absolveret a vinculo anathematis quo solius cantuariensis ecclesiae auctoritate fuerant immodati, nonnisi praestito juramento solvi potuerunt. Quod si necessarium fuit ad unius episcoporum sententiam dissolvendum, quae longe inferior est edicto suami pontificis, luce clarus est quod sententia apostolica sine eo, prestiterit a judice inferior, solvi non debet. Ad hujusmodi et similis allegationes episcopi moti sunt, et sic ut pro certo relatum est, ad archiepiscopi clementiam confugiissent, nisi eos sepe nominatus eboracensis seduxisset, dissuadens ne quidr ege facerent inconsulto, quem patronum habuerant in omnibus operibus suis.

Illis tamen cum indignatioe properantibus ad dominum regem, noster archiepiscopus ad novum regem iter arripuit. Cum vero Londomos pervenisset, denunciat ei rex junior ne progradeturet, nec civitates ejus aut castella intraret, sed reciparet se cum suis infra ambitum ecclesiae suae; et suis denunciatum est ne regni fines exeat, ne prodeant in publicum, sed, sicut se ipsos diligit, caveant sibi. Qua denunciatione publicata, se et suos Cantuariæ receptit archiepiscopus, ibique solutum Dei cum multo discrimine praestolamur. Neque nobis via consolationis aut securitatis alia patet, quam ut vestris et sanctorum orationibus evadamus insidias eorum quae ecclesiae sanguinem sitiunt, et querunt ut de terra petamus avellamur, aut celerius peramans in ipsa. Licet autem persecutio gravissima sit, et ad
archiepiscopum rarus de numero divitum et honoratorum visitator accedat, ipse tamen cunctis ad se venentibus pontificali gravitate jus reddit, deducta prorsus acceptione personam ac munera. Frater mens ad nostrum exoniensem, quem mibi nondum licet visitare, profectus, latei ejus adhaeret in timore multo et iugis sollicitudine. Longum erit, et vereor ne taudium generet, si cunctas angustias nostras cæpero replicare; sed quæ desunt epistolae supplebuntur officio portitoris. Ita itaque, si placet, inserat nos vestrem sollicitare sanctum protem et amicos Christi de Monte-Dei et Valle-Sanctu-Petri, et abbates sanctorum Nicasii et Crispini, et alios sanctos familiares vestros, quatenus nobis apud altissimum suffragentur, ut eorum mentis salubriter liberemur, qui periclitamur ex nostris. Carissimos autem fratres nostros et dominos, qui beatissimo Remigio fulsamulant, vix sine gemitu et suspitius aut madore lacrymarum possum ad animum revocare, recolens me quondam instar paradisi feliciter incoluisse, dum illorum præsentia fruebar, et caritatis experiebam imaginem quæ in æterna vita speratur. Illos, quæso, diligentius sollicitate, ut alumnorum suorun meminerint in orationibus suis. Quam esto Deus prospera donabit, vobis currentium litterarum ministerio, Christo propitiante, communicare non differam. Valeat semper et vigeat sanctitas vestra, et totius ecclesiae prosperitas in bonis omnibus provehatut, et, si placet, pauperem saceidotem Sancti-Cosme commendatum habeatis.

---

**No. XI. (page 139.)**

**Extract from a Letter of John of Salisbury, relative to the Murder of Thomas Becket.**

Passurus autem in ecclesia, ut dictum est, coiam altari Christi martyr, antequam feriretur, cum se audisset inqui, militibus qui ad hoc venerant in turba clericorum et monachorum vociferantibus, *Ubi est archiepiscopus?* occurrunt eiis et gradu quem ex magna parte ascenderat, vultu intrepido dicens: *Ecce ego: quod vultis?* Cui unus funestorum militum in spiritu furoris intulit: *Ut modo morarist.* *Imposibile enim est ut ulterius vivas.* Respondit autem archiepiscopus, non minori constantia verbi quam animi, quæ (quod omnium martyrum pace ex animi mei sententia fidenter dixerim) nullus eorum videtur in passione isto fussese constantor. *Et ego pro Deo morti paratus sum, et pro assertione justitiae et ecclesiae libertate.* Sed, si caput meum quartus, profitebo ex parte omnipotenti Dei et sub anathæ mate, ne cuiquam alii, sive monacho, sive lauco, majori vel minori, in aliquo nocceatis, sed sunt immunes a puena sciscit existerunt a causa. Non enim illis, sed mihi imputandum est si qui eorum causam laborantis ecclesiae suscperunt. *Mortem libenter amplior, dummodo ecclesia in effusione sanquinum mei pacem consequatur et libertatem.*

Quis isto videtur in caritate ferventior, qui, dum se pro lege Dei persecutoribus offerebat, in id solum eiat sollicitus ne proximi in aliquo laderentur? Verba ejus nonne Christum videtur exprimere in passione dicentem, *Si me*

---
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quaritmus, sinite hos abire 2 His dictis, videns carnifices eductis gladusis, in modum orantis incinavit caput, haec novissima proferens verba: Deo, beata Mariae, et sanctis hujus ecclesiae patronis, et beato Dionysio, commendo me ipsum et ecclesiae causam. Caetera quia sine suspitis, singultibus et lacrymis referat 9 Singula persequi pietas non permittit, quae carnifices immanissimi, Dei timore contemptu, et tam fidei quam totius humanitatis immemores, commiserunt. Non enim suffecit eis sanguine sacerdotis et nece profanare ecclesiam et diem sanctissimum immaculata, nisi, corona captiis quam sacri chrismatis unctio Deo dicaverat amputata, quod etiam dicuit horrible est, funestis gladiis jam defuncti ejicerent cerebrum, et per pavidum cum eoruere et ossibus crudelissime spargent, immamos Christi crucifixoribus, qui ejus crura quem obisse viderant, sect abhuc viventum, non censuerunt esse fragumenda. Sed in his omnibus cruciatibus invicti animi et admirandae constantiae martyri nec verbum protruit, nec clamorem emisset, nec euidit gementum, nec brachium aut vestem opposuit fereinti; sed caput inclinatum, quod gladium exposerat, virtute admiranda, donec con summaretur, tenebat immobile, et tandem in terram procedens recto corpore, nec pedem movit aut manum.

Carnifices autem, non minus cupidis quam crudelis, inde tam in regio potestatis quam divinae majestatis in juriam ad ecclesiam palatium redeuntes, universam supellectilem et quodquid in sermone aut chelissi archeiplopci et suorum potuit inveniri, sive auro sive in argento, aut vestibus aut variis ornamentiis, aut libris, aut privilegiis, aut alius quibuscumque scriptis, aut equitaturis, insatiable avaritia et stupendo ausu diripientes, ea ut libuit inter se diversione, imitatores eorum facti qui inter se Christi vestimenta partiti sunt, liebet eos quoddammodo precedent in scelere; et ut pontificem jam per martyrion coronato hominum gratia auriatur, omnia scipta quae sacrilegus praece surripuit ad regem in Normanniam transmissa sunt. Sed nutu divino contigit quod, quanto magnus athleta fortissimi gloriam offuscare nitebatur humana temeritas, tanto eam amplius Dominus illustraret ostentione virtutis et miraculorum manifestis indeciis: quod viri impius, qui eum insatiabiliter odorant, intuentes, inibiuerunt nomine publicae potestatis ne miracula quae fiebant quisquam publicare præsumeret. Caetera, frustra quis obnubilare desiderat quod Deus clarificare disponit: eo emm amplius percrebuisse miracula, quae videbantur impuls studiosus occultanda. Homo videt in facie, solus Deus est qui renes scintatur et eorda. Nam, cum beati martyris corporum sepulchrum tradendum esset, et de more pontificalibus indueretur, quod admodum pauci familiares ejus noverant, inventum est cibicio pedunculis et vermibus referto involutum, ipsaque temoralia ejus interiora usque ad popites cilibina (quod apud nostrates antea fuerat inauditum) reperta sunt. Exterior tamem habitus caeteris confiniamatur, juxta sapientiam dicentis: Frons tua populo conveniet, intus omnis dissimilia sunt.

Quis referat quos gemitus, quam lacrymarum imbris sanctorum caeter qui aderant in revelatione sic adunbratae religiosis emiserit? Nec tamem in his omnibus persecutorum quievit furor dicentum corpus proditoris inter sanctos pontifices non esse humanum, sed procuriendum in paludem viliorem vel suspendingum esse patibulo. Unde sancti viri qui aderant, vim sibi timebant infereri. eum in crypta, antequam satellites Sathanæ qui ad sacrilegia perpetranda convocati fuerant convenirent, ante altare sancti Joannis Baptistæ et sancti Augustini Anglorum apostoli in sarcophago manmoreo sepelierunt: ubi ad gloriam omnipotentis Dei per eum multa magna mira-
cula fiunt, ceterum confluentibus populis ut videant in alius et sentiant in se potestam et clementiam ejus qui semper in sanctis suis mirabilis et gloriosus est. Nam et in loco passionis ejus, et ubi ante majus altare pernoc-tavit humandus, et ubi tandem sepultus est, paralyticci cantantur, cæpi videunt, surdi audiant, loquuntur muti, claudi ambulant, evadunt febricantes, ar-repti a daemonio liberantur, et a variis morbis sanantur aegroti, blasphemati daemonio arrepti confunduntur, illo lacte et plura quæ referre perlongum est operante, qui solus est super omnia benedictus in sæcula, et eos præelegit esse gloriæ suæ consortes quos, per veritatem fidei, zelum justitiae, confessionis virtutem et invictæ constantiae perseverantium, facturus erat de virtutis ac fidei adversarius triumphantes. Quæ profecto nulla ratione scribere praesumpsisset, nisi me super his fides oculata cettissimum reddisset.

Superest itaque ut vestra pænitatem nostram instruam eruditio, an citra romani pontificis auctoritatem tutum sit in missarum solemnis et aliis publicis orationibus eum in catalogo martyrum tanquam salutis præsidem invocare, an adhuc ei quem Deus tantis miraculorum clarificat indicis, quasi ali provecto orationes subventorias teneamur exsolvare. Timetur enim ne sic oriandus instantia beati martyris injuria videatur, et incredulitas pretendat imaginem post tot signorum exhibitionem nondum secura devotio. Jam super hoc consultus esset romanus Pontifex, nisì quia facultus transueundi adeo omnibus preclusa est, ut nullus ad navigium admittere nisi litteras regis ante porrexaed. Nobis tamen interim consultius esse videtur ut assistamus Domini voluntatibus, et quem ipse honorare dignatur ut martyrem, nos, sive cantemus, sive ploremus, ut martyrem veneremur. Nam fere in omnibus mundi partibus Deus, non excepta cursumque hominis aucto-ritate, potuit et consuevit clarificare quos voluit: quod sapienti non potest esse ambiguum, qui varias scripturas solerti indagatione diligentius perscrutatur.

No. XII. (page 139.)

NARRATIVE OF THE MURDER OF THOMAS BEKET, BY EDWARD GRIM, WHO WAS WOUNDED WHILE ENDEAVOURING TO DEFEND HIM. 1

Abierunt tum quidam magni viri ad regem, et sanctum martyrem detale-runt, ita ut rex gravissime commotus iteratis vocibus ita dixisse ferretur: Inertes ac miseris homines enutrii et erexi in regno meo, qui nec fidem servant domino suo, quem a plebeio quodam clericos tam proboresse patuuntur illudi. Aderant ibi nobiles quatuor genere conspicui, et e familia regis. Il lacte verba ex ore regis rapientes, secus ea, quam rex vellet, interpretati sunt: moxque in necem sancti vii conspirarunt, nescientequo rege, mare celerrime trajecerunt, rege, ubi id comperit, suspicante mali quippam illos moliri, mittenteque nuncios, quos eos revocarent: sed illi jam longius antecesserant, quam ut possent revocari. Invito quidem rege caesum ab illis

1 Edvardi Vita S. Thomæ, apud Suriunm, De probatis sanctorum vitis mense Decembris, p. 361 and 362.
Intro autem reversis clericis, qui primarius erat in his quator viris, ita ant: Rex controversiis omnibus consopitis, te ad tuam sedem remisit: tu maleficus bona compensans, eos, quorum opera filius regis coronatus est, a suo ministerio suspendisti, ministros regis anathemate percessisti, ut satis appareat, te filio regis, modo possis, coronam asserere constituisse. De his utrum coram regis purgare te velis, edicto. Ea enim causa nos huc missum sumus. Respondit vir sanctus: Testis est Deus, nunquam me filio regis coronam expere voluisses, cui ego mallem tres alias adjuvare cum regnis amplissimis, modo id recte atque ordine fieri posset. Neque vero ego suspendi a ministerio episcopos, sed dominus Papa id fecit, nec me decet absolvere, ut vos vultus, quos ille ligavit. Tum illi: Jubes, inquant, rex ut cum omnibus tuis et regno excedas. Contra archiepiscopus: Sed me deinceps, aut, Deo propitio, nemo inter ecclesiam mean et mare conspiciet. Non veni ut fugerem: hic me reperiit, si quis quaerisset. Illis objectionibus, quod animi furore percussi, ministros regis ex ecclesia turpiter ejecisset, vir sanctus cum multo spiritus fervore illis respondit: Quisquis ausus fuerit sanctae Romanae sedis instituta, vel ecclesiae Christi jura violare, nec ulteriori satisfacerit, non paream, nec differam ecclesiastica censura coercere pecantem. Hae illi viri Dei constantia percussi, propius accedunt, dicuntque ei: In captivit sui periculum hae prolocutus es. At vir sanctus: Non me, inquit, terrent minae vestae: nec gladii vestri promptiores sunt ad feriendum, quam ego ad martyrium obeundum Alium quaerite, qui vos fugiat: me collocato sede pro Domino meo praetitudinem comperietis. Illis cum clamore et contumeliosis exentibus, vir Dei suos consolabatur, et, ut nobis visum est, qui presentes adflmus, ita sedeat imperterritus, ac si ad nuptias invitatus esset ab illis.

Mox revertuntur illi loricati, accinctique gladius, et securibus armati. Fores autem clause erant, nec pulsantibus aperiubatur. Tom illi occulsiore via per pomatum ad sepem ligneum divertunt, ferroque et magna vi sibi aditum parant. Eo horribili strepitu ministri et clerici pene omnes territi fugerunt. Hortalibus illis, qui remanerant, ut vir sanctus in ecclesiam se conferret, plane recusavit. Non enim tali caso fugiendum erat, sed dandum potius subditis exemplum ut mallet quisque feriri gladio, quam

In his omnibus increduletem licebat sancti martyris videre constantiam, ut qui neque manum, neque vestem opponeret persecutoribus illis, nec ullam vel verbum, vel clamorem ederet, immo ne gerimium quidem, aut aliquam
doloris significationem exprimeret: sed caput gladiis oblatum teneret im-
motum, donee cerebro cum sanguine crumpente, tanquam oraturus, corpus
in terram, spiritum in sinum Abrahæ deposuit. Cæsus est vir pius a cruen-
tissimis illis carnificibus tempore sacro et loco sacro, in ipsa domo Dei,
quarto calendas januarii, anno Christi millesimo centesimo septuagesimo.

No. XIII. (page 139.)

LETTER FROM KING LOUIS VII. TO POPE ALEXANDER III., DEMANDING
VENGEANCE AGAINST THE MURDERS OF THOMAS BEKET.¹ (A.D. 1171.)

Domino et Patri sanctissimo Alexander, Dei gratia summo Pontifici,
Ludovicus, Francorum Rex, salutem et debitum reverentiam. Ab humanae
peditatis lege recedit filius qui materem deturpat, neque Creatoris beneficii
remmiserit qui de sanctæ ecclesiae filia turpitudine non trisatur. Unde
specialius est condolendum, et novitatem doloris excitat inaudita novitatis
cruelitatis, quoniam in sanctum Dei insurgens malignatas, in pupillam
Christi gladium infixit, et lucernam cantuariensis ecclesiæ non tam crude-
liter quam turpiter jugulavit. Excitetur igitur exquisita genus justitiae,
denudetur gladius Petri in utionem cantuariensis martyris, quia sanguis
ejus pro universali clamat ecclesia, non tam sibi quam universæ ecclesiæ
conquerens de vindicta. Et ecce ad tumultum agonistæ, ut relatum est
nobis, divina in miraculis revelatur gloria et divinitus demonstratur, ubi
humatis requiescit, pro cujus nomine decertavit. Latores vero presentium,
patre orbati, vestra pietati seriem indicabunt. Testimonio item veritatis
aurem mitissimam adhibite, et tam de isto negotio quam de alis, ipsis tan-
quam nobis credite. Valeat pietas vestra.

No. XIV. (page 139.)

LETTER FROM THIBAULT, EARL OF BLOIS, TO POPE ALEXANDER III.,
ON THE MURDER OF THOMAS BEKET.² (A.D. 1171.)

Reverendissimo domino suo et patri Alexandre, summo Pontifici, Theo-
baldus blesensis comes et regni Francorum procurator, salutem et debitam
cum filiis subjectione reverentiam. Vestra placuit majestati quod inter
dominum cantuariensem archiepiscopum et regem Anglorum pac reforma-
retur et integra firmaretur concordia. Itaque, juxta vestra tenorem mandati,
illum rex Anglææ vultu hilarì, fronte laeta et pacem spondente, et gratiam
sibi referente, recepit. Hyic paci et concordiae adfui, et me presente do-

¹ Recueil des Hist. de la France, xvi. 153. ² Ibid. 468.

No. XV. (page 139.)

Letter in which the Bishop of Lisieux, on the part of all the Prelates of Normandy, relates to the Pope the conduct of Henry II. after the murder of Thomas Beket.¹ (A.D. 1171.)

Alexandro papæ Ernulphus, lexoviensis episcopus, post mortem S. Thomæ. Cum, apud regem nostrum pariter congregati, de magnis ecclesiæ regnique negotiis tractaturi crederemur, subitus nos de domino cantuariensi rumor lamentabili mære perfudit, adeo ut in momento securitas in stuporem, et consultationes in suspicio verterentur. Per aliquos enim ab Anglis revertentes certa relatione didicimus quod quidam inimici ejus, crebis, ut aiëvant, exacerbationibus ad iracundiam et amentiam provocati, tenebre in eum irruptione facta (quod sine dolore dicere non possimus nec debemus), personam ejus aggredi et trucidare crudeliter persisterent. Ad regis deinque notitiam rumor infantus quibusdam preferentibus penetravit, quomam et non licuit ignorare quod ad ejus vindictam jure potestatis et gladio videbatur

¹ Recueil des Hist. de la France, xvi. 469.
specialius pertinere. Quo statim in primis nefandi sermonis initis ad omnia lamentationum et miserationum genera conversus, regiam prorsus majestatem quasi ulicio immutans et cinere, multo fortius amicum exhibuit quam principem, stupens interdum, et post stuporem ad gemitus aceriores et acerbiore amaritudines revolutus. Tribus fere diebus conclusus in cubiculo, nec cibum capere, nec consolatores admittere sustinuit; sed mæstitia perniciosiore voluntariam sibi perniciosem indicere pertinaciter videbatur. Miserabiles erat malorum facies, et anxietas vicissitudo dolorum: quoniam qui sacerdotem lamentabamur primum, de regis salute consequenter eopinus desperare, et in alterius nee miserabiliter utrumque credebamus interisse. Porro, quaerentibus amicis et episcopis maxime quod eum ad se redire non permitteret, respondit se metuere ne sceleris auctores et complices, veteris rancoris confidentia, impunitatem sibi criminis promissent, hic ipse novas inimicitias recentibus injurias et frequentibus maleficiis compararet; arbitrari se nomini sua fama et gloriam maledictis æmulorum respergi posse, et confingi id ex ejus conscientia processisse: sed omnipotentem Deum se testem invocare in animam suam, quod opus nefandum nee sua voluntate nee conscientia commissum est, nee artificio perquisitam, nisi forte in hoc delictum sit, quod adhuc manus diligere credebatur: super hoc quoque se judicio ecclesiae prorsus exponere, et humiliter suscepturum quidquid in eo furent salubriter statuendum. Communicato igitur consilio, in hoc universorum consultatione conquievit, ut sedis apodoticae samentiam et auctoritatem consuleret, quam spiritu sapientiae et potestatis plenitudine Christiani fides praeclara abundantius redundare, et apud eam suam student innocentiam modis legitimis et canonicis approbar. Supplicationem ergo quatenus, secundum datum a Deo vobis spiritum consili et fortitudinis, tanti sceleris auctoribus secundum facti insaniam servatas vestra retribuunt, et suam innocentiam regi pietas apostolica et in statu suo velit affectuosiis conservare Omnipotens Deus personam vestram ecclesiæ sue per multa tempora conservet incolumem.

---

No. XVI. (page 139.)

LETTER FROM HENRY II. TO THE POPE, ON THE SUBJECT OF THE MURDER OF THOMAS BEKET.¹ (A.D. 1171)

Alexandro, Dei gratia summo Pontifici, Henricus rex Anglorum, et dux Normannorum et Aquitanorum, et Comes Andegavorum, salutem et debeat devotionem. Ob reverentiam romanæ ecclesiae et amorem vestrum, quem. Deo teste, fideliter quaesi et constanter usque modo servavi. Thomæ cantuanei archiepiscopo, juxta vestrum mandatum, pacem et possessionem suarum plenam restitutionem indulsi, et cum honesto commenatu in Angliam transfretare concessi. Ipse vero in ingressu suo non pacis legitiam, sed ignem portavit et gladium, dum contra me regno et corona proposuit quæstionem. Insuper meos servientes passim sine causa

¹ Recueil des Hist. de la France, xvi. 470.
excommunicare aggressus est. Tantam igitur protervitatem hominum non ferentes, excommunicati et alii de Anglia irruerunt in eum, et, quod dicere sine dolore non valeo, occiderunt. Quia igitur iram quam contra illum dum conceperam, tunc causam luic maleficio praestississe, Deo teste, graviter sum turbatus. Et quia in hoc facto plus famae meae quam conscientiae tmeo, rogo seniitatem vestrarn ut in hoc articulo me salubris consili medicamine foveatis.

No. XVII. (page 139.)

LETTER FROM HENRY II. TO THE POPE, ON THE SUBJECT OF THE REBELLION OF HIS SONS.1 (A.D. 1178.)


1 Recueil des Hist. de la France, xvi. 649.
vestram Spiritus consili, ut convertatis corda filiorum ad patrem. Cor enim patris pro beneplacito vestro convertetur ad filhos, et in fide illius per quem reges regnant, vestrae magnitudini promitto me dispositionem vestrae in omnibus pariturum. Vos ecclesiæ suæ, Pater sancte, diu Christus servet incolumem.

---

No. XVIII. (page 167.)

**Political Poems of Bertrand de Born, preceded by the Historical Notices given in the Manuscripts at the head of each of the Productions of this Troubadour**

Sirvente on the League formed against Richard, earl of Poitiers, by the Seigneurs of Ventadour, Combor, Ségur, Turenne, Gordon, and the count of Périgord.¹

Bertrans de Born, en la Sazon qu'el avia guerra ab lo comte Richart, el fez si qu'el vescoms de Ventedorn, el vescoms de Comborn, el vescoms de Segur, so fo lo vescoms de Lemogas, el vescoms de Torena, se jureron ab lo comte de Peiregors et ab los borges d'aquellas encontradas et ab lo seignor de Gordon et ab lo seignor de Montfort, e si se sarreron ensem per qu'il se deffendesson dal com Richart que los volia desetar, per so car il volion ben al rei jove son fraire, ab cui el se guerrejava, alqual el avia tolta las rendas de las caretas, de lasquals caretas lo reis joves prendia certa causa, si com lo paie l'o avia donat, e no'l lassava neus albergar segur en tota la soa terra. E per aquest sagramen que tich aquist avian fut de guerreiar en Richart, Bertrans de Born si fez aquest sirventes:

Pus Ventedorn e Comborn e Segur
E Torena e Montfort e Guordon
An fag acort ab Peiregor et jur,
E li borges si claven d'envron,
M'es bon e belh huyemais qu'ieu m'entremeta
D'un sirventes per elhs acnorlar,
Qu'ieu no vuelt ges sia ma Toleta,
Per qu'ieu segurs non i pogens estar.

A ! Puiguillems, e Clarens, e Granolh,
E Sanh Astier, molt avetz gran honor,
Et ieu mezeis qui conoisser la m vol,
Et a sobrier Engolesmes maior,
Qu'en charretier que gurpis sa charreta
Non a deniers ni no pren ses paor;
Per qu'ab onor pretz mais pauc terreta
Qu'un emperi tener à dezonor.

¹ Raymonard, *Choix des poésies des Troubadours*, v. 83, iv. 145.
Si'l rics vescoms qui es caps dels Guascos,
A cui apen Beaus e Gavardans,
En Vezias o vol e'n Bernardos,
E'l Senher d'Ayx, e selh cui es Marsans,
D'aquella paut aura 'l coms pro que fassa,
Et eissamen assi com e'l es pros,
Ab sa gran ost que atra et amassa,
Venha s' en sai et ajoste s'ab nos.

Si Tallabores, e Pons, e Lezinhans,
E Malleons, e Taunais fos en pes,
Et a Simac fos vescoms vius e sans,
Ja non creirn que non nos ajudes
Selh de Toartz; pois lo coms lo menassa,
Venha s'ab nos, e non sia ges vans,
E demandem li tro que dreg non fassa
Dels homes qu'el nos a traiitz d'entr' els mans.

Entre Peitau e la Ylha' n Bocart,
E Mirabelh, et Landun, e Chuno,
A Claraval an bastit, ses regart,
Un belh caslar el meg d'un plan cambo :
Mas no vuelli ges lo sapcha ni lo veya.
Lo joves reys, que no ill sabria bo,
Mas paor ai, pus aitan fort blanqueya,
* Qu'el lo veira ben de Matafelos.

Del rey Felip veirembi si panteya,
O si segra los usatges Karlo ;

D'en Talhafer, pus so senher l'autreya
D'Engolesme, et elh l'en a fag do ;

Quar non es bo de so que reys autreya,
Quant a dig d'oe, que puyes digna de no.

Sirvente on the Reconciliation of Bertran de Born with Richard, Son of
King Henry II.  

Al temps qu'en Richartz era coms de Peitieus, anz qu'el fos reis, Bertrant
de Born si era sos enemics, per so qu'en Bertians volia ben al rei jove que
guerrejava adoncs ab en Richart que era sos fraire. En Bertrant si avia fait
vurar contra x Richart lo bon vescomte de Lemogas que avia nom n Aemars,
e'l vescomte de Ventedorn, e'l vescomte de Gumel, e'l comte de Peiragors e
son fraire, e'l comte d'Engoleime e sos dos fraires, e'l comte Raimon de To-
losa, e'l comte de Flandres, e'l comte de Barsolona, en Centoill d'Estaraic,
un comte de Gascoingna, en Gaston de Bearn, comte de Bigora, e'l comte
de Digon, e tuich aquistz si l'abandoner en feiron patz ses lui, et si per-
juraron vas lui. En Aemars, lo vescoms de Lemogas, que plus l'era tengutz
d'amor e de sagramen si l'abandonet et fezt patz ses lui; en Richartz caut
saup que tuich aquist l'avion abandonat, el s'en venc denant Autafoit ab la

1 Raynouard, Choix des poésies des Troubadours, v. 84, iv. 153.
Soa ost, e dis e juret que jamais no s'en partiria si'l no ill dava Autafort, e no vena a son comandamen. Bertrans, quant auzi so qu'en Richartz avia jurat, e sabia qu'el era abandonatz de totz aquestz que vos avezit auzit, si'l det lo castel, e si venc a son comandamen. E'l coms Richartz lo receup, perdonan li e baisan lo; et sapchatz que per una cobla qu'el fetz el sirventz locals comensa:

Si l coms m'es avinens
E non avars,

Lo coms Richartz li perdonet son brau talan, e rendet li son castel Autafort e venc sos fin amic coral; e vai s'en en Bertrans e comensa a guerreiar n Acmar lo vescomie que l'avia desamparat, e'l comte de Penegors; don Bertrans receup de grans dans, et el a lor fetz de grans mals. En Richartz, quant fon devengutz reis passet outra mar, e'n Bertrans remas guerreian, don Bertrans fetz d'aquestas doas razos aquest sirventz:

Ges no mi desconort,
S'ieu ai perdut,
Qu'ieu non chant e m deport,
E non m'aur
Com cobres Autafort
Qu'ieu ai rendut
Al senhor de Naort,
Car la volgot,
E pois en merceian
Li sui vengutz denan,
E'l coms en perdonan
M'a receubut baisan;
Ges no i dei aver dan,
Qu'eu d'is es antan,
Ni lausengier non blan.

Vas mi son perjurat
Trei palazi,
E'l quatre vescomtat
De Lemozi,
E li dui penchenat
Peiragorzi,
E li trei comte fat
Englomezi,
E'n Sestols ab Gasto,
Et tuit l'autre baro
Que m forou plevizo,
E lo coms de Dijo,
E Raimons d'Avigno,
Ab lo comte breto,
Et anc uns no m tenc pro.

Si l coms m'es avinens
E non avars,
Mout li serai valens,
En sos afars,
E fis com fins argens,
Humils e cars;
E'1 coms sega lo sens
Que tai la mars,
Quan ren i chan de bo
Vol ben qu'ab heis s'esto,
E so que no 'l te pro
Gieta fors el sablo;
Qu'ass' s tamh de baro
Que fassa son perde,
E s'el tof que pois do.

Ses pro tener amie
Tenc per aitul
Com fas mon enemic
Que no m'fai mal;
Qu'en un mostier antic
De San Marsal
Mi jureron mant ric
Sobr' un missal;
Tals mi plevic sa fe
Non feses patz ses me,
Qu'anc pois no m'en tenc re,
Ni li sovène de me,
Ni' Il membre mas de se,
Quant si mes a merce;
E non estet ges be.

Lo conte vueill pregar
Que ma manso
Mi comant a gardar,
O que la m do;
Q'ades mi son aver
Tut sist baro,
Q'ab els non puose durar
Ses contenso;
Ara mi pot coblar
Lo coms ses mal estar,
Et ieu vas lui tornar
E servir et onrar;
E non o volgu fai,
Tro c'dl dezamparar
Sui vengutz d'ex Amar.

Ma bella Esmenda s gar
Hucimais de sordear,
Que ja per meihurar
Non la cal treballhar;
Qu'el mon non sa sa par
De fom ni de parlar
Ni de bell domneiar.

Domna, ab cor aver
De prometr' e de dar,
Pois no m voletz colgar
Donasses m'un baisar;
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Aissi m podeis ric far
E mor dan restaurar,
Si dombres dius mi gar.
Papiol, mon chantar
Vai a mi dous contar;
Per amor d'en Amar
Mi lais de guerreiar.

Sirvente in which Bertrand de Born encourages Prince Henry to resume the War against his brother Richard. 1

En la sazos qu'el reis joves ac faïta la paz ab son fraire Richart et el ac fenda la demanda que il fazià de la terra, si com fo la voluntat del rei Henric lor pare; el pare li dava certa livrazon de deniers per vianda, e per so que besoïgua l'era, e neguna terra non tema ni possezia; ni negus hom a lu no venia per mantenemen ni per secors de guerra; en Bertrans de Born e tuit li autre baion que l'avian mantengut contra Richart foron molt dolen. E'l reis joves si s'en anct en Lombardia toineiar e solasar; e lesset totz aquestz baros en la guerra ab en Richart. En Richartz asega bores e chastels, e puèz terras, e derioca e ars e abrasa. E'l reis joves si sojornava, tornava e dormia e solasava; don en Bertrans si fetz aquest sirventes que comensa:

D'un sirventes no m quam far longor ganda,
Tal talent ai qu'ei digua e que l'espana,
Quar n'ai razon tan novella e tan granda
Del jove rey qu'a femt sa demanda
Son frair Richart, pus sos pairs lo y comanda,
Tant es forcesat!
Pus ex Enricz terra non te ni manda,
Sia reys dels malvatz.

Que malvatz fai quar aissi viu a randa,
A livrazon, a comte et a guaranda;
Reys coronatz, que d'autrui pren livranda,
Mal sembla Arnaut lo marques de Bellonda
Nil pros Guilem que conquis tor Miranda,
Tan fon prezatz!
Pus en Peitau lur mente e lur truanda,
No y er mais tant amatz.

Ja per dormir non er de Goberlanda,
Reys dels Engles, ni non conquerra Yrlanda,
Ni duex clamaz de la terra normanda,
Ni tenra Angius ni Monsaurell ni Canda
Ni de Peitieus non aurà la miranda,
Ni coms palatz
Sai de Bodelh, ni dels Gascos part landa
Senhers ni de Bazatz.

Cosselh vuelli dar el so de n'Alamanda
Lai a'n Richart, sitot non lo m demanda.

1 Raynouard, Choix des poésies des Troubadours, v. 85, iv. 148.
Lament of Bertrand de Born on the Death of Prince Henry.1

Lo planz qu'en Bertrans de Born fetz del rei jove non porta altera razon
sinon qu'el rei joves era lo meillor del mon. En Bertans li volia meills
qua home del mon, e lo reis joves ad el meills qua' home del mon; e plus
lo crezia que home del mon; per que lo reis Emirs sos pare el coms
Richartz sos frare volian mal a'n Bertran. E per la valor qu'el rei joves
avia, e per lo grand dol que fon a tota gen, el fetz lo planz de lui que dis:

Si tut li dol e'l plor e'l marrimen
E las dolors e'l dans e'l cantivier
Que hom agues en est segle dolen
Posson emsemi, semblaran tut leugier
Contra la mort del jove rei engles,
Don reman pretz e jovent doloiros,
E'l mon escurs e tenhs e tenebros,
Sem de tot joi, pleu de tristor et d'ira.

Dolent e tust e plen de marrimen
Son remanzt li cortes soudadier
E'l troubador e'l joglar avinen,
Trop an agut en mort mortal guerner,
Que tolt lor a lo joven rei engles
Vas cui eran li plus lare cobeitos:
Ja non er mais, ni non crezas que fos
Va aquest dan el segle plors ni'ira.

Estenta mort, plena de marrimen,
Vanar te pods, qu'el melhor cavalier
As tolt al mon qu'anc fos de nullia gen!
Quar non es rei qu'a pretz aia mesther
Que tot no fos el jove rei engles;
E fora miels, s'a diu plagues razos,
Que vi-ques el que mant autre enviós
Qu'anc no firon als pros mas dol et ira.

D'aquest segle flac, plen de marrimen,
S'amor s'en vai, son joi teinhs mensongier,
Que ien no a que non toin en cozen
Tout jorns veiretz que val mens huei que ier.

1 Raynouard, *Choix des poésies des Troubadours*, v. 80, ii. 183.
Cascun se mir el jove rei engles
Qu'era del mon lo plus valens dels pros,
Ar es anatz son gen cor amoros,
Dont es dolors e desconort et ira.

Celui que plac per nostre marramen
Venir el mon, e nos trais d'encombrer,
E receup mort a nostre salvamen,
Co a senhor humils e dreiturer
Clamen merce, qu'al jove rei engles
Perdon, s'hi platz, a com es vers perdos
E'l fassa estar ab omratz companhos
Lai on anc dol non ac ne i aura ira.

Narrative of the interview between Bertrand de Born and Henry II. after the capture of the Castle of Hautefort. 1

Lo reis Henricos d'Engleterra si tenia assis en Bertran de Born dedins Autafort, e'l combatia ab sos edefics, que molt li volia gran mal, car el crezia que tota la guerra qu'el reis joves, son fillz, l'avia faicha qu'en Bertrans la il agues fauta far; e per so era vengtz denant Autafort per lui desmitar. E'l reis d'Aragon venc en l'ost del rei Henric denant Autafort. E cant Bertrans o saub, si fo molt alegres qu'en reis d'Aragon era en l'ost, per so qu'el era sos amics especials. E'l reis d'Aragon si mandet sos messatges dins lo castel, qu'en Bertrans li mandet pan e vin e caun; et el si l'en mandet assatz; e per lo messatge per cui el mandet los presenz, el li mandet pregan qu'el fezes si qu'el fezes mudar los edificis e far traie en autra part, qu'el murs on il ferion era tot rotz. Et el, per gran aver del rei Henric, li dis tot so qu'en Bertrans l'avia mandat a dir. E'l reis Henricos si fes metre dels edificis en aquella part on saub qu'l murs era rotz, e fon lo murs per terra, e'l castels pres; e'n Bertrans ab tota sa gen fon menatz al pabaillon del rei Henric. E'l reis lo receup molt mal; e'l reis Henricos si'l dis: "Bertrans, Bertrans, vos avetz dig que anc la meitatz del vostre sen no vos besognet nulls temps, mas sapchatz qu'ara vos besogna ben totz." Seingner, dis Bertrans, el es ben vers qu'eu o dissi, e dissi me ben vertat." E'l reis dis: "Eu cre ben qu'el vos sia aras faillitz.—Seingner, dis en Bertrans, ben m'es faillitz.—E com? dis lo reis.—Seingner, dis en Bertrans, lo jor qu'el valens joves reis, vostre fills mori, eu perdi lo sen e'l saber e la conoissansa." E'l reis quant auzi so qu'en Bertrans li dis en planan dell fill, veni li granz dolors al cor de pietat e als oills, si que no s pot tener qu'el non passmes de dolor. E quant el revenc de pasmazon, el cnda e dis en planan: "En Bertrans, en Bertrans, vos avetz ben drech, e es ben razos, si vos avetz perdut lo sen per mon fill, qu'el vos volia meils que ad home del mon; et eu per amor de lui vos quit la persona e l'aver e l'vostre castel, e vos ren la mia amor e la mia gracia, e vos don cenz marcs d'agen per los dans que vos avetz receubutz." En Bertrans, si'l cazac als pes, referren li gracios e merces. E'l reis ab tota la soa est s'en anet.

1 Raynourd, Choix des poésies des Troubadours, v. 88.
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No. XIX. (page 220.)

Sirvente of Richard Cœur-de-Lion on his Captivity.1

Ja nuls hom pres non dira sa raison
Adrechament, si com hom dolens non;
Mas per consort deu hom faire canson:
Pre n'ay d'amis, mas paure son li don,
Ancta fur es, si per ma rezenson
Soi sa dos yvers pres.

Or sapchon ben miey hom e miey baron,
Angles, Norman, Peytavin et Gascon,
Qu'ieu non ay ja si paure compagnon
Qu'ieu laissasse, per aver, en preison,
Non ho dic mia per nulla retraison,
Mas auquar soi ie pres.

Car sai eu ben per ver, certanament,
Qu'hom mort ni pres n'a ame n parent,
E si m laissan per aur ni per argent,
Mal m'es per mi, mas pieg m'es per ma gent,
Qu apres ma mort n'auran reprochament,
Si sai mi laisson pres.

No m meravilli s'ieu ay lo cor dolent,
Que mos senher met ma terra en turment;
No li membra del nostre sagrament
Que nos feimes el Sans cominalment;
Ben sai de ver que gaire longament
Non serai en sai pres.

Suer comtessa, vostre pretz sobeiran
Sal dieus, et gard la bella qu'ieu am tan,
Ni per cui soi ja pres.

---

No. XX. (page 223.)

The King's Disguise, and Friendship with Robin Hood.2

King Richard hearing of the pranks
Of Robin Hood and his men,
He much admir'd and more desir'd
To see both him and them.

1 Raynouard, Choix des poésies des Troubadours, iv. 185.
2 Evan's Old Ballads, historical and narrative, i. 218—225
Then with a dozen of his lords
To Nottingham he rode:
When he came there, he made good cheer,
And took up his abode.

He having staid there some time,
But had no hopes to speed,
He and his lords, with one accord,
All put on monk's weeds.

From Fountain abbey they did ride,
Down to Bainsdale,
Where Robin Hood prepared stood,
All company to assail.

The king was higher than the rest,
And Robin thought he had
An abbot been whom he had seen;
To rob him he was glad.

He took the king's horse by the head:
—"Abbot," says he, "abide;
I am bound to rue such knaves as you,
That live in pomp and pride."

—"But we are messengers from the king,"
The king himself did say;
"Near to this place, his royal grace
To speak with thee does stay."

—"God save the king," said Robin Hood,
"And all that wish him well,
He that does deny his sovereignty,
I wish he was in hell."

—"Thyself thou cursest," said the king,
"For thou a traitor art."
"Nay, but that you are his messenger,
I swear you he in heart.

"For I never yet hurt any man
That honest is and true;
But those who give their minds to live
Upon other men's due.

"For I never hurt the husbandman
That use to till the ground;
Nor spill their blood, that range the wood,
To follow hawk or hound.

"My chiefest spite to clergy is,
Who in these days bear sway;
With fryars and monks, with their fine sprunks
I make my chiefest prey.
“But I am very glad,” says Robin Hood,
   “That I have met you here;
Come, before we end, you shall, my friend,
   Taste of our green wood cheer.”

The king he then did marvel much,
   And so did all his men,
They thought with fear, what kind of cheer
   Robin would provide for them.

Robin took the king’s horse by the head,
   And led him to the tent:
—“Thou would not be so us’d,” quoth he,
   “But that my king thee sent.

“Nay, more than that,” quoth Robin Hood,
   “For good king Richard’s sake,
If you had as much gold as ever I told,
   I would not one penny take.”

Then Robin set his horn to his mouth,
   And a loud blast he did blow,
Till an hundred and ten of Robin Hood’s men
   Came marching all of a row.

And when they came bold Robin before,
   Each man did bend his knee;
“O,” thought the king, “‘tis a gallant thing,
   And a seemly sight to see”

Within himself the king did say:
— “These men of Robin Hood’s
More humble be than mine to me;
   So the court may learn of the woods.”

So then they all to dinner went
   Upon a carpet green;
Black, yellow, red, finely mingled,
   Most curious to be seen.

Venison and fowls were plenty there,
   With fish out of the river:
King Richard swore, on sea or shore,
   He never was feasted better.

Then Robin takes a cann of ale;
— “Come let us now begin;
And every man shall have his cann;
   Here’s a health unto the king.”

The king himself drank to the king,
   So round about it went;
Two barrels of ale, both stout and stale,
   To pledge that health was spent.
And after that a bowl of wine
In his hand took Robin Hood:
— "Until I die, I'll drink wine," said he,
"While I live in the green wood."

— "Bend all your bows," said Robin Hood,
"And with the grey goose wing
Such sport now show, as you would do
In the presence of the king."

They shewed such brave archery,
By cleaving stick and wand,
That the king did say, "Such men as they
Live not in many lands."

— "Well, Robin Hood," then says the king,
"If I could thy pardon get,
To serve the king in every thing,
Wouldst thou thy mind firm set?"

— "Yes, with all my heart," bold Robin said
So they flung off their hoods;
To serve the king in every thing,
They swore they would spend their bloods.

— "For a clergyman was first my bane,
Whch makes me hate them all;
But if you'll be so kind to me,
Love them again I shall."

— "I am the king, thy sovereign king,
That appears before you all."
When Robin saw that it was he,
Strait then he down did fall.

— "Stand up again," then said the king,
"I'll thee thy pardon give:
Stand up, my friend; who can contend
When I give leave to live?"

So they are all gone to Nottingham
All shouting as they came;
But when the people them did see,
They thought the king was slain.

And for that cause the outlaws were come
To rule all as they list;
And for to shun, which way to run,
The people did not wist.

The plowman left the plow in the fields,
The smith ran from his shop;
Old folks also, that scarce could go,
Over their sticks did hop.
The king soon did let them understand
  He had been in the green wood,
And from that day for evermore
  He'd forgiven Robin Hood.

Then the people they did hear,
  And the truth was known;
They all did sing, God save the king,
  Hang cate, the town's our own.

— "What's that Robin Hood?" then said the sheriff,
  "That varlet I do hate;
Both me and mine he caused to dine,
  And served all with one plate."

— "Ho ho," said Robin Hood, "I know what you mean;
  Come take your gold again:
Be friends with me, and I with thee,
  And so with every man.

"Now, master sheriff, you are paid;
  And since you are beginner,
As well as you, give me my due,
  For you ne'er paid for that dinner.

"But if that it should please the king,
  So much your house to grace,
To sup with you, for to speak true,
  Know you ne'er was base."

The sheriff could not gainsay,
  For a trick was put upon him;
A supper was drest, the king was a guest,
  But he thought 'twould have undone him.

They are all gone to London court,
  Robin Hood with all his train;
He once was there a noble peer,
  And now he's there again.

No. XXI. (page 224.)

The Birth of Robin Hood.¹

O Willie's large o' hmb and lith,
  And come o' high degree;
And he is gone to Earl Richard
  To serve for meat and fee.

¹ Jamieson's Popular Songs, ii. 44—48.
Earl Richard had but ae daughter,
    Fan as a lily flower;
And they made up their love-contract
    Like proper paramour.

It fell upon a simmer's nict,
    Whan the leaves were fair and green,
That Willie met his gay ladie
    Intil the wood alone.

"O narrow is my gown, Willie,
    That wont to be sae wide:
And gane is a' my fair colour,
    That wont to be my pride.

"But gin my father should get word
    What's past between us twa,
Before that he should eat or drink,
    He'd hang you o'er that wa.

"But ye'll come to my bower, Willie,
    Just as the sun gaes down;
And kep me in your arms twa,
    And latna me fa' down."

O whan the sun was now gane down,
    He's gaen him till her bower;
And there, hy the lee licht o' the moon,
    Her windows he lookit o'er.

Intill a robe o' red scarlet
    She lap, fearless o' harm;
And Willie was large o' lith and limb,
    And keppt her in his arm.

And they've gane to the gude green wood;
    And ere the night was deen,
She's born to him a bonny young son,
    Amang the leaves sae green.

When night was gane, and day was come,
    And the sun began to peep,
Up and raise he earl Richard,
    Out o' his drowsy sleep.

He's ca'd upon his merry young men,
    By ane, by twa, and by three.
"O what's come o' my daughter dear,
    That she's nae come to me ?

"I dreamt a dreary dream last night,
    God grant it come to gude !
I dreamt I saw my daughter dear
    Drown in the saut sea flood.
"But gin my daughter be dead or sick,
O yet be stown awa.
I mak a vow, and I'll keep it true,
I'll hang ye ane and a'."

They sought her back, they sought her fore,
They sought her up and down;
They got her in the gude green wood
Nursing her bonny young son.

He took the bonny boy in his arms
And kist him tendeilie;
Says, "Though I would your father hang,
Your mother's dear to me"

He kist him o'er and o'er again;
"My granson I thee claim;
And Robin Hood in gude green wood,
And that shall be your name."

And mony ane sings o' grass, o' grass,
And mony ane sings o' corn;
And mony ane sings o' Robin Hood,
Kens little whare he was born.

It wasna in the ha', the ha',
Nor in the painted bower;
But it was in the gude green wood,
Amang the lily flower.

---
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Sirvente of Bertrand de Born to induce the Kings of France and England to go to War.¹

Pus li baron son irat e lor peza
D'aquesta patz qu'an fuita li duy rey,
Farai chanso tal que, quant er spieza,
A quadaun sera tart que guirey;
E no m'es bel de rey qu'en patz estey
Dezeretatz, e que perda son drey,
Tro 'l demanda que fai ana conqueza.

Ben an camjat honor per avoleza,
Segon qu'aug dir, Beiguonbon e Francey;
A rey armat ho ten hom a hiaqueza,

APPENDIX NO. XXIII.

Quant es an camp e vai penre plaidey,
E fora melhs, par la fe qu'eu vos dey,
Al rey Felip que mognes lo desrey
Que plaideyar armat sobre la gleza.

Ges alat patz no met reys en proezza
Cum aquesta, ni autra no l'agrey,
E non es dregz qu'om l'abais sa riqueza,
Que Yssaudun a fag jurar ab sey
Lo reys Henrics e mes en son destrey,
E no s cug ges qu'a son home s' autrey,
Si 'i sieu d'Angieu li merma una cresteza.

Si 'i rey engles a fait don ni largueza
Al rey Felip, dreg es qu'el l'en mercey,
Qu'el fetz hurar la moneda engleza,
Qu'en Fransa'n son carzt suz e correy;
E non foron Angevin ni Mansey,
Quar d'esterlins foi ill primer conrey
Que descoñion la gent Campanesa.

Lo sors Enrics dis paraula corteza,
Quan son nebot vi tornar en esfrey,
Que desarmatz volgr' aver la fin preza.
Quan fon armatz no vole penre plaidey;
E no semblot ges lo senhor d'Oiley
Que desarmatz fon de peior mercey
Que quant el cap ac la ventalha meza.

Ad ambedos ten hom ad avoleza
Quar an fag plaide don quecs de lor sordey;
Cine dugatz 'a la corona Francesa,
E dels comatz son a dire h trey;
E de Niort pert la rend 'e l'espley,
E Caercins reman ssi a mercey,
E Bretanha e la terra engolmeza.

Vai, Papiol, mon sirventes adrey
M1 porturas part Crespin e'l Valey
Mon Izembart, en la terra d'Arteza.
Et diguas li m qu'a tal domna sopley
Que jurar pot marves sobre la ley
Que 'l genser es del mon e 'l pus corteza.
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Another Sirvente of Bertrand de Born, to the same purpose.¹

Al dous nou termini blanç
Del pascor vei la elesta

¹ Raynouard, Choix des poésies des Troubadours, iv. 172.
Don lo nous temps s'escontenta,
Quan la sazos es plus genta
E plus covinens e val mais,
Et hom devria esser plus guais,
E meiller sabor mi a jaus.

Per que m' peza quar m' estanc
Qu'ieu ades no vey la festa,
Q'us sols jorns mi sembla trenta
Per una promessa genta
Don mi sors temors et esglais,
E no vellh sia meus Doais
Ses la sospeyss de Cambrais.

Pustell' en son huelh o cranc
Qui jamais l'en amonesta,
Que ja malvestatz dolenta
No 'l valra mession genta
Ni sojorns ni estar ad ais,
Tan cum guer're treball e fais:
So sapcha 'l seinher de Roais.

Guerra ses fuec et ses sanc
De rei o de gran podesta,
Q'us coms laudis ni desmenta,
Non es ges paraula genta,
Qu'el pueys si sojorn ni s'engrays,
E membre li qu'om li retrais
Qu'anc en escut lansa non frais.

Et anc no 'l vi bras ni flanc
Trencat, m camba m testa
Ferit de playa dolenta;
Ni en gran ost ni en genta
No 'l vim a Roais ni en assais,
E ja entro que el s'eslaus
Lo reys on pretz non es verais.

Rey frances ie us tenc per franc,
Pus a tort vos fai hom queste,
Ni de Gisort no s presenta
Patz ni fis que us sia genta,
Qu'ab lui es la guer'r e la pais;
E jovens, que guerra non pais,
Esdeveu leu flaxc e savais.

Ges d'en Oc e No m planc,
Qu'ieu sai ben qu'en lui no resta
La guerra ni no s'alenta
Qu'anc patz ni fis no 'lh fon genta,
Ni hom plus voluniers non trais,
Ni non fes cochas ni assais
Ab panc de gent ni ab gran frais.
APPENDIX NO. XXIV.

Lo reys Felips ama la pais
Plus qu'el bons hom de Carentnais.
En Oc e No vol gueria mais
Que no fai negus dels Alguais.
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SIRVENTE OF THE DAUPHIN OF AUVERGNE ON HIS QUARREL WITH THE

KING OF ENGLAND.1

Reis, pus vos de mi chantatz,
Trobat avetz chantador:
Mas tan me faiz de paor,
Per que m torn a vos forsatz,
E plazentiers vos en son:
Mas d'aitan vos ochaizon,
S'ueymais laissatz vostre feuz,
No m mandetz quere los mieus.
Qu'ieu no soy reis coronatz,
Ni hom de tan gran ricor
Que pues'e a mon for, senhor,
Defendre mas heretatz;
Mas vos, que li Turc felon
Temion mais que leon,
Reis e duxx, e coms d'Angieus,
Sufretz que Gisors es sieus!
Anc no fuy vostre juratz
E conoissi ma folor;
Que tant caval milsoudor
E tant esterlis pesatz
Donetz mon cosin Guion:
So m dizou siem companhon
Tos temps segran vosir' estriens,
Sol tant larc nos tenga dieus.
Be m par, quam vos diziatz
Qu'ieu sol' aver valor,
Que m laysassetz ses honor,
Pueys que bon me laysavatz;
Pero dieus m'a fag tan bon
Qu' entr' el Puey et Albisson
Puesc remaner entr' els mieus,
Qu'ieu no soi sers ni juzieus.
Senher valens et honratz
Que m'avetz donat alhor,
Si no m semblies camjador,
Ves vos m'en fora tornatz;

1 Raynouard, Choix des poésies des Troubadours, iv. 250.
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Mas nostre reis de saison
Rend Ussoir' e lais Usson;
E'l cobrar es me mot lieus,
Quieu n'ai sai agut sos brieus.

Quieu soi mot entalentatz
De vos e de vostri' amor;
Qu'el coms, que us fes tan d'onor,
D'Engolmes n'es gen pagatz;
Que Tolvera e la mayson,
A guiza de larc baion,
Li donetz, qu'auc non fos grieus;
So m'a comtat us romieu.

Reis, hueymais me veirezt proa,
Que tal dona m'en somon,
Cui soi tan finamen sieus
Que totz sos comans ra'es lieus.
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TREATY OF ALLIANCE BETWEEN LEWELLYN AP-GRiffith, KING OF NORTH WALES, WITH THE KING OF FRANCE, PHILIP-LE-HARDI.¹

Excellentissimo domino suo Philippo, Dei gracia illustri Francorum regi, Loelius princeps Norwallie, fidelis suus, salutem et tam devotum quam debitum fidelitatis et reverentie famulatum. Quid retribuam excellentie nobilitatis vestre pro singulari honore et dono imprecubili quo vos, rex Francorum, imo princeps regum terre, me, fidelem vestrum, non tam munific quam magnifice prementes, litteras vestras sigillo aucreformass, in testimonium federis regni Francorum et Norwallie principatus michi militi vestro delegastis? Quas ego in armarns ecclesiasstecis tanquam sacrosanctas reliquias conservari facio, ut sunt memoriale perpetuum et testimonium inviolabile quod ego et heredes mei, vobis vestisque hereditibus inseparable adhereentes, vestris amicis amici erimus et immici immicis. Id ipsum a vestra regia dignitate erga me et meos amicos regaliter observari modis omnibus expecto postulans et expeto. Quod ut inviolabiliter observetur, congregato procerum meorum concilio et communni cunctorum Wallie principum assensu, quos omnes vobisceuem et hujus federis amicicia colligavi, sigilli mei testimonio me vobis fidelem in perpetuum promitto; et sicut fideliter promitto, fidelius promissum adimplebo. Preterea ex quo vestre sublimitatis litteras suscepi, nec treugas nec pacem nec etiam colloquum aliquod cum Anglicos feci. Sed per Dei graciam, ego et omnes Wallie principes unani-miter confederati, inimicis nostris imo vestis viviliter restitimus, et a jugo

¹ The original on parchment is preserved in the archives du royaume de France, tresor des charte, serie J., carton 655, piece 14.
tirannidns ipsorum magnam partem terre et castra munitissima, que ipsi per
fraudes et dolos occupaverant, per auxilium Domini in manu forti recupe-
rautns, recuperata in domino Deo potenter possidemus; unde postulantes
expetimus universi Wallie prncipes quod sine nobis nec treugas nec pacem
cum Anglois faciatis, scituri quod nos nullo pacto vel precio, nisi precogni-
rita voluntatis vestre benivolencia, eis aliquo pacis seu federis vinculo copu-
labimur.
Leg. Sigillum Loelin.
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LIST OF THE COMPANY OF YVAIN OF WALES. ¹

La reveue de Yvain de Galles, escuier, d’un chevalier bachelier et de
quatre vins dix et huit autres escuiers de sa chambre et compagnie, receue
à Limoges le viii jour de septembre, l’an mil trois cens soixante et
seize.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ledit Yvain.</th>
<th>Madot Jenan.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Messire Frisemen.</td>
<td>Guillerme que Benebien.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hovel Duy le pennonier.</td>
<td>Joquen ap Morbran.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgant de David.</td>
<td>Eignon ap Jorwrch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evignon de Hovel.</td>
<td>Robin Barch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David de Lewelin.</td>
<td>Madot Maclor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itket de Jorwerth.</td>
<td>Bonet Cloyt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenen de Jorwerth.</td>
<td>Guillerm Goch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madot de Guiffin.</td>
<td>Simont Garin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genan Vaglan de Genan.</td>
<td>Hany Walice Mon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guiffin de Rees.</td>
<td>Ada Bach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algont.</td>
<td>Roes Wathan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David ap Da.</td>
<td>Madot Bloyt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guiffin de David ap Gervrlin.</td>
<td>Willin Goth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genan ad Madot Gervrlin.</td>
<td>Lewelin Brun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoelbaret ap Grano.</td>
<td>Morice Bath.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenan Goch ap Galerym.</td>
<td>Ienan Guillin ap Eguen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guiffin ap Blewelin.</td>
<td>Morice Gogher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenan Harleloch.</td>
<td>David Bougan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ The original, on parchment, is in the Bibliothèque royale, Cabinet
du Saint-Esprit, where are two other lists of this company, exactly similar to
that here given, dated respectively 8 August and 8 October of the same year.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eignon Bach.</th>
<th>Robin Ichei.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jarwerth Bauger.</td>
<td>Madin Duy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hovell Bath.</td>
<td>Poirhous.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenan Goth.</td>
<td>Guillin Guenert.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenan Cloyt.</td>
<td>Guiffin Bouton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blewelin ap Jowrth.</td>
<td>Thomas Chambellains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenan ap David Bath.</td>
<td>Madot Brechinot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gernul.</td>
<td>Tomlin Grain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Mon.</td>
<td>Jehan Lourppe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenan Bloyt.</td>
<td>David Grath.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guillerme Pennyes.</td>
<td>Guiffin ap Jollis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madot dui ap Greffin.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guillerme Karul Vihon.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madot voel Grath.</td>
<td>David Rencon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaquin Levelin.</td>
<td>Grigy Voulhedit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holquen ap Onucaut.</td>
<td>Eignon ap David Sais.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenan RIllivis.</td>
<td>Waquen Achyd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenan ap Guiffin ap Bait.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willot Vennet.</td>
<td>Maurice Buellet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roullin Bouteillier.</td>
<td>Jenan ap Glvilquin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guiffin ap Jenan ap Roger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jouston.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joquen ap Guiffin.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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**LIST OF THE COMPANY OF JOHN WYNN.**

La revenge de Jehan Win, dit Poursigant, escuyer, et de quatre vins dix et neuf autres escuyers de sa compaigne faite à Bourcneuf le premier jour de may l'an mil ccc quatre vins et un.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hovell Flint.</td>
<td>Hovell ap Eignon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le grant Kinarit.</td>
<td>Le Petit Davi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le grant Win.</td>
<td>Jouan Davi Bach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ichei ap Ironeich.</td>
<td>Philippe Viglan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hovell Da</td>
<td>Jouan ap Gruffin Philip.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gieffin Bievet.</td>
<td>Jouan Scolart.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawelvin ap Ironeich.</td>
<td>Lemelrin Geche.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gruffin ap Remeich.</td>
<td>Hochelin Win.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 *Apud Tittres scellés de Clairambault, t. 114, fol. 8925, in the Bibliothèque royale.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tegoret ap Grono.</th>
<th>Jouan Goth ap Guillin.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Griffin Lewelin.</td>
<td>Griffin Du.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruit ap Davi Lout.</td>
<td>Eignen ap Madot ap Eignon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moris Goth.</td>
<td>Davi ap Lewelin ap Linorit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewelin Bren.</td>
<td>Davi Bangan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moris le Petit.</td>
<td>Beneich ap Jennier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davy ap Ada.</td>
<td>Griffin Breton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eignen Adavisez.</td>
<td>Davi Mon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bledin Vaquan.</td>
<td>Richart Saint Pere.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffin ap Ris.</td>
<td>Belin Win.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geffroy ap Ollo</td>
<td>Henri Vandismion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinort ap Jennier.</td>
<td>Davi Goch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jolem ap Griffin.</td>
<td>Robin ap Hovel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jouan ap Madot.</td>
<td>Eignen Bach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madot a Griffin ap Ledin.</td>
<td>Ironteich ap Gren ap Davi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madot Breheignon.</td>
<td>Hollen ap Ontron.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ullecot Ameurit.</td>
<td>Poil Pleich.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madot a Griffin.</td>
<td>Johan Guin Locht.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villedot Benoist.</td>
<td>Jolem ap Morbrun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davi Mairon.</td>
<td>Gienen Bach ap Ichan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richart Eign.</td>
<td>Eignen ap Hovel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jouan Brith de Livroc.</td>
<td>Griffin ap Ichan ap Prochet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jouan Bath ap Lewelin.</td>
<td>Robin Yehel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jouan Bath ap Madot Aguillin.</td>
<td>Madot ap Rus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ada Bath.</td>
<td>Mado ap Tudor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jouan ap Galtier.</td>
<td>Gigny Vehendit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gieffroy ap Madot.</td>
<td>Jaques Flour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javelin Pouns.</td>
<td>Guillerme Lemorit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merudnt Buelt.</td>
<td>Janlin W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hovel ap Jouan.</td>
<td>Petit Yvain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jomerech son frere.</td>
<td>Davy ap Griffin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Maleedin.</td>
<td>Madot Guan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffin Karergnon.</td>
<td>Gieffroy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jouan lot Bicham.</td>
<td>Yvain Vaquant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bichart Bach.</td>
<td>Thomelin Chambellan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Win.</td>
<td>Thomas Coill.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Receipt given by Robin-ap-Lwydin, and list of his company.¹

Sachent tuit que je Robin ab Ledin, escuyer du pays de Gales, confesse avoir eu et receu de Jehan Chanteprin, trésorier des guerres du Roy notre

¹ The original, on parchment, is in the Bibliothèque royale, Cabinet du Saint-Esprit.
sire, la somme de quatre vins et dix francs en prest et paiement sur les gages de moy et huit escueurs de ma compagnie, destinez et à destiner es guerres du dit seigneur, est bastides de devant le chastel de Ventadour, du nombre de 11 cents homes d'armes ordonnés à estre illeul souzb le gouvernement de monseigneur de Coucy, capitaine général es pays d'Auvergne et de Guienne; de laquelle some de IIIIXX et X francs je me tiens pour content et bien paiez et en quictle le Roy nostre dit seigneur, son dit trésorier et touz autres à qui quittance en appartient. Donné soubz mon seel, ou mouther devant le dit chastel de Ventadour, le xié jour du meys d'aoust l'an mil IIIe IIIIxx et neuf.

La monstre ou reveune Robin ap Ledm, escuier, né du pays de Gales, et huit autres escuiers de sa compaigne du dit pais faicte à la Bastide du moustier devant le chastel de Ventadour, le xié jour d'aoust l'an mil ccc IIIIxx et neuf.

Premièrement, ledit Robin ap Ledm.
Yvain ap Gault.
Anudrier Scot.
Edouart ap Davy.

Clolin Baron.
Guillaume de la Foy.
Jehan Gras.
Geuffroy le Roux.
Yoquin Amorgant.

No. XXIX. (page 282.)

LIST OF THE COMPANY OF EDWARD-AP-Owen.1

La monstre ou reveune Edouart ap Yvain, escuier, né du pays de Gales, et neuf autrez escuiers de sa compaigne du dit pais, faicte à la bastide du moustier devant le chastel de Ventadour, le xié jour d'aoust l'an mil ccc IIIIxx et neuf.

Premièrement, ledit Edouard ap Yvain.
Bellm Klm.
Davy Llevi.
Richart de Saint-Pre.
Eygnon ap Davy Sais

Davy Mon.
Yvain Cloyd.
Yvonnet Duclary.
Jehan le Gales.
Proffin Borton.

Pierre Sagnet, chevalier, maistre d'ostel de monsieur le duc de Berry, commis de par le Roy notre sire à voir les monstres ou reveunes des gens d'armes et arbaletriers estans ès bastides de devant le chastel de Ventadour, pour cet présent mois d'aoust à Jehan Chanteprime, trésorier des guerres du dit seigneur ou à son lieutenant, salut. Nous vous envoyons attachée soubz nostre seel la monstre ou reveune Edouart ap Yvain, escuier, né du pays de Gales, et neuf autres escuiers de sa compaigne du dit pais, mon-tez et armez souffissans pour servir le dit seigneur en ses guerres ès dictes bastides, du nombre de 11e lances ordonnées estre illeul soubz le gouverne-

1 The original, on perclment, ubi supra.
ment de monseigneur de Concy, général capitaine de par ledit sire ou pays de Guienne, faite à la bastide du montier devant ledit chastel, le xi\textsuperscript{e} jour d'aoust l'an mil ccc i\textsuperscript{ii} et neuf. Sy vous mandons que au dit escuyer pour lui et les dictes gens d'armes vous faictes prest et payement pour ledit moys en la maniere accoustumée. Donné soubz nostre scel l'an et le jour dessus dit.

---

No. XXX. (page 282.)

List of the Company of Owen-ap Griffith, and receipt given him.\textsuperscript{1}

La monstre ou revue Yvain Griffen, escuyer, né du pays de Gales, et neuf autres escuyers de sa compagnie du dit pays, faite à la bastide du montier devant le chastel de Ventador, le xi\textsuperscript{e} jour d'aoust l'an mil ccc i\textsuperscript{ii} et neuf.

| Premièrement, ledit Yvain Griffen. | Madot ap Hovre. |
| Morgan Davy. | Philippe Bathan. |
| Cegaret ap Grono. | Berthelon Davy. |
| Yvain Bulrayt. | Davy Goth. |
| Petit Riquet. | Bertran de Lisle. |

Sachent tuit que je Yvain Griffen, escuyer, du pays de Gales, confesse avoir recu de Jehan Chanteprime, trésorier des guerres du Roy nostre sire, la somme de cent frans en prest et paiement sur les gaiges de moy et neuf escuyers de sa compagnie du dit pays de Gales, destinez et à destiner êtres guerres du dit seigneur es bastides de devant le chastel de Ventador, du nombre de ii\textsuperscript{e} hommes d'armes ordonnés à estre illeuc soubz le gouvernement de monseigneur de Concy, capitaine général de par le dit sire au pays de Guienne; de laquelle somme de cent frans dessus dits je me tiens pour contens et bien paiez et en quitte le Roy nostre sire, son dit trésorier et tous autres à qui quittance en appartient. Donné à la bastide du montier de devant le dit chastel, soubz mon seel, le xi\textsuperscript{e} jour du dit moys d'aoust l'an mil ccc i\textsuperscript{ii} et neuf.

Yvain Griffen.

---

No. XXXI. (page 283.)

Agreement of Yvain de Galles with King Charles V. for a sum of 300,000 francs d'or, and alliance made between them and their subjects.\textsuperscript{1}

A tous ceux qui ces lectres verront Evain de Gales, salut. Comme les roys d'Angleterre, qui ont esté es temps passez, meuz de mauaiz courage

\textsuperscript{1} The original on parchement, \textit{ubi sup.}

\textsuperscript{2} Archives du royaume de France, Trésor des chartes, registre N, fol. 55.
et de con voitise damne, à tort et sauz cause et par treasons appensées, aient oceu ou faut occirre aucuus de mes prédécesseurs roys de Gules et yceulx mis hors et debutez du dit royaume, et ycellui royaume par force et puissance appliquée à euiex et detenu et ycellui soubsmis avec les subgiez du pais à plusieurs servitutes, lequel est et doit estre et appartenir à moi par la successor et comme plus prochain de sanz et de lignage et en droict ligne descendant d'icelulx mes prédécesseurs roys d'icelul royaume, et pour avoir secours et aide à recouvrer le dit royaume, qui est mon héritage, me soye transportez devers plusieurs roys, princes et seigneurs chrestiens, et leur aye déclaré et montré clerement le droit que je y ay, en leur requerrant et suppliante humblement que à ce me voulassent aydier, et derrame ment me soies trauz devers mon très puissant et très redoubte seigneur Charles, par la grace de Dieu roy de France, dauphin de Viennoys, et lui ay montré mon droit que j'ay ou dit royaume et fait les requestes et sup- plungacions dessus dictes, et ycellui seigneur aient compassion de mon estat, attendant le grant tort que les diz roys d'Angeletre ont eu en leur temps en-vers mes diz prédécesseurs et encore a le roy d'Angeletre qui est à pre-sent envers moy, et consideré toute la matiere de mon faut de sa benign et accoustumée clementence, qui est le mirrouer singuiler et exemple entre les chrestiens de toute justice et de toute grace et misérereo pour tous opprimez relevez et confortez, m'ayt octroyé son ayde et confort de gens d'armes et de navire pour recouvrer le dit royaume, qui est mon droit heri-tage, comme dit est; sachent tuit que je, en reconnoissand la grant amour que mon dit seigneur le roy de France m'a montrée et monstre par vray effect en ce fait, ou quel et pour le quel mettre sus a mis et exposé du sien trois cens mil francs d'or et plus, tant en gaiges de gens d'armes, d'archiers et d'arbalestriers comme en navire et en gages et despens de marigners, en hernoiz et en autres fraiz, missions et despens plusieurs, la quelle somme je ne lui puis pas présentement rendre, promet loyaument et par la fey de mon corps et jure aux sans Euvangiles de Dieu, touchées corporelment pour moy et pour mes hors et successeurs à tousjoursmaiz, que la dicte somme de trois cens mil francs d'or je lui rendray et payeray entièrement ou à ses diz hors et successeurs ou ceulx qui auront cause d'eoux, ou à leur commandement à leur voulenté, sanz autre terme, et dès maintenant ay fait et accordé pour moy, pour mes hors et successeurs et pour tout mon pais et subgiez perpetuellement avec mon dit seigneur le roy de France, pour lui, pour ses hors et successeurs roys, pour tout son pais et ses subgiez bonnes et ferme amitiez, confédérations et aliances, si que je les ayderay et conforteray de ma personne, de mes subgiez et pays, de tout mon povor, loyaument, contre toutes personnes qui pevent vivre et mourir. En testimoing de ce, j'ay seelé ces lectres de mon seel. Donne à Paris, le x° jour de May, l'an de grace mil ccc soixante douze.
No. XXXII. (page 287.)

LETTER FROM OWEN GLENDOWR, PRINCE OF WALES, TO THE KING OF FRANCE, CHARLES VI. 1

Addressed—Serenissimo et illustriissimo principi domino Karolo,

Dei gracia Francorum regi.

Serenissime princeps, humili recommendacione premissa scire dignemini quod nacio mea per plures annos elapsos per rabiem barbarorum Saxenum suppeditata fuit. Unde ex quo ipsi regimen habebant, licet de facto super nos oportuit cum eis ambulare, sed nunc, serenissime princeps, ex innata volub bonitate, me et subditos meos ad recognoscendum verum Christi vicarium luculenter et gracioso multiplictiter informasti; de qua quidem informacione vestre excellence regacior toto corde; et quia prout ex hujusmodi informatione intellexi, dominus Benedictus, summus pontifex, omnibus viis possibilibus offerit se ad unionem in ecclesia Dei faciendam. Confidens eam in jure eiusmodem et volubum, quantum mihi est possibile concordare, intendens ipsum pro vero Christi vicario, pro me et subditis meis, per hæteras meas patentes hac vice majestati vestre per latorem presentium presentandus recognoscio. Et quia, excellentissime princeps, rabiæ barbarica, ut prefertur, hic regnante, ecclesia menevensis metropolitica violenter ecclesie Cantuariensi obedire concita fuit et in subjectione hujusmodi adhuc de facto remanet, et alia quamplura inconveniencia per hujusmodi barbaros ecclesie Wallie illata extiterunt, que pro majori parte in hctens reis patentibus, de quibus prefertur, plenius sunt inserta, super quorum expediciione pennes dominum summum pontificem habenda, magestatem vestram actenciis deprecor et exoro, ut, scit nos a tenebris in lucem erigere dignati estis, similiter violenciam et oppressionem ecclesie et subditorum meorum extirpare et afferre, prout bene potestis, velitis, et vestiam excellentissimam magestatem in prospectate vota diu conservet illius Virginis gloriose. Scriptum apud Pennal, ultimo die Marchi.

Vester ad vota

OWYNUS, princeps Walli.

No. XXXIII. (page 303.)

THE SOUTERS OF SELKIRK AT THE BATTLE OF FLODDEN

Scottish Ballad of the Sixteenth Century.

Up wi' the souters of Selkirk,

And down wi' the earl of Home;

And up wi' a' the braw lads,

That sew the single-soled shoon.

1 The original, on paper, is in the archives du royaume de France, Trésor des chartes, série J, carton 516, pièce 40.

Walter Scott, Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border, ii. 110.
Fye upon yellow and yellow,
And fye upon yellow and green,
But up wi' the true blue and scarlet,
And up wi' the single-soled sheen.

Up wi' the souters of Selkirk,
For they are baith trusty and leal;
And up wi' the men o' the Forest,
And down wi' the Merse to the deil.

---

No. XXXIV. (page 316.)

The Battle of Bothwell Bridge—a Scottish

"O, billie, billie, bonny billie,
Will ye go to the wood wi' me?"
We'll ca' our horse hame masterless,
An' gar them trow slain men are we."

"O no, O no!" says Earlstoun,
"For that's the thing that mauna be;"
For I am sworn to Bothwell Hill,
Where I maun either gae or die."

So Earlstoun rose in the morning,
An' mounted by the break o' day;
An' he has joined our Scottish lads,
As they were marching out the way.

"Now, farewell, father, and farewell, mother,
And fare ye well, my sisters three;"
An' fare ye well, my Earlstoun,
For thee again I'll never see!"

So they're awa' to Bothwell Hill,
An' waly' they rode bonnily!
When the duke o' Monmouth saw them comin',
He went to view their company.

Ye're welcome, lads," the Monmouth said,
'Ye're welcome, brave Scots lads, to me;
And sae are you, brave Earlstoun,
The foremost o' your company !

'But yield your weapons ane an' a';
O yield your weapons, lads, to me;
For gin ye'll yield your weapons up,
Ye' se a' gae hame to your country."

1 Walter Scott, Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border, i. 234.
Out then spak a Lennox lad,
   And waly but he spoke bonnily
   "I winna yield my weapons up,
      To you nor nae man that I see."

Then he set up the flag o' red,
   A' set about wi' bonny blue;
   "Since ye'll no cease, and be at peace,
      See that ye stand by ither true."

They stell'd their cannons on the height,
   And show'r'd their shot down in the howe;
An' beat our Scots lads even down,
   Thick they lay slain on every knowe.

As e'er you saw the ram down fa',
   Or yet the arrow frae the bow,
Sae our Scottish lads fell even down,
   An' they lay slain on every knowe.

"O hold your hand," the Monmouth cry'd.
   Gie quarters to yon men for me!"
But wicked Claver'se swore an oath,
   His cornet's death revenged sud be.

"O hold your hand," then Monmouth cry'd,
   "If onything you'll do for me;
Hold up your hand, you cursed Græme,
   Else a rebel to our king ye'll be."

Then wicked Claver'se turn'd about,
   I wot an angry man was he;
And he has lifted up his hat,
   And cry'd, "God bless his majesty!"

Then he's awa' to London town,
   Aye e'en as fast as he can dree;
Fause witnesses he has wi' him ta'en,
   And ta'en Monmouth's head frae his body.

Alang the brae, beyond the brig,
   Mony brave man lies cauld and still;
But lang we'll mind, and sair we'll rue,
   The bloody battle of Bothwell Hill.
INDEX.

ABERGAVENNY, castle of, built, ii 16.
Aborigines of Britain, traces of, i. 2.
Acre, taken by the Crusaders, n. 206.
Adam Bell and his associates, account of, n. 229.
Adrian IV, pope, account of, ii. 125; his letter to Henry, n. 126.
Adventurers, landing of, in Cardigan Bay, n 18.
Ælla forms the Saxon kingdom of Sussex, i. 11.
Ælla, king, put to death by the sons of Ragnar Lodbrog, i 62.
Alanos, meaning of the name, i. 9.
Alaric, king of the Goths, death of, i. 23.
Alaric, the primitive name of North Britain, i. 2; early population of, i 3.
Albigenses, the crusade against the, n. 260, et seq.
Alerman, application of the term under the Anglo-Saxon monarchy, i. 77.
Alexander III, pope, appealed to by Clerambault against Beket, n 62; appealed against Beket, by Henry II, 64; his double dealing, Æth and 70; his reception of Beket at Sens, 83; his continued duplicity, 87; orders Beket to recall his excommunication of Henry's adherents, 96.
Alfred the Great, account of, i. 66; takes refuge at the hut of a fisherman, 67; his visit to the Danish camp, 68; his defeat of the Danes and treaty with Godwin, 69; his further victories, 70; his legislation, 71; his love of study, Æth.; defeats Hasting, 72; dies, 73.
Alfred, son of Emma of Normandy, his tragic fate, i. 117.
Álfrith, princess, placed in the custody of Henry II, n. 181; his alleged passion for her, Æth.

Aneurin, mention of him, i. 13.
Angles, their invasion of England, i. 13; their appellations in England, i. 14.
Anglo-Irish, their position in Ireland, n. 322—5.
Anglo-Normans, their vicious lives, i. 369.
Anglo-Norman refugees in Scotland, ii. 2; their position, 4; their hostility to the Anglo-Normans of England, ii. 8.
Anglo-Normans, domestication of, with the native Irish, ii. 192.
Anglo-Saxon monarchs of England, their oppressive rule, i. 78.
Anglo-Saxons, their hostility to Edward the Confessor's foreign favourites and attachment to earl Godwin and his family, i. 116; their patriotic movement against Edward the Confessor's foreign favourites, i. 131; national degradation of, prior to the conquest, i. 151; their treatment at the hands of the conquerors, i. 193; condition of the, under the conquest, i. 239.
Anselm appointed archbishop of Canterbury, i. 317; account of, n. 112.
Ansgar, his policy towards William, i. 185.
Aquitaine or Guienne, establishment of the kingdom of, i. 88; conspiracy formed in, n. 45; revolt of, ii. 160; renewed revolt of, ii. 166; insurrection of, against Richard I, ii. 283, et seq.
Archers, celebrity of the English as, ii. 12.
Arles, destruction of its independence, ii. 265.
Arlette, mother of William the Conqueror, account of, i. 134.
Armagnac, the count d', involves himself in French politics, ii. 273; Jacques d', execution of, u. 278.

Army of William the Conqueror, the invading, composition of, i. 161; becomes weary of its labour, i. 215.

Arthur, account of him, i. 12, enduring belief in his return, ii. 298; pretended discovery of his tomb, i. 199.

--- duke of Brittany, sketch of his history, ii 249—252.

Artizans, arbitrary treatment of, by the authorities in the middle ages, ii. 368.

Assassins, the, account of, ii. 212

Augustin, St., his mission to Britain, i. 29; his visits on the way to Theodrik and Theodebert, ib.; lands in England, i. 31; his interview with king Ethelebert, ib.; is permitted to take up his residence at Canterbury, i. 32; his success, ib.; receives grants of land, ib.; assumes the title of bishop of Kent, ib.; his progress among the East Saxons, ib.; receives the pallium, i. 34; gives umbrage to Rome, i. 35; ambitious character, i. 36; fixes his archiepiscopal see at Canterbury, ib.; his controversy with the Cambrian bishops, i. 37, et seq.; charged with causing the massacre of the Welsh clergy, i. 39; his death, i. 40.

Auvergne, account of, ii. 238.

Balliol, John, nominated king of Scotland, ii. 298.

Bangor, monks of, slaughter of, i. 29.

Barons war, the, against king John, ii. 349.

Battle Abbey, foundation of, i. 179.

Bayeux, settlement of pagan Normans at, i. 100; language of the place, ib., and 104

Baynard's Castle erected, i. 196.

Beket, Gilbert, story of, ii 52.

---, Thomas, birth of, ii 53; account of his early progress towards power, 54; is made chancellor of England, 55; his magnificence, ib.; his contests with the clergy, 56; is made archbishop, 60; his sudden change of life, ib.; commencement of his contest with the king, 61; his attack upon the courtiers, 62, contest with them continued, 63; his reservation of the church's rights at the council of Westminster, 64; his conduct at the council of Clarendon, 65, et seq., and at the council of Northampton, 70; his dispute with John le Marechal, 71; condemned by the council of Northampton, 72; is renounced by the bishops, 78; appeals to the pope, 80; retires to France, 81; persecution of his family and friends by Henry II. ib.; his position in France, 82; his proceedings with the pope at Sens, 83; et seq., retires to Pontigny, 85; various feelings entertained towards him, ib., his popularity with the lower classes, 86; he excommunicates his enemies from the pulpits of Vezelay church, ib., his ignominious letter to Alexander III., 87; is compelled to quit Pontigny, 89; meets Henry II. at Montmirail, 90; his perspicacious reservation of the rights of the church, 91; distress to which he is reduced, ib.; his mode of maintaining a correspondence with his friends in England, 92; is restored to the favour of Louis VII., 94; excommunicates vast numbers of Henry's adherents, 95; lands in Sandwich Bay, 104; is murdered by four Norman knights, 110; respect paid to his body, 111; miracles said to be worked by him, ib.

Belesme, Robert de, revolts against Henry I., i. 849.

Belge, their invasion of Britain, i. 4.

Bertrand de Born, account of, ii 161; reproaches prince Henry, 168; his reconciliation with Henry II., ii. 174.

Beverley, St John of, legend of, i. 225.

Bishoprics in Britain, establishment of, i. 35.

Bishops of Cambria described, i. 37; their controversy with St. Augustin, ib., et seq.

Bishops of England, take part against Beket, ii. 64; and formally disown him for their head, 78; their insulting letters to him in exile, 86.

--- of Gaul, their influence, i. 18; their adhesion to Rome, ib., favour the Franks, i 19.

Bondsmen in England, condition of, under the Norman rule, ii. 369

Bonmoulin, congress of, ii. 181.

Bordeaux, calls in the English, ii. 275; finally annexed to France, 276.

Borderers, account of the, ii. 301.

Bothwell Bridge, battle of, ii. 315.
Bow, adoption of this weapon by the English, ii 12
Brand, abbot of Peterborough, his patriotic conduct, i 192
Brabançon soldiers hired by the king and Matilda, u 22.
Breton auxiliaries in the invasion, i. 164
Bretons, their resistance to the Franks, 1 24; their position with regard to the Roman church, t 6; their dispute with the Frankish bishops, i. 28; insurgents defeat of the, u. 45, subjugation of, by Philip Augustus, ii 255
Brihtrik, spoliation and imprisonment of, i 206
Briststan, opposition of, i. 362.
Bristol besieged, u. 24.
Britain, its primitive names, i 1.
British traditions, their enduring popularity in Scotland, i. 5.
Britons, first appearance of, in Britain, i. 3; their social and political state on the departure of the Romans, i 6; their intestine discords after the departure of the Romans, i. 7; assailed by the northern pirates after the departure of the Romans, i. 8; their topographical position after the establishment of the Saxons, i. 15; numbers of them withdraw to Armorica, and settle there, i. 16; their spiritual differences with the Roman church, i. 26; the characterized, i. 53.
Brittany, state of, in the ninth century, i. 88; relations of, with Normandy, i 162; account of, in the twelfth century, ii. 48, national insurrection in, ii 44; decay of the language of, ii. 48; second insurrection of, against Henry II, ii. 160.
Brothers-in-arms, mention of, i. 233.
Bruce, Robert, his resistance to the invading English, u 300 — his brief reign in Ireland, ii. 312.
Brunanburgh, battle of, i 74.
Brunehilde, queen, account of, i. 30; conciliation of her by St. Gregory, t 6.
Brus, Robert de, his conduct at the battle of the Standard, i. 13.
Burgundians, the, occupy a portion of Gaul, i. 17; characterized, t 6; their religious creed, i. 21.

CALEDONIA, meaning of the term, 1. 5. (note.)

Cambrian clergy, gradual extinction of their spiritual independence, i. 48
Cambrians, or Welsh, their first immigration into Britain, i 2; points of their dissent from the Roman church, i. 36; rules of their monasteries, 37, persecuted for their resistance to St. Augustin, i 39; declared heretics, ii 19; they expel the foreign priests, t 6.
Cambrians, their long maintenance of liberty, i. 52.
Camp of refuge, account of, i 242; destruction of, 267; observation upon it, 270.
Canterbury, persecution of the monks of St Augustin's, at, i. 333.
Cashel, council of, u. 135.
Celtic populations, duration of, u 6.
Celtic race, characteristic features of, ii 3.
Charlemagne characterized, i 86
Charles I., sketch of his reign, u. 306, 310
Charles II proclaimed by the Scots, ii. 310; sketch of his career, t 6, et seq.
Charles le Simple, concludes a treaty with Roll the Northman, i. 97.
Charter of Henry I., i. 344; of Stephen, i. 366; Magna Charta, ii. 351; de Foresta, u 361.
Chester taken by William I., 235.
Chivalry among the Anglo-Saxons, i. 263; and on the Continent, 264.
Chlodowig characterized, i. 19, becomes a convert to Christianity, i. 20; his victories, i. 21, et seq.; exchanges conciliatory messages with Rome, i. 21.
Chlotilda, wife of Chlodowig, i. 20.
Christianity becomes permanently fixed in South Britain, i. 41.
Churches, English, spoliation of the, i. 244; wretched condition of, 248.
Clarendon, council of, account of, ii. 65, et seq.; constitutions of, 66, note, denounced by Alexander III., 84.
Clerambault made an instrument of Henry II's hostility to Beket, ii. 61.
Clergy, Anglo-Norman, their contests with the temporal power, ii. 57; their dissolve lives, t 6.
Clergy, English, designs of the court of Rome against, i. 245.
Clergy, Saxon, their estrangement from Rome, i. 50.
Covenant, formation of this compact in Scotland, ii. 306.
adherence to paganism, ib.; manner of their pratical expeditions, 57; are repulsed from Cornwall, 58, progress of their invasion of England, ib.; their second invasion of Northumbria, i. 62; occupy the country, ib., occupy East-Angha and Mercia, i. 63; under the Anglo-Saxon monarchy, adopt Christianity, i. 77; their interruptions into England in the reign of Ethelred, i. 78, 79, 81; massacre of the, throughout England, i. 80; oppression of the Saxons, i. 120; are expelled England, i. 121, domestication of many of them in England, and fusion with the Anglo-Saxons, i. 124; again come to aid the English, but again withdraw, i. 266.

Danish ships described, i. 81.

Danish vikings, their mode of warfare, i. 87.

David of Scotland invades England, ii. 9, composition of his army, 10, its alleged cruelties, 11; is defeated at Northallerton, 14.

Defenders, rise of the, ii. 335.

Denmark, the crown of, temporary extension of its rule, i. 113.

D'Eyeysford, William, contest between him and Becket, ii. 68.

Dimothus the Cambrian, his reception of St. Augustin, i. 38.

Diplomacy of the middle ages, specimen of, ii. 101.

Dol taken by Henry II., ii. 44.

Domesday Book, description of, i. 302; completed, i. 310; extracts from, Appendix vol. i., no. xv.

Double-name, distinction of possessing the, i. 360.

Dover taken by the Normans, i. 181.

Dreux Bruere, account of, i. 228.

Dublin taken by the Normans, ii. 131.

Durham, siege of, i. 224, 294.

Durham castle built, i. 272.

Raoul, bishop of, his address to the English troops at the battle of the Standard, ii. 12.

EARL, application of the title by the Scandinavians, i. 77; and by the Anglo-Saxons, ib.

East-Angles, conversion of to Christianity, i. 45.

Eastern districts, insurrection of the, ii. 24.
Ecclesiastics, influx of foreign into England, i 233; in England, law relieving them from the jurisdiction of other courts than their own, i 320.

Edmund, St., king of East Anglia, i 41.

Edgar Etheling proclaimed king, i. 183; abdicates, 186; flight of, to Scotland, i. 207; assumes the crown, i. 222; again abdicates, 231; characterized, ib., second flight of, to Scotland, i. 259, joins William at Rouen, i. 276; his final submission to the Anglo-Norman king, i. 353.

Editha, Godwin's daughter, married to Edmund the Confessor, i. 123; characterized, ib., ill treatment of, i. 132.

Edith, Harold's mistress, discovers his body at Hastings, i 178.

Edmund, St., king of East Anglia, killed by the Danes, i. 65.

Edmund and Godwin, sons of Harold, their efforts against William, i. 216

Edrik the Forester resists the Conqueror, i. 201, defeated, 231.

Edward the elder, king, his victories over the Danes, i. 73.

Edward the Confessor, election of, i. 122; his partiality towards foreigners, 123; his contest with Earl Godwin, i 130, et seq; account of his death, 151; nominates Harold his successor, 152, his laws confirmed by William I, 257.

Edward I., his intervention in the affairs of Scotland, ii. 298; invades Scotland, 299.

Edwin, king of Northumbria, attempts to convert him to Christianity, i 42, a curious dream of his, ib., is converted, 43

—— and Morkar, defection of, i. 184; their submission to William, 190; withdraw from William's court, i 207.

——, death of, i 260

Egfrith, etymology of his name, i. 51; defeated by the Picts and Scots, ib.

Egehwig, abbot of Evesham, his servility to William, i 206.

Egelwine, bishop of Durham, retires to Lindisfarne, i. 224; starved to death, 270.

Eldred, archbishop of York, despair and death of, i. 214.

Eleanor, queen, her reconciliation with her husband, ii. 174.

Elfeg, St., account of him and his heroic death, i. 82, 83.

Ely, monks of, their treachery and its punishment, 267, 271.

—— again becomes a place of refuge, ii. 24.

Emma of Normandy marries king Knut, i. 109; her unnatural conduct, ib.; tragical fate of two of her sons, 116.

Edmund Ironside, election of, i. 106.

England, first application of this name to Britain, i. 16.

——, Anglo-Saxon, territorial division of, i. 70; spoils, division of the, i. 190, 193, discarded by the Scandinavian nations, i. 315, project for a second Norman invasion of, i. 257

English, alliance between the northern and the Danes, i. 220.

——, acts of isolated vengeance by the, i. 230, many of the defeated seek the service of the emperor of Constantinople, i. 239; enrolled to fight against the people of Maine, i. 275; continued expropriation of, 304; annihilation of their titles to property, 309; oppressions of, under William Rufus, i. 353; position of, among the invaders of Ireland, ii. 190

English merchants, restrictions imposed on them at Bordeaux, ii. 277.

English outlaws, in the time of William, i. 240.

English saints, contempt of the Normans for them, i. 255.

Englisherie, account of this institution, i. 319.

Erik made governor of Northumbria, i. 75, is killed, 78; song in celebration of him, ib.

Essex, formation of the kingdom of, i. 12.

Ethelbert, king, his reception of St. Augustine, i. 31, becomes converted to Christianity, 32.

Ethelred bribes the invading Danes, i. 79, 80, 81; his oppressive exactions, i. 88; takes refuge in Normandy, i. 84; recall of, i. 105; his death, 106.

Ethelstan, his victories over the Danes, i. 73, becomes first king of all England, 74; defeats the Danes, and other enemies at Brunanburgh, ib.; defeats the Cambrian-Britons, 75.

Ethelwold, his attempts to gain possession of the crown, i. 73, his death ib.
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Endes, bishop of Bayeux, oppresses the English, i 200, his reputation and power, i 296; his expectation of becoming pope, ib.; he is imprisoned, ib., cuts England, i. 333

Estache, count of Boulogne, outrage committed by him upon the people of Dover, i. 129; comes to the aid of the English, i 200, is defeated by the Normans, 201.

———, son of Stephen, death of, ii. 30.

Exeter, siege of, i 204.

Fitz-Aymon, Robert, invades Wales, n. 16; his conquests, ib., list of his companions, ib.

Fitz-Osborne, William, his active promotion of the invasion of England, i. 160; his violent death, 278.

———, Roger, conspires against William, i 278, excommunicated, 280, his indomitable spirit, 282.

Fitz-Scrob, Richard, co-operates in the Conquest, i 201.

Foreign courtiers, their influence with king John, ii. 347; a league formed against them, 349; their violent expulsion, 359, their influence with Henry III. ii 368; league against them under the command of Simon de Montfort, 365.

Forest laws, under the Norman kings, i. 307—310.

France, state, in the ninth century, of the countries constituting modern France, 88; limits of, in the ninth century, 89; character and appellations of its population, ib.; the kings of, their interested encouragement of the Welsh patriots, ii. 285.

Franks, meaning of the term, i. 9; their first invasion of central Gaul, i. 17; their ravages, ib., become Christians, i. 20; extension of their empire in Gaul, i. 21; defeat the Burgundians, 22; and the Visigoths, 28; attack the Bretons, i. 26; account of their settlement in Gaul, i. 55, et seq.

Free companies, extent of, in the middle ages, ii. 284.

French body-guard, the, institution of, ii 213.

Frithrik, abbot of St. Albans, his patriotic valour, i. 186; death of, 259.

Gaël, settlement of the, in North Britain, i 3; their warlike character, 5; position in the twelfth century, iv 6; their hostility to the Lowlanders, ib., account of, ib.; their weapons, n. 10.

———, Raulf de, his marriage with Emma Fitz-Osborne, i. 278.

Galwegans, their independent spirit, n. 3; their weapons, 10.

Gascon lords, their independence, 268, et seq.

Gasceny, account of this country and of its population, ii. 267, et seq., annexed to France, n. 278.

Gaul, state of, in the twelfth century, ii. 151.

Geoffroy d'Anjou marries the empress Matilda, i. 365; death of, n. 48.

Geoffroy, son of Henry II., precocious marriage of, ii. 44; death of, 175.

Geoffroy, archbishop of York, his contest with William de Longchamp, n. 209.

Germanus, bishop of Auxerre, his mission to Britain, i. 27; character of, ib.

Giraud de Barri, account of his contest with the Normans, ii 113, et seq.

Gisors, reconciliation at, between Henry II. and his sons, n. 154.

Glastonbury, revolt of the monks of, i. 298.

Glendower, Owen, insurrection of, ii. 286; his treaty with Charles VI., 288.

Godwin the Dane, his treaty with Alfred, i. 69.

———, Earl, origin of his fortunes, i. 106; his progress, 113; sides with Hardeknut against Harold, 114; is reconciled to Harold, 116; his affair with prince Alfred, 117; his magnificent present to Hardeknut, 119; expels the Danes from England, 121; his hostility to foreigners, 126; disgrace of, 130; his energetic measures, ib.; is banished, 132; his return to England in arms, 136; his progress, ib.; expels the foreign favourites, 137; singular death of, 140.

Gondebald, king, his reproof of his bishops, i. 22; defeated, ib.

Gospatrick, earl, retires to Scotland, i. 272.

Gregory, St., characterized, i. 27; the use he made of the Frank kings, ib.; his views with regard to Britain, i. 28; purchases Anglo-Saxon slaves,
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Robert; his conciliation of Theoderik and Theodebert, i. 29; and of Brunehilde, i. 30; his bigotry, i. 32, a despatch of his to St Augustine, r6, his plan of ecclesiastical constitution for Britain, i. 34, warning letter of his to St. Augustine, i. 35, 36; his animosity to the Welsh bishops, 87

———, (Hildebrand) account of, i. 157; accession of, 252.

Grim, Edward, his reprehension of Beket, u. 66.

Guorteyra calls in the Saxons against the Picts and Scots, i. 9.

Gummond, disinterested conduct of, i. 253.

Harald Hardrada, account of, i. 154; his reception of earl Tosti, 155; invades England, 166; is killed in battle, 170.

Hardeknut proclaimed king, i. 114; threatened contest with his brother Harald, r6, his coronation, 119; character of his reign, 120; his death, 121.

Harold, son of Knut, election of, i. 114.

Harold Harfager, his creation of a sole monarchy over Norway, i. 190; his hostility to pirates, r6.

Harold, (king) son of Godwin, succeeds to his father’s government, i. 141; his energetic administration, r6; his noble conduct in reference to his brother Tosti, 148; his visit to the court of duke William of Normandy, 146—150; crowned king of England, 152; messages between him and William of Normandy, 156; defeats Harold Hardrada, 169; returns to fight William of Normandy, 171; rejects a compromise with William, 173; death of, 177, discovery of his body, 178.

Hasting, his attempted invasion of England, i. 72; his expedition against France, r6; his origin, i. 88; appearance of, among the French troops assembled to oppose Rollo, i. 98.

Hastings, battle of, 174, et seq.

Henghist, meaning of the name, i. 9.

Henghst and Horsa, their first landing in Britain, i. 9.

Henry I, accession of, i. 342; concludes the English, 345; proposes to marry Edith, niece of Edgar Atheling, i. 345; discussion on the subject, 346; celebration of the marriage, 348; death of, 365.

Henry II, accession of, i. 38; genealogy of, i. 41; conquers Geoffroy d’Anjou, 43; conference formed against, 45; truce between him and the king of France, i. 46; institutes his eldest son duke of Brittany, Anjou, and Maine, i. 47; his desire to effect ecclesiastical reforms, i. 58; his contests with archbishop Beket, 61, et seq., his letter to Louis VII. denouncing Beket, 82; takes up the cross, i. 76; fury of, on Beket’s excommunication of his friends, 86; his energetic measures on the occasion, 87; his reception of the papal legates, 88; meets Beket at Montmirel, 90, persecutes Beket more fiercely than ever, 91; his reception of the papal legates Vivian and Gratian, 96; visits Ireland, i. 133; success of his troops, r6; reconciliation of, with the church, i. 141, terms of this reconciliation, r6, deserted by his followers, i. 152, his penance at Canterbury, i. 157; his passion for the princess Alix, ii. 181, his illness and death, ii. 184-5; account of his funeral, ii. 186.

—— III, coronation of, at Westminster Abbey, u. 99; assumes the royalty, i. 148; his first acts, 96.

—— prince (Henry V), defeats the Welsh insurgents, u. 289.

—— VII, rise of, i. 290; kills Richard III. and is crowned in his stead, 295.

—— VI of Germany claims the custody of Richard I., ii. 217.

—— son of earl Geoffroy, elected duke of Normandy, i. 30.

—— d’Anjou, extent of his possessions in France, ii. 33; his marriage, Henry, prince, son of Henry II., his vacillating conduct, ii. 167, et seq.; his death, 173.

—— prince, son of Henry I., account of, i. 357; his death, 358.

Hereward, account of him and his patriotic exploits, i. 262-8 and Appendix, xvi.; murder of him, 269.

Herve, bishop of Bangor, excommunicates and fights the Welsh, i. 20.

Hide abbey, treatment of, i. 195.

Hildebrand, see Gregory the Great.

Horsa, meaning of the name, i. 9.
Houné, his insurrection against the Danes, i 121.  
Hubbo kills with his own hand all the monks of Peterborough Abbey, i 64.  
Hugh Capet, election of, ii 36  
Hugh-le-loup, his conquests in Wales, i 235.  
Humber, general, lands with some French troops in Ireland, ii 344; his progress, ib; caputulates, 345.  
IDA, his invasion of England, i 18.  
Indepependents, rise of the, ii 309.  
Individual enfranchisements, frequent instances of, ii 382.  
Ingulf of Croyland, his account of queen Editha, i 123.  
Interdict pronounced on the continental provinces of Henry II, ii 138.  
Ireland, early names of, i 3; clergy of, their independence of the Anglo-Roman bishops, 46; state of, ii 122; conquest of, under Henry II, 188–198; the non-progress of improvement there, 319; the cause of this, 320; oppression of, by the Anglo-Normans, 321; different populations in Ireland, 330; her attempts to effect a revolution, ii 336, et seq.  
Irish, character of the, ii, 121; customs of, the, 194; their contest with earl John, ib; their enduring hatred of the English, 195–7; their adherence to their old customs, 322; their tenacious adherence to Popery, 326; their treatment under Elizabeth and James, 327; their adherence to Charles, 329.  
Irish rebellion, the, account of, ii 337, et seq.  
Ivo Taille-Bois, his marriage and settlement, i 261.  
JAMES I of England, his accession, ii 305; attempt to put down puritanism in Scotland, 306.  
John, earl (king John) sent to Ireland, i 193; his contest with William de Longchamp, 208, et seq.; his negotiations with Philip Augustus, ii 218; universal hatred felt towards him, ii 360.  
John Ball, a leader of the insurgents, ii 371.  
John of Salisbury, letter to Beket, ii 82; his mode of corresponding with the exile Beket, 92.  
Jutes, mention of this people, i 9.  
KENNETH MAC-ALPIN becomes king of all Scotland, i 209.  
Kent, formation of the Saxon kingdom of, i 11; men of, obtain privileges from William the Conqueror, 182.  
Kerdic forms the Saxon kingdom of Wessex, i 11.  
Knut, accession of, to the crown of England, i 109; becomes king of the whole country, 107; marries Emma of Normandy, 108, his able rule, 109; conciliates the Saxons, ib; institutes the tax called Peter's pence, 110, goes on a pilgrimage to Rome, 111; letter from him, giving an account of his pilgrimage, ib, his death, 114.  
Kymru, the primitive name of southwestern Britain, i 2.  
LANFRANC, archbishop of Canterbury, account of, i 145, becomes the confidant of duke William of Normandy, ib; created archbishop of Canterbury, 247; defeats the insurgent Normans and English, 281; death of, 335.  
Language, Anglo-Saxon, used at Constantinople, i 240; English, its different fate in England and in Scotland, ii 5; its low estimation in England, in the middle ages, ib; position of, in the thirteenth century, ii 366, progress of, ii 387, et seq.; French, character of that spoken in England, ii 836, early, of Normandy, i 104, Norman, its reception in England under Edward the Confessor, i 125; the Romane, decline of, ii 51; Scottish, changes in, ii 3.  
Laurentus, his mission to Britain, i 33; raised to the see of Canterbury, i 40; converts king Edbald to Christianity, i 41.  
Lenoir, bishop of Ely, joins the party of Matilda, ii 25.  
Laws, Anglo-Saxon, restoration of, under Edward the Confessor, i 123; of the Conqueror, i 257.  
Law for the personal security of the Anglo-Normans, i 318.  
Leofoik, abbot of Hede, joins Harold's army with twelve of his monks, i 174.  
Leopold of Austria arrests king Richard, ii 217.  
Lodewig, king of Aquitaine, becomes emperor of the Franks, ii 35.  
Loegwr, the primitive name of south-
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eastern Britain, i. 2; first appearance of, in Britain, i 3.

London, meaning of the name, i. 7; blockade of, the Normans, i 184; submission of, i 186; corporation of, its composition, ii 241

Longbeard, history of his contest with authority, ii 242, 246; his death, 247, his popularity, \( \text{ib} \).

Lord, signification of the term, i 261.

Lord of the Isles, the, ii. 7, ceremony of his coronation, \( \text{ib} \); extent of his dominions, \( \text{ib} \).

Louis VII of France, his separation from his wife, ii. 32; his favourable reception of Beket, ii 83; called into England by the barons, ii 360.

Longchamp, William de, left in charge of England by Richard I, n 207; his despotic and grasping conduct, 208, flight and capture of, 211.

Lupus, bishop of Troyes, his mission to Britain, i. 27.

Maccabe, W. B., his catholic history of England, i. 84.

Magna Charta, ii 351.

Maune, insurrection of, i. 273.

Malcolm Kenmore, his reception of the fugitive English, i. 211; marries the princess Margaret, \( \text{ib} \); makes peace with William, i. 272.

Marechal, John le, his affair with Beket, ii. 71.

Marselles, taking of, by the French, ii. 266.

Matilda, wife of William the Conqueror, death of, i 298.

Matilda (Edith) married to Henry I, i. 248.

——, the empress, daughter of Henry I, receives the oaths of the Anglo-Norman barons, i 364; marries Geoffroy d'Anjou, 366; lands in England, ii 22; enters Winchester in triumph, ii 26; she assumes the title of queen, \( \text{ib} \); her character, \( \text{ib} \); visits London, ii. 27, her reception, \( \text{ib} \); she taxes the citizens, \( \text{ib} \); her flight to Oxford, ii 28.

Meanx abbey founded, i. 298.

Melitus, his mission to Britain, i 39; his disputes with the sons of king Sighebert, i. 40.

Mercia, formation of this kingdom, and meaning of the term, i 14.

Merowings, first mentioned, i 19.

Mirembeau, peace of, n 237.

Molbray or Monbray, earl Robert, his revolt against William Rufus, i 337.

Money, value of English, at different times, n. 72, et seq., note.

Monmouth castle built, n 16.

Montfort, Simon de, heads a league against the foreign favourites of Henry III, ii. 364; is killed, 365; his great popularity, 366.

Montgomery castle built, i. 232.

Montmoral, treaty of, n. 90.

Montrose, marquis of, his execution, ii. 311.

Morkar, elected earl of Northumberland, i 142; submission of, 260

Nantes, burned by William, i 366; claimed and obtained by Henry II, ii. 44

New Forest, formation of, i. 307.

Newtown, foundation of, n. 18

Normandy, account of the settlement of, by the Northmen, i. 84, et seq.; invaded by Rollo, 92, et seq.; partition of, among the companions of Rolf, 99; improvement of, under this chieftain, \( \text{ib} \); incursion of, against the Norman conquerors, 101; taken from the English, n 257, et seq.

Normans, favourable reception of, in England, under Edward the Confessor, i 125; contributions levied on the, 299; cruelties exercised by the, n. 28.

Normans in France, embrace Christianity, i. 100; extension of their dominions, \( \text{ib} \); social condition of, 101; insurrection against them on the part of their subjects, \( \text{ib} \).

Normans in Italy, account of, i. 158.

Normans in Leinster, attacked by the Danes, ii 132.

Normans in Wales, progress of the, ii. 15; attacked by the Welsh, \( \text{ib} \); cruelties committed by the Cambrians, \( \text{ib} \).

Norman barons, many, transfer their fealty to Malcolm of Scotland, i. 311.

Norman princes, their violent deaths, n 187.

Northampton, council of, ii. 70.

Northern provinces of England, state of, the, i. 218; submission of, 226; desolation of, \( \text{ib} \); division of, \( \text{ib} \).

Northumberland, conversion of, by Pau-
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in the invasion of England, i. 162.

Philip Augustus, his friendship with earl Richard, u. 175; takes up the cross, ib.; returns from the crusade, i. 207; his feigned fear of Richard I., 215; negotiates with the emperor for the detention of Richard I., 217, his views of conquest, 233; sketch of his continental conquests, 253, et seq.

Plantagenet, origin of the name, i. 361; legend respecting this family, u. 169.

Ponters, battle of, i. 23.

—,—, bishop of, a letter of his respecting the constitution of Clarendon, u. 69; attempt to poison him, 81.

Poetical outburst of a monkish chronicler, ii. 163.

Poetry, its influence in southern France, u. 162.

Pontefract castle founded, i. 229.

Ponthieu, Guy, count of, his seizure of earl Harold, i. 146.

Pontigny, Beket's retirement to, ii. 85.

Popes of Rome, extension of their temporal dominions, i. 110; their ambitious projects, 111.

Prelates, extensive creation of, by Henry I., i. 355, their oppression of the native English, ib.

Presbyterians, Scottish, persecution of, ii. 314.

Primaec of Canterbury, establishment of, i. 250; confirmed by Gregory the Great, 263.

Provence annexed to France, ii. 263.

Prydyn, the primitive name of Britain, i. 2.

Puritans, rise of the, ii. 305.

QUINTIANUS, bishop of Rodez, his treachery, i. 23.

RAGNAR LODBROG, his invasion of England, i. 59; is killed, i. 60; his death-song, ib.; vengeance taken for his death, 61.

Raoul, count of Evreux, defeats the rebel subjects of duke Richard of Normandy, i. 108.

Raven, the, a Danish standard, described, i. 81.

Redwald, king of the East-Angles, his spiritual impartiality, i. 45.

Reformation, the, in Scotland, rise of, ii.
304; feeling respecting it in England, on the accession of James I., ii. 305.

Renouf Hambard, bishop of Lincoln, cruelties of, i. 336.

Revolution of 1688, its concessions to Scotland, in point of religion, ii. 317.

——, the French, its influence on the Irish, ii. 337, et seq.

Richard, son of the Conqueror, death of, i 307

Richard (Richard I.), second son of the king of England, repairs to Poitou, ii. 153; he is joined by the Bretons, ib.; the Bretons are defeated, 154, progress of his wars with his family, 165, et seq; agrees to marry the princess Alix, 180; his alliance with Philip Augustus, 182; accession of, 201; sells the royal demenses, ib., departs for the crusades, ii. 203, his violent conduct in Sicily, ib.; quarrel between him and Philip Augustus, 204; refuses to marry the princess Alix, 205; becomes reconciled with Philip, 206; his quarrels with the other crusaders, 207; quits the Holy Land, 213; his adventures on his way, 215—217; his arrest, 217; put to ransom, 218; complains of the lukewarmness of his friends, 220, and Appendix No. XIX.; is released, and returns to England, 222; his coronation, 232; resumes the estates he had sold, ib.; publicly repudiates the murder of the marquis of Montferrat, 234; defeats king Philip, ib.; violates the peace of Mirambeau, 237; his treachery towards the dauphin of Auvergne, 240; literary contest between these princes, ib., and Appendix No. XXIV.

Richmond castle built, i. 228.

Right Boys, rise of the, ii. 333.

Robert of Normandy, William the Conqueror’s father, his pilgrimage to Jerusalem, i. 155.

——, son of William, his insubordination, i. 291; his travels, i. 291; he opposes his father, i. 292; proceeds to the Crusades, i. 342; lands in England, i. 349; agreement between him and Henry I., ib.

—— natural son of Henry I., his marriage, i. 361; is made earl of Gloucester, ib.

—— de Junieges, the expelled archbishop of Canterbury, appeals to Rome, i. 144.

Robin Hood, account of him and of his band, ii. 223—229.

Rochester, siege of, i. 332.

Rollo, the Norman, account of him and of his invasion of Normandy, i. 91, et seq.; marries the daughter of count Beranger, i. 95; elected duke of Normandy, ib.; his treaty with Charles le Simple, i. 98; his baptism, and marriage with the king’s daughter, ib.

Roman walls in Britain constructed, i. 5.

Romans, their invasion of Britain, i. 4.

Rome, court of, its indignation at the independence of the Anglo-Saxon church, i. 143; its negotiations with William of Normandy, i. 150; its temporal progress, 158; authorizes William of Normandy to invade England, 159; begins to take part in the dispute between Beket and Henry II., ii. 69.

Rotrou, archbishop, his mission to England, ii. 69.

Rouen taken from the English, ii. 254.

Rouge-Dragon, institution of this office, ii. 293.

Rougemont castle built, i. 205.

Roundheads, meaning of the term, ii. 305.

Rhuddlan Marshes, battle of, i. 236.

Rufin, a celebrated captain of free companies, ii. 284.

Rufus, William, hastens to England, i. 329; he is chosen king, and crowned by Lanfranc, 330; is opposed by the Anglo-Norman barons, 331; defeats his brother Robert, 333; his death, 340.

SAINTS, English, standards of the, used by the Anglo-Normans, ii. 11.

Salisbury, earl of, killed by the Poitevins, ii. 46.

Saxons, meaning of the term, i. 9; their settlement in the Isle of Thanet, 10; defeat the Picts and Scots, ib.; quarrel with the Britons, and form an alliance with the Picts and Scots, 11.


——— kings, their favour to the church, 49; form of their donations, ib.; their gradual coolness towards Rome, i. 50.

——— priests, cause of their numbers under Anglo-Norman rule, ii. 58.

Scandinavian population in Gaul, soro-
rance of, from the northern trunk, i. 104.
Scarborough attacked by the Norwegians, i. 167.
Scotland, state of, at the time of the
Conquest, i. 210; comparative freedom
of her ancient institutions, ii. 308; new element of her population, i. 311.
Scots, formation of the nation of, i. 51;
account of, i. 209; distinction between
them and the English, ii. 3; comparative
freedom of their condition in the
middle ages, 4; the lowland, their
dread and dislike of the high-
landers, 6; relative position of the
higher and lower orders among
them, 6; nature of royalty among
them, 298; their invasion of England,
against the measures of Charles I.,
207; their view of the restoration of the
Stuarts, 318; their intellectual quali-
ties, 318.
Scottish castles, nature of, ii. 299.
Scottish kings, their predilection for
the southern populations, i. 210; their
aggressions in England, ii. 2; discard
surnames, 6.
Scottish rebellion of 1679, ii. 315
Sea-kings, the, characterized, i. 57.
Sharp, archbishop, murder of, ii. 315.
Shrewsbury castle built, i. 232
Simon de Senlis, earl of Northampton,
i. 286.
Siward, earl of Northumberland, his
remarkable death, i. 140.
Society, English, commencement of that
now existing, ii. 391.
Soldiers of fortune, account of the, ii. 17.
South of France, its populations charac-
terized, ii. 50.
Spalding, treatment of the monks of, by
Ivo Taillebois, i. 261.
Staller, nature of this office, i. 185.
Standard, battle of the, ii. 12.
Stephen, elected king of England, i. 285;
revolt against him, i. 388; attacks the
camp of Ely, ii. 25; he routs the
troops of Baldwin de Reviers and
Bishop Lenoir, 6; resumes the
royalty, ii. 30.
Stigand, nominated archbishop of Can-
terbury, i. 183; obtains the pallium
from the antipope Benedict, i. 144;
refuses to crown William, 188; de-
position, 245; his flight to Scotland,
246; imprisoned for life, 270.
Strandling, account of this custom, i. 90.
Strongbow, Richard, invades Wales, ii.
17; his rapid conquests, ii. 18; as-
sumes the command of the colony of
adventurers in Ireland, ii. 130; he
attacks Waterford, 6.
Superstitions of the English, i. 356.
Sussex, formation of the Saxon king-
dom of, i. 11.
Swen of Denmark invades England, i.
81; assumes the title of king of Eng-
land, i. 84.
Sweyn, son of Earl Godwin, account of,
i. 188.

TALBOT, John, death of, ii. 276.
Taxes, collection of, in England, ii. 178,
Theodebert, king, his reception of St.
Augustin, i. 30.
Theoderik, king, his quarrel with Co-
luman, i. 47.
Thibaut, earl of Blois, endeavours to
gain the hand of Eleanor of Aquitaine,
u. 32.
Thomas, archbishop of York, his contest
with Lanfranc, i. 249.
Thurcot, the Dane, his adventure, i. 212.
Tinchereby, battle of, i. 353.
Tirel, Walter, shoots William Rufus, i.
341.
Toli, a Saxon monk, defeated by the
Danes, i. 62.
Tosti, son of Godwin, his tyranny, i.
141; is expelled by the Northum-
brians, 142; quits England, 143;
takes part against his brother Harold,
154; makes a descent upon England,
156; defeated by Harold, 170; is
killed, 6.
Toulouse, county of, ii. 49; wars with
Henry II., 6; destruction of its in-
dependence, 261.
Tours, archbishop of, his dispute with
the Breton bishops, i. 25.
Tours, Martin des, invades Wales, ii. 18.
Toustain, abbot of Glastonbury, i. 297.
Tower of London commenced, i. 187.
Treaty between Stephen and Henry, 31.
_______ between Stephen and Matilda,
ii. 30.
Tributes, annual, to Rome, paid by the
Anglo-Saxons, i. 48.
Tursaud, abbot of Peterborough, his
turbulence, i. 251.
INDEX.

Tweed, the, becomes the permanent boundary of Scotland, i. 51.

UNION, legislative, of Great Britain and Ireland, ii. 345.

United Irishmen, Rise of the, ii. 336.

Ursen of North Britain, defeats the Angles in several engagements, i. 13.

VARINGS, mention of this guard, i. 154.

Vassal and lord, various meanings of the terms, ii. 49.

Vaulcher, death of, i. 294.

Villeins, meaning and application of the term, i. 89.

Vinegar Hill, battle of, ii. 342.

Visigoths, the, occupy part of Gaul, i. 17; characterized, ib.; defeated by the Franks, 23.

Vivien and Gratian, their mission to Henry II. ii. 96; their reception, 97.

Vivian, cardinal, his duplicity, ii. 191.

Volunteers, the Irish, rise of the, ii. 334.

Vortugern, see Guortyern.

WALES, commencement of its subjuga-
tion, i. 232; state of, in the time of Henry II., ii. 93; prince of, adoption of this title by the royal family of Eng-
land, n. 281.

Wallace, William, his resistance to Edward I., n 300.

Walthoef, son of Siward, takes part in an insurrection against William, 221. makes his peace with the conqueror, and marries Judith of Normandy, 231; conspires against William, i. 278; trial and execution of, 283. 4.

Walling street, etymology of the name, 170, (note)

Wats-Dyke, mention of, i. 141.

Wat Tyler, account of the insurrection headed by him, ii. 372, 377.

Welsh, their long struggle for inde-
pendence, i. 51; hospitality of, the, ii. 29; their attachment to the cause of Beket, 93; employed as light troops by Henry, ii 164; characterized, 198; their patriotism, 200; side with earl John, 220; their long contest with the Anglo-Norman invaders, 279; bards, persecution of, 281; emigration of, to France, 282; receive succours from France, 288; the French auxiliaries withdraw, 289; their treatment at the hands of the Anglo-Norman kings and seigneurs, 293, 4; their support of the Stuarts, 294; their lofty spirit, 295; their nationality, ib.; their cultivation of poetry, 296, their lan-
guage, ib.

Wessex, formation of the Saxon kingdom of, i. 10.

Western provinces, insurrection of the, i. 216.

Westminster Hall built, i. 329.

Wexford, siege of, u. 128.

William the Conqueror, his first visit to England, i. 183; account of him, ib.; is nominated duke of Normandy, 184; defeats the insurgent barons, ib.; his vindictive character, 185; his first conception of the conquest of Eng-
land, ib.; is charged with the custody of two of earl Godwin's sons, 188; account of earl Harold's visit to him, 146—150; his negotiations with the court of Rome with reference to the acquisition of England, 150; his re-
ception of the news of Harold's acces-
sion, 158; messages between him and Harold, 156; appeals against Harold to Rome, 157; prepares for the inva-
sion of England, 150; his depression at St. Valery, 165; sails for England, 166; lands in England, 171; ad-
vances upon London, 164; is crowned king, 188, his share of the spoil, 191; extent of his first conquests, 192; re-
visits Normandy, 199; returns to England, 202, defeats the insurgents at Stafford, 217; negotiates with the Danes, 222; his feigned conciliation of the English, 256: invades Scot-
land, 271; returns to Normandy, 273; invades Mâme, 274; conspiracy of the Normans and English against him, 279; invades Brittany, 281; returns to London, 282; his share of the conquest of land, 317; his unhappi-
ness, ib.; quits England for the third time, 318; his quarrel with Philip of France, 326; his death, 328; his funeral, 329; epitaph on his tomb, 331; genealogy of, u. 41.

William, son of duke Robert, made earl of Flanders, i. 355.

White Boys, rise of the, ii. 333.

Winchcombe, monks of, patriotic resist-
ance of the, i. 206.

Winchester, the bishop of, declares himself for Stephen, ii. 29.
Winchester, council of, in 1086, i. 316; its decrees, ib.
———, siege of, by Robert of Gloucester, ii. 29.
Wolf's-head, application of the term, i. 121.
Worcester, insurrection of the citizens of, against Hardeknut, i. 120.
Wulfstan, bishop of Worcester, his character, i. 287; his accusation death, 288; he is honoured with the title of saint, ib.
York castle built, i. 213.
York, taking of, i. 213, taken by the English, i. 221; retaken by the Normans, ib.
York and Lancaster, sanguinary wars of these houses, ii. 291.

THE END.